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PREFACE

This handbook, Natural Environmental Factors, is the second In a series

on the nature and effects of the environmental phenomena. As the title
implies, the handbook addresses a set of natural environmental factors
-which, for the purpose of this text, comprises:

a•,Terraln h. Fog and Whiteout
b. Temperature i. Wind
c. Humidity, j. Salt, Salt Fog, and Salt Water,
d..ieuure k. Ozone.
e. Solar Radiation 1. Macrobiological Organisms.
f. Rain •. Miobiological Organisms
g. Solid Precipitation

These particular factors were chosen as best representing the needs of the
design engineer.

Except for the chapters on macrobiological and microbiological en:a-

nisms, the Information is organized as follows:

a. Description of the factor, its measurement, and its distribution

b. Description of the effects of the factor on jnatý'rie! and the
procedures for design so as to avoid or reduce adverse effects

c. Enumeration of the testing and simulation procedumes that assure
adequate design.

Thus, the design engineer is provided with a body of practical information
that will enable him to design materiel so that its performance during use is
not affected seriously by the environment.

It is impractical to acknowledge :he assistance of each individual or
organization which contributed to the preparation of this handbook.
Appreciation, however, is extended to the following organizations and
through them to the individuals concerned:

a. Frankford Arsenal

b. US Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory

c. US Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories

d. US Army Natick Laboratories

e. US Army Tank-Automotive Command

"f, Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory, US Army Electronics Command.

The handbook was prepared by the Research Triangle Institute, Research

xxxi
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.,,•....."...".."".............1.......... .......... . ............... •........ .-.

Triangle Park, NC-for the Engineering Handbook Office of Duke Univerity, " . .

prime contractor to the US Army Materiel Commuand-under the general
direction of Dr. Robert M. Burger. Technical guidance and coordination'
were provided by a committee under the direction of Mr. Richard C. V4
Navarin, •q, US Army Matedel'Command.

The Engineering Design Handbooks fail into two basic categories, those.
approved for release and sale, and those classified for security reasons. The
US Army Mate~lel Command policy is to release'these Engineering Design
Handbooks in accordance with current DOD Directive 7230.7, dated 18
'September 1973. All unclassified Handbooks can be obtained from the *,0.

. National Tuchnical Information Service (NTIS). Procedures for acquiring
these Handbooks follow:

a. All Department of Army activities having need for the Handbooks
. must submit their request on an official requisition form (DA Form 17,

dated Jan 70),directly to:

Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chambersburg, PA 17201

(Requests for classified documents must be submitted, with appropriate ,
"Need to Know" justification, to Letterkenny Army Depot.) DA activities
will not requisition Handbooks for further free distribution.

b. All other requestors, DOD, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, nonmilitary .

Government agencies, 'contractors, private industry, individuals, universities,
and others must purchase these Handbooki from:

National Technical Information Service
Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151

Classified documents may be released on a "Need to Know" basis verified by
an official Department of Army representative and processed from Defense
Documentation Center (DDC), ATTN: DDC-TSR, Cameron Station,
Alexandria, VA 22314.

Comments and suggestions on this Handbook are welcome and should be
addressed to:

Commander
US Army Materiel Command
ATTN: AMCRD-TV
Alexandria, VA 22333

(DA Forms 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications, which are
available through normal publications supply channels, may be used for
commen ts/suggestions.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This handbook, containing information on satisfactory prod uct, The satisfaction must be
13 natural environmental factors, is Part Two expressed by, the user and is derived from
of the Environmental Series of Engineering utility, reliability, maintainability, effective-
Design .Handbooks. The complete series in- nes, or cost. These attributes are not, of
cludes: course, indepenoent of each other. Environ-

mental factors 'affect each of these; trucks
Part One, Basic Environmental Concepts, may be useless in deep snow, mud, or sand;

AMCP 706-115 electronic devices may be failure-prone in a
humid environment; firing mechanisms are

%rt Two, Natural Environmental Factors difficult to adjust in extreme cold; and
(this part), AMCP 706-116 aircraft landing systems may be ineffective in

a thick fog. These examples illustrate how the
Part Three, Induced Environmental Fac- environment may limit the satisfaction a user

ton, AMCP 706-117 may receive from an item of materiel. The
design engineer with knowledge of these

Part Four, Life Cycle Environments, AMCP limitations can improve his design, thereby
706-118 producing a better product. This handbook Is

"intended* to provide that knowledge in a
Part Five, Environmental Glossary, AMCP readily available form.

706-119.
All existing information on each of the 13

The environmental factors Included in this natural environmental factors is not included
" handbook are those, of primarily natural in this handbook. Rather it is an assemblage

origin although certain of them are enhanced, of Information that was available at the time
modified, or, in certain circumstances, deter- of preparation. Additional and improved in-
mined completely by human activities. For formation is available in many cases and, as
example, in urbanized regions the natural this is identified, it will be incorporated in
effects of terrain are almost completely sub- subsequent revisions of this handbook. The
dued; within bulldin!s, the temperature, hu- objective has been to provide as complete a
midity, and pressure to which materiel is handbook as the time and effort would allow.
exposed are controlled; the occurrence of fog
is influenced by human activities; and the The amount and type of information avail-
ozone generated by equipment can be as able varies widely among the 13 environ-
important as that produced in nature. So it Is mental factors. For example, because of the
with all of the natural environmental fac- activities of the US Army Cold Regions
ton - they can be deliberately modified by Research and Engineering Laboratory, much
man for his benefit or changed as a result of information is available on the solid precipi-
his activities. Nevertheless, they are predomi- tants. Also, much information is available on
nantly natural. temperature and humidity because of their

pervasive importance to materiel. However,
"A design engineer Is interested in informa- since factors such as pressure, fog, and ozone

dton that will enable him to make a more are of lesser importance to design engineers,

1-1
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they are described in shorter chapters, Macro- the one-to-one relationship given in the table.
biological and microbiological organisms are
factos encompassing broad topics on which Since few of these natural environmental
little quantitative information is available, factors are mutually exclusive, the environ.
Therefore, these factors are presented in a nment at a given place and time is described by
more descriptive manner than are the other a set of factors. Allffactors in the set interact
factors for which 'parametric data are avail- with materiel, sometimes to produce com-
able. bined effects and sometimes in synergism to

produce effects either in excess of or les tha
The design engineer Is concerned with more the combined effects. In some cases, ý these

than how to improve a given item of materiel synegLsnis are discussed. Others are discussed
so tlhAt 'it better survives a hostile environ- in the Environmental Series, Part Four, Life
ment. Operational requirements for special Cycle Environments.
materiel capabilities are also within his pur-
view. For example, requirements for fog Similar relationships exist with the eight
dissipation and oversnow transport call for induced environmental factors, which are
special materiel. For this reason, and because 'discussed in Part Three. The importance 'to
future information requirements cannot be materiel of each such induced factor - at-
forecast, the treatment of environmental fac- mospheric pollutants, sand and dust, vibra-
tons is broader than would be required for tion, shock, acceleration, acousticsi electro-
materiel effects alone, magnetic radiation, and nuclear radiation - is

influenced by natural environmental factors.
People tend to accept natural environ-

mental' factors and their effects on materiel as The get of natural ý?nvironmental factors in
inevitable. Wood rots, fabric mildews, elec- this handbook - terrain; temperature; hu- (
tronic components fail, shock mounts wear midity; pressure; solar radiation; rain; solid .
out, food spoils, metals rust, and paints precipitation; fog and whiteout, wind; salt,
discolor and spoll. These common occurrences salt fog, and salt water;ozone; macroblologQcal
"are often accepted without question. Such organisms; and microbiological organisms - is
deterioration can be avoided, however, by not unique. Different arrangements could
proper selection, protection, and use of mate- have included vegetation, soils and rocks, or
riel. The imposition of procedures wherein moisture in all of its forms, for example,'as
such steps are taken involves a decision by the natural environmental factors. The particular
design engineer that the added costs required factors that have been included were chosen'

are justified by total cost of ownership or by as best representing the needs of the design
operational considerations. engineer.

The complex interrelations of the natural In the various chapters of this handbook,
environmental factors are prime subjects of the International System of Units (SI) is
Investigation in several scientific disciplines, preferred. Often, however, available data and
In Table 1-1, a presentation of these Interde- practical considerations have made it neces-
pendencies is given but In a limited sense. The sary to present data In English units so that
numerical index indicates the degree of know)- both systems are employed in almost every
edg that may be derived on a natural chapter. In some cases, data are given in both
environmental factor, given extensive knowl- systems of units in order to relate the less
edge of another such factor. In practice, familiar units to those that have been In
limited information Is ovallabIe on a number common usage. An example Is the measure-
of such factors. This combined information ment of rainfall for which an immense quanti-
provides a much stronger base for deriving ty of data Is recorded in inches and the maps
additional information than Is Indicated by showing rainfall distribution are plotted In

1-2
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. then units. It would require mudh effort to presentation of data in both systems of units

convert thoes data to centimeters; however, facilitates the ultimate full conversion,

TABLE 1-1

IN"RDEPENDBNCE OF NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS

6- ' IM isC 5.4

Terrain 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 3 1

Temperature 2 2 1 3 2 3 2 1 1 1 3 3

Humidity 22 1 3 4 2 2 1 12 3
Pressure 2 1 1 1 2 ' 1 1 2 1.1 1 1

Solar radiation 2 3 2 1 2 4 1 1 1 2 2 1

Rain 2 2 4 2 4 4 2 1 1 1 2 1

Solid 2 3 3 1 4 4 2 1 1 1 2 1
precipitants

Fog 2 2 4 1 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1

Wind 2 1 3 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 1

Salt I 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ozone 111111 1 111 1 1

Macroblologlcal 2 2 2 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 4
organisms

Microbiological 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
organism-

Given knowledge of the factor in the left-hand column, the
attendant knowledge about the factor at column heading is
given by numerical index where 1 - no, 2 - little, 3 some
? (or sometimes) and 4 - much.

1-3/1-4
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CHAPTER 2

TERRAIN

2.1 INTRODUCTION systems for soils. Methods for measuring the
physical properties of soils, including struc-

In a broad sense, terrain consists of all the tural strength, are summarized in par. 2-4.
physical features of the landscape (exclusive The resultant effects of theSe properties are
of the oceans), whether natural or manmade. assessed in par. 2-5. Finally, the AMC '71
Thus, terrain includes mountains, rivers, mobility model is described, and a brief
forests, buildings, bridges, etc, In this chapter, summary of the Army agencies and test sites
however, only natural terrain features and active in terrain-related studies is presented.,
their influence on military operations will be
discussed. This paragraph does not include considera-

tion of gross geological features such as
Terrain has a profound effect on all mountains, hills, or plains, although these are

military operations. It dictates fields of fire, important in terrain considerations. Descrip-
routes of approach, visibility, cover, and tive geographic information of this sort is

t - concealment. It has an overriding effect on available from a variety of sources. For
ground mobility, for terrain is the factor that example, one particular type of terrain is

,) permits or restricts vehicle and personnel discussed in the book Deserts of the World
movement. It also affects aircraft operations, (Ref. 1) while the descriptive geography of
determining landing sites, routes during othvr specific regions is discussed in many
nap-of-the-earth flying, and, to some extent, other publications. There is also a series of
weather patterns, To the combat soldier, area handbooks, prepared for the Army. Over
terrain is especially important, requiring fifty of these are available (e.g., see Ref. 2).
study, knowledge, and understanding in order
to take proper advantage of it. 2-2 ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

This chapter provides information on Engineering geology is the study of the
terrain and Its effects on military materiel composition and structure of the surface and
performance. The chapter begins with a near-surface layers of the earth as they are
background discussion of engineering geology related to the construction of structures and
ii, which some of the natural forces that to vehicle mobility. Observation indicates that
largely determine the composition of terrain these layers are composed of soils, rocks, and

r features are explained. These features occur water. The actual solid surface is in most
on a worldlde basis and greatly facilitate the places covered with a blanket of soil
classific.4tion of major terrain forms into sometimes extending to a depth of 200 ft,

* various subdivisions, Knowledge that a given although the soil blanket is usually much
unknown area has a geological structure and shallower.
history similar to an already familiar area can
provide accurate insights into the properties This paragraph presents the basic funda-
of the unfamiliar terrain. The classifications mentals of engineering neology, independent
of various terrain forms facilitate such of the gross geographic features. These
associations. Subsequent paragraphs discuss fundamentals serve as a general base for
soil properties and standard classification understanding and for providing materiel

2-1
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designs 'suitable for use in any specific decomposition.. These are discussed, in par.
geologic environment. A reviewL of similar 2-2.2.'
material is contained in Earth ScIence Applied
to Military Use of Natmral Terrain (Ref. 3); 'Residual soil can be very permeable in its
other general information is contained in natural state. Consider the geology of Fig.
books on soil and rock mechanics (Refs. 4-7) 2-2. Unless something i, done 'to block the
and In Introduction w rerraln- Vehlcle Sys- flow, water will seep out of the reservoir
tents (Ref., 8). through the residual soil. To., correct'this

problem, engineers might contIder drving
sheets of steel piling through the residual soil

24.1 801L down into the bedrock. This might be
Impractical or costly because of the difficulty

It Is necessary to distinguish between soil as In driving the piles down to bedrock because
the firmer thinks of It and soil as the or' the many boulders and pieces of partially
geologist and engineer'think of it. Agricultura) decomposed rock that might exist above the
soil is the fertile land that can be used to grow bedrock. Another possible engineering slu-
crops; while engineering soil Is any unconsoll- tion might consist of digging a trench through
dated land that Is not rock and includes such to the bedrock and filling it with concrete.
materials as clay, sand, and gravel. This latter There is, however, a better solution that is
definition of soil is used In this chapter. cheaper and quicker; it consists merely of

Sollesat kfilling the trench, not with concrete but with
Soil lies as a thick blanket on the surface of the same soil tlhat came from it. By packingit

the earth; in size, however, it is a thin coat of down,. it is possible to reduce greatly the
rust on a large iion ball. All soil can be porosity and increase the density of the soil,
classified as residual or transported. Residual thus making it very impervious. (
soil Is decomposed rock, the result of millionr *'

of years of weathering. A cross section of the Another interesting example is the water
crust beneath an area of residual soil is similar pit. Sometimes a water-filled pit having wills
to that illustrated In Fig. 2-I. On the surface and bottom of natural residual soil will lose
lies topsoil, good for the cultivation, of crops, its water rapidly. However, if the first bit of
and at the bottom of the sketch is bedrock. water poured in is raked around and into the
Bietween these fairly homogeneous materials sides of the soil, forming mud, the rest of the
is an area in which the bedrock has only water when poured In will be held by the pit,
partly decomposed into soil. Since the surface This is called mudding.
topsoil is a product of the rock, an
examination of a soil known to be residual It is Important to note that residual soil
will tell what kind of rock lies beneath it, for settles and is not nearly as firm as bedrock.
different types of rock form correspondingly Thus, it is best to #void construction in which
different types of soil. one end of the structure rests on rock and the,

other on soil, for settling of the soil inevitably
Transported soil is residual soil that has produces cracks Inside the structure.

been moved from its origin by the wind or
water. An Important difference between Soil is not permanently situated, as dust
residual soil and transported soil, is that storms make evident. In addition to wind
residual soil graduates into the, underlying erosion, rivers sweep' huge quantities of soil
rock from which it was derived, while out to sea. The Mississippi River alone dumps
transported soil is usually deposited in layers, 50 tons of soil into the Gulf of Mexico every'
not necessarily related to the underlying rock. 6 s; the tremendous quantities of soil washed
All soils come from the decomposition of downstream by the Colorado River will fill
rocks, by a process that has two phases; the vast lake behind Hoover Dam within 200
namely, physical disintegration and chemical yr.

"22 -2"
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tnumporar oltasotation. IceAegaceswr effct itue charsfiateiosti ofeaurs ofl commeseon mud

tions, 2s in arctic and mountainous regions,
glacial action continues to transport soil. (2) Silt. Hard, irregular particles, much like

sand but much finer
A notable effect of this miovement of the

soil is the sorting of the soil according to (3 Snd. Hard, coarse, Irregular particles

WET- CLAY SI LT INSN SAND SAND VISY GRAVEL

USD* CAY I1 SAND SAND SAND VESY GRAVEL GRAVEL colke$

FINE MI COA118 IN J C 15UNIFIEbi FINES(SILT ON CLAY) SAND SAN AVN cRAoLke$&I

200
SIEVE SIZESf 270 1144 60 40 20 10 4 1/42"3/4"

0O0I0100020004 0.0' 002 404 0.? 0.2 0.4 1.0 2.0 4.0 Ic 20 40 ;0

PARTICLES SIZE, an

*USDA -US Department of Agriculture

tUNIFIED - Unified Soil Classification System (USCS)
ý Sieve sizoc are given in the numerical system of
the Standard Screen Scale from 270 to 4 and in terms
of the sieve opening above 0.25 in. (

Figure 2.3. Compariwn of Soil Classification Systems (Ref. 3j
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(4) Gravel. Large, hard particles, including porosity than sand - a volume of clay holds
pebbles and small stones. more water than an equal volume of

sand - but clay will not relinquish water as
These classifications are qualitative. Various readily as sand. This indicates that porosity is
quantitative clasifications exist. Three of not the only factor to consider. The

these are summarized in Fig. 2-3. Table 2-I water-yielding factor also depends on theIgives additional details of the Wontworth permeability, a measure of the ease with
Scale used by geologists, which water flows through a material. The

spaces between clay particles are too small to
Sand may be classified by composition as permit relatively free flow of water; thus, clay

given in Table 2-2 or by origin as in Table 2-3. has a low permeability.
Mica is a stable material often found in sand.
Clay balls - bits of clay that have rolled off a The uin-le of repose (maximum angle from
bank, swept downstream, and obtained a the horizontal of a self-maintaining cone of
protective cover of sand - are also founl soil) of dry sand or gravel -is about 31 dog.
mixed with sand. Because of the nature of the, Exceeding this angle during excavation is
weathering process, all sand found at a hazardous, for It invites wall collapse. Sand 4
particular location Is composed of either makes an excellent foundation because it has
rounded or angular particles. Thus, an a high bearing capacity and does not yeled by
examination of sand yields information on plastic flow as does clay. Quicksand is sand in
the nature of the weathering process. which there is an upward flow of water. Thio

condition can be eliminated only by draining
Sands and gravels have a high poros'•y or or pumping.

"void ratio; i.e., the openings and spaces
between the grains make ample room for the. The clay of most soils is derived chiefly
storage of oil or water. Clay has a still higher from feldspLs. Pure residual clays occur only

TABLE 2-1

WENTWORTH SCALE USED IN GEOLOGIC MEASUREMENT OF SEDIMENTS (Ref. 3) '

Descriptor Size range,

Boulder 256

Cobble 64-256

Pebble 4-64

Granule 2-4

Sand 0.06-2

Silt 0.004-0.06
Dust

Clay 4 0.004

2--5
........................................ ,'..
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TABLE 2.2

SAND CLAS•IFICATION BY COMPOSITION

Sand Type Description

Quartz A durable weather-resisting sand used in
concrete and abrasives

jquartz-feldspar A product of the weathering of granite,
hence, predominately orthoclase

Quartz-feldspar- A fast weathering, hence, very scarce sand
ferromagnesian

Magnetite (Fe3O4 ) A very hard, durable sand

Garnet A sand formed from metamorphic mineral rock
that Is hard, pink, and durable

Coral A sand formed by the weathering of the coral
"reef

Gypsum Very rare sand composed of CaSO4 .H2 0

" Placer sands and Those sands and gravels containing gold, silver,gravels and precious gems from the Spanish placer, smeaning a place where gold can be panned

Zircon Sands bearing rare earths

over pure minerals or sedimentary rocks such applications of clay also employ properties
as feldspar, kaolin (hydrous aluminum sili- such as:
cate), or slate. Color is a rough measure of
purity, since pure day is quite light in color. (1) The more water in a clay, the more
Transported clays occur along river banks. plastic it becomes.
Some are washed to sta and deposited as
marine clay while others are deposited as lake (2) Clay is an excellent "puddling" agent.
and glacial clays. Physical properties of clay
are described in Table 2-4. (3) Clay must be dried before It will slake.

(4) Cluy remains suspended in pure water
Clay is valuable to the ceramics Industry as for a long time. However, addition of an

a material from which to make pottery, tile, electrolyte or almost any salt will cause the
etc., but to the engineer it is valuable for clay to settle to the bottom.
grouthig because it is highly impervious. Since
it is already nearly completely weathered, it (5) Ground water cannot be obtained
may be even better for grouting (as well as readily from clay becnuse of its low
cheaper) than portland cement. Engineering water-yielding factor, i.e., permeability.

2-6
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TABLE 2-3

SAND CLASIIFICATiON BY ORIGIN

Sand type Description

River Variable properties because stream flow produces
Irregular sorting

Beach Well rounded and durable because it has been
transported far from Its origin

Glacial Produced by glacial action resulting in coarse
gravelly texture

Desert Physically disintegrated fine material washed down
mountains by rain and weathered by the wind

"(6) Clay cuts easily and trims to sharp connected to this bedrock at all but - like
-- surfaces; but it has a low shear strength, so large stones and boulders - is loose.

-A that the walls of a deep trench dug in clay,
" especially if wet, can Collapse without The two main classifications of rocks by

warning, origin are Igneous rocks and sedimentary
rocks. Igneous rocks are rocks that have been

As a foundation material, clay is extremely formed by the cooling of molten material
treacherous. Because clay is plastic, it May from deep within the earth. This material was

* flow from beneath a load. Once the load limit originally magma, a molten mass that exists at
is exceeded, the clay loses much of its original great depth beneath the surface of the earth
strength due to breakdown in its structure. In and is periodically forced to the surface as a
construction, this problem of overloading can result of the terrific pressure within the earth.
always be met by simply removing an amount Sedimentary rocks are rocks that have been
of soil equal to the weight of the structure to reformed from disintegrated igneous rocks
be erected. This is quite practical, for most that are transported and deposited in layers.
structures are of low density; a skyscraper A third classification is metamorphic rock, a
exerts a pressuie equal to that of the average term describing rocks that have been changed
woman's heel. The maximum allowable and deformed to such an extent (by heat and
pressures for various soils or foundations pressure) that classifying them as either
appea in Table 2-5. igneous or sedimentary is not practical. Table

2-6 lists the names of various types of each of
2-2.2 ROCKS thew major rock classifications.

Rocks awe of two general types: in-place 2.2.2.1 IGNEOUS ROCKS
&rock and not-in-plce rock. In-place rockrefes to the bedrock, solid ledge, outcrop, or Igneous rocks are either intrusive (plutordc)

natural exposure that is part of the rock shell or extrusive (volcanic). Intrusive rocks are

that surrounds the earth and is encountered formed by magma seeping or sweeping
sooner or later as digging continues down- through a crack in the crust of the earth but
ward. Not-in-place rock is rock that is not never quite reaching the surface. Instead It

2-7
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TABLE 2.4

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CLAY

Property Description

Porosity High, can hold a large quantity of water

Permeability Low, can be used to block the flow of water

Color Wide range. All burnt clays turn red on account
of the iron content except glacial clays.
Glacial clays turn buff because of their large
lime (CaO) content, which combines with the
iron to form calcium ferrate (CaFe 203).

Plasticity Depends on the kaolin content. High kaolin
content clay can be ground Into tiny particles
that look like fish scales or small particles
of mica. These particles absorb water and
give the clay its cohesiveness.

* Strength Varies. Must be measured.

Shrinkage Large, due to water losses, principally (
Fusability Varies with content. Pure kaolin fuses at about

2,100C but this temperature is lowered by the
presence of basic salts.

forms solidified masses of injected material in As various pressures force the magma up
the rock that already lies in the crust, tending toward the surface, he'it escapes and the
to take one of the forms illustrated in Fig. magrma cools to a crystalline rock. These
2-4. crystals are of different sizes, shapes, and

compositions and have different thermal and
Extrusive rock from volcanoes may ema, elastic coefficients of expansion; hence, the

iaate in a flow or as an explosion. in a flow, stresses that agt on this crystallized magma as
lava is the principal constituent, giving off gas it is forced toward the surface are uneven and
and leaving a surface characterized by tend to produce cracks in the rocc. These
vesicular zones, flow breccias, and vesicular stresses can be attributed to two sources:
bubbles; while in an explosion, the main
discharge comes in the form of bombs, (I) Thermal contraction. The hot rock
blocks, ashes, and dust. The vesicular bubbles cools as it moves nearer the surface and, as
of lava often become filled with a mineral differently shaped crystals with different
matter called amygdaloid. Flow breccias are coefficients of expansion are formed, uneven

* breaks in the lava flow that have been stresses are set up.
cemented subsequently by fresh flow. The (
foundation and abutments of Hoover Dam are (2) Elastic expansion. The tremendous
set in flow breccia. pressure that is on the rock when it is miles

2-8
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.4) TABLE 245

ALLOWABLE PRESSURES FOR THE DESIGN OF SHALLOW FOUNDATIONS (Hof. 3)

Type of base allwal•/ ~all1owable
S~pressure*,
S~ tons ft"2

Hard, sound rock ........................................ 40+

Soft rock .. ... ... ....................................... 8-10

Hardpat overlying rock ................................ 10-12

Compact gravel ana boulder-gravel aeposits; very compact
sandy gravel ........... ..... ......................... 10

Loose gravel and sandy gravel; compact sand and gravelly
sand; very compact Inorganic sand-silt soils .......... 5-6

Hard, dry, consolidated clay ............................ 5

Loose coarse to medium sand, medium compact fine sand ... 4)
Compact sand-clay soils ....... .................... .. 3

Loose fine sand; medium compact inorganic sand-silt soils 2

Firm or stiff clay ............... .............. 1.5-2

Loose saturated sand-clay soil3; medium soft clay ....... 1

*Values are not applicable if foundation soil is underlain by a weaker soil.
Use of the tabular values for the design of shallow foundations of major
structures is not recommended unless their use is justified by experience
or additional investigation.

below the surface decreases sharply as it which usually contains acids (principally
approaches the surface. Although rock may carbonic) powerful enough to attack the rock
not appear very elastic, it expands consider- and change its composition over the many
ably and, beca•se of the formation of many years of intimate contact.
different crystal types, unevenly, when it is
"relieved of some of this terrific pressure. Rocks are continuously changing, never

"Tetreaching a permanent stable state. The rock
ri- Ihe aton of thew uneven ther d cycle is illustrated In Fig. 2-5.

elastic str•eses produces many cracks and sUts
In the rock Into which water eeps. The rock, Water is not the only aent that breaks
must now tend to equilibrium with the water, down rocs. Rock decomposes in dry desert

2-9
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* A dike Is erpendicular to the layers Of

.......................~the crust, slipping i~to a crack in the

(A) Dike

A sheet is parallel to the bedding of

. . .... ... .. .. existing rock. This to because the

magma is unable to advance further,

upward and can only spread laterally.

(A) Sheet

If a shoet is unable to spread out or
.... . .. dvance upward, the magms pressure

wivll lift the entire crust of the

earth and form a laccolith.,

C)Lac'colith

A batholith is a laccolith that has
no floor of sedimentary rock (or

of any kind of rock).

(D) Batholith

0Figure 2-4 Form~i of Intnsiwk Rock
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Figure 2-5. Cyclin2 of Rocks

--•+ areas as well as in moist areas. Desert sand the oxygen must first be dissolved in water, l
appears to have been through a fine grinder. It The most destructive acid is carbonic acid, i

is a product of wcathefin• without chemical which forms carbonates with the basic oxides
action, in the rock, Although the acid does not attack

,:, quartz (a crystalline form of SiO•), it does J

'+ As noted in par. 2-2. l the disintegration of form aikaline salts, which in turn will attack
rocks can be classified as either physical qmfftz.
dislnte•ation (mech•mi€•l breakdown) or

!
Schemical decomposition. A number of impor- Some minerals resist the oxidation/hydra-

Umt mechanisms of physical d/sintegration are tion reactions; hence, they p•evere lon•er
Sliven in Table 2-7, The conditions that favor than other• These include; : ....

physical disintegration are those that aid the

action of any of the agents. The extreme (I) C/•y. Compo•d of SiO• and AlzO• :•
northern and southern latitudes experience (kaolin or hydrous xluminum sificate) ' I
frost action and hulle temperature changes,
and mountainous areas increase the probabili- (2) Ferric oxide. Composed of Fe:Oa , ,
ty of falling and tumbling due to gravity. (hematite) and similar iron compounds
Consequently, these areas show much physi-
caldiaintegrationofrocks. Physicaidisintegra- (3) Quartz. Composed of SiO.•, which
tion produces •mail sandlike particles with weathers extremely slowly
little or no clay.

(4) Mica and feldspar. Found in increasing
SThe chief agents of chemical decomposi- depth in the residual soil.

tion of rocks are air and water. The chemictl
composition of the average igneous rock The soluble materials in rock that are
appears in Table 2-8. Oxygen, originating in missing from the residual soil formed from
the air, attacks only the ferrous oxide, that rock are chiefly carbonates and silicates.
oxidizing it to ferric oxide. To react, however, The silicates in the soil come not from quartz
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J TAILE 2-7
PHYSICAL MECHANISMS FOR ROCK DISINTEGRATION

MechanI sm Descri ption

Tolperature change Produces hermal stresses and strains

Pressure release Uneven elastic expansion produces Internal
stresses

BGrevity Rolls rocks down hills and smashes then.
There is no more effective pulverizer than
an avalanche.,

Frost action water expands as it freezes; the force of ex-
pansion bursts open the cracks and crevices of
rocks into which water has flowed and frozen.
Frost action my also change the center of
gravity of a rock and thereby cause it to
topple down a slope and break.

Floral growth The expansion forces of qrowing roots of trees
crack sidewalks and rocks

Mechanical effect Rushing streams ot water dash boulder against
boulder and abrade rock with sand and other
rocks.

Chemical processes Chehical action soetimens causes internal ex-
pension and cracking.

but from other more soluble minerals such as streams, rivers, and eventually the sea.
feldspar. Iron can be removed from rock as a Sodium is a typical soluble product that is
carbonate, providing It has not been exposed moved around quite a bit. Neither the rock
to oxygen, thus allowing the carbonic acid to nor the soil wants it.
attack the iron while it is still ferrous oxide
(FeO). An oxygen deficiency can be brought A paradox is presented by the washing
about by water percolating through heavy away of limestone, which is chiefly soluble
decaying vegetation, which remcves much of calcium carbonate. Calcium carbonate is
the oxygen from the sinking water. The plentiful in the river and streams that lead to
formation of soluble ferrous carbonates is the ocean but in the ocean itself it is scarce.
responsible for the formation of iron Where does it go? The answer is found in the
"springs - springs that have red and yellow fact that for calcium carbonate to dissolve, an
mineral deposits about them. The action is extra carbon dioxide molecule must be
illustrated in Fig. 2-6. present in solution. This extra carbon dioxide

S.,molecule is very unstable and is easily
The soluble products of the weathering of dislodged from the weak chemical bond it has

rock are swept away with the water into the formed (CaCO3 "CO2 ), Carbon dioxide seek-
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J.
..... ..... DECAYED ORGANIC H[ATERIAL

FeO + H20CO2  FeCO3 UNDERGROUND WATER

"IRON DEPOSITS
p., .. ,,,

Figure 2.6. Formation of Iron Springs

ing plants are able to break the bond and is merely ooze that has crystallized and
precipitate the calcium carbonate by absorb- become cemented.
ing the carbon dioxide molecule. The mere
dashing of waves against the shore is often The white cliffs of Dover are a chalky
vigorous enough to break the bond and leave limestone. Indian limestone is a fine limestone
white calcium carbonate on the beach, for finishing structures since it occurs in
Oysters and other shellfish also absorb large uniform color and has large spaces between
quantities of calcium carbon3te in order to natural joints, making it possible to obtain
live. many large pieces.

2-2.2.2 SEDIMENTARY ROCKS Dolomite and shale are responsible for

All products of the weathering of rocks are Niagara (Fig. 2-7). The shale is weathered
classified as either regolith or sedimentary away much faster than the dolomite and cuts

i back under the dolomite. This undercut
rock. Sedimentary rocks are formed by the back uner the dolomite t
consolidation of the small constituents of gradually causes pieces of the dolomite to
regolith, i.e., the sediments. These sediments break off but as yet the dolomite has not

include the carbonates and silicates, which are been exhausted. Thus, the only effect of this
" the primary cements in sedimentary rock weathering has been to push the falls backformation. upstream and produce a rocky gorge contain-

ing the remains of the crumbled dolomite.

The carbonates are carried down rivers and
deposited as calcareous ooze, marl, shell Pure calcium carbonate will weather away
layers, or other extraneous matter. These soft completely. Carbonation is the chief chemical
deposits are easily solidified for they carry action in this process. Because of this high
their own cement. They consolidate to form solubility, limestone country is often full of
limestone, i.e., solid calcium carbonate, chalk, underground streams. It is the solubility of
a soft, inferior rock; and dolomite, which is limestone that makes it a difficult rock to
quite similar in appearance to limestone but work with. Frequently, cavities and solution!, consists of calcium magnesium carbonate. channels occur in limestone deposits and
Any of these rocks can become more often require intensive drilling before they.

thoroughly cemented and form marble, which can be located. During the building of the
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Figure 2-Z. SchematIc Crons Section of Niagra Fails

Chicamauga Dam, it was nocessary to drill Sandstone formerly waa often used for the
over a thousand holes to locate such channels. fronts of buildings and as the final trim to ail

fancy work, but it has now been largely
Silica salts in ,,ion reach the ocean replaced by Indiana granite, mainly because

PVT' whoem they form diatomaceous earth (white this granite contains large quantities of
106' deposits of silica). This silica is called flint calcite, which is strong but is also quite easy

when it occurs in chalk and chart when it to mold.
occurs in limestone. The occurrence of chert
in limestone determines the difference be-Asadtnocce nemybeihr
tween good and worthless limestone, since. weathered or cemented still further. Irk the
any limestone with the hard bits of chart in it latter process the further cementation changes
cannot be mined efficiently. the sandstone into quartzite. To distinguish

Sbetween the two, it is necessary to observe
Soimet sDmita nry rockstamfor dl bydthe split of a surface -w a round split is

organic, sediments. te first step is the characteristic of sandstone; a straight split, of
decomposition into a black muck, which, quartzite.
through progressive consolidation, passes
through the following forms in order; peat to Quartzite Is a metalorphic form of

• ,, -i1•€• diep l tof bituino)uThs sicland finally, fnto clie hc ssrngbti loqiees

lnit o uin cal and t sedimentary rock, found in layers and beds.

aSince silica Is its principal cementing agent,

Sin imestone~~uatzie s vetrrye hardfeec b-Asadtn , onteremnge, meay be either

Sands and gravel are cemented together by weateied hr d strog wurther, it-
natura proessesih toe fh a ndsitsoner and t Ing rock that, on fccount of these properties,

S. .... ,nanntua proessies eicnto y form sandstone anondrzt. odtnus

conglomerates. The cements are usually silica Is quite expensive to drill.

(siico dixid),ferrous oxidru, calcium
carbonate, or simply clay. Of these, silica The tremendous earth pressutres that
probably does the best job of Joining. Since accompany a fold are often enough to change
they anr sedimentry rocks, saindstones and quartzite into quartz schist by dynamic
conmomerates usually occur in beds. k ipples metamorphism (Fig. 28). This quartz schist
that occur naturally on sand beaches some- may be used as a whetstone.
times become consolidated in the same
pattern Ih rocks. If a bed has folder , the The rocks of the sand series weather like
characteristic that the curvature of the ripple any igneous rocks. The attack upon them
always points upwar may be used in consists of an attack on the cement, which
Identidysig the orenal up uide. usually weathers relatively rapidly; and an

attack on the gat nv, whose rate of weathering
The degree of cementation largely deter- depends lmpely on the grain composition. The

mines the porosity, the resistance to weather- weathering of sandstones produces snd and
in-, and the strength of a sedimentary rock. possibly clay if any feldspar Is present.
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* ~SANDSTONIE

(A) Before a fold (B) After a fold

Figure 24 Metamorphic Change in a Fold

When clays and muds become metamorphic When a shale is subjected to the tremen-
rocks, they are called shale, Actually the dous pressures that accompany a fold, it
distinction between clay and shale is not so becomes slate, a very dense, hard rock
simple as to be explained by physical without any water. The tremendous pressures
differences. Often the same material is called squeeze out the water and the carbonates, and
clay when it occurs in the regolith and shale mold the remaining elements into thin sheets
when it occurs in the bedrock. of higher density. The product is a strong,

weather-resistant, watertight slate that makes

Shale is of two types, compaction and fine foundation material. Further preusure

cementation. Compaction shale Is formed may convert the slate into a coarse schist.
from clay that hus been compressed and
squeezed together under a high pressure.. 2-2.3 STRUCTURAL FEATURES
Compacted clay will disintegrate if permitted
to dry and then soaked In water. The drying Structural geology is subdivided Into two
and wetting process is called the slake test and classes of structural features: original and
Is used to spot compaction shales. In secondary. Original structural features of
cementation shale the clay particles are sedimentary rocks are caused by:
cemented together and will not slake.
However, many gradations exist between pure (I) Stratilcation. Sedimentary rockbeds
compaction and pure cementation shale, are not infinite but grade Into other beds or

else lens out (FIg. 2-9).
Under no circumstances should shale be

used aG a building stone or as a road material (2) Unconformities, Ai unconformity is
and only a well-cemented shale is used for the old land surface now covered by
concrete aggregate. Shale is easy to excavate sedimentary rock, The location of an
for It cuts easily and produces no water as unconformity may tip off the location of sink
clay does. Shale weathers in proportion to the holes and solution channels that were
degree to which It has been cemented, originally just beneath the old surface.

GRADING . .,,OUT , .;,,•'

LENSING
OUT

Figure 2., Grading and Len/ing Out of SadImnt.nry Rock Beds
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(3) Alluvial fans. The disintegrated matter without proof. Other theories contend just (.._
washed down the sides of mountains forms the opposite, that the earth is becoming
long gentle slopes that stretch for miles and hotter.
miles. These slopes can be very deceptive,
leading one to think lie is on level ground. (b) Changes in the rotation rate of the

earth. Such changes produce changes in the
(4) Delia deposits. This term describes the centrifugal force acting on the earth with the

sedimentary deposits laid down in a river resultant forces causing the folds.
delta.

(c) Continental creep. The continents are
(5) Minor earth movements. Rock slides moving on the surface of the earth. South

and falls in which entire tops of mountains America and Africa weae once part of one
break loose and slide down. The top of a landmass, for example.
mountain in Alberta slid off and covered 4 or
5 mi2 below it with 35 ft of rock rubble in a (d) lsostatic adjustments. Heavy loads
matter of minutes, No important structure cause soil to flow from beneath the load and
should be built around doubt ful-looking steep pile up around the sides till the pressure that
slopes. The collapse of cavern roofs and the the load exerts is equal to that exerted
consolidation of underlying sediments are upward by the earth. This action tends to
other minor earth movements. One should level mountains and valleys. High stresses on
expect many minor earth movements in rocks produce elastic deformation, fractures,
volcanic country, for the area vacated by the and flows. Rocks need room to crack and
lava when it flows out must be tilled, usually burst; if they have no room, they merely
resulting in a minor earth movement. flow.

(6) Ma/or earth movemnents. Major earth Secondary structural features of sedimen-
movements are evidenced by the appearance tary rocks include joints, faults, and folds.
and disappearance of mountains and other Joints or planes of separation are fractures in
startling changes. Several theories at present rock, produced by earth processes. The
attempt to account for these movements: spacing of the joints determines how large a

piece of rock can be obtained from a quarry.
(a) Cooling and shrinking of the earth. The It is the wide joint spacing of Indiana

inside of the earth, according to this theory, limestone that makes it such good building
has cooled and contracted while the crust has trim, The attitude of the joints is also an
not, thus causing the earth to wrinkle, The important feature, The attitude illustrated in
major premise that the earth is cooling is Fig. 2-10(B) is better in quarrying operations

or

(A) Poor attitude ior (?) Good attitude for
quarry.ng quarrying

Figure 2-10. Atritude of Joints
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FOOT WALL HANGING

WALL

(A) Fault (B) Fissure

Figure 2- 11. Types of Fracture

than that in Fig. 2-1 0(A), for the rock will fall Faults are difficult to find, for nature soon
out naturally as it is cracked and not have to conceals all outward evidence. A fresh fault
te lifted out as it will in the attitude makes the surface above it look as sketched in
illustrated in Fig. 2-10(A). Fig. 2-14. This fault scarp is soon eroded

away and all that remains is a gouge of
Fractures accompanied by displacements shattered and weathered rock, probably

are called faults, while those that involve no overgrown with grass. A stretch of straight
displacement are called fissures. Cross sections stream in a water course that is otherwise
of each are sketched in Fig. 2-11. The side of ragged and tortuous may mean that in this
the fault that extends above a horizontal area the stream flows in a fault gouge.
plane through a point in the center of the
inclined fracture is called the hanging wall Since faults arc characterized by soft,
side, while the other is called the foot wall crumbled rock, they cannot withstand much
side. From this terminology a broad classifica- stress, In tunnelling this fact is important, for
tion of faults is derived in which a normal unless sufficient support is provided under-
fault (Fig. 2-12) is one in which the hanging neath a fault, the walls easily collapse.
wall has dropped beneath the foot wall, and a Building across a fault is dangerous, for any
"reverse fault (Fig. 2-13) is one in which the subsequent earth movement will -probably
foot wall has dropped beneath the hanging cause displacement along the same fault,
wall. It is possible to have a totally horizontal
fault in which there is no vertical displace- When horizontal or nearly horizontal earth
ment. This was true at the San Francisco pressures pinch a portion of the crust of the
earthquake isi 1906. Highways and sidewalks earth, the crust often buckles in what is
had discontinuities in them that ranged up to commonly called a fold (Fig. 2-15). A number
"20 ft long. of special folds are illustriated in Fig. 2-16.

FOOT HANGING WALL .
HANGING WALL WALL FOOT

Figure 2-12. Normal Fault Figure 2-13. Reverse Fault
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Flgure 2-14 Fauft Scarp

In mapping, the dip of a bed (the acute 2-2.4 GROUND WATER
angle between the slope of the bed and the
horizontal) is indicated by a short arrow Ground water is an inportant source of
perpendicular to the strike (any horizontal fresh water. It is found in rocks in original
line lying wholly in the bed) and pointing and secondary openings. Original opening.
toward the younger beds, Mapping illustra- include interstices in sediments, partings along
tions appear In Fig. •- 17. bedding planes, vesicules in lavu, and pores in

igneous rocks. Secondary openings include
solution channels, sink holes, Joints, faults,

When layers of bedrock are fiolded, they fractures, folds, and domes as seen in Fig,
slip along each other, producing a fractured, 2-20. Granite is full of water. Farmers used to
slaty cleavage between the beds as in Fig. set off explosives at the bottom of their dug
2-18. By observing the angle of cleavage, it is wells to loosen up the granite and get water.
posible to determine the direction in which j
the beds slipped with respect to each other. The forces that control the movement uf
The "scrub brush" principle states that the ground water include gravity, capillary action,
bristles of a scrub brush indicate the direction and gas pressure. The important properties of
the brush was moved by their slope. Thus, in rock with respect to water are permeability,
the illustrations of Fig. 2-19, the brush could porosity, water-yielding factor, and chemical
have moved only in the direction indicated by weathering.
the arrows to produce the bristle position
shown. The bristles correspond to the angle of Ground water is principally acidic due to J
slaty cleavage, the presence of carbonic acid. Consequently,

ANTICLINE

(A) Before folding (B) After folding
(arrows indicate
"erth preasure)

Figure 2-15. Foid Formation
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(A) Nnowelft (Can be ..staken for a (B) Overturned
fault)

(C) Inclined (D) Reclined

rFiure 2.16. Types of Fold

basic rocks weather faster then acidic ones, can dig a well into a perched water table and
producing irregular profiles of weathered rock find it exhausted and dry the next day oQ' he
wherever strips of acidic and basic rock lie may drain a lake or swamp dry by drilling a
side by side. These profiles are important in hole through an impervious bed that holds the
construction. For example, in Fig. 2-21 the water up. Water usually runs off ground
present dam site A is poor geologically, for it unless the ground is full of holes, or relatively
crosses bands of rock that might easily have a dry cnd can absorb it, Topography is a factor.
cross-sectional profile like that shown. A If the water is running rapidly down a steep
much better plan would be to build the dam slope, it will not be as readily absorbed.
at site B where it would lie wholly within one Plowing across a slope to make the water slow
band that has fairly uniform weathering, down increases the absorption greatly.

The water table is an imaginary line below Ground water evaporates directly and
which the earth is 100 percent saturated. This through vegetation. The leaves of vegetation
line roughly follows the surface but is not transfer moisture from ground to air. In 24 hr
constant, varying from wet to dry seasons. a tree transpires many gallons of water into
The zone of capillarity is the area above the the air. A dust mulch stops evaporation from
water table into which water is drawn by the ground since it will not permit water to
adhesive forces. Fig. 2.22 illustrates the wet it by capillarity. Cultivating crops
hydrologic cycle through various media produces this dust mulch, thus holding the
including the terrain, moisture in the ground for the crops.

"A perched water table is one that is held at Artesian springs are those caused by
a higher isolated level than the water table of hydrostatic head. Cutting through the water
the surrounding area by impervious beds. One table will produce one under proper condi-
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Figure 2-177 Mapping
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Figure 2L 18. Slaty Clamveg

Figure 2-19. Scrub Brush Principle

Figure 2-20. Ground Water ina Dome

SIT

(A) PlAn view of damn sites (B) Cross section through
present dma

Figure 221. Chemkal Weathering of Acidic and Basic Rocks
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FIgure 2Z22. Hydrologic Cycle (Ref. 3)

tions. A tunnel spring is one that opens out of formation of deltas at the mouths of rivers. In
a mountain. These are quite common in the unprotected locations at the mouth of a river,
limestone country of Tennessee, Kentucky, such as on the New England coast, tides carry
and Missouri. Sometimes rivers seem to away the load as fast as it is dropped, and
disappear or dive underground to that good nothing accumulates.
water is lost. To prevent the loss, under- (
ground dams can be built to block the Young streams are found in the mountains
underground passage of the water, and are characterized by clear, fresh water

containing rocks and large pebbles that race
2-2.5 SURFACE WATER along with the stream impacting other rocks

and fragmenting both. In a mature or old
Surface water includes rivers, streaims, stream the rocks of the once young stream are

ponds, lakes, seas, and oceans. Seas and highly fragmented so that nothing but sand
oceans are excluded here since these larger and small gravel remains. An old stream like
bodies of water are not part of the terrain as the Mississippi River meanders widely. It has
defined in this chapter. Rivers, streams, very gentle flow and carries only the finer
ponds, and lakes are caused by precipitation particles of sand, silt, and clay.
in excess of the amount of water absorbeJ
and evaporated. Where the topography is The nature of a stream is largely deter-
conducive, this excess runs off and forms mined by the soil it carries. Clay remains in
sireams in a large variety of drainage patterns suspension longer than coarser soils. The
as illustrated in Fig. 2-23, Streams are the greater the velocity of a stream, the heavier
principal agency of transportation of regolith. the material it moves. An increase in the
The soil load that a stream can carry depends volume and velocity of water flow of the
on the stream velocity, the volume of water, Colorado River does not increase the
and the size of the soil particles, elevation of the water level much but It does

increase the depth since the extra water
The lower parts of a river are areas of carries away the bottom load. There is danger

deposition. As the river opens into the sea, here of undercutting the banks as indicated
the velocity is lowered and the load is by the dotted black lines of Fig. 2-24. The
dropped. This process is responsible for the flood plain is the flat bottom of a river valley
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Figure 2-21 Drairiqe Patten Types (Aef. 3)

over which the river spreads in times of flood, water remalning on the right as a result of
This produces rich soil but the threat of cutting off the meander shown in Fig. 2-25 is
undercutting and flooding makes farming or called an "ox-bow" lake.
building risky.

2.2.6 GLACIAL GEOLOGY
Meandering old streams are constantly

seeking out new paths. Shifting, of coure, is Long-term snow accumulation occurs wher-
quite common and sometimes the phenome. ever the winter snowfall is greater than that
non of Fig. 2-25 is observed. The Isolated which melts in summer. This unmelted snow
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(A) Before (B) After

Figure P,24. The Effect of Increeme Flow Upon Bottom Contour

forms a permanent snow cover such as that retreat of this periodic glacier was 20,000 yr
found on the tops of mountains or in arctic ago. Another may come in 100,000 yr or so.
regions, However, as more snow accumulates,
the underlying layers recrystallize to a solid, A glacier leaves marks, usually huge
clear blue ice. concentrations of sorted gravel and sand.

Eskers mark the course of a stream that
If ice continues to form on top, the flowed underneath a glacier with a ridge of

considerable pressures eventually cause the sorted material. The last glacier disrupted the
lower icemasses to move and form a glacier. drainage systems of New York and New
Ice moves much like a mass of plastic, for it is England; consequently, these areas are now
generally weak and flows readily. It is possible teeming with lakes. A terminal moraine is the
to hear a glacier grinding over the rocks as it pile of glacial debris or till that marks the end
moves down a valley, The characteristic shape of the glader advance. At times a huge chunk
of a valley formed by a glacier is U-shaped of ice originally within the pile of glacial drift
while a valley formed by a stream is V-shaped. melts and leaves a large kettle or crater. An
A glacier may at times retreat when it melts important result of glacial activity is well-
faster than it advances, sorted gravel and sa-,d deposits.

Geologically speaking, a great glacier with 2-3 TERRAIN DESCRIPTION
ice piled I to 2 mi thick has periodically
swept down from Canada and across the Terrain surfaces may be divided into two
northern part of the United States. The last subcategories: mineral and organic. Mineral

"@OX-BOW"

to - ,) A~

(A) (B)
Figure 2.26. Formation of "Ox-bow"' Lakes
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0) terrain surfaces are composed of rocks and In both these classification systems, the

inorganic soils. Organic terrain surfaces determination that a soil is clay or sand is
consist of vegetation and organic soils. Many one of particle size determination strictly; i.e.,
variations of each type of terrain surface whether a given particle is sand or day
exist, and the claseitlcations to be described in depends upon its physical dimensions as
these partgrphs, while relatively standard defined in Fig. 2-3. However, in the USCS
and widely accepted, are nevertheless largely system, silt is not distinguished from dlay on
arbitrary. the basis of particle size but rather on a

plasticity basis.
2-3.1 MINERAL (INORGANIC) SOIL

With certain limitationi, laboratory analysis
The soil classification systems that present- of soil samples has shown that a general

ly appear to be the most widely accepted for correlation exists between the USCS and
general engineering and mobility purposes are USDA soil types (Ref. 3). For example, of
the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) 1,176 samples classified in one study, many
and the United States Department of categories of the USDA Agricultural Soil
Agriculture Soil Classification System Classification System correlated consistently
(USDA). The USCS is based on texture and with one or more soil groups of the United
on organic and plasticity characteristics; the Soil Classification System. The correlations
'USDA is based primarily on texture, struc- range from 41 to 100 percent, the average
ture, consistency, and color. Usually, it is being about 60 percent, as shown in Table
necessary to obtain bulk samples of a soil for 2-10. The LS type of the USDA corresponds

u laboratory analysis before a reliable classfica- 98 percent of the time to the SM class of the
r .- tion can be made. However, fairly consistent USCS; the SC type USDA is half SC (USCS)

Sclassifcations of soil can be made in the field and half CL (USCS); etc.
,.....' by experienced people. The USCS is given in

Table 2-9. This classification system is based
partly on grain size distribution and partly on 2-32, ORGANIC TERRAIN

* determination of liquid limits and plasticity
indexes. Soil types from the chart are The classifications of the previous para.
expressed by use of i letter symbol given in graphs primarily describe mineral soils. The
column 3. This letter symbol will be used USCS does include several groups that
later to correlate with various terrain account for the organic matter In a soil. An
properties such as suitability for construction equally important contribution of organic
and for off-road vehicle mobility, matter to the terrain is that of the vegetation

above the topographic sw-face. This paragraph
The alternative classification system is the describes the Radfozth classification of

USDA'system. Classification consists shnply organic terrain, which again, while quite
of locating the soil in the triangular matrix arbitrary, is probably more widely accepted
illustrated in Fig. 2-26. This triangle is a than other suggested classifications.
convenient way of representing the three-
component mixture of sand, silt, and clay The Radforth classification of organic
that constitutes soil. The letter classifications terrain Is given in Table 2-11. Most vegetation
of the USDA system depend on the portion classes do not occur singly except in rather
of the triangle into which a given soil falls, small patches, but neither do they occur in all

The names and letters of the 12 groups appear possible combinations. For example, the Fl
in Fig. 2-26. No provision for organic material category Implies a short-grasslike terrain with

- or gravel Is made by the USDA classification mossy ground cover, An area of F! Is usually
triangle; however, adjectives such as "organic" quite flat, but may, if hummocky, present
or "gravelly" may be added to a soil obstructional hazards to small vehicles. The
classification, m6isture content is usually medium to high
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Sand in some areas the vegetation may extend reasonably fiat but, where there is separation,
as a flaigmtover weror very fudpeat. mounding occurs.,h onshv as thi

core the branch structure of the bushes, but i
The peat below living vegetal cover is much of' the bulk is contributed by compact

usuaUy composed of the remains of plants moss growth. Sometimes ice can persist in the
similar to those on the surface; the peat below centers; of such mounds well into early _
F!, therefore, is nonwoody, fine fibrous, aitd summer and create unexpected hazards. ,
largely amorphous-granular in structure. F!, !
therefore, indicates an area low in bearing AEt..DI areas are characterized by trees
capacity and subject to rapid deterioration over 1 5 ft taldl forming the predominant class
wnder traffic. The surface vegetation is friable, in otherwise El or Dl areas. Because the peat
the peat is of low fibrosity, and the high has the remains of trees incorporated in it
water content is conducive to the rapid and, as the tree growth indicates, conditions •

,formation of slurry. Most vehicles will have are drier, this peat is slightly firmer than that
difficulty in this terrain, found in El or Dl areas. Vehicular progress

-= depends on steering• facility to avoid trees or
,\; ' .. Fl categorizes organic terrain where the on the capability to push the trees aside.

I predominant cover comprises low bushes, and

mosses provide the ground cover. Where Boundaries between different zones may
bushes are contiguous, the topography is present a unique terrain problem. A vehicle
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TABLE 2-10

FREQUENCY OF USDA TYPES OCCURRING AS USCS SOIL TYPES
(Ref. 3)
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TABLE 2-11

RADFORTH CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (Rots. 9, 10, 11)

Class Description Example

A Trees over 15 ft Spruce, larch

B Trees under 15 ft Spruce, larch

C Grasslike over 3 ft Reed, sedge

0 Bushes over 2-3 ft Alder, willow

E Bushes under 2-3 ft Leatherleaf. Labrador-tea

F Grasslike under 3 ft Sedge, cotton grass

G Individual herbaccous plants Lily, pitcher plant

H Lichens

I Mosses

rnay not be able to make the transition from a emphasis is on the properties of soil that are
deeply rutted Fl area to an El area because it important for soil trafficability, since this
is unable to surmount the bushes, root particular subject is of most concern in
systems, and peat that make up the surface military operations.
mat edge or it may not be able to surmount
the mat edge from a free-floating position in Immobilization of a vehicle is usualiy
open water. Similar difficulties may exist at caused by concurrent failure in the tractive
AEI-ADI, ElI-DI, or FbDI interfaces, and bearing capabilitics of the soil over which

it is traveling. Traction faili'ue can occur
2-3.3 SOIL MECHANICS* without appreciable sinkage as when a

wheeled vehicle spins its wheels on a firm soil
Soil, the major component of terrain, is an that has a soft, slick overlay; bearing failure,

engineering material with many applications, however, usually doe3 not occur without also
It is used to support structures, as a filter being accompanied by traction failure, since
medium, as a thermal insulator,. and as a traction requirements increase with sinkagc.
construction material to build buildings, Tractive and bearing capabilities are both
roads, dams, and protective barriers, Its functions of soil shear strength.
mechanical properties are sufficiently impor-
tant to provide the theme for academic A force diagram describing a vehicle
engineering courses and research laboratories. moving over soil is shown In Fig. 2-27. The
The literature of civil engineering contains vehicle moves by the reaction R, of the soil,
much information on soil mechanics for all of w.ich is equal and opposite to the force R
these applications. In this paragraph, the exerted upon the soil by the vehicle. Both of

"Mach of 1'is pnSptaph h adapted from AMCP 706-356 these forces have horizontal and vertical
.(Ref. 12), components - H and V, and H, and 1',.
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(A) Tracked (B) Wheeled

Figure 2L27. Force Diagram for Moving Vehicles (Ref. 13)

Forces H, and V, are called the tractive The abscissa of Fig. 2-28 Is soil deforms-
effort and flotation, respectively, in standard tion. The horizontal component of deforma-
terminology. tion is called slippage and the vertical

component is the sinkage;
Tractive effort overcomes the resistance of

the vehicle movement. If the vehicle is towing deformation a %fullppee)' + (siokAgs)' (2-1)
a trailer, then the tractive effort also includes
the required drawbar pull T. where each of the parameters is measured as a

Vertcala~dhoriontl ractins re ach displacement.
Vetia ap oiotlratosaeec

responsible for ground deformations. The The most useful single, soil measurement
deformation of soil under force is illustrated for ground mobility is shear strength. The
hii Fig. 2-28. Soil does not usually fail by shear strength of soil depends upon two basic
rapture as do brittle materials but generally properties, cohesion and internal friction.
by plastic flow, which is isually preceded by Cohesion is a measure of the bonds between
a small arnount of elastic deformation as soil phrticles, which are developed from
illustrated in Fig. 2-28. The appearance of complex chemical and physical interactions.
plastic flow under the action of external Internal -friction is that portion of soil shear
forces marks the onset of soil failure. strength developed by the Interlocking of soil

PLASTIC

'Ib

aa - BEGINNING of PLASTIC FLOW
b - END of ELASTIC DEFORMATION

SOIL DEFORMATION~

Figure 2-28. Deformation Properties of Soil Under '.oad (Ref. 13)
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grains and the frictional resistance to sliding not depend upon the applied loading. Such
between the grains. The shearing strength soil would be classified as an ideal clay, which
developed by internal friction is proportional is a fine-grained soil or the fine-grained
to the stress level; i.e., the greater the normal portion of soil that can be made to exhibit
pressure applied to a surface of sliding in the plasticity (puttylike properties) within a range
soil, the higher the frictional shearing of water contents and that exhibits consider-
resistance along that surface. able strength when air-dried. The term "clay"

has been used to designate particles in soil
For problems dealing with the performance finer than 0.002 mm, but this usage is not

of vehicles on soil, the stress-strain character- preferred because the size alone does not .
istics of the soil, including the deformations guarantee that the important properties will

associated with failure, are important since be exhibited.
they relate traction with slip Pnd sinkage with
load-carrying capacity and rolling resistance. The shearing strength of a purely cohesive
To express fully soil-vehicle relationships in soil is characterized by its internal cohesion.

* terms of loads, vehicle geometry, soil This value is the force per unit area required
strength, and deformation properties, includ- to produce shear failure. In English units it is
ing analysis of both sinkage and slippage, six usually expressed in -iunds per square inch
parameters are required. These are as follows: (psi).

angle of Internal friction, deg Because of its plasticity, the soil can be
deformed beyond the point of recovery

C - cohesion, psi without cracking or appreciably changing
de taf or mvolume. It will exhibit shrinkage upon drying,

S6 = density, mass ft-s or g c-3 and swelling in the presence of water. Because
of the small size of the particles, the cohesive

s = shear strength, psi soils have low permeability. Hence, consolida-
tion will not occur immediately upon

p = normal stress, psi application of load. For this reason, consoli-
dation, which is very important in foundationI k deformation modulus, lb in. - where engineering, will not be an important factor in

the exponent m depends on the cohesive soils subjected to vehicular traffic

observed relation of pressure and loads.
sinkage

The shear strength of clay varies consider-
2-3.3.1 PROPERTIES OF SOILS ably depending on the amount of moisture

i. present and, for in situ soils, decreases as the
The impoitant mechanical properties of moisture content increases. The state of the

soil include iioternal friction 0, cohesion c, soil is generally ýncken of in ternms of its
and density 6. IrWernal friction and cohesion consistency as being soft, medium, stiff, or
are by far the more important and are hard. Shear strength will also change with
discussed in more detail in the paragraphs that unaltered moisture content if the soil is
follow, subjected to a kneading action due to

structural rearrangement. This effect is
(1) Purely cohesive soils. A purely cohesive measured in terms of what is known as the

soil is defined as one that, when unconfined, sensitivity of the clay. This is indicated by the
has considerable tensile strength when air- term "degree of sensitivity", S, defined a,
dried and has significant cohesion when
submerged. Its shear strength is derived ,t cohesive strength, undisturbed (2-2)
entirely from cohesion, i.e., its strength does cohesive strength, romolded
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J For most clays, S, ranges between 2 and 4; internai friction t (see Fig. 2.29). The tangont
for sensitive clays, it is between 4 and 8. Soils of the angle of internal friction Is analogous
for which S, is greater than 8 are termed to the coefficient of friction uctween solids,
extra-sensitive. If a kneaded soil is allowed to but in soil mechanics the prictlze is to refer
stand, it may regain its cohesive strength. This to the angle rather thar, Ihl Irngent. Friction
phenomenon is known as thixotropy. is developed due to the itetrlocking of the

soil grains and the frictional tsistaroc to
A cohesive soil also tends to adhere to sliding between the grains. As such, the

other materials, The -hear strength of this frictional angle is greater with irregular,
bonding is referred to as adhesion. Depending rough-shaped (or angular) grains rather than
on tho moisture content of the soil and the with smooth, rounded grains; and it increases
properties of the adjacent surface, the with the density since this increaes particle
strength of adhesion may be greater or less interlocking.
than the strength of cohesion.

Shearing action in soil of this type
(2) Purely frictional soils. A purely fric- characteristically produces a change in

tional or cohesionless soil is defined as one volume. This change may be either an increase
that has little or no tensile strength when or a decrease, depending on the density of the
air-dried and little or no tensile strength when soil; hence, the degree of soil confinement has
submerged, i.e., the oppoite of a cohesive a significant effect upon soil behavior. If the
soil. Its shear strength is a function of the grains are very loosely packed, they change to
applied loading - the shear strength on any a more compact arrangement as they move
plane is zero when the nomal stress on the due to shear (of course, this volume decrease
plane is zero. Solis of this type are has a definite limit). When the grains are
coarue-grained with particle sizes usually in tightly packed, shearing causes the grains to

* excess of 0.002 mm in diameter. Sand, gravel, move around one another with a resultant
and silty soils are commonly assumed to be increase in volume (dilatation).
purely frictional soils.

Purely frictional soils are not particularly
The shearing resistance of a purely sensitive to the presence of water. If the soil is

frictional soil is characterized by its angle of not totally submerged, water will cause an

NORMAL STRESS ON PLMNE OF
SHEAR

Sa =s c + p an'O

96

C

NORMAL STRESS p,.
MINOR PRIN"I psi
PALSRS

MAJOR PRINCIPAL STRESS

Figure 2-29. Mohr's Failure Circles for Soils (Ref. 72)
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apparent cohesion to exist between the soil given set of conditions may be extremely
grains due to capillary attraction; however, if difficult, requiring considerable perception to
the soil is totally submerged, the cohesive obtain the correct results.
effect is lost and friction is reduced slightly
due to lubrication between the particles. Stability problems in soil mechanics deal

with the state of stresses at the moment of
Within the range of loading associated with incipient failure of the soil through plastic

vehicle design, the soil shear strength on an flow. In solving these problems, only strength
internal surface may be considered to be is involved and no consideration is given to
"proportional to the normal load on the the corresponding state of strain, unless some
surface and independent of the rate of limitations are imposed on soil deformations
shearing displacement. Shear strength is thus due to boundary conditions. However, as a
expressed as vehicle moves over a soil, sizable sinkage and

slip can occur. The resistance to vehicular
s - p tan , psi (2-3) motion is constantly changing with the degree

of sinkage, and the tractive effort varies with
where the slip. Hence, strength alone is not

sufficient for analysis and it becomes
s - shear strength, psi necessary to consider the soil stress-strain

relationships, which govern sinkage and
p - effective normal stress on the surface of slippage.

sliding, psi
a o r odThe expression for Coulomb's law (Eq. 2-4)

zangle of internal friction, deg is the equation of a straight line. It may be
shown that this line is the envelope of Mohr's

(3) Real soils. Most soils are neither purely failure circles for the soil (Fig. 2-29). Such a
cohesive nor purely frictional but are a diagram may be obtained by performing a
combination of the two. The properties of series of laboratory tests on specimens
real soils are therefore partly cohesive and representing the In situ soil. Among the most
partly frictional, depending upon the propor- commonly used tests are the triaxial and
tion of each type present. Relative small direct shear tests.
quantities of silt or sand in a day will
introduce certain frictional effects, and small The triaxial test is a compression test
amounts of clay with sand or silt will produce performed on a cylindrical soil specimen that
some cohesion. It was recognized by Coulomb is subjected to a circumferential confining
that soils generally derive strength both from pressure while being loaded axially (Fig.
cohesion and frictional resistance. The general 2-30). In this case, the axial stress is one of
expression for the ultimate strength of soil is the principal stresses and the other two are
known as Coulomb's law and is written both equal to the confining pressure. A series

of tests performed at different confining
s = c + p tan 0, psi (2-4) pressures enables a series of Mohr's circles to

be drawn. The cohesion c and frictional angle
where 0 can be determined graphically from the

failure envelope.
c = cohesion, psi

In the direct shear test, a specimen is
Actual soils do not generally behave in such a forced to shear on a predetermined plane
simple manner, but to facilitate design this (Fig. 2-31). Direct measurement Is made of
simplified relationship is frequently adequate, shearing strength and normal stress on the
Determination of the proper c, p, and 4 for a plane of shear. A series of tests performed
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-- : ~~~SHEARING .\ \\

CYLINDRICAL SOIL FORCE -SOIL

SPECIMEN SPECIMEN

SURFACE
PRESSURIZED

010e,011,1,1 FLUID Figure 2-31. Schematic Representation of
Direct Shear Soil Strength Test (Ref. 12)

CHNFW.R d = initial depth, in.
CHAMBER 

b = breadth of footing, in.
Figure 2.30. Schematic Representation of

Triaxial Soil Strength Test (Ref. 12) C', = constant due to internal friction,S~~lb in."'

with various normal loads determines points
along the line of the Coulomb equation and C2 = constant due to cohesion, psi
again, c and 0 may be determined graphically.

The scope of this relationship is limited to
Obviously, the most important generul small values of z for which a linear

consideration in soil strength determination is relationship exists between load and sinkage.
to represent properly the bi situ condition for Within this range, however, the relationship is
the problem of interest. This includes suclh fairly independent of the size the loaded area
factors as degree of disturbance, pore since size is taken into account by the
pressures, effective confining stresses, and rate characteristic dimension b.
of loading. In practice, this can never be
entirely achieved; hence, judgment is needed For Ihe case of a track at the soil surface,
in the application of the tewt results. 0d = 0, and the equation reduces to

2-3.32 EMPIRICAL PRESSURE-SINKAGE P = C, + _a (2-6)
RELATIONSHIPS z b

An approximate relationship sometimes However, in the case where vehicle sinkage
used in soil mechanics to reiate the breadth of becomes quite large with respect to the
a longitudinal footing, its initial depth, breadth dimension b, the load-sinkage curve is
loading, and settlement is nonlinear and the relationships Eq. 2-6 cannot

apply.
• :-P Y= C , + 2d + C2., Ib in .-' (2-5)

z (I ) b Bekkci, has suggested that load-sinkage

relationships of a track can be expressed more
where generally by the equation (Ref. 8):

p = loading pressure, psi k

z =sinkage or settlement, in. (bisi (2-7)
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where The first two terms on the right side of Eq.
2-8 (Po and H/Rh) result from the tensile

kc = soil sinkage (cohesive) modulus of de- strength in some soils that gives an initial
formation, I b in. -(n +0) (dependent on bearing capacity without any appreciable
shape) sinkage. The use of the hydraulic radius Rh in

lieu of the width b allowed the relationship to
A, =soil sinkage (frictional) modulus of de- be applied to a wider variety of plate shapes.

formation, Ibin. '(÷2) (independent The term zi is necessary for describing the
of shape) performance of soils that have been precom-

pacted prior to load application. Eq. 2-8 has
n = soil sinkage exponent of deformation, been successfully evaluated against many

dimensionless different sizes of rectangular, square, ellipti-
cal, and circular footings.

z - sinkage, in.

In each of these cases, the coefficients at~d
The only difference between Eq. 2-7 and exponents are determined by fitting the

Eq. 2-6 is the exponent n of the sinkage z, to equations to experimental pressure-sinkage
account for the nonlinear relationships data. The equations become more general, but
between pressure and depth when large more complex with the inclusion of addi-
sinkages are involved. tional parameters.

Seca and Ehrlich have recently demon-Thmotc mnlusdpeur-ikg
strated that a more general equation would be The most commonly uned pressure-sinkage
(Ref. 14): relationship for vehicle design has been Eq.

2-7, which utilizes three parameters, k&, kp

k and n, to describe the soil behavior. The
Po P+ +(Z+zdn psi effect of size of loaded area is accounted for

2- 8)t Pby the characteristic dimension b (the widthS~(2-8)
of the wheel or track). The soil values k. and

where ko are assumed to be independent of both the
size and form of the loaded area, and

S= the initial bearing capacity, indepen- influence the relative magnitude of sinkage.
dent of footing shape, psi Studies of pressure-sinkage relationships ofvarious clays and mixtures of clays with silt

tand sand have shown that in general kc andk = the sinkage modulus, independent of

footing shape, lb in,.-0+2) ko decrease in magnitude as water content
increases and as the strength decreases. The

k$ =the sinkage modulus, dependent on exponent n influences the shape of the
footing shape (not the same kc as in pressure-slnkage curve and generally will have
Eq. 2-7), lb in.-(nl+ ) values between 0.5 and 1.5.

R11 the hydraulic radius (area divided by None of these equations is a general
the perimeter) of the footing, in. solution based on a fundamental approach to

the problem. The development of such a
H initial support parameter, lb in.-' solution from fundamental principles is a

formidable task of long duration, Until such
z, the soil precompaction, in. appears, Eq, 2-7 constitutes a reasonable

approximation without undue complication.
n soil sinkage exponent of deformation, If more accurate results are desired, Eq. 2-8

dimensionless may be used.
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J 2-3.3.3 DETERMINATION OF SINKAGE character than that represented by Eq. 2-7.
EQUATION CONSTANTS The maximum soil shear strength available to

provide thrust is given by Coulomb's Eq. 2-4.
If a plate is pressed into the soil .- the force To determine the actual soil shear strength

employed, and the resultant sinkage is being mobilized at any instant, if it is less
measured -- it would be possible to obtain a than that maximum value, requires a relation-
plot of sinkage versus imposed force. Dividing ship between shear stress and shear displace-
each measured force by the plate area yields ment,
the pressure on the plate, and, from Eq. 2-7,
these data plotted on log-log paper give a Since the stress-displacement curve has an
straight line with slope n. Data from a second exponential appearance (see Fig. 2-28), it has
plate of different width produies another been suggested that Coulomb's equation be
line, parallel to the first. The values of modified as follows to account for the change
pressure where these two lines intersect the in shearing resistance s as slip takes place:
value z a I are called a, and a2- to
correspond, respectively, with the two plates
whose widths are b, and b s (c + p tan )( e), psi (2-11)

The value for h may be read directly from where
the graph as the tangent of the angle that the
two parallel lines make with the z-axis. The I f shear deformation, in.
values of k, and kq, may be obtained by
solving the following two equations simul- K - slip modulus, in.
taneously:

e = base of Napierian (natural) logarithms
(a2 h2 -albi)

= (2-9) This equation describes a family of curveswith the general form of soil shear stress-
deformation relationships as shown in Fig.

(, a 2  (2-10) 2-32.
b2 -bl

The slip parameter K may be obtained
These soil values, of course, vary in natural from the experimental shear stress-det'orma-

soils with changes in moisture content. tion curve for the soil (Fig. 2-32), as the
temperature, and other geological factors, distance between the intercept of the tangent
Thus the soil strengths of a given area cannot drawn at the origin and the horizontal line s =
be characterized by one single set of values c + p tan €. However, since the shape of the
but must be based on the frequency stress-delbrmation curve is rather erratic near
distribution of values involved, This requires, the origin, the value of K may be taken as
in turn, a statistical evaluation of soil as a that value of deformation when the shear
function of location and season as the only stress reaches I - I/e = 0.632 of its maximum
practical basis of assessment of mobility in value.
large areas.

The value of soil shear deformation j may
2-3.3.4 SLIP EQUATION be expressed in terms of slip i1 and distance x

from the beginning of ground-contact area to
The interrelationships of thrust and slip the point along the wheel or track where

* cannot be established on the basis of the shearing strength s is being computed. The
sinkage parameters. This is because horizontal relationship is/j iox, which indicates that the
ground displacements are of a different shearing deformation increases in proportion
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-(c + ptan* (1exp (_j,'K)

DEIOiKTIOR N J, In.

Figure 232 Typical Shar Streus-Deforowtion Curve (Rei¶ 72)

to the distance along the contact area. The The approximate equation to predict cone
determination of slippage ie follows the index C1 from k., k, and n of Eq. 2-7 Is as
standard formula: ie a I - Vl/Vt, where V, is follows (Ref. 13):
forward vehicle speed and V, peripheral speed
of the traction elements, based on number of re
revolutions and dimensions of the wheel or ci a= 1.625 (z + I.5S+1zn+I
track sprocket. (n+ 1)

2-3.35 CONE INDEX (CI) + 0.517 k, + I.in+2' + +-"2

12~ LQU+IXM+)) n+2Cone index is employed in a technique to
determine soil trafficability in the field and to
determine whether or not a vehicle or fleet of n-+ l (2-12)

vehicles can move in a given terrain. The ConeIndex of a given soil is determined by a
special instrument, called the cone penetrom- There is no equation, however, that
eter, which is pressed into the soil to predicts k., k# and n from C1.
determine soil strength. Empirically derived
equations can be used to relate the cone
measurements to vehicle performance.

2-3.3.6 PREDICTION OF VEHICLE PER-
Since vehicle motion in multipass perform- FORMANCE

ance may cause clay soil to remold, tests
become necessary to determine the loss of By numerous tests, relationships have been
strength due to remolding. The proportion of established between vehicle performance,
strength remaining after remolding is called various vehicle parameters, and cone index
the remolding index RI. The rating cone measurements. The vehicle parameters of this
index RCI, defined as a product of the cone relationship are combined Into a single term,
index measured in the field and the remolding called the mobility index (MI). The mobility
index, describes the soil strcngth after passage index for self-propelled, tracked vehicles Is
of traffic. computed by the following equation:
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J l'•contact\ The mobility index for self-propelled,

Mobil- X PressureJ eight\ wheeled vehicles is expressed by this equa-

ity * 1 fator/) Xfactor/ tion:
index ×tc wue

LVacto) kfactoF/oontact\

i /clear. Mobil- /ýPactr ) X+ Ibogi ty(213),+ \actor, - ance (213) index tie ' (grousr)(facto factor/ factor

(engindý X ransmission. ,wheel, Mean.
load )I Ice (2-14)

where Vactd Vacc + facto /factorllI .
where J

X Itninre) X Itransmission)

Contact gross weiht, lb kf-ct° kactorpressure =-

factor area of tracks in contact where
with ground, in. 2

Contact gross weight, lb
Weight factor: Less than 50,000 lb 1.0 pressuze o

50000 to 69,999 lb 1.2 factor uid

70,000 to 99,999 lb • 1.4
100,000 lb or greater 1.8 0o. tire . , O.•

track width, in. 
2

Track actor100in m

Weight factor
Grouser factor: Grousers less than 1.5 in. Weight range, lb* equationst

high s 10 Weight < 2000 Y - 0.553X
Grousers more than 1.5 in. factor: 2,000 to 13,500 Y - 0.033X+ 1.050

high ' 1.1 13,501 to 20,000 Y w 0.142X-0.420

Bogie gross weight, ib, divided by 10 >20,000 Y-0.278X-3.1I

factor (total number of bogies on tracks 10 + tire width, in.

in contact with ground) X (area, Tire factor: 100
in.', of I track shoe)

clearance, in. Grouser factor: With chains = 1.05
Clearance factor - c e Without chains - 1.0010

gross weight, kips

SEigine factor: >, 10 hp/ton of vehicle Wheel load factor: No. of axles X 2
wtN 1.00

< 10 hp/ton of vehicle
wt • 1.05

i* i• Gmoin wo ht, Ib

Trans- No. Ofa" '
mismion sma *ht, kip
factor: Automatic = 1.0; manual • 1.05 t Y " weiht factor, X --.l t
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400
I EICLES * 1 TRACKED VEHICLES VCI50

360 R��ZLEID V ILES VCI1 * //0

120

280 *

200 .4# .",

2EEL4D VE6ECLES VC1 0

1 2 0 *o "

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

VEHICLE CONE INDEX

Figure 2-3. Relationship Between Mobility Index and Vehicle Cone Index for
Self-propelled Vehicles (Provided by I. R. Ehrlich)

Ckarance factor: clearance, in. employed; if predictions of fifty passes10 (essentially infinite), the curves labeled VC15 0should be utilized.

Enone factor: >' 10 hp/ton - 1.00
< 10 hp/ton = 1.05 If the soil has a measured rating cone index

equal to or greater than the vehicle cone
Tranns index, it probably will negotiate the terrain inmison question. The curves in Fig. 2-34 predict thefactor: Automatic - 1.00; manual -1.05 drawbar pull coefficient (the maximum

obtainable drawbar pull divided by the weightThis mobility index can then be corrected of the vehicle) as a fraction of the differenceto a Vehicle Cone Index (VCM) by use of Fig. between the RCI and the VCI. Obviously,2-33. If predictions of a single pass (go, no-go) when this difference is zero, the vehicle canare desired, curves labeled MI, should be just negotiate, hence its extra -,,iling
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I! ~0.80.0.80 TRACKED VJICLES WITH

0~ 0.70 GROUSERS GREATER THAN 1-1/.2 in.- -o - -

0.60 -- - -

hi 000 0I *-**S'O

0 .0 5 0 - - - -F-0-
Or' WHEELED VEHICLES

0.40- 
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0.20 1 ..
F L50 
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I0
+ 04 +70 +80 +90 +100
"RATING CONE INDEX (POINTS ABOVE VEHICLE CONE INDEX)

Figure 2.34. Net Maximum Draiwbr Pul/ and Maximum Negotiable Slope
(Provided by I. R. Ehlich)

capability is nil. This pull capability can also 2-3.4.1 WORLD MAPS*
be used against gravity; hence the curves also
present the maximum slope (expressed in Geological features plus climate axe plotted
percent) climbable, on a worldwide basis in Figs. 2-35 through

2-43. Such maps are of some value for2-3.4 DATA DISPLAY associating areas of similar terrain and terrain
properties. They clearly are less useful forThe properties and characteristics of terrain solving specific terrain problems such asvary from gross, large-scale properties such as trafficability through a given area.

mountains, plains, and valleys to small-scale
features such as soil composition, texture, and 2-3.4.2 AREAL AND LINEAR TERRAIN
surface detail. Displays showing both these MAPSt
features in adequate detail at the same time
do not exist. Different display methods Terrain on the local level generally follows
emphasize different propertiUs and, conse- certain repetitive patterns in that the samequently, are of value for different uses. These terrain features seen in one location areparagraphs summarize the conventional dis- readily recognizable in adjacent, contiguous
play methods that span the spectrum fromworldwide maps to power spectral density RModu ofrom i dt. 3.spectal desity tMomt of this rumapap ii tepoduod nron Th#,Oe AC'71
plots of relatively small plots of terrain. vehicl AobI y Mbdel (Ref. 15).
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J areas and also reappear at other locations (e) Terrain factor value. A specific
within a given area. The repetitiveness of value that describes a terrain I tor; e.g., 15
similar terrain features permits the drawing of deg is a factor value that descr 'he terrain
terrain maps that identify areas having similar factor. slope,
terrain features. The areal and linear terrain
maps discussed in this paragraph are the work (f) Terrain factor cl .. , range. A
of the U. S, Army Waterways Experiment specified range of terrain factor values; e.g., a
Station and the Tank-Automotive Command terrain factor class could be a slope from 0 to
and as such represent but one method of 1.5 deg. For predictive analysis, however, a
terrain mapping. A particidar advantage of single value within that range is selected,
this approach, however, is that the data lend
themselves quite readily to computer process- (g) Terrain factor class number. A
ing. Indeed, it was this desirable property of number assigned to a terrain factor class
mapping the terrain that led to development range. For mobility purposes, the terrain
of this method. flaving the ability to specify a factor class numbers are assigned in order ofSterrain to a computer enables one to model increasing effect of the terrain on vehicle
the interaction of various vehicles, both performance.
hypothetical and real, with the terrain (Ref.
S1S). (h) Terrain factor complex number, A

combination of two or more terrain factor
2-3.4.2.1 NOMENCLATURE class numbers which describes the terrain

characteristics of an area.
The definitions of most of the important

ternms used in describing terrain data follow (i) Terrain unit. A patch (areal or
(Ref. 15): linear) of terrain described by a specific

terrain factor complex number,
(I) General terrain lervs;

(j) Terrain country, An imaginary or
(a) Areal terrains. Terrains that can be geographic area containing two or more,

delineated on a terrain map as a patch with terrain units.
both length and width, e.g., a forest.

(b) Linear terrains. Terrains that ap- (2) Surfice geometry terms (refer to Fig.
pear on a terrain map as lines due to their 2-44):
extensive length and narrow width, e.g., a
river or highway embankment, (a) Slope. The angular deviation of a

surface from the horizontal, measured perpen-
(c) Terrain factor. Any attribute of dicular to the topographic contours.

the terrain that can adequately be described
at any place (or instant of time) by a single (b) Obstacle approach angles A. The
measurable value; e.g., slope, spacing of plant angles (less than 180 deg) formed by the
stems of a given diameter, obstacle heights, slopes at the base of a vertical obstacle,
obstacle approach angle, water depth, etc.

(c) Obstacle base width lVB. The
(d) Terrain factor family. Two or distance across the bottom of an obstacle.

more terrain factors grouped together. The
terrain factor families used to describe ter- (d) Obstacle spacing OHS. The horl-
rains are surface composition, surface geom- zontal distance between forward edges of'
etry, vegetation, and hydrologic geo.metry, vertical obstacles.
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BD a differential bank height
"-J RW - width of water at surface

WD - water depth
WS - maximum velocity of water

in a channel

THIRBA - gap side slope

i THilM RBA

Figure 2-45. River Features (Ref. 15)

(e) Obstacle vertical height H. The (a) Differential bank height BD, The

L vertical distance from the base of an obstacle difference in elevation of the two banks of a
to Its crest, hydrologic feature,

(f) Obstacle length 08L. The length of (b) Gap side slope THI, RBA. The
ltie long axis of the obstacle, slope of the bounding incline at the top or the

hydrologic feature, measured with respect to
(g) Obstacle break angles (B), The the horizontal.

angles (> 180 deg) formed by the slopes at
the top of an ohstacie. (c) Water depth WD, Maximum depth

of water in channel.

(3) Vegetation terms. (d) Water width RW. The width of the
water at the surface,

(a) Stem diameter, The diameter (cm)

of the tree stem at breast height, (e) Water velocity WS. The maximum
i ~velocity of' water in a channel.

(b) Stem spacing. The average distance
(meters) between tree stems. This value is 2-3.4.2.2 VALUES USED IN DESCRIBING
computed from the number of stems per unit TERRAIN UNITS*
area, assuming that the stems are arranged in a
hexagonal pattern. The terrain factor values, terrain factor

class ranges, and terrain factor class numbers
(c) Recognition distance. The distance used to describe a terrain unit follow:

a vehicle driver can see and recognize objects
that may be hazardous to his vehicle or
himself. *i Jiould be emphasized that these nonericul values werCh lleeted for the AAC '71 Vehicle MobNl/#v Model, The

clu.ms were thought tu be fine enuogh to differentiatebetween vchicleut, yet not "too fine" so as to present an
(4) ývdoloic goinftyseris (efe toinsurmountable comtputational problem. Validation tests
(4) lydololc eomtryters (efe toand wristlvity analyses, however, may show the necenity

F~g. 2-45): for -several changes.
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(1) Slrface Composition, Surface composi- geometry. Macrogeometry is described by
tion is described in terms of type of surface slope angle and is usually considcred as a
material and the strength of the surface slope that is greater in length than the vehicle
material, under study. Terrain factors used to describe

surface features identified as microgeome, y
(a) Surface type. The surface types of arc separated into two categories. Category I

material are: includes those surface features such as
boulders, stumps, logs, dikes, potholes, that a

Code No. Material type vehicle will either override slowly or circum-
vent, Category 2 includes surface features that

I Fine-grained soil are overridden which excite the vehicle in the
2 Coarse-grained soil vertical direction (essentially the ride prob-
3 Organic soil lem), Obviously, a terrain feature could be

macrogoometrical for a small vehicle, but
(b) Soil strength. Soil strength is microgeometrical for a large one. Similarly, z

described in terms of cone index (CW) or feature could be in Category I for one vehicle
rating cone index (ARC) of the 0- to 6-in. but in Category 2 for another. Terrain
layer. RC is usad to describe the strength of features in Category I are described in terms
Type I material and C/is used to describe the of approach and departure angle, vertical
strength of Types 2 and 3 materials. The magnitude, base width, length, spacing, and
classes and values used to describe soil spacing type. Surface features in Category 2
strength are: are described as a continuous profile (approxi-

mately 500 ft long) In sufficient detail that a
- Class Value selected for, valid power spectral density can be obt'ained.

No. Class range prediction
(a) Macrogeometry. The classes and

I > 280 300 values used to describe slope (macrogeom-
2 221-280 250 etry) are:
3 161-220 190
4 101-160 130
5 61-100 80 Class Value selected for
6 41-60 50 No. Class range, % prediction, %
7 33-40 36
8 26-32 29 1 0-2 1
9 17-24 20 2 2.1-5 3.5

10 11-16 14 3 5.1-10 7.5
11 0-10 5 4 10.1.,20 15.0

5 20.1-40 30.0
The preceding class numbers of soil strength 6 40.1-60 50.0
are normally used to describe the soil strength 7 60.1-70 65.0
for a terrain unit during the dry, the wet, or 8 > 70 72.0
the average season. However, a different class
number may be required to describe the sold
strength during different seasons. For ex- (b) Microgeometry (Category 1). The
ample, for a given terrain unit, fine-grainA.d classes and values used to describe obstacle
soils, Class No, 6 may be required to describe approach and departure .aigle, obstacle
the wet season strength and Class No. 2, the vertical magnitude, obstacle Ilaue width,
dry season strength. obstacle length, and obstacle spacing are:

(2) Surface Geometry. Surface geometry is (c) Obstacle approach and departure
subdivided into macrogeometry and micro- angle
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JCl range, Value selected for Class Class range, Value selected for
No. des prediction, deg No. m prediction, mn

1 178.6.180 179 4 2.1-3.0 2.6
2 180.0-181.5 181 S 3.1-6.0 4.6
3 175.6-178.5 177 6 6.1-150 78.0
4 181.6-184.5 183 7 > 150 150.0
S 170.1-175.5 173
6 184.6-190 187 (g) Obstacle spacing
7 158.1-170 164
8 190.1-202 196 Class Class range, Value selected for
9 149.1-158 154 No. m prediction, mr
10 202.1-211 206
11 135.1-149 142 1 Bare 60.0
12 211.1-225 218 2 20.1-60 40.0
13 90W0-135 112 3 11,1-20 15.6
14 > 225 225 4 8.1-11 9.6

5 5,6-8 6.8
(d) Obstacle vertical magnitude 6 4.1-5.5 4.8

7 2.6-4.0 3.3
Cum Claus ranse, Value selected for 8 0-2.5 1.2
No. cm prediction, cmS. ... .(h) Obstacle spacing type

1 0-15 8
2 16-25 20 Code No. Description
3 26-35 30
4 36-45 40 2 Linear
5 46-60 53 1 Random
6 61-85 72
7 > 85 85 (i) Microgeometry (Category 2). The

terrain required for a Category 2 microgeom-
(e) Obstacle base width etry Is a terrain profile in sufficient detail for

valid power spectral density to be obtained.
Class Clow range, Value selected for An example of this terrain description
No. cm prediction, cm follows:

1 > 120 120 (j) Surface roughness
2 91-120 106
3 6190 Profile Class range, Value selected for4 31-60 46 Class In~rms prediction, in.,i,
5 0-30 15

1 0-0.5 0.25
(f) O'..stacle length 2 0.6-1.5 1

3 1.6-2.5 2
,ClaM Class range, Value selected for 4 2.6-3.5 3

No. m prediction, m 5 3.6-435 4
6 4.6-5,5 5

I 0-C.3 0.2 7 5.6-6.5 6

2 0.4-1.0 0.7 8 6.6-7,5 7
3 1.1-2.0 1.6 9 >7.5 8
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(3) Vegetation. Vegetation is described in Class Value selected for
terms of stem diameter and spacing, For No. Class range, m prediction, m
convenience, visibility is also included as a
part of the vegetation factor family since it is 4 9.1-12 10.6
often closely related. Those stems that can be 5 6.1-9.0 7.5
overridden by a vehicle ame identified as 6 4.6-6.0 5.3
longitudinal obstacles and those that must be 7 3.1-4.5 3.8
avoided by a vehicle are identified as lateral 8 1.6-3.0 2.3
obstacles. The clames and values used to 9 0-1.5 0.8
describe stem diameter, stem spacing, and
visibility follow:

(a) Stem diameter and spacing NOTE: The surface code number and ob-
stacle spacing code number are used

Stem diameter in the same manner as terrain factor
clan numbers to form the terrain

Clam No. Value, cm factor complex number.

1 0
2 > 2.52 > 6.0 Hydrologic geometry factors are used4 > 10.0 primarily to describe linear features that5 > 14.0 transport water. One hydrologic geometry

- 6 > 18.0 factor, water depth, is used also as a part of

7 > 22.0 the description of areal bodies of water such

8 > 25.0 as lakes, marshes, or swamps. Other hydro-
logic geometry factors are differential bank

Stem spacing height, gap side slope, water width, and water
velocity. The classes and values used to

Class Value selected for describe each of these factors follow:

No. Cass range, m prediction, m

Ban 100.0 (c) Differential bank height

2 > 20 20.0
3 11.1-20 15.5 Class Value selected for
4 8.1-11 9.5 No. Class range, m prediction, m
5 5.6-8 6.8
6 4.1-5.5 4.8 1 0 0
7 2.6-4 3.3 2 NW bank (0. 1-1)
8 0-2.5 1.2 higher than SE 0.5

3 NW bank (1.1-2)
(b) Visibility or rucognition distance higher than SE 1.5

classes at 1.5 ft above ground 4 NW bank (2.1-4)
higher than SE 3.0

Class Value selected for 5 NW bank (4) 4.0
No. Class range, m prediction, m 6 SE bank (0, 1- 1)

--- higher than NW 0.5
I > 50 50.0 7 SE bank (, 1-2) 1.5
2 24.1-50 37.0 8 (2.1-4) 3.0
3 12,1-24 18.0 9 (>4) 4.0
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(d) Gap side slope Class Value selected for

Cla s Class range, Value selected for No. Clan range, m preliction, mi
No. deos prediction, deg 10 24.1-27 25.5

1 180-185 182.5 11 27.1-30 28.5
2 185.1-190 187.S 12 30.1-35 32.53 190.1-200 195.0 13 35.1-40 37.5
4 200.1-210 205.0 14 40.1-45 42.5
S 210.1-220 215.0 15 45.1-50 47.5
6 220.1-230 225.0 16 50.!-55 52.5
7 230.1-250 240.0 17 55.1-60 57.5
7 230.1-250 240.0 18 60.1-65 62.58 250.1-260 255.0 19 65.1-70 67.5
9 260.1-265 262.5 20 70. 1-75 72.5

10 26S.1-270 267.5 21 75. 1-80 77.5

(e) Water depth 22 80.1-85 82.523 85.1-90 87.5
Class Clas rnge, Value selected for 24 90.1-95 92.5
No. cm prediction, cm 25 95.1-100 97.5

26 100.1-105 102.5
1 0-100 50 27 105.1-110 107.5
2 101-200 150 28 110.1-115 112.5
3 201-500 350 29 115.1-120, 1,17.5
4 >S00 500 30 120.1-125 122.5

31 125.1-130 127.5
(f) Water velocity 32 130.1-135 132.5

Clan Clan range, Value selected for 33 135.1-140 137.5
No. mps prediction, mps 34 140.1-145 142.5

36 145.1-150 147.5
I No water Not applicable 36 150,1-155 152.5
2 0 0 37 155.1-160 ISM
3 0-1 U 38 160.1-165 162.5
4 131-2 1.5 39 165.1-170 167.55 2.1-32S 2.8 40 170.1-175 172.56 >2 3.5 3.5 41 175.1-180 177.5

42 180.1-185 182.5

(g) Water width 43 185.1-190 187.5
44 190.1-195 192.5

Class Value selected for 45 195.1-200 197.5
No, Class range, m prediction, m 46 200.1-205 202.5

- 47 205.1-210 207.5
I No water 0 48 210.1-215 212.5
2 0,1-3 1.5 49 215.1-220 217.5
3 3.1-6 4.5 50 220.1-225 222.5
4 6.1-9 7.5 51 225.1-230 227.5
5 9.1-12 10.5 52 230.1-235 232.5
6 12,1-15 13.5 53 235.1-240 237.5
7 15.1-18 16.5 54 240.1-245 242.5
8 18.1-21 19.5 55 245.1-250 247.5
9 21,1-24 22.5 56 250.1-255 252.5
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Class Value selected for tion, surface geometry, vegetation, and
No. Claus range, mn prediction, m hydrologic geometry.

57 255.1-260 257.5 Each terrain factor can be quantitatively
58 260.1-265 262.5 characterized in terms of the terrain factor
59 265.1-270 267.5 clases given in par. 2-3.4.2.2. A terrain unit is
60 270.1-275 272,1 then described by an array of terrain factor
61 275.1-280 277.5 class numbers. This array is called the terrain
62 280.1-285 282.5 factor complex number. The final product of
63 285.1.290 287.5 the system is a terrain map that shows all the
64 290.1-295 292.5 factor complex numbers for each terrain unit.
65 295.1.300 297.5
66 300. I-3JG 302.5 The following procedures are implemented
67 305.1.310 307.5 to form an areal terrain map legend. One
68 310.1-315 312,5 factor at a time is mapped to form factor
69 315.1.320 317.5 maps; factor maps are then overlaid to form
70 320.1-325 322.5 factor family maps; and the factor family
71 325.1.330 327.5 maps are overlaid to form a terrain factor
72 330.1-335 33235 complex map. Each terrain factor complex
73 335.1-340 337.5 number is then replaced by a terrain unit
74 340.1-345 342.5 number on the terrain factor complex map,
75 345.1-350 347.5 and a legend relating the terrain unit number
76 350.1-355 352.5 to the terrain factor complex number is

- 77 355.1-360 357.5 prepared. Examples of an areal terrain map
78 360.1-30S 362,5 and legend are shown in Fig. 2-46 and in
79 365.1-370 367.5 Table 2-12, respectively.
80 370,1-375 372.5
81 375.1-380 377.5 Linear terrain maps are prepared in much
82 380.1-385 382.5 the same way as areal terrain maps, except
83 385.1-390 387.5 that a single line representing a linear feature
84 390.1-395 392.5 is overlaid successively with a factor map until
85 395,1-400 397.5 all the factors are overlaid. The factor
86 400.1-405 402.5 complex number is then replaced by a terrain
87 405.1-410 407.5 unit number, and a legend relating the terrain
88 410.1415 412,5 unit numbers and terrain factor numbers is
89 415.1420 417.5 prepared, Examples of a linear terrain map
90 420.1425 422.5 and legend are shown in Fig. 2-47 and in

Table 2-13, respectively.
2.3.4.2.3 EXAMPLES

These figures illustrate drainage features.
Areal tenrain units can be represented on a Other linear features such as road embank-

map as sn area bordered by an irregulat closed ments can also be so mapped.
line. Linear terrain units appear on the map as
lines because their widths are relatively small 2.3.4.3 POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
compared with their lengths. (PSD) PLOTS

Each attribute of a terrain that is Power spectral density (PSD) curves are an

considered to affect mobility is called a accepted technique for plotting the roughness
terrain factor. Related factors are grouped in of terrain on a local level. Ordinarily these
factor families, which are surface composi- curves display the power in an electrical signal
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l, Figure 2-46. Example of an Areal Terrain Factor Complex Mep (Ref. 75)

asafunction of frqecsince ayrandom fotcrepnigto the various lupsizes
time functions can be broken into the sum of in the overturned soil.

t the contributions of many periodic functions

of different frequencies. The power spectral Some representative examples of terrain
density curve is a plot of the moan amplitude profiles are given in Fig. 2-48. Fig. 2-49 shows
squared of every contributing frequency the corresponding spectral densities of the
present, terrain profiles illustrated in Fig, 2-48.

The undulations of terrain present a curve Power spectral density plots of terrain
of random characteristics. Since this curve is typically have large values at low frequencies
stationary, It cannot be considered to have and taper off according to the ioughness of
frequencies as do electrical signals; however, a the particular profile. In Fig. 2.48 the data
vehicle traveling across the terrain will points were taken 2 ft apart and the altitude
encounter these undulations at a rate was measured to the nearest 0,01 ft. The data
dependent on vehicle speed; hence, the terrain points were determined with a tape measure
can be analyzed in a similar manner. and the elevations wore measured with a level

S~and rod.
A plowed field contains a contribution to

-,the PSD plot corresponding to the wavelength The general shapes of the PSD curves
Sbetween furrows; it also contains a conips, shown in Fig. 2-49 are similar, although
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Figure 2-47. Example of a Liner Terrnin Map (Ref. 15)

different profiles have different knees or harmonic content and power level can be
bumps in the PSD cmve which correspond to accou nt%:d for. Fig. 2-•1 illustrates the wide
some repetitive feature at a characteristic spectrum of power spectral density curves
frequency. For example, the difference that can be encountered. These curves are
between an agricultural field before and after plotted on a log-log scale rather -than the
plowing is shown in Fig. 2-50. The bump at semilog scal; of Figs. 249 and 2-50. Since all
the 6 rnf line corresponds to the freshly of the curveq illustrated in Fig. 2-50 appear to
plowed 'furro,. Thc nuibbs I and 2 have roughly the same slope, it is plausible
indicate different fields; field 2, having a that terrain power spectral density curves can

greater area under the PSD curve, is rougher all be approximated by a simple exponential
both before and after plowing. Since the plots function. Such an approximation greatly
are on semilog coordinates, the influence of simplifies the mathematical treatment of
the leftmost portion is far greater than that power spectral density curves and, in general,
oa the right, does not obscure the important features that

may be biased by the methods used to gather
the profile sample in the first place. This

PSD curves, besides giving a qualitative approximation takes the following form:
scale for comparison, produce a roughness
measure that can be classified directly, so that
not only random ground waves but also their S (Sl) = Kv 1S"" (2-15)
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E)CAMLE OF LINEAR TERRAIN MAP LEGEND (Ref. 15)

Table of terrain factor complex numbers

Order of
terrain 1 2 3 45 6
factors
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-• -.-.- filters are occasionally introduced. It provides
a high resolution and generally distortion-free

2 ' visual map of the terrain essentially as the

"10 -
human eye perceives it, In this type of

•, ~photography, the objects of interest are
/ 'sIrecorded In varying shades of gray on the

¢i I 2 photographic emulsion, The problem of
SO1 (photointerpretation begins here. In many10 \ -•J1 situations the image is of a familiar object or

terrain feature, and its geometric properties
2 g2 (size, shape, shadow, or texture) plus its

location, contrast, and relationship to sur-'

• i A rounding objects enable ready identification.
0 However, when the object is unfamiliar or

10 •exhibits a diffetent or unaccustomed tonal
C) value on the image, the interpreter's judgment

S- -and experience become critica!.

0 10 2-3.5.1 RESOLVING POWER

FrEQUEN-C For a given film format, the smallestF N detectable elevation feature is given by the
empirical relation:

*, IFigure 2-50. Poww Spectral Density of
Farmland (Ref, 8) (Tyw fields, I and 2, AH 1
before (solid curves) and after (dashed H 274 WR
curvs) plowing with furrows at 6 m"r)

where
whereI - flight elevation, ft

Se power spectral density, ftW (or m-)
AH = elevation of the smallest detectable

12 -patial frequency, ft-" (or rn-1 ) feature, ft

,4 - empirical constant indicating the R a resolving power of the camera sys-
magnitude of roughness, ft3 -" tern, lines ram-f

-v empirical exponent indicating the W w film format or width, ft
slope of the PSD curve (in most ter-
rains that have been meusured n. , This elevation resolving power Is shown for
2.), dimensionless 9-In. film in Fig. 2-52. The range of resolution

pictured (up to 80 lines per millimeter)
2.3.5 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY* represents that presently used in unclassified

state-of-the-art aerial photography.
The principles and uses of aerial photogra-

phy using conventional black-and-white film Photographic interpretation of detail from
are well known. Such photography with aerial photography ranges fromn scales of
panchromatic film uses the complete visible 1:2,000 to 1: 10,000, with ground resolution
spectrum, except that haze, or minus-blue, of object size obtained in terms of Inches. In

contrast, the common scales for photointer-
*Adptod from Rat, 3. pretation for reconnaissance purposes range
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1. Mild roughness ,

2. Rocky soilJ

3. Cultivated field -

4. Cross country, medium
roughness

5. Rock and log, artificial

6. Perryman cross country

7. Grasslands

8. Cross country marker 19

9. Turn off to marker 6

10. Virgin terrain, track 13

11. Virgin terrain, track 2

12. Cross country, severe rough-
neas 1

13. Cross country, severe rough-
hess 2

14. Artificial

15. Artificial
16. Poor runway

17. Good runway

18. Poor roadway

19. Good roadway

20. Poor cobbled pavement

21, Good cobbled pavement

22. Asphalt pavement

23. Concrete road 4-

24. Asphalt road FREQUENCY, ft

Figure 2-51. PSD Curves for Various Ground Surfaces (Ref. 8)

from 1:10,000 to 1:40,000, with ground nate only about 128 shades of gray, it can
resolution attainable in terms of feet. The discriminate several million different colors.
common photographic mapping scale is
1:60,000, depending on the use of adequate Many problems complicate the use of aerial
ground control points, color photography, apart from the cost of the

film and the necessary processing techniques.
The use of aerial color photography greatly The glass covering the camera wells in

extends the criteria that can be used for photographic reconnaissance aircraft is rarely
terrain property Identification. Although the of high optical quality and may act as an
human eye-brain combination can discritni- image-degrading Ailter with color tones ap-
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A. Q5 uo..

ELEVAT:ON CHANGE, in.

Figure 2.5., Resolving Pomwr of Photography Varying With Flight Altitude (Ref. 3)

* pearing on the emulsion being different from maps of the Middle East at one to one million
* the natuial object colors. The optical scale by the North American Aviation Science

- properties and color correction of the camera Center under NASA support (Ref. 19). These
lenses themselves; the quality, amount, and maps, pr-pared entirely from Gemini photo-
atmospleric absorption of the reflected solar graphs, show faults, shear zones, and geologic
radiation; and the variability of the dyes structures, often extending for hundreds of
making up the film emulsion itself are other miles, that are unrecognizable in larger scale
factors that can contribute to image color photography.
variability. The American Society of Photo-
grammetry has published a Manual of Color Aerial panoramic cameras have been
Aerial Photography that is highly recom- developed and used for over a decade to
mended for pertinent information (Ref. 16). combine wide-area photographic coverage
A voluminous report entitled Photographic with very high resolution. They generally have
Instrumentation-Science' and Engineering a curved film plane and a high-quality,
prepared for the Naval Systems Command narrow-angle lens that scans across the flight
gives a thorough coverage of all photographic path of the aircraft so as to "paint" an image
equipment and applications (Ref. 17). The of a wide swath of ground onto the film. The
Navy Oceanographic Office has recenty maximum scan angle is 6C dog either side of
conducted a test of the water-penetrating the vertical. With a focal I igth of 12 in., very
ability of color photography, in flights from high altitude photography can be obtained
2,000 to 30,000 ft altitude (Ref, 18). It was without sacrificing image detail. Since the
found that 100-ft-sq offshore targets could center of the lens rotates with the scanning
successfully be detected at depths of 65 ft, arm, the sharpest possible image is always
even in rough water at sun angles from 20 to recorded on the film, even at the edges of the
40 deg. format. An example of the scope and high

resolution of panoramic aerial photography is
Color photography from satellite altitudes shown in Fig. 2-53.

provides coverage of earth areas of unprece-
dented scope and contrast. An example of Modifications to aerial color film to
this capability Is the preparation of tectonic eliminate the blue-sensitive layer have re-
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Figure 2-53. Aerial Panoramic View of Terrain (Ref. 3)

cently been proposed to film manufacturers. rolls of film, each traversing three matched
The standard yellow haze filter would no lenses equipped with appropriate filters to
longer be nieeded, and a one-stop increase in give a narrowband input to the film. The part
exposure would be possible, of the spectrum covered is from 400 to 900

nmn, with resolution of approximately 75 lines
2-3.5.2 MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY per millimeter. TIe resulting nine photo-

graphs, taken at one shutter click, are
Multispectral, multiband, and spectro-zonal matched within 0.001 in. Six of the images

photography are terms applied to the images are on two rolls of 70-mm aerial panchro-
simultaneously obtained through various filter matic film, and the other three are on one roll
combinations in narrowband regions of the of 70-mm aerial infrared film. The lenses used
visible and near-infrared spectrum. The are f/2,4, 150 mm with standard gelatin filters
operating principle of this technique is that that give bandwidths of about 100 rin.
different types or conditions of terrain reflect
solar radiation differently throughout the Extension of the capability of the camera
photographic spectrum. By interpretation of to gather signatures of terrain properties is
the relative brightness or tonal contrast provided by the use of horizontally and
appearing on matched, narrowband images, vertically polarized filters in two of the bands,
changes in soil or vegetation properties and and an ultraviolet transmitting lens in another

the composition of or the seasonal effects on band, applied when desired. The camera has
the terrain can be detected and analyzed. image motion compensation, and can be
Such information can be obtained in a more flown at altitudes of from 600 to over 25,000
quantitative manner from this type of aerial ft. A stabilized mount is desirable to provide
photography than from conventional black- vertical control of photographic coverage. A
and-white or even color photography, Wide ranges of shutter speeds and apertures

are available for use over variou's conditions of A

A nine-lens camera system has been used terrain illumination.
extensively by the Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories (AFCRL) and NASA The multispectral camera has been used to
for airborne terrain research programs (Ref. record diverse terrain areas-arctic glaciers,
20). This "multiband" camera employs three lava flows, coastal beaches, desert playas, and
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77I
Figure 2-54. Mult'band Photography (Ref, 3)

tropical rain forests -all of' interest because of' ing fouir separate 70-mm cameras and

-their characteristic rctlec~ance properties synchironizing Ihlich shutters. a techniqlue that

(Ref. 3). Analysis involves examination of the ycilds worthwhile multispectral photography.I
nine imiages from each exposure on a light
table modified to display the three rolls of An example or the imagery generated by
film together, Terrain anom~alies or putterns the nine-lens systems of AIFCRL, and] the
of interest can be identiried in terms of' their inteppretation of' the tonal changes evident in
reflectance changes for correlation with contirasting wavelength regions, is shown in
known patterns and conditions; selected Fig, 2-54.
frames can be used for color enhancement or
superposition techniques, if' desired, In special 2-3.5.3 COLOR DISTORTION PHOTOGRA-
cases where very subtle tonal differences are PHY
worthy of more analysis, a mlcrodensitonieter
can be use,] to scan the original negative and '"Canioullage Detection" (('I)) or Ekta-
yield the detailed reflectance values that were chronie infrared (OR) filmi is a higli-resclution.
registered as gray tones, false-color film that differs from normal color

film by having its three sciwitized emulsion
The nine bands were originally chosen to layers record green, red, and infrared

p'irovide wide coverage throughout the spec- radiation instead of' the usual red, green, and
trunm. Sinc% sonic of these may give no blue. It hias high color contrast, brilliance, and
additional or otherwise redundant reflectance haze penetration capability, The colors,
inf'ormation, a lesser number of' bands may be olthough appearing visuially tfalse, provide a
practical, Various Government agencies contrast enubling adjacent objects or materials
(Rome Air D~evelopment ('enter, Ariny ('old to stand out distinctly, Although the

RegonsResarch an Enineing Labora- high-resolution vaIlues cited by the 1nanU-
tory. A I ̀RL. and NASA) and m-any facturer may not generally be realized
conmmercial aerial photographic oirganiza Lions through exposure and processing, the clarity
have devJoped rourhand cameras by cluster- of CD) images provides greater detail than
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Figure 2-55. Electromagnetic Spectral Sensitivity Ranges of Films (Ref. 3)

comparable color or IR images. Fig, 2-55 contrasts when imaged on CD film. This is
illustrates the visible spectral and sensitivity especially valuable during conditions of low
ranges of pertinent films. sun angle or in oblique photography where

long shadows are produced.
-i The use of color distortion photography

also enables distinction between types and CD photography is best reproduced and
health of vegetative cover. Deciduous green evaluated as transparencies, since the full-

Sfoliage reflects green and infrared radiation, color values cannot be duplicated on paper
and film processing leaves magenta as the prints.

* indicator for such vegetation; coniferous
foliage is recorded as a darker magenta. Due
to changes in IR reflectivity of foliage 2-3.5.4 POLARIZED LIGHT PHOTOGRA-
pipments, dead or diseased leaves are recorded PHY
in shades of light magenta to orange. The
effectiveness of using CD film for determining In real target-background situations, illumi-
certain of the properties of vegetative cover nation is by both direct sunlight and diffused
has been demonstrated (Ref. 21). skylight. Light reflected from surfaces, in

turn, is both coherent and incoherent. Light
In addition, the use of color emulsions, reflected from most surfaces is considered

particularly CD film, enables very good partially coherent, in that a rough-textured
photographic penetration of water. Under- reflecting surface is a fairly good diffuser
water terrain contours and obstacles can be since the surface as a whole reflects diffusely
recognized and mapped by this CD photogra- while the many small facets of which it is
phy, enabling offshore beach or shallow water composed reflect specularly. The expression
charting for amphibious operations. a/A, where o is the rms surface roughness and

X is the wavelength of the incident light, can -
Objects in shadow or shade usually are not be stated as a measure of the light-diffusing

detectable on normal black-and-white images, property of the surface. Multireflected light,
"but they stand out readily on CD film. in the case of a many-faceted rough surface, is

S ,Objects of different colors, which usually randomly polarized. The intensity ratio of
show the same shades of gray in black-and- multireflected to directly reflected light is
white photography, have definite color dependent on the distribution of facet
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orientation. This ratio generally increases with earth, and water might all show an equal
increasing total reflectance. )]once, the degree density or gray tone on panchromatic film,
of linear polarization of light reflected from llowever, IR film will show the grass as light
diffusing surfaces is inversely related to the gray and earth as nledium gray, enabling
total reflectance. ready distinction. Delineation of shorel ,

contours is an immediately obvious capabw,-
Many polarized photography experiments ty.

on natural terrain and manmade surfaces have
been conducted (Ref. 22). These experiments IR fihls record healthy, lush vegetation in
prove that polarization contrasts can be used the lightest tones, while vegetation that does
to detect and discriminate background anit not have enough water reflccts less infrared
target materials, in both direct and diffuse energy and shows as medium tones due to
illuminations, A wide variety of natural changes in the relative amount of chlorophyl
materials have been photographed in both the and pigments,
visible and near-infrared spectrum. It was
found that the largest polarization contrast
exists in the 500 to 700 and the 800 to 1,000 The filtered infrared sensitivity of this film

nm bands of the spectrum, also makes it Luseful for haze penetration,
since the less scattered rays are recorded. This

Polarization contrast, like chromatic and infrared sensitivity also provides increased

luminous contrast, can generally be observed tonal contrast between manmade and natural

for any material: therefore, a discrimination objects, such as an asphalt runway against an

capability is present in the degree of adjacent grass or soil background.

polarization of light reflected from objects in
any scene. The resolution of black-and-white IR film

is noticeably poorer than panchromatic. Most
lenses for aerial cameras are designed for

2.3.5.5 INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY visible light and therefore focus the infrared
rays behind the normal focal plane, as shown

The use of black-and-white infrared film in in Fig. 2-56. Refocusing or lengthening of the
aerial cameras has both advantages and focal distance. therefore, is required with IR
disadvantages. This film is designed to be film. Not all of the IR wavelengths will be
sensitive in the red and near-infrared wave- brought into the film plane, but a sufficient
length region, but it is also sensitive in the portion of them will fall into focus to
ultraviolet region below 530 nm. To insure produce an acceptable image. The 89B filter
that only the red and infrared portions will be provides a bandpass of 200 nan to minimize
recorded, a Kodak 89B filter is used to the possibility of degraded images generated
eliminate the ultraviolet and almost all the by the lens-filn combination.
visible portion of the spectrum below 700
11m. A photometer or exposure meter cannot

give reliable values to determine proper IR

The difference in black-and-white IR film exposure, since wavelengths beyond the
photography as compared to panchromatic is visible spectrum do not register on these
most ovident in the recording of water and devices. The usual technique is to use the
foliage (Ref, 23). Since water does not reflect manufacturer's exposure index as modified by
or transmit infrared radiation, and the blue the appropriate filter factor. Areas highly
portion of the rest of the spectrum reflected reflective in the infrared, such as vegetation,
from water surfaces is filtered out, water require less exposure than industrial areas, A
appears very dark or black with respect to comparison of simultaneous visible and IR
land, which Is a lighter gray tone. Grass, bare photography is shown in Fig. 2-57.
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SWWI['N OANo Two simple tests can be used to detect the
I. 1OHY *H Ill VNI MANICN

,, ~ presence of silt and clay-sized particles since
"they cannot be distinguished with the unaided

.eye. If a handful of dry soil is sifted through

LAW_ GW",o oil the fingers and allowed to fall on the ground,
.L,,G,. the amount of silt and clay-sized particles

present can be estimated from the amount ofiNOS 1151gM CoIIc c41Kf A I)OCUSSES TO dust created. Secondly, with the soil either
V9$1hl6 COMONOSSWIT GOUSN. ANO @50 LIIN? TO t

WK , WILL , D I MUST H01T'u"Co wet or dry, a small quantity is placed in a test
tube or bottle, water is added, then the bottle
is shaken vigorously, Particles larger than

Figure 246. Focus of Infrared Waveletgths about 0.05 mm in size will have settled
With Focil Dlstanle (Ref. 3) approximately 3 in. in 30 s. Consequently, if

after about 30 s, the top 3 in. of water is not
2.4 MEASUREMENTS* substantially clear, the presence of a signifi-

cant quantity of the smaller silt and clay-sized
This paragraph reviews the instruments particles is indicated.

commonly used to measure the critical
parameters of the terrain. What constitutes a Inorganic silts, in the wet state, can be
critical parameter, of course, varies with the rolled into thin threads, but, if the threads are
mission, This paragraph attempts to be fairly more than a few inches long, they will not
inclusive, but the emphasis Is primarily on support their own weight when held by oneIi •terrain grffflcability and the measurement of end. In addition, at a moisture content
the parameters that are vital for assessing corresponding to the plastic limit (the

traffmcabdity, moisture content representing the boundary

between the semisolid and plastic states of the
The measurements and quantitatiht evalus- soil), these threads will be soft and friable.

tions that car be made of the terrain cover a
wide spectrum, Properties amenable to
measurement vary from color to radioactivity, When mixed with water to the consistency
from hardness to chemical composition, from of a thick paste, the surface of an inorganici silt will appear wet and shiny if a pat is

* obvious physical features to hidden, potential- silt il appar w e and If a pat Is
ly treacherous, subsurface properties. The list shaken in the palm of the hand. If the pat is
of measurements described here, although squeezed by cupping the hand, the surface
extensive, is by no means exhaustive. That will dry up, appear dull, and eventually crack.
this list will increase in the future is virtually A clay, similarly treated, will not change its

* assured because the characterization presently appearance in any way.

available is not completely adequate for the
present day military mission. Lumps of air-dried silt can easily be

crushed between the fingers, If the dry
2-4.1 SOIL PARTICLE CLASSIFICATION powder of the coarser silts is rubbed between

the tips of the fingers, a gritty feeling results.
bySands and gravels can be easily identified
by visual inspection. Important physical Clays exhibit plastic properties over a
characteristics such as texture, gradation, and moderate to wide range in water content.

Sparticle shape may also be described qualita- They can be molded and rolled into thin
tively on the basis of a visual examination, threads without breaking or crumbling and

threads of considerable length will support

*Tbo dicassion of cla icil IOU mearsments n their own weight when held by one end if
Wotows that of Ref. 12; the remote sensing portion, Ref. 3, their moisture content is in the plastic range.
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BLACK AND WHITE(IR)

PLUS X
(VISIBLE)

Figure 2.57. Comparison of Visible and Infrared Photography (Ref. 3)

At moisture contents correspondhig to the color and the colors become less distinct as
plastic limit, the more plastic the soil, the the moisture content is reduced, In fine-
harder and tougher it will feel. Consequently, grained soils, certain dark or drab shades of
the consistency of a soil at a moisture content gray or brown - including colors that are
corresponding to the plastic limit distin- almost black - are indicative of organic
guishes between silts and clays, and also colloidal matter. In contrast, clean and
affords a simple method of evaluating the bright-looking colors - including medium and
engineering characteristics of the various clays light gray, olive green, brown, red, yellow and
by measuring qualitatively their degree of white - are generally associated with inor-
plasticity. ganic soils. Soil color may also indicate the

presence of certain chemicals. Red, yellow,
Lumps of air-dried clay are relatively hard, and yetllowish-brown soil colors may be a

and the more plastic the clay, the harder they result of the presence of iron oxides. White to
are. These lumps can often be broken but pinkish colors may indicate presence of
cannot generally be cnished and powdered by considerable silica, calcium carbonate, or
hand. aluminum compounds. Gra 1.h-blue, and gray

and yellow mottled colors frequently indicate
The color of the soil is helpfui in poor drainage.

distinguishing between soil strata and in
identifying soil constituents, but it does not Organic soils can be identified by their gray
signify that the soil possusses certain specific to black color, by the presence of undecom-
properties. Color of soil often varies with the posed vegetative matter or shells, and by
degree of moisture present; hence, it is odor -in many instances they contain gas
necessary to consider the condition of the that is released when the soil is excavated.
soil. Generally, moist soil has more contrast in The odor generally diminishes with exposure
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to air but becomes pronounced if a wet gravimetfic techniques are the older and are
sample is heated. If a sample is rolled into a employed for calibration purposes. However,
thin ball and exposed to the aimosphere for a gravimetry requires considerable equipment

few days, it will usually show annular rings of and time. Consequently, considerable atten-
discoloration when broken open. The dis- tion has been given to alternative faster
coloration is the result of the oxidation of measurement techniques, and a variety of

thin layers of organic material. Organic soils instruments employing such techniques are
are highly compressible and are undesirable available commercially.
construction materials.

The gravimetric technique is the most
The general identification of a soil should commonly used technique for measuring

include prominent characteristics of the moisture in soil. It requires the collection of a
undisturbed materials. Sand and gravel are soil sample, weighing it, removing the
described as being loose, medium, or dense moisture, weighing the dry sample or the
while clays are described as hard, stiff, removed water, and calculation of the
medium, or soft. The proper designation is moisture content. It is the most direct way of
determined on the basis of simple tests and measuring soil moisture and Is employed for
observations, previously described, such as the calibrating other sensors. In practice, errors
difficulty or ease of pushing L. probe into the arm introduced by inhomogeneities in the soil
soil, the ease or difficulty of excavating the and by moisture lost or gained before or
soil, or consistency tests. during measurement. It bI a destructive

technique in that It requires removing a soil
2-42 MOISTURE CONTENT sample. Results from gravimetry ar also

" - subject to error when water is chemically
An understanding of the way in which soils bound to the soil and when vapors of other

are affected by water is probably more materials are present in the soil. Evaporable
important than any other single factor. The water is customarily defined as that which Is
moisture contained in a soil is important to removed under a vacuum of 0.5 tort at 230C.
considerations of such soil phenomena as This corresponds approximately to drying in
shear resistance, frost action*, volume change an oven at 105"C.
with a change in moisture content, and also
for an understanding of the properties of While oven drying is the most common
compacted soil. method for removing moisture from soil In

gravimetric techniques, freeze drying, desicca-
Moisture content (MC) is the term used to tion, alcohol burning, and other methods are

define the amount of water present in a given sometimes employed. Alcohol burning, for
soil. It is expressed as a percentage and is example, is one of the more rapid gravimetric
equal to the ratio of the weight of water to techniques. It consists of mixing alcohol with
that of the dry soil solids. the soil sample and igniting the mixture. Most

of the water is removed during the process.
Techniques that have been applied to the

determination of the moisture content of soil Nuclear measurement techniques using
include gravimetry, neutron scattering, tensi- neutron scattering depend upon the ability of
ometry, electrical resistance, thermal con- hydrogen in water to slow down fast
ductivity, hygrometry, and microwave absorp- neutrons. The form of the hydrogen cannot
tion (Ref. 24). Of these, the several be distinguished by this method and measure-
_ _ment interferences also exist with sample
*Frost action is * generd term used in refesence to freezing density, sample composition, surface rough.

and thawing of moisture In materials and the consequent ness, and sample homogeneity. A number of
effects on thee materias and the structure of which they non, age are presenty employed by
are a part, or with which tihey are in contact. nuclear gages ae presently employed by
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highway departments to determine soil lacking the proper proportions of the
moisture. Comparative evaluation studies have respective sizes to qualify as well graded, is
shown that, while the various interferences said to be pootly graded; if one or more size
lead to errors in moisture measurement, the ranges are completely absent, the soil is said
errors are commonly less than those from to be gap graded. A uniformly graded soil is
other methods. Overall, the nuclear method one composed essentially of particles of equal
appears to be a very good method for size. These four categories of gradation - weal
measurement of moisture in a 3- to graded, poorly graded, gap graded, and
4-in.-surface layer. uniformly graded - include all possible grada-

tions of soil,
Tensiometry is based upon the capillary

tension of water, which allows it to permeate The Grain size distribution of the coarse
a porous cup or membrane. In one version of fraction of soils (gravel and sand) may be
this instrument, the electrical conductance of determined by the sieve analysis procedure. A
salts on one side of the membrane is measured sample, air-dried and with the aggregates
in order to determine the moisture content of thoroughly broken up, is passed through a set
the soil; in the other the effective pressure of of sieves having openings ranging from 3 in.
the water as produced by capillary action in down to 0.074 mm, and the weight of
the pores of a ceramic material is measured. material retained on each sieve is determined.

The number and sizes of sieves used depend
Moisture-measuring techniques that depend on the range of particle sizes in the soil and

on the influence of water on the electrical on the precision desired in the determination
conductivity of the soil, the thermal con- of the gradation curve.

-.ductivity of the soil, or the microwave
absorption of the soil have been studied Sieve sizes are denoted by two nomencla-
extensively and under certain special circum- tures. One refers to the sieve screen size in
stances are applicable. For most practicable inches, the other by number. The inch
applications, however, the nuclear measure- designation refers to the actual linear
ment technique and the various gravimetric dimensions of the square openings between
techniques are preferable and most ,;jdely the wires of a sieve screen. The number
employed. Further information on the designation of a sieve indicates the number of
measurement of moisture content of scils is in openings existing in the screen per linear inch.
par. 2-4.4. Fig. 2-58 shows the difference more clearly.

24.3 GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION The difference in the size of the openings
of these two sieves is a result of the thickness

Few natural soils consist of grains all the of the wires being included along with the
same size. The property of a soil that four openings per linear inch of the No. 4
describes the distribution of size groups sieve. By measurement, the opening in the
represented is called gradation. Knowledge of No. 4 sieve is 4.75 mm while that of the 0.25
the grain size distribution (gradation) is in. sieve is 6.35 mm. The sieves with openings
required in order to classify a soil. larger than 0.25 in. are referenced according

to the size of the opening. Sieves 0.25 in. or
A well-graded soil is composed of particles smaller are identified by the number of

that vary in amount according to size in such openings per linear inch.
a manner that the void spaces formed by the
larger particles can be filled by smaller The results of the sieve analysis are
particles so that a minimum volume of voids presented in the form of a grain size
is achieved. A soil composed of particles distribution curve on a seinfogarithmic chart.
ranging in size between wide limits, but The grain size distribution curve is obtained
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D cm (2-18)

j LD - Stokes' diameter of togl grains, cm

NO. 4 II0. A - viscosity of water, g m

AU dt sions In I~nches. 7• a unit weight of soil, g cm-

x - depth in suspension of measurement,
FigU" 2-& bw Nontinm tur (Riot 12) cm

by plotting particle diameters (sieve openings) t - time after preparation of suspension,
on the abscissa (loga-lthrnic scale) and the s
percent finer by weight on the ordinate
(arithmetic scale). Eq. 2-17 is derived in Ref. 12. This

determination requires thorough mixing of
A hydrometer analysis is required to the soil sample - after its weight and its unit

determine the grain size distribution of weight are determined - with water, then
particle sizes smaller than 0.074 mm. The use measuremert of its specific gravity at a later
of an immersion hydrometer to measure the time after settling has begun. The specific
specific gravity of a liquid is well known. This gravity must be determined for a sample of
same principle is utilized to measure the the suspension from a known depth by
varying specific gravity of a soil suspension as withdrawing the sample in a manner similar to
the grains settle. This information is used to the testing of battery acid.
determine the grain size distribution curve by

means of the equation The hydrometer analysis is satisfactory
when the grain size curve is desired only for

IG IV\ (r w) sizes greater than I to 2 jIm. In fine clays, a
N.= 1 - , -rw (2-17) large percentage by weight may be finer than

these sizes. These particles are colloidal and
where tend to remain in suspension indefinitely.

G - specific gravity of soil, dimensionless An apparatus has been developed for
testing fine clays in which the hydrometer jar

V - volume of suspension, cm 3  is suspended at the end of a rotating arm. The
centrifugal force caused by rotation intro-

W- - total weight of suspended soil, g duces acceleration many times greater than
gravity causing much faster settlement than

'- unit weight of water, g cm"' occurs under gravity alone. Grain size
distribution curves that extend to 0.01 pm

rw = specific gravity of water, dimension- may be obtained in a few hours with this
less apparatus.

r = specific gravity of suspension, dimen- The hydrometer analysis is subject to
sionless several limitations. Stokes' law defines the

phenomenon of a single spherical particle (of
N * fraction of the soil with diameters constant specific gravity) falling through a

finer than a diameter given by fluid that is indefinite in extent. None of
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theme conditions are satisfied. However, the Several techniques are used to measure soil
only limitation that cannot be overcome is density. The most common are the direct
the requirement of a spherical particle - clay measurement, the sand cone method, the
pautclas are generally plate shaped. Conhe- rubber balloon method, the drive cylinder
quently, in connection with the hydrometer method, and the nuclear density probe.
analysis, it is necessary to understand the
concept of an equivalent diameter. Any (I) Direct measurement. In direct measure-r: particle that has the same velocity of fall as a ment, the total weight of a sold sample W is
sphere of the same unit weight and of first determined; then its volume V, is
diameter D will be said to have an equivalent ascertained through immersion in mercury.
diameter. Therefore, the diameter scale for The sample is then placed in an oven to dry
any mechanical analysis plot based on Stokes' until a constant weight W, Is achieved. If W.
law shows equivalent diameters rather than W,, and V" are known, the wet and dry
actual dimensions of particles, densities can be computed using Eqs. 2-19

and 2-20.

2-44 DENSITY (2) Sand cone method. The sand cone
method is intended to determine the in-place

Density is defined in physics as the man density of either tine- or coarse-grane i ed
per unit of volume and usually relates to a materials. This test is so named because sand
din*j homnogeneous substance. In soil anti- is used, following prescribed procedures, to
neering, however, density refers to weight per determine the volume of the hole from which
unit volume and is generally expressed as a sample has been taken. The test consists of
"either wet density or dry density. Wet density digging out a sample of the material,
ym is computed as determining the volume of the hole from (

which the sample was removed, and determin-
rWc + W( ing the wet and dry weights of the sample.

Sm ,cm (2-19) The procedure is restricted to soils containing
I particles not larger than 2 In. in diameter. The

standard apparatus is shown in Fig. 2-59.
where

weetgi(3) Rubber balloon method. The rubber
=wet density, g cm" balloon method is restricted to test hole

volumes between 0.025 and 0.050 ft3 and to
W8 = weight of soil solids, g bonded soil masses in which the maximum

particle size is 0.5 in. It is similar to the sand
Ww weight of water, g cone method except that the volume of a test

excavation is measured by determining the
Vt =total volume occupied by the soil volume of liquid - contained in a thin

particles including voids within and flexiblM A Nwnubranc - rcqWired to fill the
between particles, cm 3  cavity. The strength of the membrane is

required to be such that a pressure of not
Dry density 7 d is computed as more than 5 psi is necessary to cause it to

take the shape of the test hole. The sample
WS c(m removed from the test hole is dried and

-yd = " MC CM (2-20) weighed. The standard apparatus is shown in
,V ." MCFig. 2-60.

where MC is the moisture content of the soil, (4) Drive cylinder method. The drive
expressed as a decimal fraction by weight. cylinder method of determining in-place
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SFigure 2-59. Sand Cone Apparatus (5) Nuclear density probe, As with the
S(Ref. 12) nuclear moisture meter, the nuclear density:' 

probe is of recent development. The primarycomponents of the density probe are a garnmadensity can be used satisfactorily in moist, ray-source, a gamma-ray detector, and a scalercohesive, fine-grained mat.erials and in sands to count detector output.that exhibit tendencies toward cohesivenes~s,An undisturbed sample is obtained by driving Two types of density probes are available.u small, thin-walled cylinder into the material The most common is the back-scatter type inwith a special driving head. The cylinder is which both the source and detector aredriven in until its top is approximately 0.5 in, mounted in a device that rests on the groundbelow the original surface. The driving head is surface. Both the source and the detector arethen removed and the cylinder is dug fr'om shielded from each other in the instrument.the ground, If the tare weight of the cylinder The second type is the direct transmissionis known, the wet weight or the sample, with density probe in which either the source orany excess soil trimm e,,1 off, can be obtainzed the detector, but not both, is inserted into theimmediately. The sankpie is then removed soil to various depths -up to 12 in.•i ~ from tile cylind er and the moisture conten~t isdetermined. The volume of the sample is Ile nuclear method of determining density',• equal to the volume of the cylinder. Wet and is based on the absorption of gamma rays. Adry densities may then be computed using radioactive source is used, which emits gamma
• ' Eqs. 2-19 and 2-20, 

rays into the soil (or into some other material,,
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the density of which is to be measured), As I

"the gamma rays pass through the soil, they
collide with electrons, lose part of their
energy, and continue their travel along .
deflected paths. Through a series of collisions,
the gamma rays are scattered in all directions • j
and their energy may eventually be reduced 4,92 0. 0

to a level at which the gamma rays are no
longer detectable. -PAU

The absorptive capacity of the soil depends oo,[ ~~~on electron density (number of electrons per 7•- -Io/- ,,
"unit volume), which is a function of the M 4I_,

density of the soil. Obviously, the greater the
absorptive capacity of the soil, the smaller the All dimenajons in inches.
number of gamma rays reaching the detector.
In othosr words, an inverse relationship exists
between sold density and the gamma-ray Figure 2-61. Mechanical Liquid Limit
intensity indicated by the detector, Because Device (Ref. 12)
of the complexity of the scattering phenome.
non, the functional relationship between scale) versus the number ot' blows (log scale)
absorptive capacity and soil density must be required to close the groove over the pro-
determined expcrirenntally (calibration), scribed length. The liquid limit can then be

"read from the linear plot obtained and a trial
As with the nuclear moisture meter, the at exactly 25 blows is not required,

measurements made with density probes are
very sensitive to surface conditions under the The plastic limit is the water content
instrument. Air gaps under the instrument of' corresponding to an arbitrarily defined limit
0.125 in. can cause errors of 10 percent or between the plastic and the semisolid states ot
more. consistency of soil. It is obtained by rolling

soil samples at slowly decreasing water
2-4.5 ATTERBERG LIMITS content until a water content is reachtd at

which a soil thread 0.125 in. in diameter just
The Atterberg limits are parameters char- begins to crumble. The soil threads are rolled

acterizing the plasticity and fluidity of soils. on a glass plate with the hand; consistent
These include the liquid limit, plastic limit, results can be obtained without special
plasticity index, and shrinkage limit, apparatus.

The liquid limit is the water content The plasticity index (P1) is the range of
corresponding to the arbitrarily determined water content between the liquid and plastic
boundary between the liquid and plastic limits, i.e., the range in moisture content over
states of consistency of a soi. It is considered which the soil will behave as a plastic, This
to be the moisture content at which two index, coupled with the liquid limit, is an
halves of a soil pat, separated by a groove of excellent ihdicator of the plastic behavior of
standard dimensions, will close at the bottom soils, Since plasticity is a unique property of
of the groove for a distance of 0.5 in. after 25 clays, the plasticity index is an indicator of
impacts in a standard liquid limit apparatus the relative clay content of similar soil types.
(Fig. 2-61). Trl*h are performed with samples Fmrthermore, soils with higher plasticity
at sevoral different mohstum contents, and a indexes will exhibit greater volume changes
plot h made of moisture content (arithmetic with varying moisture contents and will suffer
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greater loss or' stability when wet than the unpaved roads, and a variety of materiel
more "lean", low plasticity, soils. requirements for sustaining operations. Most

Tiof the measurements of strength parameters
The shrinkage limit w, is the water content aru based on a standard technique often

of a clay soil at which the soil ceases to associated with use of an especially designed
change in volume upon further loss of water apparatus.
due to drying. Two methods are used for
determining the shrinkage limit. When the 2-4.6.1 COMPRESSION
specific gravity is not known, the shrinkage
limit can be calculated from the following The compressive properties of soil ari
equation: described as either unconfined compression or

triaxial compression. As the names imply,
(W, - W,) - YW (V, - V2 ) these measure distinctly different properties

w(2-21) of soil.

The unconfined compressive strength of
where cohesive soils is measured on a cylindrical soil

Jspccimen of a length at least twice its
V, = initial volume of soil specimen, cm diameter. This specimen is loaded axially to

failure or to 20 percent strain depending on
, tI = initial weight of the soil specimen, g which occurs first, Two methods of load

alpplication may be used; controlled stress or
- .V 2  volume of the oven-dried specimlen, controlled strain. In the first method, load is

Scm3  applied in increments at equal intervals of
time and the axial shortening of the specimen

WS = weight of the oven-dried specimen, g is recorded. In the controlled strain method,
the specimen is deformed at a constant rate

7W = unit weight of water. 9 cm'. and the load is recorded at Intervals as
required to obtain the desired degree of

If the specific gravity of the soil is known, precision in the load-deformation curve. In
the shrinkage limit may be determined from saturated cohesive soils, the shear strength is
the values of W, and V2 as aSsumed to be one-hall' the unconfined

compressive strength and is independent of
7 V2  cunlining pressure.

-- =(2-22)I x R ; The triaxial test is presently tile most
widely used laboratory method for the

where nmoasuremnit ol' soil strength and stress-strain
relationships. Its principal advantages are that

G specific gravity of the soil solids, it permits precise control of confining
dimensionless. pressure, drainage. and rate of loading, and

provilIC, 1'0r the measurement of pore
2-4.6 SOIL STRENGTH pressures and volume changes. Its versatility

in these respects has caused it to be used

The strength properties of soil are imox~r- extensively not only 1br investigating strength
tant for a variety of engineering and and stress-strain characteristics of soil under
operational applications. These determine the conditions representative of those existing in
actual mobility capabilities of open terrain for natoural soils and emlan kments, but also as a
different vehicles, the suitability of founda- means of exploring the basic parameters
tions and footings, the wearing capability of' affecting the shearing resistance of soil.
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The standard triaxial test specimen is a soil measurements are closely correlated among
cylinder, normally of a length at least twice the three techniques since they all depend on
its diameter (Fig. 2-30). It I placed between the same basic soil properties.
two plates - either pervious or impervious
depending upon test conditions -- naled in a For direct shear measurements, a soil
watertight membrane and enclosed in a specimen is placed in a split mold and
pressure cell. The specimen is subjected to an shearing forces are applied to cause one
all-around confining pressure and loaded portion of the specimen to slide In relation to
axially by means of a piston acting on an end the other portion (Fig. 2-3 1). The test Is
plate, conducted on several specimens, each with a

different load acting normal to the shearing
The most common triaxial tests are the force. If the normal stress is applied and the

following: shear stresses at failure are plotted, the slope
of the line through these points is the angle of

(1) Drained Tests, Drainage is permitted internal friction; the intercept of this line
throughout the test with full pore pressu'c with the shear stress axis is the cohesion of
dissipation, permitting direct measnremnenvftf the soil. The direct shear test may be used for
effective stresses, both cohesive and cohesionless soils.

(2) Consowidated-Undrained Tests. Drain- In the torsional shear test a specimen of
age is permitted until the sample is fully solid circular or annular cross section, usually
consolidated under the confining pressure. No confined between rings, is subjected to an
drainage is permitted during the application axial load and to shear in torsion, The annular

A of the axial load. Pore water pressures may or cross section is the more difficult with respect
may not be measured during the test. to test preparation but is the more preferred ,

because the shearing stresses are more
(3) Undrained Tests. No drainage, and uniform on the cross section and, hence, may

hence no dissipation of pore pressure, is be computed more readily.
permitted under either the confining pressure
or the axial load. In-place torsion shear tests are performed

by pressing a dentated solid circular or
The methods of loading normally used are: annular plate against the soil and measuring

the resistance to its rotation under a given
(I) Controlled Stress. Load is applied in axial load.

increments,
The device used for the deternination of

(2) Controlled Strain. Load is measured at vane shear consists of a four-bladed vane
intervals of deformation as the specimen is fastened to the bottom of a vertical rod. The
being deformed axially at a constant rate. The vane is pushed into soil and the torque
test is performed with a number of different required to rotate the vane is measured. The
lateral pressures. Test data awe analyzed soil fails on the cylindrical surface defined by
graphically by use of Mohr circles to the outer edges of the vane. Average shearing
determine the cohesion and angle of internal resistance can be computed from the
friction of the soil. Also, consideration is dimensions of the vane and the measured
given to the shape of the stress-strain curve torque.
for each test.

The vane may then be rotated rapidly
2.4.6.2 SHEAR through several revolutions to remold the soil.

The shearing strength can again be measured
Shear is measured as direct shear, torsional to determine the sensitivity of the soil to

shear, or vane shear. The results of such remolding.

2...
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pen will trace the curve of shear stress versus
normal stress as the latter is reduced to zero.
The machine is calibrated so that the chart
produced on the recording drum is a direct
plot of shear stress versus normal stress, The
sheargraph can produce large volumes of data
rapidly. This is a prime requirement for

earthmoving studies since the time available in
which to measure soil properties is usually

•mnm.m s. limited, This also allows the determination of
the mode failure condition taken from a large
number of failure curves superimposed on the
same graph, increasing the reliability of the
data. Data should be collected throughout the

PIPS area in which testing is to occur.

2-4.6.3 PENETRATION

When a force is exerted on soil by a
structure, vehicle, or foot, the amount of
penetration is an important parameter of the
strength of that soil. A common empirical
approach to this parameter is to determine

Figure 2-62. The Cohron Sheargraph sinkage by walking on the area In question.
(Ref. 25) However, this method is susceptible to serious

error. A variety of penetration measurement
techniques are employed to provide a more

This device is best suited for use in cohesive meaningful data base, These include the
soils and Is not recommended for use in sandy simple soil penetrometer, the California
soils, gravel, or soil deposits containing many Bearing Ratio Test, the cone penetromneter,
large pebbles. the bevameter, and aerial penetrometer.

The Cohron sheargraph (Ref. 25) is an (1) Soil penetrometer. A simple pene-
instrument for measuring and recording the trometer is a probe that is forced into the
shear strength of soil, from which t! e ground to obtain a measure of soil strength. If
cohesion and angle of internal friction can be the penetrometer is pushed into the ground
deduced. It is rapid in operation and slowly, the test is classified as being a static
portable - designed for field rather than penetration test. If the probe is driven rapidly
laboratory use. A cross section of the into the ground, the test is classified as a
sheargraph is shown in Fig. 2-62. dynamic penetration test. Static tests are

generally performed in soft, cohesive soils and
in operation, the shear head is completely dynamic tests in hard, cohesionless soils.

inserted into the soil, normal stress is applied
to the shear surface through axial deflection The most common test performed is the
of the spring, and shearing stress is applied by standard penetration test. This is made by

twisting the recording drum until the soil driving a split-barrel sampler (Fig. 2-63) into
fails. After soil shear failure occurs, normal the soil by dropping a 140-lb hammer onto it
load is gradually reduced. Since the soil will from a height of 30 in. The penetration
sustain only a given amount of shearing stress resistance is the number of blows required per
for a particular normal load, the recording 12 in. of penetration. Penetration resistance
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" cowl" --- C O The standard penetration test cannot be
VT• , l ' i 4 V /ONO regarded as a highly refined and completely

~ reliable test; however, the blow count gives a
useful preliminary indication of the consis-

16 (O -- H # iwotency or relative density of most soil deposits..

(2) California Bearing Ratio. In this test, a
piston of 3 in.2 cross-sectional area Is forced

All dimensions in Inches. into a compacted soil sample of 6-in, diameter
in a mold. The rate of piston movement is
controlled, and pressure readings are taken for

Figure 2-63. Standard Split-barrel Sample various penetration depths. The standard of
, Assembly (from ASTM Standards) comparison for computing the bearing value

(Ref. 12) of a material is based upon the penetration
and load, or pressure, on a standard,

can be related to soil density in accordance well-graded crushed stone (1,000 psi to
with Table 2-14. These data may be produce 0.1-in. penetration). The bearing
considered fairly reliable with sands but only value of a sample is determined for a specific
"an approximation for clays, penetration by dividing the load for the I

penetration by the standard load for the same
In a sandy soil located below the water penetration. For example, if a specimen

table, the blow count may indicate a relative requires a load (or pressure) of 450 psi to
density considerably greater than the actual obtain 0.1-in. penetration, its bearing value
relative density of the deposit. Under these will be (450/1,000) X 100 = 45 percent. This
conditions, for every blow count greater than bearing value has become known as the (
15, an additional 0.5 blow count should be California Bearing Ratio, generally abbrevi-
added before Table 2-14 is used. This is ated to CBR, with the "percent" omitted.
necessary because the material tends to The Corps of Engineers and some highway
increase in volume upon shearing, producing departments use the CBR ,principle in
an increase in effective stress which results in conducting tests to evaluate the bearing value
an apparent increase in penetration resistance. of materials.
In deposits containing large stones, the results
may be unreliable because of the small size of (3) Cone penetrometer. The cone pene-
"the sampling spoon compared with that of the trometer was developed to obtain at) empiri-
stones. cal field measure of soil bearing-traction

TABLE 2-14

RELATIONSHIPS OF PENETRATION RESISTANCE AND RELATIVE DENSITY (Ruf. 12)

Sand, No. of blows Relative density Clay, No.of blows Consistency

0-4 Very loose 1-2 Very soft

4-10 Loose 2-4 Soft

10-30 Medium 4-8 Medium

30-5(C Dense 5-15 Stiff

> 50 Very dense > 30 Hard
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capacity. A 30-deg cone is pushed slowly into flare is released through the hollow barrel and
the soil and the force required is recorded at rises to several hundred feet altitude as a
desired penetration increments. This device visible "go" indicator. If the penetration
and procedures for its use were developed by resistance is less than the preset level, the
the Corps of Engineers to measure the impact is not great enough to depress the
trafficability of soils. spring and fire the shotgun shell. Hence, no

flare is released, indicating "no go". Fig. 2-65
The measure of the trafficability of a soil is shows an exploded view of this device,

referred to as a rating cone index. It is the
product of in situ cone index and remolding For tactical reconnaissance missions, an
index. Remolding Index is obtained as improved means of deployment and indica-
follows: the cone index of an "undisturbed" tion was developed. Penetrometers can be
soil sample, confined in a small cylinder, is ejected in quantities up to 10 in a preselected
measured before and after tamping with 100 sequence from tip-tank launchers on jet
blows of a 2.5-lb hammer falling 12 in. The aircraft at speeds of approximately 450 kt
ratio of the average cone index after tamping an ' at altitqdes of 1,000 ft above the terrain.
to that before tamping is called the remolding For multiple deployment .the firing sequence
index. is 0.5 s apart, causing the penetrometers to

land about 300 ft apart. Ejection is by an
The cone penetrometer is simple. A vast electrically detonated charge contained within

number of tests have been performed with it, the launching system; the penetrometers are
and their results correlate with other soil tests inert. They are nearly buried in their own
and other soil classification systems. It is one holes, depending on the soil strength en-
of the most widely used field tests for countered, and are expendable. The launching
determining an index of soil strength. mechanism shoots the penetrometers down-

ward and backward at a component velocity
(4) 8epameter. The bevameter was de- sufficient to cancel the forward speed of the

veloped for predicting the performance of aircraft, so that the penetrometer hits the
vehicles on soil. It is a device for determining ground at 350 ft s -1 directly under the spot
the load versus sinkage curves for two or more where ejection takes place. Soil hardness is
different diameter circular plates when indicated by the appearance of a self-con-
pushed into the soil, and also for determining tained light bulb visible through the vertically
the torsional resistance of' a cleated circular impacted cylinder.
plate under a controlled normal load. The
data obtained from these tests are used to The penetrometer is aerodynamically stable
determine the soil values kI, ko, and n (par. with pop-out vanes governing its fall, which
2-3.3.3) required in formulas derived for takes about 1.5 s from ejection to impact.
computing traction, rolling resistance, and The strength-indicating mechanism is adjust-
sinkage of wheels. A schematic of a bevameter able to allow determination of soil hardness
appears in Fig. 2-64. through a range of values that might be

"required by various aircraft landing loads.
(5) Aerial penetrometers. The most widely

used aerial penetrometer is essentially an 24.7 CONSOLIDATION
aluminum cylinder that looks like a small
rocket; it is approximately 2.5 ft long, 2 in. in 'he consolidation test is a one-dimensional
diameter, and weighs less than 2 lb. The compression test that involves, simultaneous-
original model was dropped from propeller- ly, the slow escape of water and a gradual
driven aircraft and had a spring mechanism to compression of the soil structure. The
measure the impact. If the penetration apparatus used for the study is called a
resistance is greater than the preset level, a consolidometer. The soil sample is placed in a
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Figure 2-64. Schematic View of a Bevameter-type Instrument (Ref. 8)

standard cylinder with porous disks at the top The quantity of flow through a dense rock
and/or bottom to provide drainage. The may be so small as to pass unnoticed because
specimen is loaded in steps, each load evaporation prevents the accumulation of
doubling the previous value of load on the water on the exposed face; yet the flow of
specimen. New loads are not added until water through such a material may produce
compression of the specimen under the seepage pressures between the mineral grains
previous loading has practically ceased. This larger than those exerted in more permeable
may take only a few minutes with sands; but materials under the same conditions of
in clays, compression continues for a long hydraulic head.
period of time and 1-day intervals between
loadings are quite common. A curve of The flow of water through permeable
compre.ssion versus time is plotted for each substances is governed by an empirical
increment of load. The final data consist of relationship
time-compression curves for each load incre-
ment and a load-compression curve for the v = ki, cm s-1 (2-23)
test as a whole. The load-compression data, or
final stress-strain relationships, are presented where
in the form of a curve of log of pressure
versus vwid ratio for the final condition of v discharge velocity (the quantity of
each load increment. water that percolates through a unit

area perpendicular to the direction of

24.8 PERMEABILITY flow, in unit time), cm s-

A material is said to be permeable if it I = hydraulic gradient in the direction of
contains continuous voids. Although every flow (cm of head per cm of flow
soil and every rock satisfies this condition, distance), dimensionless
large differences exist in the degree of
permeability of the various earth materials. k = coefficient of permeability, cm s-
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Figure 265. Assembly of Aeriel Penetrometer (Ref. 3)

In general, k is a function of the permeable k - 100 DA0 , cm s- (2-24)
substance and the unit weight and viscosity of
the fluid. Because fluid viscosity changes with where D, 0 is the effective diameter (particle

Stemperature, the coefficient of permeability, diameter corresponiding to 10 percent fines on
in the general case, also varies with tempera- the grain size curve of the soil considered),

ture. However, in soil mechanics the only cm. The conversion factor 100 changes the
fluid of interest is water and its changes in units of k to cm s
viscosity over the range of temperature of
groundwater are negligible. Hence, the coet- Similarly, it has been found that the
ficient of permeability is considered a coefficient of permoiability of coarse-grained

* property of the soil or rock. soils varies approximately as the square of the
void ratio. No such simple relation has been
established for soils containing flake-shaped

The coefficient of permeability k generally particles.
Increases with increasing size of voids, which
in turn increases with increasing grain size, Permeability tests are performed with both
However, the shapes of the void spaces also constant-head arid falling-head permeameters.
have a marked influence on the permeability. In either case, an average coefficient of

As a consequence, no simple relationships permeability is determined by measuring the
have been found between permeability and quantity of water that flows through a test
grain size except for fairly coarse soils with specimen in a given time period. The
rounded grains. For example, it has been constant-head permeability test I recom-

.... found that, for filter sands, in the cgs system mended for highly permeable materials such
) of units as sand and gravel. The value of the
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coefficient of permeability k, in ft s'l, obtained is referred to as the optimum
computed from experimental results is moisture content. The optimum moisture

content for a given soil is not a constant value
QL but will vary for different methods of

k hA fts (2-25) compaction and for different compactive
efforts. Because of these effects, it is

where necessary that standard tests be used to define
the compaction of a soil. The most common

Q = quantity of flow in a given time, ft 3  of these tests are the Proctor Compaction
Test (modified AASHO* compaction test)

L = sample length, ft and the Harvard Miniature Compaction Test.

h = head of water, ft The Proctor Compaction Test is a standard

A = sample cross-sectional area, ft 2  test to define degree of compaction. The
apparatus consists of a metal cylinder, 4 in.

= time, s ID and 4.6 in. high, and a metal tamper,
weighing 5.5 lb, with a 2-in. diameter face.

The falling-head permeability test is recom- The soil is placed in the cylinder in three
mended for materials of low permeability, approximately equal layers, and each succes-
The value of k (units as in N, 2-25) is sive layer is given 25 compaction blows of the
computed from experimental rcults as tamper falling freely through a distance of 12

in. The weight, moisture content, and dry
k 2 L hdensity of the compicted specimen are

- 2.3 -,, s-' (2-26) determined. The test is reneated a number of
t) ft times with the soil at various moisture

where contents and the results are plotted to obtain
a moisture versus dry density cuume. The peak

a c I.*oss-sectional area of the standpipe, of this curve indicates the maximum dry
W hich provides the hydraulic head, density, and the moisture content at which

.f 2  this density is obtained is defined as the
optimum moisture content for that particular

ho = original hydraulic head, ft soil (and compaction effort).

h I = final hydraulic head, ft The Proctor Compaction Test was designed

to yield maximum dry densities comparable
The o'ier symbols are defined in Eq. 2-25. to the highest densities obtainable with field

2.4.9 COMPACTION compaction equipment. Since the test was
devised in 1934, more efficient compaction

Compaction densifies soil by mechanical equipment has become available.

means, The compaction propeities that a soil
displays may vary widely with the moisture in The Proctor Test has been generally
the soil and the density of the soil. The replaced by the Modified AASHO Compac-
dcnsity to which a soil may be compacted tion Test, which is identical to the Proctor
depends on the amount of moisture present Test except that the sample is compacted in
and the compactive effort applied, particular- five layers (25 blows per layer) with a 10-lb
ly in cohesive soils. For a given controlled hammer falling 18 in.
method of compaction, the moisture content
that permits the greatest density to be *Amerlcan Assoclatlon of State HIghway Officials.
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The Harvard Miniature Compaction Test is 2.4.11 GEOMETRY*
also intended to provide moisture-density
relationshll• of soil. The apparatus used Geometric properties of the terrain may be
consists of a cylinder, 1-5/16 in. ID and 2.8 determined by a variety of measurement
In. high, and a tamper, 0.5 in. in diameter, techniques ranging from aerial photography
reacting against a spring of desired stiffness, to the use of conventional surveying. Each of
The tamping device applies a kneading action these has its advantages for certain applies-
tO the soil in compacting it. The selection of tions, usually determined by the required
the number of layers in which the soil should scale factor of the terrain features. Stereo-
be placed, the number of tampsaper layer, and photography, for example, lends itself to the
the tamping force depend upon the soil type compilation of data for topographic mapping,
used and the use intended for the compacted while surveying provides detailed data sich as
material. that required for construction. Other tech-

niques are applicable to measurement of
2.4.10 SEIVMICITY small-scale terrain roughness, of local slopes

and obstacles, or of detailed topographic
The seismic refraction method can be used features of the terrain of a limited area.

to determine the depth to interfaces such as
the water table, permafrost, bedrock, or The profilometer is one type of contour

* subsurface formations offering a distinct measuring Instrument. It consists of an
Schange in the propagation velocity of seismic electromechancial assembly which is towed

waves. Delineation of deep-lying deposits is over a defined path so that data onV." possible and qualitative relationships between linear-imensions atd slope are obtained.

seismic velocity and hydrologic parameters With some instruments, the frame of a vehicle
such as porosity and density have been on which the Instrument is attached provides
established. Mapping of buried aquifers, a reference plane and small-scale roughness is
therefore, is practical, measured. In other instruments, a gyroscopic

inertial reference system is provided so that
Compact portable seismographs are now slopes are referenced to the horizontal. Each

available that utilize a hammer blow against a of these measurement systems is optimized
steel plate on the ground as an energy source. for its intended application, which may be the
This eliminates the need for drilled holes and measurement of the roughness of a prepared
explosives, and has greatly enlarged the utility roadbed or the characterization of the

Sof operation, contours of natural terrain.

Some Identification of the type of An example of terrain geometry measuring
near-surface material is possible from compu- equipment is shown in Fig, 2-66 (Ref. 12).
tation of the wave velocity obtained by a This is a towed assembly that utilizes the
thorough seismic refraction survey. Dry, slope-integration method to measure continu-
wind-blown sand or fine gravels have veloc- ously the slope of the ground over which itities varying from 1,500 to 2,500 ft s-1 ; travels. It consists of two wheels mounted in

heavier gravels with small amounts of clay tandem in a frame, an angle reference device,
binder run up to 4,000 ft 0'; while velocities and an odometer unit.
from 4,500 to 6,000 ft s -1 represent more
compact gravels or those within the water The pitch angle of the wheel frame is
table. Varve clays show a constant velocity of assumed to be identical to the slope of the
5,000 ft s ',while values from 6,000 to 9,000 ground over which the wheels are traveling.
ft s-1 usually represent a hardpan or till Ground slope is determined by a system that
material that is heavy gravel and clay, often
"cemented together by iron rust or oxidation. *Abnsmtl refdung tfor this par~aph is Ref. 13.
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FLECTROAG!,IETIG CtVOT profilometers, pulsed and continuous wave
SPICKUP S-P " I(-CW). The former emits a pulse which Is

TRAILINGARM O TOWING reflected from its target and returned to theprofilometer receiver, The time required for
FRAEl. the collimated beam of light to return can be

ODOMETER converted to distance between the profilom-
eter and the target. The CW profilometer
utilizes phase relationships between the

sywh[ft .transmitted and received beams to calculate
the same distance. Profilometers have been
used in aircraft to determine terrain profiles,

Figure 2.66. Terrain Oeomntry Mesuring but the technique of its use are not yet
perfected. The principal problems are diffi-

Apparatus (Ref. 12) culty in keeping the aircraft on a straight and

level flightpath and the necessity to determine
what the laser beam was reflected from; i.e.,

senses and records the angle between the whether it was vegetation or the ground

wheel frame and a gyroscope which estab- surface. The laser principles are used more

4hes a vertical reference. successfully in surface application; e.g., laser
rangefinders and laser transits.

The odometer system measures the dis-
tance traveled, A metal disk containing a
number of evenly spaced slots is mounted on 24.12 REMOTE SENSORS
the forward wheel. As the wheel rotates, these
slots pass an electromagnetic pickup, the Remote sensing of the terrain is usually
reluctance of which varies with its proximity carried out from aircraft because of their
to metal. The reluctance change at the pickup capabilities for long range, high speed,
closes a relay contact switch each tine a slot repetitive coverage, and their capacity for
passes the pickup. Each closure of the switch carrying much sensing instrumentation, Sens-
Indicates an increment of travel along the ing aircraft have ranged from helicopters and
ground. This distance, multiplied by the small observation planes through multiengine
cosine of the slope angle, is recorded as the reconnaissance aircraft to the supersonic X- 15
horizontal distance measured, from which much photography has been

obtained. A number of Government and
The signals from both the angula' reference private organizations have aircraft devoted to

and odomotric devices are recorded on the mission of testing, verifying, and applying
magnetic tape. The general purpose data remote sensing instrumentation.
processing facility at the U.S. Army Tank-
Automotive Command has developed the High-altitude balloons offer advantages for
capability of converting these raw data Into a terrain sensing because they provide a stable,
form such that necessary computations can be vibration-free, and relatively well-controlled
carried out on a digital computer, The results platform with slower passage over the ground
are presented in the form of a profile of the than either aircraft or rockets reaching
ground traversed by the apparatus, comparable altitudes. Earth photography has

been obtained from sounding rockets such as
The laser profilometer is proving to be a the Viking and Aerobee, and earth satellites

versatile instrument, It may be used on an are providing a vast library of earth
earth satellite, an aircraft, or a ground vehicle photographs. The ERTS series In particular Is
to provide measures of various terrain providing considerable information on teriain
features. There are two types of laser characteristics and mapping.
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Airborne sensors have a number of which, in turn, is dependent on the absolute
Slimitation%. The more important of these temperature and emissivity of the surface
limitations are caused by th, atmosphere; e.g., materials. Tape recording of wanner output
air turbulence; absorption or attenuation of permits the preservation of a higher dynamic

solar radiation by water vapor or ozone, cloud range of imagery for enhanced evaluation.
cover, and rain- and lack of natural
illumination for night photography. Other Typical infrared scanner imagery obtained
restrictions are inherent in the sensors; e.g., for terrain evaluation purposes is shown in
photographic resolution, nonlinearity or dis- Fig. 2-67.
tortion of camera film, and altitude or slant
range limitations. These limitations are (2) Ultraviolet sensing. A generally held
different for each type of remote sensing opinion is that the absorption of solar
equipment. The more useful remote sensors radiation by the ozone in the atmosphere of
are described in the following subparagraphs: the earth causes a nearly complete attenua-

() Ition of ultraviolet energy, However, experi-
(1) ainfrred sctnmers. In the last decade, ments have proved that sufficient ultraviolet

an airborne, electromechanical, imaging, infra- light may be available for daylight photogra-
red radiometer, generally called an IR phy musing sensitive film and appropriate
scanner, has been widely used for military filters. Also, it has been proved that many
reconnaissance. IR scanners are valuable for terrestrial materials have selective responses to
gathering surface data, inasmuch as they narrowband ultraviolet illumination.
generate a two-dimensional thermal map
indicative of surface or near surface tempera-
tures and emissivity. The U S Army Tank-Automotive Com-

mand and other Government organizations
The earth radiates energy in a spectrum have performed experimental photography

approximating that of a blackbody at 300 K, using ultraviolet transmitting filters to distin-
with a maximum near 9.5 Am wavelangth. It guish targets and terrain backgrounds, to
also reflects solar energy whose spectrum detect luminescent minerals and rocks, and to
approximates a blackbody at 6,000 K with a
maximum near 0.5 pm. The energy emitted on the basis of selective absorption of energy
by or reflected from the surface of the earth between 330 and 410 /•m wavelengths.
is selectively absorbed by the atmosphere, Distinct contrasts between materials and
with only the part that passes through vegetation have been found. Sandstone and
"atmospheric windows" reaching an airborne carbonate materials with a minimal amount of
detector. moisture are particularly reflective in the

ultraviolet.
In a scanner these detectors, generally

sensitive to radiation between 3 and 5 Am or (3) Photometry and spectrometry. Data on
between 8 and 14 pm, convert the radiation the visible and near-infrared spectral reflec-
into wideband electrical signals that modulate tanco of various elements of the surface of the
a light source or cathode-ray tube. Recording earth are valuable in photointerpretatlon, by
is generally made on film passing in front of permitting discrimination of materials by
the tube at a rate proportional to the their tonal brightness appearance on aerial
velocity-height ratio of the aircraft. Lateral photographs. In addition, spectral reflectance
coverage is provided by rotation of a measurements from field or airborne sen-
collecting mirror, and forward coverage by son-extending into the far-infrared in some
the motion of the aircraft. The resulting gray instances-can aid in the determination of the
scale of the image is thus a function of the mineralogy, chemistry, particle size, and
energy radiated from the surface of the earth, surface roughness of materials.
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Figure 2-67. Typical Infrared Scan Imagery (Ref. 3)

Reflectance measurements are made by a strongly textured patterns. An example of a
variety of photometers, spectrometers, spec- radar image is given in Fig. 2-68.
trophotometers, and radiometers, usually
filtered for narrowband outputs. Reflectance Although the resolution and definition of
varies with terrain as shown in Table 2-15. side-looking radar images are poorer than

aerial photography, radar has many opera-
By matching the measured signatures with tional advantages. Images can be obtained in

predetermined ones in the memory of a any weather condition except heavy rain; the
computer, rock composition can easily be day- and night-scanned images are equally
identified in field operations. Real-time good; returns can be obtained from high
determination at rates up to seven signatures altitude and at high speeds; coverage extends
per second, utilizing a filter wheel, are many miles to either side of the aircraft; and

fleaible, permitting sensing from aircraft, the scale is built into the system.

(4) Radar. High-resolution, side-looking Instantaneous airborne determination of
radar in the present state-of-the-art is very the thickness or layering of terrain material,
useful for airborne determination of local especially floating fresh-water* ice, is ap-
geologic features, particularly geomorphic and proaching feasibility by use of high-resolu-
gross relief patterns, A beam of radar energy tion, monocycle radar. The analogy is to
provides unidirectional illumination rather seismic-reflection prospecting using a single
than the multidirectional illumination given acoustic pulse, in that a single electromagnetic
by atmospherically diffused sunlight. It pulse (monocycle) is radiated into the terrain
therefore produces imagery that is composed and the thickness determined by analysis of
of a great number of specular reflections, the reflected returns.
since the relationship of the surfaces to each
other has a strong influence on the intensity Radar scatterometry Is an active remote-
of the returned energy recorded on film. sensing technique that measures the radar-
Small variations in surface relief thus imaged scattering coefficient of surfaces having
may- express geologic phenbmena such as different roughness and material. Applications
folding, faulting, and drainage channels, for measuring sea state and ice roughness are
Similarly, surface reflective characteristics fairly well established, but revisions are still
based on the relationship of surface roughness being made on techniques. Indications of
to the radar wavelength can reveal to the successful determination of terrain texture
interpreter the probable physical character- and moisture content, both at the surface and
istics of the material. Fine materials such as somewhat beneath it, are being observed, but,
clay, silt, or sand are imaged as a "no return", again, refinements in techniques are still being
provided that they are relatively smooth on sought. Scatterometry is feasible with wave-
the surface. A plowed field, for example, mayCoarse mateial sch as The interface of ice sad sat water isnot clesa cut; Is,, not
return high energy. Coarser material such as straght or thin. Determination of the thickneus of ua-water
rocks, a talus slope, or a lava flow show ice is therefore difficult and unouetain.
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) TABLE 2-16

OPTICAL REFLECTANCE OF TERRAIN TYPES (Ref, 3)

Type Reflectance, Peak Wavelength.N,

Water surfaces

Inland waters 3-10 0.4810

Oceans 370.4810

Bare areas and soils

Snow 70-86 0.4810

Ice 75 0.5795

Limestone 53 0.5790

Calcareous rocks 30 0.5790

Granite 12 NA

Mountain tops (bare) 24 0.5816

Sand18-31 0.5616

Clay soil 1.5-15 0.5828

Ground,bare (rich soil) 7.5-20 0.5832

Field (plowed) 20-25 NA

Vegatative formations

Coniferous forest 3-10 0.5744-0.5758

Deciduous forest 10-15 0.5719-0.5858

Meadow (dry grass) 3-8 0.5758

Grass (lush) 15-25 0.5719

Field crops 7-15 0.5858

Manmade

Buildings (cities) 9 0.5828

Concrete 15-35 NA

NA *not applicable
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Figure 2-68. Radar Imaery (Ref. 3)

lengths from fractions of a micrometer to tens conversely, materials such as dry soils or
of motors. The normal range for laser vegetation have low reflectivities.
scatterometers is from a few millimeters to a
few meters wavelength. Passive microwave radiometric sensing of

the apparent temperature of natural terrain
(5) Passive microwave radiometry. All and objects upon it is a previously neglected

objects emit electromagnetic energy due to technique. With the development of new
the random thermal agitation of the electrons analytical methods, advanced instrumenta-
within them. The intensity of this radiation tion, and data processing techniques, this
depends on the temperature of the object, the sensing method can now be employed
frequency at which it is measured, and certain effectively for ground-based and airborne
of its physical properties such as dielectric earth-science studies.
constant, magnetic permeability, electrical.
conductivity, and surface characteristics, An From a boom on an extensively instru-
object may also absorb or reflect any mented trailer, a three-frequency microwave
electromagnetic radiation that is incident radiometer with both vertical and horizontal
upon it. The radiometric temperature of an polarization capability was succosfully used
object is thus not only dependent on its to determine the moisture convttnt, layering,
emissivity and own temperature but also on and distribution of soils, water, ice, snow, and
its reflectivity and the temperature of the sky rocks. An example of the discrimination of
environment being reflected. soil types on the basis of their radiometric

temperatures thus obtained is shown in Fig.
The radiometric energy emitted from an 2-69. Soil moisture content can sometimes be

object or material can be measured at great identified to a 1-percent accuracy with this
distances. In the microwave and millimeter technique under carefully controlled condi-
wavelength regioais the power emitted varies tions.
directly with Its temperature and inversely
with the square of the wavelength. At a given (6) Airborne profile recorders. For many
frequency and polarization, the emissivity and years, combinations of radar and barometric
reflectivity of a material are functions of its altimeters were used for relative terrain height
surface roughness and the angle of incidence measurements. These devices, commonly
of the radiometer antenna. The region of a called airborne profile recorders, use the
solid object that contributes to its observed principle of radar reflection over aircraft-to-
radiometric temperature extends from the terrain distances, corrected for aircraft alti-
surface downward to a depth dependent on tude deviation from some barometric datum
its dielectric constant and conductivity, surface, A reference is established by flying nt
Different frequencies, therefore, can be said a preset barometric altitude over a terrain
to have different penetrations. Materials such feature of known elevation. Subsequent
as water or metals have high reflectivities; flights over an area of interest will permit the
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Figure 2-69. Passive Microwave Data on Various Natural Materials (Ref. 3)

application of' the aircraf't altitude deviation ia)gnutometers fo.r reconnaissance of' sub-
to the radar height record to give the terrain mnarines and land-vehicle targets. Grudual
profile. Primary limitations ar ccrc inprovemrents in instrumentation have been
(about ±0.5 percent of' flight altitude) and made, buat I gammna ( IT" tesla) has generally
beam si:cc (15 deg halt' angle). Modern represented the limnit of' attainable resolution.
ntirrowbeam airborne profile recorders are
estimated to have an accuracy of ±20 f't at Recently the rubidiumn vapor niagnetom-

*altitudes tip to 30,000 ft. While illumninating eter was developed. Although originally
an area 500 ft wide. designed to mecasure the magnetic field in

space probes, it has had imamediate use as an
(7) Airbo'rne Inagneloinwters, The airborne airborne device *for oil exploration. The

magnetomieter has been used since 1940 in resolution of' this device is 0. 1 gauss ( 10O-e
petroleumn and mineral exploration, with tesla), enabling a detailed mapping of the
some 210 million rni' of survey flown covering total magnetic Field, which in turn reflects
a large portion Ot' the surface of' the earth. variations of' the sedimentary structure and
The military services have used airborne basement complex of the earth. The system
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can he located in a towed-bird configuration the USCS, descrlbeýs its general properties, mid (
or mounted in a tail-boom "stinger" on assesses its value as a foundation material for
aircraft. Data are presented on a strip chart in roads or airfields. Column 14 of the table lists
analog form, with the linear scale calibrated the California Bearing Ratio span for each
directly in gammas for easy compilation of type of USCS soil and shows a significant
area maps. correlation among the different classifications

and their bearing strength. Recognizing that a
2-5 EFFECTS given soil is of a particular type greatly aids in

sound field decisions.
This paragraph considers tile effects of

various terrain properties on materiel for Table 2-18 summarizes various landform
these application areas: construction, traf- types and their characteristic soils and lists
ficability. and air operations. Of these three uses to be expected with each type.
topic,% trafflcability has received the most Knowledge of the geology of the area
attention in the military literature. Construc- occupied by -a particular soil permits a
tion implications of the terrain have always reasonable prediction of the properties of the
been important to civil engineers and soil and hence' its uses.
architects. The study of the terrain for various
airborne missions is a newer, growing field. 2-6.2 TRAFFICABILITY*

2.5.1 CONSTRUCTION Trafficability is the ability of a terrain to
allow vehicular movemenwt. The term traffic-

A chief property of soil in construction is ability implies off-road conditions with
its maximum allowable loading value. A list of vehicles traveling over unimproved, natural
"such values appears in 'Table 2-5, which gives terrain. The properties of the vehicle, as well (
loading values for various rocks and soils, as the properties of the soil and other terrain
These values vary from I to over 40 tons ft 2  features, are important in determining traffic-
but do not apply if the foundation material is ability. This considers only those properties
underlain by a weaker layer or substrate, of the terrain, chiefly the soil and vegetation,
Good engineering practice dictates that soil that influence trafficability. Vehicle prop-
profiles be known before commitiing a erties, however, cannot be excluded because
building or a structure to a given location, of their inherent relation to trafficability,

Mechanical properties and suitability for The ability of the soil to support a vehicle,
various purposes depend greatly on the either statically or in motion, and to furnish
physical properties of the soil or rock, which traction for moving the vehicle is difficult to
in turn can be deduced fromn the geology of' assess with only one test such as that
the area they occupy in many cases. Table performed by the cone penetrometer, al-
2-16 lists the general suitability of various though this has been the common practice.
types of rocks for constnrction purposes. As The ease with which the cone index can be
might be expected, igneous rock constitutes a determined accounts for the popularity of
foundation material unsurpassed in loading this method, but in general it requires
capacity although difficult to drill and empirical correlation of vehicle performance
excavate, Other rock formations provide with the cone index to establish useful
suitable sources of construction materials as predictive ratings for a given vehicle. The
summarized in tile table. influence of moisture upon measurements of

shear strength such as the cone index is
Other uses in construction for various soils illustrated in Fig, 2-70. This figure shows that

of the USCS system are given In Table 2-17.
This table considers each of the soil types of *Discussion I6lm wsthut ofdRLf. 12.
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) •TABLE 2-16

GENERALIZED ROCK PROPERTIES (Ref. 3)

Rating of working characteristics

Perm IlityfStability iln Roof strangth LoadingRock type Abrasiveness* Erecvational Perwab S stabpiwaltyd in tunnels capacity#- -emottnst 
Vtst t....

11 1 4 5 1 21 31I . 1 4 1 121i 21 1 1 A-L

Ietrustve

"Extrusive;
Solidified W

Cemented

Ste~orphic

Sdiimentary

Sandstone L W

Litestone

Shale 7 W In m W

Evaporites 1N,

Rat..•s of suite ility
Rc tyeCompacted Dinensl on Roa d Bituminous Concrete H IlI

Rock type subgrade stone ,mtal aggregate aqgregate
-1121 4 S 11, 4 5 l 21 3 4 6 1 2 3, 4 6 1. 213 451, 121314 15

Igneous

Intrusive mm mmlm 10 = M W MiN
S ,ttus i v,

Solidified W

Cemented L 10 m 11111111

Metamorphic

Sedimentary

Sandstone W m W 1 1 W M 1111 1

Limestone

Shale

Evapori tes

*Abrasiveness as it affects +Tools and procedures required to tAll other properties:
excavation tools and equipment: excavate rock:

1. Extreme 1, Spade ond shovel I. Excellent
2. Severe 2. Pick and shovel 2. Good
3, Moderate 3. Pick, crowbar, and wedge 3. Adequate or fair
4. Slight 4, Repeated drilling and 4, Poor or usmble only
5: Nominal or none blasting in emergencies

S, Almost continous drilling 5. Inadequate, unsuitable
and blasting or absent
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TABLE 2-18

SUMMARY OF LANDFORM TYPES, SOILS, AND USES (Ref. 3)

Landform Characteristic materials Characteristic uses

Waterlaid
Flood plains Fine-grained and well- Highways, airfield con-

stratified interbedded struction; large struc-
fine silts, sand, and tures require pilings
gravel

Filled valleys Coarse sands and gravels Highways, airfield con-
to fine silts and clays struction; drainage

structure required

Continental alluvial Thin silt cover underlain Highways, airfield, and
plains by stratified semicon- building construction;

solidated materials of drainage for dam sites
all textures required to prevent

leakage

Alluvial fans and
related forms

Talus cones Rock fragments Highways, airfield, and
Alluvial cones Medium size rock fragments building construction;
Alluvial fans Silt, clays, sand, gravel drainage structure
Delta fan Silt, clays, sand, gravel required; water supply

(Unconsolidated sands and
small gravel with pockets
of silt and clay)

Deltas Silt, clays, sand, and Source of construction
gravel in stratified, materials
cross-bedded, thick
deposits of unconsolida-
ted deposits

Dry lakebeds Unconsolidated fine sands, Roads, airfields, and
(playas) clays, silts, and salts buildings; foundation

support for structures
required

Beach ridges Sand and gravel Roads, railroad lines;
source of construction
matorial a.
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TABLE 2-13 (Cmitkw d)

ISMARY OF LANDFORM TYPEI, SOILI, AND UIS (RA. 3)

Landform Characteristic materials Characteristic uses

Coastal plains Interbedded clays, silts, Roads, railroad lines on
and sands in unconsoli- undissected areas; land-
dated deposits slide conditions; drain-

age controls required

Tidal flats Silt, clay, and sand Roads require stabili-
zation; source of con-
struction materials

Marsh and swamp Peat, muck, silt Temporary roads must
be stabilized

Glacial

Eskers Sand, gravel, and Roads, railroad lines;
boulders source of construction

material

Kames Fine sand, silt, and Source of construction
gravel material

Outwash plains Stratified sand and Source of construction
gravel material and foundations

with stabilization

Terraces Sand, gravel, clays, Foundations for struc-
silt tures require stabiliza-

tion; source of construc-
tion materials

Lakebeds

Delta deposits Coarse sand and gravel Foundations for struc-
Near-shore deposits Coarse silt and sand tures require stabiltiza-
Deep-water deposits Silts and clays tion; drainage controls

needed

1111 plains Silt, clay, gravel Founddtion for structures
require stabilization;
drainage controls needed

Moraines Silt, clay, sand, Source of construction
boulders material; drainage con-

trols needed; foundation
for structures require
stabilization
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TABLE 2-18 (CMntinued)

SUMMARY OF LANDFORM TYPES, SOILS, AND USES (Hef. 3)

Landform Characteristic materials Characteristic uses

Druwmlns Sand, clay, and gravel Source of construction
material

Windlaid

Sand dunes Sand Source of sand for con-
struction; foundation for
structures requires
stabilization

Loess Silt Foundation for struc-
tures requires stabiliza-
tion

some accounting of the moIsture condition is The most readily available data today for
mandatory In order to give the cone index assessing the trafficability of a given vehicle
meaning, across a given soil are empirical data generated

with cone penetrometer measurements. The

The single most important measurement of minimum cone Index required to assure that a
given vehicle can make at least one successful

the soil for trafficability is shear strength. Itpass or more thn 0 passes over a given
Sthe shear strength that develops the thrust terrain can be estimated from Figs. 2-33 and
required for locomotion and the support of 2-34. From many test measurements, the
the vehicle without intolerable sinkage. Shear range of cone index strength for a number of
strength depends primarily upon the cohesive soils is shown in Table 2-19.
and frictional properties of the soil, which in
turn depend upon the moisture, vegetation, Fig, 2-72 illustrates a general worldwide

* compaction, and other environmental factors, map of soil strength. This map, in conjunction

with those describing other worldwide geo-
Also important in determining trafficability logical properties, furnishes an introduction

is the terrain profile, since it is clearly easier to the trafficability problems of the various
to go downhill than uphill, Driver tolerance of regions of the world. It cannot, however,
vibration also limits speed across rough form the basis for any detailed study.
terrain; hence, terrain roughness limits the
speed with which a vehicle can move. 2-5.2.1 FLOTATION
Obstacles or ditches can block vehicular
passage or cause the center to hang up, as Flotation is a term used to denote the
illustrated in Fig, 2-71. River crossings are ability of a vehicle to traverse soft soil

Sparticularly difficult and are discussed in without undue sinkage. Increased flotation is
greater detail in par. 2-5.2.5. generally sought by increasing the ground-
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FAILURE MODES

NOSE-IN FAILURE HANG-UP FAILURE

"Figure 2-71. Two Types of Vehicle Failure on ,Four Types of Obstacles,
Each Formed by Two Intersecting Planes (Ref. 8)

contact area of the vehicle or by reducing its capacity, as practiced by civil engineers is
weight in order to reduce the ground pressure. based upon the soil strength developed with
This approach, although usually successful, is little or no sinkage. For mobility problems,
not always valid. Experiments have shown significant sinkage is permitted.
that under some soil conditions vehicles with
high ground pressure perform better than Since flotation is associated with the
those with lower ground pressure. bearing capacity of the ground, equations

relating ground pressure and ground-contact
The task of evaluating flotation effects area are similar to the equations for theK upon performance becomes more complicated allowable bearing capacity of footings. For a

when the variation of soil properties with rectangular footing (length > width), the
atmospheric conditions is considered. A most commonly used equation for bearing
soupy mud, when frozen, will have the capacity of a surface footing is
strength of a concrete pavement. Firm, but
wet, soils when disturbed (remolded) often Pt = cNc + 0.57bN,, psi (2-27)
"lose their strength. Some soils, though hard
when dry, may become very soft when wet.
This may be caused even by a light rain since where
considerable variation in strength may result
when water content changes by only I or 2 P - allowable ground pressure, psi
percent.

c = cohesion, psi
Flotation is usually thought of in terms of

bearing capacity of the soil. However, bearing - soil density, lb in. -3
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TABLE 2-19

TRAFFICABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF USCS SOILS IN WET SEASON (Ref. 3)

*Prob- Prob. Prob-
Able able able 511ppewl. Sticki-USCS C I A I RCI no%& no$%s

Class soil type* ranget range range effects effects Comments

A Coarse-qrained co- GW, GP 80 1 80 Slight to None Will support continuous traffic of mtli-
hesionless sand SW. SP to to none tary vehicles with high traction tires.
and gravels 300 300 Moist sands are good; dry sand only fair,

Wheeled vehicles with standard tires may
be immobilized in dry sands

0 Inorganic clays CH 55 0.75 65 Severe to Severe Usually will support more than 50 passes
of high plasticity, to to to slight to of military vehicles. Going will be
fat clays 165 1.35 140 slight difficult at times

C Clayey gravels, GC 85 0.45 45 Severe to iodcr- Often will not support 40 to 50 passes of
gravel-sand-clay to to to slight ate to military vehicles, but usually will sup-
mixture 175 0.75 125 slight port unlimited traffic. Going will be

difficult. in most cases
Clayey sand, sand- SC

clay mistures

Gravelly clays, CL
sandy clays,
inorganic clays
of low to mediau
plasticity, lean
clays, silty clays

0 Silty gravels, GM 85 0.25 25 Moderate Slight Usually will not support 40 to 50 passes
Sgravel-sand-silt to to to to slight of military vehicles, Often will not

mixtures 180 0.B5 120 permit even a single Pass, Going will be
St sdifficult in most cases).,Silty sands, sand- SM

silt mixtures

Inorganic silty ML and
and very fine CL-ML
sands. rock
flour, silty or
clayey silts with
slight plasticity

Inorganic silts, MH
micaceous or
diatomaceous
fine sandy or
silty soils,
elastic silts

Organic silts and OL
organic silty
clays of low
plasticity

_ Organic clays of OH
medium to high
plasticity,
organic silts

I Peats and mucks Pt 10 0.25 10 flioht to Moder- Often will not Permit aven a single pass.
to to to none ate to Going will be difficult to impossible

100 0.65 85 slight

-See Table 2-9
+See par. 2-3,3.5
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Figure 2,73. Baring Capacity Factort (Ref. 12)

b - footing width, in. For a pure cohesive soil where 0 - 0, Ny, -
0 (Fig. 2-73) and the equations reduce to

Ne - bearing capacity factors, which are
and functions of soil internal friction Prect = cNe, psi (2-30)
N-, angle 4 as shown in Fig. 2-73,

dimensionless P *ius " Pround = l.3cN', psi (2-31)

The equatior, assumes general shear failure of Thius a 30 percent greater ground pressure is
the soil rather than a local shear failure (Fig. permissible with square and round footings
2-74). General shear failure involves vertical than with rectangular footings where the
and lateral shearing of the soil over a large length is much greater than the width.
area along certain definite surfaces; local shear However, no discernible difference exists
failure refers to a shearing similar to that between the round and tho square.
generated by a punch which mobilizes
strength only near the loaded area. In a pure frictional soil, the cohesion c is

zero, and the equations for allowable ground
Eq. 2-27 can be empirically modified as pressure become

follows to apply to square and round
footings: PNct . 0.5'ybN., ps (2-32)

P -qua = 1,3cN. + 0.47bN., psi (2-28) Psqua- 0'4 7 bN., psi (2-33)

Pround m 1.3cN. + 0.3"ybN., psi (2-29) Pround = 0.3ybNy,, psi (2-34)

where, for the round footing, b is the footing In this case, in contrast to the pure cohesive
diameter, in. soft, the form of the rectangular footing
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Figure 2.74. Failure of Soil Beneath a Loaded Area (Ref. 12)

permits the greatest ground pressure, and a Vehicle mobility cannot be compared oi
difference exists between the square and the basis of ground pressure alone; It cannot
round footings. It is also seen that the size of be assumed that vehicles with the same
footing Is a factor in the permissible bearing ground pressure will have the same flotation.
capacity, the allowable bearing pressure Variations in gpound pressure along the

* increasing in direct proportion to size. For the footprint can influence performance signifl-
case of a rectangular footing, this is especially cantly. The form of the tround-contact area
important since a given plane area can be also has significant influences. Hence, flota-

r ) arrived at by numerous combinations of tion characteristics cannot be evaluated
length and width. without a strict definition of the soil and the
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characteristics of the ground-contact area. p = average ground pressure, psi

The same is true when flotation is viewed s - shear strength, psi
in terms of sinkage. Eq. 2-7 indicates that, for
the same ground pressure, the wider ground- b w width of loaded area, in.
contact area will sink deeper. This has also
been found to be true In studies in soil h - thickness of soft layer, in.
mechanics where, for a given ground pressure,
lag foundations have shown a stronger This equation applies only when the length of
tendency for settlement than smaller ones. the loaded area is 10 or more times larger
The same results are found with motor than width.
vehicles.

Eq. 2-35 determines an allowable ground
Both the sinkage and bearing-capacity pressure that permits a vehicle to float on top

equations are based upon the assumption of a of a very soft soil layer. Such layers may be so
flat plate with uniformly distributed pressure. weak that the shear strength permits only a
In reality neither tracks nor wheels satisfy small ground pressure achievable only with
these conditions; hence, only approximate very large tracks or wheels. Eq. 2-35 indicates
predictions can be expected, In general, the that the thinner the soft layer, the greater the
sinkag of a wheel, for example, will be allowable pressure. As a first approximation it
greater than that of a flat plate having the may be assumed that for a given ground
same contact area and load. pressure p, sinkage would occur until the

depth of the soft layer under the loaded area
The horizontal movement of the soil under is reduced to h1 = sb/2p. Sinkage z, in inches,

the wheel or track necessary to develop would than be (h - h I) or
traction also has considerable influence on the
resultant sinkage - the theoretical equations sb
usually assume a pure vertical load. Z = h - 2p, in. (2-36)

A soil that is firmi in cold months can In Eq. 2-35 the soil strength parameters are
become impassable with spring thaw, then combined in the shear strength s. For a

* return to a firm condition as the soil dries, constant p, an increase in ground-contact
With heavy rain, the firm soil may again width will result in a decrease in sinkage. This
become very soft. These changes usually is in contrast to the relationship of Eq. 2-7,
occur only to a depth of a few feet and, which indicates that, for a constant pressure
hence, the soil is not a semi-infinite p, an increase in width b results in an increase
homogeneous mass but exhibits a gradual in sinkage z. The reason is that for the soft
transition with depth from soft to firm. Thus layer, the soil is confined by the adhesion at
the soil is analogous to a soft plastic layer the interfaces, while for firmer soils, the
resting on a rigid base for which the greator width extends the stress levels to
bearing-capacity formulas cannot be used. greater depths.
Based on plasticity theory, it has been
suggested that the maximum safe ground Thus, the computation of sinkage depends
pressure for a top layer of soft soil underlain on soil homogeneity. It is recommended that
by a hard bottom can be given by Eq. 2-7 be used in general. Sinkage will be of

greatest concern when it is large with respect
=Sb to the size of track or wheel load area. As

P1 p - ,psi (2-35) such, If the depth of the soft layer is small,

the sinkage will not be a serious problem since
where the vehicle will be mobile on the firmer
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Jp substratum. When the soft layer is thick, then • is approximately equal to zero. Eq. 2-37
the assumption of a homogeneous continuum then becomes
is more suitable.

H = Ac, lb (2-38)
2-5.2.2 SOIL TRACTION

Therefore, in a cohesive soil, the greater the
A vehicle traveling over the ground surface contact area of the vehicle, the greater the

utilizes the shear strength of the soil to thrust geneiated while the vehicle weight
develop its horizontal propelling force. The contributes nothing to thrust. Hence, in a soft
total force capable of being developed into a cohesive soil, a track is preferred since a tire
propelling force is called traction, of equal area would be unacceptably large.

This assumes, of course, that the shearing
The ultimate soil shear strength is deter- resistance at the interface is at least equal to

mined by Coulomb's equation (Eq. 2-4). The the full cohesion.
maximum obtainable traction for a wheel or
track can therefore be approximated as the For a frictional soil, cohosion c is
product of the shear strength and the approximately zero and Eq. 2-37 becomes
ground-contact area, i.e.,

H = sA - Ac + W tan , lb (2-37)
In contrast to the cohesive soil, contact area

where does not affect the ability to develop thrust.
In this soil, thrust is developed in direct

II - maximum thrust, lb proportion to vehicle weight; hence, for
maximum traction, the vehicle weight should

A - area of contact, in.' be as great as possible consistent with the
limitation dictated by flotation.

W a total vehicle weight, lb
i f aPerformance on low friction sur-

= internal friction angle, deg faces - such as icy roads, slippery mud over
hard substrate, or vegetation-covered ter-

c a soil cohcsion, psi rain - is another type of problem. It can be
basically viewed in terms of the same

.s - shear strength, psi equation, however. In most cases a track will
develop more thrust for a given weight, even

Eq. 2-37 indicates that the vehicle weight, for a given contact area, since grousers will
ground-contact area, soil cohesion, and bite through the surface layer. The distinction
internal friction are the important parameters in this case is due to a greater effective
in developing traction. The force computed cohesion and friction.
from Eq. 2-37 is the maximum that may be
expected to be developed, occurring at the 2.6.2.3 EXTERNAL RESISTANCE
moment of impending shear failure in the soil.
The actual traction developed at any time ii Resistance to motion occurs as a result of
dependent upon the slippage occurring at the forces acting within the vehicle and upon the
sod-vehicle interface and the soil stress-strain vehicle. Internal motion resistance is due to
relationships. Coulomb's equation alone does friction between moving parts, and hysteresis
not account for these effects, in flexing materials such as occurs in the

tracks, suspensions, tires, and drive line.
f iFrom Coulomb's equation some interesting

observations may be made. In a cohesive soil, External motion resistance is developed
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from the compaction of soil under the vehicle where
contact area, the bulldozing of the soil in
front of the contact area, drag of the particles H - total traction available, lb
that adhere to the suspension, and wind
resistance (at high speeds). R = resistance to motion, lb

A perfectly rigid wheel rolling on a The influence of vehicle weight on drawbar
perfectly rigid surface reqidres little power for pull is related to the internal friction angle 0.
propulsion because no deformations occur To Illustrate, consider a dry sand for which
and therefore, no forces of resistance develop soil cohesion c may be considered zero. For
between the surface and the wheel. This case this soil condition, traction H is directly
is approached by the steel railroad wheel proportional to vehicle weight, but resistance
operating on a steel track; in fact, this type of to motion increases approximately as the
locomotion requires the minimum propulsion square of the weight. Initially, as the load on
power of all land vehicles. However, aside a vehicle is increased, its drawbar pull will
from generalities, little relationship exists increase; there comes a load and sinkage,
between the rigid wheel on a rigid surface and however, above which the drawbar pull will
the problems of off-the-road locomotion, no longer increase but will decrease with

increasing load. This crossover point will vary
The resistance to forward movement of a with soil strength and vehicle desigi.

wheel rolling over soft ground is due, to a
large degree, to the work done in compacting Size and form of the ground-contact area
the underlying soil. For a towed, rigkid wheel, are important in a frictionless soil such as a

. this resistance decreases with increases in both pure clay where the soil strength is entirely
diameter and width. Because of the curvature due to cohesion. For this type of soil, soil
of the wheel contact surface and the nature of thrust H is a function only of size of contact
the distribution of shearing stresses and area, while resistance to motion increases as a
normal pressures on this surface, however, the function of sinkage. Thus, in a pure clay It is
sinkage behavior of horizontal flat plates invalid to assume that increasing weight will
cannot be expected to produce an accurate increase drawbar pull. On the contrary,
estimate of the behavior of wheels, increasing weight rapidly decreases the draw-

bar pull.
2-.2.4 DRAWBAR PULL

Eq. 2-40 assumes that full soil shear
The shearing strength of the ground strength is mobilized and, as such, maximum

utilized by a vehicle to develop horizontal thrust is realized. This maximum occurs only
propelling forces is called traction. Part of the at the optimal amount of slippage. When the
total traction available is depleted in over- vehicle operates at other than optimal
coming the resistance to motion. The slippage, Eq. 2-40 no longer accurately
rest - which is available to accelerate the predicts traction.
vehicle, climb slopes, or pull loads - is called
the net tractive effort or drawbar pull. If the 2-5.2.6 OTHER FACTORS (TERRAIN
resistance to motion becomes greater than the GEOMETRY, VEGETATION,
total traction available, then self-propelled RIVERS)*
locomotion will cease.

In addition to the interactions of a vehicle
Drawbar pull DP is computed, in pounds, with the soil, trafficability can be limited by

as terrain geometry or vegetation. The effect of

DP M H - R, lb (2-40) *Riverine problem discussion follows that of Rd. 26.
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in) SPACING IDENTICAL, GROUND COVERAGE DIFFERENT

TREES DECIDUO :.S TREES EVERGREEN

S\oGROUND COVERAGE -.1
PROPORTION OF GROUND CONCEALEDI ,Vf. Z ... •... •,,,.•,-.. .. .. t.... , n.....p SUMMER .... ... ;,, ,.' ' . . . .,

' ~WINTER

CROWN CLOSURE IDENTICAL, SPACING DIFFERENT

- ',,,GROUND COVERAGE

PASSABLE FOR VEHICLE IMPASSABLE FOR VEHICLE

Figure 2-75. Physical Parameters of Vegetation (Ref 3)

vegetation is easy to understand but hard to created in the terrain that cannot be
predict. When the spacing between trees, for surmounted or pushed aside. The condition is
example, becomes so close as to prohibit a pictured in Fig. 2-75. Short of this situation,
vehicle from passing between, then the when the vegetation is dense, but not
trafficability of this particular terrain is zero, impassable, the vegetation slows down the
in spite of the soil condition or any other vehicle by restricting movement and limiting
considerations of vehicle-soil interaction. This observation. Low brush, even when closely
role of vegetation is analogous to obstacles spaced, may not Immobilize a vehicle, but its
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Figure 2.76. Surface Roughnes and Vehicle Size (Ref. 8)

presence slows the vehicle down by generating large one (Fig. 2-76). Some basic obstacle
-lncveased motion resistance and hiding terrain classes are shown in Fig. 2-77.
features such as rocks and ditches.

A particularly important type of obstacle is
The more usual obstacle role of terrain that presented by rivers. River crossings

results from slopes, ditches, or mounds that throughout history have played an important
cannot be surmounted. To be a slope, the role in military operations. The advance of
terrain must have a dimension that is large the German Army into Russa during World
compared to those of the vehicle. Otherwise, War II was greatly slowed by its ineptness at
a dlope appears as a bump or obstacle. A slope effecting prompt river crossings. Rivers have
for a small vehicle may be an obstacle for a always been regarded as attractive terrain for

STEP DOWN STEP UP

DITCH EMBANKMENT

Figure 2-77. Relationship Between Basic Configurations of Surface Obstactes (Ref, 8)
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) forming lines of defense, simiply because of High soil strength is of obvious benefit to
the added difficulty they impose upon the the exiting vehicle on a bank with a slope free
advancing enemy. of abrupt discontinuities, such as steps. When

the bank contains a step, the situation is
The single most difficult part of any river reversed. Vehicles exit on step-type banks by

crossing is climbing up the bank on the bulldozing and excavating (with tracks or
oplosite side. Thus, the single most important wheels) until a ramp is formed. Hence, there
parameter with regard to a river crossing is the is an optimum condition at which the soil
geometric form of the banks. Tests have strength iq low enough to allow a ramp to be
demonstrated a maximum bank-climbing formed and high enough to support the
ability of the Ml 13 Armored Personnel normal and shear loading of the vehicle.
Carrier of only 17 deg (Ref. 26). Most rivers
in the United States have bank slopes greater Tracked vehicles with blunt, flat front ends
than 25 deg and in areas such as Thailand and wheeled vehicles with long front over-
most slopes are greater than 30 deg. hangs or low bumpers have the most

difficulty exiting onto step-type banks. For
Approximate empirical relationship ex- example, consider a vehicle with a front

presses the "geometric severity factor" (GSF) bumper 8 in. wide and 6 ft long, with a net
of a river bank in terms of an equivalent tractive force of 10,000 lb. A bulldozing
vertical step height: resistance on the bumper of only 17.4 psi (a

relatively low value) will stop the vehicle. The
GSF R fsin2 

Mo (2-41) M 113 has a tractive force of 15,000 lb under
favorable conditions and a near-vertical

where frontal area of approximately 1,740 in,2 A
bulldozing resistance of less than 9 psi on this

H - bank height, m frontal area is sufficient to prevent this
vehicle from exiting.

0 bank slope angle from the horizontal,
deg Vegetation, even light vegetation such as

grass, can produce a condition that will
Exiting performance is estimated by prevent exiting because of added slipperiness

determining the vertical step-climbing ability or obstacle effects. Vegetation also tends to
of the vehicle on both nondeforrnable (wood maintain the bank in a step configuration.
or concrete) and deformable (sand or clay) Exiting tests in the Canal Zone, of Panama
steps. The vehicle is then predicted to have a showed that a step-like bank configuration
"go" capability on any bank whose GSF is had remained relatively unchanged over a
less than the nondeformable step-climbing period of 60 yr, apparently because of the
ability of the vehicle; the vehicle has a heavy tropical vegetation.
"marginal" capability of negotiating a bank
with a GOF that is less than the deformable On banks that approximate a uniform slope
step-climbing ability of the vehicle; and it has (as opposed to those that approximate a
a "no-go" capability for any bank with GSF step), the ability of the vehicle to exit is
above the deformable step-climbing ability of governed principally by the net traction that
the vehicle (Fig. 2-78). can be developed. Any given soil has a finite

soil strength, When the soil is formed into a
Frequency distributions of geometric sever- sloping surface, part of this strength is

ity factors for the Eastern United States and mobilized just to maintain the slope. This
Thailand, developed from survey data, are means that the soil .4itrength available to
given in Table 2-20. support and supply tractive effort to the
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) TABLE 2-20

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF BANK GEOMETRIC SEVERITY FACTORS (Ref. 26)

Eastern United States Thailand

GSF, No. of Percent Cumulative No. of Percent Cumulative
ft banks of total percent banks of total percent

1.0 29 12.9 12.9 10 8.1 8.1

1.5 8 3..§,.. 16.5 15 12.1 20.2

2.0 21 9.4 25.9 4 3.2 23.4

2.5 16 7.1 33.0 8 6.5 29.9

3.0 8 3.6 36.6 11 8.9 38.8

3.5 5 2.2 38.8 7 5.6 44.4

4.0 6 2.7 41.5 8 6.5 50.9

4.5 5 2.2 43.8 10 8.0 58.9
5.0 7 3.1 46.9 2 1.6 60.5

5.5 2 0.9 47.8 4 3.2 63.7

6.0 9 4.0 51.8 4 3.2 66,9

6.5 5 2.2 54.0 5 4.0 70.9

7.0 5 2.2 56.3 3 2.4 73.4

7.5 12 5.4 61.6 2 1.6 75.0

8.0 13 5.8 67.4 3 2.4 77.4

8.5 5 2.2 69.6 2 1.6 79.0

9.0 7 3.1 72.7 3 2.4 81.4

9.5 1 0.4 73.2 1 0.8 82.2

10.0 6 .2.7 75.9 1 0.8 83.0

Greater
than 10 54 24.1 100.0 21 17.0 100.0

exiting vehicle is less than that for the same where
soil when level.

, soil internal friction angle, deg
The following relationship between gross

tractive effort and gross vehicle weight as a • bank slope angle, deg I
function of slope angle and soil internal
friction angle for dry sand has been suggested: Eq. 2-42 is platted in Fig. 2.79 for various

values of 0 and 0t. It is emphasized that this
G TIGroiW TCtI Effort 3 (tan .co 8) . n (2-42) relationship was developed for dry sand. Wet
Grocs Vehicle Welght sand, or a cohesive soil, can have appreciably
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Flyurv 2-7Y. VehIcle Trectib Effort. Weighit Ratlo for Various
Stroam Exiting Perdmoetrs (Ref. 26)

greater strength than would be piedlcted from It has been well established that the steeper
Eq. 2-42. cut banks am not good egress points on the

upper flood plain of relatively small streams.
The size of the river to be crossed has an Along the same stretches of these rivers,

effect on exiting, because river current and shoals ane traversed with cane.
depth generally increase with width. Recent -Itests indicate that nearly all existing standard In alluvial fan or delta areas, however, it
U. S. Arnmy floating vehicles are uncon- may be desirable to select the cut bank or one
trollable in currents that equal one-half the along a straight reach as an egress point. Here,
maximum stil-water speed of the vehicle*. the alluvium is composed of fine particles.
The effect of current, therefore, is to prevent The water level normally is very close to the
the vehicle from exiting at the most desirable top of the banks and frequently overflows
locations on the opposite bank. River depth thern. With a~ soil moisture content that is
near the bank is also a fActor. since a vehicle constantly near saturation, delta areas arn
exiting from a floatin.- position has signifi- characterized by soft banks (particulry
cantly lass traction available during the initial shoals), swamps, and natural lovees. The
phase of emues than when exiting from a levees consist of coarser, stronger soil particles
fording situation. and actually form the stream banks. Under

these conditions, the shoAls would probably
T~ioes 2-21 and 2-22 show river width-and- be untenably soft and the cut banks, by

depth data from field surveys. These data comparison, relatively strong. Because the
show that most rivers are les than 100 ft water level is usually close to the top of the
wide and lea fhan 3 ft deep. However, it bank, bank heights are not as critical a
should be noted that cven small, shallow problem as farther upstream. Furthermore,
rivers frequently pose severe exiting problems. extensive forest vegetation is not normally

associated with these areas; (primaril because
-_______of cultural influences) and may be considered

01. n~~UU o**aa exe tiais LAWe V. a less likely deterrent to egres3.
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TABLE 2-21

FREQUENCY OF RIVER SURFACE WIDTH (RM. 261

Eastern U.S. Thailand

River surface Rivers Rivers
width, ft surveyed Percent surveyed Percent

20- 50 43 38 27 43

50-100 26 23 13 21

100-150 10 9 5 8
150-200 6 5 7 11

200-250 5 4 2 3

250-300 6 5 3 5

300-350 3 3 1 2

350-400 1 1 1 2

400-450 4 4 0 0

450-500 3 3 0 0

>,500 6 5 4 6
A t Total 113 Total 60

Arithmetic mean width, ft 267 171
Geometric mean width, ft 94 82

Median width, ft 71 60
kI

As a consequence, entrance and egress of rivers. These recommended requirements
points in the flat, expansive delta regions will undergo continual revision and expansion
should be selected on the outside bank of a as additional data become available.
meander. Special care is required for negotia-
tion, because this location usually has the Table 2-23, for tropical areas, was de-
maximum current velocity and possibly an veloped from river survey data taken in
undcerow current as well. There is little Thailand. A uniform slope with a relatively
choice in the matter of selection; the shoals high water level is indicated. Table 2-24, for
are soft and their reaches are often long. temperature areas, was developed from a

survey of rivers in the United States. Lower
Recommended dope requirements have water levels are indicated, but two types of

been deveioped by the U. S. Army Tank- banks occur; one is a uniform slope, the other
Automotive Command and are summarized in is a vertical, or near-vertical step. Two banks
Tables 2-23 and 2-24. The tables show the are shown because the survey indicated that
type of river banks that different vehicle the step-type bank occurred with about the
classes shoald be capable or negotiating. A same frequency as the slope-type bank.
limited amount of soil data, the soil ansle of Therefore, if the recommended requirement is
internal friction, and cohesion are Included, to represent the environment, both types
The tables were developed from field surveys must be included.
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TABLE 2-22

FREQUENCY OF RIVER DEPTH (Ref. 26)

Eastern U.S. Thailand

River depth, Rivers Rivers
ft surveyed Percent surveyed Percent

0- 1 22 19.5 3 5

1- 2 29 25.5 10 17

2- 3 21 19 15 25

3- 4 14 12.5 1 2

4- 5 6 5 7 12

5-6 2 2 2 3

6- 7 4 3.5 4 7

7- 8 0 0 2 3

8-9 2 2 4 7

9-10 2 2 4 7

- 10-11 0 0 2 3

11-12 1 1 1 2

12-13 1 1 0 0

13-14 1 1 0 0

"14-15 1 1 2 3

> 15 6 5 3 5

Total 112 Total 60

Arithmetic mean depth, ft 4.02 6.14

Geometric mean depth, ft 2.55 4.53

It is possible to build a vehicle that, Ingress performance may be determined by
without additional assistance, could negotiate the ability of the vehicle to enter the water
the banks shown for the "wheeled tactical" over the banks shown in Tables 2-23 and
and "tracked tactical" vehicle classes. The 2-24. The ingress problems arc concerned
COBRA and MEXA vehicles, which have primarily with hang-up and swamping and the
pitch control, are examples. The banks shown ability of the engine and transmission to
for "current combat" and "future combat" operate on the steeper slopes. Existing
will probably require that the vehicle be military engines and transmissions can operate
equipped with an exiting aid. The amount of at angles of about 30 dog. At higher angles,
force the aid must produce, for the slope-type the oil pick-ups on both the engines and
banks, can be estimated by using the method converter-type transmissions become Ineffec-
shown in Fig. 2-80. tive. Many gasoline engines also have carbure-
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ADDITIONAL FORCE

-NRA ,opI
•i I I ,, IdA Cos E

WATER LEVEL
GVVWC0

GRADE RESISTANCE:
9z SLýOPE GVW i SIN S

STEIS FOR CACULTING ADDITIOKAL XZTIG V•UEC

(1) Vehicle data required.
(a) Gross vehicle veight (MV), Xb: V
"(b) Ground contact area, In. 2 : A

(2) Bank data required.
(a) Bank slope, dog: 0
(b) Soil cohesion, lb "n" 2

(a) Soil friction anl"e, doe: 4

(3) Calculate traction achieved from cohesion, Te

T - ground contact area x soil cohesion
tc =A xc

(4) Calculate traction achieved from sell Internal friction,
T4 - unormal force z tan of soil friction angle

To Cos 0 x tan 4

(5) Calculate total traction, TT

TT a traction from cohesion + traction from soil
internal friction

TT - TC + T#

(6) Calculate grade resistance, ISR = GVVz slu 0

(7) Calculate additional force necessary to negotiate slope, P
F a grade resistance - total tractionSF a R TT

(8) Calculate percentage of GVW that additional force represents

z Of GV- laddttonal forc x lo0 -.. J-x 0

,. ..Figure 2,40. Simplified Method for Estimating Additional Force Required
to Exit on a Firm, Uniform Slope (Ref. 26)
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tion difficulties at the higher angles. Thus, to any area that is adequately mapped. It is most
meet the requirements of Tables 2-23 and easily demonstrated with reference to a
2-24, basic power-train design changes are hypothetical example. The only prerequisite
required. is to determine the average ridge-to-valley

spacing and average valley depth.
Sandy ocean beaches for major military

operations also constitute an area of military (I) Select a 15-min, 1:62,500 or 1:50,000
research. A polyester resin, sprayed over the topographic sheet representative of the area
sand, has been demonstrated to hold up under to be analyzed. Draw the largest possible
beach assault traffic (Ref. 27). The plastic circle on the sheet with the center of the
takes an hour or so to set up but once in place sheet as the center of the circle. Draw
it greatly improves beach trafficability. east-west, north-south, northeast-southwest,

and northwest-southeast diameters. Measure
2-4.3 CONTOUR EFFECTS* the length of the diameters and determine

their ground length in feet. Let it be assumed
Ground-to-air guided missile systems re- for demonstration purposes that such length

quire that some aircraft fly close to the is 70,000 ft. The four diameters thus have a
pound in order to survive. In very flat areas, total length of 280,000 ft.
such as a coastal plain, flight may be made at
or near treetop level without crashing into an (2) Count the contours intersected by the
obstacle. Flights over rough terrain must be diameters, and multiply contour interval by
made at slower speeds and/or at higher contour count to determine the amount of
elevations above the ground in order to be as elevation change that takes place in traversing
safe as the faster and lower flight over flatter the diameters. Let it be assumed that the
ground. A topographic guide that considers all contour interval is 40 ft and that 900
pertinent factors and produces flight param- contours are counted for an elevation change
eters having specified levels of risk for each along the diameters of 36,000 (40 X 900 =
terrain is required. The first step in the 36,000)
development of such a guide is to determine
the roughness of the ground. This paragraph (3) Count the ridges and valleys en-
describes an empirical method by which the countered in traversing the diameters and
densities of contours, ridges, and valleys on a divide the total length of the diameters by
topographic map may be made to yield data this count. Do not distinguish the ridges from
on the dimensions of the terrain features the valleys, but count the number of times
likely to offer the most difficulty to low-level the slope changes from up to down or down
flight, to up. The operation may be speeded up and

made almost mechanical by counting the
Anyone well acquainted with contour number of times the traverse line cuts off a

flying could probably examine topographic loop of a contour, becomes tangent with one,
sheets from different areas and form a or, in rather rare cases in crossing a ridge or
qualitative opinion a to the relative difficulty broad flat-floored valley, panses between two
of flying each. The methodology requires a contours having the same value. Let it be
rapid means of quantlifing the necessary asumed in this case that 140 such slope
changes in elevation, the horizontal distances direction changes are counted for a mean
allowed for making them, anrd the frequency ridge-to-valley spacing of 2,000 ft
of the changes. (280,000/140 - 2,000),

The method recommended here applies to (4) Divide the total elevation change by
the number of slope direction changes to
obtain a mean valley depth; in this cae 2 57 ft

Vh"it fuofws ts tof a, a$. (36,000/140 - 257.1).
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This procedure yields a quantitative mea- vehicle speed as limited by one or more of a
" sure of terrain dimensions including mean number of possible specific terrain-vehicle-

dope (- mean ridge-to-valley spacing/mean driver interactions. Table 2-25 outlines system
valley depth). Areas of lowest mean slope attributes considered in AMC '71 at this time.
constitute the areas of easiest contour flying.

The endless variability of real terrain can be
The same methods are applicable to other represented by a mosaic of pieces, each of

problems associated with terrain contours which, to some feasible resolution, can be
such as laser target designation, weapon considered uniform (deterministically or
trajectory calculation, and visual range. probablllstically) in terms of measurable

factors affecting vehicle responses. Such a
2-6 DESIGN subclass of terrain is called a terrain unit. An

areal terrain (see par. 2-3.4.2) unit is currently
Terrain is very complex and therefore characterized by 13 measurements (in class

difficult to describe quantitatively. The intervals) reflecting the type and strength of
advantages of being able to do so, however, surface materials, slope, prevailing ground
have led researchers at the U. S. Army roughness, discrete obstacles, and vegetation
Tank-Automotive Command and the U. S. (Table 2-26, column A); a linear terrain unit
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Sta- by 9 measurements covering type and
tion to make the attempt. The AMC '71 strength of surface materials, cross section,
vehicle mobility model is an attempt to and water depth and velocity (Table 2-26,
describe objectively the terrair), the inventory column B); and a road unit by 5 measure-
of Army vehicles, and their interactions (Ref. merits expressing surface type, strength, slope,

- 29). By means of this model one should be curvature, and roughness (Table 2-26, column
able to predict speeds and performance of any ).

* .... Army vehicle in any kind of terrain, assuming
that the independent variables of the model Maximum practical speeds for a vehicle in
are adequately measured and accounted for. each areal, linear terrain, and road unit within
This undertaking is clearly ambitious and an area, calculated from validated engineering
optimistic. relations, can be combined by suitable

procedures to predict the performance of the
The terrain is described in terms simila" to vehicle along any given path in the real

those outlined in par. 2.3. The present model terrain, and/or to accumulate a statistical
is the first generation; new additions and represente~tion of vehicle performance In the
modifications will be made continually, area as a whole.

The performance of a vehicle at any The basic structure of AMC '71 is
moment Is the result of a complex interplay illustrated in Fig. 2-81. Pertinent vehicle
among many different characteristics of the characteristics and complete data on all
vehicle, numerous features of the particular terrain units in an area are stored in computer
terrain in which it is operating, its immediate files and asessed as needed by a central
past operating history, and elections and performhance module. The performance
constraints Imposed by the driver. AMC '71 module accepts descriptors for a ngle temrin
postulates that the maximum practical speed unit and, after examination of a range of
of a sound vehicle at any moment, including possibilities, provides the maximum possible
zero (or no-go) is the proper measur of Its vehicle speed for the terrain unit as well as an
mobility at that time and place. Accordingly, Identification of the controll relations, The
"each of the many system parameters poten- entire terrain file for an area is Iteratively
tially Involved are quantified in engineering examined, one unit at a time, until pemw
term. that permit calculation of probable formance in each unit has been determined
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TERRAIN, ROAD, AND VEHICLE DATA BANK ...

OFF-ROAD

.. 1. Areal i'•DYNAMC PI MODEL, i:'.
. i ~2. Linear/ SUBMODFL '

TRAVERSE OR ROAD SPEED PREDICTIONS

SPECIAL OUTPUTS

"",t Figure 2.81. General Flow Diagram of AMC 71 Ground Mobility Model (Ref. 29) *.

and stored. At that point, answers in the study may involve the use of one, two, or all
temporary file are organized, suitably corn- three performance modules. The areal and
bined, analyzed, printed, and rbfiled by an linoar modules together are identified as the
output routine designed to meet the needs of off-road model, and the road module is
the particular study, identified as the on-road model.

_The basic output of' AMC '71 is vehicle A detailed structure of the areal terrain
speed in each of a series of areal terrain, linear performance module is given in Ref. 29. In it,
terrain, and/or road units. The further terrain and data files are assessed by each
processing of these speeds can develop submodel as needed. In the areal terrain
performance predictions along specified performance module, each terrain unit de-
paths, determine optimal paths between scription is combined with the vehicle
selected points under various constraints, characterization to calculate a number of
and/or generate statistics concerning the possible operating speeds as limited by power
performance of the vehicle in the terrain as a and power train characteristics; available
whole. traction; motion resistances engendered by

soils, slopes, and overriding of obstacles and
The central performance module, the heart vegetation; local maneuvering to avoid vegeta- I

of AMC '71, has three parallel forms: one to tion and obstacles; ride and obstacle-crossing
handle areal terrain, a second to examine dynamics; visibility restrictions; and accelera-
linear terrain (rivers, streams, ditches, roads, tion and braking performance. The logic of
etc.) offering identifiable linear barriers to the model examines the least of these several
vehicle crossing, and a third to predict speeds as influenced by obstacles and
performance on a network of roads. A given vegetation. Then it performs a speed analysis
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J to decide how much to override and how 2-7 TESTING AND SIMULATION
much to avoid. From this it determines the
maximum feasible vehicle speed within the Because of the complexity and variety of
described terrain unit. The module repeats the natural terrain, laboratory testing of vehicles
procedure three times for each terrain unit or other equipment that is dependent upon
(where required), once with the vehicle the terruin is always subject to the accuracy
running straight upslope, once running direct- with which a given terrain is simulated.
ly downslope, and once running along the Reproducing natural terrain to every detail in
slope contour. The average of these three a laboratory environment is a hopeless task;
speeds is assigned to the terrain unit as a too many terrain variables cannot be incor-
whole. When upslope operations is "no-go". porated into any practical experimental setup.
the other two are also taken to be "no-go". Only small portions of the overall problem,
The areal terrain performance module is such as soil samplcs, have been simulated.
constructed with a submodel to assess a time Soils of similar USC'S or USDA classification
penalty for "no-go" situations rather than to generally exhibit similar shear strength prop-
-cept a zero speed with its implications of erties. This fact implies that knowledge of the

eternal immobility, soil type according to one of these clasiifica-
tion systems iniwwdiately yields valuable

The composition of the linear terrain information insofar us trafficability is con-
performance module is diagrammed in Fig. cerned. As always, moisture contcnt is
2-82. The module is structured to account for another important vaiable that must be
fording (where possible), swimming (where accounted for in any model used to predict
possible) rafting or bridging (where neces- trafficability,
sary), ingress, and egress. Like the areal
terrain performance module, the linear terrain The most ambitious attempt to simulate
performance module determines speeds (in terrain conditions in a mathematical model is
terms of crossing times) and "no-go's" and that presently being carri,-i out by the U S
assesses time penalties for "no-go's" in Army Tank-Automotive ,mmand and the
recognition of the fact that the Army will U S Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
arrange the necessary engineer support in Station (Refs. 15,29). ks discussed previous-
advance if it must get through. ly, this model has as a g(,al the complete

Tkodescription of the terrain-ve"icle interaction.
' The basic workings of the on-road per- To carry this out meaningfully requires that

formeance model are displayed in Fig. 2-83. In both the terrain and the vehi! !e adequately
its present form this model is essentially an described in quantitative '1s so that
off-road areal terrain performance module appropriate independ-ent valut of any given
with no vegetation or obstacles, but with an interaction can be assessed by the model. This
added relation for limiting speed due to road model is not yet complete, but progress is
curvature. encouraging.

The areal, linear, and road speeds for a In the meantime, tried and true methods of
vehicle in a terrain (or road) unit are field evaluation continue to be employed in
predicted for discrete patches of terrain, The the evaluation of various vehicles in various
principal means of interpreting these for an types of terrain. Test sites have been chosen
area is to examine the performance along to span the wide spectrum of general terrain
specific or generalized routes, or traverses, types found in nature:
through the area. Traverse predictions are
made by adding traverse times across areal (1) Puerto Rico tropical rain forest,
and linear terrain units. mountains, rugged terrain
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LEGEND

JSUBMODELJ

OUTPUTS-

FORDING

-. No-GO
NOOOR

O2. GO-INGRESS TIME GOSWIIMMER -FORDING TIME

"NO-GO
SWIZQ{ING •NONSWIMMER

1.NO-GO NO-C,OOR RAFTING, BR IDGING
2.GO-INGRESS TIME I

-FORDING TIME TIME PENALTY

.ii.

TOTAL CROSSINC TIME

Figure 2-82. Schematic Flow Oiagram of Linear Terrain Unit Performance
Prediction Module (Ref, 29)

(2) Ft, Sill, Okla. -- riverine investigations, (4) Thailand tropical jungle urea subjectcontaining a large assortment o' bank angles to large wet and dry seasonal variations
and bank heights

(3) Yuma Proving Ground, Ariz. desert (5) West Germany forested areas witharea little undergrowth
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LEGEND: POWER TRAIN

SIJBMODEL TOTAL TF AVAILABLE TO
NAME ALL WHEELS REGARDLESS

SI I]OF DISTRIBUTION

ROAD SURFACE

1. PRIMARY
2. SECONDARY
3. TRAIL

MAXIM4UM DRAWBAR AND
MOTION RESISTANCE FOR
LEVEL SURFACE

1i

CURVATURE RIDE SLOPE

SMAXIMUM DRAWBAR AND
CURVATURE SPEED RIDE DYNAMICS MOTION RESISTANCE FOR

LIMIT JLIMIT+ S LOPE; CONVERT TomP

•, SELECT MINIMIUM OF CONTRIBUTING SPEEDS

K• THiIS SPEED IS ROAD SPEED FOR PRESENT SLOPE

MODIFY SLOPE AND REPEAT

1. UP
2. LEVEL
3. DO;0N

WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF ROAD
SPEEDS - SPEED FOR ROAD
UNIT

Figure 2-83 Schematic Flow Diagram of On-road Performancv

Prediction Model (Ref. 29)
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(6) South Korea - mountainous testing (2) U S Army Waterways Experiment
under severe climtic conditions. Station, Vicksburg, Mis. The station has

caried out extensive trafficability studies soil
The major U S Army agencies involved in stabilization studies, river research, and the

vehicle testing are the Waterways Experiment development of artificial landing mats.
Station (WES), Vick•bug, Miss.; the Tank-
Automotive Command (TACOM), Warren, (3) U S Army Tank-Automotive Com-
Mich.; and the Cold Regions Research and mand (TACOM), Warren, Mich. Laboratories
Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), Hanover, within this command have been active in the
NiL This latter organization ho field stations development of criteria for vehicle design and
near Houghton, Mich,, and Ft. Greely, Alaska. evaluation of techniques for vehicle per-

formance under a wide variety of soil

This cross section of testing facilities and comilitions. A key portion of vehicle terrain
agenciescoven the omplete spectrmn from interaction is the river-vehicle interaction;

cies weather to tropics, f prom wet to methods of imnprovit fiver-exiting andfrom a desert inoganic sol o hithly tod in-river maneuverability in deep water (swim-

muskeg. Such testiWn programs we still the inig are major programs of TACOM which
backbone of any vehicle evaluation program ant conducted by Stevens Institute of

and are l y to remain so in the foreseeable Technoloyg under contract.

future. (4) U S Army Natick Laboratories,

Natick, Mass. Methods for protecting military
Contemporary vehicle resarch is divided personnel and equipment in all global and

among the major agencies of the Army as regional environments are studied and de-
follows: veoped in these laboratories,

(1) U S Army Cold Regions Research and In addition to these agencies, considerable
Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), Hanover, mobility research is also conducted at the
N. H. Historically, a major task of CRREL has following organizations.
been to study the trafficability of various
vehicles across snow, ice, muskeg, and (l) The U S Department of Agriculture
permafrost. This research has led to the study National Tillage Machinery Laboratory
of pressure distribution of tracked vehicles on (NTML), Auburn, Ala. Most of the activity of
snow, shear forces of track gowers, and NTML is concerned with the performance of
Mlationshirs between snow charcteristics tractors and tillage implements as related to
and track sinkage and slippage. Th- contem- farming. Significant studies in soil compac-
porary program consits of the development tion, performance in soft soils, and soil
of a miow submodel to be compatible with cutting have been conducted here.
the overall mobility model (AMC '71). Snow
covered terrain is different from other (2) The Davidson Laboratory of Stevens
terrains, and it can include a broad range of Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J.
slopes, vegetation, and geometry. While Activities in off-road mobility at Stevens
certain terrains are worsened by snow cover, Institute date back to World War 1I when
others are improved. Quantifying these Stevens was engaged in amphibious studies of
snow-related parameters is imperative for the famous D[XW. In 1968 it was selected,
adequate modeling. The appearance of the by the Department of Defense THEMIS
snow surface is not a satisfactory description program, as a "center of excellence" in
of its physical characteristics, and a major off-road mobility research. Today it Is the
task of CRREL is to develop an adequate only U. S. university engaged in significant
model. nonagricultural mobility research.
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(3) Th Muskeg Research Institute, Univer- materiel by land, water, or air. Specifications
- sity of New Brunswick Fredericton, New for highway travel are complete and include

Brunswick, Canada. Ile Muskeg Research highway weight limits of foreign coutries
Institute leads the field of studies of among the other specifications.
trafficability in the Far North.

Various ASTM standards describe in detail
2-8 SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS methods for evaluating soil properties similar

to those discussed in par. 2-4. A list of the
Specifications exist primarily for highway titles of relevant ASTM soil standards appears

transportability criteria; varl few spec.flc- in Table 2-27. Complete copies of these
tioas or standards an concerned primarily standards are available from the American
with terrain. Army Regulation (AR) 70 lists Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race
the criteria and tests for transportation of Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
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CHAPTER 3

TEMPERATURE0

3-1 INTROOUCTION AND DESCRIP. The rigorous quantitative definition of
TION** temperature is based on mneral thermo-

dynamic considerations. The absolute temper-
Temperature Is probably the most impor ature scale is derived from an analysis of a

tant environmental factor because of the Carnot (or other thermodynamic) cycle.
nature of the stresses it creates and Its Absolute zero results when a Camot or
pervasive influence on all activities. Through- equivalent engine operating between two heat
out recorded history, the succes or failure of reservoirs rejects no heat to the reservoir at
military operatious often has been determined the lower temperature. The lower tempera-
by the ability of an army to remain viable in ture is then defined as absolute zero while
an extreme temperature environment. Modem higher temperatures are defined such that the
military materiel must be capable of surviving ratio of any two temperatures on the kelvinwide extremes of temperature - the same scale Js the same as the ratio of the heats

materiel may be used in an arctic winter or in abeorbed and' rejected by a Camot engine_ desert heat. This chapter provides information operating between reservoirs at these tempera-

on temperatute as an environmental factor turn. As a consequence of this formulation,
with emphasis on Its general characteristics, there is a theoretical lower limit to tempera-
its measurement, a description of the temper- ture but not an upper one.
ature environment, the effects of tempera-
ture, design techniques useful In guarding Measurements made with practical instru-
against adverse effects, and, finally, testinS monts such as gas thermometers are proper-
and simulation techniques. tional to the kelvin or absolute temperature .

scale. This property gives a physical basis for
The definition of temperature can be clu- the use of practical instruments. Temperature

sive. Although physiological sensations of is measured, therefore, by providing a refer-
hotness and coldness are the most common, once body whose physical properties change
they ame also the most inaccurate basis for in a known manner with temperature. This
defining temperature. Iron often feels colder body is then called a thermometer and the
or hotter than a piece of woo.d at the same numerical readings obtained on It against
temperature. well-defined physical reference points

establish the scale.
Temperature is mom precisely defined as

the relative hotness or coldness of a body as Since temperature is a relative measure
measured on the definite scale of any of indicating the capacity of a body to transfer
several types of instruments. It can also be
defined as the property of a system that 4A tdmw ,nemk C•d is a r~NOA OWN• Of PFCOWN i*
determines whether the system Is in thermal W bes is hipte to OC UtdtM ftOm A 1yuM Mn hi
equllibdum with other systems. who k 8t i As W W n a t alp . WA m C UAo thatthe system istomm to Ilb WS stsm. A CUMo Cyl 18 an

Cycl cyde conabt• of two adiaat and two hotdmalm
has cepWe Is buead on a Manewipt originalY prepared ptomses, &Hl of Vhklust e rw,~l. Anea*DOW opowatl in

by Dr. W01am a. Driedy. mow at U 3 Amny Ensim a Cato cydW is cllb d a Canot uiine and CHAMt'
Topostapdu Labomtod., Pt. idvuk, Va. thwesms stale. that so e,4g tm om be more mdaet am a

0*Ge0mld reew. for ts peixarph zi Rob. 1-3. CarOW ui•sh.
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TABLE 3-1

COMPARISON OF TEMPERATURE SCALES AT STANDARD AND FIXED POINTS (Ref, 1)

Cel sius Fahrenheit Kelvin Rankine

Absolute zero -273.15 -459.67 0.00 0.00

Oxygen point -182.97 -297.35 90.18 162.32

Ice point 0.00 32.00 273.15 491.67

Triple point of water 0.0100 32.02 273.16 491.69

Steam point 100.00 212.00 373.15 671.67
Sulfur point 444.60 832.28 717.75 1291.95

Antimony point 630.5 1166.9 903.65 1626.57
Silver point 960.8 1761.5 1234.0 2221.2

Gold point 1063.0 1945.4 1336.5 2405.1

heat, some arbitrary scale of temperature unit of temperature is the kelvin, a unit that
must be defined. Practical temperature scales denotes a temperature interval equal to the
are based on fixed points. The fixed tempera- centigrade degree, but is referenced to ab-
tures formerly used to define the scale were s',lut. ma) (0 K) end ihe the11rh n, , lwater
the steam point (100*C) and the Ice point (2.i.6 K). 17he kelvin scale is employod fm

S(0OC) of pure water under a standard atmo- most scientific, some meteorological, and
spheric sea level pressure of 760 mm Hg. The fewer engineering uses.
temperature scale is now referenced to one
primary standard fixed point, the triple point On the ubsulutv fulitudlwit ur rankinc w.cale,
of water(273.16 K). the degree interval Is the same as that of the

fahrenheit scode. However, like the kelvin
The fahrenheit scale referenced to the ice scale, it starts with a value of 0OR for absolute

point (32*F) and the steam point (212 0F) has zero and has values of 491 .7R and 671,67*R
long been the common temperature scale of for the freezing and boiling points of water,
English-spoaking countries and much of the respectively. Both the rankine and kelvin
data on temperatures are given in this scale, scales are positive-valued scales.

The most common and convenient temper- A comparison of standard and fixed temp-
ature scale Is the Celsius, more commonly eratures on tflese four temperature scales is
known as centigrade. It divides the tempera- given in Table 3-1 while conversion formulas
ture interval between the )ce and steam points are given in Table 3-2.
into 100 degrees starting with O0C at the Ice
point. The Celsius scale Is used extensively in Temperature 19 one of the four primary
meteorological work, and the World Meteoro- quantities .- along with length, mass, and
logical Organization (WMO) has officially time - that form the basis of our physical
adopted It for reports for international ex- measuring system, Each of these quantities
change (Ref. 4). has its own basic unit, each of which is

referenced In an independent, arbitrary
In the International System of Units, the standard. Units for all other physical quanti-
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TABLE 3-3 K
MATERIAL PARAMETERS THAT GENERALLY INCREASE WITH INCREASING TEWERATURE

Gas volume at constant pressure (4T)
Gas pressure at constant volume (4T)

Velocity of sound in gas

Velocities of particles in gases (wT1/2)
Thermal conductivity of ideal gas
Electrical conductivity of gas

Emission of electromagnetic energy
Volume of liquids and solids

Vapor pressure of liquid

Diffusion of one material in another

Electrical resistivity of metals

Electrical conductivity of semiconductors

Voltage of thermoelectric junction

Thermionic mission of electrons

Ductility of a solid

Rate of chemical reaction

tdes are derived from these four basic quanti- significant effects that relate to gases, liquids,
ties, and the measurement of all derived and solids - apart from change of phase - are
quantities Is dependent directly or indirectly given in Table 3-3.
on the basic quantities. Redefinitions of
standards have not affected the measurement The molecular motion within a system is
of temperature. larger at higher temperatures than at lower

temperatures. As temperature increases this
Temperature is an intensive quantity in increased molecular activity can result in

that it is not additive when different masses expansion of the substance, a change in state
of equal temperature are joined. Thus, if two (e.g., liquid to gas), or a variety of other
bodies having the same temperature are com- changes. The molecular motion is one part of
bined, the mass and dimensions of the new the internal energy of the system. Some of
body will be different from those of either the specific temperature points associated
part, but its temperature will remain that of with distinct changes In substances are given
the original bodies. in Table 3-4.

Temperature changes reflect the infusion or Heat, often confused with temperatute, is
diffusion of heat or other forms of energy to the name for energy being transferred be-
or from matter. When energy exchanges are tween systems by virtue of a difference in
large enough, they have distinct effects on the temperature. Heat Is frequently thought of as
substances themselves. Some of the more any kind of thermal energy, I.e., energy
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associated with temperature, but in a strict from phase changes. For example, matorials
technical sense, heat exists only in energy such as greases, protective compounds, waxes,
transmission because of a temperature gradi- and sealing and insulating substances can
ent. Hence, it cannot exist without thermal soften and flow at elevated temperatures.
disequilibrium. When a temperature differ- These heat effects can be classified into four
ence exists, heat transfers in the direction of main groups -. thermodynamic, electromag-
the lower temperature by means of three netic, radiational, and chemical kinetic; they
processes - conduction, convection, and radi- are discussed in detail in subsequent para-
ation. graphL

Temperature is associated with all While degradation procemses in materiel are
phenomena involving the transfer of energy, slower at cold temperatures, several problems
whether of natural or induced origin. The are associated with cold temperatures that are
extreme values associated with these energy of equal Importance to those at elevated
transfers cover an enormous range. In the temperatures. Oils and greases become more
natural environment, temperature varies from viscous, rubbers and plastics are embrittled,
near absolute zero in deep space to the the properties of metals change, water freezes,
millions of degrees associated with stellar and other changes take place.
interiors, super-novae, and galactic collisions,
Induced (i.e., manmade) temperatures range Each type of effect brings with it a

Sfrom the cryogenic temperatures near ab- characteristic set of design problems. Famili-
solute zero to the extremely high tempera- arity with them is essential if design diffi-

* tures associated with thermonuclear reactions. cuities attributable to temperature are to be
avoided.

Only a relatively narrow range of these
possible temperatures is of practical concern The main emphasis of this chapter Is on
in the design of current military materiel. This temperature as a meteorological environ-
practical range may extend from -75* to mental factor, since all military materiel i
200*C (from below the lowest natural tom- subject to exposure to the full range of
peratures to the upper extreme for materiel natural temperatures. The importance of mill-
"exposure in a confined space in which much tary capabilities for operation in the extreme
energy is dissipated). Higher temperatures are cold regions as well as in the hot-dry and
found in engines, heaters, weapons, ovens, hot-wet regions of the earth has been recog-
and in other equipment, but these are usually nized and accepted. The impact of induced
confined- so that only such materiel as is temperatures on the serviceability, maintain-
Intended, e.g., piston, breeches, and gun ability, and reliability of Army equipment is,
tubes, are exposed to these high temperatures, however, just as important au that of the
Problems involving extreme temperatures do natural temperatures. Problems in this area
impinge upon many areas of current tech- derive mainly from the high temperatures to
nology, and considerable work has been done which materials are exposed in the operation
in them - from the cryogenic design ranges of equipment, plus accompanying heat build-
involved in space launch vehicles and super- ups and the necessity for enduring or reducing
conducting magnets to the extremely high the high temperatures.
temperatures encountered in lasers, plasma,
and nuclear detonations. Temperature is a primary factor of

weather. Air temperatures exhibit wide vari.
A high temperature materiel environment ability because of the irregular distribution of

manifests itself in the degradation of materials insolation* and the variations In the natural
and ultimately in the failure of equipment. processes of thermal energy exchange. These
Failure modes range from loss of structural MInaoonIhthe or radition rceived by the uuc (Ref

integrity to catastrophic failures resulting 5).
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variations are sufficient to create a wide range measures while at the same time modifying
of thermal environments in which military operational practices to adapt to the tempera-
operations are necessary. ture environment. In any case, the design

engineer must be aware of the factors in-
Ambient air temperature, us used in this fluencing natural temperatures- the diurnal

chapter, refers to the temperature observed at and seasonal cyoles, and the influences of
weather stations - known as surface air tern- topography, meteorology, and flora, Data on
perature or standard instrument shelter tern- mean and extreme temperatures also must be
perature. These are obtained in weather available in order to ascertain the life cycle
shelters or screens and are known also as temperature experience to be expected for
shade air temperatures. Air temperature inca- various materiel typos.
surement in direct sunlight is difficult because
of the effect of direct solar energy absorption Detailed consideration of the various
in the body of the thermometer. Soil, water, thermal processes would require a lengthy
forest, permafrost, and ice temperatures are treatise. The heat balance of the water sur-
also briefly considered. face, bare soil, plant-covered ground, forest,

snow cover, and varied topography are sep-
Temperature is closely related to other arate, complex problems in microclimatology

environmental factors either through syner- and micrometeorology. Reference must be
gisms in effects or by correlated variations, made to Geiger (Ref. 6) or similar comprehen-
Thus Chap. 8, "Solid Precipitation", Chap. 4, sive texts (Reo. 7) on climate near the ground
"Humidity", and Chap. 2, "Terrain", arc all for this information. Only a few of the more
associated with temperature, temperature de- general and more pertinent of these subjects
termines the nature of the sand and dust can be covered in the paragraphs that follow.
problem discussed in Chap. 3 of Part Three,
Induced Environmental Factors, The other 3-2.1 TERRESTRIAL TEMPERATURE
natural environmental factors as well as some C17NTROLS*
of the induced environment factors show In any specific geographic location, the
strong temperature dependencies, temperature can vary widely. It is dependent

on the level of Insolation as determined by
3-2 NATURAL TEMPERATURE EN- tirne of day, season, and meteorological con-

VIRONMENT ditions, by the nature of the terrain and its
elevation, by vegetation, by pioximity to

The natural temperature environment of large bodies of water, and by prior tempera-
the earth ranges from .-880 to 58*C (--1270 ture history, These factors determine the
to 136'F), a span of 146 Celsius degrees (263 instantaneous temperature and thus the pert-
fahrenheit degrees). This full range does not odic temperature cycle experienced at that
occur at any one point- an excursion of location, The general features of the seasonal
greater than 100 deg C (180 deg F) is temperature cycles are accurately predictable
experienced at some locations, It is impracti- from past history, The specific temperature at
cal to attempt to design materiel for this full any time can be less accurately predicted but,
range because of the cost penalties involved with satellite meteorology and numerical
and basic ambiguities in the requirements, techniques, this short-range predictability is
One cannot provide liquid water at subfreez- improving rapidly.
Ing temperatures, fresh food that will remain
unspoiled at temperatures over 100"F, a The influences of insolation, altitude,
single lubricant for the full range of tempera- meteorology, and surface characteristics on
tures, or clothing equally suitable over the temperature will be considered in order,
entire temperature span. Instead, an opera-tioal apailiy i obaind b cobinng *Cceral reforce~,xl to tids dlel.usskn tire The Clipmte Near
tional capability Is obtained by combining the (Around by R. 'eIger (Rot', 6) and An Introduction to

materiel selection and design with protective Weatheratud CIlnte by G.T 'rrowartha (Ref. 7).
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3-2.1.1 INM)LATIONO 7 0.(6.5s' 2 l (3.3• =--- 251 K (3-3)

The sun is the primary source of enorgy of This calculated mean temperatuve is less than
the earth. It bas a brightne&s tempenrture of the 287 K observed because of the hot cam
approximately 6,000 K and radistgs energy at and mantle of the earth and because the earth
a rate of about 64,500 kW m 2 from its is not a blackbody.
surface. Of this energy, about 1395 kW n-
reaches the upper layers otf the atmosphere of The mean temperature of the earth,
the earth. Of the incident ene.Sy, 35 9ercent averaged over periods of years, shows little
is reflected back into, space by cloud surfaces, systematic change even though the solar
19 percent is absorbed by the atmosphere, constant varies with sunspot activity and with
and 46 percent reaches the surface of th, periodic changes in the earth-sun distance.
earth.

The insolation level and thus the tempera-
If it is •assuartd that the earth L in dynamic ture of the surface of the earth does vary

equilibrium with the sun, then the earth considerably at any particular point. It ii
radiates at a rate equal to that of the incident dependent on the angle of incidence of the
energy. From this a maximum surface temper- rays of the sun on the surface, which varies
ature can be calculated using the radiation law with the time of day, season, and latitude as
for a blackbody well as with meteorlogical conditions. At

noon the insolation level is a maximum while
R = aT4, W -af (3-1) at night it is zero. At the time of the spring

and fall equinox�s. the isolation level at the
where equator is a maximum while at the poles it is

zero. In the Northern Hemisphere, the maxi-
R 'rad~arcy, W mz mum insolation level is at the summer

solstice; minimum at the winter solstice. The
a universal radiation constant variations in temperature induced by these

5.685 X lU'5 W m-2 KC4  cyclic changes in insolation would be much

greater were it not for the considerable
T temperature, K transport of thermal energy by atmospheric

and oceanic currents. Fig. 3-1 shows the
This calculation gives general insolation cycle for the earth as

1/k4 measured at the top of the atmosphere.
7 '= OA46 X.395 kWm n'2 32 (3-2)(-•5,685< I W 2 " = K (-2It is noted that, in Fig. 3..1, solar rad 'tion
This is less than the maximum terrestrial is given in units of cal cm min-l. 3i may
temperature observed, 331 K, because the be conv,;rted to the international unit for
earth is not a blackbody and heat is supplied Power density using 6,97 X 10-2 W = I Cal
by the core of the earth. n-'

"Simiarly. the mean temperature ot the The diurnal temperature cycles czn be
surface of the ea-'.,, can be rournd by equating considerably weakened by cloudy skies and
the total energy intercepted by the earth and are less pronounced in the tropical and polar
its atmosphere (0.65 irr'S where r is the regions. Typically, the air temperature in-
radius of the earth nd S is the solar constant, creases from sunrise to midafternoon sincera3u5 o -the .th tndS risath e d solarcontntry the incoming solar radiation is greater than
(4.r3 WTt); the energy being reradiated by the earth. In

midafternoon thi; balance changes. terrestrial
"*'Fot a mue wumph•rnMAve dlswu.ion vf •lni"Uauon, me r
Cup. 6, '"oSta&M datitm", of thR handbook. A eneral radiation exceeds solar radiation, arid the
Mramtea s' tflo luph is Ref. 1. teml'!rature begins to drop, Several examples
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dtectableimum blows the maiurflevel on tyle Sineatesoa rhnelativel trenpeatren tarte

surface layer, howeverthesurfeateofAsolxrmply of the sunnhudeoate &inslationi

radiation is to raise the soil temperature to a distributed through a much larer volume.
levtl above that of the air. Typical diurnal About one-tenth of the insolation reaches a
cyrles for surface soil are corapared with depth of 30 ft. Daily tcmpersture changes are
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Figure 342. Diurna Temperature Cycles

observable at least 20 ft below the surface., heated or cooled, a much larger mass is
Because of circulation and c'onvection in thereby affected and the tempera ture changes
water, the annual temperature effects extend are much slower.
to depths of from 600 to 2,000 ft, dependent
on the nature of the water body and its The atmospheric temperature cycles that
geogrphic location. When water is either result from the variations in insolation depend
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Figure 3-3. Diurnal Voriation of Air and Soil Temperatures (Ref. 12)

on the proecsses by which the surfacu soid and temperature' is raised. As noted earlier, this
water are heated and on the disposition of the proC.-,0 hias an as.ociated time lag bekau.e of
thermal energy. Where the heat capacity, the heal capacity of' the earth and air.
thermal conductivity, and convection are Maximum temperatures are thus attained first
small, the energy Is reradiated into the atmo- in the surtface soil or water, then in the
sphere but at a wavelength 0b.8 to 100 pin) adjacent air, and subsequently at higher alti-
that Is much longer than that of the incoming tudes.
solar radatlion (0.3 to 2.2 Am), At these
longer wavelenglths, 75 to 80 percent of the The annual temperature cycle depends on
rnergy is abmrked by the atmosphere and the insolation in much the samt way as the
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9 diurnal cycl. It is. however, described in sometimes more than 90 percent. Dark,
terms of moan monthly temperatures, with plowed fields absorb close to 100 percent of
the temperature minimum and maximum th.) incident radiation but, on the average,
occurring in January and July, respectively, land areas absorb 85 to 90 percent. Some of
The temperature lag, in this case the time the incident energy is used in evaporating
between the maximum (or minimum) Insola- water from the surface, whether it is land or a
tion occurring at the solstice and the maxi- water body.
mum (or minimum) air temperature, is about
24 days for continental regions, Tlhs lag Over water, approximately 60 percent of
results from the heat capacity of the land and the incident radiation is absorbed and sub-
alirmam, which is either being heated by a net seqatently used for evaporation of water or
excess of insolation over the terrestrial radia- reradiated into the atmosphere, Since the
tion or being cooled by a deficit. In cceanic specific heat of water Is from two to five
regions, the temperature lag is Iokger, typical- times that of soil and circulation results in a
ly S5 days. In the eastern Pacific and eastern large mass being heated, much more thermal
Atlantic between the Equator and Tropic of energy is required to raise the temperature of
Capricorn, the temperature lag can be over a water body. Thus, a water surface and the
100 days. In coustal regions, the lag Is air over It will not be warmed as rapidly as a
i;A~ermedlate, being Xenerallyý greater on the land surface. Marine climates, therefore, have
western margins of continents. The smallest smaller ranges of temperature than conti-
lag reported Is 10 days In South Africa while a nental climates.
number of other continental areas have re-
ported extreme mean temperatures occutring Moist air in the humid tropics absorbs long
within fewer than 25 days following the wavelength radiation during the day so that
solstice. the surface of the earth is required to give up

-_less at night; the same moist air prevents the
Some typical annual temperature cycles are heat of the surface from being transmitted

illustrated in Fig. 3-5. The lag Is readily into space and being lost. The daily ranges of
evident as Is the small span of the tropical temperature, therefore, are small compared to
climate, This small span results from the those of the temperate zones with drier air. In
relatively small variability In seasonal insola. ard climates, the dry air transmits more solar
tion as well as the larger heat reservoir radiation; the surface of the earth is heated
associated with surface and atmospheric more during the day, and at night the
moisture in the tropical region. longwave terrestrial radiation Is again readily

transmitted by the dry air. The daily ranges of
3-2.12 SURFACE TEMPERATURE CON. temperature are, therefore, large. In summary,

TROLS the average annual ranges of temperature are
smallest in low latitudes and over oceans, and

The nature of the surface of the earth is an largest over continents In the middle and
important factor In dettrmining the percent- higher latitudes.
age of the incident solar radiation that is
absorbed and thus the surface air tempera. A snow cover results In more pronounced
ture, Thus, while both insolation and the cooling of the atmosphere. Not only is the
differences between land and water determine daily insolation in a region with a snow cover
the general temperature level and the diurnal smaller than In other regions of the earth but
and annual cycles, the particular temperature also much more of It is reflected. At night,
observed at any point Is influenced greatly by the snow, being a poor thermal conductor,
local surface types. Snow and ice surfaces allows little ground heat to come to the
such as art found in the Antarctic, Greenland, surface to replenish that lost by radiation. As
and the Arctic Ocean generally reflect more a result, the snow surface and the air above
than 75 percent or the incident radiation.-- can become very cold,
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Figure 3.5. A vwrag Daoly Maximum Temperature (Ref. 13)

3-2.1,2.1 FOREST TEMPERATURES free al above the forest canopy, temperatures
are much the same as over open ground, with

Vegetation has a large effect on tempera- the tree tops taking the place of the ground
ture, particularly in a forest where the trees surface. The temperatures of leaves are often
prevent much of the insolation from reaching 5.5 deg C (10 deg F) warmer than the
the surface and heating the soil. This effect Is surroundittg air; dry leaves can be even
sufficient to define a somewhat different warmer. The canopy and the air above it
temperature regime In a forested area and, undergo a diurnal variation with a maximum
therefore, to warrant special attention. In the in the afternoon and a minimum before
"OGenOMi folemntwo thfo PiWtraph are Roes. 14 and IS. sunrise. Lapse conditions develop in the sun.
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WW BWen Air In Caopy and Nwr Ground (Ref. 14)

shine above the canopy and Inversion condi- free air well above the tree crown minus that
tions develop on clear nights as they do over of the air In the crown, T4 o t - T, tt Is the
open pound. temperature of the air in the crown minus

that of the air near the gound. Position
If the forest canopy is dense and If there Is differences Indicate Inversions. Single me-a

little or no direct exposure to sun or sky, the suroments of temperature profiles In forested
surface temperature of the ground and lower areas should be accepted with caution when
vegetation undergoes a smaller diurnal range used for equipment design or operational
than that experienced on the surface of the purposes because there are rapid changes Inr
canopy. A temperature difference of 2.8 dog temperature due to vertical and horizontal
C (5 deg F) has been found between open motions of air brought about by differentiat

spaces in the jungle of a tropical Island and heating and cooling. Changes from inversion
the forested areas. In the Withlacoochee to lapse can occur within a few minutes at the
drainage area woods southwest of Ocala, Fla,, canopy interface.
during May and June, the average daily range
in ground surface temperature on clear days Leaves at the top of the canopy, depending
was only 8.9 dog C (16 deg F) while the on their position with relation to the rays oftemperature range in a nearly gpass-covered the sun, are heated to temperatures higher

open area was 22.2 deg C (40 deg F). A than that of the surrounding air, The leaves In
difference of only 1.1 dei C (2 dog F) was turn warm the adjoining air. Inside and under
observed between the ground temperature in the canopy, fewer leaves are exposed to the
a well-shaded forest area and the adjacent air. rays of the sun so that, depending on the

density of the underztory, hot spots develop
The air Is usuaily cooler than the ground that decrease in number from the canopy to

surface at night and warmer in the middle of the pound surface and result in convective
the day. Under a heavy forest canopy, lapses turbulence. Consequently, even though Inver-
develop at night and Inversions develop during sions occur under a heavy canopy In the
the day. In open areas the opposite occurs, daytime, the air is not necessarily stable.
with inversions usually developing at night Similarly, on vloar nights leaves at the top of
and lapses in the day. Fig, 3-6 shows tempera- the canopy radiate freely to the sky, become
ture differences In a jungle on a smaU tropical cooler, and cool the surrounding air. At lower
Island, T,,r, - T40o, Is the temperature of the stories fewer leaves are exposed; thus, the air
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Is warmer than that in the canopy and the During the day the surface of the soil is
temperature distribution is that of a lapse, heated by solar radiation to a temperature
This generalization of forest temperatures will much higher than that of the air above or the
vary with the type, density, and climatic soil below. Consequently, the heat energy not
regime of the area. For less dense forests, used to change the phase of water in the soil
lapses by day and inversions by night may be is conducted away from the surface into both
expected as in open areas, If the sun is able to the air and deeper soil lmyers, The amount of
penetrate to the forest floor only during heat energy absorbed at the surface of the
midday, the temperature will show a lapse earl,, depends on the Intensity and duration
near the ground at midday but an inversion in of solar insolation and the reflectivity of the
the morning and afternoon. These aspects of surface. Since air is a poor conductor of heat,
forest instability show that care must be appreciable conduction occurs only in the
exercised in using forest temperature data for very lowest layer of the air from 0.1 to I cm
design purposes. deep. Radiation and molecular conduction are

the primary mechanisms of heat transfer In
Temperature profiles inside a heavy, low- this layer, convective transfer mechanisms

canopy jungle showed the same relationship then carry the heat to higher levels, The
as in high-canopy jungle except that effects amount of energy penetrating the soil will
ore concentrated ovur a much smaller height depend upon the thenral properties such as
Interval. These seem to be intensified by its conductivity, diffusivity, arid specific heat,
extremely heavy cover, producing, In effect, a as well as plant cover, exposure, and slope.
second ground surface at the top of the jungle Part of the radiant energy impinging on the
in tropical areas. Where a I deg C ( 1.8 dog F) soil surface is used to evaporate water from
lapse or inversion may occur over a 10-m deep the soll and to transpire water from plants.
layer over a high canopy, the same tempera- The amount of energy used depends upon the
ture difference is possible in only I m over a availability of soil water and energy, the
low canopy because of compactness. ability of the air to remove the vapor, and

other factors. The penetration depths of the
3.2.1.2.2 SOIL TEMPERATURES" diurnal and annual temperature cycles are

indicated in Table 3-5.
The soil surface, with its plant cover, plays

a vital role in the heat and water budgets of Physical, chemical, and biological processes
the atmosphere by absorbing, reflecting, and in the soil are all strongly affected by temper-
otherwise converting the solar energy Incident ature. The water retention capacity of mineral
on it. This absorbed energy is used to heat the soils decreases with increasing temperature.
air above and the soil below and to evaporate The rate of flow of air through the soil
water. The amount of' insolation reflected decreases, and that of water Increases, withback towards space and the partition of increasing soil temperature. Inreasing soil

energy between the air and soil depend to a temperatures also promote the solvent action
considerable degree on the thermal character- of water, the weathering of parent maierial,
istics of the soil and Its cover reflectivity, and similar chemical radiations, Soil tempera-
conductivity, specific heat, and moisture con- , ture also controls the rate of growth, multipli-
tent. The atmosphere is heated by the sun cation, and activity of soil micro-organisms.
primarily by way of the surface of the earth. Most micro-organisms grow best at tempera-

Therefore, any investigation of the heat tures from 7.8' to 400C (180 to 1040F)
economy of the atmosl)here must consider with optimal growth somewhere around
the thermal properties of the underlying 34.9-C (950F).
medium as well as those of the air.

eneral rereftnces (or this paragraph are Rkof. 16, 17, and The soil surface acts as a heat reservoir,
18, absorbing part of' the excess midday and
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Figure 3.7, AverSe Vertical remperature Gradient Above and Below the Surface In
Death Valley, Calif, (Ref. 12)

summer heat, and returning it during the of the soll acts to reduce climatic stresses
night and winter to the atmosphere, This imposed by airmasses Invading a region. Dur-
storage of energy lessens the temperature ing the day, when the soil surface Is usually
extremes of the Atmosphere and acts as a much warmer than the adjacent air, a steep
climatic stabilizer. The heat-storage capacity lapse rate is formed In the air, This unstable
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: Figure 3.8. Annual T•mperature Waves (Smoothed) at Various Depths in the Upper Layjew
of on Antarctic Ice Shelf (Ref. 18)

condition leads to air convection, turbulence, temperature pattern associated with the heat
and wind gustiness, and through these Island is a function of the urban terrain but
motions, to the removal of atmospheric pol- can be 5.5 deg C or more above the tempera-
lutants and water vapor from the air-soll ture of the surrounding country,
interface. During the night, the cool soil
surface creates a stable lapse rate, reducing More typically, an average temperature
the diffusing power of the atmosphere and difference of 1.2 deg C exists between the
perhaps creating a pollution problem. On the downtown area of cities and the typical
other hand, if the air is sufficiently cooler environs (Ref, 19). Within the city, the
than the soil, enough heat may flow upward temperature differences between the areas
to inhibit the formation of a nocturnal containing manmade structures and parks are
inversion and thereby reduce the concentra. significant due to the differences in thermal
tion of pollutants near the ground, Soil properties of manmade structures and follated
temperature gradients are shown In Fig. 3-7, regions. The highest temperatures are found
and diurnal and annual soil temperature in structure-containing regions of the city -
cycles In Fig. 3-3 and Fig, 3-4. In Fig. 3-8 the minimum in the surrounding suburban or
annual temperature cycles for Antarctic ice agricultural areaL. Bodies of water have
are shown, marked effects on the temperature patterns.

3.2.12.3 UR1IAN HEAT 1SLANDS*
"The urban heat island exhibits a marked

An urban complex acts as a heat reservoir diurnal oscillation with the maximum effect
producing a positive perturbation in the temp- being seen at night.
erature distribution which has been called an
"urban heat island" (Ref. 21). The horizontal In addition to the thermal properties of the

structures and the direct heating by com-
*GuIII rI reas, For thIis pWASPh an ReA.. 19 mad 20. bustion sources, air pollutants can contribute
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Figure 3-9. Northern Hemisphere Seasonal Variability of Temperature About the U.S. Standard
Atmosphere, 1962 (Horizontal arrows show range of mean January and mean July temperature.

Points are observed extremes.)

sidnflcantly to the heating of the city by place. The rate for a given place is determined
preventing the radiated heat from escaping to by measurement. Readings are averaged to
the higher atmosphere. obtain an average or normal lapse rate of

approximately 0.65 dog C/100 m. Lapse rates
3.2.1.3 ALTITUDE* refer to the temperature gradient existing in a

stationary column of air at a given place and
The decrease in air temperature, with in. time.

creasing altitude up to about 15 km Is known
as the vertical temperature gradient or lapse An invt-ion occurs when the temperature
rate. Thks decrease in temperature results of the air incoiases instead of decreasing with
from (1) increasing distance from the surface altitude. This cohdition results when:
of the eajuh, which provides the heat to the
atmosphere; (2) decreasing water vapor con- (1) Air near the ground cools off faster
tent of the atmosphere with elevation, which than the overlying air
results in lea heat being held in the air; and
(3) temperature decreases that result from (2) A warn layer of air passes over a lower
expansion of the air rising from the surface of colder one
the earth.

(3) Warming occurs due to air subsidence
The rate at which temperature decreases

with altitude varies widely from place to (4) Lttle or no air Is moved by turbulence,

"TI.M ml/aUwa btween altitude and tsmpstatur, are an- The temperature profile of the U S
-1m lina IUMetSMICSly txta, 0. Rots. 6, 7,22, 23,ond24. Standard Atmosphere is shown in FilX. 3-9
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TABLE • amount of the thermal energy is transportedTABLE 3as the latent heat of water vapor - extracting
DIURNAL TEMPERATURE AMPLITUDE AND heat from the environment when water vapor.

LAG (Ref, 12) izes and providing heat to the environment on
condensation. The global mean available solar

Height, Amplitude, Time lag, energy is 230 W m-l, of which 7UW m-2 is

ft OF min expended in evaporation of water to be later
_ _...._released as the latent heat of condensation,

5 10,5 0
10 10.1 +15 Most weather changes are produced by
25 8.9 +30 temperature differences in the atmosphere,
50 8.8 +30 Weather phenomena consist essentially of

100 8.6 +30 atmospheric motion with the accompanying
200 8.3 +40 evaporation, condensation, and precipitation
300 7.5 +r0 of moisture. Air movement depends upon

500 6.7 +70 temperature differences in the atmosphere,
while condensation and evaporation of mois-
ture depend. respectively, upon atmospheric

with observed variability around the standard cooling and heating, Heating and cooling take
temperature indicated, place by radiational processes, by molecular

and turbulent conduction, and by the transfer
| In Fig. 3-7, temperature changes in the of latent heat In the form of water vapor ,

immediate vicinity of a desert surface are (about 586 calories of heat are released when

shown tor both daytime and night conditions. I g of water is condensed at 20*C (6801F)).
With increasing altitude, the temperature Heating and cooling of air by adiabatic
(maximum or minimum) lags that observed at processes of compression and expansion also
"?round level. As seen in Table 3-6. at a height contribute to meteorological procesics.
of iOý. ft above ground level, the lag is
approximateA,, 0 min. The umplitudcs (dil-i Horizontal difference of temperature can
ference between da,;,- maximum and mini- arise both from large-scale weather distur-
mum) all decrease with increa;.'' altitude, bances and local influences. Cold and warm

fronts, thunderstorms, and tropical storms
3-2.1.4 CIRCULATION* produce widely varying values of an unsys-

, "iatic nature, varying with time and place.
Thermal energy, as noted in preious para- Frontal :;;ystems, cyclonic disturbances, squall

graphs, Is a!most totally derived front Insola- lines, or thunderstormn cause changes tii the
lion. Insolation is distributed very unevenly in vertical mixing in the lower troposphere, cloud-
both time and space on the surface-of the Imnss, and large-scale vertical air
earth. As has also been noted, the heat motions. Temperature variations accompany-
capacities of the soil and water as well as the ing changes in air movement are usuAlly
latent heat of the water do much to even out attributable to the differing temperatures of
the temporal fluctuations, However, observed the climatic regions from which the air comes,
temperatures would vary inuh more drastic Arrival of low-moisture-contert air from the
ally than Is the case if this were the only arctic ainnass, or high-moisture-content air
mechanism for redistributing thermal energy. from the subtropical arnniss, in the midlati.
Circulation currents In both the atmosphere tudes, In addition to bringing about a change
and the oceans are the primary ,nechardsm for in air temperature, affects net solar radiation
this redistribution. fi the atmosphere, a large so as to change the temperature even further.

*General references for thim puriagitph ar Refs, 6,24 and Sea surface teilperatiures In the vicinity of
23. the Equator are near 80' F. At latitude 40
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deg N. they are between 500 and 60F in the 3.2.3 TEMPERATURE DATA LIMITA-
winter and between 600 and 70*F in the TIONS*
summer (Ref. 26). In the Gulf Stream, for
example, it is estimated that 70 X 106 M3 s71 Many kinds of temperature data are mea-
of water are transported from the tropics to sured and recorded by climatologists.
the North Atlantic (Ref, 27). A very large Probably the most common temperature
amount of thermal energy is transported by value is the daily mean, from which monthly
"similar currents found in every oceanic region. and annual values may be obtained. The daily

mean temperature is usually computed by
3-2.2 THERMAL BUDGET adding the 24-hr maximum to the 24-hr

minimum and dividing by 2. Relatively few
If one considers tie thermal energy budget weather stations in the world take hourly

at the surface boundary of the earth, an temperature readings despite the fact that
equation can be constructed to identify the they provide the best basis for the mean. The
flow of energy across the boundary. Geiger difference between the highest and lowest
(Ref. 6) gives this equation as temperatures of the day is known as the

diurnal or daily temperature range.
S+B(orU)+L+V+Q+N =0 (3-4)

The mean monthly temperature is corn-
where puted by adding the daily means and dividing

by the number of days in the month. Mean
S = netsolar radiation monthly values for the year, when considered

in sequence, indicate the annual march of
8 - thermal energy flow to or from the temperature through the seasons. The term

surface in the ground "annual range" is used to denote the differ-
ence between the mean temperatures of the

U - exchange of thennal energy between warmest and coldest months. For most sta-
water and Its surfacc tions in the Northern Hemisphere, the warm-

est month is July, and the coldest is January,
L a exchange of thermal energy between but some variation exists, depending on loca-

air and the surfiace tion.

V - thermal energy entailed in vaporization When temperature values for a number of
or condensation years are averaged to provide a climatic

description of an area, they tend to mask the
Q w thermal ,r:nergy from the air provided variability and local peculiarities that may be

by advection important to the military. The parameters of
air temperature of interest to design and test

N a thermal energy carried with precipita- engineers differ from those usually reported
tion in standard temperature summarizations. The

engineer is interested in extremes, ranges,
Each of these faotors may be either positive durations, heating degree-days, air-condition-

or negative, corresponding to downward or ing data, probabilities of occurrence, and
upward flow of energy across the surface. distributional patterns in different parts of

the world. With these types of data, he is
The relative magnitudes of these factors as better able to establish design criteria for

reported by Geiger are as given in Table 3-7. satisfactory equipment performance in a given
Units employed are cal cm-l mi- I, which can area.
be converted to international units using

1 cal naf mind`' 6.97 X 102 W m-. *A generml reference for this parngtaph is Ref. 25.
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In view of the ranges of temperature -- or tries, must be examined to assure homo-
any climatic parameter for that matter - geneity of the series. Because of data vari-
arithmetic averages are usually unsatisfactory ability from such sources, the representa-
in specifying the state of the temperature tiveness, hence, the utility, of all temperature
although the description of temperature (or climatological) data is constrained to some
throughout the world has usually been so extent by a variety of sampling and data
limited. Fully as significant -but less con- processing uncertainties.
venient to summarize -- are the durations,
frequency distributions, and extreme values In the United States, an average tempera-
of temperature, or the frequency distributions ture station represents 500 mi2 of land
of joint occarrences of two or more elements. surface; a given temperature, therefore, repre-
The latter treatment is particularly important sents a sample of the temperature of other
to designers who may be unaware of the points in the surrounding region. Typically,
possible synergistic interactions of elements this region is nonuniform in geographical
of the environment whenever they consider character, and the sample is complexly biased.
only individual factors extracted from the Stations are usually found concentrated in the.
total e•:.vironment, lower-lying, flatter valley locations. Further-

more, the towns that have usually been built
Temperature often differs significantly in a up around the instrument site alter the

surprisingly short distance through the air or temperature environment. The sampling den-
along the ground, and a careful description or sity is insufficient to interpolate the climate
definition of the kind of site to which an of every town; it is, however, more than
observed temperature refers is required. The sufficient to indicate relative variations of
collection of climatic statistics is, therefore, a temperature from I yr (or decade) to another

"- sampling process, and existing statistics because simultaneous departures of these
should be taken as indicative rather than from their normals are closely parallel over
definitive, large areas. For these reasons, homogeneous

series for one station may reflect satisfactorily
Since climate is known to be changing or the historical variations of temperature over

fluctuating irregularly, the numerical descrip- 10,000 or even 100,000 mi2 , but not the
tion of temperature depends, to some extent, climate itself.
upon the time period over which the tempera-
ture statistics are compiled. A standard chima- Many factors operate to compromise the
tological period has been defined by the homogeneity of typical climatic series, Ex-
World Meteorological Organization as consist- panding cities have introduced warming
ing of the 30-yr period ending with thd most trends in temperature and complex changes in
recent decade year. Averages over this period precipitation that are not representative of
are defined as "normals"; averages of other their rural surroundings. The need to move
periods should properly denote the exact stations to new locations, with their slightly
period that was used. different temperatures, has le.ft their

combined record with discontinuities. In the
The lenjeths of temperature series vary from United States, only 2 to 3 percent of city

station to station; the series, inoreover, are first-order National Weather Service (formerly
usually not homogeneous and no statistical the U S Weather Bureau) stations have
methods exist for making them so, A homo- remained in one location for their full history.
geneous series is one that refers to the same Changes in daily observational time and in
site or its equivalent throughout the period of exposure of instruments have caused further
record. Long temperature series, widely pub- discontinuities over the years. Other sources
lished without qualifications, must be used of nonhomogencity are neglect or interpola.
with discrimination. Detailed histnries of site tion of occasional missing daiy records, the
locations, which are available for many coun- calrulation of monthly averages, and human
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error in instrument reading, recording, edit- indicated by isotherms, lines connecting
ing, comping, and printing. points of equal tenmperature. Examples are

givun in Fig. 3-10 and 3-11I in which maps of
3-2.4 MEAN TEMPERATURE DATA the world are shown with isothernis for

average temperatures in January and July.
A large amount of' data ovo temperature is Obviously, such maps can depict only the

recorded and presented in a variety of formis, .gross features of the temperature distribution,
depending on thle Sources and planned use for which can be seen more clearly by comparing
the data. Mean, maximum, minimum, and Fig 3-10 with Fig. 3-1.2. The latter shows,
range are recorded for temiperature on u daily, with equal validity, the isotherms for the
Monthly, and 11nnuLal basis. Data are available ocean regions of the world to compare with
on thle numbvi of days during which tempera- those of Fig. 3-10. Differences are evident

ture either exceeded or was less than a although the general pattern is the same. In

spring, on the length of the above-freezing ture in January for the United States is
growing season, on the normal maxima and shown. Comparison with Fig. 3-10 shows the

InnnatemperaNtures, and on other similar change in detail brought about by a change in
temperature-based descriptors. In Table 3-8 scale of the map.
some of' the sources of such data are listed
along with the types of data that they Isotherms may be employed equally well
contain. Further sources are, listed in the for in,'lcating temperature extremes. In Figs.,
Ve(le~ctiv Guide lo clinatic. Data Sources 3-14 and 3-15, the minimium temperature in
(Ref'. 28.. January and the maxim.um temperature In

July arc shown for the United States. In all of
'rer perature patterns over large arcas are these maps it is evident that isotherms have a
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TABLE 3.8

SOURCES OF TEMPERATURE DATA

Source book R _f, __Type of data

Climates of tne world 13 Mi rumi and minimum average daily temperature for Jan, Apr, July, and Oct ind, annual extreres for acproximately 800 weather stations througnout world,b
Maps of average Jan and 'uly temperatures for world

Atlas of Mean Dilly Minimum P9 eMin daily ndnimun temnporatures on 24 maps, four (Jan. Apr, July, Oct),
Temperatures each for 6 world riglcns

Estimated Frequency of Cold 30 Percentage of time durlirg the coldest monthl that temoeratures as colJ as ur
Temperatures Over the colder than -40%, -5O* -60', and -70'F are presented in 4 traps of ttue Northern
Northern tEvmisphene Hemisphere,

Atlas of Surface Temperature I 31 Approx. 8! maps showing percenrage frequency of temperatures below
Frequencies for North A specified level with 6-8 maps given for each month for North America and
Anerica and 4reenland Greenland

Atlas of Surface Temperature 32 Same as above except for Eurasia
Frequencies for Eurasia

Climatic Atlas of the 33 Normal daily maximum, minirum, average, and range of temoeratures for each
United States month with both Isoplath and station n, aps for each month,

Mean number of days with naximum temperature of 90F or above, monthly and
annual,

Mean number of days mininumr temperature 32*F and below, monthly and annual,
Mean date of last 32'F temperature in spring.
Mean date of first 32'F torpera~ure in autumn,,
Mean length of froeza-freo period
Mean total heating degrea-days, monthly and arnual

Statistical Abstract of the 34 Tabular data on occurrcnce of freeze, monthly average temperatures, normal
United States, 1971 monthly maximum and minimum, and highest and lowest temperature of record

for aeleact U.S. cities,

World Weather Records 35 Tabulated data on mean temperature (C) by yoar and month with monthly and
annual means for a large number of world.,Ida weather stations from before
1920 to 1960 in a number of volumes

Marine Climatic Alas of the 26 Mean, maximum, and minimum air temperatures and mean sea surface temperatures
world, Vol. Vill, Thea for ocean areas of the world by month
World

Study ofi Worldwide Occurrence 36 Monthly maps of percentage frequency nf turface air temperaturok freezing or
of Fog, Thunderstorms below,
Suptrcoolod Low Clouds,
and Freezing Twmperature

Ground Temperature 37 Sol) temperature maps for the world for various depths by month
Local Climatological Dote 38 Current tabular weather data including degree.days, average, minimum, and

with Monthly 4uppliments maximum daily temperatures for 287 weather stations

Climatological Data 39 Current publications on U3.. and possessions giving temperature data

Monthly Climatic Data for the 40 Summaries of worldwide climnatic data
World

Engineering Weather Data 41 Detailed temperature data for large numberof locations on every continent,
primarily frequency of occurrence of temperatures In 8-deg increments,

*These data are Included in Appendlx 8 of this handbook.

r frombell a lla1l copy.
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Figure 3-16. Mean Annual Temperature on the Greenland Ice Cap, *C (tef. 42)

generally east-west orientation brought about temperature regions are found in Africa and
by the rotation of the earth on its axis. The Australia in January; over the Southwestern
isothermns are distorted as they cross land- United States, North Africa, and southwest-
ocean boundaries and the effect of warm ern Asia in July. In January, a cold region
ocean currents is evident. The greatest distor- develops over northeastern Siberia attaining
tion results over land because of the influence temperatures below -50PF. Permanent
of various geographic features. centers of low temperature are found over the

Greenland Ice Cap and in Antarctica. In Fig.
Definite centers of high and low tempera- 3-16 the mean annual temperature isotherms

tures occur over =ontinental landmasses. High for Green!and illustrate the annual tempera-
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ture profile of a permanent cold region. Therefore, a calculated risk quantity derived
from a station probability level is often

The spacing between isotherms over the preferable. Since the degree of risk will
ocean regions in the world maps (Figs. 3-10, undoubtedly vary, depending on the problem,
3-1 1, and 3-12) indicate the relative con- different probability levels are required.
stancy of sea temperatures. The O0F isotherm
in January is pushed far northward by the Tables 3-9 through 3-11 present, for vati-
oceans but extends southward in continental ous geographic zones of the Northern Hemi-
regions, sphere, estimated values of atmospheric temp-

erature that may be exceeded 1, 5, and 10
Another way of presenting temperature percent of the time in the atmosphere at I-km

data is illustrated In Figs. 3-17 through 3-20. intervals between the surface of the earth and
In these, the percent frequency of time that an altitude of 30 km (approximately 100,000
temperatures are below the indicated value A). Annual data from 4 ' iumber of stations
are given. Maps were selected for 00F in located in the Northern Hemisphere, princi-
January and 70*F in July in order to show pally in North America, were used to produce
data on the Northern Hempisphere for the these values. The data for altitudes below 20
two extreme months. In Fig. 3-21 another km (65,000 ft) are considered more reliable
map of the United States is shown on which because they reflect a larger sample size. Since
the normal daily range of temperaturm is the number of stations from which summar-
plotted, using isopleths, for the month of ized data on temperature can be obtained is
July. rather limited, more data are required before

these probabUties can be considered final.

-- Much more data are available on surface
temperatures in the sources listed in Table A note of caution on the use of the data is
3-8, from which the maps in this paragraph justified. The temperature values have been
have b,3en extracted. In addition, temperature determined statistically for 1-km intervals,
data from approximately 800 worldwide sta- without regard to the relationship betwccn
tions are given in Appendix B. levels. Consequently, they do not represent

hydrodynamicolly consistent atmospheres.
Air temperatures above the surfoici are of

increasing importance in design. These are In each geographic zone, the minimum and
currently available inlimited quantities for maximum temperature values for a given
temperatures in the troposphere, and that probability were obtained from the station
portion of the stratosphere below 30 Ian tt a having either the minimum or the maximum
number of stations in the Northern Hemni- value for cach level between the surface and
sphere. Data on the properties of the atmo- 30 km. At some stations, the 1-, 5-, and
sphere above 30 km are too scarce at present 10-percent empirical probability levels were
to permit the development of reliable design available. At other stations listed, the 84.1-,
criteria. 97.72-, and 99.85-percent empirical probabili-

ty levels were interpolated, assuming an ap-
Meteorological parameters of the upper air proximately normal distribution (Gaussian)

vary considerably., both spatially and tempor- and computing the estimated value by a rotio
ally. Tabulations of averages obtained from taken by the 1-, 5-, and 10-percent cumulative
model atmospheres are generally of little values in the assumed normal distribution.
value in accurately quantifying the environ- Some stations that had available only mean
ment, since actual values may vary widely values and standard deviations were used
within the ranges established, The use of largely as checking stations.

( extreme values can be needlessly expensive in
design practice, since extremes may be en- Temperature data have been employed by
countered infrequently or not at all. the Army in identifying the eight climatic
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TABLE 3-9

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE TEMPERATURE OCCURRENCE WITH ALTITUDE-I-PERCENT
PROBABILITY LEVEL, aC (Ref. 43)

Altitude, Low latitude Midlatitude High latitude Hemisphere
km Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max

0 15.0 35.1 -21.1 33.1 -41.3 26.8 -41.3 35.1
S11.3 25.2 -31.8 34.1 -36.5 17.9 -36.5 34.1

2 4.5 19.2 -31.0 28.0 -37.7 10.5 -37.7 28.03m 0.9 14.6 -31.4 19.0 -41.3 4.1 -41.3 19.0

4 - 4.7 9.4 -36.0 10.8 -43.0 - 1.6 -43.0 10.8
5 -11.0 4.0 -40.7 2.5 -50.6 - 7.1 -50.6 2.5
6 -18.1 -2.0 -45.5 - 4.3 -55.5 -13.6 -55.5 - 2.0
7 - 26.1 8.0 -50.2 -10.3 -58.5 -20.8 -58.5 - 8.0

8 -33.7 -14.1 -55.0 -17.0 -63.0 -27.7 -63.0 -14.1
9 -41.1 -20.7 -59.5 -24.1 -65.9 -34.7 -65.8 -20.7

10 -49.0 -28.0 -64.5 -30.2 -68.8 -36.0 -68.9 -28.0
11 -55.8 -35.9 -69.3 -33.2 -68.8 -35.5 -69.3 -33.2
12 -61.4 -43,9 -73.0 -36.1 -70.7 -35.3 -73.0 -35.0S. 13 -67.0 -51.6 -72.3 -39.3 -70.4 -37.3 -72.3 -37.3
14 -72.0 -57.4 -72.2 -42.0 -70.6 -38.0 -72.2 -38.0
15 -77.8 -61.1 -74.4 -43.4 -71.7 -38.4 -77.8 -38.4
16 -83.7 -62.8 -76.1 -44.8 -72.6 -38.0 -83.7 -38.5
17 -87.0 -43.5 -77.1 -48.5 -73.1 -39.2 -87.0 -39.2
18 -86.1 -62.9 -77.5 -48.5 -72.7 -39.0 -86.1 -39.0
19 -81.4 -58.9 -76.2 -48.6 -66.9 -39.0 -81.4 -39.0
20 -75.4 -57.1 -72.9 -48.0 -63.4 -36.4 -75.4 -36.4

21 -75.0 -52.6 -69.6 -47.4 -68.2 -32.0 -71.0 -3250
22 -67.2 -50.9 -68.0 -46.5 -66.6 -33.0 -68.0 -33.023 -65.0 -48.5 -67.3 -45.2 -67.7 -27.6 -67.7 -27.6
24 -62.7 -45.5 -67.0 -43.9 -67°4 -27.1 -67.4 -27.1
25 -61.0 -43.5 -66.4 -4?.l -68.5 -26.6 -68.5 -26.6
26 -59.7 -41.4 -66.4 -39.4 -68.3 -25.3 -68.3 -25.3
27 -59.3 -38.3 -66.5 -37.8 -66.5 -24.3 -66.5 -24.3

28 -59.7 -39.1 -66.4 -35.6 -65.8 -29.9 -66.4 -29.9
29 -61.9 -31.9 -66.8 -32.4 -66.8 -32.0 -66.8 -32.0
30 -57.2 -29.3 -66.8 -30.8 -66.0 -32.5 -66.8 -29.3

categories identified on the map of Fig. 3-22. the forest canopy and wet-hot conditions
These climatic categories are identified as occur in the same area, but in the open. Both
follows: wet-wann and wet-hot areas are differentiated

on the basis of seasonality of occurrence of
(1) Category 1, wet-warm, and Category 2, the conditions. In the areas identified on the

wet-hot. The areas designated as wet-warm map as "nonseasonal", the conditions can be
and wet-hot are the humid tropical regions ef expected to occur only during the rainy
the world. Wet-warm conditions occur under season. In the "seasonal" areas, temperatures
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TABLE 3-10

NORTHEPN HEMISPHERE TEMPERATURE OCCURRENCE WITH ALTITUDE--4.PERCE14T
PROBABILITY LEVEL, OC (R.; 43)

Altitude, Low latitude M4idlatitude High latitude Hemisphere
km Min Max Min Max Min Max Mtn Max

0 18.3 33.2 -15.3 29.2 -33.0 21.3 -33.0 33.2
1 12.9 23.7 -26.7 31.0 -32.2 13.9 -32.2 31.0
2 4.5 17.8 -26.1 25.0 -32.4 8.0 -32.4 25.0
3 3.3 13.1 -27.1 16.5 -35.8 2.1 -35.8 16.5
4 - 2.1 7.8 -31.9 9.0 -39.5 - 3.6 -39.5 9.,0
5 - 8.4 2.3 -36.8 1.0 -46.3 -10.2 -46.3 2.3
6 -15.3 - 3.5 -41.6 - 5.7 -51.4 -15.5 -51.4 - 3.5
7 -22.7 - 9.6 -46.7 -11.8 -55.9 -22.8 -55.9 - 9.6

8 -30.3 -15.8 -52.0 -18.5 -59.8 -29.9 -59.8 -15.8
9 -38.2 -22.7 -57.0 -. 5.7 -62.3 -36.9 -62.3 -22.7

10 -45.6 -30.2 -61.5 -33.1 -63.4 -38.8 -63.4 -30.2
11 -52.5 -3C.2 -66.5 -37.0 -64.0 -39.3 -66.5 -38.2
12 -58.9 -46.4 -69.0 -40.8 -64.5 -39.9 -69.0 -39.9
13 -64.8 -54.4 -69.2 -43.0 -64.0 -40.1 -69.2 -40.1
14 -69.6 -60.' -69.9 -45.0 -64.6 -40.4 -69.9 -40.4
15 -75.9 -63.9 -72.6 -46.0 -65.6 -40.2 -75.9 -40.2(

16 -81.6 -65.8 -74.4 -47.1 -66.5 -40.0 -81.6 -40.0
17 -84.7 -66.5 -75.3 -50.3 -65.2 -41.2 -84.7 -41.2
18 -83.4 -65.2 -75.2 -50.2 -64.6 -41.0 -83.4 -41.0
19 -78.1 -62.7 -73.5 -50.0 -61.5 -4C.7 -78.1 -40.7
20 -71.8 -60.0 -69.9 -49.4 -57.7 -40.4 -71.8 -40.4
21 -67.4 -57.0 -66.3 -48.8 -62.1 -40.2 -67.4 -40.2
22 -64.1 -54.3 -64.1 -48.1 -61.5 -40.0 -64.1 -40.0
23 -61.8 -51.6 -63.8 -47.1 -63.1 -39.8 -63.8 -39.8
24 -59.8 -49.2 -63.2 -46.0 -63.1 -39.4 -63.2 -39.4
25 -57.6 -47.3 -62.4 -44.8 -63.7 -39.0 -63.7 -39.0
26 -55.8 -45.1 -62.0 -43.3 -63.0 -38.3 -63.0 -38.3
27 -54.7 -43.0 -61.7 -41.6 -60.3 -37.2 -61.7 -37.2
28 -53.8 -40.8 -61.4 -39.7 -60.6 -35.8 -61.4 -35.8
29 -52.9 -38.8 -61.2 -37.5 -61.0 -34.7 -61.2 -34.7
30 -51.7 -37.5 -60.9 -35.5 -59.0 -34.0 -60.9 -34.0

higher than the 95*F wet-hot limit may occur (2) Category 3, humid-hot coastal desert.
during the dry season. For example, in most The desert areas on the immediate coast of
of Southeast Asia, wet-hot conditions prevail the Persian Gulf and Red Sea designated as
dn•ing the wet monsoon season but, during hunmd-hot are characterized at times by rela-
the dry monsoon season, the higher tempera- tively high temperatures (100*F) combined
tures associated with in~ermediate hot-dry with extremely large amounts of water vapor
conditions apply. in the ir near the ground (dewpolnt 86' F).
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TABLE 3-11

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE TEMPERATURE OCCURRENCE WITH ALTITUIDE-10OPERCENT
PROBABILITY LEVEL, OC (Rs1. 431

Altitudes Low latitude Midlatitude High latitude Hiemisphere
km M, Max Mi Max Mio Max Min Max

0 19.7 32.3 -12.9 28.2 -26.7 17.6 -26.7 32.3
1 13.5 23.1 -23.8 29.1 -g9.8 11.4 -29.8 29.1
2 7.9 17.3 -23,3 25.4 -29.7 6.4 -29.7 23.4
3 4.2 12.6 -24.5 15.2 -33.4 0.9 -33.4 15.2
4 - 1.2 7.2 -29.4 - 7.5 -37.2 - 6.5 -37.2 7.5
5 - 7.4 1.7 -34.5 0.0 -44.3 -13.8 -44.3 1.7
6 -14.2 - 4.1 -40.0 - 6.5 -49.7 -17.0 -,4.7 - 4.1
7 -21.5 -10.1 -45.0 -12.7 -54.4 -24.8 -54.4 -10.1
8 -29.0 -16.4 -50.4 -19.4 -58.4 -32.1 -58.4 -16.4
9 -36.7 -23.3 -55.5 -26.7 -60.5 -39.5 -60.5 -23.3

10 -44.2 -30.8 -59.7 -34.4 -61.3 -41.0 -61.3 -30.8
11 -51.2 -38.8 -63.6 -39.2 -62.0 -41.2 -63.6 -38.8
12 -57.8 -47.1 -66.8 -43.2 -62.2 -41.3 -66.8 -41.3
13 -63.8 -55.2 -67.5 -45.6 -61.4 -41.3 -67.5 -41.3
14 -69.0 -61.2 -68.4 -46.9 -61.4 -41.2 -69.0 -41.2

- 15 -75.2 -65.0 -71.6 -47.6 -62.2 -41.1 -75.2 -41.1
16 -80.8 -67.0 -73.5 -48.4 -62.8 -41.0 -80.8 -41.0
17 -83.7 -67.5 -74.3 -51.2 -60.6 -41.9 -83.7 -41.9
18 -82.2 -66.0 -73.8 -51.1 -61.0 -41,7 -82 2 -41.7
19 -76.8 -63.4 -71.8 -50.9 -58.8 -41.4 -76.8 -41.4
20 -70.6 -60.7 -68.1 -50.3 -55.8 -40.9 -70.6 -40.9
21 -66.4 -57.8 -64.6 -49.7 -59.5 -40.8 -66.4 -40.8
22 -63.1 -56.2 -61.8 -49.0 -59.0 -40.5 -63.1 -40.5
23 -60.8 -52.7 -61.2 -48.1 -60.3 -40.3 -61.2 -40.3
24 -58.6 -50.2 -60.6 -47.1 -60.1 -40.0 -60.6 -40.0
25 -56.4 -48.2 -59.5 -46.0 -60.3 -39.5 -60.3 -39.6
26 -54.5 -46.2 -58.9 -44.6 -59.3 -38,9 -59.3 -38.9
27 -53.3 -44.0 -58,1 -43.0 -57.1 -37.8 -58.1 -37.8
28 -52.4 -42.0 -57.3 -41.4 -57.1 -36.6 -57.3 -36.6
29 -51.2 -40.3 -S6.8 -39.4 -57.7 -35.7 -57.7 -35.7
30 -49.7 -38.6 -56.0 -37.5 -56.3 -34.8 -56.3 -34.8

Occasionally, higher temperatures occur in temperature may be expected to be above the
these areas, but nnt in combination with such intermediate hot-dry extreme of 11 0IF, and
a high humidity value. is expected to be hotter than 125*F no more

"than I percent of the time in the most
(3) Category 4, hi. 2-dry. The areas desig- extreme part of the area.j ( , tated as hot-dry were delimited on the basis

of the occurrence of high temperatures. Din- (4) Category 7, cold, and Category 8.
ing the hottest month in a normal year, the extreme cold. The areas designated as cold
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and extreme cold were delimited on the basis compress the equivalent of hwidreds of miles
of tle occurrence of low temperatures. In the of latitudinal climate change into the relative-
cold areas, the temperature during the coldest ly short distance from its hot humid base tc
month in a normal year may bp expected to its cold peak.
be colder than the intermediate cold extreme
of -25"F, but colder than the cnld extreme of Some of the notable temperature extremes,
-50F for no more than 1 percent of the time both In the natural air and in enclosures for
in the most extreme part of the area. In the comparison, are given in Table 3-12.
extreme cold areas, the temperature during
the coldest month in a normal year may be
expected to be colder than the cold extreme 3-2A.1 COLD REGIONS
of -SOF but colder than -70OF no more than
I percent of the time in the most extreme Three of the four extremely cold winter
part of the anea. regions are outlined in Fig. 3-23. The other Is

Antarctica. In three regions, the mean temper-
(5) Cateory 5, intermediate hot.dry, and ature of the coldest month of the year is

CateDory 6, intermediate cold. Intermediate -- 25 0F or lower while the coldest parts have
hot-dry and intermediate cold conditions ap- temperatures below -40OF at least 10 percent
ply in the remaining area after the other of the time in the coldest month. The four
climatic categories are delimited. Intermediate regions are described separately on the basis
hot-dry conditions occur primarily near the of climatological records.
boundary of the hot-dry category, and inter-
mediate cold conditions occur near the (1) North America. As seen in Fig. 3-24
boundary of the cold climatic category, the center of the cold zone in northwestern
Temperatures warmer than 110°F and colder North America lies in central and eastern

. than -25*F are rare in the intermediate areas Alaska and in the adjoining ares of north-
in accordance with the 1-percent risk policy, western Canada. A less extensive cold zone Is
Pav• of the area with intermediate conditions located in north-central Canada between
are not subject to high or low temperatures. longitude 80 and 100 deg W. and iLtitude 60

and 70 deg N. In these regions, the annual
3.2.5 WORLD TEMPERATURE EX- march cf temperature follows the pattern

TREMES shown in Fig, 3-25 where data for Pt. Barrow,
M eeAlaska; Alert, Northwest Territories, Canada;
Materiel designers are most interested in a North Pole station; and the floating T-3

the extremes of temperatue at which stresses station are given. In these regions, diurnal
are most severe. Thus, the inland, high-lati- cycles are very weak as shown in Fig. 3-26. Of
tude regions of North America, Greenland, particular Interest to the design engineer is the
Eurasia, and Antarctica, which experience duration of cold temperatures as given in
extremely low temperatures during their long Table 3-13. At Alert in Canada, -40*F
winter nights, comprise the cold extremes of temperatures have persisted up to 6 days.
most Interest. Hot extremes are found In the
dry, low-latitude deserts -- the Sahaiv, th- In Alaska, temperatures of -61.1°C
Arabian, the Thar in India, the Sonoran in (-78*F) have been reported at Ft. Yukon,
North America, and the Australian Desert, An -600C (,-760F) at Tanana, and -57.2 0C
additional extreme is associated with the (--71*F) at Tok. During the severe winter of
humid regions where hot or temperate air 1964-1965 -. the coldest winter in 50 yr for
combine I with the moisture presents a corn- the area - the temperature at Tok between
bined environment that Is particularly dif- I1 December and 10 January was -56.7*C

f ficult to cope with (Ref. 45). In tropical (--70*F) or below on 3 days, -53.9*C
Sregions, a marked change in climate is found (--65*F) or below on 12 days, and -51.1*C

as elevation increases - a mountainside can (.-600F) or lower on 23 days (Ref. 61).
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Femignures were. belowti Zones0 of) placedReios o that haeaNeorthedntHmperature off 9

for aNorhetal n ofa71dhron 10xdays, belo- (-5. 0 C (-F) o r ih ocsower ove I0r ae10-yr
prtrof-539 62.89C for1 aOtal ofcu119dhrong Fivpero tirnue Norrin n Wha ellsrioath threea

days, and below -51 I. IC (-60*F) for 163 hr occurrences, Watson Lake with four occur-
on I1I days (Ref. 46). rences, and Coral Harbor and Embarras with

one occurrence each (Ref. 62).
~ ( In North-Central Canada, temperatures as

low as -53.9*C (-650F) have been recorded (2) Greenland, T1,3 frequency of occur-
at Isachsen on one occasion, and -51.1 0C rence of -40*F temperature in Greenland is
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TABLE 3-13

DURATION OF COLD TEMPERATURES, DAYS (110. 80)
(AVERAGES ARE FOR THE 10-yr PERIOD OF RECORD, 1950-601

-3O@ F -40*F
Location

Average Longest Shortest Average Longest Shortest

Alert 6.4 15s 1.6 6 0

Barrow 5.2 12 1 1.1 2 0

Resolute 7.6 12 4 1.7 4 0

Mould Say 7.6 12 2 2.2 5 0

also shown in Fig. 3-24. The lowest tempera- Basin and the Oimyakor; Plateau. Qimyakon
ture reported in Greenland is 70'C (_94*1F) with --710C (-.95.8*1F) and Vurkhoyansk
at Northire (latitude 78 deg N. at about 2,500 with -68 0C ( -90.40F) are the coldest spots.
mn in elevation), A low temperature of ---650OC Nearly 100 weather stations near the Arctic
(--.85'F) has been recorded at Eismitte, Circle record minimum temperatures of'
located 500 mi south of Norlthie. At -60 0C (--76 0F) or lower each year. These
Eismitte, the temperature was below -60*C stations are located in an area that is domi-
(-76"F), for a total of 11 3 hr in the period nated by a stable, high-pressure system in
15 January through 26 March 1931 (Ref. 46). winter, and is characterized by long polar

nights with frequent temperature inversions
During~ winter, extreme minimum tempera- due to excessive radiation (Ref. 47).

tures in the marginal zones of the ice sheet are
likely to be between --31.7' and -45 .6'C (4) Antarctica temperature extremes*. The

(250 and --50*1F), and in the interior be- station with the highest maximum tempera-
tween -5 V and --65'C (-.60' and **85*1F). tures on the Antarctic Plateau is Byrd. During
During the summer, the lowest temperatures an earl), winter bilzzard in May 19571, the
in the marginal zone usually range from -1l.I0 temperature rose to -6.9*C (I19.6'F) at Byrd,
to AI7.8' C (3Q0 ta 00F); inland they drop to reflecting the advection of relatively warm air
between -17.80 and -34.4 0C (00 and from the Ross Sea to Byrd, In January 196 1,
--30' F). The daily minimum temperatures on Byed experienced a temperature of -0.8 0DC
the ice saiect fluctuate considerably. On 10 (-.30.6*1F) which was 1.9 deg C (3.4 deg F)
occasions in a single wintei at Eisrnitte, the warmer than the previous station maximum
temperature fell more than 1 1).7 deg C (35 recorded in 1958. No other inland station has
dcg F) in 24 hr, and in one instance, the recorded a temperature within 8 deg C (14.4
temperature dropped from -14.4' to deg F) of 0"C (32 0F).
--64.40C (60 to *--84*F~) within 3 days. At
another site, on 2 May 1956, the temperature Minimum temperatures observed in Ant-
increased from --37.2*C (-- 35*1F) at' 0600 hr arctica have been far lower than any mir~i-
to 2.2 0C (280F) at 1800 hr (Ref. 63). mum experienced in the Northern Hemi-

sphere. All the interior stations in Antarctica
(3) Northeast Siberia. As seen in Fig. 3-27, experience minimum temperatuyes below

the cold zore in Siberia extends from longi- --73.4*C ( -100 0F) except Vostok I with a
tude 90 io 160 deg E. and from latitude 70 ______

deg N., and is centered in the Verkhoyansk *A jenenI rafarellm for puzapinh is Ref. 48.
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0 .

-- 7,/ ~Figure 3.8. Temperatrem Equalled or Exceeded 5 Percent of Hotlwt Month,
/ " ' "F-Western Hemisphere IRef. 64)

iminimum temperature of -73.20C the hottest month. In northwest Africa tem-
(-99.80F). Extreme minimum temperatures peratures exceed 48.8*C (120"F) as much as

• have been recoided at Vostok and Soviets- I percent .of the time in the hottest month.kaya, and, to a leser degree, at Komsomo-h-

-- kaya. All three of these stations in the cold Neither Australia nor South America has

-80*C (-II12*F). The absolute minimum than I percent of the time in the hottest
temperture measured through 1962 was month. Substantial areas in both continents
-88.3-C (-I126.9°F), occurring at Vostok in have long periods with temperatures above
August 1960. During August 1958, the ab- 37,8*C (100F) in the hottest month.
solute minimum re orded at Sovietskaya w ors

-- 86.8-C (-124.2-F) and at Komosoniols- In North America, only a narrow strip of
kaya, -80.80C (--I112.30F). The absolute land in the Southwestern United States and in
minimum temperature recorded for the South western Mexico is extremely hot by world
Pole bs -80,7°C (-I 13.3oF), which occurred standards, pre cnter of the rtes on has
in Jtly 1965o(Refe 48) t temperatures above 43.3C (110F) more

than I percent of the time in the hottet
t-2.4.2 HOT REGIONSu month. This Includes Death Valey, Calif.,

which has a record of !;6.7"C (1130117) (10
The hott.est part of the world is an artea July 1913), only I deg C (2 deg F) leow than

extend(ng from northern Africa eastward to the lonrd's record temperature.
and including most of India 9 Within the area,
m reions attain temperatures of 43.3t C In Fis o 1,28 and 3-29 the temperayuore that

(lI0I"tF)hmore than 10percent of the time is equalled or exceeded 5 percent of the
hottest month is mapped, and in Table 3-14,

*A genita refomm for h puaoph s Ro.f 64. data on high temperatures for sele,-ted United
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Figure 3.29. Temperature Equaled or Exceeded 5 Percent of Hottes Month,
OF-Eestern Imlamsphere (Ref. 64)

States stations are given. tins in direct sunshine will be exposed toj
temperatures 16.6 deg to 27.8 deg C (30 deg

The duration of very hot temperatures is of to 50 deg F) higher than the shade tempera-
interest to the design engineer. In Table 3 -15 tures (Ref. 65).
ofthemperatue dratinge Dstauatedas wer eunployen-.. OI N
ofthemaperateuretionge is atabulated as loe a-.4 SOILANDioER
from only two locations, Death Valley, Calif.,
and Andimlshk, Iran, in compiling this table. Soil temperatures, as noted in par.

3-2.1.2.2, are normally higher than air tern-
Temperatures at or above $I ý7"C ( 125* F) peratures, Some examples of soil temperatures

have been recorded in the Sahara in Algeria, are shown in Tables 3-16 and 3-17. The
Tunisia, Libya, snd in the western Sahara maximum soil temperatures In areas with high]
(where a number have exceeded 54.4*C levels of sollar radiation can exceed air temper-
(1300F)), in Death Valley and other spots of atures by more than 50 deg F.
the Colorado Desert in California and Ari-
zona, and in the Jacobobad areas of India, Sea-surface temperatures for February and
Areas where such high temporatures occur August, the coldest and hottest months,
with some regularity are uninhabited, and respectively, are given In Figs. 3-30 and 3-3 1.t records of thermal conditions are, therefore, In the North Atlantic, the seasonal variation is
hard to find. In Death Valley, temperatures of approximately 10 deg FT for a given location. '
51 .76C (I 25*F) and higher occur on about 2 Because of mixing and flow, temperatures of

rdays in 3 yr, and usually last for 2 to 4 hr. It the oceans do not compare with the extremes
is emphasized that the temperatures cited are of the soil but, where the water body is
shelter shade temperatures taken 4 to 6 ft *A__________ fr___mp i Rf.66above the ground, and that equipment opera- *IIN ewc o h mabI d ~
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TABLE 3-14

TEMPERATURES EXCEEDED 1, 6, and 10 PERCENT OF THE HOURS DURINO
HOTTEST MONTH, ALSO MEAN AND MEAN RANGE, "F (Ref. 84)

1% 5% 10% T T

Station Tamp Temp Tamp

Amarillo, Tax. 99 95 92 81 27

Atlanta, Ga. 97 92 89 79 19

BakersfieldCalif. 105 102 99 84 28

Birmingham, Ala. 99 94 91 80 21

Boston, Mass. 94 B 85 74 17

Brownsville, Tex. 95 93 92 84 17

Caribou, Maine 88 81 78 65 21
Death ValleyCalif. 123 120 117 102 29
Des Moines, Iowa 96 91 88 77 22
El Paso, Tex. 101 97 94 82 26
Fargo, 0. Dak. 94 87 84 71 25

Fresno, Calif. 104 99 97 81 37
Goodland. Fla. 101 96 92 77 31
Houston, Tex. 98 94 92 83 18

Jacksonville, Fla. 98 94 91 83 19
Laredo, Tex. 105 102 99 88 23
Little Rock, Ark. 100 95 93 82 22
Miami, Fla. 94 89 88 82 14
Minneapolis, Minn. 95 89 86 73 24
New Orleans, La. 94 91 89 82 18
Oklahoma CityOkla. 101 96 93 81 22
Phoenix, Ariz. 111 107 104 91 27
Rapid C1ty, S. Dak. 98 92 89 74 28
Sacramento,Cal If. 103 97 93 77 36
Salt Lake CityUtah 99 94 91 76 31
Sault Ste. Maritt 87 81 77 65 22

M ich..
Tucson, Ariz. 107 102 99 66 26
Washington, D.C. 97 92 89 78 18
Wichita, Kan. 105 98 95 81 23
YUPa, Ariz. 112 108 106 94 28

T - mean monthly temperature in hottest month

Tx " mean daily maximum temperature for hottest month

Tn mean daily minimum temperature for hottest month
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TABLE 3.15 limited in extent and shallow, water tempera-
J tures will approach those of the soil. In

AVERAGE DURATIONS OF VERY HOT TEMPER. flowing water, the temperature varies widely
ATURES (WITHIN GIVEN AMOUNTS BELOW THE and is a function of local geography and
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE, 110 0F OR HIGHER) hydro:ogy.

(RMe. 12)
3-3 INDUCED TEMPERATURE ENVIRON-

Deg F Average no. MENT

below maximum of hours Natural surface air, soil, and water tempera-

0 2 tures are of primary importance b,,t do not
1 3 provide a complete description of the materiel
2 4 temperature environment. The interiors of
3 5 equipment, storage containers, shelters, and

4 6 buildings can experience temperatures conuid-
5 7 erably different from the reported tempera-

tures of the natural epvironment. The temper-
6 7.5 atures obtained in these circumstances depend
7 8 to a considerable extent on the reflectivity of
8 9the exposed surfaces and on the thermal

9 9.5 properties of items exposed.!10 10
11 10.5 If the surface has a low heat capacity and is

12 1 i inefficient in transferring heat to and from

13 12 the interior, the interior temperature can be
14 12.5 considerably different from that of the sur-

* 15face. ° hus, the ordinary Dewar flask can
16 13 maintain temperatures very much above or
17 134 below the ambient because its surface reflects

18 14.5 radiation efficiently and because the thermal
transfer from the surface to the interior is

TABLE 3-16

MAXIMUM RECORDED SOIL TEMPERATURES (Ref. 37)

Temperature• Station
'-O F "cc

Loango, French Equatorial Africa 180 82

Cairo, Egypt 155 68

Germany 154 68

Poona. India 167 75

Tucson, Ariz. 165 74

British Columbia, Canada 160 71

SNanking, China 147 64

Silkakangas, Finland 145 63
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TABLE 3.17 (
GROUND SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND CONCURRENT AIR TEMPERATURES AT SELECTED

A.ASAN STATIONS (Ref. 371

Ground temperature Air temperature
Station

OF 0C OF OC

Barrow -32.3 -3,.7 -47.8 -44.3

Big Delta -39.4 -39.7 -44.4 -42.4

Watnwright -36.5 -38.1 -34.0 -36.7
Name 10.8 -11.8 7.0 -13.9
Fairbanks 18.9 - 7.3 - 8.0 -22.2

very low. A building with a reflective roof will In vehicles, hot temperatures can be a
have a coo3ler interior on a hot sunny day than particular problem. The cockp;' of an mir-
one with an absorbent roof. Insulation of a plane, with the canopy closed, ,ara reach
building protects the interior from extremes 160"F as shown in Fig. 3-36. Other aircraft,
of outside temperatures. On the other hand, a at China Lake, Calif.. showed the maximum
dark colored, largely metallic tank can experi- temperatures listed in Tzble 3-19. In an M60
ence very :dgh temperatures under direct solar Tank, interior air temperatures of 140*F have
radiation. A large amount of empirical data been recorded as shown in Table 3-20.
has been accumulated on the temperatures
experienced by military materiel. Some ex- Ammunition storage facilities obtain a large
imples of high temperature are given in the amount of insulation when covered with
figures and tables that follow, earth. Data on i I magazines are given in

Table 3-21. Th•se data are based on a large
Artillery ammunition exposed to direct number of measurements extending over as

solar radiation in an extremely hot region much as 6 yr.
experiences temperatures 35 dog F above the
ambient as shown in Fig. 3-32. However, In Fig. 3-37 temperatures are shown for an
when left in the storage containers, the Army warehouse in which experiments were
ammunition temperature approxim-ted that performed to assess the effects of insulation
of the ambient. Fig. 3.33 shows average and ventilation. The control area was not
diunwl temperature cycles for antipersonnel ventilated but the test area was. The advan-
mines both in the ground and in their storage tage of ventilation is apparent -- a 10 deg F
containers in a hot desert environment. At temperature reduction. These data - taken at
Yuma, Ariz., where much temperature data Richmond, Va. - indicate the storage temper-
representative of a hot region are obtained, atures experienced on a hot day (maximum of
the noon temperatures of various items of 96°F outside air temperature) in a temperate
materiel are given in Fig. 3-34. Boxcars climate.
exposed to the sun at Yuma showed the
temperatures given in Table 3-18. Inside a The induced temperature environ-
gasoline storage tank, the average weekly ment - i.e., that determined by the properties
maximum and minimum temperatures over a of materiel and structures, by operational
45-wk period fell within the ambient cx- procedures, and by energy dissipation - will
tremes as shown in Fig. 3-35. usually be high compared with the natural
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140 PROJECTILE CASE SKI

130 EXPOSED ROUNDS

120 POETL

I/AMBIENT J

PROPELLANT i0 0 1 i~~N\ *%~

K .5%

90 2501

150

50

00

TIME, 24-hr clock

Figure 3M. Temperture Conditions Encountered During Storage of 105 mm, /IEP-Tr carblie
~ ( (Stored In shipping containe ..*h expowiwe to direct so/r radfation, 21 August i9N?1 (Ref. 67)
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A.-UPPER FACE, -MAIN CHARGE
MINE BODY CONTAINER

140 -,.

130 - Is .' "'••'- SURFACE

* B__....MAIN CHARGE ..
CONTAINER

B._UPPER FACE, /

110- MINE BODY "

100 , " AMBIENT'-' -- "_•"

90 Note: Htns EMplaced, A In Desert Soil,
Sin Sand, 28 June Through 23 August 1961

160

SURFACE - i'140 ..- •

130 .A-MAIN CHARGIN A.-UPPER FACE,
CONTAINER MINE BODY•!, 120 -/.

110 - B-.-UPPER FACE,.!--"" .

MINE BODYS_.A.N CHARGE .•"
,.'' Note: Mines Stored In Containers,

6 June Through 28 June 196?

TIME, 24-hr clock

Figure 3.33. Avwger Daily Tempwerture Cycle During Emplacement end Storae of Anti.
pwrsonnel Mine (Canadlan "Elsie") (Ref. 67)
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TABLE 3-18.

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES IN STANDING BOXCARS AT YUMA, ARIZ., Or- (Ref. 57)

Absolute maximum Lowest daily maximum

Roof air 152 (11 Aug) 93 (30 Apr)

Top center 119 (15 Aug) 81 (30 Apr)
carton

Food 113 (15 Aug) 79 (30 Apr)

*Measurement in cartons of canned vegetables where top
center carton was about 5.5 ft from roof of boxcar

temperature environment. Insolation can and complexity of the problems to be considered.
does heat objects above ambient. On the The simple task of measuring air temperature
ether hand, objects are seldom colder than on a sunny day can result in a wide range of
the environmental extreme': of cold tenpera- values when untrained personnel are employ-
tures because of the inherent thermal transfer ed. The problem of observing, monitoring,
process - air obtains its thermal energy from and recording of temperatures in a variety of

the ground, water, and other surroundings. materials and substances throuihout the earth
However, on a givens day, it is possible for emphasikes the need for careful consideration
interior temperatures to be lower than outside and refined techniques. Only a few of the
temperatures. This is most evident in the more relevant topics associated with tempera-
natural case observed in the Arctic where large ture measurement can be presented here.
regions have a permanent frozen layer under
the surface soil and the temperature of water If an accurate and rapidly responding
often remains very close to the freezing thermometer is exposed to the air and the
temperature. temperature is continuously recorded, it will

often be found that in a period of 10 min, the
3-4 MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMEN- temperature will vaj,,y by 2 deg F or more.

TATION Similarly, if the same thermometer is carried
on a vehicle over a short distance, tempera-

The NBS Bibliography on Temperature ture variations of from 2 deg to over 20 deg F
Measurement contains over 2,000 references can be found in a distance of 2 mi or less. The
for the period from 1953 through December observations are made in order to emphasize
1965 (Refs. 72, 73, 74). This is cited in order that the measurement of air temperature to
to indicate the complexity of temperature an accuracy of greater than I deg F is not
measurement, A large number of special justified. Even for water temperatures, the
mensuration problems are associated with temperature gradient with depth is so large
temperature - these problems are found in that precision of greater than 1 deg F is not
cryogenics, plasma research, combustion, justified for routine observations. Soil temper-
space, and almost all other advancing tech- ature does not vary as rapidly so that ac.
nologies (Ref. 75). In limiting consideration curacies of 0.1 deg F or better may be
to temperature as an environmental factor, it employed. When measuring the temperature
is possible to reduce but not to eliminate the of exposed materiel, the constancy of the
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180

160 160-/ "-' -•'LOSED CANOPY

140-

"N CANOPY
0

SCLOSED CANOPY TEST:

MAX 108I F

80- MIN 82OF
OPEN CANOPY TEST:

MAX 113*F
MIN 84PF

W60 I.... I i__
0700 1200 1600 2000

1IME, hr" of day

F'juw ,• , Open and Closed 847E Airplane CocklAw w•ievpezatuai at Yuma, Ariz. (Ref. 68)

temperature being measured should be con- sured - have led to" the development of alter-
sidered before any accuracy requirement is nate methods of temperature measurement.
specified (Ref. 76).

These include measurement of radiation
Changes in the physical characteristics or from the substance being measured, the prop-

properties ok matter resulting from tempera- aption speed of sound waves through it,
ture change serve as the basis for a wide electrical or magnetic properties of the sub-
variety or temperature measurement methods. stance, and its spectroscopic properties. A

The most widely used effect is the expansion majority of the properties of matter coante
and contraction of matter due to heating and with temperature, thus providing a variety of
cooling, respectively, and is exemplifed by usable phenomena but also cimplicating the
gas, liquid, and metallic thermometers. measurement. Each technique is best for some

specific measurement; none serves well for ol1
However, the limitations of this type of temperature measurements.

instrnuent - for example, the necessity for
contact and thermal equilibrium of the instru- The following summary of underlying
ment with the medium being mea- physical principles of temperature measur-
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TABLE 3.19

".-J, DISTRISUTION OF MAXIMUM LOCAL T.MPERATURES IN AIRCRAFT
(DURING SUMMER TESTS AT CHINA LAKE, CALIF.) (Ret. 6)

Temperature, OF
Aircraft
and date Ambient On Instrumnt Inside top On cockpit

panel of canopy floor

F-84, NOTS*
19 July ...... 109 168 155 140
19 August .... 106 167 145 134
18 July ...... 111 167 153 140
17 July ...... 108 167 159 137
16 July ...... 107 166 151 136
15 July ...... 107 164 153 134
12 August..... 107 164 149 135
13 July ...... 101 163 152 132
6 August .... 106 163 ISO 1357 August .... 108 163 150 135

20 July ...... 105 162 157 133
20 August .... 105 162 144 131
8 August .... 105 161 147 136

f 4MD, NOTS*
26 July ..... . 104 165 170 137

6 August 106 164 171 134
11 August .... 106 162 173 135
12 August .... 107 162 176 137
19 August 106 161 172 133

9 September 101 161 171 135

MD, El Centro
18 August .... 119 162 183 152

'How Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Calif.

ment is presented in terms of the major formation caused by the differential expan-
physical effect involved: sion is employed for temperature indication.

increaus in stress occurring in a material
(I) Expauion. Liquids, gases, and solids when its length is held constant while its

expend and contract with tempe-ature temperature increases are proportional to the
changes. Liquid-filled, s-filled, and bimetal- temperature increase. Indirectly, the expan-
lik thermometer are the most frequently used sion of metals is also wed to me.wre temnlr-
.pupllcations of this principle. Liquid-fied ature through the expansion of an X-ray spot
thermoniters using mercury and alcohol are pattern of the crystal lattice.
most common. In gas thenrometen, the
increase in pre== is often employed to (2) FBectdca/. The gnur electrical effect
indicate the temperature. In bimetallf- accompanying a taepemtum cldv.ip is the

i thermometen, the differential expansion of chnge in conductiviy of metals and swmncon-
two metals bxonded together is utilized, De- ductors. The resstance of metals increases
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TABLE 3-20

SURFACE TMPERATURES OF AN US0 TANK
EXPOSED 10 SOLAR RADIATION (R". 651

Location TWmpO *F

Outside air ...................... 115

Interior air ..................... 140
Exterior surface ................. 150

Interior wall . 140-145

Amnition rack .................. 130-135

with increasing temperature; that of semicon- increases in temperature, speed decreases in
ductors decreasm with increasing tempera- solids and liquids but inceases in gases. This
tu•e. Resistance thermometers, thermistors, principle is the basis for ultraonic thermo-
and semicondactor thennometer; utilize thes metry. As temperature increases, the rate of
effects. The thennoelectric effect wherein a change of sound velocity is greatest at low
voltage is generated at the heated junction of temperatures for gases, essentially constant
two dissimilar metals serves as the basis for for liquids, and maximum at high temperature
the widely used els of thermometers known for solids. Sound waves are sen: either
as thermocouples. th-ough a medium or through a secondary

material in thermal equilibrium with the
(3) Optical. Radiation thennometry or medium being measured. Material employed

optical pytometry is an application of the as secondary sources are either quartz crystals
Stefan-Boltzmann Lawv, which states that the or thin wires.
emission of total radiant energy from a body
is proportional to thc fourth power of its (5) Chemical. ChAnges in chem•zal co•npo-
absolute temperature. &Voth visual and photo- sition and the rate of citemical reaction as a
electric optical pyrometers are highly accurate result of heat changes serve as the basis of a
for measurwn high temperatures. Infrared variety of techniques for measuring tempera-
thermometry using seuitive detectors arm ture. Changes in color, texture, and shape are
being increasingly utilized in commercial and sed as indicators of templrature change and
military applications. Advantages of optical temperature kvels. The chemical changes in
techniques are that they can be used at a the substances employed may be permanent
distance and do not require thermal equilibri- or reversible. Materials used in these tech-
mu between the instrument and the substance niques include liquid crystals, minerals, wax
being measured. They can be used equally crayons, pellets, and paints. They are inex-
well on static or moving objects. The rapidity pensive but have limited accuracy and sensi-
of emission changes in response to tempi•a- tivity.
ture changes makes these techniques well
suited to measurement of highly transient 34.1 TEMPERATURE MEASURING IN-
temperatures. STRMIENTS

(4) Acoulical. The speed of sound is a A variety of senCscs and instruments have

function of temperatur. In general, with been developed for use in temperature mea-
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surement. Sensors include liquid-in-glass ther- calibrated, can be quite accurate. Mercury
mometers, thermocouples, thermistors, pyro- freezez at -38.89*C (-38* F) and alcohol, at
meters, infrared detectors, thermopiles, gas -117.3"C (-179.14*F), limiting the lower
thermometers, and bimetallic thermometers. temperature to which these types should be
Instruments range from simple indicators to used. The temperature range of liquid-filled
others that can provide a linear graph with thermometers is from approximately - I Ir
time, a digital record, a digital display, a to 1,204*C (-180' to 2,200*F). Seme types
twodimemional display with temperature are sensitive to changes as small as 0.006 deg
proportional to brightness or color, or provide C (0.01 deg F). In general the useful tempera-
a graph of temperature as a function of ture range is in invene ratio to sensitivity.
another variable. Almost any desired precision
can be obtained. Maximum and minimum thermometers are

a type of Uiquld-inglass thermometer useful
With respect to precision and to the for obtaining dally average temperature. This

amount of data, it is important to consider the is the standard method of the National
usefulness of the data. As previously noted, Weather Service. On individual days, consider-
measuring natural air temperature, for ex- able difference may exist between the average
ample, t-3 a precision greater than I deg F is of the hourly temperatures and the daily
illogical; equally undesirable would be record- averae.
ing temperature at I-s intervals in a weather
station. For some purposes, e.g., evaluating The most common maximum thermometer
the performance of a heat sink in an electron- is a mercury-filled glass-tube type with a fine
ic assembly, higher precision in temperature constriction in the bor near the bulb. The
measurement is desirable. Choosing the remaining space in the tube is a vacuum.
proper sensor and instrument for a given When the mercury in the bulb expands, it is
temperature measurement is essential. forced past the constriction; when it con-

tracts, the mercury that has been forced past
The discussion that follows provides infor- the constriction remains there so that the

mation on the common meteorological instru- maximum temperature reached will be in-
ments as well as some designed for laboratory dicated. This thermometer is reset by swing-
use and is based on several of the many ing it with the bulb down so the centrilfugal
excellent discussions of such instrumentation force pushes the mercury past the constric-
(Refs. 76, 77). tion into the bulb.

3-4.1.1 LIQUID-IN-GLASS THERMOM- Minimum thermometers are usually liquid-
ETERS in-glass types, with ethyl alcohol (C2 Hs OH)

used as the liquid. Pentane (C5 111 2 ) and
These thermometers are invariably used for toluol (CG HsCH3 ) may also be used. A black

routine observations in the laboratory and for glass dumbbell-shaped rod, called the index, is
air temperatures -- including maximum, mini- located inside the column of liquid in ýhe
mum, and wet-bulb temperatures. They in- bore of the thermometer and, as the tempera-
dude the common mercury-fidled or alcohol- ture falls, surface tension at the top of the
filled indicating thermometers, The mercury- alcohol column pulls the index down. When
filled thermometers are usually more accurate the column rises, the alcohol flows past the
and maintain their accuracy better than those index leaving it at the point of minimum
filled with alcohol. Mercury-in-glass thermom- temperature. The thermometer is reset by
etcrs indicate temperatures by virtue of the tipping the bulb end up until the index
differential expansion of mercuiy and glass. returns to the top of the column of alcohol.
Mercury thermometers, if prepared under
carefully controlled conditions and carefully When using the alcohol thermometer, care
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must be taken to insure that none of the fluid of small springs. This thermometer is reset by
has evaporated from the surface of the Liquid drawing the steel indicator back to the level
and condensed somewhere near the top of the of the mercury with a magnet.
thermometer. If this condition is not cor-
rected, the top of the main column of liquid 3-4.1.2 BIMETALLIC THERMOMETERS
will be too low. Sometimes, wlt.en jarred, the AND THERMOGRAPtIS
column will separate, forming one or two
bubbles in the main column, causing the top The temperature-sensitive element of a
of the column to be too high. It may take bimetallic thermometer is an elongated strip
from 5 to 10 ruin of tapping, a bath of made of two metals bonded together. The
crushed ice, or a salt-ice mix'Wre to unite the metals have different coefficients of expan-
segnunted columns. Erron in the minimum sion so that the strip deforms with a change in
reading may also result from vibrations or temperature. One of the materials used is
other disturbance of the instrument, which generally Invar (an iron-nickel alloy), since it
can cause the indcx to change position. Both has a low coefficient of thermal expansion.
maximum and minimum thermometers are The other is usually brass (for low tempera-
exposed in an almost horizontal position: the ture) or nickel (for higher temperature).
maximum with bulb slightly higher than the Deformation is indicated by a pointer on a
top, the minimum horizontal. A mounted pair
is shown in Fig, 3-38. Unless high ventilation
and good rsdistion shielding are provided,
errans of 1.7 deg or 2.2 deg C (3 deg or 4 deg
F) can occur.

Another type of maximum and minimum
thermometer (Six's), which uses glycerin
(HOCH2 "CIHOH-C 2H OH). indicates both
points on the same instrument (see Fig. 3-39).
The glycerin bulb is attached at one end of a
U-tube and an expansion chamber Ls at the
other end. The U-tube is partially filled with
mercury. which moves back and forth as tht
glycerin expands or contracts. One side is
calibrated to read minimum temperatures,
which decrease as one reads up the scale.
Because of this, it is easy to make a mistake in
reading since the maximum and mininmum
scales are read in opposite di'ections. Small
steel indicators float on the mercury on each
side of the U-tube. They are held at the Fire i ,.m Maximurn-Minimum Six's
highest point reached on either side by means The"rmnrter
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SPIRAL

CONTAINER POINTER

Figure 3-4a BimeafSINc Maximum-Minimum
SThermometerIITIG

temperature scale. Choice of exposure, so as SCALE
to eliminate the effects of radiation, is im-
portant. A bimetallic thermometer that in-
dudes pointers indicating maximum and mini-
mum temperatures is shown in Fig. 3-40, Figure 342. Operating Principle of VaporPluuure Thermometer

When properly constructed and calibrated,
a bimetallic thermometer may be accurate, connected by capillary steel tubing to the
but many of the inferior indicating thermom- recording mechanism. In this type, a bulb (the
eters of this type ame unreliable. A bimetallic sensitive element) is filled with liquid, gas, or
strip is often used as the sensing element in a vapor, which expands when heated. The
thermograph such as shown in Fig. 3-41. If increased pressure is transmitted to the indi-
blowing snow crystals should fall on the cating or recording mechanism by means of
bimetallic strip, erroneous readings may re- capillary tubing. The pressure change is cali-
suit, particularly when the ambient air is brated on a temperature scale. The principle
above freezing. A Bourdon tube, a bent, metal of this is illustrated in Fig. 3-42. Considerable
liquid-filled container of elliptical cross sec- accuracy can be attained. Owing to the
tion which straightens out when the liquid is thermal mass of the bulb, the instrument is
heated, is also used in thermographs. This slow in responding to change and presents
type of thermograph is very convenient to use problems in radiation shielding. However, it is
and is also accurate if shielded from radiation, well suited to ground temperature measure-
rain, and snow. ments. A soil maximum-minimum thermom-

eter using this principle is shown in Fig. 3-43.Remote thermometers or thermographs are

sometimes made with a sensitive element

Figure 341 Soil Maximurnw Miir9wum Ther-
Figure 3-41. Twrrmograph Enploying moneter With Capillary Tube Connecting,

Bimetallic Coil Ws Sensor Sensor and Indicator
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Thurmopapphs an1 leas accurate than by a sheath. A platinum coil on a mica frame
iqukd-4n-gas thermometers, but, if carefully is used for precision thermometry.
maintained, errors may be reduced to t 0.5
deg C (* I deg F). All thermograph ?eadings Copper elements i,'e used up to about
should be checked regularly. The most ac- 121 C (250OF) and nickel up to about 3160C
curate method of checking a thermograph is (600(F). Platinum wire is used up to about
to test it in a thermostatic chamber at least 1315°C (2,400F), although evaporation
one every 2 yr. Checking by comparing with causes some zero drift in the readout above
control thermometers can be done more 53C (1,000F).
often. When this is done, it should be borne in
mind that different thermometers (mercury- An upper limit for platinum is about
in-teel, for example) have different lagcoef- I ,593*C (2,900*F) when the platinum wire is
fidents. This must be taken into consider•- embedded in pure alumina to decrease the
tion by checking when the air temperature is offeeft of contamination.
not Changing rpidly.

Semiconducting elements are used in
The temperature rang of bimetallic ther- thermistor sensors. Their useful range is (tom

mometors is from -W40 to 42rC (-40 to -45.6- to 316*C (-SO0 to 60VF). Materials
S0F). Accuracy is usually ± 5 percent, used ane generally oxides of nickel, iron,
although it can be as high as * I percent. cobalt, copper, magnesum, or titanium. Their

temperature coefficient of resistance is about
34.1.3 RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS* 10 times that of metallic elements so that

narrower temperature spans and greater sensi-
Electrical thetmometers are of two tivity are obtained. Response time is on the

types - resistance and thernmoectric. Neither order of milliseconds. Tolerances on nominal
of these types is widely used in weather reistances can be kept to about ± 0.5 K
shelter, but both are employed - chiefly in percent.
laboratories - for measurement of tempera-
ture gradients in small spaces or at remote Diamond thermistor devices measure temp-
points. For precision memumrents, some erature continuously and accurately from
form of potentiometer circuit is used; for lea -129* to 343C (-200 to 6S0F). The only
accurate work, an out-of4alance bridge cir- thermistor available that can sens over this
curt is used in the case of the resistance wide range without discontinuities, the
thermometer. The low voltage levels associ- diamond thermistor, exhibits excellent repeat-
,ted with these istrudents sometimes gives ability, high stability, and fast rewome. The
accuracy problems due to electrical noise, drift in resistanev with time (requiring a

chang in calibration) is extremely small. ,i
Resistance thermometers depend upon the resistance thermometers require application

couan in electrical resistance with tempera- of current in order to obtain a reading. Since
tur. Most metallic remsithnce thermometers this results in power dissipation, self-heating
,-t made from aem of three metals - plati- results. For accuracy, this self-heating must be
numn, nickel, or copper. Platinum is used 'or kept small.
fundamental standards since it maintains its
calibration.for-a on pwod Nickel is satis-
factory fer secondary standards and, when a 3-4.1A THERMOELECTRIC 4HERMOM-
dome linea relation between resistance and ETERS
temperat-,re is desired, copper is used. The
senitive element consists of a coil supported A current flows in a themoelectric ciruit
in air, or some o r medium, and protected if It cmisi o-t" two dissimilar metals andi-I

the varous junctions between these metals ar
Guum nhmamm fw th pmupaph an RM. 77 -a 7L not all at the same temperature. When only
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9 two metals are used, the total emf in the generated pulses possess a frequency that can
circuit is proportional to the difference in be measured by ordinary instruments and
temperature of the rfefrence and the measur- read as temperature. Measurement is im-
ing junctions. The reference junction is always mediate and independent of solar radiation.
kept at a constant temperature (eg., in a
container with melting ice). Thermocouple Quartz thermometry is based on the semi-
instruments are especially useful for differ- tivity of the resonant frequency of a quartz
ential measurements and c4P be made to have crystal to temperature change. The tempera-
a lag coefficient of only I or 2 s. A thorough ture range of natural quartz thermometers is
discussion of thermoelectric thennometry has -80 to 250 0 C (-I I2r to 4820F). Below
been published by Roeser (Ref. 78). -80*C (-I 12F), synthetic quartz crystals

are required. The quartz thermometer is
Precision high temperature measurements considerably more linear than a platinumi

are made with platinum and rhodium alloy resistance thermometer: 0.05 percent of the
(90 parts platinum to 10 parts rhodium). span from -40* to 250*C (-40 to 482°F)
Copper and constantan (Cu-Ni alloy), afford- for quartz compared to a typical figure of
Ing a much larger emf per degree of tempera- 0.55 percent for the same range for a resist-
ture, are usually used for meteorological ance thermometer. Linearity of the quartz
measurements. Iron and constantan, thermometer is superior to that of thermo-
Manganin and constantan, and Chromel and couples and thermistors, which have a lineaui-
Aluniel are also used. Table 3-22 gives applica- ty that is approximately exponential. Usable
tion information for the more common ther- resolution of quartz thermometers is about
mocouples and calibration voltages are illus- 0.0001 deg C for both absolute and differ-
trated in Table 3-23. Complete calibration ential measurements.
tables are available from the manufacturers of

~ _ thermocouples and from the National Bureau The quartz thermometer is equal to plot-
of Standards. inurn resistance thermometers and therno-

couple measuring systems with respect to
repeatability, long-term stability, speed of

34.1.5 ACOUSTICAL THERMOMETERS* response, self-heating, and probe interchange-
ability. Other characteristics are direct digital

The speed of sound in a medium is a readout (no bridke balancing, or reference to
function of temperature. Free-air tempera- tesistance-temperature or voltage-temperature
tures, for example, are determined in one of tables or curves), immunity to noise and cable
the commonly used methods by using a short resistance effects, no reference, function, and
pulse of high-frequency sound generated by good interchangeability between sensing
applying a voltage to a piezoelectric crystal. probes. This instrument is, however, expen-
This is propagated through a fixed distance sive (' $3,000).
and received by im identical piezoelectric
receiver, which generates a voltage that is Acoustical measuremer t techniques have
amplified. The voltage, after being peaked, is been employed to measure temperatures of
fed back to the pulse generator, which causes cryogenic gases, plasmas, molten glass, and
a new pulse to be initiated. The time between solids over a temperature span from -456* to
pulses is the total time taken within the over 6,0OO*F.
electrical circuit from the receiver to the
outgoing pulse, which is constant, and the 34.1.6 RADIATION THERMOMETRYV
transmission time, which depends on tempera-
tuwo. The distance between transmitter and Thermometers based on the change in

r( receiver can be arranged so that succesively

*Gc WsWi Pf.m..s F& this pmwmi& azsm Rbs. 77 ad 79. atd
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HOT OB~JECT LENS

STIIEEMOPILE

COMPENSATOR 
RECORDING

Figure 3-14. Principle of Radiation Pyrometer

electromagnetic radiation with temperaturv One type of infrared instrument consists of
include pyrometers and infrared thermom- a sensing head with aiming sights and con-
eters. Radiation pyrometers utilize different trols, aiplifiers, and indicating meter. For
sensitive elements such as thermocouple junc- continuous measurements, the sensing head
tions, thermopiles, thermistors, photovoltaic may be bracketed or tripod mounted; an
cells, and photoconductive or photoemissive electrical output is provided to drive standard
cells. Two-color radiation pyrometers measure chart recorders and controllers. Operation of
the relative intensities In two fractions of the the instrument follows. Radiation from the
electromagnetic spectrum, and their ratio selected target and from an internal, con-
provides a measure of temperature that does trolled cavity is alternately sensed by a
not require the emissivity of the substance to thermistor bolometer detector. Because it is
be known (emissivity is the ratio of the actual sensitive only to standard bandwidths of long
energy radiated to the theoretical maximum wavelength radiation between 8 and 14 Am, it
or blackbody level), The principle of a radi&- is capable of accurate measurement of temp-
tion pyrometer is shown in Fig. 3-44. erature as low as -45 0 C (-50'F), far beyond

the limits of usefulness of radiometric devices
Optical pyrometers measure temperatuie sensitive only to short infrared wavelengths.

by comparing the radiant intensity of an Temperature readings are shown directly on
incandescent object with an adjustable, cabl- meter scales.
brated reference element. Balancing of inten-
sities can be done either visually or by a The infrared thermometer is sensitive to
photocell. The range of optical pyrometers is radiation in a spectral region in which water is
from 537' to about 4,5000 C (1,0000 to highly emissive and the atmosphere is trans-
8,000F) and give readings to about ± 5.5 deg parent; it can, therefore, look through the
C (± 10 deg F). Those types in which the atmosphere to make accurate readings of
balancing is performed by the human eye can water surfaces. Special calibrations can be
achieve a high level of precision ± 0.05 deg C made over a total span of From .45" to
(±0.1 deg F) at 1,010TC(1,850 0F). 1,100-C ( -50° to 2,000'F); accuracy is

independent of altitude or distance, Infrared
An infrared thermometer measures the thermometry is used extensively in airborne

temperature of materials, hot or cold, moving equipment for obtaining thermal profiles of
or static, without physical contact through terrain. Infrared radiometers are also used for
application of the principle that radiation satellite mapping of both land and water
from an object is proportional to the fourth temperature patterns.
power of the absolute temperature (Stefan-
Boltzmann Law). Response to temperature 3-4.1.7 CHEMICAL KINETIC THERMO-
change is instantaneous at any distance and METRIC DEVICES*
changing intervening conditions normally
have negligible effect upon the accuracy of Pyrometric cones are slender trihedral pyra-
mneasurement. *A general reference for thbi paragrnph h Rof. 77.
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300PF), but temperature color bands can be
set with ranges as narrow as 2' or up to
[ 50C (3.6* or 3000F). Measurement is pot-
aible to 0.1 degC(0.18 des F). Their pduiasy
application is In thermal.wradlent mappiWg;
other applications include thermal Imaging of
heating elements, studies of air.Jet Impinge-
mont, mapping of electronic assembly temper-
atures, and nondestructive testing.

34.2 METEOROLOGICAL TEMPERA-
TURE INSTRUMENTATION AND

34.2.1 SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURE*

The station temperature of synoptic
meteorology Is known as surface air tempers,
ture or standard instrument shelter temlra-
turn. In the United States and in other official
meteorological omies throughout the world,

Figure 34. S"tndebvi Weather the standard method ot observation is by
InwrumrntShMter enclosure of meteorological instruments In

the free air of a white-painted louvered box or
rids composed of mixtures of minerals that Stevenson screen (Fig, 3-45) located about

S soften and bond when heated. By suitably 4.5 ft (5.5 to 6.5 ft In Europe) above a
varying their composition, a series of such close-cropped Fras surface in the center of an
cones can be amngpd to deform at uniform open field with the door side poleward. The
Intervals between 300* and 2,000°C (500* standard height of the thermometers is 4.5 to
and 3,600WF). They are widely used In the 6 ft. The latter figure a used where there is
ceramics industry, considerable snow.

Certain mixtures of materials undergo The most rudimentary weather station (al-
permanent changes when exposed to increas- so known as a climatological station) has an
ing temperatures. Such mixtures, in the form instrument shelter with a calibrated thennom-
of painti, pellets, and crayons are used to eter for measuring the temperature one or
indicate temperature variations by chnges In more times per day. In almost every case, the
their color or texture. Temperature-sensng station will .4so have both maximum and
screws, an application of this method, contain minimum thermometers, which are read at a
a heat-sensing colored material inserted Into set time each day. Many of these basic
the head. The material melts at a predeter- weather stations will also have a wet-bulb
mined temperature. ThIe usual range of these thermometer for measuring humidity and a
screws is from 380 to 537*C (1000 to bimetallic thermograph for recording temper-
1,000°1F). This class of devices, although atures. More sophisticated recording equip-
Inexpensive, is generally not very accurate. ment will be found at mAjor weather stations,

which arm now usually located at airports near
A form of liquid crystals, "cholesterlcs" major cities or at large military installations.

(derivatives of cholesterol) exhibit color The basic instruments are generally read to
(- changes with slight changes In temperature. the nearest 0.5 deg C (I deg F) but We more

The overall temperature range In which they
can be used Is from -20* to 150C (--4* to *A s.,onwl ,hrmr for tbM parsmplh Rat,4.
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acc•-rte instruments can- be read to 0.05 deg wooden case. which is driven into the grond
C(7(0.1 del F0. to the desired depth. TPe scale of the ther-

mometer protrudes above the soil surface.
The standard nmximum station tempera- Commercial thermometers are available up to

lure for a given day is measured with a 96 ft in length. In addition to the usualenm
mercury-in-glass thermometer: the minimum inherent in the mercury-in-glass thermometes
with an alohol-in-glass thermometer; and the (parallax, for example), ¢Tn!T may result
hourly values with a mercuryin-glass thlr- from exposure of the scale to sunshine, which
mometer. The louvered box with double roof heats the upper part of the thennomAser
permits air circulation past the thermometer, from pressure on the bulb. which may chane
and excludes direct solar and terrestrial radia- its calibration; or from poor thermal contact
tion. It does. how,,er. absorb and radiate betuxen the bulb and the sod.
heat. which causes a systematic deviation of
the standard shelter temperatures from the Thennographs have also been adapted to
free-air temperature. soil temperature measu•ement- Mercury-in-

steel elements and bimetallic thenamaPas
Air temperatures are usually taken at have been used by many investigators. Heat

uandard fixed times by an official observer, conduction down the capillary tube may kad
but they may be taken continuously by to serious errors unless several feet of cable
automatic recorders. The time of reading arc buied at the bulb level. Serious corosion
varied from country to country for most early problems have been reported whet. bulbs have
records. but today the hours of reading have been placed in clay sois.
been standardized by the World Meteorologi-
cal Organization. Synoptic surface observa- [he most widely used sensing element for
tiow, are taken at 0000, 0600, 1200, and continuous soil temerture neasauraen#t is

1800 hr Greenwich Mean Time (GUT). Upper the thermocouple. One recorder can be made
air synoptic obserations are made at the to measure the temperature of the alr and soil
main rsrnoAtic time; however, when only two at many locations. The thennojunction can be
upper air obsevtiom can be made daily, made with a low thermal mass. Conison and

they generally ar• taken at 0000 and 1!00 eleatical leakage may be serious prIblan
GMT. Remote indicating thermometers ame also

avalable for measuring soil temperature.
342.2 SOIL TEMPERATURE"

Resstance thennometers and binetallic
Many of the thennometers used to measure dial thermometers - with maximurn, mini-

air temperatures have been alapted for use in! mum, and current lomperature dials - ame
measuring soil temperatures. The mercury-in. also in gererai u"e, but should be checked
glass thermometer with stems bent for easy often for mechanical darnage
rerding at the 5-, 10-, and 20,cm depths, axe
in common use. Small but appreciable errOrs When taking soil tempeatures, the se
may occur if the exposed part of the stem is cover and thde deree and direction ofwomd
in bright mushine. For depths of 50 and 100 dope should also be recorded. The physical
-m or more, thin ion tubes with thernomt- sol coustants such as bu& density, thermal
eten suspended within them are sunk in the conduclivty, and moisture content should be
earth to the desired distane. inrcated as uvN as the level of the water

tAbL (if within 5 m of the surface) and the
Another type of thermometer dc*igr, for sol st.uctun.

soid ýeC erature measurement i a thick-
stemmed thermome~er tube enckod in a The two tandarlds of exposure include banw

sod mod soi under a short Zrar cowr auid

- MMW xin•efe • • W•-Wh im VW-k 92- they sbould be used smultaneosy for cm-
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paative purposes. The standard surface for established by the Would Meteorological Or-
repcesentative areas should be at least 100 ml ganization for the manufactumr of thermom-
in size. Standard depths Wr sol temperature eters are shown in Table 3-24.
measurenumts are 5, 1O, 20, 50, and 100 cm
below the suwrace. Others may be made as The tolerances for ordinary thernometers
requirrd. When snow is present, the tempera- pe.it !greater ncptme than postive es-mn
ture in the, mow cover should also be made. because of the tendency of the zero of
Thew measurements are made difwcult by the merany-ial thermometew to rise slowly
smal thermal man of the snow. Further with time. Thennow-ters used for pydwnom-
discussion of snow temperatur measurement ehy should be ptkwided with a correction
may be found in Q1 ?. 8, "Solid Parcipita- certificate giving coirectiwms to an accuracy of
doin", of this handbook. 1 0.1 deg C (f 0.18 dtg F) for at least six

points equally spaced over the rme.I 342.3 SE JRFAClE THERMOMETERS" AD thermometers should be checked

1"e smnplest method for obtaining sea- agaist the"ice poini" at least once every 5
surface temperatures is to collect a canv'as yr. At synoptic stations the thermometers
bucketful of surfaue sea water fromn the deck should be checked apimns a secondary

of a ship and determine its temperature using standard instrurent at intervals of I or 2 yr.
an ordinary mercury temometer. Another Maximum and minimum thennomneten must
convenicnt method is to lowcr a thermometer be checked frequently.
overboarl in a perforated metal case (known

as an armored thermometer) and obtain a Through the ue of an ice bath, the ice
direct reaing. Some thermometers have wells point may be realized conveniently to better
surrounding the bulb thae catch and retain sea than 0.0IC. A Dewar flask servs as a
water. These thernoometers give variable re- container for the ice, the melting of the ice
sults, hewever, depending on whether the sun being retaded by the inudaUiMg properties of
is shining or a marked difference ewtats the vwen. Ice shaved fiam dear cakes is
betweesi the sea and air temperatures. mixed with disilled water to form a slush.

Enough water is ued to afford good contact
liTe best results are obtained by using an with the thennomneters. but not cnough to

-- ill steel mercury thennogiaph. "6is instru- float the ice. From time to time excess water
nent is made up of a sled, ps-fre mnercury is siphoned from the bath. Care is taken to

Bourdon tube with rotating dram and pen. pievent contanination of the ice and water. A
with a lead- or copper-coated steel bullb and sinail reading tek-tcope with a mawnitiation
capillay, which is intalled in the condenser of 10 diameters aids in reading the thermorn-

iutake of a ship. One drawback to its me is eter indication ad reduces parallax crros.
the capillry length, which may run to 150 ft. Gently lapping the thennanuetr just before
Occanogiaphic themmometrr is a complex reading may prevent the. sticking of a falling

Subject that cannot be treated completely meniscia. On the other hand, too vigorous a
here. Publications of the U S Navy Hydro- tap will occasionally cause the mercury to
graphic Office and other specialind renws rebound to an erroneously high reading Ref.

should be consulted for further information 83).
(Ref. 53). Where maximum and minimum or wet- and

34.2.4 ACCURACY RiBIJIREMENTS FOR dry-bulb twhrmometers are used in pairs, they

METEOROLOGICAL INSTRU- ihould be selected so as to mninuizc the

MENTSt difereents in arr between the two ther-
mometers. The tolerance in Table 3-25 amr

wThe maximum acceptable tolerances u msted for these differences

ftp sta m go " P&SWaV& is m d .4. It is more important for imntruments to be
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TAK.E 3a-4

MAJIINPACTIURNG TOLERANCES FOR HEMOMETERS (RI 4)

OF Tolerance, *C Tolerance,
deg deg

Plaximm

themamters above 0.4* 40.36 -180 40.2
below 0.40 +0.54 -18 +0.3

Nlnlmm

tbenum eters above 0.4' + 40.54 -180 '0.3

from 0.40 *1.08 -100) +0.6

to -31:] -35.0

below -31 ÷1.44 -35' +0.8

Ordinary

thermameters above 32' +0.18 DO +0.1

-0.36 -0.2

below 32' +0.36 00 40.2

-0.54 -0.3

Change of error
in an interval
of 17 deg C
(30.6 deg F) above 32' 0.36 00 0.2

below 32" 0.54 00 0.3

TABLE 3-25

TOLERANCES ON DIFFEREW:ES BETWEEN
THERMOMETERS USED TOGETHER 1R8f. 41

OF °c

Type
Range Tolerance Range Tolerance

haximm and minim 0.54 ,0.3
Met and dry
Above 32 ,0.36 0 ,0.2

Below 102 0.18 0 '0.1
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C (I des R) Most dnU~ i" Yw an wars also isouild be kept in mind when
measmring air tempewrt~h l~e' dk~i criteria ane being established.
sufficiently accurate for ~
vided that they ame prope~y 3-6 EFFECTON MATEAIEL
meatscapable of extivre~ i
provide bette Theo'~ga 1~physical propertie of MRost Waateias,
subts than instrunoeuts Ioý.uratk %nd the ate of most chemical reactiw, are
deg C (I deg F). Repoels of air vluapcna,ý, mroxt7'ed by tempenaure chanzas laupema-
ueawsuments in the field to a KýOirr msu- tum also detemins the mapct of othe
bio than thin, except for Jmllea4Iw rlau~em, ewnvsawematal factors, but it is often pinc-
only Comme a false imprelion of accutak-y. tal, in detirfti for temperatur effect to

"~ at temperatmr as a sin*e environmental
In measuninair w eraperatuves for de~a, factor. The discussion doat follows of tamper-

tau or reserh purposs, the standard huhru atuwc ,dtfaus ttts Rhein from this poi~t of
ment shelter is not always su fcet since view p'4aruwy, dthouAta a brief discuninon of
temperature at only one loeve i obtained. syneagiwus u given in par. 3-S53.
Laig differences exist in Wt tesoperaturues
between the poxund level mud the region -4 to With few 'exceptions, Materials expand on
6 ft above groung- a range that conprises the beafing wae contract on cooling - different
~main enviromnent of the ermc sode. Thus. matedi* exr~~nd or contrat at different
in the desert the temperature 6 in. above the raftes. ý Snce knost materials do not heat or
pound is frequntly from 3 deX to 6 deg C (S coal nw(ormly throughout their maw. the
deg to 10 deg F) warmer thus at shelter tempeia~wur -radients product internal
Wed; at the surface of the rosund, 20 deg C streses that may exuse nupture or permawnPrmt

(3S deg F) wanmer. The temperature gradient distoruon. H~igh temperatures may chang the
as larg on calm. suny days With a wind of physical properties of materialls parinanenlly
lu thus I mph on a sumny day irn June, the or temponnjy,ý depending on whethe such
tempersture 0.5 in. above the grmond was phenonma as Vpv c qaration, aging. or me-
obwnmd to b e 33 deg F winier tha at I ft, crystallizailon occur. At high temperatwoes.
40 deg F warmer tha at 8 ft. On cloudy, tervi and compressie yield strengths awe
windy doys the temperature gradient diigs- reduced. WwUct of prior beat treatovent of
peams Om clear calm nawgt an inversion of metals my be altered if the necyutallizatiow
terrapemare often causes the temperature of point is exomuded. Stres alloying may occur
The air on the ground at sleeping-bng leviel to in soeta if heat causes plated! coatings to
be many degrees Jess than the temperature diffuse into pnan boundaries. changing the
recorded at shelter height. In addition to the phys chal aaaterdstic of the base metal.

daceabove the pound, a considemable High tempelratures msay cause permanent de-
Jilfeicare in temperature often ocawr from formation of metal in the fefm of Creep.
place to place. Ibi is quite prnounced
wheit a consieraWl contrat in terain existL The rate of chemical reactionsinrae
Srmal depressions or valley bottoms on clear with tpeaqwure; as nale-of-lhumnb. the State
cool nights are lkely to be much colder than of chemincal reactinns will double for every 10
nearby ridges or *faeb poumnd. Larpecale deg C (18 deg F) rise in temperature. Chen.-
invasons may inocaem the tempa~tine in a ical chows ma take place not only Within a
rinatively shod distance on a h~ske. Large- nmateel. "wt als by reacton with other
Scale temperature gradients may aSho exist susancWes - eg4, oxy~n, mcistwe, poll-
near larg bodies of water. Camsequently, hdluts. eonnuamiants, and sail. On expoune
wben. temipeature tests am made, it is advis- to hkla tanperture, nmay complexl
able to make tihe measiummtsa at the bw ____

mediate site of the test or operation. Mw "&Oo We.Ai fA po~l k~iima.
variations that ame pomuble or cxperienced in 83.
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structured orpgic materials undergo intenal High ambient temperatures are often tolerable
Schemical changes such as reaningement, poly- because many types of equipment generate
menzation, cleavage, and pyrolysis. Incream considerable heat in operation and ae, there-
in temperature are also conducidv to an fore, designed to dissipate excessive heat
increase ki microbiological decay- loads. The temperatures on the colder side of

the range, hower, may limit or preclude the
Table 3-26 lists some of the principal operation and use of some items of ground

physical and chemical effects of high and low equipment.
temperatures and the typical failures of
material induced by these effects. Varying ambient air temperature condi-

tion cause equipment temperature to vary
34.1 EFFECTS OF HIGH TEMPERA- throughout the day at a somewhat lesser

TURES ON MATERIALSJ ynme than the maximum and minimum tem-

peratures at a given location. The temperature
The beat uhat affects equipment or material attained by equipment in a specific environ-

performance is primarily derived from four ment depends upon its thermal inertia, pack-
smuceM listed in order of increasing intensity: aging, exposure, and operational status. In

addition, the heating effects of ambient air
(I) The ambient air may be modified by wind, rain, humidity, and

extent of vtntg~aton.

(2) Direct solar radiation
The use of shade temperatures for design

- (3) Operation of equipment and testing purposes must be interpreted by
"the engineer in terms of the equipment lfc/

(4) Supersonic aerodynamic flight, cycle in use, storage, and transit. Few items of
equiptent will experience only shade temper-

Both the circumstances governing heat build- atures during tkh lives. Medical equipment,
up and the location of the equipment being supplies, and canned foodstuffs are probably
heated are significant. When equipment is the best examples of materiel that are de-
operated on or near the ground, the most signed and tested for the shade temperature
important heat sourtes are insolation and range. Since much equipment and materiel ame
internal heat from power and motor sources. operated in or exposed to direct sunlight,
Internal heat sources can usually be antici they must be designed to withstand tempera-
peted and are generally offset by heat dissipa- tuns that take into considemation the solar
don devices. External heat sources are not as load.
easy to anticipate and compensate for, since
so many variables zffect surface temperature. (2) Owel derived from insolation. Absorp-

tion of direct solar en''rey increases equip-
The folowing paragraphs deal primarily ment surface and compartment temperatures

with the effects of heat derived from the well above the ambient air temperatures. The
ambient air and solar insolation (The effects heat load provided by solar insolation is
of heat from operation of equipment and particularly important to vehicles or equip-
from aerodynamic flight relate pritarily to ment constantly used in the open and not
the operation of major equipment items and protected by coatings or coverings. Depending
MIT not covered here.): on alignment, angle of exposure. color, com-

position of surface material, mass, shape, and
(I) Heat derived from ambient a&. Tern- surface smoothness, solar r~diation will be

peatzure extremesoftheambient air may camse reflected or absorbed in varying degrees. Owce
ser malfctions or failures in equipment. radiation is absorbed by surface materials, its

effects on temperature depend on the thermal

-CaII I a - Whi..m. l-lI I R'•• . 12 M' 9-. capacity and heat transfer characteristics of
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TABLE 3-27

UPPER TEMPEFtATURE LIWT FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF RUSBER (NHe. 86)

Highest usable temperature
Type

eC OF

Polysulfide 121 250

Natural 127 260

Buna-S 138 280

Butyl 149 300

Neoprene 157 315

Buns-N 171 340
Polyacrylic 175 350

Silicone 260 S00

the skin and structure of the item. If, for meet tolerance requiremonts, and buckling.
example, the thermal capacity and beat bans-
fer capabilities of a piece cf equipment aue 3.1.2 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS
high, absorbed heat will be stored in the
material or disributed around the body with The effect of high air temperatum on
moderate overall temperature chanres. If the nonmetallic materials is often one of accelmr-
thermal capacity is small, temperatures will sting some other destructive force rather than
rie more rapidly. a degadation of mechanical proprties from

the effect of temperature alone. Prolongd
341.1 METALS' exposue to high temperatuMes, e.g., storage

temperatures of 71OC (1601F) or abow, cause
The usual temperatures encountered by some nonmetallic materials to soften, flow,

military equipment stored or operated in become gummy, or los their adheiveness.
tropical or desert areas re not sufficiently Nonmetallic materials that may be exposed to
high to cause nudfunctions resulting from high air temperaturs should be selected or
changes in mechanical properties of metals. designed specifically for high temperature
Howevar, metal surfaces exposed to direct operation.
sunlight may become too hot to handle, thus
interfering with maintenance work. Tropical The effects of Whg temperature on some
temperatures combined with moisture tend to nonmetallic materials during equipment opmr-
accelerate corrosion processes. ation are listed in the paragraphs that follow.

Some of thee effects occur when matedals
Each pme metal or alloy has a character- are exposed to high stoag temperatu•s for

istic coefficient of thermal expansion. The prolonged periods of time (Ref. 86).
difference in expansion and contraction of
d miwllar metals under extreme temperature (1) Petrokum products. Lubricating oIls
conditions (e4., arctic, desert) are sufficient evaporate or oxidize and form slde. Hy-
to cause seizing, loss of contact, failure to dmulic fluids evaporate, break down, aid

oxidize. Greases become thin, break down,
'OA ,am nhm• m oW, t*p PW0 i W.a, and oxidize and their oil base evaporates
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causing the soap base to chair unr the develop lowered resistance to inmpact or shock
increased frictional heat. loading and become dangerudy brittle. The

lack of toughnes then becomes an overriding
(2) Rubbers. Both natural and synthetic consideration, with an important governing

rubbers become puamny, take on a pemasnent factor being the so-calle transition tempeas-
set, and decrease in tensile strngth. Howeme, turn range. This is the temperture below
most natural and synthetic rubbers; arn unaf- which a matetial behaves in a brittle nmanne

fected by the high temperature found under (the mode of failur being primarily a cleav-
natural enivirnmental conditions as shown in age mechanism), and above which it behaves

predominantly a shear mechaismm).
(Q) O0#Vwk marwierta. Deterioration and

long-range aging processes are accelerated. Thie transition temperature depends on a
The strength of most organic structural variety of metallurgical and mechanica faco-I
materiash used in materiel construction de- tors. The austenitic stainless steels, aluminsum,
creases. The heat distortion of most thermo- copper, nicicel, lead, silver, sold. and platinum
plastics occurs below 950C (203*F). Cellulose group do not exhibit brittleness; at any tern-
begins to deteriorate at about I 00*C (21 2F). perature (except when a nezond uaetallurgical
Plastics in the Teflon* group resist tempera- phase is present). Most of the structural steel
ture damaiv up to approx tely 171 C alloys (columnbium, molybdenum, tantalum,
(3407F). tungsten, vanadium, and chronmium) display

abrupt ductlle-to-btdle transitions. Titanium,
36.2 EFFECTS OF LOW TEMPERATURES zirconium, magnesium, beryllium, cobalt,

ONE MATERIALS zinc, sand cadmium characteristicaly exhibit
low temperature behavior similar to that of

Most engineering materials exposed to low the structural steel alloys. An important t
temperattues show a substantial low of useful exception is some high purity titanium alloys
structural poeris . While wood, ceramics, that display increased strengt at low temper-
and glass are virtually unaffected, metals, atures, with little sacrifice of ductility.
rubber, and plastics; ane subject to mechanical
failure. Rubber materials usually loweflexi- The fact that the transiion temtperature of
bility and becomee hard and brittle. Many of a metal is below the environmental tempera-I
the newe synthetic elastomers, however, me ture provides no guarantee against brittle
tain flexibility down to extremely low tem- failure7 the presence of uotc:. type defectsI
peratures. Most plastics harden and embrittle, increase the susceptibility of structural parts
and will fracture on shock loalIing or impact. to low temperature failure. The effects of
Structural metals, particularly the steels, are teem.perature and notches arn additive, since
subject to catastrohic brittle failure. notches can misc the transition temperature

3T16 METL~tan notch-type derects and geon~etry changes
36.2.1 ETALS#can also iniiate brittle firactures. Special care

should be taken during design to eliminate or
The significanit effect of cold environments reduce notch-type defects such as keyways,I

on the mechanical behavior of metals; is the holes, sharp, fillets, threads, scraitches, nicks,
tendency to induce brittle failure. With a machining marks, corrosion pits, incld os
temperature decrease, metallic materials ac- tiny cracks, and disontinuities in equipment
tuafly become stronger, as reflected in hgher intended for extreme cold weather use, siace
measured yield strengths, and ultimate tensile such defects; serve to concentrate stresses.
strength. On the other hand, most metals also

_______Nickel is very effective in reducing the
Tu~iin A ukof . d. o .-- n. Nm5C.. transition temperature behavior of low carbon

tA &W09 nkmwu rar Sk puuapa is Rdf. 87. alloy steels. Alloys; contahiing above 8.5
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percent nickel are suitable for use at tempera- (crystallization) are time dependent and may
.. J tures down to -195*F (-320*F). Titanium require periods ranging from hours to months.

alloys also have considerable potential for low They are accompaniedi by changes in hard-
temperature applications, particularly an alloy ness, volume, the coefficient of thermal ex-
composed of titanium, 5 percent aluminum. pansion, and an increase in stiffness. Second-
and 2 percent tin. With adequate control of order transitions (vitrification) are exhibited
impurities, this alloy possesses excellent high by all elastomers and occur quite rapidly
strength, accompanied by good toughness and within a narrow temperature range. Rubber
ductility down to cryogenic temperatures. materials usually become unserviceable due to

simple temperature effects well above the
34522 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS' second-order transition temperatures. When

rubber compositions are highly loaded with
The low tempertre behavior of nonmetal- certain plasticizers, time effects not neces-

lic materials is discussed by material cate- sarily associated with crystallization may be
1ories as follows: evident. Low-temperature flexibility may be

improved by the addition of selected plasti-
(1) Pastics. The strength of plastics in- cizers but " may be done at the sacrifice of

creases as temperature decreases, but the other more desirable properties such as tear
durability of nearly all plastics subject to and abrasion resistance, and bondability.
•shock decreases in cold environments. Many
clase of plastics can be used successfully at
temperatures as low as -40'C (-40*F) pro- Many low temperature rubbers do not
vided that they are not subject to shock possess adequate chemical resistance for use
loading. Polyethylene, a thermoplastic y in hoses that convey fuels, hydrocarbon oils,
mer, remains tough at temperatures as low as hydraulic fluids, and lubricants. These fluids
-730C (-1O(?F). Only the fluorocarbon extract the compounds from the rubber that
p-sis (polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) and impart the original low temperature qualities.
polychlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel-Fi)) retain Table 3-28 shows low temperature character-
uieful ductility at extremely low temperature. istics of some elastomers.
Engineering data on plastic properties at low
temperatures are available (Ref. 88). (3) Lubricants. Commercially available en-

gine and gear lubricants are useful down to at
(2) Rubber. Cold adversely affects the least -54 0 C (-65cF), and instrument greases

serviceability of such rubber components as to at least -.73-C (-IO(1 F). Solid film
tires, inner tubes, cable, hose, bushings, and lubricants, based on molybdenum sulfide or
"seals. The cold-temperature effects of greatest polytetrafluoroethylene, can provide lubricity
concern are changes in flexibility and com- down to cryogenic temperatures. Some low
pression-set characteristics, and the develop- temperature synthetic engine lubricants with
ment of brittleness. Low-temperature changes good viscosity and lubricity characteristics
in rubber am classed as viscoelastic effects, may not be compatible with seals and bearing
crystallization, vitrification, and effects as- materials.
sociated with changes in properties of plasti-
cizers.

(4) Other Materials. Leather becomes stiff,
Simple temperature effects are shown by and cracks and tears easily when placed under

low of resilience, increase in stiffness, end tension. Canvas and other heavy fabrics be-
increase in hardness. First-order transitions come inflexible and cannot be folded or f

unfolded without breaking or tearing. Glass- gmural mfueacu for tx puragaph are Refs. 86,87, and and wood are not appreciably affected by low

tKai-s a baimui of &e 3M Company. temperatures.
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TABLE 3-281

RELATIVE LOW TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS
OF SOME ELASTOMERS (RWt. 57)

Typical Tmperangue
Type brittleness range

temperature for rapid
stiffening

0 C OF oc OF

Neoprene -40 -40 -12 to -29 10 to -20

Butyl -46 -50 -18 to -29 0 to -20

Natural rubber -54 -65 -29 to -.46 -20 to -50

Styrene-butadtene -59 -75 -46 to -51 -50 to -60

Polyurethanes -68 below -90 -23 to -34 -10 to -30

S1 icones
(general purpose) -68 -90 -54 -65

Fluorosllicones -68 -90 -59 -75

Silicones -101 -150 -76 -105
(extreme low
temperature)

36.3 EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON sifies heat dissipation problems. In some
COMPONENTS* cases, miniaturization results in heat dissipa-

tion ranging from 0.5 to 3.0 W in-3, with an
The composition of materials used in avenage of about I W. Degradation is likely to

equipment will largely determine the extent occur when more than 0.5 W in72 has to be
of temperature effects on equipment perform- removed by natural means for a 50 deg C (90
anc• , provided that sound design has been deg F) rise in temperature.
used. The discussion of temperature effects
on materials also applies to equipment and Classes of components which exhibit tem-
components that contain these materials. perature effects and which are of concern in a

variety of applications are discussed in the
The design of equipment has much to do following subparagraphs:

with its ability to dissipate heat buildup. In
electronic equipment, the close proximity of (I) FJectronic, electrkil, and elecft-
heat generating components such as electron mechanicoi components. Table 3-29 lists some
tubes, transformers, and resistors in confined of the principal failure modes of electronic
spaces and enclosures can raise the tempera- and electromechanical components caused by
ture to failure levels. In hot climates the heat temperature effects. The effects of tempera-
generating elements will tend to operate ture on the electrical properties of materials
hotter, thereby compounding the deleterious restdt in the component behavior described in
effects of high temperature and hastening the following:
failure. Miniaturization, plus the increase in
power output in electronic equipment, inten- (a) Resistors. Resistors employed in mili-
OGSIa ita, w tot tM pUUUl C . tary equipment generally perform satisfacto-
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TABLE 3-20

THERMALLY INDUCED FAILURE MODES OF ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS (Ref. 90)

Componet Failure mode Component Failure mode

Blowers Shorts; lubricant deterioration Gyros Drift

Capacitors Insulaýors Epoxy cracking- ferrite separa-

Ceraic Changes in dielectric constant tion, (arcingi; moisture con-
and capacitance; lowered delnsatiun (insertion-loss)
Insulation resistance with
high temperature 3oints, Loss of strength

solder
Electrolytic Increased electrolyte leakage;

shortened life; increased Kagnetrons Decreased life1 current leakage; large change
in capacitance, increased Motors Shorts; opens; deterioratio, of
series resistance with low lubricants
tenprat~re -..... .

Potenti- Increased noise; change in
Mica Increased Insulation resis- ometers torque, linearity, and resis-

tance; aluminum ion migra- tance; decreased insulation
tion; drift resistance with high temper-

ature
Paper Changes in capacitance;

increased oi rleakage; Resistors Increased resistance; opens;
decreased insulation resis- shorts

k ~tance; increased power 4

factor Resolvers High breakaway vol tage; shift
i in electrical axis; opens;

Tantalum Electrolyte leakage; change shorts; deterioration of
in capacitance; insulation '!ubricants
resistance; series resistance

Servos Oil throwout; breakdown of
Choppers Decrease in phase tingle, grease; high breakaway voltage

ioovariation In dwell time

Circuit Failure to function Switches OLdation of contacts

breakers Synchros Hin breakaway voltage
I Clutches, Hot pots in coil Thermistors -i ",sed shorts and opens

S~magnetic •
aTrmnsf'ormers Re(C -I dielectric; opens;

Coils Warping; melting; instability, shk. i; hot spots; malforma-
change in dtelectric proper- tio",
ties

SeTransistors Increased leakage current;
Connectors changes in gain; increase in
Standard Fractures, dielectric damage opens and shorts

I nterstage Fractures, dielectric damage Tubes, Shorts; temporary change in
electron characteristics; formation of

Crystals Drift. microphonics leakage paths; i ncreased con-tact potential; gassiness;

Diodes Change in voltage breakdown; bulb fracture
increased current leakage;
increase in opens and shorts Vibrators Lag

rily at low temperatures, although large resis- In the temperature range of -550 to 25 0 C
* tance variations in high-value composition re- (-67* to 770F), the resistance of wire-wound

sistors can be expected. High temperatures resistors usually varies less than I percent. Use
"cause most resistors to fail rapidly, Both of dissimilar metals for control shafts and

, : reversible and irreversible resistance changes shaft bearings of continuously variable re-
take place. sistors (potentiometers and rheostats) can
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Figure 3-46. Failure Rates for Film Resistors (Ref. 89)

result in excessive tightness or looseness of numerous cracks in the plastic insulatingshafts at low temperatures. Binding of the tubes of certain fixed composition resistorsshafts can also result if pioper lubricants are develop which tends to shorten the life of thenot used in the bearings. The torque required affected units. Variable composition resistorsto rotate the movable arm of some units are subject to the same torque and discon-operated at -55*C (-67*F) can be more than tinuity difficulties as the wire-wound re-50 times as great as the turning effort needed sistors. In addition, high temperatures causeat room temperature due to increased friction the lubricants used in all variable resistors toin the wiper ann surface. Temporary electrical dry up, ooze out, or migrate from thediscontinuity in variable wire-wound resistors, bearings to other surfaces.
due to ice formation or hardening of the
lubricant on the resistance element, has been
reported at -5*C (-67*F). Failure rates as a function of temperature

for film, wire-wound, and composition re-Composition resistors show resistance varia- sistors are given in Figs. 3-46 through 3-48. Ations of from 10 to 50 percent as the derating parameter is indicated that providestemperature varies from -670 to 250F; for impro'Yed performance.
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) ikl cemWbentoi consisting of two oir moye tmecueaimm and teuipertuhe-ited failume
eawirbonmenti factos 1anchadmin temparature) foir slected aubtaruy equiparent, materials,
is quite large. as is the range of their different and conmxonena. Sinmc obination of tern-
possible effects. It ws, moreover, difficult to peratwre and humaidity is a ma*o source of
establish beforthand the extent of their comn- materiell degradation, protective measure
tuned effctt, which freqseaty beo evei- should be emphaized in the design of equip-
dent only after they occu. 7he designer can mnt liely to be exposed to their joint
minimiz the effect of thewe limitations by occurrece at hqb llevels for any sustained
bein thoroughly familiar with the types of periods of time.
environmental facors likely to be encowat-
caed by thn materie wader ýoasideaation, the The pietention mad controll of temperature
frequency and extent of their occurrnce. and stresss can be accomplished either (I) by
their effects On Materils. adaptation to the themal enismM ent

through the ffldicioaas Selecon of materials
34 DESMG and choice of design configuration. ur (2) by

control of the bumediate environnient by
The design of materiel to suavive the modification of heat (or cold) levells throuab

suemieso.' natural and induced temperab= heu of tmeatunereguuting devi hcs M

data an ehiautu than ca etreated hr. combined.
Each itmof materiel must be considered
separately with raspw t to its ability to endure The successful desig treatment of temper-
or to provide a useful functio" thrwudaout ature pfoblems requires an understanding of
athe temperature ranige. Thws only general applicable environmnental and engineering sub-
aspects of design are treated. Ject matter. [~his includes (1) the interni

and exte~nt of the envrwonmental stresses to b
Fig. 3-22 shows the climatic. categories that encountered, (2) the natb= of the tempera-

have been selecettd to provide environmental ture effects on the poperties of the mateiall
guidice for the preparation of documents under comaideration. and (3) imqinatios in
covering the design, development, testing, and the selection of materials and the choice of
procuemnent of Army asateriel. They consist design conr~umdato. EnvironmentalJ stresses
of~ eight categories (described in par. 3-2-4) to be cowcdtred are ambient and/or internal!
that can be classified in four broad types (as in the case of equipcoent), avd may occur
- hot-dry, hot-wet. intermediate, and cold, either singly, in combination, or sequentially.

The conditions that establish each of the eight The sequential aspect of temperature and
climatic: categories arm sumazrinzed aua Table humidity in combination is paticubirly im-
3-3 1, where the temperature, solar radiation, portant, since alternate warming and cooling
anid relative humidity ranges quaote. represent can result in significant accumnulations, of
diurnal variations, as specified in AR 70~-38 condensation if sealing materials awe uiac-
(Ref. 44), which has susperseded AR 705-11S. ceptably porous, (This problem is aggravated
Table 3-32 shows the diurnal temperature by press=r changes in aerodynamic fligt; the
variation time sequence suggested for use in result can be a cyclic proces' through which
designing testing cycles for operational arnd condensation is built up in seale eqwpmenat
storage cor~itions. by infusion of moist air at low altitudes and

Ion of dryer air, but not moisture, at high
The neutralization of temperature stresses adtitiudes). Touxperatwse effects on materials

on materiel is a bas:, design consideration. that should be considered are changes in
The importanice of adequate design in this mechanical. electrical, chemical, thermal, and
area is ilustrated by Tables 3-33 and 3-34, radiatiortal properties. Choice of substitute
which show the high ktwl of occurrences of materials and alternate design configurat-ms
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AMWCP 7.116

should be consistent with maximum and include temperature as a specific parameter.
minimum levels of applicable operating Tests for endurance, aging, parameter varia- -
criteria. tion, and other attributes as a function of

temperature stress are among the most ir-
In addition to the proper selection of portant classes of tests for any item of

materials, passive prevention and control materiel - weapons, vehicles, clothing. clec-
methods include the following: (I) substitu- tronics. or food.

tion of items to reduce the generation of heat
(e~g., tranistors in place of electron tubes, A test is a procedure used to characterize

fluorescent in place of incandescent lighting); an itcm. In a test. certain cGnditions exist 0o
(2) utilization of insulation materials Ond are applied, the item responds by exhibiting
techniques; (3) application of heat transfer some type of behavior, and there is some
principles (heat sinks and conduction paths): observation or measurement associated with
and (4) dispersion of heat buildups when heat the behavior. Some of the important elements
dissipatiag devices such as blowers or fans are of a test are (Ref. 91):
not called for. In electronic equipment. mini-
aturization increases the potential for over- (I) Response during the test
heating, which must be guarded against.

(a) Reversible vs nonreversible re-
Active methods for controlling heat (or spMnses

cold) levels consist of devices that change the
level of heat present. This is done either by (b) Aging vs nonaging
the forced dissipation of excess heat or by

- warming, and is accomplished by use of heat (c) Degradation, drift, and failure
pumps and refrigeration units (which create (
artificial heat sinks), fan, blowers, and (d) Modes and mechanisms
heaters. Heat transfer mechanisms use the
processes of conduction, convection, radia- (2) Test conditions
tion, and vaporization.k (a) Characterization

Through various qualification programs, a

large variety of parts are available that are (b) Simulative validity
qualified for various temperature stress levels.
These are specified in the vwluminous military (c) Stress
specification system. Reliability screening
programs have resulted in a high level of (d) Single vs multiple factors
assurance that a part is capable of meeting its
specifications. Thus, if good design pro- (e) Time-dependent conditionscedures are followed, materiel should operate

satisfactorily in any natural temperature en- (3) Measurements.
vironment as well as the induced temperature
environment of equipment. If it does not, it In Table 3-35 some of the many test names
usually indicates either inadequate design or are classified indicating the variety of tests
poor quality parts. that can be and are accomplished. All of these

can include temperature as a stress either
3-7 TESTING singly or in combination with another factor.

This illustrates the complexity of test-
A portion of natenei piocurement costs is ing - only reference to the standard texts on

designated explicitly for testing; for some testing can provide complete information
items this is a large, very expensive portion. (Refs. 91, 92, 93). In this discussion, testing
Of the many types of tests very few do not of materiel for ability to survive temperature
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TABLE 3-35

TEST CLASSIFICATIONS (Ref. 91)

Clessificationl Test names

Specific purpose proof go, no-go
life run-in
strength failure mode
burn-in functi onal /performance

General purpose eavironmental m.ssurance
reliability specification
developvnent storage
engineering evaluation
tolerance acceptance
flight quality control
research systems investigation
feasibility

Severity of test conditions overstress accelerated
normal stress high temperature

Test design nonsequential probit
sequential random balance
matrix up-and-down
factorial split-the-difference

Method of analysis linear discriminant sequential analysis
hypothesis testing maximum likelihood analysis

Method of test content stress random stress
step-stress stress-to-failure
profile progressive stress

Test population sampling 100% screening

Level of assembly material subsystem
part system
component assembly

Degree of formality formal informal
exploratory probe

Degree of destruction nondestructive destructive

Type of function electrical mechanical
structural

Method of terminating test time-truncated stress-to-failure
failure-truncated

stress is the only subject included with enm- further ,ýpecilies that. "Testing in climatic
phasis on temperatures in the ranges found ir. chambers will be fully and creatively
the natural environment, exploited prior to tests in the natural environ-

menit." Consikstent with this guidance, on-
AR 70-38 specifies that "Cliniatic consider- vironmental tests are utilized thrroughouL the

ationai will be included in all RDTE* or Army developnment and procureinent cycle, and ývre
materiel to provide szit and etfective materid conducted both in test chaambers and at
for areas of intended use (operation, storage. natural Aites. Environmental tests are fre-
and transit)" (Ref. 44). The sane document qluntly a part of the nmajor development

engineering tests specified in AR 7&0-.0,
k, arcwh, dwvelupmcnt, tting, and enginc•ring. Retarch and Der'dul)tnmt, .. ryv Alatriel
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AM•P 70.&1 10

Testing, December 1962. Their •sse, however, always dependable, since frequently the de-
is not restricted to this area. They are also sired climatic severity is not encountered. *...-

* utilized in other programs such as special tests Because of this uncertainty, the effect: of
of materials and components and in produc- extreme conditions are often more efrw:iea~tly

tion tests (early production and postproduc- determined by simulation techniques.
tion testing). The value of environmental tests
derives largely from the fact that advance The use of chambers foi testing permits

determination of the ability of materiil to evaluation of the environmental factor under
withstand environmentally induced stresses carefully controlled conditions and variable
contributes significantly to (1) shortening of levels of intensity. rrequently used standard
development lead time, (2) avoidance of temperature tests include constant high and
costly redesign and modification programs, and low temperature tests, high and low tempera-
(3) achievement of materiel reliability within ture cycling tests, and temperature shock
the bounds of established climatic criteria, tests. The temperature ranges of tests should

conform to criteria presented in AR 70-38, or
Environmental tests are commonly cm- as specified in MIL-STD-810, Environmental

ployed for the following purposes: Test Methods (Ref. 94).

(1) Determine the ability of materials and Tests are frequently characterized as ac-
proposed design configurations to withstand celerated or aggravated. Accelerated tests ap-
the effecots of environmental stresses within proximate natural conditions. but with a
the ranges established by applicable criteria greater frequency, duration, or severity than
and specifications. Stresses may originate is occur in nature. Aggravated tests involve
natural environmental forces or as induced subjedting materiel to more extreme condi-

phenomena such as the heat of equipment tions than are found in nature.
operation. The effects of environmental fac-
tors may be studied singly, sequentially, or in 3-7.1 TEST PROCEDURES
combination.

The basic source docUtmnICnt for military
12) Establish uniform test criteria and environmental testing is MIL-STD-810. Its

specifications applicable to producer and con- stated purpose is to "establish uniform en-
sumer test performance and acceptance test- vironmental test methods for determining the
ing. resistance of equipment to the effects of

natural and induced environments peculiar to
(3) Maintain quality control during pro- military operations". Temperature test

duction. methods presented in detail are high tempera-
ture, low temperature, temperature shock,

(4) Evaluate reliability, temperature-altitude, and temperature-h umid-
ity-altitude. Personnel engaged in Army enL-

(5) Determine survivability and operability vironmental testing should refer to Methods
of material in field evaluation tests. 501 through 504 for dtdaiied and specific

guidance in the areas of procedures and
(6) Analyze equipment failure, modes, standards. A discussion of temperature test

piocedures is presented as background
(7) Pcrform evaluations required by prod- material to be used in conjunction with

uct redesign programs. MIL-STD-810 specifications.

Environmental testing for temperature ef- The usual procedure in conducting temper-
fects may be conducted either in the field or ature tests is to place the test item in a
in test chambers, Climatic conditions ado- chamber that is already at or near the test
qLuate for valid field tests, however, are not temperature. Thiis practice, however, can
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apply a thermal shock to the test item, and, if when the test specifications are being pre-
it is known to be detrimental, the exception pared. The following data should be in-
should be noted and prior conditioning dicated:
specified, or the item should be placed in the
chamber at room temperature and be allowed (1) Test temperature
to change its temperature along with the
chamber temperature. Exposure time (men- (2) Test temperature tolerances (a range of
sured from the time the test item is intro- ± 10 deg F (5.5 deg C) is often recommended
duced into the environment until it is re- within the design criteria r-nge)
moved) and stabilization time (the time re-
quired for the innermost mass of a test item (3) Exposure time (minimum and maxi-
placed in a temperature environment to reach mum exposure time should be specified when
± 2 deg F (1.1 deg C) of the specified critical, a recommended tolerance time of
temperature) should be clearly distinguished t 10 percent of the duration specified is
fro m each other. reasonable)

Problems are often encountered in con- (4) Type of protection needed (a jet of dry
ducting temperature chamber tests due to the air at room temperature should be used to dry
difficulty of simulating natural conditions in the connectors before additional tests are
the chamber. Conditions causing some of performed)I these difficulties are too many test items in a
chamber, thermal lag of chamber walls, wide (5) Description. of functional tests as well
variations in temperature within the chamber, as temperature conditions and time intervals,
inaccurawe temperature controls, inadequate

( methods for determining temperature stabil. (6) Number of sensors to be used and how
- ization, and condensation and frosting of located

electrical contacts.
(7) Temperature of the test chamber at the

Most of the difficulties encountered in time of introducing the test item. I
steady-state and cycling temperature tests
apply to temperature shock tests. Normally, A test chamber for a given test should be
shock tests are conducted in two large used only if it is capable of maintaining
chambers, one being at the specified high temperatures within the tolerances specified.
temperature and the other at the specified It must have enough reserve power to take
low temperature. The test item is removed care of any cycling and thermal shock require-
from one chamber and placed in the other as merits when subjected to sudden changes in
quickly as possible. The problem of maintain- loads. Heat transfer in the chamber is accom-
ing the temperature of both the test item and plished primarily by convection, but radiation
the chambers during the exchange, particu- from chamber walls may be considerable, thus
larly if much mass is involved, is overcome by affecting the temperature distribution within
using chambers with volumes much larger the chamber. To minimize radiation effects,than that of the test item. test items should be placed in the chamber as

far as possible from the chamber walls. The
Tests must be carefully planned, A satellite ratio of chamber volume to the total volume

once toppled several feet from its mount onto of test items should be as large as practical.
a concrete floor during a high temperature Test items should be spaced far enough apart
tlst because the effect of temperature on the to allow adequate air circulation. The allow-
mount had not been considered, able proximity of test items to chamber walls,

or to each other, will also depend on whether
"The information required to conduct a the temperature test is steady-state or cycling,

proper temperature test should be speciflid During temperature cycling tests, chamber
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CHAPTER 4

HUMIDITYO

4-1 INTRODUCTION CtAp. 8: SOLID PRECIPITATION

Humidity is the general term used in Chap. 9: FOG AN D WHITEOUT
referring to the water vapor content of the
air. Atmospheric air is a mixture of various Chap. 14: MICROBIOLOGICAL ORGA-gases, the principal ones being nitrogen, oxy- NISMS.
gen, argon, carbon dioxide, and ivater vapor.

Suspended solid and liquid 1articles of natural The relationship of htuaidity to these other
and human origin-liquid water, solid water factors is strong. Humidity is dependent on
(ice and snow), dust, Walt, smoke, etc.-are temperature, always accompanies rain, is as-
also present in varying amounts in the atmo- sociated with the solid precipitants, is neces-
sphere: together they constitute the dispersed sary for and accompanies fog, and supports
system termed atmospheric aerosol. The defl- the growth of microbiological organisms.
nition of humidity does not encompass the
liquid water content of the air, only the With the exception of carbon dioxide and
vapor. Water vapor is colorless, odorless, and water vapor, particularly, the relative gaseous
t tasteless. composition of the natural atmnospherv re-

mains essentially constant up to an altitude of
The humidity of natural air is of prime about 25 km. Because of this, the composi-

concern because of its pervasiveness in the tion of atmospheric air is given in terms of the
military materiel enviro.iment. Therm are, gaseous constituents of clean, dry air, i.e., air
however, a variety of situations in which the with no aerosol or water vapor content, The
humidity in a restricted or dosed environ- principal constituent gases of the atmosphere
mehat is determined by other than natural so defmed with their percentages by volume
processes and for which special consideration are nitrogen (78.084), oxvgen (20.9416),
is required, These will be discussed in par. 4-4. argon (0.934), and carbon dioxide (0.0314)
Much of the background discussion of humild- (Ref. I). It can be seen that nitrogen, oxygen,
ity in natural air applies equally to the closed and argon together comprise over 99.9 per-
environments, cent of clean, dry air (the same percentage

value holds for the composition of air by
Closely associated with humidity are other mass). Because of the fixed composition of

natural environmental factors which are dis- dry air, it is possible to regard atmospheric air
cus~ed in the other chapters of this handbook, for meteorological purposes as a variable
namely: mixture of dry air and water vapor. Such a

ndxture is characterized as moist air.
Chap. 3: TEMPERATURE

Although water vapor and carbon dioxide
Chap. 7: RAIN constitute only a small proportion of the

atmosphere, the role they play in atmospheric
phenomena is extremely important. Carbon

*This hapsr Is bawd on a manudalpt propsd by M. D. dioxide is a strong absorber-therefore, aHop tM#b Euth Sd/etcs LAboratory, U.S. Arny NackkLaboalttoelt, Noc" Masr. strong emitter.-of longwave radiation (wave-

Laba''ioituin 'asi k,, ,-,
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TABLE 4.1

CRITICAL TEMPERATURES OF SOME ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS (Ref. 2)

Critical temperature
Substance

Water 374.2 705.6

Sulfur dioxide 157.5 315.5

Carbon dioxide 31.0 87.8

Oxygen -118.4 -181.1

Nitrogen -146.9 -232.4
Hydrogen -240.2 -400.4

Helium -267.9 -450.2

length greater than approximately 4 pm). critical temperatures of some atmospheric
Water vapor is also a significant absorber and constitutents are given in Tab!e 4-1.
emitter of radiation. Since the processes of
evaporation and condensation are accompa- In par. 4-2, the terminology associated with
nied by the absorption and release of heat, humidity is discussed pr;marily in terms of
changes in the amount and distribution of' the important thermodynamic processes.
atmospheric water vapor are of fundamental Basic data on these processes are also pre-
importance in thermal processes of the atmo- sented. The natural distribution of water
sphere. vapor is described iq par. 4-3 both in general

terms and with relation to data on geographic
Substances that are in ti.- vapor phase at distributions. This is followed by a brief

temperature above their criticil temperature description of humidity in confined spaces in
are referred to as gases (the cn~ical temnipera- par, 4-4 while par. 4-5 describes the measure-
ture of a substance Is the tempe,'atire above ment techniques associated with humidity.
which its vapor cannot be liquefied by pres- Effects of humidity, design guidance, testing,
sure alone). The "permanent" gises of the simulation, and specifica*ions constitute the
atmosphere (nitrogen, oxygen, hydiogen, heli- ,emainder of this chapter.
urn, etc.) have critical temperatures well
below any temperature in the atmosphere and 4-2 THERMODYNAMIC DESCRIPTION
are correctly known as gases. The vapors of AND DEFINITIONS
water and sulfur dioxide have critical temper-
atures above any temperatures found in the Water vapor is a gas and as such its
atmosphere and are correctly known as va- properties are described by the classical gas
pots, for meteorological purposes. The crtical laws. This behavior is complicated by the
temperature of carbon dioxide is well within phase chmiges of water vapor at natural
the range of ambient temperatures, so that it temperatures such that solid and liquid forms
is found in the atmosphere as both a gas and a of water coexist with the vapor.
vapor. However, the amount of carbon di-
oxide in the atmosphere is so small (approxi- Since the critical temperature of water
mately 0.03 percent of dry air) that it cannot vapor is higher than the air temperature
be liquefied, and can be regarded as a gas. The encountei.d in the atmosphere, it should not,

4-2
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J strictly speaking, be classified among the ideal tion or evaporation.
or perfect gases, i.e.. those gases whose
physical properties cre governed by the ideal The density of a gas (and thus of the
gas law. However, experimental investigations various atmospheric mixtures) depends upon
have established that the differences between its pressure, temperature, and molecular
the physical properties of water vapor and weight. The specific volume v and its recipro-
those of an ideal gas are so slight that water cal, density p, are obtained from the equation
vapor, for all practical purposes, can be of state after p and Tare measured:
regarded as an ideal gas, and its physical I RT R'T
properties can be characterized by the equa- P = - - (4-4)
tion of state for an ideal gas4 (Ref. 3): P M O p

Water vapor has a lower density than dry air
p =,RT (4-1) (PP = 0.6222 P. whete p,, is the density ofwat'ir vapor and p. is the density of air); the

where difference is Insignificant at low temperatures,
but should. be taken into account at high

p - pressure, N m- 2  temperatures and high humidities.

p - density, kg mi Numerous terms and parameters are used
to describe and quantify the amount of water

1M - molecular weight, kg mol - vapor in the air. The terminology and specifi-

cations that follow have been adapted from
R - universal gas constant, 8.314 J mol- the World Meteorological Organization's

K-1 Guide to Meteorulogical Instrument and Ob-
serving Practices (Ref. 4), MIL-STD-I 165,

T = absolute (kelvin) temperature, K Glossary' of EThvironmental Terms (Terrestrial)
(Ref. 5). and the Glossary of Meteorology of

If a mass m of gas occupies a volume V, the American Meteorological Society (Ref. 6).
then p = ?n/V. which, when substituted into The processes and equations are those found
Eq. 4-1, gives in many meteorologic texts (e.g., Ref. 3).

) V t R - i 42r' l"'" = nR (4-2) 4-2.1 VAPOR PRESSURE

where n is the number of moles of the gas.
The right-hand side of this equation is con- The vapor pressure e of water in the
stant for a given quantity of a gas so that atmosl)here, is independent of the presence of

other gases; i.e., it is the partial pressure due
"I k (4-3) to water vapor. If an enclosure is maintained

at a given temperature so as to confine a fixed

The specific gas constant R' is obtained by volume over a water surface, the vapor pres-
"lividing the universal gas constant by the sure within th, enclosure will come to a value
molecular weight; thus, it has a different value that is dependmnt only on temperature and is
for each gas or gas mixture, known as the saturation vapor pressure. Be-

low 0°C, the saturation vapor pressure over
1'he properties of both dry Hktd moist aif, as supercooled water. ew, is different from that

well aw the atinophere of' the earth, follow over ice, el,
the ideal gas law in the absence of condensa-

Ih, Many tables of the Saturation vapor pres-
*AJ ixferttd to as the perfmlt gas Ixw; It hsr mrny fornm, suorc are available; the Sw'sith/sonian Aleteoro-

-Units employcd in this chaplter at' those oif the inter- logical Tables being one example (Ref. 7),
Matiomas System of Units except where common pract'ice Tal 4-2gies bsom of eths e d Rta)

has necesitaIted ernploymeni of others, Table 4-2 gives some of tht.se data.

4-3
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TABLE 4-2

SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE OVER
WATER AND ICE (Ref. 7)

Temperature Vapor pressure, mb
c OF Over' icee Over'w~atle r

100 212 l" 1013.25

90 194 -- 701.13

80 176 -- 473.67

70 158 -- 311.69

60 140 -- 199.26

50 122 -- 123.40

40 104 -- 73.78

30 86 -, 42.43

20 68 -- 23.37

10 50 -- 12.27

0 32 6.11 6.11

-10 14 2.60 2.86
-20 -4 1.03 1.25
-30 -22 0.38 0.51

-40 -40 0.13 0.19

Pressure is sometimes measured in terms of' The vapor pressure e is directly related to
the height of a column of mercury, i.x,, the mixing ratio r and the mole fraction NV
millimeters or inches of mercury. Since these by:
readings are dependent on the local value of
the gravitational constant, it is necessary to r :z N,
standardize them using a standard value of the .2

gravitational constant. The value arbitrarily with similar relations for tile saturation V\apor
chosen by the International Committee on pressures:
Weights and Measures is 980.665 cmn s 2 but i
the National Weather Service 3nd other mete- _(" . . =N,--, (4-6)
orological servires have used a value of p 0.622+r W

980.616 cni s 2 currespondlng to the best anti
value at a latitude of 45 deg and sea level e, ri
(Ref. 7). It is important to note which o T 0.62? r.
these values is used in pressure readings given '
in terms of the height of a mercury column. where p is the total pressure and (he other
Botter practice, accepted today, is to uisw symbols are aw, defined in Thale ,1-3 'Tie
millibar (nib) as the unit for pressure. A constant 0.622 is the ratio of the dncsity ot
millibar is equal to 100 N m i water vapor to (he density ot1 dry air at the

4-4
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same temperature and pressure, which Is also O*C (32°F) consist of water or mainly of
equal to the ratio of the moleculah weight of water: (3) relative humidities greater than I L
water to that of a r. If the temperature is percent are, in general, not observed, and (4)
raised, the saturation water vapor increases; if the majority of existing records of relative
the temperature is lowered, the saturation humidity at temperatures below 0*C (320F)
water vapor decreases. Below 00C, two equl- are expressed on a basis of saturation with
librium conditions are possible depending un respect to water.
whet! -.r the water vapor is over ice or
supercooled water. The relative humidity expressed e:s a deci-

inal fraction is known as the saturation ratio.

4.2.2 RELATIVE HUMIblTY

The relative humidity over water, Uw, or 4-2.3 MIXING RATIO AND SPECIFIC
over ice, Ut, is the ratio of the actual vapor HUMIDITY
pressure to the saturation vapor pressure,
expressed as a percentage, ie., The mixing ratio r in a system of moist air

is the ratio of the mass of water vapor in, to
U = 100 e/e (4-8) the mass of dry air n".

U 100 e/ei (4-9) r = m1 /ma (4-1I)

* Relative humidity can also be expressed in while the specific humidity s is the ratio of
terms of mole fractions the mass of water vapor to the total mass ofa" ~~air()

U, = 100 Nv/N, w (4-10) . .. ) .

(m + )(4-12)
In all cases, the pressure and temperature of
the unsaturated and saturated air are identi- For many purposes, the mixing ratio and
cal. When the atmospheric pressure is less specific humidity are approximately equal
than the saturation vapor pressure, the given and ar- used interchangeably, the difference
definitions do not hold. between them, even at high humidities, is less

than the error in humidity measurements. The
Relative humidity is a useful parameter specific humidity is always less than the

provided that the temperature is also given, mixing ratio.
Caution must be exercised in its use, however,
since supersaturation with respect to ice at Referring to Eq, 4-5, it can be seen that the,
temperatures below 0*C (32 0F) sometimes mixing ratio cin be written
occurs. Although Ndtional Weather Service
practice is to adjust and reference all relative r = 0.622 e/(p - e) (4-13)
humidity measurements to water when the air
temperature is above 0*C (320F), and to ice and the specific humidity
when the air temperature is below O0 C
(32 0F), the World Meteorological Organiza s - 0.622 e/(p -- 0.378 e) (4-14)
tion prefers that relative humidity at tempera-
tures below 0*C (320F) be evaluated with where r and s are dimensionless and e and p
respect to water. Advantages ascribed to this must be expressed in the same units. For
procedure are that (I) hygrometers most approximation, since p f I,00 mb and e is
responsive to relative humidity measure it normally less titan 50 mb, one may use
with respect to water at all temperatures; (2)
the majority of clouds at temperatures below r = s = 622 e/p, g kg-'- (4-15)

4-6
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4-2.4 ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY of a sample of inoist air is defined as the ratio
of the number of moles and water vapor to

The absolute humidity (vapor concentra- the total number of moles in the sample of
tion or vapor density d.) of a mixture of dry moist air
air and water vapor is given by nr

N(16 = r M (4-18)Sd" = MPIV (4-16) na m + r•

a1
with the u1ual units of grams per cubic meter 4-2.6 SATURATION AND SUPERSATURA-
"(scientific) or of grains per cubic foot (engi- TION
neering). This term is sometimes incorrectly
applied to the pressure of the water vapor in Saturation of moist air at a given tempera-
the air. ture and pressure occurs if its mixing ratio is

P'such that the moist air can coexist in stable
Absolute humidity is not conservative with equilibrium (i.e., no change in the proportion

respect to adiab,,•ic expansion or compres- of vapor and liquid or solid) with an as-
sion. The percentage ratio of absolute humid- sociated condensed phase (liquid or solid) at
ity to 'he absolute humidity at saturation the same temperature and pressure, the
differs inappreciably from relative humidity surface of separation being plane. Alternative-
below 35TC (95 0 F). ly, saturation is the condition in which the

partial pressure of any atmospheric consti-
In general, absolute humidity cannot be tuent (usually water vapor) is equal to the

converted into vapor pressure, although it is maximum possible under the existing environ-
Scomparable to vapor pressure for most pur- mental conditions.
S ( i~poses, However, when vapor pressure is mea-

sured in min Hg and absolute humidity d. in g At saturation, the number of molecules
m"13 , the following numerical relationship returning to the liquid equals the number
holds (Ref. 8): leaving it, and the vapor pressure in the air is

I 06 e then idetitical to the vapor pressure of the
d = I T (4-17) water surface. Water vapor molecules in the

atmosphere occupy spaces among the atmo-
where T is in degrees Celsius; and v = 3.658 X spheric gases and exert pressure in all direc-

0" tions as other gases do. Since vapor pressure is
independent of the pressure exerted by other

Thus, the numerical values of absolute gases, water vapor produces the same pressure
humidity and vapor pressure differ little and, when mixed with other atmospheric gases as
at T = I b.4 0C (61.5 0F) they are equal, for the it does alone.
measurement units specified for Eq. 4-17.

Saturation can be produced in either of
The absolute humidity is seldom employed two ways: (1) if temperature and, hence,

in meteorology, but is used in physics and capacity remain unchanged, saturation can
engineering when dealing with fixed volumes; occur when sufficient vapor is added to the
it is particularly useful in the field of air air; and (2) if temperature decreases suffi-
conditioning (Ref. 9). ciently, capacity also decreases until it equals

the actual water vapor in the air, thereby
4-2.5 MOLE FRACTION producing saturation. Of the two processes,

saturation resulting from a decrease in tern-
The mole fraction* N, of the water vapor perature is the more common natural occur-

rence. At any given temperature, the satura-
*lie composition of dry air Is frequently presented in trmas tion vapor pressure has a specific value, but

of mole rf:tions of Its constituent elements, expressed as
percentages. changes rapidly with changes in temperature

4-7
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Figure 4.1. Saturation Vapor Pressure for Water (Ref. 7)

(Table 4-2 and Fig. 4-1). Although tempera- the sante. Thus, in an eirmass that rises to a
ture determines the saturation vapor pressure higher elevation, the partial pressures of all
level, temperature by itself is only one con- gases, including water vapor, decrease because
tributing factor to :he actual quantity of of the adiabatic expansion resulting from the
vanor present, upward movement of the air,

The quantity of water vapor in a parcel of
air can change only through the addition of in the inset of Fig. 4-1, two curves of
vapor (evaporation, sublimation) or the loss saturation vapor pressure are shown for sub-
"of it (condensation, sublimation). However, freezing temperatures. The upper curve repre-
the partial pressure of water vapor can change sents the saturation vapor pressure over super-
"even when the amount of water vapor remains cooled water; the lower curve, saturation

4-8
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TABLE 4-4

SATURATION MIXING RATIO OVER WATER r, (Ref. 7)

Temperature, Pressure, mb
"1,000 900 800 4.

40 49.81 55.83 63.49

35 37.25 41.66 47.24
30 27.69 30.92 34.98
25 20.44 22.19 25.74
20 14.95 16.55 18.79

15 10.83 12.06 13.59
S10 7.762 8.633 9.725

5 5.495 6.109 6.878
"0 3.839 4.267 4.802

-5 2.644 2.939 3.306

S-10 1.794 1.993 2.242

vapor pressure over ice. Without the presence coexist in a cloud, the tendency is for water
of supercooled water, direct sublimation of vapor to sublime on the ice crystals. This
the excess water va'ior would occur at tern- includes the additional vapor due to evapora-
peratures below freezing. These curves are tion from the water droplet surfaces.) Thus,
applicable to phenomena occurring generally for practical purposes it can be assumed that
in the upper atmosphere, but often in the saturation is not exceeded,
lower atmosphere in winter, and in refrig-
erated spaces. Condensation and sublimation are not

direct consequences of a state of saturatinn or
Supersaturation occurs when a given por- even slight supersaturation. Laboratory ex-

tion of the atmosphere (or other space) periments performed on extremely clean air
contains more water vapor than is needed to have achieved supersaturation up to 700
produce saturation with respect to a plane percent before the start of condensation.
surface of pure water or pure Ice. This state is These experiments demonstrate the need for
unstable, but not uncommon in the atmo- suitable condensation nuclei in the atmo-
sphere. Supersaturation usually occurs when sphere (Ref. 10).
saturated air is cooled, and condensation does
not occur because of the lack of sufficient The saturation mixing ratio is the mixing
condensation nuclei, ratio of saturated air at a given temperature

and pressure. It is denoted by the symbol rw
Although supercooled water is prevalent in when the condensed phase is liquid, and by r1

clouds down to about -150C (50F), the when it is solid. The associated condensed
natural processes of condensation and evapo- liquid or solid phases refer to almost pure
ration in the atmosphere occur In such a way water and almost pure ice, some air being
that appreciable supersaturation does not dissolved in both. Values of rw are shown in
occur. (If Ice crystals and water droplets Table 4-4.

4-9
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Saturation deficit is the difference between amount of vapor in the air, the excess water

the saturation vapor pressure at a given vapor changes to liquid water. it forms onr
temperature and pressure, and the actual cool surfaces, producing dew, and, on suitable
vapor pressure under the same conditions. It condensation nuclei in the free atmosphere,
cn be denoted by (ew - e) with respect to forming clouds or fogs. If a sufficient number
water, and by (e, - e) with respect to ice. It is of hygroscopic nuclei are present, condensa-
also defined as the additional amount of tion may occur at temperatures above the
water vapor in grams per cubic meter required dewpoint or before saturation vapor pressure
to produce saturation in a given parcel of air is reached. In the lower atmosphere, an ample
at the same temperature and pressure. supply of condensation nuclei is always avail-

able, so condensation can be expected as soon
4-2.7 DEWPOINT TEMPERATURE AND as air becomes saturated.

WET-BULB TEMPERATURE
Under certain conditions, when the air

4-2.7.1 DEWPOINT TEMPERATURE contains only a few small insoluble dust
particles, condensation does not occur until

The thermodynamic dewpoint temperature vapor is cooled appreciably below Its dew.
Td of moist air at pressure p and with mixing point, When the water content of the air is
ratio r is the temperature at which moist air, saturated at 0.00C (273.16*K)*, its three
saturated with respect to water at the given phases-vapor, liquid, and solid-occur in
pressure, has 3 saturation mixing ratio rP equilibrium together and the vapor pressure Is
equal to the given mixing ratio r. (When the always 6.11 mb. Dewpoint and saturatioti
moist air is saturated with respect to ice, the vapor pressure equivalents for the liquid phase
thermodynamic dewpolnt temperature is are shown in Fig. 4-2.
known as the thermodynamic frostpoint
temperature.) The temperatures so defined 4.2.7.2 WET-BULB TEMPERATURE
are identical with the definitions of the
commonly used terms dewpoint and frost- Wet-bulb temperature is the lowest temper-
point (temperatures), i.e., the temperature to ature to which air can be cooled at any given
which a given parcel of air must be cooled at time by evaporating water into it at constant
constant pressure and constant water vapor pressure, when the heat required for evapora-
content in order for saturation to occur. tion is supplied by the cooling of the air. This

temperature is indicated by a well-ventilated
For a given dewpoint, there is only one wet-bulb thermometer. Since this measure

saturation vapor pressure. Since the vapor shows increases in the vapor pressure by the
content is just sufficient to saturate the air at addition of water vapor to the air and
the dewpoint, further cooling would produce simultaneously shows decreases in the temper-
condensation on a solid surface. Dewpoint is a ature of the air through Its loss of latent heat,
convenient parameter, since It is expressed In wet-bulb temperature is lower than the air
the temperature scale, is as precise as vapor temperature in unsaturated air but higher
pressure, and can be readily converted to It. than the dewpoint temperature.
In saturated air, the dewpoint and air temper-
ature are equal. A dewpoint temperature can The temperature difference in degrees be-
be readily produced by forced cooling and tween dry-bulb temperature (air temperature)
can be determined readily by observation, and wet-bulb temperature is called the wet-
This is true both above or below 0*C (32*F).

*This Is the only point at wlhih the thrie phim of wets can
exist In a rtate of equiliulum, am is known u the triple

The dewpolnt is the temperature at which doint o wai. E•uNtitm, In thi context, mem that the
condensation normally begins. When moist air ntive quandti do not cae. The tiple point of water

h the fundamental fixed point of the intetadoodlyIs cooled to a point (above freezing) where its ddfiu themodynamnic Cdus and the ,hmeaodynminwater vapor capacity is lower than the klvia tempturen s (Ret. 4).
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!i (with respect to water) (Ref. Ifl)

bulb depression. It depends on the tempera- and the saturation vapor pressure-is tabu-
ture, humidity, and atmospheric pressure of lated in Table 4-5 as a function of wet-bulb.•:the air. depression for four wet-bulb temperatures. In,

Tablhe ate relative humidity is given as a
-The dry-bulb temperature, wet-bulb ter- function of the wet-bulb depression.• i; porature, and wet-bulb depression are used in

-•the determination of riewpoint and relative 4-2.9 LATENT HEATS AND PHAL•E
S ( humidity. The vapor pressure deficit-the CHANGES"

;-• difference between the actual vapor pressure
i ~The latent heat is the heat released or
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TABLE 45

ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR DEFICIT (RMd. 7)
VALUES OF (ew -e) FOR p - 1,000 mb

Depression of Wet-bulb temperaturepC
wet-bulb,.. ...deg C -10 0 10 20

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 0.6524 0.6600 0.6676 0.675

2 1.3048 1.3200 1.3352 1.350
3 1.9572 1.9800 2.0028 2.026

4 2.6096 2.6400 2.6704 2.701

5 3.2620 3.3000 3.3380 3.376
6 3.9145 3.9600 4.0055 4.051

7 4.5669 4.6200 4.6731 4.726
8 5.2193 5.2800 5.3407 5.401

9 5.8717 5.9400 6.0083 6.077
S10 6.6000 6.6759 6.752

15 10.138 10.128

20 13.504

absorbed per unit mass in n reversible isobar- the liquid is less; thus, its temperature is
ic-isothermal change of phase. The latent lower. Heat has flowed from the liquid in the
heats of vaporization, condensation, fusion, process of vaporization in an amount propor-
and sublimation of water are of prime impor- tional to the quantity of liquid vaporized.
tance in atmospheric processes. Because the
phase changes are reversible, the latent heat of The energy removed from a water surface
vaporization is equal to the latent heat of by evaporation and carried (often for great
condensation and the latent heat of sublima- distances) as latent heat in water vapor is
tion is equal to the sum of the latent heats of released during condensation. The latent heat
vaporization and fusion. In all casts, latent of condensation is one of the main sources of
heats are functions of the temperature. The energy in atmospheric processes. Heat ac-
lotent heats of water are given In Table 4-7. quired by vapor during evaporation has a

cooling effect on the surface or the air sample
Basically, the latent heat of vaporization is from which the moisture is taken. Condensi

-ssociated with the fact that, as the tempera- tion, by releasing an equal quantity of latent
ture of a liquid increases, the kinetic energy heat, warms a surface or air sample. The
associated with molecular motion also in- amount of hean liberated by condensation can
creases. Certaiii molecules-those with higher- be considerable.
than-average energy-are able to escape from
the liquid and enter the vapor phase. Since Evaporation of water is the process by
only the higher energy molecules escape, the which water is transferred Into the gaseous \
average energy of the remaining molecules in state. The rate of evaporation is determined

4-12
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) TABLE 4-6

RELATIVE HUMIDITY FROM WET.BULB DEPRESSION (PERCENT) (Ref. 12)

Wet-bulb Temperature, OC
depression, - - I'!-

deg C 40 35 301 25 20 15)0 5 0- 5 -10

1 95 95 94 94 94 94 9493 93 93 92
2 90 89 89 89 88 88 87 87 86 86 85
3 85 85 84 83 83 82 82 81 80 79 79
4 81 80 79 78 78 77 76 75 74 73 73
5 76 75 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67

6 72 71 70 69 -68 67 66 65 64 63 61
7 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 59 58 57
8 64 63 62 61 60 59 57 56 55 53 52
9 61 60 59 57 56 55 54 52 51 49 48

10 58 56 55 54 53 51 50 *48 47 45 44
11 54 53 52 50 49 48 46 45 43 42 40
12 51 50 49 47 46 45 43 41 40 38 37
13 48 47 46 44 43 42 40 38 37 35 34
14 46 44 43 41 40 39 37 36 34 32 31
15 43 42 40 39 37 36 34 33 31 30 28

40 , 16 40 39 38 36 35 33 32 30 29 27 26
17 38 37 35 34 32 31 29 28 27 25 23
18 36 34 33 32 30 29 27 26 24 23 21
19 34 32 31 30 28 27 25 24 22 21 20
20 32 30 29 28 26 25 23 22 21 19 18

"21 30 28 27 26 24 23 22 20 19 17 16
22 28 27 252423 21 20 19 17 16 15
23 26 25 24 22 21 19 18 17 16 15 15
24 252 2 1 19 18 17 16 14 13 12
25 23 22 1 19 19 17 16 14 1312 11
26 22 2 1 9 18 17 16 14 13 12 11 10
27 20 19 18 17 16 14 13 12 11 10 09

A28 19 18 17 15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08
29 18117 15 1413 1211 10 0908 07
30 17 16 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 07

by the temperature of the liquid and the percent more rapidly than sea water.
relative humidity of the atmosphere over its
surface; it is independent of the presence or 4-3 DISTRIBUTION OF ATMOSPHERIC
absunce of other gases. Evaporation is both WATER VAPOR
dependent on and important in meteorologi-
cal processes. Winds, carrying away moist air, The water vapor contained in the atmo-

•-,£- increase the -vaporation rate over water; over sphere is the most dynamic of atmtspheric
large bodies of water, vertical air motion is constituents. It may condense or solidify
required. Fresh water evaporates about 5 forming a cloud, fog, or precipitant; its
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TABLE 4.7

LATENT HEATS OF WATER (Ref. 7)

Tonperature, Vaporization, Fusion, Sublimation
OC OF cal g-l cal g-1  cal g-l

"-40 -40 621.7 56.3 678.0
"-30 -22 615.0 63.0 678.0
-20 - 4 608,9 59.0 677.9

-10 14 603.0 74.5 677.5

0 32 597.3 79.7 677.0

10 50 591.7
20 68 586.0

30 86 580,4
40 104 574.7

concentration may increase by vaporization (4) Sublimation from snow and ice
or sublimation from atmospheric or surface
solid or liquid forms of water; it may travel (5) Combustion
great distances carrying with it considerable
thermal energy; and it may condense, sub- (6) Expiration by animals.
lime, or absorb on any material with which it
comes into contact. Generally, the changes in Generally, the input of water vapor to the
natural water vapor are physical although atmosphere decreases with altitude because of
large quantities of water are added to the the general decrease in temperature. The
atmosphere by combustion processes and decrease in atmospheric pressure with in-
removed by biological processes, both of creased altitude does lower the boiling point
which involve chemical changes, The various of water, i.e., the temperature at which the
cyclic processes In which water is involved-- vapor pressure and atmospheric pressure are
meteorological, biological, hydrological, and equal. The boiling point decreases I deg C
geological-are key to the existence of a (1.8 deg F) for each decrease of 37 mb in air
habitable ecosphere. The atmosphere at any pressure. A pressure decrease of 37 mb
time contains only about 0.001 percent of the corresponds to an increase in altitude of
total water of the earth but this can con- approximately 320 m at sea level but this
stitute as much as 4 percent of the volume of correspondence is a function of temperature
the gases in the atmosphere. and pressure. Thus the passage of a low- or

high-pressure meteorological disturbance can
The sources of atmospheric water vapor have a measurable effect on the boiling point.

are, in order of importance:
Temperature is the primary control of

(1) Evaporation from warm water bodies water vapor content of the atmosphere. Warm
air can, and usually does, contain more water

(2) Evaporation from soil vapor than cool air. In order for air at a given
temperature to be saturated with water vapor,

(3) Transpiration of water vapor by plants It must be exposed to sufficient moisture or
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S water over a period long enough to allow 4-3.1 GENERAL PATTERNS"
" ., equilibrium to be reached.

The distribution of water vapor in the
A change in temperiture drastically alters atmosphere Is exceptionally variable, Air can

the maximum amount of water vapor a mass be practically dry or contain up to 4 percent
of air can contain. These differences in the by volume of water vapor. Under natt ,,
amounts of water vapor have important im- conditions, air always contains some waLer
plications for design engineering. The highest vapor. While only a small fraction of the
temperature recorded at any station, about water of the earth is stored as vapor at any
550C (131*F)*, produces a maximum pos- one time, over long periods a vast amount of
sible water vapor content of approximately water in vapor form circulates in the atnro-
100 g m-. The actual amount of water sphere.
vapor present is a complex futiction of various
atmospheric corditions. The highest dewpoint The distribution of water in the atmo-
temperatures recorded are between 30* and sphere Is closely related to temperature condi-
35°C (86" and 95°F), corresponding to witer tions. The water vapor content of the air is
vapor content ranging from 30 to 40 g m-3 higher in warm, moist areas where the capaci-
and are usually associated with air tempera- ty of air to hold vapor Is also high. Since all
tures below 409C (1040F). The capacity of air water vapor originates at the surface of the
to hold water vapor decreases rapidly as earth, the availability of water In liquid or
temperature decreases. At temperatures below frozen form, plus conditions favoring its
about -400C (-400 F), the amount of water change to vapor, affect its distribution.
vapor present in the atmosphere is negligible
for most engineering purposes. The maximum 4-3.1.1 LATITUDINAL VARIATIONS
amount of water vapor the air can contain at
-40*C (-40*F) is about 0.1 g m-3, and at The mean latitudinal distribution of water
-500C (-580F), only 0.04 g m-3 . Although vapor shows a marked decrease from the
the water vapor content of the air at low equator toward the poles as shown in Fig. 4-3.
temperatures is extremely small, it is an This pattern is closely related to seasonal
important influence on the transmission of temperatures and location. Except for some
infrared radiation over long paths to and from deserts, the correlation between atmospheric
the surface of the earth. water vapor content and temperature distribu-

tion is generally good. The belts of maximum
Water vapor acts as a highly important mean vapor pressure and maximum mean

wontrol on the temperature of the atmo- temperature shift northward during summer
sphere, and has two far-reaching effects: (1) in the Northern Hemisphere and southward
by absorbing longwave radiation from the during summer In the Southern Hemisphere.
sitrface of the earth, water vapor significantly This shift in temperature and vapor pressure
limits the amount of cooling during the night; levels is more extensive over the land masses
and (2) water vapor serves as a medium of north of the equator than over those south of
heat transfer through the release of the latent the equator.
heat of condensation. The latter process,
whereby heat is transported from warmer to The poleward decreases in water vapor
colder latitudes, is a major element in the heat levels and temperature also correlate with a
balance of the earth.

oDiscussoa of the snamd patterns of atmospheric water
*Actuly, 1366F has boen observed in noithem AfMa but vapor is contained in meteorolol.cal texts such as Refs. 13

temperatures above 130F Fan very ran. and 14.
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! Figure 4,3. Mean Latitudinal/Oistribut/on of Water Vapor Pressure (Ref. 15)

i similar decrease in latitudinal precipitation. ene;'gy. hI tropical latitudes, water vapor
i Thus, precipitation averages 73 in. yr-a in constitutes approximately 3 percent of the air
•) the equatorial belt of the Northern Hemi- by volume. In the intermediate latitudes,
, sphere and 4.5 in. yr-' in the polar zone. water vapor averages only 1 percent of the air

* by volume, varying from 1.5 percent in
Greater amounts of water vapor are also summer to 0.5 perc~ent in winter. in high

,,present during the summer than in the winter latitudes, the amount of water vapor in the airi
Sin the Northern Hemispherc. In winter, vapor is negligible.
; ~pressures fail below 2 meb over large land areas.,
':in higher latitudes and over ice-laden polar Landsberg (Ref. 16) states that, in genera],•

areas. Those areas in which the mean vapor an increase in temperature means a rise in
pressure exceeds 20 mb are distinctly humid absolute humidity and a decrease In relative
all year, and constitute the major sources of humidity; a decrease in temperature has the
atmospheric water vapor, In general, vapor opposite effect, Vapor pressure is significantly
pressure decreases rather rapidly with distance higher in deserts than on moist coasts in the1
inland from primary source areas, since most Arctic. In the Sahara and California deserts, a
of the water vapor lost inland by precipitation vapor pressure of 13.6 mb is common and
is not replaced by evaporation or transpira- fairly characteristic of Lhosa latitudes. By
tion, contrast, oceanic latitudes between 60 and 70

deg N. havesa vapor pressure of 4.08 to 5.44
Although the percentage content of water mb. The air of" deserts, therefore, contains

vapor in the atmosphere is always small, any about three times more water per unit volume
appreciable variation in the local amount of than arctic maritime air. :
water vapor has a significant effect on
weather conditions and the environment, For Fig. 4-4 shows the approximate mean
example, water vapor is an important ab- latitudinal distribution of relative humidity.!
sorber of electromagnetic radiation, particu- Maximum relative humidities generally prevail''
larly in the long infrared wavelengths, and at the equator and at latitudes 60 deg N. and i
therefore has an important meteorological S.; minimum relative humidities occur in the
role a. an absorber and emitter of radiant subtropical high pressure belts. On midlati-
4-16
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Figure 4.4. Approximate Mean Latitudinal Distribution of
Relat/ve Humidity (Ref. 15)

tude mountains, summer maxima in relative the United States, relative humidity some-
humidity tend to occur becauA of the strong times ranges down to about 3 percent, and in
convective flows of moist air upslope to hunid regions down to 10 percent. When the
cooler heights. absolute humidity is low, a sharp rise in

temperature can produce a similarly low
In the subtropical high pressure belts be- relative humidity. The occurrence of foehns*,

tween latitudes 25 and 35 to 45 deg N. and associated with cyclonic storms, can create
S., the zonal distribution of mean relative extreme dryness on the lee side of mountain
humidity (Fig. 4-4) differs considerably from barriers. Unusually low relative humidities
the general pattern of mean vapor pressure also occur as a result of marked downward
shown in Fig. 4-3. Although the desert air in settling of warming dry air from aloft.
these latitudes contains considerable water
vapor, desert temperatures are charact.rls- 4-3.12 VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION'
tically high, and relative humidities are corre-
spondingly low. By contrast, in arctic and According to Geiger (Ref. 17), water vapor,
subarctic regions, low temperatures produce being lighter than air, almost always moves
high relative but low specific humidities, upward and can only move downward in
Thus, contrary to popular cpinion, the lack of special situations. The combination of higher
condensation and/or precipitation in these temperatures at the evaporating surfaces of
deserts is due to the large difference between the earth restricts water vapor mairly to the
air temperatures and dewpolnts, not to the lower atmosphere. Downward flow of water
lack of water vapor in the air. The average vapor is almost negligible-only 10 percent of
relative humidity of marine air Is usually near the amount that normally pases upward to
80 percent; on the other hand, that of desert cooler altitudes. Except for minor losses by
air is usually little more than 20 to 30 condensation** on surfaces during the cooler
percent. In the lower and intermediate lati-
tudes, relative humidity decreases with *Abo sp•e oWn a wa,, dy wir en the In de of a

mouatiia zaap. The wu di &M drnesm of 6@ sk is do*
distance inland from the sea; in the high to adt oa ,wpaWm uo deoeafa m-oala
lttitudes, the decrease in relative humidity ,opse. Feel =m an eckold via rcyowoode mOUN

bein psodmed o* when dke *okola hn mafflhhdeaway from the sea Is slight. *n a to tee sk oito ssom &mj*__
movau nag. in a dwt pulod of lme. In diftmt=on"t xe• room have a vristy of enis, 9g., theAbnormally low levwl of relative humidity 30*mk- of, fhe hae M aU t OWLe. 6) .,

4 occasionaly occur in surface air and are moat *.Alm A-M dew Am a waoteur sVrns upwid fe.
* common In dry regions where broad fluctua- tecW t om, d no etmow e armms ls~ oe1stedm forn fee atmoepb•e shows web •

tiona in temperature occur. In aid parts of ,sowy ftý but is mewMt i5re in s, am.
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TABLE 4-9

PRECIPITABLE WATER OF SATURATED ATMOSPHERE (Rd. 19)

Sea-level temperature Precipitable water,
0C OFt,

28 82.4 4.15
20 68.0 2.08

0 32.0 0.33

hours of the day, a significant decrease in for the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. The prin-
atraospheric water vapor content occurs only cipal concentration of water vapor is within 2
by precipitation. Water vapor often condenses km above sea level. Above 8 kin, the water
Into minute water droplets or ice crystals that vapor content of the atmosphere is negligible.
remain suspended in the atmosphere and
reevaporate. Falling precipitation may also The total water vapor content of an air
evaporate before reaching the surface of the column or of the atmosphere over an area is
earth as it passes through dry layers of air In termed precipltable water, defined as the
its descent. equivalent linear depth of water in a column

of air if all the. water vapor in the column( Except for occasional "humidity inver- were condensed. Measurements of precipi-
sions", both the amount of water vapor and table water can be made accurately with an
its fluctuations decrease rapidly as altitude infrared hygrometer. The mean precipitable
increases. Table 4-8 shows the computed water in the United States in July averages
decrease in humidity with increasing altitude about twice that for January, decreasing

2.0 2.0

1 .5 1.5

1.0- 1.0MEAN DAILY MEAN DAILY

0.5- 0.5

0 a 9 10 11 -64 66 68 70

I ( (A) VAPOR PRESSURE, um of HS (B) RELATIVE HUMIDITY, %

Figure 45. Surface Humidity Variations (Ref. 17)
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northward and toward the central part of the in early afternoon and their minima near (
Western States In both months. dawn. Other factors that influence the diurnal

variation in humidity are evaporation, con-
The precipitable water contained in a satu- densation, capillary transport of soil moisture

rated air column and in saturatiop-adiabatic* to the surface, and the vertical transport of
equilibrium show important differences con- water vapor in the air by convection and
trolled by temperature. Three examples are diffusion.
listed in Table 4-9.

In situations where the available moisture
The rate of decrease of atmospheric water at the surface of the earth is small, and the

vapor with altitude is normally more rapid vertical transport of air is well developed
within the first few meters above the surface during solar heating each day, the diurnal
of the earth. Fig. 4-5 shows an example of variation in the amount of water vapor
this decrease in the daily mean of vapor follows a different pattern. A rise in vapor
pressure and relative humidity; thermocouple pressure (and absolute humidity) occurs soon
pyschrometers were used. The rate of de- after sunrise as inciesed heat accelerates the
crease holds equally well for both vapor evaporation of dew and later of soil moisture.
pressure (expressed in im fig) and relative In the late forenoon, vapor pressure starts to
humidity. The humidity gradient is similar to decrease because of the rapid vertical trans-
that of temperature near the ground, since the port of water vapor and the lowered tmount
rate of evaporation follows changes in temper- of available moisture at the surface of the
ature. The amount of water vapor will In- earth. A gradual rise normally occurs before
crease or decrease with corresponding changes sunset because of diminished convection. The
"in temperature, and condense if cooling water v.Apor content of the air continues to
causes saturation, decrease slowly until dawn due to the down-

ward transport of water vapor and its conden-
Starting at a short distance above the sation on the surface of the earth, and,

surfe, n of the earth, the mean relative humidi- occasionally, on particles suspended in the air
ty in,,-eases at a slow rate up to the cloud near the surface.
zone, above which the air is drier. The
decrease in the amount of water vapor with Considerable local variation in humidity is
height above sea level, together with the produkced by sea breezes and nocturnal winds.
normal decrease in temperature with altitude, Occasionally, marked variations from the
appreciably reduces the controlling effect of usual trend are caused by clouds and sun-
temperature on relative humidity. Low hu- shine, changes in windspeed and direction,
midities are more characteristic of the leeward precipitation, subsidence, and airmass changes
side of higher mountains than of the wind- associated with the passage of fronts.
ward side.

Relative humidity can vary considerably
4-3.1.3 DIURNAL VARIATIONS within a 24-hr period. Although influenced by

absolute humidity, fluctuations in relative
When the supply of moisture from soil, humidity are strongly dependent on tempera-

vegetation, or water surface is adequate but ture and usually constitute an approximate
not excessive, vapor pressure and absolute mirror image of it; i.e., the daily course of
humidity tend to parallel the diurnal varia- relative humidity is inverse to that of tem-
tions in temperature, attaining their maxima perature. Maximum relative humidity usually

occurs during the cooler morning hours, while
*A saturation.adlabatic proceu is an adiabatic proces In minimum relative humidities are characteristic
which the air Is nudtained at aturatlen by the evaporation of warmer midday and early afternoon. How-
oc condemation of water, the latent heat beinglSppMad by ever, relative humidity can increase appreci-
or to the ait, respectively. The ascent of cloudy air, for
example, iussmmedtobetsh a proceu•. ably within a short period of time, particu-
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larly after rain, which subsequently increases and wet-bulb temperatures are presented
S.vaporation. (Ref. 20). Data on a large number of locations

throughout the world are provided. In Table
Diurnal differences in relative humidity are 4-10, percent frequency of occurrence of

greater in locations where large contrasts in specified relative humidity values at selected
temperature occur-such as mountainous hours for rnldseasonal months is tabulated.
aroas, the dry tropics, and continental in- These data indicate the diurnal extremes in
teriors. Ry contrast, such differences are relative humidity, which are also indicated by
relatively small over seas and most snow- the representative daily variations shown in
covered areas. Fig. 4-6 for 10 representative U S cities. In

Fig. 4-7 isopleth maps for the United States
Since it is directly related to vapor pres- are shown for both mean relative humidity

sure, the dewpoint temperature normally rises and for the maximum persisting 12-hr,
after sunrise: In humid parts of the United 1,000-mb dewpoints.
States, such as the Northeast, the diurnal
minimum of dewpoint occurs about dawn and A maximum persisting 12-hr dewpoint is
the diurnal maximum in the afternoon, partic- the highest value that has been equalled or
ularly during the cooler months when there is exceeded for 12 consecutive hours. A 12-hr
less turbulent mixing. persisti.,g 1,000-mb dewpoint is the surface

value reduced to I 000-mb (approximately
In mountainous areas of the Western States sea level) along a moist adiabat. This is

(and other places), diurnal mountain and approximately at the rate of 2.4 deg F, per
valley breezes produce a vigorous vertical flux I,O0C ft. Values on the maps may be read-
of water vapor. Because of the rapid upward justed to ground level by subtracting 2.4 deg
transport of water vapor during periods of F for each 1,000 ft of elevation. The original
.maximum heating, valleys have a decrease in purpose of the dewpoint charts was to adjust
dewpoint in contrast to an increase on sum- past major rainstorms to maximum moisture,
11iits. in making estimates of probable maximum

precipitation in connection with the design of
In dry regions, minimum dewpointr are spillways of dams. Maps F'howing annual mean

characteristic of the midday hours, writh a relative humidity and annual maximum per-
maximum occurring in early morning. This is sisting 12-hr 1,000-mb dewpoints are given in
the reverse of the daily pattern of dewpoints Figs. 4-8 and 4-9.
"characteristic of most humid regions.

In Fig. 4-10 water vapor pressure levels are
4-32 GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF given for the world. The mean water vapor

WATER VAPOR pressure for the month of maximum readings
is given. For all areas except South America

Data on the naturally occurring concentra- and Australia, the most humid month is July,
tions of atmospheric water vapor are pre- whereas for those areas, it is January.
sented in a vari.-.ty of forms due to the
variability of watur vapor concentration and In a study of the simultaneous occurrence
to the variety of uses tc which the data are of high dewpoints and high temperatures,
put. For example, a manual providing engi- Dodd (Ref. 23) found that temperatures of at
necring weather data for heating design, air- least 42.7'C (109'F) in combination with
conditioning design and criteria, and for dewpoints at 23.9'C (75*F) and above are
calculating energy use has been issued by the rare. When these extreme conditions occur
Department of the Air Force (AFM 8&-8, concurrently, the limited data available in-
Chap. 6), Department of the Army (TM dicate that they are most prevalent near the
5-785), and by the Department of the Navy coasts of warm bodies of water-such as the
(NAVFAC P-89). In this manual, dry-bulb Persian Gulf, Red Sea, or Gulf of California.
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"Figure 4-6. Mean Diurnal Humidity (Percent) for Midseasonal Moniths
in 10 U.S. Cities (Ref 21)

At Abadan on the northern coast of the of high temperature-humidity stress.
Persian Gulf, dcwpoints as high as 33.3' or
33.9°C (92' or 93'F) have been reported In Fig. 4-11, maps are given on which are
concurrently with temperatures of 42.70 to indicated the percentage monthly occurrence
45.5 0C (1090 to 114F) at the port site, but of high dewl'oints. It should be noted that
their validity is questionable. In the period of Figs. 4-1 I(A) and 4-11(B) give percentage
record from 1946-1948 at Dhahran, Saudi frequency of occurrence of dewpoints at the
Arabia, a few dewpoints of 26.6' to 28.9*C 76 0 F level while Fig. 4-1 I(C) is for the 80OF
(800 to 84 0 F)* occurred with temperatures of level. The circular graphs on the maps are
43.30 to 44,4*C (1 100 to I I 2"F). used to give nionthly percentage occurrences

of the indicated dewpoint temperatures. Ad-
In India's Ganges valley during the premon- ditional data are in Ref. 24.

soon period (May-June), the highest eew-
points at three stations ranged from 18.3' to In comparing humidity-temperature condi-
23.90C (650 to 75 0 F) at temperatures of tions, it is important that humidity and
42.70 C (109 0 F) or higher. Although higher ternperature observations be made at repre-
dewpoints are associated with the monsoon sentative sites and from standard heights (4.5
season, temperatures are considerably lower, to 6 ft above the ground). The daily maxi-

mum and minimum temperatures of surfaces
In North Africa, summer temperatvirs are below this height are significantly higher (for

often extremely high. but mean dewpoints are maxima) and lower (for minima) than those
lower than those in a number of other areas of surfaces above this height. This produces

uuan environment with greater diurnal ranges in*•rThis wabulatton and others are based on temperature and temperature than that of standard shelter
dewlpoint interv'als of 2 deg F. Thus, two or inuoe values
must lt given Instead of a single value, height, and most measures of humidity will
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Figure 447 (continued). Humidity In the United States (Ref. 21)
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(C) MARCH

Figure 4-7 (contlaued). Humidity in the United States (Ref, 21)
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Figure 4-7 (continued). Humidity in the United Stsats (Ref. 21)
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Figure 4-7 (continued). Humidity In the United States (Ref. 21)
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Figure 4-7 (wondinvad). Humidity in thi United Statis (Ref. 2?)
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Figmr 4-7 (coernunud. Hmuindity in the United Scotw (Ref 271)
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TABLE 4.1-i s
KELATIE HMmITY IN WMRAL ONVIOUMI1 Mfat. -1

Enviroostilat ve Teinerature, OFEn~lromnt hsidity.%

Truck 1 100 -10
Railway boxcar I 95 960

Caoveed storage J 45 1200
Ship 95 400

jAircraft 100 -300

so 1100

f~ Me 6&s tk Psule ftSt Mufficist moABtM (2) Armmtou wterwithi mmolouw
le 'dbleevpoun"WatloVa from v~

tamnad sipmmd watr air uaobt wfas 3) hoenes mdah s efiks
Pdmcu hikr dewPaimts thus eavkomzmsn
whamn ampl so== of MOM=twere abumt. (4) Vuaftitos of aclahosur

( 44 WATER VA"O WN ENCLOURE (5) Pamabahity of mWdO~We wwh to
"Okat vow

WE~bin bddW vehicle, or other en-
e.. cdainms don humiyt it sMlect to diffamat (6) Piweame of ahacubmb or duiccants.

wamirob tOhm it is i fti noaal mi lonmemaLnt--I-op in duade living qwtmu in which* Itwothbeouie o i
wintr eating MRed" in veylow relate, veaiu a h aper usw asunt of the
huminiltin due to the low abheiAte humidity afr Vf ihm kafnnutia. am6 thes Im
of the Cold natud sit. h3 unite famWn, it is =Ruft Ma, Pmac"la to manme the
iMaudi; tha is Stood in the oPM under a humidity evel and to ecrenct to Ithedie
w&tewpgW atWk isotwsbeted to wide =rane kah by men of buuidifi, deuiiuuouf6em
of reltr hunifty a fth tunPaatwu of the shicanfts or othe &mkoeae =Wro
eacimed ak -bv Snir cmg~doms me t Whods.
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Mu dofteminbi toy: hypemntr =a be doWd out - O t she I( ~dunr. MWe P.,w Chaim of hyromskr
(1) Cuzun an do ~warteubtlanu depeds spun a uninbe of~d~ti
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each type having advantages and disadvan- sensible heat (measured by the fall in temper.
taps. These include convenience, cost, suit- ature) is equal to the pin of latent heat
ability ofinstruraent design, and the precision (measured by the increase in water content)."
requirements of the measurements being
made. At a given temperature, the rate of evapora-

tion from the moist muslin depends upon the
Four of the more practical methods may be amount of water vapor in the sir over

cldIaled as: it. As relative humidity decreass, the rate of
evaporation increases; cooling will also be

(1) Thermodynamic greater. The difference between the higher
reading (dry-bulb or ambient temperature)

(2) U ofhygroopic substances and the lower rading (wet-bulb temperature)
is the wet-bulb depression.

(3) Condensation
The vapor presure can be determined from

(4) Infrared absorption, wet- and dry-bulb temperatures by use of the
* expression (Ref. 7)

Discusion wll be centered on a few of the e, -e
mor conventional measuring devices for each A -p(T r) (4-19)
method, although the variety of modified
devices vary greatly in complexity. A basic where
reference for humidity instrumentation is
iBddleton and SpUMUS (Ref. 26). e - water vapor pressure

4-5.1 THERMODYNAMIC (PSYCHROMET. e,= saturation vapor pre•ure at tempers-
RIC) METHOD ture 7*

The most common type of hygrometer is a T - air temperature (dry-bulb tempera-
piychrometer. Manay scientists consider this tune)
widely used instrumerdt to be the best for

wal huuudity measurement. It serves as a T's wet-bulb temperature
secnmdary standard for calibration of other
types of hygrometers. p - atmospheric pressum

The psychrometer consists of two ther- A = empirically determined proportion-
mometenr, one of which (the dry bulb) is an ality constant
ordinary glass thermometer, while the other
(wet bulb) has its bulb covered with a jacket For centigrade temperatures, the constant
of clean musdin that is saturated with distilled of proportionality has the value
water prior to an observation. When the bulbs
are suitably ventilated, they indicate the wet- A - 0.00660 (1 + 0.00115 T) (4-20)
and dry-bulb temperatures of the atmosphere.

while for fahrenheit temperatures, the value is
In psychrometry the basic rationale is T 32

characterized by Penman (Ref. 27) as follows: A = 0.010367(1+ (-31 ) (4-21)
"it is supposed that a volume of air at
ambient temperature and humidity reaches The units of e, e,, and p must be the same
the wet bulb and replaces an eiual volume of and millibars have been most used in pactice.
air having the wet-bulb temperature and Once e is determined, relative humidity (Eq.
hunMlity, which will be cooler and %etter. 4-8), mixing ratio (Eq. 4-13), and specific
The basic assumption implies that !he loss of humidity (Eq. 4-14) can be determined and
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i = :•. .w I
Figure 4-12. ft-P, &kn~r/ C~tu~vor

the dewpoint temperature is that temperature
at which the vapor pressure e saturates as
given in Table 4-2. For example, if e were

J ~found to be 16 rob, then the dewpoint
' I temperature would be !140C. Filpe 4.23 SVtn• Ptychrmmft

A variety of psychrmetri tables, charts, and dewpoint temperature. Temperature grad-
lJslide rules, and nomograms m- available. uatiows are 0.5 deg F and relative huniddity,
! Some of the mom presatadive ane: 0.$ pecent from I to 50 percent and I

b Source Reference peivnt frorm 50 to 10O0 percent.

| ]AD psychrometen may be clssfied as
- ?(Ntional Weather Service lsycho nonventilated or ventilated types, the letter

\metric Tables 28 tbdn more reliable. Of the ventilated types,
S~the simplest and cheapest is the dling payebrom-

SNational Bureau of Standards Psy- dere shown in Fig. 4-13. It constists of two
Schromatrc C:harts 29 thermometers mounted in a framie that can be

'! rotated about an axis at right angles to its
! National Weather Service Psychzro- length. Its wet bulb is moistened with p~tre

metric Calculators, Nos. 11832 and water immediately before Ame. Ike irkstru-
i118,4 ment, normally about 30 cmn in length, is held

Sby a handU; and whirled at a sieci€ ri ate
SAir Conditioning Psychrometric (often of 4 rls). Ile sling psychrometer
SCharts and Tables 30 should be stopped smoothly in a vertical

position. Readings of each thermometer must
General Electric Psychrometric he taken very rapidly, and the same technique

SChart 9 mpeated until the wet bulb has reached a
steady value. Ample space is essential for

Smithsonian Meteorological Tables 7 whirling the instrument, preferably out of
direct sunlight. If observations must be mnade

Hydrogrometric Chart 3 during sunny periods, the instrument should
be whirled and readings made on the shaded

,Jelineks Psyctuometer--Tafeln 31! side of the observer. Both bulbs of this or any
S~other similar type instrument should be

• .The National Weather Service ps-1'chro- adequately shielded fromn direct radiation to
i metric calculator shown in. Fig. 4-12 consists insure accurate readings.
" [of two circular plastic discs with an overall

"•diameter of 1 1.25 in. and converts wet- and The Assramn psychrometer, an excellent
dry-bulb temperatures to relative humidity instrument often used as a secondary standard
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Figure 416. Sta did Wethwe
SIInuruMW• Shfiteu

After the wet bulb of the Assmann has first
been moistened, the fan must run for up to 2

Fim 444. Assmmnn PychromtW min to insure a steady wet-bulb temperature.
Then both bulbs are read promptly. By using

in cbecking the performance of other types of a psychrometric calculator or tables, accurate
hygrometers, is portable and automatically humidity readings can be obtained qidckly.
veatilated. Vtotilation is induced by a fan

- (powered by a dock spring or electricity), Although the Awmann psychrometer can
which pulls air over each thermometer bulb be used to obtain wet- and dry-bulb measume-
through highly polished, double-walled metal ments in a wide range of environments, both
pkps which shield the bulbs from outside indoors and outdoors, there 2re important
rldiation. Thel Munarn psychrometer shown limitations to its use. The instrument is
in ft 4-14 is designed for an accuracy of ± I unsuited for measuring humidity in extremely
percent RH and is constructed of two imulat- small spaces, or under conditions where the
cd-ype thermometers employed as wet and heat of its fan would introduce errors in the
dry bulbs. Air is forced past the bulbs at a measurements. A psychrometer that is similar
rate of about 13 ft s-I to insure proper to the Assmann but which uses thermo-
ventilation. Radiation shields are included to couples as wet and dry bulbs is shown in Fig.
minimize errors Thermometer scale length is 4-15S.
6in.adovemrall engthis II in.

For some purposes, a psychrometer may be
kept and exposed in a standard weather

battle shelter such as in Fig. 4-16. The psychrometer
need only consist of two mercury-flfled glass
thermometers of idantical construction
mounted on a common back (a sing psychrom-

...." h. eter without the wooden handle and chain).
This instrument is hung from a hook in the

Wl _.,mounting board about 7 in. from the right
- corner. A fan, mounted on the shelter, is

operated by a crank to provide forced ventila-
tion for the thermometers. This simple,

Fiwe 4.14. Forad Vantilatidw Connuow sturdy arrangement is used by the National
Fwd 7Tlmomp/ ftydwm~ Weather Service.
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TABLE 4-12

WET4ULS DEPRESSION FOR DRY AIR

Dry-bulb Wet-bulb depression
temperature for 0% relative humidity

OF 0C deg F deg C

20 - 6.7 7 3.9

30 - 1.1 10 5.6

40 4.4 13 7.2

50 10.0 17 9.4

60 15.6 21.5 11.9
70 21.1 26.5 14.7

S80 2E.7 32 17.8

90 32.? 37 20.6

100 37.13 43 23.9
110 43.3 50.5 28.1

Computed from psychrometric chart in Ref. 9

A hand-aspirated psychrometer is aiso avail- (7) Dirty muslin or impure water.
able for portable use. In this instrument, air is
sucked over the sensing bulbs by means of a Conduction of cat down the wet-bulb
venturi tube and rubber bulb. Middleton and stem may produwZ4,4 arrots when metallic

SSpihaus (Ref. 26) characterize this rsychrom- thermometer bulbs or thermocouples are
eter as "excellent". used, unless they are properly insulated from

heat sources. However, conduction of heat
Since humidity is probably the most com- into the wet bulb is relatively unimportant in

plicated weather element to measure accurate- glass thermometers. Although conduction has
ly, observers should be thoroughly familiar an effect on the value of the psychlometric
with the more common sources of psychro- .onstant and its variation with ventilation,
metric errors. These are summarized as fol- psychrometric tables take this factor into
lows: account.

(1) Conduction of heat to the wet bulb The accuracy of a psychrometer also de-
pends upon the accurate c.ibntion of its

(2) Calibration errors in thermomneters wet- and dry-bulb thermometers. They should
be calibrated throughout their range and

(3) Pressure errors corrections made to readings before psychro-
metric tables are used. For a given dry-bulb

(4) Radiation errors temperature, the full range of relative humid-
(5) Incorrect o onstant ity is obtabied with a total wet-bulb depres-

•( Pycr cson (dry-bulb temperanm minus wet-bulb
(6) Muslin (or covering of ice on bulb) too temperature) as given in Table 4-12. Thus, at

thick lower temperatures small wors in the wet-
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bulb temperatures produce lre erron in thermometer. The muslin cover should
relative humidity. For example, at a dry-bulb normally be cduaged weekly, but more often
tmperature of 30%F, a wet-bulb depemion in places where the air contains a relatively
of S deg F corresponds to 50 percent relative high number of aerosols-such as salt, dust, or
humidity and a depression o' 3 deg F, a 70 smoke. Any visible contamination of the
percent relative humidity. It is obvious that muslin requires immediate replacement of this
pecise temperature meuurements are re- inexpensive item. Other precautions include
quired. On the other hand, at a dry-bulb washing the muslin thoroughly in soap and
temperature of 59*F, the difference betwe-m water, rinsing in distilled water, and avoiding
50 and 70 percent relative humidity cor contamination from hands. Great care must
responds to a difference of 6 deg F in the be taken to avoid contaminating the supply of
wet-bulb depmrerion. distilled water. Any residue deposted either

during evaporation or from the air affects the
Although an eror in wet-bulb deprmsion accuracy of wet-bulb readings. The muslin

of 0.S deg C (0.9 deg F) is not serious in itself should be a thin, closely woven cotton
summer (or during periods of relatively high fabric, and must tightly fit the wet bulb. A
temperature), it can result in an absurd thick covering of ice on the wet bulb retards
reading in winter (during periods of low cooling of the bulb and should be removed by
temperature). Thermometers should be read melting in distilled water.

_ accurately as possibt- at all times. The
errors resulting from rounding off or from The overall accuracy of a ventilated
Inaccurate temperatum readings vary through- psychrometer of adequate design, when care-
out the temperature range and are inversely ful attention is given to the various sources of
propoitional to temperature. error, is on the order of 2 percent when

temperatures ae above freezing. At tempera-
Errors from radiational heat exchange be- tuns below freezing, errors will increase as K

tween the adjacent environment and the wet the temperature lowers. Bindon notes that
bulb are usually unrelated to ventilation "the values of the psychrometric constant
speed. In mnst psychrometes, the radiation deemed valid for ventilated psychrometers
shielding of the wet bulb is at or near the and used in the compilation of various
ambient temperature. Thus, the need for psychrometric tables in general use, do not
radiational correction of the wet-bulb temper. differ from the so-walled thermodynamic
ature is greatest during dry-warm conditions, psychrometric constant by more than 1.9%"
when wet-bulb depressions are large. Bindon (Ref. 32).
(Ref. 32) implies that theoretical means are
inadequate to determine the effet of radia- The expected accuracy from nonventilated
tion on a specific psychrometer, so that or normally ventilated psychrometers has to
empirical corrections must be employed, be estimated or determined by experimental

comparisons with a standard. The results are
Errors in measuring humidity caused by usually less reliable than those from a venti-

insufficient ventilation can be avoided by lated type.
providing an air speed of 2.5 to 10 m s-'.
This is equivalent to whirling a I-ft long sling 445.2 HYGROSCOPIC SUBSTANCES METH-
psychrometer about 4 rps. The magnitude of OD*
errom produced by inadequate ventilation
depends upon the humidity and temperature A number of organic substances of natural
of the air, and increases in drier, colder air. origin have been used to measure the water

content of the air. Of these, only hair and
-t above-freezing temperatures, sinificant

* en in can be minimized by frequent, careful *NM am d SImIs (Ref. 26) &v=1- an .1-
checking of the muslin on the wet-bulb ubaadm of b hyaumbuy.
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S - hair moved along a scale indicating the relative
element-,. peon humidity. Calibration is accomplished by ad -

"I justing the distance between the hair and
pivot point. In a hair hydrograph, a pen arm is
substituted for the pointer such that the
deflection is recorded on a dowly moving

lOW high graph as illustrated in Fig. 4-17.

-__ _ _ _ _ Hair hygrometers may be well suited for
use in one environment but worthless in
another. With a change in relative humidity

Figure 4-17. Schunatic of Hair Hygrometer from 0 to 100 percent, the length of human
hair will increase about 2.5 percent. The

goldbeater's skin* are used to any extent in typical curve of natural hair elongation as a
scientific meteorology; the latter is superior funcrtion of relative humidity is not linear, but
primarily is its response to changing condi- simple mechanical linkages can produce a high
tions, but is secondary in importance to hair. degree of linearity. Between a relative humid-
For nearly 200 yr, hair, particularly human ity of 20 and 100 percent the relation is
hair, has been widely used in measuring almost logarithmic but sensitivity decreases as
relative humidity. the humidity approaches 100 percent. Table

ms4-13 shows the relationship between relative
Although some of the more recent measur- humidity and hair elongation.S~ing devices are more accurate, sensitive, and

S~~~responsive to changes in humidity, hair con- Hareoteni sofetdslhtyy
'~Hi elnato isue als afece slghl byciaiexe esno

tinues to be a practical, inexpensive sensor temperature over the range in which hair is( material in hygrometers, hygrogrphs, and useful in hygrometry, elongation being about
hygrometric controlling devices. If accuracy one-fifteenth as much per deg C as the mean
requirements are not too stringent, the hair change of length per 1 percent of relative
hygrometer or hygrograph is satisfactory for humidity. A load on the hair-sensing element
measuring intermediate humidities (20 to 80 should not exceed 0.8 g per hair. A higher
percent) where temperatures are relatively stress eventually produces a permanent
steady and moderate, i.e., 0* to 300C (32" to change in length, which alters the calibration
86*F). the chief use of hair-activated instru- curve.
ments is for the control of rather than the
measurement of humidity, i.e., controlling the
relative humidity in an air-conditioned labora- iA haui hygrometer stored for several daysina humid environment, and subsequently
tory or building. Hair hygrographs have also
been used in routine meteorological networks exposed in a dry envirounent, will exhibit

where their accuracy is checked periodically what is known as a "wet" curve; on exposure
with a psychrometer. Hair and Soldbeater's for an extended period in a very dry place, it
kithapychrometers Hair al inradiorso will exhibit a "dry" curve during a period ofskin hygrometers are also useful in radiosonde inranghmdt.U ersccodin,

measurements in the upper air. increasing hitnidity. Under such conditions,
the wet and dry curves show some important

The hair hygrometer consists of a suspend- differences, but proper operation can be
ed hair loaded with a small weight ard at- restored by periodic saturation of the hair-
tached to a pivoted arm. When the hair sensing element. For the most part, these
elongates, a pointer attached to the arm is errors in the calibration curve can be keptelongaes, m a rom po e inteiratachedantoxtheafrom within acceptablo limits for most muteoro-

.' *A thm ms~muuanp rtthe imamaiM of an oL x. f •logical surface measurements if instruments
sore aun•azObh cMuctetduiS. WSMbIazIs A11 1- are exposed to normal daily and periodic
*or* mompidn to dwige m insetkO hmidaty than

t D init a diomide. IUvriations in humidity.
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TABLE 4-13

EFFECT OF RELATIVE IOUMDITY ON THE LENGTH
OF NATURAL HAIR (RMf. 33

Relative humidity. S Totalchange in length*, %

0 o0.0
10 20.9
20 38.8

30 52A8
40 63.7
50 72.8
60 79.2
70 85.2

80 90.5
90 95.4

100 100.0

*The percent of change at low values of
relative humidity sews to be well
established, but that at medium and high
values given by different authors differs
considerably.

The response characteristics of hair ane of individual hairs differ, the sensitivity of a
decribad by Davey (Ref. 34) as follows: bundle is limited to that of the lowest
"The speed of response of hair to dcags in coefficient pnesnt;la time is also %crmosed.
humidity depends on temperature, stress on "Hasl." or two or more hairs having similar
the hair, and the relative humidity and dine- characteritics can be ueae successfully In a
tion of the change. Hair under liSht loading sensory element, provided that all sensory
and adequate ventilation will have a time surfaces are well exposed to the environment.
constant of approximately three minutes at t o1
room temperatures. The time constant ets Compae to nohma i har and oder humid-
longer the lower the temperature, and for all ity sensor, hak that has been preconditioned
practical purposes hair no longer responds at by compressing It between rollers m-imods
-40WC (-40F). Response is faster if the hair much more rapidly to humidity changes. The
is under higher stress and is somewhat faster calibration curves are distinctly more stable.
for Increadng humidity than for decreasing Muller (Ref. 33) states that "roling hair to
humidity. Response is markedly dower at 1ow an elliptical cros section with a 1:4 ratio of
relative humidity than at high relative humid- dimensions increases the expansion coef-
ity." ficient of the hair by 40% over that of the

natural product." A nearly Knea relation
The we of hair bundles has proven Iess between expansion and relative humidity re-

satisfactory than the use of dngl hairs in sults, and high humidity peofonnance is gmat-
hygrometers. Since the expansion coefficients ly improved. Rolled hair is also superior in
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sensitivity and lag characteristics to gold- 3 percent or less. This error increases at low
"beater's skin. temperatures.

Among the disadvantages of rolled hair is
its lower elasticity; it has only about 20 4-5.3 CONDENSATION METHOD (DEW-
percent of the tensile strength nf the natural POINT HYGROMETER)
product. If calibration is to be maintained,
the maximum load should not exceed 0.3 g The dewpoint or frostpoint hygrometer
per hair compared to 0.8 for natural hair. combines high accuracy, fast response, and

stable operation over a wide range; it has the
When a hair hygrograph is used outdoors, it ability to furnish automatic, continuous mea-

should be exposed in a standard weather surement of dewpolnt or frostpoint tempera-
shelter. Since ammonia causes rapid deteriora- tures in a great variety of environments (Ref.
tion of hair, the instrument should not be 35). Some versions of the basic instrument are
used for long periods in the immediate vicin- used for calibrating other types of hygrom-
ity of animal stables or near industrial plants eters. Some of the instruments are operated
using this gas. Hairs should be cleaned with a manually; others operate automatically.
soft brush and washed with distilled water at
frequent periods; they should never be The dewpoint or frostpoint principle is
touched by the hands. both simple and web known. The metal

mirror of a hygrometer is cooled until the
Because of the occasional rapid changes in amount of dew or frost deposited on the

humidity, time marks should be made accu- condensation surface neither increases nor
S . rately on the hygrograph chart.In doing this, decreases as air from the sample passes over it.

j the pen arm has to be moved in the direction Thr temperature of the deposit in equilibrium
/ of lower relative humidity. If the hair hygro- is the dewpoint or frostpoint temperature of

graph is used to supplement doubtful the air sample. Although various averaging
psychrometric readings in areas of low tam- techniques can be used to obtain the dew-
peratures, precautions should be taken tokeep point or frostpoint temperature by an in-
snow or ice from forming on the hairs, which creasing and decreasing deposit obtained using
consequently alters the zero setting. If an an oscillating temperature, the highest ac-
instrument has been stored under very dry curacy is obtained if readings are obtained
conditions for a long period, the calibration when the amount of the deposit remains
may be altered. The instrument can be re- steady. This becomes far more critical at very
stored to normal operation by keeping it in low temperatures, when the rate of frost
saturated air for an extended period before formation is much slower than the rate of
adjusting the zero setting. sublimation.

The indicated readings on a hair hygrom- For successful operation, a practical instru-
eter should be checked frequently against a ment must include:
psychrometer. It is important for a hygrom-
eter to be calibrated periodically in a (1) A nonabsorptive, clean, polished sur-
hnidity chamber or in a room where ap- face for the dew or frost deposit
proximately steady temperatures are main-
tained. If the hair sensory element has to be (2) A method for detecting changes in the
replaced, a complete recalibration must be deposit
made.

(3) A device for controlling the tempera-
A good hair hygrograph that is properly ture of the mirror surface

serviced should record relative humidities at
moderate temperatures with an error of about (4) A temperature sensor.
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on ga" Mitre . Iroveft properly. Initially, clean surfaces will deteri.
I" k, ,-orate slowly, even if the air is efficiently
go*_" O filtered. Furthermore, with practically any

Le lId be known surface, it is possible to detect photo-
ti' - electrically dewpoints or frostpoints that are

well above a true reading. When the very slow
rate of frost deposit at low temperatures and
the •aaccurate reading of visual dewpoint
hygrometers with manual temperature control

rf.,,,,l,,,,, l,, " are considered, the chance of error is multi.
plied manyfold. Thus, results accurate to

Figure 4.8. Schiemtic Diarnm of within 0.2 des C (0.4 des F) are likely to be
*wpolnt REcorder obtained only with automatic temperature

control and photoelectric detection at high
humidity levels.

The emential components used in tho baic Although the visual hygrometer is les
dewpoint hygrometer are discumsed by Paine accurate and less reliable than automatic
and Farrah (Ref. 35). A schematic diagram of vertons, there may be circumstances in which
one is shown in PIS. 4-18. Its use is Justified. The visual instrument

consists basically of a temperature.controlled
The dew or frost deposit is usually detected specularly reflecting surface, a second, similar

by reflectivity, but alternative means of detec- surface maintained dew-free for comparison,
ting a dew deposit include optical polarization and a telescope for observation from a dis- -
phenomena, absorption of alpha or other tance. It must meet some important functional k )
radiations, and electrical conductivity of the requirements: it must receive the dew or frost
surface of an ionic crystal (Ref. 36). The deposit and make Its detection easy; the
latter technique measures not the dewpoin! temperature of the surface must be readily
but the condition of vapor saturation over a controllable and accurately measurable; the
saturated solution of the salt. For reflectivity surface must be inert and mildly hydrophobic
de~ection, a photodetector Is used to detect to facilitate receiving the deposit, and the

either the decrease of specular reflection or surface must be clean and a deposit of
the increase in diffuse reflection when dew moderate size used to insure that the deposit
forms. An important advantage of optical consists neither of hygroscopic dust particles
detection is its increased relative sensitivity at nor is limited to water in scratches.
low temperatures when crystals of deposit
become increasingly smaller. This is true only For a visual hygrometer, the conditions
down to about -90*C (.-130*F), where favoring the best view of the deposit. are
crystallization becomes unreasonably slow obtained with oblique, dark field illumination,
and the frost deposit becomes invisible, and five- to ten.power optical magnification

of good quality. The importance of an ex-
The basis of dewpoint hygrometry is ex- timely clean surface can hardly be overem-

amined by Wylie et al. (Ref. 37), with respect phasized, for hygrometer illumination and
to the factors that limit accuracy. He pro- optics call attention to foreign deposits not
poses that observations be made with dew or evident to the unaided eye. Sensitivity of the
frost deposits on two or more substantially surface is increased by differential ventilation
different surfaces. In areas having moderate of the surface, although this is not essential.
amounts of soluble and insoluble pollutants in
the air, the problem of keeping the condensa- The time required for an observation varies
tion surface clean is important, especially greatly, depending on the skill of the ob-
when the air sample cannot be filtered server, the design of tht instrument, and the
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• frost point to be observed (Ref. 36). The consists of a radiation source, optical filters
mainimum time required for each observation for isolating selected wavelengths in the de-
may vary from at least several seconds to over sired spectral region, and a method of measur-
3 min. ing the attenuation of radiant energy caused

by water vapor in the beam. The method
Because so much skill Is required to achieve consists essentially of measuring two close-by

the deired accuracy and speed in manual wavelengths of the near infrared spectrur
operation, considerable effort has been (the 1.250 rAm and 1.367 urn wavelengths
focaed on making autonmatic measurements. have been used where the latter is in a water
By this method, the temperature of the absorption region), One wavelength Is in a
surface is maintained at the dewpoint or s,..itable water vapor absorption band, the
frostpoint by continuous cooling and/or heat- other is one for which relatively little absorp-
ing. The change to further cooling or heating tion occurs. The ratio of energy between
is best accomplished photoelectrically. these measured wavelengths constitutes a

measure of the total water vapor content in
Advantages of automatic operation are that the optical path. A change of water vapor

a special observer is not required, anl the concentration in the sensing path changes the
speed of observation can be increased signifi- energy ratio .nd the indicated absolute
candy. Brewer (Ref. 36) states that these humidity.
Increases are sometimes tenfold or more (at'
"temperatures above 06C (32"F), response In practice, infrared hygrometry Is accom-
times less than 0.1 s can be obtained). In plished with nondispersive infrared analyzers.
addition, continuous indications can be ob- These take a variety of forms and are also
"taied if the changes are slow enough to avoid used for industrial process control, toxic and

Stemporary, Ion of control. explosive gas analysis, and scientific Investip-
tions. Analyzers may measure a small en-

"46.4 INFRARED ABSORPTION METHOD closed gas volume or may be arranged to have
an atmospheric absorption path of I mW or

Recently. developed infrared hygrometers more in length. Remote infrared sources and
provide the means for measuring humidity in detectors may be employed or, by use of a
experimentation and for research in special remote reflector, may be located at the same
areas where conventional methods fal" or site (Ref. 38).
prove inadequate (Refs. 26, 38). Though the
infrared approach is usable for most of the Noteworthy advantages of the infrared
routine functions of the more common hygrometer include:
hygrometers, the higher costs of this method
place a limitation on its use. Infrared hygrom- (1) Sensitivity is high at low water concen-
eters are readily justified in specific environ- trations.
ments and applications where suitable data
otherwise cannot be obtained. The most note- (2) Rapid response to changes in humidity
worthy case is that wherein measurmments of is obtained at all water vapor concentrations.
water vapor content over long path lengths
are desirable as opposed to the point measure- (3) Senitivity of the instrument increases
ment data obtained with the previously dis- as water vapor decreases.
cussed instruments. (4) It can be used for short- and long-path

-- ; measurements or for both simultaneously.
]An infrared hygrometer is an optical instru- (5)e nts oncfreet sinem urlet
Mont that measures absolute hurrddity by (S) It is contact-free, since measurements

measuring the absorption of light in the near are made through the free, unconfined atmo-
( spectral region of an infrared water vapor sphere without affecting any natural meteoro-

absorption band. Basically, this instrument logical process.
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(6) Accuracy and response are unaffected method avoids the ambiguity of humidity (
by wind or temperature conditions, measurements whzn taken over ice or super-

cooled water, since the total messurement
(7) In low-level, vertical profiles. All mia- sample is always in the gaseous phase.

surements can be made rapidly with the same
lintrument, thereby minimizing the errors In micrometeoroloSical studies, the in-
possible when different instruments are used. frerd system can be used to advantage in

monitoring the sublimation rate over snow
The short-path Infrared hygrometer Is used surfaces, thereby making it possible to relate

to monitor and control humidity in test- the low of snow directly to wind strength.
chamber experiments to determine the effects
of relative humidity. Ranges in relative When used in airborne operations, the
humidity for such tests have varied from 0.5 energy source and detector of the instrument
to over 95 percent. Periodic changes in vapor can be mounted easily on the outside of an
density in a chamber can be adiusted within a aircraft, with other components assembled on
few minutes; not only can a humidity level be the inside.
established on short notice, it can be held

N precisely to within 1 or 2 percent of the 4"S.5 CALIBRATION
desired level.

C2libration for hygrometry Is accomplished
Another application of the infrared hygrom- by establishing a known condition within an

- eter Is In the measurement of water vapor enclosure. This can be accomplished by (Ref,
diffusion through polyethylene films and 26):
other commonly used water vapor barriers in
product packaging. The results are about as (I) Mixing of dry and saturated air (
accumte, and much faster, than those ob-
tained from the conventional gravimetric (2) Saturating air at a known temperature
method. and then raising the temperature-to obtain the

desired relative humidity
A major asset of the infrared hygrometer is

Its ability to obtain an integrated value of (3) Saturating air at a selected high pres-
hun3dity over large reservoirs in ard areas, sum so as to give known relative humidity at
over different types of vegetation, or over atmospheric pressure
other large areas. Values provided by this
instrument are important In measurements (4) Employing the known equilibrium
used for determining the danger of forest vapor pressure of solutions.
fires. According to Wood (Ref. 39), the
infrared hygrometer Is a sensitive indicator of The latter method is particulardy conve-
the variations in humidity associated with nient since th. relative humidity over solutions
airmass changes. Based on data he collected is relatively insensitive to temperature. In
over a 9-mo period at Minneapolis, Minn., he Table 4-14, relative humidities over glycerine
concluded that changes in humidity proved to solutions are given; in Table 4-IS, those over
be a more sensitive indicator of frontal satu.rated solations of five different salts are
passages than did temperature. Accuracy of tabulated (Ref. 40).
measurements is unaffected by periodic
changes in atmospheric pressure. 4- EFFECTS ON MATERIALS

In high latitudes, and at high altitudes, the The noisture content of materials Is
infrared method can be used to obtain ac- primarily determined tIy their interactions
curate measuremonts of water vapor density with humlMty. Alt serves as a vehicle that
at temperatures below the freezing print. The can'ries water vapor to surfaces on which it
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( ISO to relative humidty. Three surface comes into contact with a perfectly deaa
pbenomins ate lassaied as adsorption, ea&h iml-emous, srface whose solubility in the

cdarateuized by a diffemet type of hwnidity watew is zero, will the surface Moisture cause
damage (Rdt. 41). The first type is the surfae no degradation. Stack ideal conditions bow-

mslaye its formtiou is directl de;=n. ever. aie Almus never ecnountered. Surfwce

d~t n hevaorprssrefo iusan cntm iat rangic from those of 6unan

perfrnsncvdezradation o O meam snstwr qiiru ihissr
ekultial mid lele'tronic 6icuint. rouwAlnps. Numerous processes ofsouing

into effect. involving thre VACOt5 constituents
7be reread type of adsorption is character- of the atmsphere. as well as surface materials

* - ized by a monolayer at Multtlayer of water oni and contairinants. Galvanic action at the
a highly porom surfaxe. S"ai surfac-es consis Qontact points of dikiimibr metal alseo c-
of many pome so that a considerable amount curs, foyaiong electrochemuical Cells that can
of wome is required to establish equilibrium Iwut in IDcorroion.

with ?be atmospmrhc morsture. Descrptio of
4 ~moistuar from such surfaces also requires For detads of the analymi of uuface~

consi~r~a-A -ie idtoa thermal enrgy. moisture. and the app~licationI of the laws
and/or reduced pmssawe. Damage fromt this (Raoult's and Hewy's law) wsed to desc~ibe
ty pe of adsorption is gee rally similar to that this pheAsomenon. Ote weader is referred to
of the rust typ X. but will be of koarei Cook (Ref. 41).
dur~ation. With both types. damage is ot a
sieconibr nature, etg. %olvac breakdown. 46.1 MUTAS
PAper is the most Ytpftseatabive povias
"ena ehibiwang adsorpioia on a srace Amrost all mels exposed to dean, diry ar

addition of energy. Cesoponinvolves oely a Al&h tendency to oxidfize or tanhh
Obcewiedi rebm and cmn cam Cuns o when expoud to extreme of hafiy b
diamkwion vidtap breakdowndu to dle- relative freedom firom cemijosim ur h
creased diclectmi 0=tterth and ouahyia of the sd eals eldecukial csa
changes Return of the adsiobm~t to its padticuhly tho i igtprmm weih a

orgnlstate is, uncertain. eve after pro- exerwe. TbWn -aa propertiesAA thmn
longd drying out. uiesrita-bigumatera

Arhorption of zaoistur dons no amics- Under husaid comdijejot maetafc =knotib
sandy result mn visible effecti-chenniseplkion absorb a layer of mosture belorw the mebient
may cauise coloir changs- but cun~masaon Qwis sturate. Tb layea thikens u YpIO
wherein droplet form is neadily viaible Once IpessIJe kscreases. b"t never exceeds a few

o~r ~ach tha fth srface is cONIra ekly Comeed
with a bquid water layer groa chanecs an the For soun =1ah, a cuitical eative kuwP,-
sufwfa ccan occur Surface voctaur acts as a iay level exist, above which dho rat* of
pagalde conductor for eltctrical cunwk and as boma cremes 5%PfiIcalitly. This atcliba( a atrc o suface crimtuminaati. Onlyi m leel Vine for different metals and metal
the unbk*y evesit that pure. dasMed mWaer allys. At hua~diies above the critical kevel
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the degree of corrosion of metals. e.g., the ncctcl. electrically by an electrolytic solution,
ferrous metals, depends mainly an the type can be very rapid. Examples include bolted or
and quantity of impurities in the metal and riveted joints. be-arings. and slides. Connec-
the air. including imptirities in the form of lions between metals that are widely sepa-
gases such as ammonium sulfate and sulfur rated in the electromotive series often exist in
dioxide*. The humidity-induced solutions electrical and electronic equipment. These
provide electrolytes for the electrochemical cannot always be avoided; the result is major
reactions of the corrosion process. The mois- swsceptibility of the eqidpmert to galvanic
ture film on metallic materials need not be corrosion.
visible in order to cause electrolytic corrosion.
Exposure tests indicate that the major factor The extent of galvanic corrosion depends
affecting metallic corrosion is the length of largely upon the relative position of the
time the relative humidity exceeds a critical metals in the galvanic series. the resistance in
level. Mean relative humidity provides a less the electrolytic cir.;uit. the relative sizes of
reliable indication of the corrosion rate in a the two metal components. and the extent to
given environment than does the duration of waic't the environment favors the corrosion
relative humidity levels above a critical level, process.

When water droplets form on metal. corro- 4-6.2 ELASTOMERS
sion is most pronounced at the center of the
droplet, where the concentration of oxygen is The term "elastomer" include" the two
lowest and the amount of soluble impurities is major groups of materials known as plastics
gpeatest. Oxygen diffuses rapidly through thin and rubbers lboth natural and synthetic).

S.layers of solution at the waterline of droplets. Most elastomers in use are synthetic: both
types are extensible and have a high molecular

The rate cf corrosion of metals is related to weight. In the coarse of vntinfaemnririe and
the nature, of the moiiture deposition; e.g.. by processing, they are compounded with sub-
alternate wetting and drying. spraying, immer- stantial amounts of additives to improve
sion. condensation. and precipitation. Thus. specific properties. The useful group proper-
the corrosion of dean iron submerged in ties of elastomers include (I) electrical resis-
water at appreciable depths is practically nil tance; (2)resistance to heat, fight, moisture.
due to the scarcity of oxygen. The alternate insects. and atmospheric oxygen and ozone;
wetting and drying of a metal, however, (3) plasticity, elasticity, resilience, trans-
results in rapid corrosion. Corrosion forms parency. and ready formability, and (4) the
even more rapidly when thin layers of dew ease with which colors may be added. No
alternately condense and evaporate. Since single elastomer. however, has all these prop-
some moisture is always present under natural erties.
conditions, most metals will oxidize. The rate
of oxidation depends on the type of metal. 442.1 PLASTICS
the presence of corrosive elements in the
rnmroenvirotnent. and the severity of condi- The physical deterioration of organic poly-
tions. mers is often manifested by warping and

increased brittleness owing to loss of the
Most metals are severely affected by very plasticizer. Exposure to alternating levels of

humid, hot environments. Ferrous metals may low and high humidity often causes shrinking
rust overnight, particularly when harmful and swelling in such hyerophilic plastics as
contaminants are present. Galvanic corrosion, nylon or cellulose acetate, thui accelerating
produced between dissimilar meta' con- the loss of plasticizer.

, n , m , The chemical reaction of water with plas-

'5a1' itFogw.,mdSaitAaer,f'athshmndbowk. tics is confined to types containing esters.
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anides. nit-iges, acctals, and certai Vt ouf othr harmful agnt. The effects of moiture,
ketones. The process is acceltate• th refore, must be assesd as than of a
increase in temperature and *At4,V• 4t P1, .mbinatodal aent. Moistum alone caus no
acidity. If the hydrolyzable groups • ... nificant lasting change in rubber. Accoading
vital part of the structural franewor , , , ne authorities, the high humidity of the
polymer, the chemical pmrcew sqoi -W '"ks has no important adveme effect on
en the mechanical stekt o' thdi~te natural and synthetic rubb "t
These include the pok~esters, poy"nidb 4w.*0 -mditiows have the beneficial effect
celltiose esters. In some poups acmp••d %ý7 prto g rubber moling in the tropics
entirely of carbon-to-carbon bonds. with a pwetive shield against chemical
drolysis affects such properties of plastic 4sz changes induced by solar adiatmon, particu-
the dielectric constant, power factor. imub- lary in the ultrmv•ilt wavelengths
tion esitance, and water absorption; it sel-
dom affects the mechanical prop• de. Ex- As with Plastics, the chemical reaction of
aaples are polyvinyl acetate and polyvinyl raoisture is X•Alted to *pganic rubber corm-
amtrile. pounds contauing hydrolya*e substances'

the are either pati of the original compos-
In general, plastics with a low waterpabsorb- tion. or have been formed by oxidation.

ing capacity have good dimensional stability Organic compounds ,re generally susceptible
and constant electrical properties when ex- to some chcmical reaction withl components
posed to high and fluctuating humidities. of the envmko ment. Hydnrlyms can have
Such plastis include polytetratluoroethylene serious effects n .polyester rubbers, such as
(PTFE), polyethylene. polystyrene, poly- polyurethane 11d Vulwcanprene. The chain-like
methyl methacrylate! and polyvinyl car- cracking of Noester rubbers, is partially
bazole. Teflon*, a polyfluoroethylene resin. is attributed to hydrolysis insofar as these rub-(unaffected by high humidity and absorbs no bets contain vuloeable hydrolyzabk groups
Swater. in their skeletal, dhain.

Moisture dissolves impurities that may be Where high and low humidities alternate,
in or on plastic, providing a conducting the danger of modifying the dieTctric proper-
electrolyte. During a voltage stress, an electro- ties of rubber is 'les than where humidities
lyte may conduct tiny surface arcs over an and temperatures are consistently high. The
insulating plastic surface. These electrical anrs prolonged diffusion of moisture into electrical
produce a mass of branched, sometimes inter- components can weaken their insulating prop-
connected, channels that can accelerate elec- erties. The presence of moisture accelerates
trical failure, the deterioration of electrical properties al-

ready adversely affec:ed by other climatic
By adding rge unmounts of hydrated fillers elements. Exposure of hard rubber to solar

to polymers, highly resistant compositions radiation produces hydrogen sulfide. This
have been developed among the many epoxies dissolves in moisture and forms a conducting
and polyester resins available. surface f0m. reducing its electrical resistance

and contributing to, eventual failure. The
44122 RUeBER addition of large amounts of hydrated filers

to butyl rubber and some polyester rubbers
As a deteriorative agent of natural and improves their resistance to electrical surface

synthetic rubber, moisture is much less harm- cracking.
fVA than ozone, heat, oxygen, and light.
Moisture contributes to permanent deteriora- Polysulfide rubber has two outstanding
five changes in rubber when it combines with characteristics: it absorbs little water and is(exceptionally impermeable to water vapor.
"" rd k a a&. uO E, L. do Pos & Nnmms and Co. This makes it welt sul;ed a a material fbr gas-
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proof diaphragms and the lining of storage moisture by osmosis through the coating to ) I
tanks, the substrate if the water vapor pressure

remains high long enough. A corroding metal
Silicone rubber, typical of all organesilicon in contact with a painted panel will cause

oxide polymers, is characterized by extremely electrochemical action between them, greatly
high water repellence, even at high humidities. exaggerating the effect of simple osmosis.

4413 COATINGS The resistance of paints to moisture can be
significantly improved by the proper applica-

Humidity is a major environmental con- tion of resins like melamines, phenolins, vinyl
tributor to the breakdown of organic coat- copolymers of vinylchloride and vinylidene
ings. such as paint, varnish, enamel, and chloride, and other copolymers. The use of
lacquer. In humid, hot regions, moisture is the tung and dehydrated caster oils also retards
most harmful factor in the deterioration of the penetration of moisture. Silicone-unsulat-
protective coatingp. The effects of moisture ing varnishes used on coils in hot-damp
on coatings may be mechanical, chemical, environments are highly resistant to moisture.
electrochemical, or any combination of the
three. The potential extent of these harmful 4-6A TEXTILES
effects on costinp is determined by the
chemical composition, permeability, thickness Water vapor greatly increases the photo-
and continuity of the coating, and the nature chemical deterioration of cellulose, the basic
of the substrate. substance in plant fibers. All fibers swell when

moisture is absorbed, the amount of swelling
The ingredients comprising protective films depending on zhe type of fiber. Jute, unusual-

are affected differently by the absorption or ly hygzvscopi=. can absorb 23 percent of its
desorption of moisture. Many paint and var- own weight in moisture. Cotton and flax are
nish coatings swell on soaking and shrink on also highly absorbent; unlike jute, both are
drying. Both processes tend to destroy adhe- unusual in that they become stronger as
sion to the substrate. When high humidities moisture is ahkoied.
are repeatedly accompanied by rising temper-
atures, the expansion of humid pockets of air Wool and silk, among the more widely used
trapped between the substrate and the film animal fibers. both swell and lose tensile
produces blisters. These eventually break and strength as moisture is abosrbed. Wuol ab-
peel off. Resins containing active hydroxyl -orbs moisture more readily than any other
(OH) and acid (COOH) groups are readily common fibcr.
weakened by exposure in moist places.

Manmade fibers are divided into semisyn-
When an organic coating serves as a semi- thetics and synthetics. The latter are pro-

permeable membrane. humidity may pene- cessed from basic chemical elements, semisyn-
trate the coating by diffusion and reach the thetics are made from fiber-forming material
substrate. Moisture sometimcs reaches the of natural origin. Of the semisynthetics.
underside of coatings %ia a porous substrate, viscose rayon, similar to cuprammonium
destroying or weakening adhesions and form- rayon in its characteristics. absorbs twice as
ing blisters. The addition of solub,, pigments much moisture as cotton, but retains only
to paints also contributes to the for-nation of about half its tensile strength when wet.
blisters, If the substrate is metal, its t.orrosion Cellulose acetate absorbs les.i moisture and
will accelerate the deterioration of a coating has better wet strength than rayon. By con-
and contribute to the breakdown of corn- trast, casein fibers absorb moisture readily
ponents or materials. Water-soluble salts and and have relatively little wet strength.
other harmful soluble impurities that occur in
semipermeable coatings are transported in Synthetic (plastic) fibers, such as poly-
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amides (nylon) and polyesame (Dacron*), are influence on wood deterioration than will1k less absorbent than natural fibers; their humidity alone, or periodic fluctuations in
mechanical properties are less seriously af- humidity, or the kind of wood being iffected.
fected by high humidities. Polyacrylonitrile The deterioration of untreated wood is ex-
((rlon#, Acrilant) absorbs less moisture than tireely rapid at the surface of warm sea
the polyamides, but has less wet strength than water, is less rapid at the surface of fresh
the polyesters. Copolymes, incuding vinyl- water, and is practically nil well below a
clorldeacrylonitrile (Dynelt), are only slight- permanent mud surface. Wood decays much
ly absorbent, do not swell, and m=ntain good faster when continuously damp than when
tensile strength. Polyvinylidene chloride only occasionally exposed to high humidity.
(Ssanrt) absorbs almost no moisture, does According to Gmrthouse and Wood (Ref,
not swell, and suffers no lom in wet strength. 42), wood d~cays only when Its water content

exceeds 20 percent, based on the weight of
4-S WOOD the wood in an ovendsiod condition.

The phydcal properties of wood are readily In a humid environment, the upwood is
affected by humidity. Changes in the mois- always affected a much as or more thun the
turt content of wood alter Its strength, rigidi- heartwood. In wood having a strong natural
ty, dimendons, shape, electrical propertles, ruibtance to attack by hrmful ornipis,
and reistance to decay. like all materias, retan = occusin the hiatrood oely. Tis
wood tends to equalize Its moisture content results hom natural prom va s in the wood.
with that in the ambient air. During rsing The distribution of a nature niesmitilve in a
relative humidity, wood absorbs water, and as single true or board can very considerably.
relative humidity decreases, wood Sivm up Little is known about the preservatives.
water. Even within the same board, the
moisture content may show some striking Some Important differnces exist within
contrasts. Where part of a board is exposed to and among wood species in their mistnce to
a higher relative humidity, such as contact decay. Most such determination are of an
with a damp surface or location near a leaky empira nature, since suitable muas of
pipe, the moist area of the board swells, warps accurately measuring them are lacking A
and often twists, becomes slightly weaker, comparsn of the decay resistance of com-
bends more easily, conducts electricity more monly used commercal woods of the United
readily, and deca)s at a faster rate. Sharp and States is given in Table 4-16. These campai-
frequent changes in the moisture content of sow are based on obsermtions and practical
wood produce intemrnal stresses that may alter field experience; they are considered valid a a
its properties. Different species of wood often geneail guide for degpn and ,onstruction
differ weafly in their tendency to decay, purposes.
wuap, end.check, split, swell, or shrink in j
response to humidity stresses. Spteflc applications of wood should be

made with full knowledge of such properties
The adverse effects of humidity on wood as weight, density, ,iadneas, and fungus-

normally increase greatly with appreciable resistant resins. For example, red cedar
increases in relative humidity and/or tempera- contains a resin that retards decay, and teak is
ture. These conditions are highly favorable to dense, hard, heavy, and resistant to marine
incrnsed activity by destructive micror•ga- exposure; both woods resist the peuedlation
nisms. In many situations, a combination of of moisture and attack by harmful oraiisms
environmental elements will have a larger for a long period.
*Duma ad Odon m tadamula of E. 1. doa hoi do

* ( •moadCoi. 4-6.6 PAPER
tAcdila isa tndamk of Momsa CIeW COa.
tDvad is a tIdsmamk of Uion CWd Cmop.
5s8m Is a ItaSmam&&k of Dow Cbomkd Co. Ordinary paper loses its strength as soon as
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DECAY REUSTANCE OF SOME OUý MWOOS (WV. dl

Good Fairpoo

Buldcypress Douglas fir Ash**
Catalpa Honeylocust* Aspen
Cedar Larchwetr Basswood
Chestnut Wk, *chestnut Beech**
Juniper Oak, white Birch**
Locust. black Pine, eastern white Cottonwood
Mesquite Pine, southern yellow Fir (true)
Mualberry, red Sassafras Hemlock**
Osage-orange Maple. sugar**
Rei-dwoodcr Oak, northern red**
Walnut, black Spruce**
Yew, Pacific Willow

*The species in each group are listed alphabetically, it
being impractical to list them in order of relative decay

* resistance.
**These species may rate nearly as high In decay resistance

as some of those in the next better group.

it gelatinous binder becomes wet or even limited tolerance of humnid or wet conditions.
moist. Paper-like wood, cotton, and linen After a thorough soaking, wet-strentgth Pape
textilies-consists mainly of a fibrous, organo- should exceed its dry strength by at least 15
chemical substance called cellulose. Its natural percent*. In wet-strength papers, the use of
binder will not tolerate soaking or intermit- good resns, like urea formaldehyde and niel-
tent wetting and driyng regardless of how the amine formaldehyde; provides an insoluble
fibers were processed. Even when no physical coating over the fibers and strengthens the
binm is applied to paper, high humidity bonds between fibers. Wet-strength paper

spoel up the deterioration caused by acid endures rough usage; it resists deterioration
gases, chemical reactions with solid contami- when emersed in water, oil, and many other
nants, or fungal attack. liquids; and it withstands washing in hot

water with soap or cleaning in gasoline and
Paper can be made water-resistant or other solvents.

waterhrepilent only by the use of additivies;
e~g., waxes. ribber, chlorinated rubber, or Desirable characteristics in a paper are
neoprene. Additives prevent moisture from largely a function of the use to which it is
contacting the cefulosic fibers by strengthen- put. The intended lifespan of paper ranges
ins the watei-susceptible bonds of the fiber from short (tissue, paper bags, filter papers,
pis. etc.) to moderate (building paper, paper-

board, paper fabrics, magazines) to indefinite
Water-resitant paper differns from wet- (military archival records, important manu-

strength paper in that the former has only a scripts). The consideraiiom that enter into
A isliks . tht foms ~the selection of a paper arm extitmely varied.

am cm m.; on ftiys it aWN a aCmems ,o Sifafbtd WaEuiu by W PbtinMm Cammkilt of the
WM dw hhMad OWt af 5MM bpS at IM pokb at Twin"s Anuamkidom of the P* md Powm Iuduez

ca~t CrAPPD.
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UT'hus, the value of wet-strgth war maps in In tho pesence of a moisture film, sodium
the humid bopics an be rmadly appreciated. ions of glass aon among the most acti e quits
Wrapping paper needed in add reglios will in the deterioration procms. These ions are
differ greatly from paper serving as a partial exchanged with hydrogen ions of water,
vapor taie for shpments to Southeast Asia. forming sodium hydroxide. This then attacks
Long4lived paper, for use under Ideal cond- silica Particles in glass. If the process con-
tiore, can be quite different frm shortived tinus long enough at high humidity levels, a
Ipoper required under severe conditioma. layer of "uilica*rch" glas may be deposited

on the surface of optical glas. Such a deposit
4470 OPTCCAL PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES poissess optical propertics different from the

rest of the glass, with a consequent impair-
High humidity often adversely affects ment of performance.

optical instruments such a rangefinders,
binoctiars, driftmeters, camern, tmmndis, telc- Electrical propertie, such as the dielectric
scopes, and gyroscopic instruments. In areas property or specific volume nruistanc, we
of low temperatures or of short temperature little affected by high humidity. Nevertheless,
contrasts, water vapor quickly condenses on adsorbad moisture film on a Sgas surface is
glass and occasiounaly penetrates sealed opti- likely to reduce its surface resistance, patic-
Cal units. The presence of liquid or frozen ulauly when combined with contaminants.
condensation on enses, either inside or out-
side optical enciowrs, grestly limits the use 4.8.1 OTHER MATERIAL CI.ASSES

of sich instruments or makes them worthless.
If water vapor penetrates a sealed optical Mineral olls comprised of various bends of
enclosur and condenses, moisture becomes at hydrocarbons are used as insulants and cool-
least partially trapped. Other factors, such as ants in eklec al equipment. These oils, par-
temperatum or contaminants, contribute sig- ticularly those of low viscosity, absorb atmo-
nificantly to the breakdown of sealants. spheric moisture at a relatively rapid rate. A

7-day exposre of transformer oil to a relative
High humidity, particularly in hot regions, humidity of 80 percent reduces its dielectric

can seriously affect glass by reacting chemical- strength to 25 percent of its initial value.
ly with it. Although glass is generally con- When insulating oils are polluted, their electri-
sideed to be insoluble, tecdically, this is cal properties are ore rapidly affected by
incorrect. Ordinary soda-ime-ilica glass high humidity.
typically dissolves at normal temperatures at
the extremnly slow rate of about 0.0003 in. In glazed ceramics, tbp absorption of mois-
yr-'. The rate of fogging of optical glass ture is generally confined to the surface; in
depends mainly on the composition of the unglazed materials, however, much mre' con-
glass, and on the procedures used to store densation in capillary pores can be expected.
glass•containing equipment in extremely For electrical purposes, unglazed materials
humid, hot places. Visual dimming of com- have a lower surface insulating resistancv.
paratively stable types has been reported after
I-mo storage in very humid places. The visual Dummer and Griffin (Ref. 43) attrbute
deterioration of optical lass incrases as the more failures of conventional militawy ground
level of relative humidity increasm, but there equipment to humidity (under natural condi-
appears to be little correlation between visual tions of temperature and humidity) than to
deterioration and tanusmission. When alkaline any other single environmental factor. A
and acid contaminants are present in addition similar pattern of "highest" failures occured
to water, the etching process is further ag- during high temperature/humidity, cycling
gravated. Aside from its more direct effects tests of electronic equipment and parts in the
on optical glns, high humidity is also harmful laboratory. Although the cycling test results
by supporting fungal attack. were not as clear cut (a number of electronic
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prt proved to be highly susceptible to item and quickly freeze. Breathig on light
smock, vibration, and salt spray), the data and delicate equipment, therefore, pos es
clearly indicate that himidity-induced failures major difficulties, particularly where conden-
are a major design problem. sation is likely to freeze on woding metal

parts. Moisture on exposed human skin will,
ThU bmanful effects of hish humidity on under suitable conditions, freeze onto any

metals are the source of numerous mechanical mnatal objects that are touched, eg., as when a
failures. Because of condensation, the zinc in sightly moist hand is removed from a glove
carburtors and fuel pumps deteriorates rapid- and applied to a delicate metal device. The
ly; the products of corrosion often block the mse of suitable gloves-made of pliable leather
small orifices in these units. Rust in articu- or wool, for example-will obviate the need
lated metal assemblies, such as automotive for direct contact between the hands and cold
brakes and Vn trigger assemblies, hastens metal. Painful and serious injuries can also
failure; proper maintenance, howevr, will result if bar hands touch very cold metal, a
greatly prolong the life of this type of point to be observed in designing for main-
mechanism. tenance.

Condensation problems are not restricted Low humidity can adversely affect the
to wry humid environments such as the performance of generators and electric
tropics, but occur in extremely cold places as motors. The effective sliding of graphite
well. Although deterioration due to humidity brushes on commutators and sliprings de-
effects is far ltess serious at low temperatures, pends on a film of moisture for lubrication.
moisture forming on electronic, electrical, or Absence of such a film causes excessive

, t mechanical parts causes other problems. friction, increased electrical losses, rapid
Water vapor quickly condenses on cold equip- brush wear, and higher operating tempera-
ment that is brought into warm endosures. If tures. To counteract this effect, solid lubri-
much items are exposed to low temperatures cants such as barium fluoride and w.olyb-
before evaporation of the condensation takes denum disulfide can be incorporated in the
place, freezing of the moisture on metal parts brushes.
can immobilize or hamper their free move-
ment. Along most arctic costs, the denie fop In certain types of electric, electronic, and
prevalent in the spring and autumii intensify other precision equipment, desorption of
the problems due to condensation of motume moisture from msulants produces a marked
on metals. Under such conditions, condensa- improvement in their electric characteristics.
tion and corrosion aggrmvate the problems of
high-Votage arc-overs and resistance leakage. 4469 COMBINED ENVIRONMENTAL EF-
Spark plug "ouling due to condensation is s FECTS
common problem in low temperature environ-
ments. The effects of environmental factors acting

in combination or sequentially are difficult to
Moisture can condense in fuel tanks of identify and evaluate. Many of the difficulties

vehicles or aircraft brought into a warm arise from the scope and complexity of the
enclosure from the cold. Ice may then form in possible combinations of reactions of items to
the, fuel line when the vehicle is returned to the full range of stresses of a given environ-
the cold. This can be minimized by reducing ment. Environmental factors can be mutually
the volume of air in the fuel tank (keeping the aggravating, essentially independent, or nul-
tank full) or by adding an antifreeze solution lify each other. The practical approach to the
such as alcohol. problem frequently consists of identifying

those environmental factors harmful to a
At low temperatures, the moisture in specific item, and then analyzing combina-

human breath will condense on almost any tions of those stresses as they affect the item
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under consideration. Synergisms of humidity an inexperienced investigator may encounter( with other environmental factors arc as foi- diffibmuty in distinguishing between fungous
lows: growth and the oxides of some materials, e.g.,

cuprous oxide.
(I) Humidity and temperature. The funda-

mental relationship between hunidity and Fungi can and do grow anywhere, provided
temperature has been examined elsewhere in that suitable nutrient material and sufficient
this chapter. Cognizance of this relationship is moisture are available. There are tens of

of primary importance in designing for thousands of fungous species; many of them
humidity stress and its effects on materiel, are harmful. With some important exceptions,

a warm, humid environment favors the rapid
Temperature change has a pronounced and growth of fungi. However, some species, such

instantaneous effect on relative humidity, but as Aspergillus strains, have survived a few
only a delayed effect on absolute humidity. hours at temperatures above 65.5*C (I$SOF)
Absolute humidity increases during periods of and below -84.4*C (-1200 F) in laboratory
rising temperatures and increased evaporation; tests.
concurrently, relative humidity may be de-
creasing. Most organic materials are susceptible to

direct fungous attack, which is made possibleIThe relative humidity of ambient air is of by humid conditions. Even oil deposited on
special Importance in problems related to sensitive components by human fingers will
swelling. High temperatures tend to accelerate support fungous growth. Many harmful fungi
the rate of moisture penetration. When both secrete enzymes and acids that change other
high temperatures and high humidities prevail materials into soluble substances that can be
for extended periods, conditions are particu- assimilated. Some Aspergillus fungi can pit
lady conduciw to the occurrence of mildew, certain kinds of optical glass and some stain-
corrosion, and the decay of susceptible items. less steels. Since numerous harmful species of

these organisms are normally present-partic-
Decreasing temperatures raise relative ularly in hot, humid environments-the rate

humidity until saturation occus, but do not and extent of deterioration of organic materi-
reduce absolute humidity unless condensation als and, to a lesser extent, the otching of some
occurs. Condensation of water vapor in con- inorganic materials depend essentially on the
fined air is particularly harmful, since dissipa- humidity level, the nature of the nutrient
tion of trapped moisture by evaporation is material available to these organisms, and the
frequently negligible. Low temperatures are protective measures utilized.
conducive to frost and ice formation; in
porous materiis, the expansion of frozen (3) Humidity and salt spray. Although
moisture accelerates their deterioration, mak- high humidity tends to lower salt concentra-
ing them more susceptible to penetration by tions, it appears to have no impact on the
water vapor and liquid water. Low tempera- corrosion action of saline solutions. However,
tures also induce brittleness in materials and the occurrence of salt spray at any concentra-
cause cracks to form in places of stress. Such tion greatly accentuates the corrosion of steel
cracks provide additional avenues for the and alloys of aluminum and magnesium.
penetration of moisture.

(4) Humidity and vegetation. The evapora-
(2) Humidity and microbiolcglcal orga- tion of moisture from vegetation adds to the

nism. Humidity facilitates the growth of vapor content of ambient air but lowers the
micro-organisms, including harmful fungi. air temperature, thereby increasing the rela-
Fungi are simple plants having no stems, tive humidity. Consequently, vegetation in-

( leaves, or flowers. Some fungous growth is creases the rate of decomposition of natural
readily evident to an experienced technician, and manmade materials. The relatively greater
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water vapor pressure in and above vegetation different metals, and solar radiation. Accord-
has an imuportant bearing on the penetration ing to Hazard (Ref. 44), an industrial atmo.
of moist air into porous materials. The higher sphere is five to ten times more' torrosive to
humidity near irrigated surfaces, whether soil metals than a ru.-al one, and twice as corrosive
or vegetation, is particularly striking when as a humid atmosphere. However, comparable
compared' to arid areas. An abs•nce of vegetas statistical data on the effects of humnidity and
tion is often characterized by extremely low impurities on a worldwide or even a conti-
relative humidities,' especially during the nental basis are grossly inadequate or nonex-
warmer hours of the day. Such an environ- istent.
mert has an adverse, drying effect, particu-
lady on pliable organic materials. (7) Humidity in transportation and In stor-

age. Important fluctuations in temperature,
(5) Humidity and vibration. Humidity, in and consequently in humidity, often occur

combination with vibration such as that pro- during the shipment of equipment, repai
duced by stationary engines and motors or in parts, munitions, and other materiel through
transportation equipment, tends to accelerate significantly different environments. This ap-
the general breakdown of materials. Electrical plies in varying degrees to all forms of
and electronic components are particularly transportation, but in particular to ocean
vulnerable to the combined effects of humid- transportation n-, which the environment of
ity and vibration. The effects of these two the vessel cargo space is not artificially con-
environmental factors are greatly aggravated trolled. Air over extensive tropical waters has
when alternate freezing and thawing are ex- a large capacity tco absorb water vapor. Tropi-
perienced. Stress cracks expand when sub- cal maritime air, as a result, has high absolute
jected to vibration, freezing, or both. arid specific humi•id'es. Thus, when 'a vessel is

loaded in such an e ivironment, a considerable
(6) Humidity and impurities. The corro- quantity of humid air is at least partially

-don of metals depends primarily on the trapped when the holds are closed. As the
composition of the atmosphere, with impuri- vessel proceeds thrcot ;t cooler water in higher,
ties playing a major role and hiunidity acting latitudes, or across ., v'ool ocean current, the
as a catalyst. Above the critical humidity for a air temperature in the holds may be lowered
given metal, the severity of corrosion is to the dewpoint, causing condensation to
closely related to the type and concentration form on both cargo and bulkheads.
of i•npurities present. Impurities may be
present in a gaseous, liquid, or solid state. The extent of damage to materiel caused

Solids have diverse dissolving characteristics by humidity and/or ott ", agents dependent
that range from the nonsoluble to the soluble, on humidity will be deti. ined largely by an
The presence of ample moisture in combina- understanding of potenti.. problem areas and
tion with a variety of impurities constitutes a the extent of precautionary action taken.
mijor problem in many storage and opera- Basic protective measures include the use of
tional areas. The problem is basically a com- dehumidifiers, ample ventilation, suitable
plex chemical one. Isolating the relative iii- moisture-resistant coatings on the more
portance of either humidity or a particular susceptible components, and moisture-
Impurity Is a difficult task. Obtaing mean- resistant packaging. The possible deposition
ingful corrosion data for determining scientif- of salt nuclei on materiel and the accentuating
ic factors is usually involved, effect of condensation must also be con-

sidered. A storm at sea greatly increases the
The corrosion process itself sometimes in- salt nuclei count of the air being circulated

troduces additional harmful substances. Other into the holds of a ship.
considerations include temperature, the rela-
tive concentration of impurities (singly or in A lack of ventilation in hot, humid storage
combination) in solution, the tolerances of areas can cause earlier than normal failure
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,J because of the greater humidity stress in warm conditions are seasonal and less fre-
overcrowded storage places and perhaps poor- quent, due to the gradual latitudinal migra-
ly designed shelters. Because failure of a single tion of tropical rains. Although temperatures
component can make a piece of vital equip- are not extreme in wet-warm areas, the
ment useless, a greater margin of safety is constant high humidity imposes a major stress
needed for those items likely to be seriously on materiel which is adversely affected by
damaged by humidity while stored in unsuit- excessive absorption of moisture and often
able places or for prolonged periods, results in permanent damage to many'items.

•4-7 DESIGN The wet-hot category applies to open areas
in tropical regions, which are characterized by

4-7.1 CLIMATIC DESIGN AREAS temperatures of 25.50 to 35°C (780 to 95 0 F)
in combination with relative humidities of 75

AR 70-38, Research. Development, Test, to 100 percent, strong solar radiation, and
and Emluation of Materiel for Extreme frequent light-to-gentle winds. In some parts
Climatic Conditions (Ref. 45), shows that of the wet tropics, wet-hot conditions are
most of the eight climatic categories used experiernced, during most months; in other
specify the joint occurrence of extreme tern- areas these will occur only during a pro-
perature and humidity. Three of the eight nounced rainy reason. This type of condition
designated climatic categories (wet-warm, places a severe stress on materiel that is
wet-hot, and humid-hot) are based on com- subject to malfunction or deterioration when
binations of high temperature and high exposed to moderately high temperatures and
humidity. A fourth category, hot-dry, is based high humidities for extended periods of time.

- on a combination of high temperature and
very low humidity. Of primary concern in this Humid-hot coastal desert conditions are

' • ( , chapter are categories I (wet-warm), 2 (wet- limited to fringe areas adjacent to bodies of
hot), and 3 (humid-hot coastal desert) in water with a high sea surface temperature,
which high humidity produces a greater stress such as the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. A
than temperature. These three categories oc- temperature of 37.70 C (1000F) concurrent
cur mainly in low latitudes, at low elevations, with a relative humidity of 65 percent are
and often near warm seas. The wet-warm and specified as the extreme condition for cate-
wet-hot categories are delimited on the basis gory 3. Equivalent values for dewpoint and
of a modified Koppen classification, wet-bulb temperature are, respectively, 30*C

(860F) and 31.6°C (89°F).
'The wet-warm category is characterized by

the persistence of relative humidity above 95
percent and a nearly constant temperature of 4-7.2 SIMULTANEOUS OCCURRENCE OF
23.9*C (7S5F) for periods of I day or more. HIGH TEMPERATURE AND HIGH
Wet-warm conditions occur under the forest HUMIDITY
canopy of heavily wooded tropical areas,
most typically in tropical rain forests. The Fig. 4-19, from AR 70-38 (Ref. 45), is a
dense canopy of these forests interrupts the psychrometric chart that shows the relation-
frequent and intense rainfalls, causing pro- ships between temperature and atmospheric
longed dripping and tree runoff to the under- water vapor content at different levels of
lying ground. The canopy also severely limits relative humidity. The chart contains two
the drying effects of solar radiation and wind. lines (A and B), which illustrate combined
These combined conditions beneath the vege- high temperatures and high humidities, the
tation cover produce a remarkably persistent extreme climatic conditions.
humid environment. In some areas these
conditions may occur on several days during These lines are described in AR 70-38 as
any month of the year; in other areas wet- follows:
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44 TESlIUB AND SAUJLATION a natural tropicL ,,e., hot-wet) cbmate. Test
exposure was in a chamber for 84 days, with

Immu~ tests we: wiel muse to the teropcature aied cy~ckalyfrom 2CrC

optim P the development and perfumance 5C to 35°C * I1C (68'F ± 98F to 95VF ±
oimtufrL Galimuce in their application is to I A*F); the Uppe temperature was maun-
be fomd in numerous Amy pWbcadoew tained for 12 hr and the Iowa for &minnum
mck as AR 70-38 (Rd. 45) and AR 70-10, of S hr each day. The minmmum relative
R.me k amd ,twkpWnt. Army AMai l humidity thuousbout was 90 percent. The
Teaft M(t. 44 The most immed te use a natural condtom woe Own aussoted with

a tests is for detennipiog the tropical ram forest ms. mea temperatures
suitabiity of mateub, combimntion of mate- varying between 20" and 360C (68° and

zih ~ I P.as& de.Wg CD~fip"atJIOmrel- 9,M,) umen relativ hmiddity between 70
tive to a Sives set of Pen im atald strfms. and 90 percent, and an anaual rainfal in
Thy me. da med for 9uc purposws as excessoflO0in.

tO tet catin and sVecca"tiom
"AM"*n rebl y, aquality con- That results should not be acepted as;
to dad" pmdrMtion, ad ewating est fuly representative, since they are for an

rocewmeUM ad rM lts e4ig, natal envro- 81-day test wheres in the United State a
m=It testing ven laboratomy samuletion. 28-day test is believed to more accuately

Correlate with experience in the field. The
Enwummntal tests may be conducted 28-day test is specified in IL-,Igl8 10 (Ref.

eh in the &e smdr natusal conditions or 49).
in t lbatoy snder smult oadiajons.
Laboratiny tests ae frequently undarte- 44. 1TEST CHAMERS
imic of actma coulitions found in the natural
evisanment. 'ri is the case with accekrate Numerous factors influence the design of a
tests (natund conditions ae made to occur huuAdity test cbunm.r. Thkse include size.
with a greater frequency, severity, and/or range of values (minimum, msxnum, and
dusation than awe found in nature). duration), steady or cycki requiremnents, re-

serve capacity to maintain toleranceS, leriod
Lkuitatiom on the use of fidla tests arise of anticipated use, coetsW eqsapment, and

frm the un-. ndablity of adequate en- cost. Debted information on the aticipeted
virnmeata stim, the time factor, hmOo- relationshipo among huAnVty, weather ek-
venice, and cost. Advantages in the use of ments, and tevestial factors should be
chambeu lie ir the dose coatrol attainable known.Sincesome environmental ePements am
and in the experimental flejxbiuty allowed by difficult to isolate from humidity, their re,-
accelerating and/or aWavating the factors tive importance must be established.
being studied. However, th result of labora-
tory testing of humidity stressts must be The objective or objectives of the test
evuaMtted with caution, since the effects on should be precisely formulated, and the
unterial when exposed to natural conditions nature of the test should conform to the
ale often at varance with the effects achieved environment in which the item will be used,
by chamber testing. e.g., geographical location, indoos or out-

doors, and altitude. AR 70-38 furnishes Zge-
Table 4-17 shows the result, cited in end criteria, but specific adaptations should

Dammer and Grim (Ref. 43), of compwir•, m be made where called for.
test conducted by the Royal Radar EstabLih-
ment, England, add the Tropical Teting Al construction materials used within a
Establishment, West Africa, to determine the humidity chamber should be highly resistant
Ntiombi between the effects of standard to corrosion. The inner lining must be com-

artificial tropical test conditions and those of pletely impermeable to penetration by water
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vapor to proFect the surrounding insulation, therefore, must be measured and controlled
since any gain or loss of heat will be reflected accurately, and kept as constant as possible.
immediately in the relative humidity. This is In actual practice, the design of temperature
very important, since tests in environmental tolerances immediately surrounding the test
chambers deal with relative humidity rather specimen within narrower limits titan those
than water vapor content (absolute humid- specified in a sound precautionamy measure
ity). Sloping ceilings should be so constructed against unanticipated loads on the system.
as to prevent condensation from dripping on
test items; otherwise, a small polyethylene Test conditions should be maintained uni-
tent without sides can be easily fabricated to foimly throughout the chamber if possible or,
protect items from dripping water. The floor as a minimum, they should be kept within
of the chamber should be pitched so that any specified tolerances. A forced-circulation air-
accumulations of water can easily drain, conditioning system requdres proper baffles to

provide sufficient circulation without exces-
Adequate consideration must be given to sive air velocity. The chamber should be

the chamber cooling system. The cooling coil vented to the atmosphere to prevent an
temperature should not be significantly below increase in pressure. which affects humidity.
the lowest dewpoint desired, since otherwise Although condensation on walls and ceiling
condensation will lower the capacity of the does not necessarily adversely affect the
coil to maintain the desired conditions, partic- humidity environment, the same amount of
ularly during temperature-humidity cyclin•g. water must be added to the air intake to
Ample reserve power is required if drastic and compensate for the loss by condensation.
rapid fluctuations in conditions are part of a According to MIL-STi-810. Environmental
test program. Some multipurpose chambers Test Methods (Ref. 49). "Steam or distilled,
have dual coil systems; a Freon coil for demineralized, or dionized water having a pH
low-temperature testing, and a water coil for value between 6.0 and 7.2 at 23*C (73"Fl
cooling in humidity testing. shall be used to obtain the specified humid-

ity." Formation of condensation on chamber
"The selection of relative humidity controls walls and ceiling can be eliminated by main-

for environmental chambers necessitates a taining the temperature of those surfaces at
careful analysis of the air-conditioning system the dry-bulb temperature, or at least above
requirements. These requirements generally the dewpoint.
call for narrow control tolerances and a
capability for rapid changes in airflow. The
velocity of air near the test specimen must be The simulation of humidity conditions mtkept low (under 150 fpm) in a humidity conducted in a wide variety of environmental
chamber. test chambers and test cabinets. Many ofthese chambers have combined environmental

factor capability, some of which are tempera-Humidity chambers are usually contr"Uel ture/humidity, temperature/altitude/humidi-
by means of automatic recording and controi-
ling instruments. The wet-bulb and dry-bulb ty, temperature/fungusahumidity, tempera-
comparison method (or an equivalenw ture/humidity/Sovab radiation, and tempera-

method) provides an indication of tempera- ture/humidity/vibration. Listings of facilities
ture and humidity within the chamber. As in industry and Government are contained,

pointed out in par. 4-5.1. a small change in respectively, in the following publications:
wet-bulb temperatures results in an appreci-
able error in relative humidity; at room (I) Fa`iity Sunrey (Ref. 50), published by
temperature, for example, a variation of only the Institute of Environmental Sciences
0.6 deg C (I deg F) in wet-bulb depression
results in an approximate difference of 4 (2) Index of Environmental Test Equip-
percent in relative humidity. Temperature, ment in Government Establishments (Ref.
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) 1). pnppuul by the Shock and Vibratin coduse involves different cyclic exposures of a
Infasmatam Center, Naval Research lAbowra- test Itemo to exqgamted fluctuations and
toil. durations of humidity and temperature.

These documents provide detailed informa- In *ach procedure an item is ins~mfled in a
tious an chamber type, operating characftr- test chamber in a manne to simulate sevic
istica, locadion, and activity (Government usg and to prevent condenste dropng on
agency or company). The number and ram ft. So= test itean dmUi be opeanted or
or such chambers preclude enumeration bere. duecktd prior to testing to detiermine the
A sumsaray lMain of environmntal clsimber adequac~y of installation witi the chamber
types a i Amy facilities is pmaenteo in Chap, and for possible damage in haWndin No
3, *Feanperatuve", of Par Two of this hand- realbgment, rea4111uaent, repair. or rwhlce-
book. went of a teat item should be undertaken

once a tes cycle is started, except for
Clambers and cabinets with humidity test movement of ncme of the aperdutka con-

capability ove a wide range of sizes and trols indicated in equipment specifications. In
opetrating characteristics awe available. Eqiup- each procedure initial menurements mre taken
maut ranges in size from small cabinets to and compared with flindings obtained during
large walk-In failities; smuall-to-medium cabi- and immedistely after ecub test. Before taking
nets, arn the most commouly used. raeeteach procedure provides that

accumulated moisture may be removed by
Foe speifi applications, cabinet or turning the test item upside down or by

chamber size and operating characteristics Awhaki; wipin of external surfaces is Pa-~
abould be clerly ascertained, particularly If mitted only in one of the procedure. After '
high-intemity stresses are to be applied. As a meaurments following the ladt cycle ame
nile, muiltieffect chambers have restricted taken. the test Item is conditioned and ad-
rnges although even them Will cover any Justed for optimal perfornanc according to
rang. of natural ambient temperature-umid- the requiremetnts, of the particular procedure.
ity conditions. In genral, temperature-humid- The test Item is then operated to obtain the
ity cabinets provide temperatures in the final results of the humidity test.
-101' to -73C (-ISO' to -100%F low
temperature range, and high temperatures in Simulated laboratory tests it should be~
the 149' to 1760C (300' to 3SO'F) range. repeated, are rot synionymous wfth field
Same temperature-humidity chambers have a conditions, particularly when time is a maor
maximum temperature mang of 204e to facor in chemi ca l ratons. Corrosion rarely
3ISC (4WV to 600F), although thesw &ar occurs on exposed metal without the presencet
less common. The range of relative humidity of some farm of moisture; it results wvhen
provided by temperature-humidity chambers metals react chemicaly with moisture mainly

* is quite variable. Mast of the commonly used at or above critical levels of relative humidity.
chamber have an upper limit of 9S to 100 When the moisture on a mettallic surfface

* pereont relative humidity, the lower limit is contains appreciable impurities in solution,
mast often on the order of 5 to 10 percent or the corrosion process progresses at a faster
20 to 25 percet relative humidity (Refs. rate. Atmospheric impurities in a test
S0, S1). chamber can be identified, measured, con-

trolled, and in'troduced at known rates, but
*44.2 TEST PROCEDURES AND EVALUA- the types and amounts of impurities en-

TION countered under field conditions are de-
cidedly more varied. Harmful impurities vary( ML-91TD-810 (Method 507) provides five greatly with location and changes in weather.

standard procedures for high humidity and Fungi also contribute to increased chemical

high temperature chamber testing. Each pro- reaction of various maicriais..
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Dafta frm accelerated tests are useful in Considerable latitude exists in the choice of
obtaining preliminary estimates of the effects sites for humidity testing, since (I) numerous
that natural conditions and usgep will have on geographical aria provide the sustained high
materiel. Such data, however, should be used avenage temnperature-humidity levels required
carefully since the compression of the time by the time aspects of sucha tests; and (2) the
factor may not correate with the increase in facilities required are of a modest nature,
the stress factor. In addition to the time being essentilaly storag or exposure struc-
factor, in cordn p rcesim. sneqislef- tures
fects that occur in the natural environment
can, seriously distort attempts to correlate the

ofThen5 following basic documentscoti
443 TST RNOCSdiretimstandards, and specificationsre

lated to the design, test, and operation of
Locationis utilze for testing humidity Army materiel under varying climatic andI

~effets should haft the extreme climatic induced humidity conditions:
conditions specified for the climatic cate-
gixies as gihen in AR 70-38. Particular atten- (1) MIL-STD.8 10, Emnironmentia rest
tlceamust be paid to seasonal varkiatons in Methods, 1 J~umi 1967, with Notice 1, 20
humidity patterns since these can be quite October 1969. and Notice 2, 29 September
marked. An example of this hs the change that 1969.
occurs near the end of June at the Yuma

- I Proving Ground, Ark., from a low to a high (2) Quadrpartite Standardization Agree.
hum~idity environment due to the seasonal ment 200, American-Stitish-Canadin-Austra-
incursion of humid air from the Gulf of Mian Amiles Standardization Program, Climatic
Mexico. Factors Affecting Desin CrWteria. 18 March

1969.
The effects of high temperature and high

humidity are tusted at the U.S. Army Tropic (3) AR 70-3 8, Research. Developmenst,
Test Center, Ft. Clayton, C.Z This site also Test. and Evaliwdon of Materiel for Extreme
provides a suitable environment f~r the evalu- Clriatic Conditions. 5 May 1969.
ation of hLivddity in combination with other ()Seiiain o niiuliesoenvironmental factors such as salt, fungus, ()Seiiain o niiulieso
vegetation, rain, and insects. The extremely equipment, materials, and specialized test
high rate of salt deposition in this area procedures are contained in the Inex of
enhances its value as a %ite for testing corro- Speciftcations and Standkirds. Departmnent of
sion phenomena. Defense, 1969.
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0
CHAPTER 6

PRESSURE*

5-1 INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS other than ambient, are crated by man for
various reasons. Aircraft cabins are preaur.

Atmospheric pressure is defined as "the ized for high altitudo operations. "Clean
pnoure exerted by the atmosphere as a rooms" maintain a presure above ambient
consequence of the gravitational attraction conditions. Vacuum tubes, although being
exerted upon the column of air lying directly replaced by miniaturized circuits, operate
above the point in question" (Ref. 1). Thu more efficiently in the absence of ordinary air
dimensions of pressure are force per unit area, at atmospheric pressures. In creating these
or energy per unit volume. The force is a artificial pressure environments, some pre-
result of the collision of gas molecules upon caution must be taken to insure that the
the press -measuring instrument, and it is forces on the enclosures created by the
also equal to the weight (inass times gravita- pressure differentials do not become great
tional acceleration) of the air in a column of enough to induce malfunctions and/or hazard-
unit area extending from the measuuing point ou conditions.
to the top of the atmosphere. Except for new forms of transportation

i ( The atmosphere exerts this pressure equally that may be adopted in the future for
in all directions at any point on all exposed specialized research programs and for missiles

Sobjects. It is not normally perceived since the or rockets, Army materiel is exposed to
4 objects usually exert an equal but opposite atmospheric pressures that occur below 16

force. km. Hence, this chapter considers primarily
the effects of pressure on materiel operating

At sea level, the standard atmospheric at or below that altitude.
pressure is defined to be 1,013.25 millibars
(mb) (14.7 lb ft- 2 ) although any measured Man's natural habitat is in the portion of
pressure may differ from the standard (Ref. the atmosphere where the higher pressures are
2). As altitude increases, the mass of the air found. Thus, his materiel is less likely affected
above a point decreases and consequently the by extremes of high pressure than by reduced
pressure decreases. Near 5.5 km (s 18,000 ft) pressure.
altitude, the atmospheric pressure is reduced
to about one-half of its standard sealevel Because pressure decreases with increasing
value; near 16 km (s52,500 ft), the pressure altitude, the effects of reduced pressure and
is about one-tenth of the standard sea-level an increased altitude are often erroneously
value; and near 31 km (s10 1,700 ft), the considered synonymous. Atmospheric density
pressure is about one one-hundredth of the and temperature decrease with altitude. Frac-
sea-level value. tional changes in pressure induce a smaller but

nearly equal change in density and an even
Environments of atmospheric pressure, smaller change in temperature. Hence, the

- - effects attributed to a reduced pressure may
* MatndaI pented in thUs cbapt is pllly extte from be due to a decreased density or temperature.

auigimd manuaipt pupated by Pauline E. Riordan, For example, the thermal conductivity, heatEnvkmmf-tad Ctterfk Brnchb, EQginer Toporaphic Labo-etimmo, doal ,dvo, VA, absorption capability, and the dielectric
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strength of the air derause as the atmosphere scientific laboratories throughout the world.)
density decreases with Increased altitude. The latter is a popular reporting unit in

countries using the Englis measurin system.
The composition of the atmosphere up to Another unit, the torr, is sometimes reported

about 90 km remains in constant proportion ad is equivalent to 1 mmn 1% at a tempera-
as the total pressure decrases, so the partial ture of WC, Mercury is commonly used as the
pressure exerted by each constituent must fudbecause It is a high density liquid (ft 1 3S
also decrease with increasing altitude In pro- g cur-3) at environmental temperatures,
portion to the total pressure decrese; e~g., whereas water Is ios. dense (ml r -3') and
the partial pressure of oxygen at 5.5 km is changes phase.
approximatelyone-half of its sea4evel value.
The density of ea" Vs Is Als reduced. Since When expressig pressure as a force per
oxygen is required to support combustioin, wnilt of area, derived units. other than N mh
materials that are dependent upon combus- are most frequently reported. Atmospheric
ties and man's capability to function at high pressures mei usually reported, among metbo-
altitudes are affected by the reduced available rokogiat, in units of millibars (mb) 0I mb
oxygen, 10-2 N m--2 or 10-3 bar). Other units of

varying use are dyne cm-5 , pound force Per
The principal effects of pressure per so square foot (pd), and pound force per squarei~jupon materiel result not from the magnitude incsi (psi). Gage pressure, such as vehicle tire

of fth pressure but upon its gradient or pteasure, is usually reported as pounds per
differential. The gradient produces a force square Inch, gage (pug). Regardless, of the -
causing the air to move from a higher pressure units used, gap pressure indicates the pres-

*towardsa loweir pressure. This force can cause sure In excess of the ambient pressure.
leakage, or even explosion or Implosion of
sealed containers, and produce atmospheric For some purposes, the termi "atmo- Y
winds. The greater the pressure gradient, or spheres" is used to indicate pressure. One
the more rapidly the pressure Is changed, thmt atmosphere of pressure equals the standard
grester the chance for damage to materiel. sea-lovel atmospheric pressur. Table 5-1 gives

the conversion factors for the various pressure
Pressure is a force per unit area and, units.

according to international convention (Ref.
3), it should be reported in units of newtons
per square meter (N en') or pascals (1 5&2 THE NATURAL PRESSURE EN-
pascal I N or'). However, other systems of VIRONMENT
units are more common and ahir usage I
dependent upon the discipline of the reporter. From a thermodynamic viewpoint, the

atmosphere is primarily a mixture of ideal.
The rust atmospheric pressure measure- diatomnic gSes, Which for practical purposes

meats are attsibuted to Tonicelli, who, in obey the ideal gas law,
1643, devised the principle of the barometer
(par. 5-3.1) using water instead of mercury -p- . RT. N mr- 2  (5-1)
(Ref. 4). Rtather than computing the pressure,
it is convenient and equivalent to report the where
height of the liquid in the column with an
identification of the liquid. Among the units p - pressure exertcd by the gas, N rn 2

used to report pressure in that manner are
millimeters of mercury (mm Hg), centimeters p - gas density, kg M-3

of mercury (cm Hk), and Inches of mercury
(in. Hg). The first two are comnonly used In T - kelvin (absolute) temperature, Kk

5-2
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R " universal gas constant, 8.31434 te total pratwe exeted by a mixture of ( *.',)
J mole-' K` gases innvoluse atat aI temlpiralufe

is the sum of the presures xerted when each
M molecular we;ght, kg mole-' Ps occupies the same volumt at the same

temperature, Therefore, f& dry air too wat
For the firt 90 km of altioudo, the relative Vapor content) the total atmo03pheriC'MuiV

composition of' the atmospLezic gases (Table # is glven by the equation of state,
"S-2) remains constant except for a decrease of
"water vapor and an increase of ozone with P(pRST (5-2)
altitude. (See Chap. 4, "Humidity", and
Chap. 12, "Ozone", in this handbook for
definitive discussion of these constituents.) $p b: Me pmm **WW by an' ad p.
Dalton's law of partial presures states that P Icahmus Owb p*W 9=64 by a mb aum atasM.

TABLE 52

COMPOSITION OF CLEAN, DRY AIR NEAR SEA LEVEL (Ref. 2)

Content variable
Constituent gas Content, relative to its Molecular -and formul a percent by volume normal weight*

Nitrogen (N2 ) 78.084 28.0134
Oxygen (02) 20.4476 31.9988 j
Argon (Ar) 0.934 I - 39.948

Carbon dioxide (C02) 0.0314 t 44.00995
Neon (Ne) 0.001818 - 20.183
Helium (He) 0.000524 - 4.0026

Kypton (Kr) 0.0001'14 - 83.80
Xenon (Xe) 0.0000087 . 131.30
Hydrogen (H 00005 ? 2.01594

Methane (CH4) 0.0002 t 16.04303
Nitrous oxide (N20) 0.00005 44.0128
Ozone (03) Summer: 0 to 0.000007 + 47.9982

Winter: 0 to 0.000002 t 47.9982
Sulfur dioxide (S02) 0 to 0.0001 + 64.0628
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) 0 to 0.000002 46.0055
Aimmonia (NH3) 0 to trare 1 17.03061
Carbon monoxide (CO) 0 to trace f 28.01055
Iodine (I1) 0 to 0.000001 t 253.8088

[ ' *On basis of carbon-12 isotope s,.ale for which C12  12.

tThe contant of the gases marktd with a dagger may undergo significant
var'oatio6ý from time to time ce from place to place retative to the normal
indicated for +.hose gases.
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P IFIIMRbS OF 5WNIW"TAL RIEINEW" ATRIGOt*RUE

alt. Temp. Pf•sure , , "S.ty,
hm K mb kg m-3

(A) Tropical, 15 deg 14.

0 299.5 1,013.25 1.166
1 2.93.66 904.13 1 .04
2 287.6B 801.79 0.9689
3 283.65 714.75 0.8757
4 276.98 633.21 0.7951
5 270.31 559.27 0.7'199
6 263.63 492.40 0.6501
7 256.96 432.10 0.5855
8 254.29 377.92 0.52S8
9 243.63 329.33 0.4708

la 236.96 285.89 0.4203
11 230.30 247.21 0.3739
12 223.64 212.86 0.3.,16
13 216.96 182.45 0.2929
T4 201.32 155.64 0.2578:
15 203.67 132.11 0.2260
16 197.02 111.55 0.1972

(B) Subtrapi:a1, 30 de" IN., Januanry

0 287.15 1 ,021.00 1.2322
1 284.16 906.59 1.1072
2 281.15 803.78 Q-.9934
3 274.70 711.25 0.9006
4 268.20 627.39 0.8142
5 261.72 551.76 0.7340
6 255.24 483.67 0.6599
7 248.76 422.54 0.5916
a 242 ?9 367.86 0.528,
9 235.31 319.06 0.4713

10 229.34 275.63 0.4187
11 222.87 237.16 0.3707
12 216.40 203.15 0.3270
13 213.66 173.44 0.2828
14 211.08 147.81 0.2439
1s 208.50 125.18 0.2101
16 205.91 106.71 0.1806
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TAKE 5Cocd

POWIIES OF SUPPLEMENTAL REFEREMCE AIMOAI'4ERES
TO 16 kr 4R". 11)

Gem Density.
ilt. Temp, Pressure,

km K mb kg m"3

(C) Subtropical, 30 deg N.. July

0 301.15 1,013.50 1.1592
1 293.67 904.64 1.0661
2 288.17 805.04 0.9686
3 282.68 714.84 0.8776
4 277.19 633.11 0.7937
5 271.71 559.36 0.7159
6 266.23 492.92 0.6443
7 259.27 433.04 0.5814
8 252.30 379.13 0.5232
9 245.33 330.68 0.4694
10 238.35 287.29 0.4198
11 231.39 248.58 0.3742
12 224.42 214.14 0.3324
13 217.46 183.59 0.2941
14 210.58 156.65 0.2592
15 265.54 132.95 0.2275
16 203.15 112.48 0.1929

(0) Rildlatitude, 45 des N., January

0 272.15 1,018.00 1.3010
1 268.65 897.34 1I.1621
2 265.15 789.75 1.0365
3 251.65 693.76 0.9230

4 255,67 608.13 0.9282
5 249.67 531.32 0.7411
6 243.69 462.75 0.6614
7 237.70 401.64 0.5886
8 231.71 347.33 0.5222
9 225.73 299.28 0.4619

10 219.75 256.84 0.4072
11 219.16 219.91 0.3496
12 218.66 188.25 0.2999
13 218.16 161.09 0.2572
14 217.67 137.80 0.2206
15 217.17 117.84 0.1890
16 216.67 100.75 0.1620
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PFOSIMES OF SUPPEOMENTAL EFERIIECM ATUOWRES
TO 1i4 k(A I1)

GOU Density.
alt, TWO. Pressure, k

km K mb kg m3

(E) Nidlatitude, 45 dog N.. July

0 294.15 1,013.50 1 .1919
1 289.65 902.20 1.07F5
2 285.15 801.59 0.97.i7
3 279.16 710.43 0.8846
4 273.17 628.06 0.7996
5 267.17 553.62 0.7211
6 261.18 486.63 0.6487
7 254.70 426.40 0.5830
a 248.22 372.35 0.S22
9 241.73 324.02 0.4669

10 235.25 280.90 0.4159
11 228.77 242.55 0.3693
12 222.30 206.58 0.3269

- 13 215.83 178.57 0.2882
14 215.65 152.51 0.2464
15 215.65 130.25 0.21W•
16 215.65 111.25 0.1797

(F) Subar•tic. 60 deg M., January

0 257.15 1,013.50 1.3723
1 259.15 887.82 1.1928
2 255.94 777.48 1.0577
3 252.74 679.81 0.9366
4 247.74 593.23 0.8339
5 240.94 5)5.83 0.7457
6 234.14 416.74 0.6646
7 227.34 385.31 0.5904
8 220.55 330.85 0.5226
9 217.15 282.90 0.4538

10 217.15 241.79 0.3879
11 217.15 206.66 0.3315
12 217.15 176.63 0.2834
'13 217.15 150.99 0.2422
14 217.15 129.07 0.2070
15 217.15 110.33 0.1770
16 216.56 94.31 0.1517
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TABLE &3 Mdw"

IrOPERTIES OF SUPPLFUMENTAL REFERCICE ATMOSPHERES
TO 1I km (Ret. 11)

Goom Density,
lt, Temp, Pressure, 3
ka K db kg m.3

(6) Subarctfic, 60 deg N., July

0 287.15 1,010.00 1.2198
1 281.75 896.01 1.1042
2 276.34 792.94 0.9971
3 270.94 700.07 0.8984
4 265.54 616.43 0.8077
5 260.14 541.40 0.7244
6 253.14 473.96 0.6519
7 246.14 413.42 0.5849
8 239.16 359.18 0.5231
9 232.16 310.76 0.4663

10 225.17 267.71 0.4142
11 225.15 230.03 0.3559
12 225.15 197.71 0.3059
13 225.15 169.95 0.2630
14 225.15 146.09 0.2260
15 225.15 125.58 0.1943
16 225.15 107.97 0.1671

(H) Subarctic, 60 deg N., Winter Cold

0 257.15 1,013.50 1, 1-7!,
1 259.15 887.82 1 *8
2 255.94 777.48 '.t0577
3 252.74 679.81 0.9366
4 247.74 593.23 0.8339
5 240.94 515.81 0.7457
6 234.14 446.74 0.6646
7 227.34 385.31 0-5904
8 220.55 330.85 0.5526
9 217.15 282.90 0.4538

10 217.15 241.79 0.3879
11 217.15 206.66 0.3315
12 217.15 176.63 0.2834
13 216.16 150.94 1.2433
14 215.16 128.84 0-M"87
15 214.17 109.97 0.1789
16 213.17 93.78 0.1533
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i TAKILE 1.3 (Cug

PROPERTIES OF SUPPLiEMNTAL REFERENCE ATMOM&RES
TO 1s km (Ra. 11)

al t, Temp, Pressure, -3
Im K ub kg m 3

(1) Subarctic, 60 deg N., Winter Warm

0 257.15 1,013.50 1.3723
1 259.15 887.82 1.1928
2 255.94 777.48 1.0577
3 252.74 679.81 0. 9366
4 247.74 593.23 0.8339
5 240.94 515.83 0.7457
6 234.14 446.74 0.6646
7 227.34 385.31 0.5904
8 220.55 330.85 0.5226
9 218.15 282.95 0.4519

10 220.14 242.18 0.3832
11 222.14 207.58 0.3255
12 224.14 178.17 0.2769
13 224.15 153.05 0.2379
14 224.15 131.47 0,2043
15 224.15 112.94 0.1755
16 224.15 97.03 0.150M

(J) Arctic, 75 deg N., January

0 249.15 1,013.50 1.4167
1 252.16 884.16 1.2221
2 250.88 772.13 1.0719
3 245.37 672.74 0.9549
4 239.87 584.31 0.8485
5 234.36 505.83 0.7518
6 228.86 486.40 0.6643
7 223.36 375.20 0.5852
8 217.86 321.37 0.5139
9 214.90 274.35 0.4447

10 214.40 233.98 0.3802
11 213.90 199.51 0.3249
-12 213.25 170.08 0.2778
13 212.45 144.90 0.2376
14 211.65 123.38 0.2031
15 210.85 104.99 0.1735
16 210.05 89.29 0.1481
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TABLE 5.3 (ConfinmWd)

PROPERTIES OF SUPPLEMENTAL REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES
TO 16 km (Ref. 11)

GeomD ity.alt., Temp, Pressure, 3:)e 3
km K mb kg m.

(K) Arctic, 75 deg N., July

0 278.15 1,012.50 1.2646
1 275.55 895.02 1.1290
2 272.94 790.20 1.0067
3 268.37 696.71 0.9030
4 261.86 612.49 0.8141
5 255.35 536.67 0.7317
6 248.85 468.62 0.6558
7 242.35 407.78 0.5860
8 2M5.85 353.49 0.5221
9 229.35 305.25 0.4636

10 226.66 262.61 0.4036
11 227.66 225.98 0.3458
12 228.65 194.61 0.2965

- 13 229.65 167.70 0.2544
14 230.15 124.69 0.1887
15 230.15 107.52 0.1628
16 230.15 92.73 0.1436

(L) Arctic, 75 deg N., Winter Cold

0 249.15 1,013.50 1.4167
1 252.15 884.16 1.2211
2 250.88 772.13 1.0719
3 24S.37 672.74 0.9%49
4 239,87 584.31 0.8485
5 234.36 505.83 0.7518
6 228.86 436.40 0.6643
7 223.36 375.20 0,5852
8 217.86 321.37 0.5139
9 214.39 274.33 0.4458

10 212.89 233.79 0.3826
11 211.39 199.04 0.3280
12 209.89 162.3C 0.2810
13 208.40 143.83 0.2404
14 206.90 122.05 0.2055
15 205.40 103.45 0.17M4
'16 203.95 88.01 0.1503
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TABLE "4 (Ceeamm1

PROPERTIES OF SUPPLEMENTAL REFERENCE AlMOUN*ERES
TO 1 IR kmO. 1l)Gao -

Density.alt, TO" Pressure, ekm K mlk kg v-'

(H) Arctic, 75 dog N., Winter Warm

0 249.15 1,013.50 1.4167
1 252.15 884.16 1.2211
2 250.88 772.13 1.0719
3 245.37 672.74 0.9549
4 239.87 584.31 0.8485
5 234.36 505.83 0.7518
6 228.86 436.40 0.6643
7 223.36 375.20 0.5852
8 217.86 321.37 0.5140
9 216.57 274.44 0.4415

10 219.37 234.62 0.3726
11 222.15 201.02 0.3152
12 222.15 172.42 0.2704
13 222.15 147.89 0.2319
14 222.15 126.84 0.1980
15 222.15 106.80 0.1706
16 222.15 93.75 0.1470

(2) Ss4ewv prmuse. "A prsur value (4) Pftsswe dItude. This is "the altitude,
obtained by the heoetical••d•tion of in the standard atraosphere., at which a given
station pesure to sea level. Where the surfce prwessue wilV be obseevd. It is the indicated
of the earth is above sea level, it is assumed altitude of a pressure altimeter at an altimeter
that the atmoapm extends to sea level setting of 29.92 in. Hg and is theefore the
below the station and that Phe properties of indicated altitude above the 29.92 contant-
the hypothetical almosphe a• re ated to pnMM sluface."
conditions observed at the station." The
method of computation is pwiwmn in Ref. 10. 6-2.3 PRES3URE ISTRIBUTION

(3) Altimeter setta . Th is s"that pressure The distribution of pressure at sea lewe and
value to which an aircraft altimet scale is set at altitude is important to the diaguW% wW
so that it wig indicatt the a-titude above predbction of weather. Current practice is to
mean sa level of an aircraft on the ground at Jisplay the ea-kvel pressure distribution by
the location for which the value was deterv cOU uting smooth jisoln of coWtat plm,.
mined." his. also tlf prawre that would sure, "led isobars, at reguar incremes (4
be experienced at a level if a column of air rmb) of pra:ue. The distribution od iraw-ja
from the station elevation to sea level in- altt is shown by the altitude of selecUv
creased in temperatue at a rate of 645 deg C posute suaame -850, 700, 500, 300, 2MXO.
/' kn aid 100 rmb-at inteials of 60 m (*2WO ft).

5-13
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Figure 5-4. Mean Monthly Sealevel Pressure and Standard Deviation of Daily
Pressure Values, Long. 70 dog W. to 65 dog W. (Ref. 11)

observed near the surface because solar heat greater, and pressure systems move faster
effectively warms the air to a depth of several giving greater daily ranges of pressure (Fig.
thousand feet. This thermal effect, apparent 5-4). In the northernmost continental regions,
through the desert areas of' the world, is the dry air near the ground becomes quite
strong enough to dominate the effects of cold, creating large high pressure areas over
latitudinal changes at the surface, but seldom Siberia and northern Canada. Because of the
extends above 3 km. greater landmasses in the Northern lemi-

sphere, these pressure systems are more pro-
In the winter hemisphere (F'ig. 5-3-(A)), the nounced than in the Southern Hemisphere.

piessure gradients are greater, the pressure Intense low pressure centers develop when
belts are displaced equatorwaid fron their surf&,ce low pressure systems with cold air
average positions, the contrast of airnuvsses is aloft move offshore over warm ocean water,

5-16
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and they tend to follow the warm Gulf generally propagate eastward but usually at a
Stream and Kuroshio currents northeastward. speed less than the windspeed. In the summer,
This persistent pattern of low pressure centers there are normally three principal troughs
perpetuates the intense Icelandic and Aleutian about the hiemisphere whereas wintertime
low centers of the northern oceans. situations have 4 to 5 principal troughG. The

increased intensity and propagation speeds of
In addition to the daily changes of pressure the troughs combine to give faster moving,

caused by moving pressure systems. a semi- more frequent, and more severe weather
diurnal oscillation of the atmosphere is in- systems.
duced by solar and lunar tidal forces (Ref. 4).
The amplitude of the oscillation is about 3
mb at sea level at the Equator and decreases 5-2.3.3 PRESSURE EXTREMES
with increasing latitude. The maxima occur
near 1000 and 2200 hr local time, and the Extreme values of pressure reduced to sea
minima near 0400 and 1600 hr. level are liUted for the world and North

America in Table 5.4. The lowest reported
5-2.3,2 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION WITH pressures occur within the eye of tropical

ALTITUDE AND LATITUDE storms (called hurricanes in the Western Hem-
isphere, typhoons in the Eastern Hemisphe:e

Above 3 km. the cellular pattern of pres- and tropical cyclones in the countries border-
"sure gives way to a series of troughs and ridges ing the Indian Ocean) having windspeeds
superimposed upon a general Equator-to-pole greater than 64 kt. It is estimated that a
slope of the pressure surface. In the mean, the pressure reduction of 100 mb may occur
magnitude of the slope of a pressure surface is within a tornado, but no measurements have
almost negligible in the tropical latitudes, confirmed that value (Ref. 13). Fig. 5-6 shows
increases through the midlatitudes, and de- the barograph trace recorded as a tornado
creases tuward the poles. passed overhead. Other extremes of low pres

sure occurring with the wintertime systems in
At any altitude, the range of measurmd the Aleutian and Icelandic lows are listed in

altitude about the standard value is small, but Table 5-5.
increases as the pressure decreases. F'ig. 5-5
shows the latitudinal dependence of the alti- Exceptionally high sea-level pressures are
tude of selected presure surfaces. As the found with the wintertime, continental high
pressure decreases, the latitudinal slope of the pressure s• stem over Siberia, USSR, Alaska,
Sm-an pressure surface increases in all latitudes and northern Canada. The extremes and I
until dT/ld: becomes pusitive or only slightly percent exceedance values are listed in TablesSniegative, Since the wind velocity is approxi- 5-4 and 5-5. Of the subtropical high pressure

iimately prolp)rtional to the pressure gradient cells, the one in the Pacific Ocean attains
(e.g., the slope of the pressure surface), higher pressures than its counterpart in the
windspeeds increase with height to the tropo- Atlantic.
pause (See Chap. 10, "Wind", for more
details). The height of' the tropopause de- Extremes of station pressure are principally
creases from near 16 km in the tropics to 8 due to the altitude of the station, Iligh
kni in polar regions (Re1. 8), Above the altitude stations, those 1.6 km above mean
tropopause. the slope o1" the pressure surface sea level (MSI.), routinely record pressures
with latitude decreases less rapidly and wind& lower than those encountered in typhoons or
speed decrease, hurricanes, In the Dead Sea basin, 392 11

( 1.286 ft) below N.SL. standard atmoslpherL:i
As at the surface, the pressure gradients at pressure would be abx)ut 1,060 mh or compar-

all altitudes are reduced in the summer but able to the maximnum sea-le% pressure ob-
increase during thc wintel, Troughs and ridges served in North America.
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I • I p •.

mb~sea-Ievel pressure)I

- II ,I '

995 12.-O.--' S. mile

Figure 5-c'. Barograph Trace During a Tornedo Passage (En/arg.•d; Dashed Line R~epresents
a Theoreticai Puessure Trrce Within a Tornado. Distances are in Statute M~iles.) (Ref. 74)

5-3 MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMEN- weight of the air ais the means or determining
TATION* tihe pressuire. The hypsometer, less frequently

used, relies upon the change in boiling tern-
The instruments most commonly used to perature of liquids with pressure changes.

measure pressure are the mercurial barorreter

and the aneroid barometer. Both use the 5-3.1 MERCURIAL BAROMETERS

ihe mercurial barometer is bused upon theI
*An in-depth discussion of this subject is found in Afetco~o- Torricelli principle. In its simplest form, a
Iogki~t Instru,,wntr by W. F., K. Middicton and A. F. glass tube closed at one end is filled with
Spilh,(e.1) iihi tepiaysuc o II mercury and immersed in a cistern of mercu-

SEA-LEVEL PRESSURES EXCEEDED 99 PERCENT AND 1 PERCENT OF
THE TIME IN JANUARY {Ref, 12)

Pressure

Location mab i n. Hg

Exceeded 99% of time

Aleutian low 973 28.73

Icelandic low 955 28.20I
Exceeded 1% of time~

Siberian high 1,055 31.15

Pacific high 1 ,037 30.62

Canadian high 1 ,041 30.74

5-20
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However, p is dependent upon the tempera-
ture and g changes with elevation and position

d on the earth. Therefore, g and p must be
d and sea level for g; density at O*C for p) in

gorder to determine the pressure. Frequently,-7th.0o instead of reporting pressure in force per area

uecistern which is adjusted so that the
reservoir ofmrur s rasdt lowered unti

i tssurface isis ncontact with an ivory
pinit. The height of the mercuy column is

Sc or. the attached vernier scalc (Fig. 5-7).

I Kew-type mercurialybarometerurialesa
common and has a fixed volume of mercury

a An increase (decrease) n4 pressure causes the
heightcof the column to rise (fall), and the
le vel of the mercury in the cistern to fall (rise)
slightly. Thus, a unit change of pressure brings

rabout less-than-a-unit change of the height ofMercure ial Schemameter: (centr tfhe ent the mercury column. The scale markings arebaro t t er) cistern precorrected for this change.

(left) the vernier wale. The level of the
S cstri scrw The Fortin-type barometer is the more

(a) pressing on a leather beg (b) so that the ton portable of the two types, but requires two
"of the mercury meniscus juh touches the readings (the ivory point and the scale),

Index pointer (c), The sliding vernier (d) is whereas the Kew, r hough less portable, re-
adjusted b thumbscrew t) until the slide quires only one reading (scale). The Fortin
bottom Is at the same level as the top of the type is usually used to calibrate installed
mercury meniscus ter. The rvading from a barometers of either type, because of its

thermometer ig) is used to correct the height portability. Either type gives an accurate
of the mercnry column. (Ref. 16) measurement, but both must be plumb when

in use.

ry. Te level of mercury in the tube decrewbses,
creating 4 vacuum on the closed cnd, uno l the Other type.- of mecurial barometers are
weight of the mercury column equals the available but are not common.
weight of air in a column of equal cross-

sectional area. (The area or depth of the 6-3.2 ANEROID BAR cMETERS
mercury pool does not affect the height of
the mercury column, nor does the area of the The anerAd, or elastic, barometer uses the
tube.) Knowing the density of mercury p, the deformation of the surface of a thin, evacu-
acceleration due to gravity g, and the mea- ater, metallic diaphragm to measure atmo-
sured height of the mercury column h onz can spheric pressure. A strong spring, inside or
then compute the atmospheric pressure P. outside the diaphragm, prevents the excess

55-21
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pressure from crushing the chamber, An arm 5-3.4 MANOMETER
attached to the diaphragm or to the spring
moves in response to changes in pressure and A manometer measures pressure differences
may be used as a pointer or as a lever to move by balancing the weight of a liquid in a tube
a pointer across a dial to indicate the pressure. against the pressures at either end of the tube.
Precision aneroids have multiple diaphragms A mercurial barometer is one kind of inano-
to amplify the motions, A pen arm may be meter. A more common manometer consists
substituted for a pointer to provide a continu- of a U-shaped tube, partially filled with a
ous record on a strip chart. Such a device is liquid (water), with one end open to the air
called a barograph. Very sensitive barographs and the other end connected to the point of
are called microbarographs. measurement. The pressure differential is in-

dicated by tde difference of heights of the
All aneroid barometers sense pressure liquid in the U-tube ind is computed by the

changes rather thin absolute pressure and, hydrostatic equation.
using a meanurial barometer, must be cali-
brated initially and periodically thereafter to 5-3.5 STRAIN GAGE
insuv accuracy. As the aneroid barometers
are independent of a fluid, they are light- A etrain gage barometer operates on the
weight and highly portable. They de respond same principle as the aneroid barometer;
slightly to temperature changes because of the hov ever, an electrical conductor is attached
expansion and contraction of the construe- to the diaphragm. The changes of stress on
tion material. the conductor cause a change in its resistance.

Hence, the pressure changes produce a pro-
Altimeters, either aircraft-type or hand- portlonal voltage change.

"held, are aneroid barometers calibrated to
indicate altitude instead of pressure and are 5-4 EFFECTS ON MATERiEL
based upon the decrease of pressure with an
increase in altitude in a reference atmosphere. Many tests of materiel have reported ef-

fects on performance due to reduced air
5.3.3 HYPSOMEThR pressure. Often the reduction of pressure is to

simulate conditions at different altitudes and
A hypsometer is a device for measuring the physical cause of the effect lies with

pressure by calculating the boiling point of a another induced property of the atmosphere,
liquid. A liquid begins to boil at the tempera- e.g., a reduced denisity or a greater mean free
ture at which the equilib.-ium vapor pressure path of the atmospheric molecules. However,
of gas phase equals the external pressure upon the cause and the simulated or observed
the liquiW. For most gases, especially water pressure are intimately connected, so the
vapor, the equilibrium vapor pressure depends effects are repeated here as a "pressure
only upon the temperature. Therefore, by effect" with a notation of the physical causes.
using nmeasurements of the boiling tempera-
ture and proper tables, one can determine 64.1 SINGLE ENVIRONMENTAL FAC-
atmospheric pressure. The accuracy of the TOR
hypsometer increases with increasing altitude.
Fig. 5-8 shows tho equilibrium vapor pressure 54.1.1 COMBUSTION
of pure water as a function of the boiling
temperature. The boiling point of water de- As atmospheric pressure decreases with
creases about 1.0 deg C (1.8 deg F) for each altitude, there is a proportional dec-ease of the
300 m (In.J00 ft) increase of elevation, partial pressure due to oxygen and conse-
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TABLE 5-7

TYPICAL DRAWBAR PULL AND DRAWBAH HORSEPOWER LOSSES AT
DIFFERLINTIAL ALTITUDES (CONDENSED FROM Ref. 18)

Yuma, 100 m Percent loss

Speed Drawbar Drawbar Ft., Carson Camp Hale
Vehicle mi hr pull, lb horsepowev 720 m 2,781 m

T113E, 3.1 10,000 84 30 45
Personnel 6.0 7,750 124 30 42
Carrier 11.6 3,700 111 43 48

XM476 4.7 5,100 64 20 33
Crir6.9 4,400 81 23 39

11.0 2,600 76 33 45

3.9 3,600 37 28
M29C 5.1 2,950 39 33

9Cargo Carrier .2 1 ,500 37 39

quently a decrease of the oxygen density. Resnick (Ref, 17) reports (see Table 5-6)
Materiel that is dependent upon combustion that flares are more difficult to ignite, and
is affected since less oxygen is available, bum for a longer time with reduced illumina-
Vehicles, pyrotechnics, portable generators, tion as the pressure is reduced to simulate
etc., work at reduced efficiency and capa- high altitudes. However, the color values
biity. Furthermore, ignition becomes more increase. The dimensions of the flame depend
difficult and the characteristics of fires arc upon the composition of the flare, rather than
affected. the pressure.

TABLE 5.8

POWER LOSS DUE TO ALTITUDE (NO DERATING) (Ref. 19;

Percent change in going from 500 to 12,000 ft

DF-2* CIE*

2,800 rpm 2,800 rpm 1,500 rpm

Ambient air -35 -35 -35
density

Power - 7 - 9 -69

Turbo speed +26 +17 -46

Manifold absolute -24 -25 -49
pressure

*DF-2 and CIE are fuels.
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Figure 5-9. Critical Engine Speed for Turbocharger Operation (At speeds under the line

with fell-load operation, the turbocharger will nor function to its full capacity
with full-load capacity) (Ref. 19)

As the air pressure is reduced, air-fuel mum road speeds at the thr-e elevations and
mixtures become enriched for the same all decreased with altitude.
amount of fuel ingested into the air. In some
instances, the possibility of creating an ex- Similar power losses and excessive smoke

plosive atmosphere is enhanced, For internal occurred in tests of diesel engines using
combustion engines, the greater fuel-air 'atio different fuels at altitudes of up to 4,000 m
may inhibit ignition, reduce acceleration, (see Table 5-8) (Ref. 19). Turbochargers force
and/or cause increased fuel consumption air into the engine, creating a higher pressure
unless carburetion and timing adjustments are (move available oxygen); below a critical
made. engine speed, which increases with altitude,

they were unable to function at full capacity
Performance tests made on cargo carriers at (Fig. 5-9). Differences in the efficiency of the

Yurm, Ariz., at an elevation uf 100 m, and at motor fuels were found since the efficiency
Ft. Carson and Camp Hale, Colo., at eleva- varies with combustion rates. Generally, the
tions of 1,720 and 2,781 m, respectively, liquid fuel blends that produce optimal engine
indicate the extent of power losses due to performance at sea level are not those that are
increased altitude (Ref. 18). The loss in most effective at higher ,11titudes where fuels
drawbar pull and drawbar horsepower with an with less octane units do better.
increase in altitude, as shown in Table 5-7,
occurred for all, but varied for different The combustion characteristics of various
vehicles tested. The drawbar pull of a vehicle materials and vapor mixtures have been ex-
(the net positive force developed by the tensively studied in connection with fire and
vehicle) and drawbar horsepower (a measure explosion prevention. As pressure decreases,
of the ability of a vehicle to clirnb slopes) are the energy required for ignition increases
lost as available oxygen is reduced. One of the (Ref. 20), as does the minimum ignition
vehicles that successfully climbed a 60-per- temperature (Table 5-9). Decreased pressure
cent slope at Yuma stalled on a 42-precent also affects explosion pressures, which in-
slope at Camp Hale. Tests were made for fuel crease up to approximately 20,000 ft, then
copsumption, acceleration rates, and maxi- decrease above that level, Ignition delay-the
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TABLE 5-9

COMPARISON OF IGNITION TEMPERATURES OF AIRCRAFT FLUIDS (Ref. 20)

Ignition temperature, OFChamber ...

Sdondition Fluid*

A B C D E F G

850-ft alt 910 970 - 895 - - -

5,000-ft alt 950 1,010 1,015 935 965 1,095 990

10,000-ft alt 1,010 1,065 1,025 985 975 1,115 1,050
15,000-ft alt 1,100 1,100 1,045 1,040 1,000 1,130 1,090

20,000-ft alt 1,200 1,12C 1,090 1,090 1,025 1,145 1,125

25,000-ft alt - - - 1,140 1,045 - 1,145
10 in. 02 1,060 820 725 575 940 935 505
8 in. 02 - 920 955 790 980 975 560

"6 in. 02 - 1,010 1,090 980 1,005 1,040 675

4 Irt. 0 1,080 1,185 1,125 1,030 1,135 1,020
i2

*A Hydraulic fluid, petroleum base, MIL-C-5606

B Aviation fuel, JP-4

C Lubricating oil, MIL-0-7808
D Hydraulic fluid, Oronite (MLO-8200) (93.3% Disiloxane, 4.6%

Silicone)
E Hydraulic fluid, methyltetrachlorophenyl (G.E. #81644)

F Hydraulic fluid, Disiloxane, Ester Blend, MIL-H-8446 (78.68%
Disiloxane, 4.3% Silicone, 15% Di (2-ethylhexyl) Sebacate

G Naphthenic mineral oil, MLO-7117

time interval from the contact of an oxidant of oxygen needed for life support systems
and a combustible to ignition-increases with with an incombustible gas providing the re-
decreased pressure as shown in Fig. 5-10. maining required pressure.

The combustion rates of solids also depend 54.1.2 LUBRICITY
upon the material and the amount of available
oxygen. The propagation of flames through a As the partial pressures of water vapor and
closed capsule is dependent upon the available oxygen in the air decrease, the lubricity of
oxygen, and the types and amount of material carbon-graphite materials also decreases (Ref.
that are being burned. The preferred gas 21). Fig. 5-11 shows the increase in graphite
mixture for fire retardation in an encap- wear-rate with the decrease in the partial
salated environment is the minimum amount pressure of water vapor. Brushes of these
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Figure 5- ia Ignition Delay at Reduced Pressures (Ref. 20)

materials are used in motors and generators as sea-level pressures, for a given voltage differ-
sliding electrical contacts. The lubricating ential and geometry of the surfaces, the
properties of the. carbon-graphite, which pre- amount of current flow is usually quite small.
vent friction of the sliding surfaces, depend As the pressure (density) decreases, the mean
on a thin adsorbed film of water vapor and/or free path of a charged molecule increases.
oxygen from the air. As this film is broken With fewer collisions with molecules of op-
down by rubbing, by increased temperature, posite charge, more charge is transferred,
and by electric current, it must be replenished hence, greater current. As a consequence,
to avoid brush wearout. Above 3 km, where components depending upon the dielectric
there is less water vapor and oxygen available properties of air (e.g., transmitters, vibrator or
to replenish the 11lm, difficulties can occur, relay contacts, resistors, capacitors, and trans-
being more likely under conditions of low fornhers) may malfunction at reduced pressure
humidity. (high altitude) unless precautions are taken.

Three types of discharges are commonly
54.1.3 DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN PROP- described as arc, glow, and corona.

ERTIES OF AIR
(1) Arc discharge, Commonly called arc-

When an electric charge is placed upon a over, these discharges are luminous and main-
surface, some of the air molecules that conic tain paths between the two surfaces, normally
in contact with the surface become ionized followivg the path of maximum potential
and, as a result of the molecular motion, may diffeience. Electrons are also emitted from
be able to transfer the charge to a surface of the cathode because of its heat. Once a path
opposite charge, thereby establishing a cur- has been established between the electrodes,
rent flow between the two surfaces. At the air becomes ionized and remains so as
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Figure 5-17 . Grephite Wear-rate Dependencepon Water Vapor Pressure (Ref. 23)ED

S(long as the voltage is maintained. Fig. 5-12 Voltagies (Ref. 24)

shows the peak voltage for breakdown as a(function of gap length between needle points Ozone and r~itrogen oxides are produced by
and polished hemispherL• surfaces of various the ionizing currents and may damage natural
diameters at standard sea-level conditions, rubber, contaminate other insulators, or cor-

SWith the aid of the multipliers given in Table rode metals.

5-10, the breakdown voltages (for those
geometries) can be determined from Fig. 5-12 (2) Glow discharge. The effects of a glow
for other temperatures and pressures. For discharge are similar to the ¶lrc discharge;
example, l-in.-diameter spheres, separated by however, the current is smaller, generally less
a gap of 0.1 in,, arc at approximately 10 kV than 25 mA. The voltage difference is larger,
at standard conditions. At a pressure of 20 in. but, since, the temperature of the cathode is
Hg, the same gap will arc at a voltage of 7.2 cooler, cathode electrons are not emitted
kV if the temperature is 20C. (Ref. 25).

An approximate rule for uniform electric (3) Corona discharge. Prior to the develop-
fields at all frequencies up to at least 300 ment of breakdown-e.g., when the voltage
MHz is that the breakdown voltage gradient has not reached its peak for breakdown, or
of air is 30 kV cm- 1 (peak) (75 kV in.- 1 ) at the air pressure is still high enough to prevent
sea-level pressure and 25 0C. The breakdown breakdown-a corona discharge of very small
voltage is approximately proportional to the arcs at high voltage points occurs. These
pressure and inversely proportional to the discharges are not as destructive as the others,
absolute temperature (Ref. 24). but cause unnecessary loss of energy and

interfere with communication.
The arc-over produces a malfunction or

.. complete loss of the equipment system. Arc- In addition to depending on air pressure, i
1over 3n a control circuit can damage other the dielectric properties of air also depend
Sportions of a system by overloading them, upon the amount of water vapor and dust ,
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TABLE 6.10 TABLE 5-11

PRESSURE.TEMPERATURE CORRECTION HEAT.ABSORBING CAPACITY OF
FACTORS FOA SPARK-GAP BREAKDOWN AIR (Ref. 22)

VOLTAGE8 (Ref. 24)
Percent heat-absorbing ca-

Pressure Tmperat,,re. 'C A) titude, pacity of given volume offtu air compared to that at
1n, mm sea level

Hg Ng -40 -20 0 20 40 60

5 127 0.26 0.24 0 -23 0.21 0 -20 0.19
10 254 0.47 0.44 0.42 0.39 0.37 0,34
15 381 0.68 0,64 0.60 0.56 0.53 0.50 20.000 50

20 508 0.87 0.82 0.77 0.72 0.68 0.64 40,000 25
25 635 1.07 0.99 0.93 0.87 0.82 0,77
30 762 1.25 1.17 1.10 1,03 0.97 0.91 60,000 10

35 889 1.43 1.34 1.26 1.19 1.12 1.05 80.000 3
40 1016 1.61 1.51 1.42 1.33 1.25 1.17
45 1143 1.79 1,68 1.58 1,49 1.40 1.31 100,000 1

50 1270 1,96 1,84 1.73 1.63 1.53 1,44
55 1397 2,13 2.01 1.89 1.78 1.67 1.57
60 1524 2,30 2.17 2.04 1.92 1,80 1.69

- - --- high saturation vapor pressure at normal sea
level conditions, evaporation losses or even
boiling at lower pressure may occur. Boiling (
of the liquid generally requires that the

present, the type of current (alternating or temperature of the liquid be increased above
direct), and the geometry and composition of ambient conditions (to increase the saturation
the electrodes. vapor pressure) and that the pressure be

decreased. Oils or other lubricants that are
"654.1.4 HEAT TRANSFER heated by friction but are exposed to reduced

pressures during the lubrication cycle are
The specific heat at constant pressure of susceptible to these vaporization losses. When

the atmosphere Is 0.24 cal g-1 K"7 and is sufficient lubricant is lost, friction rudl abra-
independent of pressure and temperature pro- sion of the lubricated surfacesq are increased,
vided that the atmospheric composlitna re- possibly resulting in cold welding ot' the
mains constant. As the atmospheric density is surfaces (Re. 22).
reduced (e.g., pressure decreases), the mass of
air available to absorb heat is proportionally 54.1.6 EFFECTS OF PRESSURE DIFFER-
reduced (Table 5- 11), Temperature sensitive ENTIALS
instruments or components may be adversely
affected by the buildup of heat. Artificial Pressure differentials create a restoring
ventilation of equipment may be required to force, acting from high pressure toward low
remove the heat, pressure, which attempts to equalize the

pressure by transfer of mass. When the mass
54.1.5 VAPORIZATION PROCESSES transfer is inhibited by a seal or a solid object,

forces proportional to the pressure gradient
The reduction of pressure lowers the may rupture tie seal, distort a sealed con-

boiling temperature of water (par. 5-3.3) and tainer, or move the object. The largest pres-
other liquids. For those liquids that have a sure gradient and the greatest hazard to
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materiel are experienced with explsive de- Differences between inside and outside
compression of an aircraft, with rapid vertical pressure can cause leakage of fluids from
displetement through the itmosphere, and hydraulic lines, hermetically sealed enclo-
with tornadoes. Less dramatic but nonetheless sures, and gasketed connections. Leakage oc-
important effects are produced with smaller curs when seals fail or are not securely
but frequent changes of pressure gradients. applied; less frequently, air or liquid may

permeate the container. A tendency for a
In a tornado, the excess pressure inside a material to leak can cause numerous difficul-

building may cause explosion of the building, ties; air will leak out when the outside
especially those with large, poorly supported pressure drops. Then should the outside pres-
roofs. The opening of windows and doors sure increase rapidly and the pressure differ-
offers some protection by giving the air some ential be sufficient, the container will col-
opportunity to escape and equalize the pres- lapse. Should the outside pressure increase
sure. less rapidly, air will leak back into the

container, possibly carrying water vapor,
Explosive decompres.ion results from a which can damage moisture-sensitive items

sudden loss of pressure from sealed, pres- either Immediately or slowly as water ac-
surized containers and aircraft. The pressure cumulates from condensation during iepeti-
change is quite rapid but its magnitude tions of the cycle. Such items as ammunition,
depends upon the differences between the electrical equipment, and food are susceptible
internal pressure and the ambient, Wxtemal to damage by this process. Liquids leaking out
pressure, e.g., the altitude. In pressure changes of containers, when the outside pressures are
i -nvolving aircraft, emergency supplies of oxy- lower, can evaporate or cause damage to their
gen may be required for the aircrew ard surroundings, particularly if they are flamina-
multiple physiological effects experienced. ble, conosive, or toxic. If combustible vapors
With materiel, the sudden loss of pressure are formed, explosive conditions or fire haz-
may severely strain equipment seals by expos- ards are created. Repeated exposure to large
ing them to pressures that they were not pressure changes may also weaken some seals
designed to encounter. Unprotected pressure- resulting in eventual failure.
sensitive equipment may be damaged or may
malfunction. 54.2 COMBINED ENVIRONMENTAL EF

FECTS
Seal failure occurs when the load on a seal

exceeds the breaking tansion of the sealant. In the natural environment, atmospheric
At an equilibrium condition, the pressure pressure occurs in conjunction with other
differential AP across an interface (e.g., can- environmental factors, which vary with time
ister wall) is related to the tension on the and place and have differing effects on mate-
sealant a by riel. In some -,ases, the effects caued by these

1 •-, other factors, especially tempetature and
AP = a + (5-8) humidity, will intensify or reduce those

caused by pressure. Various combinations are

where R, and R2 are the principal radii of discussed, namely:

curvature of the surface at the point in (1) Low pressure and low temperature
question (Ref. 26). Thus, the likelihood of comprise the most usual combination at high
seal failure depends upon the pressure differ- elevations; this combination intensifies physi-
ential, the breaking tension of the sealant, and ological discomfort and constitutes a danger
the geometry of the package. Seals at sharp to human beings. Some low pressure effects,
corners or edges are more susceptible to e.g., leakage through seals, are aggravated due 4

Sfailure. to fluid congealing from low temperature and
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the contraction and embrittlement of mate- humidity causes abrasion and increased wear )
rials. Rates of combustion fall with both on surfaces and moving parts, which are
decreasing temperature and pressure. Low further intensified by low temperature.
pressure effects associated with vaporiza-
tion-e.g., the drop in the boiling point of Among the conditions that can be damag-
liquids, the tendency of liquids to evaporate, ing to the operation of brushes used in
and the flammability of air-vapor mixtures- electric motors and generators on aircraft are
tend to be counteracted by low temperature. low atmospheric humidity of less than 15
Low temperature tends to compensate for the percent and altitudes of 25,000 ft or more.
reduction in heat transfer by convection and The limits given are approximate, varying
conduction under low pressure conditions, with the composition of the contacting mate-
and decreases the tendency of electrical and rials. These conditions, in conjunction with
electronic components to overheat. Another high rubbing speeds, high electric current
compensating low-temperature effect on densities, and operating bulk surface tempera-
electric equipment is to increase the dielectric tures of 150"C or more, would render the
breakdown voltage. operation of ordinary brushes "virtually im-

possible" (Ref. 21).
(2) Low pressure and high temperature

occur jointly ac a result of aerodynamic (5) Low pressure and high humidity occur
heating at higher altitudes. This combination together mostly during storms, both at sea
tends to intensify certain harmful effects; e.g., level and aloft, and tend to decrease insula-
overheating caused by high temperatures is tion resistance and the dielectric strength of
aggravated by the decreased heat transfer the air. Under these conditions, breakdown
capacity of the air at low pressures. voltage and corona-starting levels of electrical

and electronic equipment are reduced.
(3) High pressure and low temperature

normally occur near the surface of the earth (6) Low pressure and ozone occur increas-
during winter. Aircraft altimeters are cali- ingly with height up to 50,000 ft in the zone
brated to indicate the altitude in the standard under consideration. Both factors contribute
atmosphere corresponding to the ambient to insulation breakdown and arc-over. loniza-
pressure, c.g., pressure altitude. With a con- tion of the air in connection with corona
stant altimeter setting, the flight path is along discharge due to low pressure, increases the
a constant pressure surface and the aircraft ozone content of the ambient air.
descends, relative to mean sea level, when
flying from warm toward cold air and ascends (7) Low pressure and wind occur together
when flying from cold toward warm air. While during severe storms-especially tornadoes
flying towards a high pressure area, where the and hurricanes-and combine to cause col-
air between the surface and the flight altitude lapse or distortion of structure.
is significantly colder than standard, the
difference between true altitude and constant (8) Low pressure and explosive atmo-
pressure altitude increas'es. This combination sphere effects are varied. Pressure directly
of high pressure and low temperature may affects explosions and fires through its effects
endanger low-altitude aircraft operations in on combustion And on the air-vapor mixture
mountainous regions (Ref. 27). requhied for ignition. Generally, low pressure

tends to reduce both the possibility and the
(4) Low pressure and low humidity occur strength of fires and explosions especially at

at high altitudes. Low humidity reinforces the altitudes above 40,000 ft,+ where the low
vaporization effects attributable to low pres- pressures and decreased concentration of oxy-
sures, e.g., lower boiling points and Increased gen combine to deter combustion. On the
evaporation of liquids. Increased evaporation other hand, low pitasure increases the pos-
of lubricants due to low pressure and low sibility of fires and explosions set off by
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sparks from corona or arc-over. Pressure designed to meet at sea level and at other
differentials can cause seepage of flammable altitudes are given in MIL-STD-210 (Ref. 28)
or explosive gases or liquids front containers. and AR 70-38 (Ref. 29).

(9) Pressure changes and high humidity Tables 5-12, 5-13, and 5-14 present ex-
may affect materiel through a process known treme values of high and low atmospheric
as breathing. When air is forced into enclosed pressure as a function of altitude, latitude,
spaces as a result of pressure differentials and and probability of being exceeded 10 percent,
contains more water vapor than the air that 5 percent, and 1 percent of the time, respec-
leaks out, damage to moisture-sensitive items tively.
such as meteorological instruments, electronic
tubes, and cartridges can occur through the 5-6.2 PROTECTION AND CONTROL
accumulation of condensation.

Various methods are used to prevent or
(O)Low pressure, low temperature, low minimize the adverse effects of pressure.

humidity, high solar radiation, and ozone is a These practices include the selection of mate-
common combination at high altitudes. All of rials, proper design, and utilization of sealing
these elements work to induce alteration of and pressurization techniques. A brief discus-
electrical properties, and all except solar sion follows:
radiation cause loss of mechanical strength,

(1) Selection of materials. The proper se-
5-5 GUIDANCE FOR DESIGN lection of materials within Qost and design

limitations is an important means of prevent-
5-6.1 LOW-PRESSURE REGIONS ing undesirable pressure effects. Materials

differ widely in their ability to withstand
Since pressure drops with altitude, the pressure-induced stresses of the type applin.d

lowest pressures in the zone considered in this to coiitainers and seals by pressure differen-
chapter occur near 16 kin. Pressures aloft are tials resulting from rapid changes in pressure,
also lower at high latitudes and during cold When seeping gases or liquids are a potential
seasons, The range between maximum and problem, the permeability of materials in
minimum pressures varies with both altitude contact with them should be carefully evalu-
and latitude, ated. Lubricants and fuels differ in their

susceptibility to evaporation, and some fluids
On the surface of the earth, the lowest are less subject to diffusion and seepage than

station pressures normally occur in high others. Materials for use as brushes in motors
mountain areas. Extensive areas of high eleva- and generators vary in their resistance to
tion occur in Central Asia, western South failure under low-pressure conditions. The
America, Greenland, Antarctica, New Guinea, destructive effects of corona and arcing can
auma the western United States. In high-lati- be minimized by the proper choice of insulat-
tude mountains, where temperatures are ing materials. Much useful design informa-
lower, pressures will also be lower than at tion on the characteristics of materials under
similar elevations in low latitudes. low-pressure conditions has been generated by

space program necessities and is available in
At sea level, the lowest pressures occur such compendiums as the Space Materials

during tornadoes, hurricanes, and other tropi- Handbook (Ref. 31).
cal storms. The largest and most rapid de-
clines in pressure occur during tornadoes; (2) Design. Many adverse pressure effects
despite their destructiveness, however, it is can be minimized or prevented by modifica-
not practical to design equipment to with- tion of design configuration to compensate
stand them. Maximum and minimum pressure for potential problems. This is particularly
criteria that military equipment should be true of electrical and electronic equipment,
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"C where voltagoi breakdown at low pressures is a fects Is oriented to equipment and corn-
constant Iotential hazard. The shape and ponents, since the effects on materials of
spacing of contacts on such equipment can construction are rc~atively insignificant in the
affect breakdown osistance at differing volt- zone considered in this chapter. As Altitudes
ages and altitudes. inwrecse and pressures approach the low

values of outer space, the effects on rm.aterials
Shape is often an important factor in the become of greater concern. Considerable

control of pressure effects. The shape and work in testing pressure effects under space
degreL of rounding of electrodes affects volt- conditions has been performed in connection
age gradients. The shape of containers can with the space program, In geutral, however,
affect their ability to withstand pressure the application of ultra-high vacuum testing
differentials, with spherical and cylindrical techniques is not applicaple to the develop-
types piaviding the most strength for a given ment and testing of most Army materiel.
weight, Modification of ý-"zzles on jet engines Ervironmental pressure tests of Army materi-
permits miatching the -xhaust prssure fro, el ire used largly to determine the suitability
tite engine with outside air pressuve, taerehy of equipment and components for shipment
rchievjigi effective engine thrust. and cperation of equipment at reduced pres-

sures, to ascertain the performanc.- character-
(3) Hermetic sealing and pr*ssurizarioi. istics of electronic equipment installed in

Pressure levels can be maintained b> sealing aircraft, ana to establish equipment perform-
enclosures or contaisiers at sea ievel or by ance in an explosive atrnospherc.. 'rests are
blowing or pumping aic into them to obtain employed in the development, production,
the desired pressure. Hermetic sealing of items and acceptance phases of the procurement
that have moving electrical contacts is a cycle. Tests have as their immediate objectives
.. ans "f Dreventing explosions touched off the optimization of design and material selec-
by sparks (om c,-rona or arc-over. The tion; determination of tcst criteria and specifi- j
" superchargers tscd to maintain power in cations, maintaining of quality control during
internal combustion engines of niotor vehicles production; :nd evaluation of operational
and heli.opters are -iir pumps or blowers, factors such as reliability, operability, and
which increase the pressure of the intake air maintainability.
charge. Aircratt cabins are pressurized to
protect both occupants and some types of 5-6.2 FIELD vs LABORATORY TESTING
cargo. A pressure of approximately 750 mb,

Itwhicih is •qluivalent to that occurring near Environmental testing can be conductedw iOO-talu , 1i that occurringnea either in laboratories or under natural condi-tions. Laboratory simulation has the advan-

Pressurization of equipment can cau.a, : tages offered by a scientifically controlled
well as solve, problems. E'quipment that is environment. Disadwatages of simulation
pressurized tends to be larger, heavier, and techniques result from the tentative nature of
more difficult to maintain. Explosive decom- 4he results: i.e., any test chamber is only an
pression--vsudd.-n loss of pressure--can be a approximation of the natural environment,
major hazard: it can result from mechanical ard often lacks the comple;. set of environ-
failure of the pressurizing apparatus and/or mental factors found in nature. In the case of
seals, or from combat damage, Safeguards pressure, however, thl! nature of the stresses
include the provision of a secondary pres- and effects that must be considercd--eg.
surization system and use of pressure suits. rapid changes in pressure (often accompanied

by similar changes in temperature and
5-6 TESTING AND SIMULATION humidity) and high elevation -are such that

simulation is the most practical method of
( 5-6.1 TEST OBJECTIVES testing. When large items ef equipment. or

components for such equipment, are being
The environmental testing of pressure ef- considered, the limitations of chamber hize
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and the limited elevations at which they (Method S18) is basically a cycling test,
normally operate make natural envitonmental designed to determine the effects of alternat-
testing at high elevations in mountainous IrS low temperature/low pressure and of hgh
areas the most rractlcal approach. temperature/high humidity. Although such

effects result primarily from flying equipment
5-6.3 TEST PROCEDURES between extreme environments, the test pro-

vides a means of investigating the harmful
MIL-STD-810 (Ref. 32) provides a number effects of pressure/humidity cycling churac-

of tests (Methods 500, 504, and 518) for teristics of "breathing".
investigating low-pressure effects, both as a
single environmental factor and in combina- Ignitions under this test can originate with
tion with other factors, i.e., temperature and electrical, thermal, and chemical sources of
humidity. Tests (Methods 5 11 and 512) are energy. Equipment tested by this metbod
also provided for explosive atmospheres and includes ground equipment, containers, and
permeability, the latter having specific appli- nonhermetically sealed units.
cation to hermetically sealed units.

The leakage test (Method 512), although
Procedure I of the altitude test (Method not specifically a pressure test, is relevant to

500) is a single environmental factor test pressure effects since it is conducted to
designed to determine the effects of reduced determine the integrity of hermetic seals.
pressure on equipment, This method tests tho
ability of equipment and components to 5-6.4 TEST RANGES
withstand the reduced air pressure en-
countered during air shipment, and to operate The primary requirements for testing pres-
satisfactorily under high-elevation pressure sure effects in natural locations are elevation
conditions, Procedure 11 determines the and accessibility: In general, such test. involve t,
ability of equipment to operate satisfactorily larger items of equipment such as vehicles and
both during and after exposure to reduced generators. The overall dependence of pres-
pressure and temperature conditions during sure on elevation, however, is such that many
flight, of the pressure effects requiring design con-

sideration imply considerable height above
The temperature-altitude test (Method the surface of the earth, necessitating either

504) is designed primarily for investigating aerial flight or chamber simulation. Vehicular
the characteristics of electronic components tests on larger components and items of
installed in aircraft capable of flight up to an equipment require natural locations, and mili-
altitude of 100,000 ft. As such, the test has a tary installations located in the western
broader range of environmental stressej than United States are the most practical choice.
those applicable to equipment in the zone up Tests on vehicles and carriers have been
to 50,000 ft. Test procedures require simulta- conducted, for example, at Ft. Carson and
neously varying conditions of low pressure Camp Hale, Colo. These tests require eleva-
and high-low temperatures, ar.d permit the tion and access to the test grounds.
ar.alysis of the combined environmental
stresses that result in such phenomena as 5-6.5 SIMULATION EQUIPMENT
lhakage of gases or fluids from sealed con-
tainers, rupture of pressurized containers, The basic pressure test methods (altitude,
congealing of lubricants, cracking and/or rup- temperature-Altitude, and temperature-
turing or materials, and harmful electrical humidity-altitude) detailed in MIL-STD-810
effects. can be performed in a wide variety of

chambers now available, Many of these
The temperature-humidity-altitude test chambers can simulate pressure altitudes con-
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,, iderably above 50,000 ft and temperatures A comprehensive treatment of environ-
well in excess of (both above and below) mental test chambers is provided by the Index
those specified in the MIL-STD-810 tests. of Environmental Test Equipment in
These tests are generally limited to altitudes Government Establishments (Ref. 33). This
up to 50,000 ft (Method 504 is applicable to work contains detailed data on the operating
an upper limit of 100,000 ft); the tests have characteristics of chambers, the types of
maximum and minimum temperature require- chambers available, their location, and their
ments of 260*C and - 62*C. associpted Government. activity, Chambers

currently in use in industry are enumerated In
Several types of explosion chambers are Facility Survey (Ref. 34). Specifications ap-

now commercially available. They range in plicable to individual items of equipment,
Cize from several cubic feet to apprcximately materials, and specialized test procedures and
300 fW5 , and provide simulated altitudes from test equipment ari listed in the Index of
gpound level up to 500,000 ft. Specifications and Standards (Ref. 35).
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CHAPTER 6

SOLAR RADIATION

6-1 DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION Insolation is generally defined as that solar
radiation received a& the surface of the earth

Solar radiation includes anything that but the term is also used to denote the rate at
emanates (i.e., radiates out) from the sun. The which direct solar radiation is received on a
discussion in this chapter is confined to the plane horizontal surface on or above the
electromagnetic portion of that radiation that surface of the carth (Ref. 4). Insolation is thus

f impinges on the atmosphere of the earth affected by earth-sun geometry as well as by
because it comprises the bulk of the radiation attenuation or reflection of the radiation
energy that interacts with man's environment, before It reaches the surface. Because of the
Corpuscular (i.e., nonzero rest mass) radiation ambiguity-total versus direct solar radiation-
is similar in its effects to nuclear radiation, the term insolation ii infrequently employedI which is discussed in Chap. 9, "Nuclear in this chapter.

Radiation", of Part Three, as well as in other
sources (Ref. 1). Primary emphasis will be on In addition to the di.ect effects of solar
that portion of the electromagnetic spectrum radiation, some of the secondary effects that( '1 between 100 nm and 100 pm in wavelength result from terrestrial radiation are discussed
(12.4 eV and 12.4 meV in energy, 3000 THz* in this chapter. This discussion Is closely
and 3.0 THz in frequency). The shorter related to that of temperature in Chap. 3.
wavelengths are discussed with nuclear radia-
tion and the longer wavelengths in Chap. 8, From the earth, if atmospheric effects are
"Electromagnetic Radiation", of Part Three. ignored, the sun appears as a spherical

blackbody with the diameter of its photo-
The 100-nm to 100-irm region of the solar sphere (Ref. 2) and at a temperature in the

electromagnetic spectrum contains all but range 5,000 to 6,000 K (Ref. 5). The exact
0.001 percent of the power that impinges on temperature that is measured depends on the
the earth from the sun (Chap. 18 in Ref. 2) wavelength of the radiation being employed
and all but about 0.024 percent of the power for the measurement and on the criteria used
involved in the heat balance of the earth- in analyzing the data. The exact temperature
about two-thirds of the remainder consists of of the sun is not important in considering
heat from the interior of the earth (Chap. 3 in materiel effects proyidek that the radiation
Ref. 3). power density spectrun, is accurately deter-

mined.
It is necessary to distinguish between the

solar spectrum, the energy of which is largely T he electromagnetic spectrum has been
in the wavelength range between 0.1 and 2.2 divided into contiguous regions based on
pm, and terrestrial and atmospheric radiation similarity of the effects df radiation within a
between 6.8 and 100 pm. The two ranges are defined wavelength span. The dividing lines,
referred to as the short- and long-wavelength names, and subdivisions of the regions have
regions, not been standardized because of the diverse

uses and properties of the radiation upon
_ _ _which division is based. The entire spectrum is
*THx is the symbol for twahertz or 10"11 HI. See per. 6-2. extremely broad, ranging from wavelengths of
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3 X 10 1 m (frequency of 10 Hz) in the oscillate between t 23.45 deg with respect to
infrasonic limit to 3 X 10l 7 m (frequency of the sun. It is called the solar declination and
102I Hz) in the high energy cosmic ray sets the four seasons as defined in Table 6-1.

region. As would be expected, this 24-orders- In the Southern Hemisphere, the seasons are
of-magnitude range in wavelength corresponds phase shifted by 180 deg. The geographic
to tremendous differences in effects and regions of the earth as noted in Table 6-2 are
properties. A portion of the spectrum is also defined by the solar declination. In the
shown in Fig. 6-1 in units of wavelength, Arctic or Antarctic, daylight or night can be
photon enorgy, and frequency. The shorter 24 hr in duration; in the tropics, the sun can
wavelengths are usually referred to in inits of be directly overhead at solar noon; in the
photon energy, the longer wavelengths by temperature zones, neither can occur. The
frequency, and those in the midranges solar zenith angle Z of a point on the surface
(visible, infrared, and micrcwave) by wave- of the earth is directly related to the solar
length. The solar radiation region is shown in declination angle D, the latitude angle L, and
the figure to indicate that prX ,ion of the the hour angle H (angle through which the
spectrum dealt with in this chapter. It earth must turn to bring the meridian of the
includes the visible region and portions of the point directly under the sun) by the equation
"ultraviolet and infrared regions.

cosZ-sinLsinD+cosLcosDcosH (6-1)
The radiation incident on the earth

interacts with the atmosphere, especially in its The declination angle is determined by the
upper regions. About 30 percent is reflected position of the earth in its orbit, i.e., the day
back into space. Most of the solar energy that of the year, while the hour angle is zero at

- is not reflected by the atmosphere is absorbed solar noon and increases by 15 deg every
by the surface of the earth and, by reradiation hour. The solar radiation flux at a point is
at longei wavelengths, subsequently heats the proportional to cos Z. More detailed discus-
atmosphere. The atmosphere reradiates sion of the zenith angle is given by Sellers
energy into space, thereby maintaining the (REf. 3).
thermal balance of the planet.

This variable flux of solar radiation has two
The amount of energy incident on a surface important effects on materiel-the long

in the outer atmosphere depends on the angle wavelengths cause heating and the short
that a perpendicular to the surface makes wavelengths can initiate photochemical reac-
with the solar rays (zenith angle) and on the tions. In par. 6-4, the various processes that
distance to the sun. The variation in the affect the solar radiation flux after it enters
distance to the sun (ellipticity of the orbit of the atmosphere of the earth are discussed and
the earth) is never more than 1 3.5 percent its distribution is described in par. 6-5. In par.
from the mean anid is, therefore, negligible for 6-6, the measurement of solar radiation is
engineering calculations. (This variation does discussed, followed in subsequent paragraphs
result in the paradox that, in the Northern by descriptions of the effects and methods for
Hemisphere, the earth is closer to the sun in minimizing detrimental effects.
the winter than in the summer.) The variation
in the zenith angle of the surface of tile earth 6-2 UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
is important-it produces diurnal as well as
seasonal variations in solar radiation levels. Of primary interest in the measurement of

solar radiation is the irradiance or the power
The axis of the rotation of the earth is not per unit area per wavelength interval. In the

perpendicular to the plane of the ortt of the International System of Units, the unit for
earth but is tilted at 23.45 deg from the energy is the joule J; for length, the meter m;
perpendicular. This angle is constant with and for time, the second s. The watt W, equal
respect to the fixed stars but appears to to I J s-1, is the corresponding unit of power.
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TABLE 6-1

SOLAR DECLINATION AND THE SEASONS (NORTHERN HEMISPHEREV

Solar declination Name* Month** Season

-23.45° Winter solstice December

Winter
0 Vernal equinox March

Spring

+23.450 Summer solstice June

Summer

00 Autumnal equinox September

Fall
-23.45* Winter solstice December

*Solstice means "sun stands still", i.e.,the time derivative
of the solar declination is zero; equinox means equal day and
night.

**Because the year does not have an iTtegral number of days,
the calendar time of the solstices and equinoxes varies from
year to year.

TABLE 6-2

GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS OF THE EARTH

Latitude Name Zone

Arctic

66.55° North Arctic Circle

North Temperate

23.450 North Tropic of Cancer

Tropics

23.450 South Tropic of Capricorn

South Temperate

66.550 South Antarctic Circle

Antarctic
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( Thus, for irradiance, the unit of measurement Another energy unit commonly employed
is wa~ts per square centimeter per micrometer in photochemistry is the einstein. The einstein
(W c m- t= - ) and, for solar radiation, the is the energy obsorbed when each molecule of
Ymit is W cn- 2 . However, a variety of other a gram-molecule of a substance absorbs one
units have been employed in the study of photon. The einstein is, therefore, a function
solar radiation and in terms of which various of the wavelength of the radiation and is
data are available. In Table 6-3 conversion obtained by multiplying the photon energy
factors are given for the various units that by Avogadro's 'number, 6.06 X 1023, the I
have been employed in the measurement of number of molecules in a gram-molecule.
radiation. The lpngley (ly), which is equiva- Thus, at a wavelength of 1.24 pm where the
lent to I gram-calorie* per square centimeter, photon energy is 1 eV, the einstein has a value
is the metric unit of radiation now superseded of 6.06 X 102 3 eV or 9.70 X 104 J (2.32 X
by W m-2 in Sit (Refs. 6,7). 104 calories); whereas, in the blue region (0.5

um), the einstein has a value almost 2.5 times
In SI, a system of names and symbols has greater.

been adopted to form decinal multiples and
submultiples of units. Since these have limited
familiarity and are extensively used in this 6-3 RADIATION PHYSICS
chapter, they are given in Table 6-4.

In the consideration of' solar radiation,
Frequency in SI has the unit hertz (Hz) knowledge of the principles of radiation

with the dimensions of inverse time (s-1) physics is essential. Such basic knowledge can
Sreplacing the older nonenciature, cycles per be derived from any of a large variety of

"second (cps). Wavelength is measured in physics and engineering texts, e.g., King (Ref.
meters; for solar radiation this is nanometers 8). Only a brief outline will be given in this
(nm) and micrometers (jro). Much data are paragraph.
recorded in terms of microns (equal to
micrometers) or in angstroms (I nm = 10 A). All matter ridiates electromagnetic energy,
The latter unit is approved for use with SI some or all of which is directly dependent on
units (Ref. 7). In SI, degrees are not temperature and is, therefore, thermal energy.
employed as a unit of temperature but rather In the absence of other mechanisms of heat
kelvins (K), which are equivalent to the transfer (conduction and convection), a
formerly used "degrees kelvin" and are equal system will have a surplus or deficit of
in magnitude to centigrade degrees. radiation over absorption of energy until it is

in thermail equilibrium with its surroundings.
In considering the energy associated with This thermal equilibrium is dynamic. Thermal

solar radiation, the energy per photon energy is constantly radiated and absorbed;
(quantum) of the radiation is important. the net flow is zero.
Photon energies are normally expressed in
electron volts (eV), i.e., the energy of an In the earth-sun system, thermal equilib-
electron accelerated by a potential difference rium will never be attained (for all practical
of 1 V. One electron volt is equal to 1.6 X considerations) since the temperature of the
10=-9 J since the charge on an electron is 1.6 sun (6,000 K) ir considerably in excess of that
X 10-19 coulombs (C) and i CVffI J. of' the earth (287 K) plus the fact that the

source of solar energy is virtually inexhaust-
ible. The earth is, however, in thermal*The thUenrnhenhal cklorie, 4.184 J, differs from the

Dwmn-calode, 4.190 J, ow li morn ommonly cam equilibrium with its total surroundings, as
The thimvchntmiJ caloria is usted Table 6-3. attested by the fact that the mean tempera-

tSi is the de*natlon for the internationai System of Units ture of the earth is constant Zor practical
in &a luaguase, after the French, Sya•no Inteantaionul
d'Unitk considerations.
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TABLE64

SI PREFIXES

Factor Prefix Sywliol Factor Prefix Symbol

10 tera T 101 dec d

10 giga G Io-2 centi c
106 mega M 10-3 milli m

10 kilo k 10- micro V
102 hecto h 10"9 nano n
101 deka da 10"12 pico p

IO"15 femto f

10'18 atto a

The intensity of radiation incident on a a - 56.70 nW m" K" (6-4)
surface Is its irradiancy; that leaving a surface
Is its radiancy, which conslists of the sum of To calculate the temperature of the sun,
the reflected energy and the energy actually fist the slar constant, 1353 W m-2 (see par.
emitted by the system. The reflectivity r of a 6-4. 1), is multiplied by the square of the ratiSsurface is the fr~ction of incident energy that 7 the average earth-sun distance (149.6 Gn)0
is reflected. The amiss/vity e of a surface to the radius of the sun (0.6970 Gmn) to
equ~is I - r when the system is In thermal obtain the radiancy of the sun,

i equilibrium. A body for witich r equals zero
and e equals I is a blackbody. TheR,-15(4960972WM2

absorptivity a of a body is the fraction of - 1353 (149.6/0.6970)2 W m-
incident energy that is absorbed. Therefore, = 62.33 M (6-5)
for a blackbody,

a - -r - e = 1 (6-2) Substituting this value in Eq. 6-3 gives

and a biackl ody is a perfect absorber of T w (R,/eO)1/4
radiant energy.

In calculating the temperature of the sun

from its radiancy, it is assumed that the sun Is - 5758 K (6-6)
a blackbody.

The Stefan-Boltzmann fourth-power law of where the emissivity e is set equal to I under
radiation states that the true radiancy of a the assumption that the sun is a blackbody
body R. is given by (Refs. 5,8).

R, =- e o T4, nW nfl (6-3) Ile radiation emitted by a body is

distributed over thu spectrum in a form such
where r is temperature in kelvins, and o is the as is shown in Fig. 6-2. This distribution is
Stefan-Boltzmann constant best described by Planck's law:

6-7
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where C, the Wien c~ontant, equals 2.898 mm)

400
From the peak wavelength, 0.47 pm, of the

solar spectrum, the temperature of the sun

300 50 K can be calculated again,

ST -M CrAm = 2.898 X 10"3/(0.47 X 10-6)

200 = 6166K. (6-9)

4000 K The difference between this value and that
calculated in Eq. 6-6 foi the temperature of

100o the sun lies in the assumpt;ons and in the

300 K difficulty in determining Xm.

6-4 CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR RADO.
00 ATION

0 1 23

WAVELENGTH X,, um The important characteristics of solar
radiation are its intensity and spectral

Figure 6-2. Spectral Energy Distribution distribution as determined by solar radiation
in tMe Radiaoion From a Blackbody at flux, geometry, atmospheric absorption,

Three Different Temperatures cloud cover, surface albedo, and transmission
within materials. In the paragraphs that (
follow, these factors that affect the actual

8whcX75  amount of solar radiation received by materiel
exp [hc-(k)]- 1 on the surface of the earth are discussed.

where 6-4.1 SOLAR CONSTANT AND SPEC-
TRUM*

Ux = monochromatic energy density,
J m"4  In order to ascertain the effects of various

environmental factors on solar radiation, it is
c = speed of light, 2.998 X 10i m s0' necessary to know what the radiation would

be at the position of the earth if the earth
X - wavelength, m were rot there to change it. The average

irradiancy under these conditions is known as
k = Boltzmann's constant, 1.381 XI 0-2 3 the solar constant S. The value of the solar

J K'- constant is 1353 mW cm"= or 1.940 cai cm 2-
rain-4. It is taken for a mean earth-sun

h - Planck's mrnstant, 6.626 X 10-34 J s distance of i AU (astronomical unit) equal to
1.496 X 101 2 m and in the absence of the

As is illustrated in Fig. 6-2, the maximum atmosphere of the earth. The estimated error
energy density appears at a peak wavelength is ± 2.1 mW cm-2 or ± 0.03 cal cm-2 min-.
),n that depends on temperature, the relation (The calorie is the thermochemical calorie and
between these being described by Wien's the mnilliwatt is 10-3 absolute joules per
displacement law, second). In Table 6.5, the solar constant is

A T = C (6-8, *A gtred emnce for thip aph is R. 5-

6-8
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TABLE64I Outside these wavelength limits, the uncer-
taintles are greater.

VALUE OF THE SOLAR CONSTANT$
IN %ARIOU8 UNITS As can be seen in Table 6-7, the peak of the

solar irradiancy is at 0.460 pin with an
average value of 0.2066 W cm-2 pm- t . In the

135.3 mW cm"2 table, the average irradiancy is given as Ph.
The total irradtancy, i.e., incident power, for

0.1353 W n-2 mal the wavelengths up to the wavelength A,%
in Table 6-7 is given, as !s D., the percent

1353 W m portion of the solar constant with wave-
1.23 x 1 06 arg cM"2 s-1 lengths less than that lited.

125.7 W ft 2  IThe solar electromagnetic spectrum over
2 "1'2 the wavelength 7ange 10-9 to 10 m is shown

1.940 Cal cm" 2 mi 1  in Fig. 6-4. The x-axis shows the wavelength

c .2 ~-1 and associated frequency. The y-axis gives the0.03•23 cal cm" s" solar spectral irradiance at a distance of I AU

4in the absence of the atmosphere of the earth.
S429,2 Btu ft"2 hr"1  Both x- and y-•axes are in log scale. For the

wavelength range above 40 pin, the range of
0.119 Btu ft-2 S 1  values on the y-axis changes three times, each

1.937 ly min- time by six decades.

The spectral irradiance in the wavelength
range 0.14 to 20 pm is based on the values
given in Table 6-7. Other sources are used for

given in various units used either formerly or X <0.14 pm and A> 20 pm.
presently for irradiancy.

The spectral irradiance from a blackbody
On the basis of the foregoing value of the of the same radius as the sun at the distance

solar constant, the values in Table 6-6 were of I AU is shown by the dashed curve in Fig.
derived to give the variation in total solar 6-4. Over most of the spectral range, the
radiationt with changes in earth-sun distance temperature chosen for the blackbody curve
during the year. Such variation can be is 5,762 K. This is the temperature derived
determined with greater accuracy than can from the Stefan-Boltzmann equation corre-
the absolute value of the solar constant. sponding to a solar constant value of 135.3

mW cm- 2 . At the two extreme ends of the
In addition to the solar constant, the spectrum, other values of temperature more

spectral irradiance of the sun is important closely Hlated to the brightness temperature
since many effects depend on the wavelength have been used.
or frequency of the :ncident energy. The
spectral irradiance of the sun at a distance of The spectral irradiance values in the range A
I AU in the absence of the atmosphere of the < 0.14 pm are based on Hinteregger's data
earth is given in Table 6-7 and in Fig. 6-3. The (Ref. 10). In this range the solar spectrum
estimate'd error in these values is .t 5 percent consists of a large number of narrow emission
in the wavelengtlh range of 0.3 to 3.0 pm. lines superposed on a relatively weak

continuum. Because this detailed structure
eti twmIoWa sIu kt•m Won, to touta =dint no cannot be shown adequately on the highly

received at a givaw dietanca. wheri the tem icie =oentau
deCie am pamamwta at I AU. reduced wavelength scale of Fig. 6-4, the

6-9
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TABLE ) K

ANNUAL VARIATION IN SOLAR CONSTANT

Solar lrradiance*,
Date uM cm2

January 3 (perihelion) 139.9
February 1 139.3
March 1 137.8
April 1 135.5
Hay 1 133.2
June 1 131.6
July 1 (aphelion) 130.9
Auqust 1 131.3
September 1 132.9
October 1 135.0
November 1 137.4
December 1 139.2

*The changes in earth-sun distance for the same
date from year to year are such that values may
vary ±0.1 mW cm 2 . For precise comparison, the
table of radius vectors given in Ref. 9 should be
consul ted. (

energy has been integrated over narrow bands 64.2 GEOMETRIC FACYORS*
of 5-mm width each. The irradimnce values
sem to change considerably during the solar Two of the factors that determine the
cycle. Those given ' -re are for medium solar incident solar radiation on a terrestrial surface
activity, are primarily dependent on geometry. The

first is the relative orientatloi. and the
In the ranW of 20 pnm to 0.6 cm, the distance between the sun and the earth. This

spectral curve has been computed from the factor determines the solar radiation on a
values of brightness temperature quoted by plane surface at the top of the atmosphere.
Shimabukoro and Stacey (Ref. 1I). An The second geometrical factor is the orienta-
average wavelength-dependent brightness tern- tion and slope of surfaces. This enables the
peraturc has been derived from the best calculation of the radiation on any surface,
available information, and at each wavelungth given that on a horizontal surface.
the corresponding irradiance hes been com-
puted. Since the area of the surface of the earth

(preAumed a sphere) is four times the area of a
For the microwave and radio range of A > flat circukar disc that would intercept the

0.6 cm, the values listed by Allen (Ref. 12) same amount of solar radiation, the average
have been used and curves have been drawn radiation Incident on the earth is 0.25 of the
for four different types of solar energy solar constant. This is for a horizontal surface
emission, at the top of the atmosphere and is an annual

average over the entire surface.
As noted in par, 6-1, only the range from

100 nm (1000 A) to. 100 pm is of concern in *No* ah- iwo

this chapter. by W.D. 5dm (Rd. 3).

6-10
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(U) TABLE 6-7

SOLAR IRRADIANCE AT 1 AU (Ref. 4) ISOLAR CONSTANT OF 1.35M mW asm1
(SHEET 1 OF 2)

W.,h~ ~d ~ .AM W" so" .v~t*b - '' " ~ W. 0
DA A ~ .AjI .IN-Cl <

S.1W0IO 0.0400M9 0.00"4 0415 0,45 ,39t6
OO14U U01111111 00.430 *0,14a 14069 3.

0.191 0.11018iin g~ 0.438 0 ~ 17.701* 3.0
011111113b o~obO 00*.6 0.31410 1I.2

9.I4 Z .59 0.434 =94045 21.5014 Ism."gmW.0 0.014115 U11091 0.w 0.3=" 27.35M 145
Z.4 ON"32 0.077 0.05 0.AN 0.3W5 23.3w0 7.1

0.211 4.11110 9.Wff 6.639 00 01.3m 34.1909 ILW

g~~~~m~ oO6 .455 0. 9 0.075 0.4 5.40 6W9g~~m o~wi 0: '13"" 0.10 0 .400 .24 3.w 1420.6093r4 a.45 0.3 .U i72" 39.662
41111 0.11111111 0.111M 0.143* 0.410 0.19 two2 VAW M da
elm5 0.01101 0. IVAN 014V1 0.494 0. WX AW0 2941 1.06

g~ oow o.5m 0.111".5 0,452 30 5W7247
:Z .s04 0.3m"6 0.2w It. 0. 55 0,W50 13.110!

30M oGu 0 X5141 0.=7 0.510 0. 1613 32.49V 4 O7
0:4400 :32 0315 01632 39:4214

0.5a394940 4 1.52 XV at.00
0215 0.0 10 9544 o.53 0. MIS V,09w7 27.419

0,45 0.OWN0091 0.6111 0.540 0 U'S 7r.9W 2840*4
9.295 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 0.340 1.5.06 .4 0. 39W M.0.30* 0.SI4 114311146 1211 0.3 .72W~5929 3@1

0,315 0.0m4 1.91001 1.41, 0.W5 0. 13 .14.6132 30.017
5 0.~310 01014111 Z.W504 1.6%4 0.560 019 144 .4~. 1 0.315 0.014 2,00 .9340. 0.9" ~ 0 423W4 31.276

V .= @."a3 2.6021 2.219 0.701 0.1712 4217012 31,01111

0325 0.075 3.43441 252 0.2 4.1719 44.0m9 32.542
0.510 00001 3.40 293 :' 17, 5 44.W04 5:516

9.5 0.333 6 .Nh 4 491 3 .334 0.45 N.712 45.74a2 32.40
b.34W 0.1074 S.03566 3 .72 0."0 0.170 46.5992 34.446

.3 0.0 144. t J 0.12 MO ,4427 35.045
D o .30: &su119930 AMSIT,219 356=4

SUED 0.96 7.194 "M317 016110 0,42 em.94 3.2

0.30 0.1141 8:32091 4.151 0.W3 0.i2 5ýIl 3.13" VMS31

WS1 0.126411 6.5311 A 15 44111,4.2
0M3 012 94754 '.003 DAM" P43951
0.35 0.1MIS 10.552 7.413 9:.46026f
0.500 0. 10961 51.S79 7.011 DA0014M47W0L
0.3"5 0.1169 It. 13010 6.3 0.4060V M 4.

0.'h 0.1"" 12=65 6,725 ItAft 0.102 426.03 43,.0116
0.40 0.No444 M757 O.10 0.12 43.420 46.3010
0.410 0. 1751 13.4234 0.9a9 k 10 0.110 44.7040 47.68V
1:4=11 0.1774 14.w 10.5n2 0I.73 031,4 WISP1 48.065

0.30!W4 5i13 1W1.222 0.7 0 1210 67.4139 49.S

Because of the annual variation in solar As seen in Fig. 6-5, the actual top-of-the-
declination, the actual incident radiation atmosphere value exceeds 1,100 Cal C_ '2

varies over the year as is shown in Fig. 6-5. day-' for over 1 mo in the Antarctic at the
This figum is from the Smithsonian Meteor- time of the winter solstice and the average is
ologlce Tables (Ref. 13) and employs cal exceeded at the equator throughout the year.
cm 2 as the units of solar energy density. In
thene units the solar constant is 1.940 cal t

Acnf
2 min-I as given in Table 6-5; the daily The geometrical considerations relative t

solar constant is 2,793.6 cal cnf 2 day-'. the calculations for Fig. 6-5 are iliustrated in
One-fourth of this, .he worldwide annual Fig. 6-6. The following definitions are
average, is, thevfoi,% 698.4 Cal CM-2 day-'. necessary:
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TABLE 6-7 (Cofftinued)

SOLAR IRRADIANCE Al 1 AU (Ref. 4) (SOLAR CONSTANT OF 135.30 MiW =YI72 )
(SHEET 2 OF 2)

ol A. qp A,". wdw 68WO WI* AW1 1e w-dm =.e~ -A!

'k Ax. A, Ah, 00.
IW. W ,.4e' W. W. -low# oeme.

4

0.1W 99 110 0.00 '135:2 6 99.91393
.W 0. 100? 73.7m3 36.019 11.000 C1111111in X 99.93242

O.Wo 0).09 OW 0.41W P4.M0 12.0 0.000X 136.310M "9.law4
O.200 0.0111111 ".7n0 63.M 13.041) 0.1001033 13.301 99Mil96
D.M0 0.0M "0AM 31.5" 14.000 0.600000 3.3276 99."3K

1.400 0.036 "11.11P 04.34 15.00 .0003SIM IM.27359 "AM60
too am 1117.211 764.3 16.=0 40.01111=176 9903.0 0.-024M 111.0116 MJ.40 1.000 8.000510:1 135,2924 "9.14"02

1.310 0.020 In2.116 90.2 4,000 0.0000030 1U.S914 99.311

1,20 0.0336 125.116 92.340 19.01111 0.011111=1 135.293f 99.111"33
2.0AD 0.G10 IM,691 9540.000 C.OMM003 IX.ff76u

2.400 0.009 130,1111 88.6w7 M1.0111 0.0110IM1W IN.P 90693

7.00 02 I016 0000""61

1.9W0 .00360 1325.34 #2.564 . AMM1M n27
3.0o0 010030 M '"1 " 09 31.1103014111)7W7W

3.300 0,022 132.139 9.3.2 4.0 00 M9 10M .

2.0 0.011 13,.1 " VC.I ~
4,000 0.09 -:40,36 ZZ .0540
24,00 0.0%06 120.16" 9.11"9111111111M M M 110001
.2 M 0.00D34 13D.M99 %916

7.1.6W 0.0"7 154.27111 9.5412

24.800 0.00065 131.3410 99.2910

3.100 O.2009 132.433 ".3am

3.3000 0.001" I3Q4.63 V4.5115

7.000 0.100090 133.2"3 W96196
3.000 0.00060 133.V34 ".127249

3:11130 ow 11 33p1.0

.I o Z1e0i03 angle* Z.Aglrdsaceo h 4 antd .Aglrdit enrho
sun 0 from" th l3lerialo apont sot oft0eqao o h erh

(2) Iloragl H. 611 Anl9hogh #ihte(552m~ . oiotl i~tosu nus tur OW Mrin the me1ino*h2xresda h nua dsac ewe h
point directl unerte u.V dieto"oJiedpitan h ircino

an ob00t in this case th"1g!btwe

equto. cos 01in0sin134os" os4@2s95
6 .-1200Y 144 "510

6.00 O.0115 13.101" "Yin
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LAY JANi. FEB. VAR. APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC.

'AC

30

3U k

qI~~ )_z4

AM FB MR AR- A JUNE -M .SP.OC.NV E

Figre -6.DiySlrRdaina h o of1~ the Atmshr
-~li cuve ar in unt fCl-2 a" hddam

-I--n cniuusdrna)(e 3

t ~ ~~~~~~ ~ Fro ths tcnb enta ttepls lnt f6h) i teta LoranDms
where L -w2rd o n i Zw1 o eulzr.TeltiueageLi eoa h

F~gre -5 ail SlarRadatin Tthe azmthaglp of the Atunowphth

Aro theisola ntoon, be swe tha aot tHe =oe 1,an lengc toth of 6 ie by) eithertaLoranDms

*~~~~h zenith angle) is alway difrnequaltoee thesoa atheteoftequo.
laiud n declination angle scoDsiH

At sunrise and sunset. at any latitude
except the poles, Z II,rcos Z nO,and cot or

Mi -Tan Ltan Dwhere Min is now tie cooLA (6-11)
half day angle. For Hjt w/2 rad (half-day osA- cot L sin Z
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,VERTICAL SOLAR
RAYS

Zi

LOA

D - SOLAR DECLINATION ANGLE
E - EQUATOR

SEGMENT H - HOUR ANGLE
OF EARTH L - LATITUDE

S~Z - ZENITH ANGLE

S (
Figure 6-6. Geometrical Model for Calculation of Solar Radiation

Distribution on Earth

At sunrise and sunset, the zenith angle is ir/2 to be applied to local mean time to obtain
rad, cos Z 0 0, sin Z = 1, and H Hv. true solar time are tabulated in the ephemeris

(Ref. 9). A sample of data from the ephemeris

Also is given in Table 6-8 to illustrate its form, the
magnitude of the equation of timo. and other

sin A v2 = cos D sin Hv2 (6-12) parameters of the earth-sun relative motion.
Local civil time is the mean time for a

and standard meridian, usually one which is a
multiple of 15 deg east or west of Greenwich.

Asin D Local mean time is obtained by noting the
cos L longitude, the longitude of the standard

mridian, and applying a correction factor of
give the azimuth angles Convenient charts of 4 min for every degree to the local civil time.
solar azimuth are given in the Smithsonian
Meteorological Tables (Ref. 13), examples of To calculate the amount of solar radiation
which arm given in Fig. 6-7. In these, the on a plane surface at the top of the
azimuth of the sun is given as a function of atmosphere, the equation is
solar time, so!ar declination, and latitude.

Solar time is related to local mean time in a d CosZ (6-14)
complicated but cyclic manner. Corrections a
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TABLE 6&8

1950 EPIIEMERIS OF THE SUN (RMf. 13)

Equation
Declination Longitude of time Radius vector

Date
deg min deg min min s

Jan. 1 -23 4 280 1 - 3 14 0.98324
Jan. 17 -20 54 296 19 - 9 54 0.98378
Feb. 1 -17 19 311 34 -13 34 0.98533
Feb. 17 -12 15 327 46 -14 10 0.98819

Mar. 1 - 7 53 339 51 -12 38 0.99084.
Mar. 17 - 1 39 355 50 - 8 42 0.99508
April I + 4 14 10 42 -4 12 0.99928
April 17 +10 12 26 25 + 0 13 1.00390

May 1 +14 50 40 4 + 2 50 1.00739
May 17 +19 9 55 32 + 3 44 1.01138
June 1 +21 57 69 56 + 2 27 1.01405
June 17 +23 ?2 85 15 - 0 33 1.01602

July 1 +23 10 98 36 - 3 31 1.01567
July 17 +21 21 113 51 - 5 57 1.01639
Aug. 1 +18 14 128 11 - 6 17 1.01494
Aug. 17 +13 41 143 31 - 4 12 1.01244

Sept. 1 + 8 35 157 59 - 0 15 1.00917
Sept. 17 + 2 34 173 32 + 5 10 1.00510
Oct. 1 - 2 53 187 14 +10 1 1.00114
Oct. 17 - 8 58 203 3 +14 25 0.99659

Nov. 1 -14 11 217 59 +16 21 0.99249
Nov. 17 -18 48 234 4 +15 10 0.98869
Dec. 1 -21 41 248 13 +11 16 0.98604
Dec. 17 -23 20 264 28 + 4 17 0.98405

Notes: All data are for 0000 hr Greenwich Civil Time in the year 1950.
For meteorological purposes, variations from year to year are negligible
but larger variations occur in a 4-yr cycle (leap-year). The
declination of the sun is the angular distance north (+) or south (-)
of the celestial equator. The longitude of the sun is the angular
distance of the meridian of the sun from the vernal equinox measured
eastward along the elliptic. The equation of time (apparent-mean) is
the correction to be applied to mean solar time in order to obtain
apparent (true) solar time. rhe radius vector of the earth is the
distance from the center of the earth to the center of the sun expressed
in terms of the length of the semimajor axis of the orbit of the earth.

6-18
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where Atmospheric reflection and absorption as
given in Table 6-9 are global averages. At anyr

Q = instantaneous solar radiation per one point, the solar radiation reaching the
unit area surface of the earth is dependent on:

S solar constant (1) Cloud cover

d = instantaneous arid mean distance of (2) Air mass through which the radiation
and the earth from the sun, respectively passes
i (Table 6-8)

(3) Atmospheric aerosol concentration
In order to obtain the average daily radiation,
it is necessary to integrate this equation over (4) Precipitable water content of the
the time of sunlight. The result is as given in atmosphere
F~.• 6-5.

(5) Elevation of the surface above mean
In calculating the solar radiation on an sea level.

arbitrary surface, it is assumed that solar
radiation Qe on a horizontal surface is known. As is evident in satelPte photography, the
Q, is Q, decreased by atmospheiic attenua- clouds reflect a considerable amount of the
tion and reflection as discussed in par. 6-4.3. incident tnergy back into space. Clouds may
Using the geometry of Fig. 6-8, a vertical reflect between 50 and 90 percent of the
surface will have direct beam solar radiation radiation incident on them. The cumulative
Q, given by global average of 24 percent of incident solar

energy that is reflected by clouds is
= Q. tan Z cos (A - A') (6-15) deteimined by the average extent and the

nate of the cloud cover. Individual clouds
The instantaneous solar radiation Q on a do not absorb as much radiation as they

sloping surface with angle 0 as shown in Fig. scatter and reflect. The average absorption is
6-9 is given by close to 10 percent (Ref. 15) but the global

average for solar energy absorption by clouds
Q = Qe [cos 0 + tan Z sin 0 cos (A - A')] is on the order of 3 percent of the total solar

(6-16) radiation incident on the earth.

The variation of this instantaneous rate with Air molecules and atmospheric aerosols
slope, azimuth, time of year, and time of day scatter about 6 percent of the radiation back
has been graphically plotted by Sellers (Ref. into space. Absoiption by these atmospheric
3) -md Geiger (Ref. 14). constituents is more important. At wave-

lengths below 0.3 pm, virtually all of the
64.3 ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION AND incident radiation is absorbed by oxygen and

REFLECTION ozonc.-none of this radiation reaches the
surface. At wavelengths greater than 0.7 gm,

Of the solar energy incident on the earth at the water vapor and carbon dioxide in th. air
the top of the atmosphere, ordly a portion are strong absorbers.
teaches the surface of the earth, The
disposition of solar radiation is discussed by Scatterhig is most effective for the shortest
Sellers (Ref. 3), Geiger (Ref. 14), and Gates wavelengths. During cloudless and dustfree
(RWf. 15). Table 6-9 lists the major flow paths periods when the sun is at its zenith, more
for solar energy on its way to the surface of than 50 percent of blue radiation is scattered,
th,- earth. while almost all red radiation is transmitted.
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TA5LE 44 K)

DISPOSITION OF SOUR ENERGY (Rd. 14)

Fraction of total

Reflected or scattered back Into space
By clouds 0.24
By air molecules, dust, water vapor 0.06

AbsorLedBy clouds 0.03

By air molecules, dust, water vapor 0.14

Reaches earth
As diffuse sky ra'iation 0.22
As direct be= radiation 0.31

Total solar energy available at top
of atmosphere 1.00

This accounts for the predominantly blue for solar radiation exists only because of a
color of the sky. When the sun is low on the distinct frequency separation of the absorp-
horizon in the morning and evening, the tion processes of nsture. The short-wave-
number of air moolecules in the path of tht length, high-frequency absorption bands are
incoming solar rays is highest. The smaller associated with electronic transitiom., and the
number of air molecules in the path of solar long-wavelength, low-frequency absorption
rays similarly accounts for the more brilliant bands are associated with transitions in
tropical noonday sun as compared to the vibrational and rotational states of atoms
noonday sun at high latitudes. Very fine dust, within molecules. These different transitior.s
smoke, and other types of atmospheric seldom overlap in energy and, for the
pollution cause the sun to appear as a red ball relatively simple gases comprisng the atmo-
even at noon, and consequently decrease the sphere of the earth, a convenient frequency
net radiation reaching the surface of the earth gap in the visible region exists through which
(Ref. 16). sunlight streams to warm and iUilmninate the

surface of the earth. Through gaps in the
Reflection of solar radiation is caused by absorption band nssociated with vibrational

particles in the atmosphere, such as water and rotational transitions in atmospheric gas
droplets, ice crystals, dust, and various at infrared wavelengths, the suO=e radiates
products of combustion. In contrast to energy to space (Ref. 1S).
scattering, no discrimination exists between
different wavelengths of the incident light. With the sun at a zenith angle of zero
Neady all of the solar ray is reflected and degres, molar radiation pses through a
only a small portion is absorbed by the minimum of the atmoeihere to reach the
particles. Theefore, reflection affects the surface. At other angles, the tramimsion path
total light intensity, not the color of the sky. is lonSer and attenuation is greater. The
Clouds account for most of the reflection. airman is defined as the ratio of the length of

a slant path to the length of a vertical path;
The actual solar radiation reachio the for zenith angles of les than 72 deg, the

surface of the earth depends on a variety of airnmas is equal to the secant of the zenith
factors. The transparency of the atmosphere angle. For larger a•nles, correction must be
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Umade for atmospheric refraction of the solar function of the total amount of water vapor,
rays. in the zenith direction, between tac surface of

the earth and space, known as the "precip-
Gates has adopted as reference values for I itable water". The amount of precipitable

airman: 10.0 mm of precpitable water as the water, in centimeters, is the thickness of
total in the zenith air column, a surface liquid water that would be formed if all the
aerosol concentration of 200 particles per water in the zenith direction were condensed
cubic centimeter, and the total amount of at the surface. An extremely dry atmosphere
ozone as 0.35 cm expressed as the height of may contain as little as O. 1 cm of precipitable
ozone in the air column as if it were all water, and a very humid atmosphere, as much
concentrated in the base at atmospheric as 3.0 cm. A very frequently occurring
pressure (Re;. IS). For a zenith angle of 60 amount is 1.0 cm at sea level locations. The
deg, the airnass is 2 and reaches 8 at an angle amount of water vapor in the sky is one of
of 83 deg 12 rin. the most variable of all the atmospheric

constituents; therefore, the infrared solar
The elevation also affects the equivalent radiation at the surface varies considerably.

path of radiation passing through the The infrared extinction is comprised of two

atmosphere. In calculations, this is most parts: (1) a continuum extinction at allI conveniently compensated for by multiplying frequencies, caused by scattering and the
the airman as determined from the zenith wings of water vapor and carbon dioxide
angle by the ratio of actual atmospheric absorption lines, and (2) a selective absorp-
pressure to standard atmospheric pressure. tion within each individual line contributing

to the total absorption band (Ref. 1 5). •

Atmospheric aerosols con/st of condensed

Swater droplets as found in clouds and solid 64.4 RADIATIVE PROCESSES AT THE
particles originating in natural processes that SURFACE
inject dust and salt particles into the
atmosphere and in air pollution. In urbanized Solar radiation that reaches the surface of
regions, the aerosols originating in air the earth can be either absorbed or reflected.
pollution sources can double the solar Absorption provides energy to the terrestrial
attenuation in the layer of the atmosphere environment and producei various other
closest to the earth (Ref. 17). effects that are dtscribed in par. 6-7.

Reflection causes radiation to reenter the
In the longer, near infrared, wavelengths, atmosphere to be scattered, absorbed, or

absorption by water vapor and carbon dioxide returned to space. In addition, the absorbed
dominates the attenuation of solar radiation. energy that is reradiated to the atmosphere
These absorptions, which collectively form and the atmospheric radiation pky important
absorption bonds, are the result of quantum rolfs in the radiation balance at the surface.
transitions in vibrational and rotational states
of the molecules. Each absorption band is The ratio of the amount of electromagnetic
comprised of hundrews of narrow individual energy reflected by a body to the amount
absorption lines, which merge to form the incident upon it is known as the albedo of the
band. Even in the windows between the surface. Reflectivity of a surface Is properly
bands, the wings of these numerous lines employed to describe the albedo at a specific
contribute a definite amount to the con- wavelength. Albedos vary widely with differ-
tinuwn extinction. The extinction coeffri aces in surfaces, generally being lower for
cients for the infrared absorption bands and wet or dark surfaces. Albedos depend on
for the windows between the bands have been other factors in addition to the color of the

Sderived from direct observation of the solar surface. These factors include the angle of
spetrnun. Them values ar expresd as a incidence of the radiation, the texture of the
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TABLE 4.10 Measurements are generally lower because of

the difficulty in separating the direct solar

TYICAL ALMSEDO (JRe. 3) rays,

The dependence of albedo on angle of
Water surfaces 0.06-0.21 incidence is important In calculating the heat
Fresh snow 0.75-0.95 budget of snow-covered polar regions and the
Old snow 0.40-0.70 energy budget of slopes and irgular landSea ice 0.30-0.40Sea sne 0.30-0.40 features. it is not important for vegetation or
Dry sand 0.35-0.45
Wet sand 0.20-0.30 forforestediiglion
Soil 0.10-0.45
Dry concrete 0.17-0.27 The texture of the surface affects the
Blacktop road 0.05-0.10 afwdo for much the same remons as the angle
Savanna, dry season 0.25-0.30 of incidence does. A plowed field has a much
Savanna, wet season 0.15-0.20 lowa albedo than does an unplowed ficid
Chaparral 0.15-0.20 because, even though the average angle of
Green meadow 0.10-0.2C incidence may be near normal, the effective
Decidlous forest 0.10-0.20 a'erqe may deviate considerably from
Coniferous forest 0.05-0.15 normal due to a random orientation of
Tundra 0.15-0.20 microscopic surface
Cropland b0.15-0.25
Hman skin, blonde 0.43-0.45 The albedo varies with wavelength. Ex-
.uman skin, brunette 0.35
,•iman skin, dark 0.16-0.22 amples of this variation are shown in Fig.
__________skn __dr__0.1_-0.__ 6-11. This dependence arises from the

dispersive properties of materials; i.e,, the[. surface, and the spectral nt.ture of the optical properties such as index of refraction •

radiation. Typical value ar given in Tabl ar wavelength-dependent. Most natural sur
6-10. faces have low albedos at the shorter

wavelengths.

For dir-t stoar radiation, the albedo of a

plane surface as a function of angle is The absorption and reflection of radiation
calculable from optical principles employing do not necessarily occur at the surface. A
the laws of Snell and Fresnel (Ref. 18). The surface may have a significant transmission so
values obtained am poor approximations to that absorption or reflection as well as -ffects
naturally occurring values, examples of which of the radiation are distributed within the
are shown in Fig. 6-10. The dependence of material. In clear water almost three-fourths
albedo on angle of incidence I evident in Its of the radiation in the 0.2- to 0.6-.rm band
latitudinal dependence. The average albedo of (ultraviolet to orage) penetrates to the 10-m
water surfaces can vary from 0.06 to 0.21 depth, 6 percent reaches 100 m. At longer
with an increase from 0 to 60 deg in latitude, wavelengths penetration is less, water being as

opaque as coarse grimed snd at wavelengths
wThe .Abdo of surfaces for the diffuse above I prm. Fi&. 6-12 shows this spectral

portion of the solar radiation is important dependence.
snce, of the total incident radiation, 22
percent reaches the surface as diffuse Another way of describing the penetration
radiation ascompared to 31 percent as direct of radiation in water is in terms of
solar rays. Unlss otherwise specified, albedos transmissivity. Thtsmissivity is a measure of
include both the direct and diffuse compo- the portion of incident light that is
nents. Anderson (Ref. 19) calculated the total transmitted through a medium, given in units
diffuse solar radiation albedo to be 0.17. of percent per unit lenth. Pure water has a
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Figwre 6-7.Albedo Dependence on Zenkit Angle (Ref. 3)

transmissivity exceeding 80%o i in~ the The penetration of electromagnetic radia-
wavelength range from 370 to 600 nm, but it lion, including light, into snow is usually
decreases rapidly with increasing wavelength. treated as following an exponential law of the
At I pam transmissivity is virtually zero (Ref. form
14).

In natuiral water bodies, transmissivity is 4-1eA(6-I17)
typically 20 to 30 percent below that of pure whrwater due to dksolved and suspended whr
substances.

1v= intensity of radiation at a normal dis-
In sand, the light penetration depends tance z below the surface, WM -2( bargely on the average grain size as shown in

Fig. 6-13 but is nevertheless three orders of z = normal distance below surfaco of
magnitude less than that of water. snow, cm
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Figure 6 11. ,.ectral Dqpwdnc of Albdo (Ref. 3)
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Figure 6-12. Light Attenuation With Depth in Water (Ref. 14)

attenuation constant that describes D = 100eX,%cm'1 (6-18)
the decreasing intensity (more usually

•-referred to as the extinction coeffi- wheic X is in units of cm"l. Thds relation is

S( cient), cma' plotted in Fig. 6-14.

!o intensity of radiation at surface, Extinction coefficients for snow occur in
the range of 0.07 to 0.23 cm'- corresponding
to transmisivities of 93 to 79.5% cm-n.

The transmissivity D is related to the Higher values ranging up to 0.7 and higher
extinction coefficient by have been observed (Ref. 14). In Fig. 6-15,

GRAIN SIZE,m
13 o4.0-6.0

0 5 10
DEPTH,

Figvre 6.4,2 Light Attmuation With Depth in OQLtz Sand (Ref. 14)
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Figure 6-14. Relation of Extinction Coefficient and Transmissivity

light-penetration curves for snow and ice (and with the terms identified in Table 6-11.
lake water for comparison) are shown. The GCeiger (Ref. 14) reports the results of a study
extinction coefficient in snow has a spectral in Hamburg that derived the estimates for the
dependence increasing with wavelength and various factors given in the table.
decreases in magnitude with increasing snow
density (Ref. 20). The direct, diffuse, and reflection compo-

nents have been discussed. The terrestrial
Ice transmits short-wavelength radiation radiation cit is that thermal energy reradi-

better than snow but it depends on the purity ated by the earth as a consequence 'of its
and structure of the ice. Relatively clear ice being heated by solar radiation. It consists of
can exhibit an extinction cc.fficient of 0.05 long wavelengths as determined by the
or lower; impure ice, 2.0 or higher; and at temperature (see Eq. 6-8) and is largely
longer wavelengths (> 700nm), 10.0 and absorbed by atmospheric water vapor and
higher. carbon dioxide. These constituents of the

atmosphere also radiate energy that returns to
The radiation balance equation that is the earth and is almost completely absorbed

applied to the surface of the earth may be since, at long wavelengths, the earth is
expressed as (Ref. 14) essentially a blackbody-reflection is nil.

While these two factors of the radiation
S I + H + G - oT 4 

- R (6&19) equation are of no consequence either to the
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Lake Water (Ref. 14)

radiative heat balance of the earth as a planet 6.61 GEOGRAPHIC AND TEMPORAL
or to the effects of solar radiation on DISTRIBUTIONSmateriel, they ame of extreme importance in
S the raditive balance at the surface of the The amount of solar radiation received at a

evrth. point is governed primarily by latitude,
altitude, season, cloudiness, and atmospheric
turbidity. Location with respect to major

65 DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR RADIA- water bodies and mountains i of local
, I TiON importance, as are fogs, which may have a

profound seasonal influence on both radiation
The various processes that cause insolation intensities and sunshine durations.

to differ in integrated intensity and in spectral
distribution from its top-of-the-tnosphere Worldwide observations of solar radiation
chauracteristics vary with location on the were obtained during the third IGY*
srface of the earth. Instantaneous measures (1957-1958) and included global, diffuse,
of solar radiation, eg., observations of normal incidence, and net radiation (Ref. 21).
"extreme hiSh values, are not available nor The data included for the first time
would they be of much utility since effects information from Antaivtic stations. The
are dependent on accumulated exposure levels WMOt World Data Center in Geneva collected
over periods of time measured in days or these data from which the maps in Figs. 6-16
moaths while instantaneous solar radiation and 6-17 were constructed.
levels are subject to A. variety of localized
variables. The yearly means of the daily solar

radiation rates are shown in Fig. 6-16. The
In this discussion it is necessary to highest annual totas are on the order of 180

distingui direct solar radiation, indirect( (atmoorheric shortwave) radiation, and their 0*W~imw G"b o
aun, called global radiation. twau uMstemaw oqamAJat
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TABLE 6.11 K)

ANNUAL MAGNITUDE OF RADIATIVE ENERGY FLOW (Ref. 14)

Factor Wavelength range cal cm" 2 yr"-1 W l"

Direct solar radiation I Short + 34,153 54.29

Diffuse lky radiation H Short + 43,444 57.61

Atmospheric counterradlation G Long +240,533 318.95

Terrestrial radiation aT4  Long -268,837 -356.48

Reflected radiation R Short - 14,367 - 19.05

Net radiation S Short + 34,926 46.05

to 200 kcal cm-2 (240 to 260 Wm- 2 ) and are Extremal values for the entire earth were
found in the northern and southern sub- obtained in the Antarctic where the observing
tropics. Thie northern subtropics receive station was 9,186 ft above sea level. At the
greater radiation amounts than do the North Pole solar radiation values in June are (
southern subtropics, probably because of the higher than anywhere in the temperate zones
uneven distribution of landmasses in the two but they are lower than at the South Pole in
hemispheres. An annual total of no more than December. Next to the polar regions the
150 kcal cm-3 ('u 200 W m-1) of solar subtropics are the most radiation-rich regions
radiation is received in the equatorial zone. It in summer. Since diffuse radiation in the
is interesting to note that both the Arctic and cloudless subtropical summer comprises no
Antarctic receive during their respective more than I G to 15 percent of the global
summers a total amount of radiation that is radiation, it is evident that the subtropics,
not much smaller than that recorded on either which include most of the surface area of the
side of the English channel in a year. earth, are the greatest radiation reservoirs of

all the land and sea surfaces.
At the solstices, solar radiation is a

maximum not in the subtropics but in the At the time of the winter solstice, the polar
Arctic anid the Antarctic where the radiation regions are shrouded in darkness that lasts for
flux incident on unit area of slopes in the several months, dependent on the latitude
ice-bound regions is greater than that at any (see Fig. 6-5), causing global radiation values
oilier part of the surface of the earth. to decrease steadily as one moves toward the

pole. While 500 cal cm-2 day-' (240 Wm-2 ) is
In Fig. 6-17 the June and December mean found at latitude 10 deg N., this decreames to ,

monthly global solar radiation is presented. 50 (24 W m-2 ) in Western and Central Europe
The December isolines show daily rates that and along the United States-Canadian border
indi,;ate a southward decrease of radiation and drops to 10 cal cm-2 day-' (4.8 Wm- 2 ) at
from the equator to the 60th parallel, after latitude 60 deg N,
which the daily irradition increases steadily
because of the increasing length of the day. At the time of the equinoxes, the 100 cal
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cm-' day-' (48 W m-2 ) radiation isopleth is was determined. If the average efficiency of
around latitude 80 deg N. and S., while the the solar device is about 50 percent, then
tropics receive about 500 calcm-n day " (240 around 86 kcal cm-1 will be recovered in a
W M-2); the temperat. zones mceive 100 to typical yeat. The maximum energy input of
200 cal cm'- day-' (March) in the Northern about 570 cal CW 2 cccwrs in November; the
Hemisphere and 300 in the Southern minimum of 350 cal cm-2 occurs in June;

emhisphere. useful energy of about 10' and 4 X 101 cal
cg-2 month-'. respectively, would be at-

In 1966, the distribution of tverage daily tained, representing about 2 threefold differ-
solar radiation throughout the world was ence in the energy output when the
compiled in th. form of 12 monthly maps dependence of the solar collector efficiency is
(Ref. 22). It is noted in this study that the conidereL
wide dispersion of data in many areas of the
world necesaidly limited the accuracy of the In temperate and high latitudes, the
results. Also, in assembling world plots, it is distribution of solar radiation is basically
difficult to indicate microdimatic variability zonal, approximating the parallels of latitude.
in regions where high mountains or other In low latitudcs, distinct regions of high
local gengraphic conditions cause substantial global radiation values coincide with areas of
variation in cloud cover or atmospheric clarity low cloud coverag, which are primarily
between points a few miles or even a few desert areas. Monsoon regions, which have a
hundmd miles apart. The variations in solar high degree of cloudiness, have lower values
radiation due to major geographic factors of global radiation, as do equatorial areas,
such as mnountains, ocean currents, larg where theme is heavy cloud cover much of the
desmets, and islands =re dearly seen ar2 are of time (Ref. 23).
major sgnifrAnce. Although it is not shown
on the maps that wer prepmA, the The highest average annual radiation
mawimur average monthly value of solar lereh--more than 2.93 X 10-2 W CM--ame

radiation anywhere in the world was at the observed in northeastern Africa where mini-
South Fblk: the December averag is about mum cloudiness is experienced throughout
900 cal cm-2 day-' (435 W m`). Four maps the year. Levels of 2.66 X 10-2 Wcm 2 (200
"for the sobtic and equinox months arm given kcal c 2-' r-') or more are observed in thde
in Fi&. 6-1& The isolines thaare formed by desert areas of the world: the Sahar, the
broken lines oa the maps indicate estimates Arabian, and the Thar in India (Ref. 23)
based upon rlatively little data as well as
extrapolations from the other radiation During the winter season, in both the
Contours. Since little data ae available for Northern and Southern' Hemisphere, there is
most of the ocean areas, only a few isolines a rapid decrease in solar radiation in the
am given in them maps for the ocan regions. nt,0,i, and high latitudes with increasing

laWitude. The zero isoline is on the latitude
The authoes of the reporo containing these where the sun does not rise alxov the horizon

maps pont out several interesting applications throughout a given month.
of them. in their first example, they consider
application of the map to a problem of solar The largest level of solar rodiAtion is
eneW utilbation wsin as an example the received in the Southern Hemisphere where,
northeast coast of Brazil The objective is an during the month of December, the averae
eutimate of the amount of energy that can be rate isover 2.87 X 10-"Wcm-' 018 kcalcm-2

r eo e by a horizontal solar cokctor in a oo-') in South Africa and in Australia (see
typical year. Using the 12 monthly maps. an FR& 6-17). In the summer season, in both the
ruiual total radiation of 171.8 kcal cn-2  Northern and Southern Flemisphems, the

(ctmueqandig to about 634,000 Btu f1-2) value of global radiation change comparative-
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ly little wit;J latitude. The form that isolines the large diffeaences between summer and
take is determined, to a considerable degree, winter solar radiation levels. It is useful to
by cloud conditions. The highest monthly compare these with the top-of-the-atmosphere
mean rates during the month of June (in values given in Fig. 6-5. Between latitude 20
excess of 3.51 X 10- W cm-) are in the and 60 deg N._ the range. at the top of the
Sahara. the Arabian: and Iranian deserts, and atmosphere, in the month of June is 900 to
the Colorado desert of the United States and 1.000 ly day-$. In Fig, 6-22. the range of the
Mexico (Fig. 6-18). daily average is 500 to 800 ly day' at the

surface of the earth, ino:luding both direct and
The amount of absorbed solir radiation is atmospheric radiation.

smaller than that of incident radiation but its
distributional patterns are similar except that 6-5.2 SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION
the isolines of the absorbed radiation are not
continuous from landmass to ocean area In Figs. 6-3 and 6-4, the solar spectrum
owing to the contrasting albedos of the irradiance is shown before it is affected by the
surfaces. A relatively small difference between atmosphere. In Fig. 6-23, this spectrum, as
total and absorbed radiation (about 5 to 20 well as a 5,900 K blackbody spectrum, are
percent) is observed on the major portions of shown along with the spectrum of solar
the landmass and oceans. This difference radiation at sea level. Gates (Ref. 15) has
increases somewhat in deserts and in regions investigated the effects on the sea level direct

* covered with snow and ice. Loss of heat by solar spectrum of slant-path. expressed in
longwave terrestrial radiation is generally less terms of airmass (Fig. 6-24) and of altitude
variable than is incident radiation. nhis (Fig. 6-25). For slant-path dependence, he has
partially is due to the fact that changes in also constructed a curve for globa. radiation
associated with each other (an increase in

temperature usually is followed by an increase 6-6 MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMEN-
inaslt humidity). Telargest mean TTOI ,annual terrestrial radiation rates are observed

in tropical deserts, where they reach 1.06 X Since World War i1, the state-of-the-art of
10-2 W cm- 2 . This results from a tremendous radiation measurement has probably advanced

Swarming of the surface in deserts relative to more than that of any other basic environ-
the air temperature. Near the equator the mental factor. As a result, a whole family of
effective mean average radiation rate is radiation-measuring instruments is now avail-
lowered to about 0.40X 10-2 W m-' (30 kcal able to the sophisticated investigator for
cm-2 yr-1 and there is very little difference measurement of the various components of
between land and ocean. Effective radiation the radiation balance.
rates over the ocean at high latitudes in.easuse
to about 0.53 X 10-2 W m-1 (40 kcal cm-' Discussion of this instrumentation will be
yr"I) at the 60 deg parallel. Over land in the treated in three paragraphs: (1) measurement
extratropical latitudes, effective radiation is of the duration of sunshine; (2) measurement
somewhat higher than over the oceans in the of the intensity of shortwave solar radiation-
same latitudes, particularly in the ard regions. both direct and diffuse, including measure-

ment of spectral components and measure-
Records for the United States include mean ment of ultraviolet radiation; and (3)

sky cover, which attenuates direct solar measurement of terrestrial and sky longwave
radiation (Figs. 6-19 and 6-20), as well as radiation.
mean daily insolation or solar radiation (Fig.
6-21 and 6-22), both on an annual and In the past, considerable confusion has

monthly record basis. The monthly means for existed concerning the proper terms for
June and December as given in Fig, 6-22 show instruments used In measuring the various
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Figur &20 Monthly Men" Sky Cbiwr, Sunris to &rnwvt4 ~in the United States (Ref. 24)
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(B) December

Figur &22 M.*n Daily SoWa Radiation in the United States (Monthly) (Ref. 24)
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1.0 0.0865 1.24I "1.5 0.0750 1.08
2.0 n.0640 0.917
4.o 0.0372 0.533

6.0 0.0240 0.344
8.0 0.0152 0.218

Normally incident radiation at sealevel

Precipitable water I0 mm

AeOrosol 200 cm-3

Ozone 0.35 cm

Figure 6&24. Spectral Ointilibution as a Function of Wavelength of Direct Solar Radiation
for Variou2 Slant-paths (Ref. 15)

types of radiation (radiometers). To avoid be noted that where individual items are
ambiguity, the terminology recommended at identified in 1he following text, new and
the Daves International Radiation Conference improved instruments undoubtedly will have
of M956 will be used (Ref. 25). Because many been developed within a few years. In view of

i of the terms are new, the names by which thiu, effo-ts should be made to obtain the
some instruments have been known for years most recent information before making
will be indicated in the instrument identifica- decisions concerning instrumentation required
tion. for a specific problem.

,.-U

Because of the continuing rapid improve- Caution must be exercised in measuring
ment in radiation instrumentation, it should radiation phenomena, since fluctuations ofteri
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Figure &6.2. Variation With Altitude of Spectre/ Intonity vs Wavelength (For direct solar
radiation perpendi.ulr to solar rays for an air rnaos of 1. 5) (Rof. 15)
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wbeu thi is c~ed kwr. RA

swibn mxatdwdi kaftuatts ha~e, as The oc'meme mI dra~ki of~ sc ati
td wit nVA~d pwwmý Ike detectiam aw wwaed at -aq iatii mumd teWk mi
fecoxd~g of SWAM aomlmoe ano dwit- b~mag A t o dki pwao Qý ~qa~ m
tdo& sbce tnaksbvd me usA krvdd. Comes-M',i of c= from the u~m. 4w
nrim~t su expaswd k aoit o fiw tim, L~e- actini efflxts of s~mtoame radbdom as
tum of dqw ad haticm.d scasimd pqWera imdiaturs of the o
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sphcrij this leu& huir a narow UIr*an~ c
the grapha cocrrewp~ine, tD the mth of the
sun in the skY. lhe width aid death of the
back depend on, Wh. imrsy . the rays and
the path of the back ou ime dAwt ame Uth
time dauation of Uth sunshine A Cwnfteu-

- ~Stokes sunshine duration wacoder is dhovz in
Fi&. 6--n.

(2) oolvan =hwmis iecoder. The Jdunh
sUnshin recorder is amother sundia type of
imtnzment ami eMPUMe no powpe other than
ýhat or the amn Ibc-iunsummt consists of
two secancyiindcrs soriented that the sum

jr*"SIMshines thsough a slit of ame cylinder in the
UPS ?)~ I~bS &~ Wed~W miengand the other cylinder in th

PACMAWaftercon.x The sola raps stinke senutized
pawr (blueprint p2pe) to indicate Uth

Mwee of msunhie Threshold valves of oxmaence of sars ilk Te accwacy of the
OQCcumce of sundlint te-L. uMornng and instrsxum t is dependent on unifonnit of
twiliibt). however,. ame not wvel defined and smaitiity of owe pWOtpaphi paper. Like

PAse eords of nawshine dtwation am,. o~ the CmmpbeWSkokes. the instrument must he
soine extent. dqiendenim an the btye of adjusted f~r bltitude.

To ovnweti=tecupbeii-stke. 03) Pers m w ytrdwvdlike pea

instnwaaL hs ben dsigate as reetwe mkW sytzmto flet Uth solar rays on
stanihrd by the Wodr Heteam01gi" Okunil bkmeprit paper- The znuw'emat i Ute sun is
xation (Ref. 24). Obt&.r insbuzucnt there- trAwed in a circular path that is whlatmly easy
f~ore. sbould be caibmatied mgaixnt the to calibrate into duration of sunshin. The
Campbell-Stokes mvmoder described- A disixus- instrument needs so adjustment for latudex.

smof vpedifii recorders fcamvs: Lie the Jonlan recorder, the acmacy of thr
tUwe is limite-d by variable sensitivity of the

T:*c Campdl-stokes knstument consists or a Stokes andi Jordan WUntmunts. it can be uscd

rUcAdear is = spb. mounte itaaion and at aunshine a miut.
sanoML- corma and b withi aeae saedfc-tions

prepM 9 ared w~ the t Dntiaray Metoloia Ofaried SUMhi) Switchi .miusl rerodig" bye thei
by tef 30)- q~r naMei m esunsieremetof ter ubeatdifoyentaz be tween~

dwrtcwd Thes~dis p&.t in m o sc"Weather andeaun shae anoher examp ceW a
sfT i he sowlr rAys.cent emtdin bn the differntild dringmer ICto& cof nwiss a dear

Utkd fteStonadtewsno he wksa4bita 8iilst eo~Le.We.. apD-tksmmie ntcaim hsrerdn Wommmo
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Ubulb md a blick bulb joined by a masrow tulbe in meiasuing technuiques and evaluation of
7 clefa. When the ama is shising, the black bulb is tional concern with .tm dztofa obser-
jheated, expauding the gas it contains and vation methods and presientation of data.
&forcin aMacury co atbMUughth

ciwnediiq tube-. The mercury davties an 71111 instrnaments for RCmemanmeast Of Soarw
eletrical cumat, activating a rcday an a raliation ame divided into two ca, ue - w- stPu

Prwzd pen mebanism, thuis providing a are thaose Uiatnmsents (known "t pyrluelom-
bo ancec the recorder chsart paer during etea) for the meaucwlnc t of the Jimtesaty of
Pedods at mawshine This iastrmuunt is subject the direct soAr Weanl- Seconld we thawe
to uslbakian enor. reqacon& to diffuse as instrumnents (known as pyrubmetenaM1s) and

wA dune? zadiatiomun! s fraqik. for meatuarCeannt Of 9lo0M ruldiom,0 incbed-
ing the- direct becm hamu the = and thtI diffuse sky radiation.

6.6. SNUMMNE INTENSITY MEASURE-
NEW .2.1 PYRHEUGMETERS

Mw aasureremet of solar radiation inten- Pyrbeliorneter awe the most accuatle
sity is not a standard function at momt instruments for racawuag direct sol ar mu-
1 PtI-oM Acica stations geard to the req out- tian and we used as ptimary And secodmrv

womb of the wather fame.ster FRom the standards for other instmunents, machi n
resicarchet's point ci' view. this is unfortunale, pyranornetem They wre issenti* ecrw
for unrdoubtedly an understandint of the heat s-vstena wilb the iippermnost marfacwe ba

-- budget mad tmuaiormation of solar enery cred. in wome maner. to abasorb a hi*
am~ tn the atmospherc and the unaface proportion of the uolat beam-.Pwdnee

of the unth is of fundamental climnatc wre ruomanted so that the receiver is roioaiwtil
* ipaupctanice. Only a few hundred of the many normal to the bemw Thle receiver we

thoasuands of weather stationts wround the montmid ina a tube or sanmsandd by sae
would menu radiation intensity. and diaphragms amagled so that only radlition

Precol s at mnWy of these Stations Coveg only (win the uma and a awrow annulus of My is
short periods Of time. permitted to fall on the receiving sarfaie. For

show ~ i ~ t.p~ractical "=MIS. it is MX( posisiile to occult
Thle sih~ation in the bst 40 yr, however, the disk of the sun only . A smAu circuaiow

show comderW imraitent In 92& sky cvotribution defuined by do itmumet
Kimball presented mean %alues of solar apcrture of a few degrees as also accepted by
radiationt for 32 stations around the workd the instrumenxt. ftiheimeter awe equipped

MRE 34) In 196&. Berlyand repovtod that with a sighting deivice to insire that the
appucatiratcly, ]A00 stations me~sure either surface of the in Inamert is exactly normol to
components of or the total amount of the solar beam. The comnabctisam of the
radiation balanice (Ref. 32). motant carayinit the pyrhe"lio-e-'- peranits

rapid adjusaammi of the azimuth and lelm-
Not only has the number of stations w here tion. Often a proviioma is male for use of

moar radiation inlensity, measurements awe Mom to segregate a portion of the sola
made iscreWC&d but the quality Of meiasare- spectrum.
meat has also improved. In the linst three
decades of "hi cell"r~, a number of Obsirntasons of solar intenst AomAld not
imstrumnwts for the mansuazrement of solar be matle when clouds amre uar to or obscuring
radiation were detreoped without proper the disk of the sun. PeferAbly. periods of kw
idieatilicatiou of sitiat was actually, being atmosphtric turbidity (LC, abuc Of tleck
me-maned. Since World War HI. howtver. mwah haze or fog) shovid be sielected to obtain
attention has been devoted to improvements more uaniform obstrviing conditions.
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A diwvauio od sperifc pysbmernateas m. the tempente odf The diL Piue
fo timing of this proanhue is nmudatoy.

Couectiom must be made to the rouah
(1) Appowne e,&Wt co.•muW= g for ir, stem, and bulb terpctaure

pyVAIM lbs doctria c er u q nfiton
pyeltkdometauuroduced by IL Angum in In 1934, the Smilsosia Institution
1899 is am of the bedt known and mast determncd through compamison with other
I I "I ilstruments for mmoung th intes- snoruments ta zber disk pyshebometer

dty of sioar raditiim It is nod as a standad vabies wae hibar by about 2 perc t than
for the calluadom of oiier pIrematu. In other standards (pmuticulaly, the Anstom
the United StiM" ser modifications in the Compemnata im t ) Due to the

oi the ofdo m sig nt instrument ha bean relabiity of the itnnut and its Visul
mde. The Smtwsaiu Inutitaio eacmed it aceptaon, secondary pymhe-iometeer in the
in woaoa to -insi lempentMe chaqves ad United States hare been cbeate againt the
effecas of wind puts& and made other changes silOve d"k pyr•hbometer unti m rently as
to decre•e the affects of reflected radiation. 1956, when a International ftrhebometric
The IF4,ky LabofmUly of Newport, R.L, has Scale (PS) was adopted. Radiation intensity
developed imotbet maidl of Mhe Angdrom meauwniemts in the United States puior to
PyIk bmctm. 1956, therefore, should be reduced by 2

percent (RME 29)
.En=Mtia tbwe aninug element of the

Angtom pyricomaeer is comprid of two (3) ThcmoptI pykA.ime•e & Smce the
OY thU616 *nost identica thermocoapks Smithsanian ilver disk pyxhiomet a not

attached oui the rsuder 3urfaces In operation, suitable for taki continuous measurements,
the smai beam aB a l to imping on one ursstiute instruments with sbmud aperture
sutrp,b• ecic um y d ýpsd--d to te exposire to the am and capabb of
oter stIMP tO o64M ideMical tu8PnnM cotiumous msmuement have been de-
Solar iwnt ty is memmamd as a iractino of veloped. Ther. imtuments empkoy a black-
the bdmin mcu applied. Te Eppley ead themapk u a uasor. In the United
uv ovn of the Awastrm pydwheft differs States, the E]pply Laboratory has rmaufac-

from , -- e mode nail* in thte the so3 tued normal incidence pymbeiometas for
bemm• vredind ý ks diffw rubiaion mos than 40 yr. In this period, three
from the e& amound %S• r4ar dark This is different types of tberoopile detectors haoe
accA hW 0WO&Aurn the w of a cylindrical been used. instruments with umar semsos
meta tube arw Pu osam Conntrols for sighvtin have been manufactured in Europe, the
theusm. U.S.S.R., and Aunsrlia, but are not commou-

ly used in the United States.
(2) Vber dsk py0k&iine. T7e silver

disk pyrtiabomete, develoyea at the Smith- Th state-of-the-aft in the devdopmemt of
-m kstiution, poaeses h reliabidity these instruments is advancing rpidly, and
a1d has wvwd as a stanhrd in this country intnamas available now wi certainly be
sinve its development in 1913 by Abtbot. The improved to meet requirements far increa•e
subument consists buicaNy of a marmy sctirily, stability, reiability, and respom
themomeltru in good thermal conaca with a time. An example of a themmopile pyrbelom-
siver disk poatione at the lower end of a eter is shown in F*g. 6-2&
tulb with a own apeture ?z low entrau
of the sdar beam !sw vy little diffue (4) 26mBcMlf- pyrhaeowter, The MWkrVt-
--- tig jug principle of a bimetalic pyrbelioemta,

Wlik that of a bimetallic thermometer, is
The operaticra proceduwe invom alter- dependent on the differential expanion of

atey sArug and exposing the disk and two metal when heated. In the cut of the
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A,•1 • Site requIr-mens for Mranorters are also
strmor singent than thaw for pyrbhometcn;

thes instmmnts must be exposed to the full

dome of the sky, and be free hom
obsiructiom md rndatictm reflected from
hghtcolored waft or other objects.

The discmnion that 6'oiows i divided into
teatmwest of the sampler mechahal PYr

Faw* 646- Thermepik Pydeibm ' t or pyWetlffis, and the more
Sopisticated and mm accurte Jectrcd
pya uometes. Ils two clse of instr-

bimetallic pyrheliometer, a micrscopi is wed meats ht one thing in common-the 5enue
to observe the deflection of the strip caused elements depend on difflevertiul heatr of
by differential expansion of the metals. blackened and whitened surfaces.

The fint bimetallic pyrheliometzr con- (1) Mechankwf pyrawometer The mood
stsucted by Michelson in Moscow in 1908 is a commonly used pyranometer throughout the
secondary instrunent that must be calibratece world is the bimetallic pyranometer (mire
from another standawd. The instrument must commonly known as an actinogu• h) de-
be handled very carefully, but is reliable and vcloped by Robitzsch in 1932 and extensively
has satisfactory response. It is portable and modified since then. The design is attractiv,
suitable for use on a daily routine basis and as but vmious drawbacks have been found.
a secondary standard in a ndiation network. Despite improvements in recent years, the
It is seldom used in the United States. instument is not recommended where accura-

cy of daily total radiation closer than 5 to 10
ytrcent is required. Instantaneous vilue an

"e622 P METrEFS even less reliable because of the inherent lM
of the insmrument. As an indicator of the

Instruments used for measurement of the occurrence of sunshine, the Robitzsch-twpe
total incoming shortwave radiation from the actinoraeter is superior to the sunshine
sun, both direct and diffuse, are designated as recorors. It has a place in radiation networks
pyranometers. Radiation is usually reported in which the output is frequently chtecked
in term of total energy impinging on a unit against a more accurate insrument. It has the
area integrated over a given period of time. virtues of being simple and inexpensive, but
Instantaneous valus of incoming global its limitations must be recognixed.
radiation arm often urreprmentative-some-
times exceeding the solar constant-and it is Te Rbtz,-pe me pynw
necesaary to havc continuous records for graph consists of an approximately horizontal

prop.er evaluation, receiving platform of three bimetallic strips
arraged sd by side. The upper surface of

Because pyranometers are normally ex- the middle strip is blackened while the outu
posed continuously and in all weather strips ae white. The strips are mechanically
conditions, they must be designed to operate lnked so that the temperature difference of
in conditions that are not applicable to the strips is indicated on a chart by the
pyrhehometers. It is necessary, for example, deflection of a pen. An example of a
to pay particular attention to the glass or mechanical pyranograph that i self-cmtained
quartz envelope(s), which obviously must be and mechanically opera•ed is shown in Fig.
cdean and free from conderiation, snow, and 6-29. The range of Uh& instrument is about 3
ieP cal cn-2 min-' over a 3-in. chart span.
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Ps 10 In.

FAIur 63a MoII-rczyrki Soiwimeter

under a U.S. Army contract. The two types of
Eppley pyranometers (formerly known as

ftjm 6&29. M"J*wicW Pyrxvrh 80-deg pyrheliometers) differ in the number
of thermojunctions employed in the construc-

(2) Sewical pyranometers: lion of the thermopile unit. The thermopile
sensors consist of a concentric copper on

(a) The MolI-Gorczynski solarimeter. One constantan junctions. The hot and cold
of the better known pyranometers used junction receivers are coated with Parson's
outside the United States is the Moll- black and barium sulfate, respectively; the
Gorczynski solarimeter. This instrument con- whole unit is hermetically sealed in a specially
"sists of a rectangular, blackened thermopile blown lamp bulb, almost spherical and
covered by two concentric ground and approximately 3 in. in diameter, made of thin
pollsbed hemispherical domes. The outer soda lime glass. The unit is secured to a tripod
dome can be replaced by a filter for that has two leveling screws and a hole in each
measurement of selected portions of the leg for mounting to a support.
spectrum. The Moll-Gorczynski thermopile
has been used in severd pyranometers and is The pre-ision spectral pyranometer (Fig.
accepted for its sensitivity and reliability in 6-32) has been developed in order to achieve
Europe, but these instruments have not ben the highest a,'curacy possible in the imeasure-
used for routine measurements in the United ment of global and diffuse sky radiation. The
States. Ore difficulty with the current original precision pyranometex was an im-
instrument is that the rectangular Moll- provemene over the older, gcneral-purpose
Gorczynski thermopile needs careful orienta- pyranometer: optical compensation for elimi-
tion-a factor of less importance with circular nation of reflection losses (the so called
sensor. This instrument as show'n in Fig. 6-30 cosine error) was introduced, and an electrical
has a sensitivity oG' about 7.9 mV per I cal circuit for temperature compensation of the
cm,'r min-' with the thermopile consisting of instrument was incorporated. The most recent
14 constantan-manganin thermocouples. version of the precision pyranometer is more

compact, is more rugged, and contains an

(b) Eppley pyranoineters. Two claswes of improved thermopile.
Eppley pyranometers are manufactured in the
United States. The first, the general purpose Both versions of the precision pyranometer
pyranometer (Fig. 6-31) is the general field have inner and outer hemispheres that allow
instrument developed by Kimball and Hobbs the use of a wide range of filters for
in 1923 for the U S Weather Bureau, and separation of solar radiation into well-defined
now considerably improved. The second is a wavelength intervals. Filters recommended for
precision spectral pyranometer developed use internationally and available at this time
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)

S8 in.

-..-- 8 in. Figure 6-32. Pvdsion Soectrel

Pyranorrwter
Figure 6-31. Kimbarl-Hobbs Pyrawrmeter

M-6.3 LONGWAVE (rERRESTRIAL) RADI-
include broad bandpass filters that eliminate ATION MEASUREMENT
the transmission radiation at wavelengths
below 500, 530, 630, or 700 nm. These The importance of longwave radiation in
sbortwave cutoff points show a small shift to consideration of energy balances in the
longer wavelengths with higher temperatures, atmosphere and at the surface of the earth has

been long appreciated. The thermal state of
SIn addition to the broad bandpass. filters any item is dependent upon the balance

described, narrow bandpass filters are also between the incoming and outgoing exchange
available that isolate relatively small wave- of longwave (terrestrial) radiation. The term
length intervals of the order of about 50 nm "terrestrial" is used here to include all
in the ultraviolet, 100 nm in the visible, and radiation originating at the surface of the
several hundred nm in the infrared. All filters earth or in the atmosphere.
require careful calibration and many are
susceptible to damage from rough usage. Despite the importance of longwave radia-

(c) Photovoltaic solarimeters. A more tion balances, they have not been measua-d

recently developed lower cost solarimeter a systematic manner comparable to the

utilizes the silicon photovoltaic cell such as is measurement of solar radiation. Both interest

employed in solar cell power generation in, and instruments for, measurement of

arrays. One such unit uses nine cells and terrestrial radiation have long been lacking.

provides instantaneous readings as well as This is not the case now, although it will

integrated values on an ampere-hour meter require time for most of the recently
with no external power required. Thl developed radiometers to become available

for other than research use at a few locations.photovoltaic solarimeter has a high response

speed compared to the thermal units and a
different spectral response, peaking at 850 Longwave (terrestrial) radiation in the
nm. One such instrument is shown in Fig. spectral region between 5 and 100 ;m plays
6-33. The U S Weather Bureau has evaluated an important role in the heat balance of the
and used silicon-cell pyranometers to obtain atmosphere up to an altitude of 80 kin. Below
continuous recording of total solar radiation this altitude, water vapor, carbon dioxide, and
intensities. This evaluation indicated that the ozone all absorb and emit radiation in this
average silicon cell response was 0.74 percent spectral band, so that the longwave radiation
higher than the working standard pyranom- fluxes between ground, clouds, and atmo-
eter under clear skies and A. 12 percent lower sphere are quite complicated. Discussion of
under cloudy skies (Ref. 33). them. fluxes is beyond the scope of solar
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convective heat los form the snsor. (Some (\j)
doubt remains. however, about the effective-
news of polyethylene as a transmitter of
IolgwaW radiat )

Only partial information is availableon two
instruments that are thought to advance the
sate-of-the-art in radiation neasurement. The
first of these was developed at Davos,
Switzerland, and is intended for conmIete
measurement of radiation fluxes, iongwave

FPlp 6%U Phatooktut fS riunwr and shortwaw. It consists of two double
Ldkift SWcn 1olk hemnspherical shortwave senmsors and two

snl hemispherical polyethylene hemi-
radiation but the measurement is cimoely spheres for longwave sensing. It has been used
mdated to it. in U S. Army Investigation of the radiationdiniatology of a site in the Antarctic.

The terms "lonswave pyranometer" and

"effective pyramomaeter" ae often employed The other state-of-the-art instrmuent is
to denote longwave sensing instruments. designed for measurement of iongwave
Conftaion is avoided, however, if all Iongwave radiation. It employs a special glass hemi-
sernsn are rferred to as radiometen-distinct sphere made of a substance known as KRS-S.
ikom pyrhdiometers and pyranometers that which, reportedly, is a better lonpwave-_ sense shortwave molar radiation, window than polyethylene. The inner side of

the hemisphere Is coated with a special ( -

All radiometes measure the exchange of material that isolates enerW in the wa•v-
energy between a receiving surface and the lengths between 3,000 and 50,000 na. This,
target at which It Is poinwd. In the case of the instrument, developed by tne Eppley Labora-
shortwave sensing pyranometer, the longwave tory, employs thermoelectric temperature
exchange between the Am hemisphere and regulation of the radiation sensor (Ref. 33).
the sensor is effectively zero since they are at

PMpdimately the same temperature. A A Frltschen net radiometer Is shown In Fig.
radionter that is to measu the total 6-34. This instrmnent Is used to measure net
terestrial radiation upward or downward radiation, i.e., the difference between total
must exchange radiation freely with all parts downward and total upward radiation flux.
i•w se appurpriate hemisphere. A completely Its small size will not appreciably alter the
uncovered Tnatt-black receiver will do this, radiation balance by overly hdin the
but unfortunately, it is subject to other surface, and it is sensitive from 0.3 to 60pm.
avenues of heat exchange (in addition to A 22-junction magngan-contatan thermo-
radiation), particularly, convective heat loss pile is used for the sensor giving a response
that will falsify readings, time of 12 s and a seusitivity of 3.5 mV per

cal cm-n min"•. Absorbing surfaces are
One solution to the problem of convective exposed through polyethylene windows in

heat loss k• provision of a cover transparent to both the upward and downward directions
total radiation. This principle is used in bv.i such that the thenwopile indicates the
the Schulze radiometer ard, more recently, in temperature difference and thus the net flux
the, Australian-made Funk radiometer. Both of radiation.
of these instruments have hemispherical
shields of polyethylene that are transparent to *AJUioinf .k.m abowu haUommgt cm be

Obtthae ftrom thM Eth SclgmM Lahomtg. U. Armylonsgwave radiation, thereby eliminating the Topolokal Caman, Ft. a , Vs.
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While all of these. are important, the
discussion that follows is restricted to the
effects of solar radiation on materials. The
processes of degradation are primarily photo-

- 4 1, n. chemical in nature and are controlled by the
amount and spectral distribution of the
radiation. Thus, blue and ultraviolet wave-lengths, which are characterized by photon
energies greater than 2.5 eV*, are sufficient to

6-7 EFFECTS OF SOLAR RADIATION cause chemical changes. the changes pro-
duced depend on the chemical composition of

Solar radiation produces a variety of effects the material, its period and degree of
that influence requirements for and perfor- exposure, and the presence or absence of
mance of materiel. To obtain perspective on other factors such as high temperature, water,
these effects, they may be listed as follows: oxygen, ozone, sulfur dioxide, or other

chemical reactants.
(I) Photochemical degradation of mate-

rialh This is a widespread and important This discussion of the effects of solar
effect and is the primary subject of the radiation on materials pertains to a terrestrial
paragraphs that follow. environment in which adequate oxygen is

always present. In such an environment,
(2) Heating of materiel and the environ- irradiation of materials by wavelengths

h ment. This is the most important effect of shorter than about ?90 nm is, for all practical
solar radiation, sufficiently so as to merit purpose,% nonexistent, since ozone absorbs
separate consideration as an enr(r,-,a'tQl the , titv before it penetrates the
factor in Chap. 3 o4' this handbook. atmosphere to the surfme of the earth. The

exact values at the short-wavelength end of
(3) Personnel performance degradation. the range vary slightly with the time of day,

Solar radiation causes stress on human beings season of year, elevation, etc.
either by direct burning, by restricting vision,
by thermal stress, or by acting in combination Because many organic polymers ame ured
with other environmental factcrs to produce extensively in space technology, such applica-
synergistic reactions. This requires protective tions subject them to irradiation by the
measures-clothing, shelter, eye protection, complete solar spectrum unless protective
air coijditioning, tinted windows-to maintain measures are taken. Solar radiation that has
acceptable performance capabilities, not been modified by passage through the

atmosphere of the earth includes relatively
(4) Optical sensor degradation. Sensors high energy photons, i.e., it has a high

employed for guidance, detection, surveil- ultraviolet content. Thus. these condition
lance, and reconnaissance may be degraded in can significantly affect materials with high
performance either tempoyarily or permanent- absorption coefficients and the strikingly
ly by exposure to direct or reflected solar different exposure conditions in space can
radiation. adversely affect the severity and rate of

actinic (photochemical) degradation corn-
(5) Decreased coperiness. In operational pared to terrestrial environments,

environments, reflected solar radiation tften
serves to reveal operations that otherwise
would remain undetected. It is necessary toprovide operational materiel with a minimum *A cwnwnient convension foumula from wavelengtht to

pnergy is given by ?JH - 1,24 where X is in micrometers and
of highly reflective surfaces, E in electconvolts
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When light of sufficient energy is incident the effects on different materials are not the
ian matter, it can disassociate molecules into same but vary with the ability of a body to

atoms, Ampler molecules, or free radicals, or absorb, reflect, and transmit incident energy.
it can excite molecules or atoms producir4 In this paragraph, concern is focused on the
fluorescence or phosphorecence. Alternative- solar radiation reaching any part of the
ly, the absorbed enery may excite the surfae of the earth where the Army may
molecule but the excitation energy is need to operate. This radiation includes only
converted to thermal energy by intermoleu- the near and some of the middle shortwave
tar colisons and vibrations. In order for ultraviolet (between about 290 and 380 nm),
chemical reactions to occur, molecules must an the visible range (between 380 and 760

absorb energy sufficient to rupture chemical run), and the near and middle kongwave
bonds. This process can occur only if the infrared (between about 76C and 4,000 nm).
energy is not dissipated in other ways and
depends not so much upon the total energy Ultraviolet radiation is the most destructive
but mote on the amount of energy per solar radiation. V~sible radiation can.also be
photon at the wavelength of that energy. destructive, but to a lesser extent. Infrared

Most chemical reactions require energies of radiation is normally less harmful.
between 2S and 100 kcal mol"' for
activation-this corresponds to photons, with The ultraviolet content of sunshine causes
energies from I to 4 eV (wavelengths from photochemical degradation of most organic
1.24 to 0. I nun), interacting with a materials Because of the deletedous effect on
molecular bond. T4xts on photochemistry the relatively weak bonds of their molecular
should be consulted for a more complete structure, the elasticity and plasticity of
discussion (Ref. 34). certain rubber compounds and plastic mate-

rials are likely to be adversely affected. The (
A basic knowledge of activation energies of degradation is also manifested by the fading

chemical reactions is useful in evaluating the of fabric coloMr and checking of paints,
possibility of photochemical degradation. The natural rubber, and plastics. These minute
degradation can assume many forms, usually checkered patterns are exagerated by the
the breakdown of a chemical into less presence of ozone. Optical glass exposed to

I: cowplex constituents, for example, the ultraviolet, including that used as transmitting
,breakdown of ntrogen dioxide to nitrous media, becomes increasingly opaque with
oxide and oxygen. In other materials such as radiant intensity and time. By contrast,
polymers, the reactions ae more complex. ultraviolet radiation has little effect on the
The two main types of chemical reactions stronger chemical bonds of metals, ceramics,
occurring in polymeric materials exposed to and inorganic compounds. The effect of
eneretic radiation ae croswlinking and ultraviolet on structural metals is neglig"ble.
chain-scission. Both processes anm induced by
free radical formation and interaction, and The visible portion of the solar spectrum

. cause structural changes within and between also bleaches out colors in paints, textiles,
adjacent polymer chrins. COalnsci.sion causes leather, and paper. In some instances, visible
weight loss and induced porosity or formatioii light may make illegible the important color
of internal stresses. When croa-linking be- coding of components. Both the near infrared
comes excessive, elastomers, for example, and visible radiation penetrate some materials
show a loss in flexibility. In rigid plastics, and the human body. The absorption of
however, crosslinking produces cracking and radiation near the surface of the skin or
crazing which is a result of internal stress. surface of an inanimate object raises the

temperature in essentially the same way as

Although all wavelengths of the electro- thennal radiation. Skin tanng occurs in a
magnetic spectrum can cause heating and, in nrarow band around 297 nm, and skin
many cam, other effects on terrestrial bodies, burning occurs at about 313 nm. Germicidal
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radiations range from 200 to 330 nm. variability in strength of apparenty cor-

Photographic reactions occur between 380 parable yarns and fabrics have encouraged
and 760 nm. investigators to prefer multifiber to single-

fiber specimens in their comparative studies
An excellent review of the effects of solar of different textiles.

radiation on materials is given by Greathouse
and Wessel (Ref. 35), which forms the basic 6-7.1.1 NATURAL FIBERS
reference for the discussion that follows.

Natural textile fibers are of plant (e.g.,
6-7.1 TEXTILES cotton, linen, and jute) and animal (e.g., wool

and silk) origin. The action of sunlight on
Solar radiation is the most active climatic natural fibers varies with the kind of fibers.

or nonbiological factor causing deterioration Authorities on the subject believe that
of exposed textiles. The deterioration is sunlight breaks or weakens the glycosidic
generally manifested by a loss in tensile linkages within the cellulosic molecules. Once
strength, by a loss in elasticity, and by these are damaged, oxygen greatly accentu-
discoloration of 'Abers. The presence or ates the degrading action on cellulose. Thus,
absence of oxygen is of major importance in cotton and linen continue to deteriorate for
determisung the effect of sunlight on textiles. as long as 8 months in storage following
In the ausence of light, however, oxygen has exposure to sunlight. Actinic degradation of
no effect on textiles (Ref. 36). cellulose is relatively rapid during the irhst few

months, with a gradual logarithmic decrease
The characteristics of a fiber have an in the decomposition rate. In general, textile

important bearing on its resistance to the yarns and cordage are more resistant toS(• harmful effects of sunlight. Delustered (dull) photochemical action than smaller threads,
nylon, for example, contains titanium dioxide since the outer fibers protect the inner ones.
(TiOa, anatase), which catalyzes the degrada- Ultraviolet wavelengths below 364 nm are the
tion of nylon. The rate of photochemical most harmful to cellulose.
degradation is also affected by some dyt-Sstuffs, sizing, weighting, various other finish- Compared with vegetable fibers, wool is
ing materials, fungicides, acids, alkalis, salts, relatively resistant lo the effects of sunlight
soaps, and oils. because the greater stability of protein

molecules (keratins) makes them less readily
In general, those factors influencing the hydrolyzed than cellulose molecules (Ref.

ultraviolet decomposition of cellulose are 37). One type of degradation occurs when
comple, and difficult, often impossible, to light activates the disulfide groups in wool
isolate in exposure tests. The numerous into hydrogen sulfide, which then oxidizes to
interrelated factors vary daily at any given sulfuric acid. The acid causes decomposition
place, and differ in occurrence and intensity of wool irradiated in air (Ref. 36). Neverthe-
throughout the world. Scientific evidence less, wool is superior to vegetable fibers such
from many investigations over a long period as cotton.

of time makes it reasonably safe to conclude
that the more au,:iliary factors are present- Silk is highly sensitive to solar radiation.
moisture, oxygen, ozone, heat, chamicals, The extent of damage is closely related to the
etc.-the faster and more severe the effect of acidity of the environment in which the fabric
radiation on a cellulosic fiber is likely to be is exposed (Ref. 35).
for wavelengths of any given intensity.

Natural fibers listed in order of decreasing
SThe great variation in individual fiber resistance to photochemical deterioration are

strength, the difficulty of setting up and wool, cotton and linen, jute, and silk,
monitoring single-fiber tests, and the lower Deterioration is most commonly indicated by
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a loss in tensile strength and, secondarily, by a deteiloration depends upon its type and )
tendency for white cellulosic fibers to yellow degree of luster. The resistance of dull nylon
(Ref. 35). is a little better than silk, but bright nylon is

almost equal to cotton. The better known
6.7.1.2 SYNTHETIC FIBERS nylon fabrics are generally more resistant to

sunlight than corresponding silk fabrics (Ref.
Semisynthetic fibers include those derived 38).

from complex molecules such as cellulose,
protein, or glass. Sunlight generally causes a The prolonged exposure of polyester fiber
loss of tensile strength but little discoloration to sunlight produces slow photochemical
in semisynthetics such as cellulose acetate and weakening at a gradually decreasing rate, but
rayon fibers. The surface luster of the fiber is with no darkening or loss of color (Ref. 39).
important; bright rayon retains its strength
twice as long as delustered rayon. Regen- The copolymers, vinyl dhlorlde"acryloni-
crated protein fiber is similar to wool in its trile and vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate, become
characteristics, and gias fiber is relatively somewhat darker after long exposure. Poly-
unaffected by solar radiation. vinylidene chloride also becomes slightly

darker and loses glight tensile strength after
Synthetics include those fibers built up prolonged exposure to sunlight.

from basic chemical elements. Those made of
unplasticized polyvinyl chloride fibcrs, poly- Table 6-12 compares the general resistance
vinyl alcohol fibers, and polyacrylonitrile of 10 synthetic and regenerated fibers to
fibers are extremely resistant to sunlight, general outdoor environment in which solar

radiation is the most destructive environ-
Prolonged exposure of polyamides to mental factor. Table 6-13 contains a summary

sunlight causes discoloration and loss of comparison of sunlight-resistance information
strength. The re-istance of nylon to actinic of representative synthetic and natural fibers

TABLE G12

RESISTANCE OF FIBERS TO OUTDOOR EXPOSURE (Ref. 35)

Fiber Resistance to outdoor

exposure

Viscose rayon Yellows slightly

Cuprammoniuw rayon Good

Acetate Loses strength somewhat

Nylon Excellent

Vinyl chloride -

acrylonitrile Excellent

Polyvinyl idene
chloride Excel lent

Polyacrylonitrile Excel lent

Polyesters Excel lent

Glass Excellent
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TABLE 6-13

EFFECT OF SUNLIGHT ON FIBERS (01f. 35)

Fiber Type of chouical Reportwd effect

Cotton Cellulosic Loss of strength, tendency to yellow-
ing

Silk Protein Loss of tensitle strength, affected
more than cotton

wool Protein Loss of tensile strength, dyeing
affocted, less affected than
cotton

Viscote rayon Regenerated Loses tensile strength on prolonged
cellulose exposure, very light discolora-

tion, superior to acetate

Cupraemoium Regenerated Loses strength on prolonged expos-
rayon cellulose sure

Acetate Cellulose Slight loss of tensile strength, no
acetate discoloration

Nylon Adipic acid Loses strength on prolonged expo-
and hexame- sure. No discoloration. Bright
"thylene yarn more resistant than semidull

(9L diamine

"Caprolactam Similar to nylon

Vinyl chlo- None
ride and
vinyl-
acetate

Vinyl chlo- Darkens slightly
ride and
vinyl 1-
dene
chloride

Vinyl chloride Darkens somewhat after prolonged
and acrylon- exposure, some loss of tensile
itrile strength

Terephthalic Some loss in strenqth, no discolora-
acid and tion, much more resistant behind
ethylene glass than in direct sunlight
glycol

Polyethylene Some loss of tensile strength
for clear, much less for pigmen-
ted. No darkening

Protein Very slow deterioration and loss
of strength

Glass Inorganic None

Asbestos, Inorganic None
chrysotile
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compiled from the literature (Ref. 34). conditions and ingredients being comparable.
Contrary to general belief, blvaching and

The harmful effects of sunlight on yellowing of paper may occur concuwrently.
synthetic fibers can be minimized by adding Sulfuric acid and free rosin increase the effect
certain benzophenone derivatives and manga- of light on high quality papers much more
nese salts (Refs. 39,40). Such treatments are than on cheap papers. An environmental
particularly effective in the polyamides, factor that may either accelerate or retard
acrylics, and polyesters. degradation is water vapor. Experiments

indicate that water vapor decreases the effect
Other protective agents have been reported of light on paper made from wood pulp, but

by a number of investigators. The use of increases the effect of light on paper made
urea-formaldehyde resin, especially in coin- from cotton.
bination with such pigments as lead chromate
and chromium oxide, protects fabrics against Compared to textiles, relatively little is
weather. A number of workers have furnished known about techniques for protecting paper
favorable reports on the protective properties from the effects of light, especially sunlight,
of trivalent chromium against actinic deterio- although a few simple measures can be taken.
ration. Aside from the excellent sunlight Paper can be kept out of sunlight, or at least
protection provided by chromium oxide exposure can be minimized by storing in
treatments, the addition of copper naphthe- covered containers or in rooms in which
nate protects fabric from soil deterioration sunlight is excluded. Avoidance of intene
with no loss in resistance to sunlight (Ref. direct sunlight is especially important beforL
35). usage. In some situations, the use of low-

wattage lamps will be appropriate where
- 6-7,2 PAPER paper is kept. The limited spectra! transmis-

sion of glass protects papers made from
All papers are susceptible to damage from purified wood pulp and provides sonic protec-

light in varying degrees. Like cotton and tion to sulfite papers, but none to unused
linen, paper consists mainly of cellulose, the newsprint containing 85 percent ground
use of which in either textiles or paper posts wood. Colored window glass provides some
similar problems with regard to actini, protection to paper, depending upon the type
degradation. of glass, its color, and the degree of colora-

tion. Ordinary window glass provides a mini-
The effect of sunlight on paper is indicated mum of protection against light.

by progressive discoloration (yellowing,
bleaching, and whitening), embrittlement, and
loss of tensile strength. The resistance of
paper to sunlight depends on the kind and 6&7.3 PLASTICS
source of materials used in its manufacture.

Plastics may be conveniently grouped as
In order of decreasing resistance, the thermoplastics and thermosets. The thermo-

common basic materials are new rag, refined plastics are characterized by a predominantly
sulfite, old rag, soda sulfite, and newsprint, chainlike molecular structure that can soften
The presence of rosin, glue, alum, iron, lignin, as a result of heat absorbed from solar
and other substances has a major influence on radiation. By contrast, the thermosets have a
photochemical degradation. Sunlight and high!y cross-linked structure that hardens
artifical light high in ultraviolet accelerate the when exposed to solar radiation.
degrading process. Relatively cheap papers are
subject to more rapid deterioration by The general effect of' solar radiation on
sunlight than are high grade papers, other most unprotected plastics is to produce a
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EFFECT OF SUuNLwGHT ON TIMEAMoSES WNW 40

Thermosets EVfect of sunlight

Casein Colors may fade

Eliallyi phthalate 3IO
Furan lboe
1Melmine-forusaldehyde molding compounds Slight color change
Phenol-formaldehyde and phenofurfural General darkening

molding compounds

Polycrylic ester

Silicones None to slight
Ura-formaldehyde Pastel colors turn to

gray
Epoxy resins SI Ight to none
Allyl resins Yellows very slightly
Phenolic resins (no filler) Colorn may fade
Phenolic resins (mineral filler) Darkens
Phenolic resins (asbestos filler) 3arkens slightly

Polyester resins Yellows slightly
Polyurethanes Slight yellowing

tion maueuials Mke metaW or wood. Fink, 67.5 SURFACE COATiNGS
plastics and rubbers an mosk synthetis,
and, sewnd. thty an high polymers coan- )3tuari surfac coatings such as point,
pounded with a wick vaiiety of uiWaces, varnish, eaameL and Lacquer ate subj-t to
mdwling in pslaNbirn, dyms pi;oents. actinc e Iqadation, which may be manifested

VuLanizem. tabili"M anoxidants. etc. by disc Wokrationa, darkesina, cracking, or a
Unhke oae consruction vutm aK a pkmikcs ka of adheon to the subsrate. Sbort-wave-
and rubbers Lanot readay be protected from kngh radiation is most davig*.
the avents of deftriotaion by applying
Mkuinp cc treatmets after fabricatin. Swi.ace o.••as consist of two compo-
Plastim and rubbers akw ddfr fioms mosd nents, the vehik-l or binder. whh in usually
od "amu.• a • the mature of thew effects, oqtni. and the pigmnwt, which may be

LuhBy .-Pai&m, cmrng ot check Ig. ds- either oqanic or bourAnic. Both of these arm
cakriq. hardening (somedim by softening subject to atini degradation. The orgoni
firt), and kIo of pUAlity and eksticity. conttuen particularty the vehicks that am
Foltmaely, the ahemical Aaiun AD almost based on vegetable ok•k deterimrate Amr
infsi vamimWs in the maufadtun of rapidly. Pipuent such as magnesium carbon
plastics amI nbbM pgovik a Preat rage of
pomibtits few imptov"n aktauy item& 4A sawai M.m"a fw thi pwa~rak is Rd. 3&.
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TA3BLE 64-1

€•KVARM RIESISTrANCE OF NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC RUMRSj ~TO PHOVOOXWATION Woo. 104

Rubber Comparative resistance

Natural LoW

Butadiene-Styrene (SMR) LoW
Butyl High
Polychloroprene (neoprene) HWgh

Nitrile Medium

Polysulphide Medium

Silicones High

Chlorosulphonated
Polyethylene High

Acrylate High

"Polyesters High
f"•,*F1luorinated High

ate and zirconium oxide ultraviolet filter, and other techaiques are applied so a
reflectors and serve to protect the vehicle, to minimize interference with the equipment
Paints employing inorgani vehicles de- performance b'j solar radiation.
veloed for space application, ae inherently
men stable than the common paints (Ref. Hunan effects of solar nuiation who
41). constitute a highly specalized mea but one

for which protective devices must be pro-
& DESIGN videJ, Snowbfijdness. sunbkni. muzagre inter-

ference with vision, and sun-Ogint detection
The cosidraktion of solar radiation in awe factors requirin attention in certain

design bgins with the solar radiation gcqpahki regions if operational capabilities
intensties obtained from par. 6-S when are to be maintained. hotective g•ggles,
avrge vabks we nquired or from par. 64 if nonrellecting suface coatirs. sunburn mcdi-
isstaataae cs or extrem- values ar. reqti~m4. vation, and other measures ar required.
Instantanous values of solar radiation an
imaportt in design only wbn thennal kaola The prmary, design probkm rclating to
on materiel are being considered (this subject solar radiation, however, n that of deteiora-
is ronsidexed in bap. 3 of this handbook) or tion of material by solar radiation. For this,
when application of optical devices or human integrated values of solar radiation must be
visioa we being conidcred. considered over the operating bite of the

expo•ed material- In some cm., as, tic
The design of uptic*l devi.es is too highly degradation may limit the storae life of items

specialized to warrant discussion in this of materiel; in other .ases it may derine the
du4-x.t Antiretlection Lvatings on lenses, useful operational life. This 5 illustrated by
waveiength elenctive mirror surfe•-•, opt" some examples a Wolows:

6I5
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(1) Clear acrylic sheets are employed as a being tested. At the same time, outdoor
nonshattering substitute for glass windows in testing is subject to the va&:axies of the
instruments and shelters. After prolonged weather, the difficulty of ascertaining expo-
exposure to solar radiation, the acrylic sure levels over extended test periods, and
gradually increases in opacity until it difficulties in interpreting the results. Thus, if
t2nswis a much reduced level of light and a material is exposed for 6 mo in a tropical
restrcts or greatly limits the ability to observe test site and deterioration is observed, it may
objec* through it. be possible to ascribe the deterioration to

solar radiation, high temperature. excessivo
(2) Paper exposed to sunlight becomes humidity, microbiological organisms, salt, or

yellow and brittde. If the paper contains to some combination of these factors. It is
information, it is more susceptible to important to identify the most significant
destruction and loAms l the paper is unused, it factor or factors before remedial steps can be
becomes waste. If the paper is used as a taken.
packaging material, it provides less protection.

Simulation offers the advantage of control
(3) Paint on exposed structures and of the environmental factors so as to allow

equipment gradually deteriorates thereby identification of the degradation mthanism
exposing the surface to other degradation and of accelerated testing; in simulation
mechanisms. This creates expensive logistic chambers, one may obtain 24 hr of
and mainter.ance problems. "sunshine" at noontime intensities or even

higher every day. In simulation chambers, it
S(4) Plastic parts exposed to sunlight lose has been found possible to accurately

their strength and color. Typical examples wre reproduce solar radiation thermal loads on
plastic handgrips, insulation, oatings con- materiel; this constitutes the main emphasis
tainers, and construction materials, of solar simulation. The actinic atid optical

effects are more diffictit to simulate because
The avoidance of such actinic deterkamtion of the limitation )n radiation sourccE.

is primarily accomplished by giving attention Specifically, in the very important short
to it at the design stage. Materials can be wavelength ultrriiolet end of ihe spectrum, it
selected that are mom resistant to degradation is not possible to reproduce the energy-wave-
and provisions can be made for replacements length Lctvuin of solar radiation. only to
where degradable materials are required. In 4inah#, Wo varying degrees.
logitical and operational activities, practices
can be accomplished wherein exposim and Solar simulators are widely employed. A
thus degradation is avoided. Given such biblbogsaphy (Ref. 46) and survey (Ret. 47)
attention, the effects of solar radiation can be of solar radiation simulation have been
minimized to where they become an unim- pn.atired but these are priniarily concerned
partant faUcor in Army materiel conside.a- with the thermal effects. Standards are
ties. available for both outdoor and simulation

testing of various materiaii, each of which

TESTING FOR SOLAR RADIATION "ASTY kocommtnded hutc-s Wedudc D 795-4'T
EFFECTS C',,vute of ailAics to S.i Mtwur' Aský LAmp. D1501-6STEFFECTS of Prawks to FIlwrv:en! SunLamnp, k 187-431

(Cotbu,ý4il Nalur& lwght (Smiiahst ani DNyihght ExpoaaxUnd•, Ghu), k Iit&63T CpratiKnr hidw,:oi Cjubon-Akv¢
Testing for the effects of so lar radiation is Typ& AP(MIW I. f T A•:a-titi Fclowd TCeusa And

accomplished either by outdoor exposure to otkts. T*.V tavifanwo th IY67 Bok of" ,4STM
sunlight or by use of solar radiation Shww 01ar. 49). A ýe %:thn of the book ofstsawdts A• " awaal M" "W -wuus of a amumbe 0(
simulation facilities. Outdoor testing is often pats (32 im1.%7 h'i adift twi) on plMIt,3, two an
preferred since it mor. accurately piutluccs wxtiks. mw on iubbet, and on. on ekIttral kasuWltti

60114 its W1WthMN wcf'1t • Ov~~ f M•,terish MW
the actual conditions of usage of the materiel ntl.oa
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points out the inherent difficulties of the test. conducting a radiation test, the actual
intensity of' radiation should be measured at

6-9.1 TEST RANGES the site where the test item is to be; positioned.

Tests of the resistance of military materials
to solar radiation under field conditions are Method 505, MIL-SID-8I0 (Ref. 49),
normally accomplished in conjunction with specifies criteria and procedures to be used in
other test programs. For the most part, solar conducting solar radiation tests that simulate
radiation field tests consist of exposing the the terrestrial portion of the solar spectrum.
test material to the direct rays of the sun for This method covers that part of the spectrum
specdied periods of time and observing and existing as an environmental factor at the
measuring these effects during and at the end surface of the earth and in the lower
of the test period. Although testing of this atmosphere. It does not include radiation
type may be done at almost any field absorbed at high altitudes, e.g., the ultraviolet
installation, the best results are obtained below 290 nm as well as most of the far
wader conditions of intense sunshine asso- infrared. his general, the distribution of the sea
"ciated with desert areas. Therefore, most solar level spectrum that simudation methods
radiation testing by military agencies is done should try to approximate consists of 4 to 6
in the western deserts of the United States. percent ultraviolet, 40 to 70 percent of
The Army uses the Yuma Proving Ground and infrared, and the balance in the visible range.
its facility in the Death Valley Desert for such
tests. The Navy uses a test facility in the A space simulation method is also defined

- desert area at China Lake, Calif., and the Air in MIL-STD-810 that provides for a different
Force conducts tests at Edwards Air Force

spectrum as well as giving attention to theSBase. C'lif., and in the Death Valley area. pclrte ftesaeevrnet
Specularities of the space environment.

Commercial facilities also exist for solar
radiation testing. The three best-known are The most widely used solar radiation

Phoenix Desert Sunshine Exposure Tests in simulation equipment is the solar radiation
Phoenix, Ariz., South Florida Test Service, test chamber. A number of military establish-
Miami. Fla-; and Subtropical Testing Service, ments have test chambers. some of which are

Miami. Fla. As indicvted by their locations, located at Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia,
the first tacility is used primarily for testing Pa.: Redstone Arsenal. Ala.; and the Aberdeen

v, iterials under desert sunlight conditions; the Proving Ground, Md. Test chambers are also

remaining two test sites are characterized by operated by Air Force and Navy activities, assubtropical. humid conditions. well as by a number of commercial finns.

69.2 SIMULATION TESTING There are two types of test chambers used
for solar radiation testing, The type used for

When simulating solar radiation, the tota! testing Army materials simulates solar radia-
radiant energy per unit area as well as the tion as experienced on the earth. A second
distribution of the energy throughout the type is designed to simulate solar radiation in
spectrur nmust be controlled. The concentra- space and is widely used in the aerospace
tion of radiution on the test itent will depend industry and in NASA and Air Force
upon the wattage and spacing of the lamps laboratories. This type of test chamber--
used, the efficiency of thi" lamp reflector unit, which requires high intensity light sources, a
and the distance between lamps and surfaces wider spectral composition, and light collima-
of the test specimen. Radiation sources tion -is not used for testing Army equipment.
shotild be located at least 30 in. from any The discussion that follows is restricted to
outer surface of a test item. Before test chambers used for Army material testing.
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"For accelerated steady-state testing, MIL- with mercury-vapor lamps with internal
STD-810 specifies radiant energy at the rate reflectors(with filters as required)
of 100 to 120 W ft-2 , with an acceptable
distribution of 4 to 7 W ft 2 of ultraviolet (4) Carbon-arc liamps with suitable reflec-
(below 380 mm), SO to 72 W ft-1 of infrared tors
(above 780 mm), and the balance in the
visible range (380 to 780 mm). Test duration (5) Mercury-xenon arc lamps with suitable
should be at least 48 hr, during which the reflectors (with filters as required).
chamber temperature should be maintined at
45*C I 3°C (i 13"F ± 5.4 "F). Mercury-vapor lamps give the approximate

distribution specified when used alone,
Simulated cycling temperature and solar although the ultraviolet energy is slightly

radiation testing requires an item to be mor than desired. At the Frankford Arsenal
exposed to five continuous 24-hr cycles of in its Sunroom for "Earth" Solar Radiation
controlled simulated solar radiation and Simulation, a mix of 400-W internal-eflec-
dry-bulb temperature levels. Tolerance limits tor-type mercury-aro: lamps with 300-W
for control of total radiation are established internal reflector incandescent flood lamps
at ± 10 W ft-2. and for air temperature was employed to achieve a close approxima-
control at ± 3 deg C (± 5.4 deg F). tion to the specified spectral distribution.

However, as stated, "the output was some-
Standard ambient conditions should be what low in the oranges and reds in the visible

maintained within the test chamber at the range and too high in the far infrared. One
beginnin and end of each test cycle except method used for improving the spectral
that chamber relative humidity (uncontrolled) output was by filtering some of the far
should be a maximum of 4C percent infrared by using special glass filters mounted
(equivalent to 50 gyrains moisture per pound under the incandescent flood lamps. In this
of dry air) at ambient temperature. Air manner, we have been able to at least come
velocity within the chamber should be close to the proper percentuges in the
maintained at 3 to 6 kt (000 to 600 ft min-'). ultraviolet, visible, and infrared for simulation
For further specifics on procedures, MIL- of sunlight at sea level." (Ref. 50)
STD-810 should be consulted.

Measurement within the test chamber of
In addition to a test chamber, which is radiant flux density and spectral distribution

dearly a lundamental requirement, radiation is difficult to obtain. A thermoelectric-type
sources must be provided that closely pyrholiometer is commonly itsed for measur-
approximate the spectral distribution at the ing total direct and diffuse radiation, This
surface of the earth. The following radiation instrument measures radiation by determining
sources are deemed acceptable in MIL-STD- the rate of increase in temperature of a
810 for simulation of the terrestrial solar ,eceiving surface contained within the instru-
spectrum: ment. Spectral distribution is measured by

means of conventional photospectrometers,
(1) Mercury-vapor lamps (internal-rellec- or by means of several filters anW a

tor-type only) pyrheliomcter.

(2) Combination of incandescent spot There is no assurance that the "successful"
lamps (including infrared filters) with tubu- expo,,,ire of equipment in a test chamber for a
lar-type mercury-vapor lamps with external certain period of time will guarantee adequate
reflector field performance under all envizonmental

conditiens; nor does it mean that exposure in
(3) Combination of incandescent spot a test chamber a certain number of hours is

lamps (including infrared filters) together comparable to a certain number of hours
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under operational or open dump storage exposed under natural conditions may not beconditions. Tie real-life environment in revealed by chamber testing. Normally, solar

general will be more complex than that radiation testing in chambers is rarely
attained under simulated conditions, and will performed in combination with other environ-
contain combinations of environmenal fac- mental tests. It is conceivable, however, that
*ors that are difficult if not impossible either humidity, temperature, sand and dust, and

4to foresee or duplicate. As a result, all vibrafion and shock tests could be conducted
synergistic effects on matcrials and materiel simultaneously.
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CHAPTER 7

RAIN*

7-1 INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION (1) Rain is precipitation in the form of
liquid waterdrops. Both the amount that falls

Rain, which affects many military activities and the actual falling action of the waterdrops
and items of equipment. is a complex environ- are often designated as rainfall. Drizzle is
mental factor because it has many different precipitation in the form of very small,
aspects. Amount, intensity, raindrop size and numerous, and uriformly dispersed water-
impact, and chemical content of rainwater are drops that may appear to float while follow-
some examples that vary in time and space, ing air currents. A raindrop is a drop of water
and in relation to each other and to other of diameter greater than 0.5 mine falling
environmental factors such as wind and through the atmaosphere. Drops of 0.2 to 0.5

topography. mun diameter are called drizzle drops.IDifferent rain characteristics, or combina- (2) Rainfall or drizzle Intensity is the
tions of them, cause different kinds of prob- amount that falls per unit of time. For
lemns for different kinds of equipment. Intense weather observing purposes, rainfall intensity
rain interferes with transmission of radar may be classified as:
signals. Large raindrops can erode the surfaces
of fast-moving aircraft and missiles. Too much (a) Very light. Scattered drops that do
rain cun cause floods or heavy mud, and too not completely wet an exposed surface, re-
little can cause dust or shortage of water gardless of duration.
supplies. Rainwater can penetrate the inte-
riors and destroy the contents of structures (b) Light. The rate of fall between very
and containets. light and 0.10 in. hr- (2.54 mmn hr-1);the

maximum rate is no more than 0.01 In. (0.2S
This chapter is concerned with liquid pre- mm) in 6 min.

cipitation in the form of rain and drizzle.
Charaicteristics and ge.ographic distributions (c) Moderate. A rate of 0. 11 to 0.30 in.
pertinent to design of military equipment are hr' (2.8 to 7.6 mm lrt"), maximum rate of
described; various methods of measuring and no more than 0.03 in. (0.76 mm) in 6 mlm.
testing critical values and of providing protevc-

*tion againist rain are indicated and references (d) Heavy. Over 0.30 in. hr-1 (7.6 mm
to more detailed data are given. Freezing rain, hr" ) or more than 0.03 in. (0.76 mm) in 6
snow, and other hydrometeors such as glaze mmi.
and fog are considered in other chapters. C nii n e esr o ant c u r

Definitions that follow are based on the moist air, a lifting mechanism for adiabatic
Glossary of Meteorology of the Amnerican cooling of the moist air, the condensation of
Meteorological Society (Ref. 1). water vapor, and a suitable opportunity for

*Most steteatologIcimI MWurmtazw or rai .ilcrowiucture
OAcknowledinmcht is made tu Pauline E, ltlodwan v Ruth (raindrop sWi. Ilqui watler con~ut, W.) bave beow wads in
L, Wexler, Earth Sciences Labortory, U.S. Army Natick mt*d urti. U~l raatiiwtly. of~r~et WaaMl
Laboratories, Natick, MA., who prepared the mmnuiliript wL inteadly. &mostmt etc., wrtwo d mift Eaglýt unl. This
which this chapter Ii based. dapteS vciibtsi both.
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the growth of condensation products to pre- in& of the lower layers or by cooling of the
cipitation size. upper ones. When a parcel of air becomes

warmer and lighter than the air above it, it
Moisture, evaporated into the air front naturally tends to rise. The rising air, or

oceans or other water sources, is subsequently updraft, called a convective cell, is generally
lifted by various mechanisms. As the moist air about 10 mi (16 kin) or less in horizontal
rises, it expands and thus cools as the pressure extent (Ref. 2); it is lifted relatively rapidly
decreases with height. When the dewpoint is (generally within I hr or less) (Ref. 3),
reached, the air becomes saturated and, in the sometimes to heights of more than 50,000 ft
presence of condensation nuclei, the water ( 5,240 m) (Ref. 4).
vapor condenses to water droplets.

Convective rain takes the form of heavy,
The lifting, cooling, and condensing con- localized showers with the heaviest of all rains

finue, sometimes to great heights, until the usually occurring in thunderstorms produced
temperature of the rising air becomes as low by the fastest, highest convective uplifts. A
as that of its surroundings. The particles thunderstorm, consisting of one or more
formed by condensation grow until they (usually several) convective cells goes through
become too heavy to be supported by the air, three stages of development: (a) the cumulous
then fall as rain or drizzle. Drop growth or growing stage, in which updrafts occur; (b)
results from several actions, probably in com- the mature stage, in which downdrafts are
bination: principally increased condensation, added by the falling rain; and (c) the dissipa-
collions between droplets, and coalescence tion stage, containing only Jiminishing down-
of droplets. drafts. Thunderstorms may be randomly scat-

"tered over an area or grouped in clusters or
Condensation, the most important process lines. They are the most common type of

in precipitation, does not necessarily result storm. An estimated 44,000 occur over the
from saturation. In relatively pure water earth in an average day (Ref. 2). Either they
vapor, for example, condensation takes place are associated with thermal instabilities, such
only after considerable supersaturation. How- as when cool air passes over hot land or warm
ever, the presence of nuclei such as sea salt ocean surfaces or when land surface is heated
and smoke particles greatly facilitates the by solar radiation, or they are triggered by
process and, in the case of hygroscopic nuclei cyclonic or orographic uplift.
(e.g., sea salt), condensation occurs below the
saturation point, Sea-salt and smoke particles (2) Cyclonic uplift results from convergence
are examples of effective condensation nuclei and frontal lift associated with low press ire
commonly found in the atmosphere. systems. The convergence is caused by hori-

zontal flow of air into low pressure centers
Rain varies in the way it fals -slowly or (cyclones) with subsequent rising of the air as

quickly, in a few large drops or in many small it accumulates within a limited region, Fron-
ones, continuously or intermittently, and long tal lift is the forced ascent of a warmer, less
or short duration. Various classifications have dense airmass over a colder airmass at or near
been devised to designate types of rain; a the transition zone (front) between the two
common one is based on three types of airmasses: Cyclonic lifting can take place over
air-lifting mechanisms that produce rain, a period of several days (Ref, 3) and is
namely: effective over a larger arna than is convective

lifting (i.e., > ni ml). These can be concur-
(1) Convectipe uplift is caused by a disrup- rent. Cyclonic rain ranges from light to very

tion in the density stratification of an air heavy, is generally continuous, steady, and is
column due to changing temperature relatiorn- often prolonged.
ships between the horizontal layers. This
disruption can be caused by increased warmi Characteristic diffeienccs occur between
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TABLE 7-1

RAINDROP DIAMETERS TYPICAL OF DIFFERENT
TYPEC OF RAIN (Ref. 6)

Type Largest drops, Median drops,
IM mm

Generic:
Thundershowers 8 1.4
Showers 5 1.7SSteady ratin 4.7 1.6

Climrati c:
STemperate 4.6G 1.0

Tropical 7 1.8

rains associated with warm and cold fronts. (2) Supercooled %wam rmitt, caused by
The fast-mov~g cold fronts push the air up growth of water droplets cooled to at least
more rapidly and tend to create instability, -5-C (23-17).
trnein convective showers and thunder-

S : storms. Along slow-moving warm fronts, the
,• •rain genexaily extends over a wider area and (3) W,.m• rain, formed in clouds whose

Stemeratre t th topis boveO°C(32"F).
--- the rainy period tends to last longer; however, teprueatheopiabv C(3*)
.;, t moist unstable air along warm fronts can also

trigger convective showers that sometimes
interrupt the periods of more steady cyclonic 7-2 PROPERTIES OF RAIN

The properties of rain that %re important to
(3) Orographic uplft is caused by the design engineers are givon in this paragraph.

upward deflection of horizontally moving air
as it encounters sloping terrain, This mech-
anism generally accentuates convective and 7-2.1 RAINDROP SHAPE
cyclonic airlifting; consequently, orographic
rain may be either showery or steady. It is The shape of a raindrop is detennined by
difficult to separate these three rain-produc- surface tension, hydrostatic pressure
ing mechanisms because more than one usual- gradients, and external aerodynamic pressure
ly occur simultaneously, (Ref. 8). Small raindrops are spherical because

the rate of fall is insutficient to cause signifi-
A pragmatic clasfication of rainfall as cant acrodynamic pressure. But, if the equiva-

thundershowers, showers, and continuous rain lent spherical diameter is greater than 1.0
L used by some observers (see Refs. 5 and 6). mm, the drops are flattened on the bottom
These three can easily be differentiated by and spread laterally and, if the diameter is
observers. abovu 2.0 mm, cscillaii.vls in this oblate

shape begin to occur (Ref. 9). All large
Another useful, pertinent classification re- raindrops oscillate about a preferred shape;

lates to the temperature anW condition of the obseived ef.ccentricities vary linearly from 0.99
clouds in which raindrops form; Ohtaki (Ref. for 2-mm drops to 0.71 for 6-mm drops.
7) defines three such categories: When windspeed is high compared to the fall

velocity of the drops (see par. 7-2.8), distor-
(I) Cold rain, formed on ice crystals. tion of shape is increased further.
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7-2.2 RAINDROP SIZE (Ref. 6) is given. For example, the top curve in Fig.
7-5 is for a rainfall rate of 95.6 mm W',

Th"e extreme range of raindrop diameter is which occur; 0.01 percent of the time. In
0.2 to 8.0 mm but less than I percent of such a rainfall, eight drops with diameters >
observed diameters exceed 4.0 mm. Although S.0 mm but < S.I mm are found in each
"there may be many drops below 0.5 mm, cubic meter of the atmosphere. The curves in
these contribute relatively little to the intensi- Fig. 7-5, compiled from all data available
ty or the effects of rain. Variation in the from nine locations around the world, repre-
diameters, which is characteristic of different sent a large number of observed distributions,
types of rain or climatic conditions, is shown but the curves for the several climatic dlassifi-
in Table 7-1. A composite median diameter cations are less representative because the
for all types of ramin is 1.7 mm. temperate zone data were obtained from

three locations, the tropical from two, and
The median and maximum rairndrop sizes the arctic data from Alaska only.

characteristic of rainstorms are plotted in
Figs. 7-1 through 74 as cumulative frequency Raindrop size spectra are highly variable in
of occurrence distributions for various climat- time and space and partially with storm type
ic conditions; these distributions are not to be because small sampling volumes ae often
confused with raindrop size distributions in a used. An accepted representat;•on of the size
given storm, as discussed in par. 7-2.4. In Fig. spectra is the Marshall-Palmer equation (Ref.
7-1 it can be noted that median diameters Ii):
vary little with type of rainstorm but maxi-
mum diameters vary greatly. Greater differ- N -N. exp (-AD), cm' (7-1)
ences are seen witJ climate, as shown in Fig.
7-2, but only 3 percent of the observed rains where
have maximum raindrop diameters greater
than 6.7 mm in the tropics and 4.5 mm in the ND = number density of drops with di-
temperate zones. Fig. 7-3 gives a composite ameters between D and D + AD, cm"4
size distribution for all types of precipitation
and for all climates. The data presented in N,) value of ND extrapolated to D a 0,
Fig. 7-4 shows that observed characteristic cm"4
drop sizes are related to rainfall intensity, and A is given by

7-2.3 MASS A=3.67Do0 -41 R 0- 2',cm'- (7-2)

Since the density of pure water is I g cm-3  where
or 62.4 lb ft-3, the mass or weight is obtained
directly from the diameter of the drop. R = rainfal. intensity, mm hr,-
Representative drop masses and weights are
given in Table 7-2. Dc f median volume diameter of raindrops,

cm
7-2.4 RAINDROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION

To an acceptable approximation, N. - 0.88
The median and maximum diameters of (Ref. 12).

raindrops previously given characterize rain-
fall for many purposes but, for some applica- 7.2.5 CONCENTRATION
tions, it is necessary to know the size uistribu-
tion. In Figs. 7-5 through 7-8, average size Drop concentrations ranging from 8 to
distributions are given (Ref. 10); in these, the more than 13,000 m -I are possible (Ref. 5).
number of raindrops with diameters in each Concentration of drops in a spectrum have
0.1--mm increment per cubic meter of volume been grouped by Diem (Ref. 13) according to

7-4
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TABLE 7-2

RAINDROP MASS

I Diameter, Mass, Weight,

fMl 10" 3g lO051b

0.5 0.065 0.0143
1.0 0.524 0.115
1.5 1.77 0.390
2.0 4.19 0.925
2.5 8.18 1.81
3.0 14.1 3.12
3.5 22.5 4.96
4.0 33.5 7.4
4,5 47.7 10.5
5.0 66.5 14.5
5.5 87.2 19.3
6.0 113.0 24.9

the number that fall per minute on a square m"'. Values greater than 30 g m-3 rarely
meter of horizontal surface. He assigned occur, either at the curtace or aloft in severe

Svalues of < 500, 500 to 2,000, and > 2,000 thunderstorms (Ref. 19).
for low, average, and high concentrations,
respectively. Generally he found low concen- Liquid water content varies with rainfall
trations in orographic rains, and low, average, intensity, and thus with the types of rainfall.
and high concentrations in cyclonic uplift In areas where light continuous rains prevail,
rains. In the low latitudes, about 20 percent liquid water content is low; it is high in heavy
of the rains had average and high concentra- showe.rs and heavy tropical rains. Table 7-3
tions. shows maximum and minimum values for

liquid water content and -ainfall intensity
Diem (Ref. 14), Grunow (Ref. 15), and (rate) at several locations. In Oregon and

BlancharO (Refs. 16 and 17) observed no Alaska, where light continuous rains are the
correlation between drop concentration and rule, values are similar-both showing low
rainfall intensity. Both Blanchard and Hardy intensity and low liquid water content. The
(Ref. 18) explained that the lack of correla- Marshal; Islands and Indonesia, both represen-
tion and the inconsistencies were caused by tative of tropical conditions, also have similar
complex factors of wind shear, breakup, values. The very high values for Miami, Fla.,
avaporation, drop collision, coalescence, ac- result from a plentiful moisture supply corn-
cretion, and vertical updraft. bined with high instability due to cooler, drier

air aloft (Ref. 5).
7-2.0 LIQUID WATER CONTENT

Data indicate that a linear relationship
In rain, the mass of water per unit volume between liquid water content L (g m 3 ) and

of airspace (liquid water content) is deter- rainfall rate R (rmm lir-) is adequate for
mined by the number and sizes of the drops estimating purposes, This relationship Is:
and can be calculated from the drop size
spectrum. It ranges from about 0.01 to 30.0 g L = 0,042 R, g m- (7-3)

7-9
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Figute 7-5. A verftv Drop-size Spectreg In All Climaews (R~ef. 10)

(Those curves are for natural rainfall rates occurring ox01, a. i, a5, and 1.0 percent,
of the time and include all a vailable data from nine locations in

all malor cimatic zones around the world.)
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Figum 7-6. Average Drop-size Spectra In Temperate Climates (Ref. 10)
(Them cur,•s are for natura rainfall rates occurring 0.01, 7, 0.5, and 1.0 percent of the time.)

7.2.7 RAINFALL INTENSITY on the complex pattern of atmospheric
motion. Rainfall intensity varies from zero to

The rate at which rain falls (i.e., the rainfall a world record of over 30 mm in 1 min (Ref.

intensity) is directly related to the concentra- 20).
tion and size distribution of the raindrops,

q whiuh in turn are dependent on the amount Rainfall intensity is usually expressed in
of moisture available in the atmosphere and inches or millimeters per hour, Preclpitatirn is

"7-11
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Figure 7-7. A verage Drop-size Spectra in Tropical Clirnmtes (Ref. 10)
(These curves are for natural rainfall rates occurring 0.01, 0. 1, 0.5, and 1.0 percent of the time.)

usually recorded on a monthly, seasonal, and rainfall intensity, measured at -rmin intervals
annual basis in weather records. Clock hourly (instantaneous rate), can differ significantly
rates are recorded at a number of stations in and siace both arc required for con.idWeration
the United States and Europe, while instan- of effects, it is desirable to provide a basis for
taneous rates have been obtained in only a estimation of these rainfall parameters from
"few cases. Since the rainfall intensity, men- available data. Statistical analysis of the data
sured hourly (the clock hourly rat-,), and the for stations where complete records are avail-

7 -12
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Figure 7-8. Average Drop-size Spectra InArctic Climates (Ref. 10)
(Taw curve are for natural rainfall rates occurring 0.01, 0. 1,0.5, and 1, 0 percent of the tin,..)

able provide these estimations, for 22 stations for which clock hourly rates
are available; a linear regression equation was

In Fig. 7-9, the percentage of time In which obtained in each case, and the standard error
clock hourly rates exceeded the indicated rate of estimates S and the correlation coef-
is compared with the ratio of annual precipi- ficlent It are given i n each case. These relations
tation to' the number of days with measurable apply to warm temperature and subpolar
precipitation, The indicated points are those rogions and should agree with rainfall inten-

7-13
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TABLE 7-3

RAINFALL RATES AT VARIOUS LOCATION8 (Ref. 5) (10-s RATES)

Liquid water Rainfall rate,
Days of content, g Mn"3 mm hr-l

Location sample Samples
Min Max Min * Max

Woody Island,
Alaska 74 2688 0.01 1.39 0.1 26

Miami, Fla. 79 2506 0.03 29.18 1.0 722
Majuro,

Marshall1

Islands 93 2552 0.03 11.35 1.0 270
CorvallIi s,

Oreg. 59 1706 0.01 1.24 0.1 26

Boger,
Indonesia 76 1879 0.01 13.47 0.1 282

, ~Champaign,Chamn Ill. 36 1126 0.01 5.56 0.1 130

island Beach,N.J. 78 2354 0.01 8.13 0.1 155

Coweeta,
N.C. 85 3369 0,01 13.49 0.1 310

*Arbitrary lower limit of 0.1 or 1.0 mm hr-1 applied, depending onlocation.

sity data within 30, 10, and 8 hr/yr 68 the ratio of the hours/year for the instantane-
percent of the time for rates > 0.06, 0.12, ous curve to the hours/year for the 1-hr curve.
and 0.18 in, hr-, respectively (Ref. 19). For the same rate in another area, multiply

the clock hourly rate frequency by this ratio
The instantaneous rainfall rate can be tc, obtain the instantaneous rate frequency.

estimated from the data in Fig. 7-10 (Ref.
21). The rainfall intensities, expressed as Rainfall intensities vary considerably with
hourly rates but determined by averaging over latitude, climate, and season. Specific geo-
different intervals, are Lompared. The climate graphical distributions are discussed in par.
of Washington, D.C., where these data were 7-3. Generally, the highest rates occur in
obtained, is sufficiently representative so that thunderstorms azId in hurricane-type storm..
Fig. 7.10 can be used to convert clock hourly In thundershowers, rain seldom lasts over 0.5
rate fraquencles* to instantaneous rate fro- hr, but 0.5 to 1.5 in. of rain can fall in that
quencips in other areas of the world (Ref. 19). time. In hurricanes, it is common to record 6
To do this, determine, for a given rainfall rate, to 12 In. of rain in a 24-hr period, Typical
*Frmquency in ft connotation mra*, numbe of hours or rainfall intensities are given in Table 7.4; in all
minutes per you and is directly convrtible to pecnute of climates, rainfall intensities greater than 3.8
time. A clook hourly rts frequency of 87.6 lu/yt is in. hr"' are experienced only 90 hr yr-1, but
equlelent to I peroent of time,
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TABLE 74

TYPICAL RAINFALL INTENSITIES, in. hr-i

SClimate Percent of time the rate is exceeded
0.1 1.0 10

"Tropical (Indonesia) 6.5 3.2 1.0
Subtropical (Florida) 5.9 3.8 3.2
Temperate (Illinois) 3.3 1.8 0.6

about 900 hr yr-1 (37 days) at 0.6 in. lir- are drops requiring greater distance (Ref. 26).

experienced at these typical locations. On the
other hand, minimum precipitation rates of I Velocities of raindrops are dependent on
in. yr -are common in desert areas. windspeed, there being less than I percent

difference between the horizontal component
7-2.8 RAINDROP VELOCITY of velocity of raindrops and horizontal wind-

speeds (Ref. 27). Raindrops carried by the
The velocity of a raindrop is determined by wind fall at an angle from the vertical, and

its size and the windspeed. In still air, a their velocity is given by:i,, constant vertical velocity is attained when tihe
gravitational force on the drop is balanced by W= (Vw + V1) 1,/2 (7-4)

the drag of the air through which it is falling.
This velocity is called terminal velocity; it where
increases with the size of the drops until the
drops become so large that their spherical VR - velocity of drops in wind
shapes begin to flatten out, For drops with
diameters greater than 5 ram, the terminal Vw = windspeed
velocity approaches a constant value of ap-
proximately 9,2 in s-1 (20,6 mph), V, = free-fall terminal velocity

In Table 7-5 and Fig. 7-11, data on The highest wind-rain combinations occur
terminal velocities of waterdrops in still air during hurricanes and other severe cyclonic
are given. These data, for an atmospheric storms, Light winds of Linder 20 mph (32
pressure of 1,013 nib and a temperature of kph) generally have a negligible effect on
20"C. represent the most reliable measure- terminal velocity. Strong updrafts of air can
ments available (Ref. 22), The terminal veloci- prevent drops from failing and will carry them
ties for drop diameters below 1.0 mm are upward, while strong downdrafts will ac-
based on measurements by Beard and Prup- celerate the speed of fall.
pacher (Ref. 23), and above 1.0 mm, by Gunn
and Kinzer (Ref. 24). The terminal velocity is 7-2.9 IMPACT ENERCY AND PRESSURE
dependent on pressure and temperature: at
900 nib and 200C, th2 constant terminal With no wind, a rainfall of 2.5 cm hr-1
velocity for large drops is about 9.5 in s-', delivers 0.025 m-' hr 2 1 of water to each

and it increases as pressure and temperature square meter of the surface of the earth, This
decrease (Ref. 25). is a mass deposition rate of 6.9 g s-I m-,

giving, for a terminal velocity of 4 m s-, an
The distance a drop falls before attaining energy deposition rate of over 0.05 W m-2

terminal velocity varies with its size, smaller whei-e the only energy considered is the

7-17
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TABLE 7-6 )
TERMINAL VELOCITIES OF RAINDROPS (Rif. 22)

Drop diameter, Terminal velocity
mm ms-1 ft s"1

0.02 0.012 0.039
0.04 0.047 0.15
0.06 0.103 0.34
0.08 0.175 0.57

0.10 0.256 0.84
0.20 0.71 2.3
0.40 1.60 5.25
0.60 2.46 8.07

0.80 3.25 10.7
1.00 4.03 13.2
1.20 4.64 15.2
1.40 5.17 17.0

1.60 5.65 18.5
1.80 6.09 20.0
"2.00 6.49 21.3
2.2 6.90 22.6

2.4 7.27 23.9
2.6 7.57 24.8
2.8 7.82 25.7
3.0 8.06 26.4

4.0 8.83 29.0
5.0 9.09 29.8
5.8 9.17 30.1

*To obtain mph use 1 ms-1 2.24 mph

kinetic energy of the falling rain. This rate is KE = W V(2g) -1 (7-6)
equivalent to 0.068 ft-lb s-1 mrn. The
momentum of the water falling each second where g is the acceleration due to gravity in
on a square meter of surface is 2.8 X 10"2 kg English units, 32 ft s-2, Representative values
m s', for these conditions, are shown in Table 7-6.

The kinetic energy (KE) of individual The force exerted on a surface by falling
raindrops, with no wind, is obtained directly rain is equal to the time rate of cluuige qf the
from the terminal velocity V, and mass m momentum of the rain
using the relation

F -d(m V)Idt (7J7)
KE a mV•/ 2  (7-5)

Using the parimeters given earlier in this
being careful to convert weight W In pounds subparagrapl', i.e., a mass deposition rate of
to mass in slugs when English units are 6.9gs'Iand amomentumof 2.8 X 101 -4 gm !
employed, i.e., s-1 for the rain falling each second on a square

7-18
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Figure 7.1 1. Terminal Velocity of Raindrops With No Wind (Ref. 22)

meter of area, gives a force of 2.8 X 10- N or where
a pressure of 2.8 X 10 -2 N m .

P = pressure, N m 2

More accurate calculation of pressure may
be accomplished by summation over the size p = density of water, g cm -1
distribution characteristic of a given type of
rain N. = constant from Eq. 7-1, ;- 0.88 cm-4

P=!60P N D3 V2 exp (-AD,) AD (7-8) d,= diameter of raindrops in diameter
interval n, cm

_____= velocity of raindrops in diameter
*In the Inte.nationl Systeem of Units, the fore is given in interval n, cm s-

newtons (N). Converion fncton for Engish units ar given
in the "Intenutional System of Units" by E. A. Meditly
"and other publicattou (Ref. 26Y. A selection of conversion A = function of raindrop intensity, Eq. 7-2,
factos Is-;iven in Appendix A. cmn1
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KINETIC ENERGY OF FALLING RAINDROPS (NO WIND)

Diameter, mm 1 2 3 4 5 6

KE, 106j 4.25 88.2 458 1,310 2,710 4,780

KE, 10"ft-lb 0.316 6.55 33.9 97.1 200 355

The summation Is over the diameter range en- in miles per hour. Equivalent speeds in inter-
compassing the raindrop size distribution in national units are given in Table 7-7. The fin-
intervals of AD as designated by n. It is neces- pact energy Is determined by the magnitude
sary to carry out this solution uLag a com- of the vector velocity (Rq. 7-4), but the force
puter unless an approximate expression for Is determined by the component of the vector
the terminal velocity in terms of diameter Is velocity that Is normal to the surface on
derived. which the rain is Impacting.

rhe wind has a large effect on impact ener- A vehicle moving through rain experiences
gy and pressure. Wir speed is normally given a force due to its relative velocity with respect

TABLE 7.7

CONVERSION OF UNITS OF SPEED

Miles per hour, Meters per second,
mph m/s

10 4.47

20 8.94

30 13.4

40 17.9

50 22.4

60 26.6

70 31.3

80 35.8

90 40.2

100 44.7

7-20
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to the rain. At 50 mph relative velocity or earth as well as the atmospheric aerosols that
22.4 m s", for example, a vehicle is impacted originate from soil dust, sea spray, and various
on its front surface by 22.4 g m2 s' of rain industrial, volcanic, cosmic, and organic
if the liquid water content of the rain* is I g sources.
m3 . This gives a pressure of 0.5 N m"-.'For
both moving and stationary surfaces, rain Precipitation scavenging of the atmosphere
foice can be calculated by using data given in has been an active research field for over a
this subparagraph. decade. It wa. stimulated originally by in-

terest in radioactive fallout, but recently has
7.2.10 PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROP. been spurred by concern with pollution.

ERTIES Recent research is reviewed in Precipitation
Scavenging (Ref, 33). The scavenging process

Rain is formed by condensation of water has three steps: (I) delivery or transport of
vapor on condenzatioa nuclei. During their the material to the scavenging site, (2) in-
fall, additional suspended aerosols and gases cicud scavenging, usually called rainoi't, and
are entrained with the raindrops. Thus, rain- (3) below-cloud scavenging by the precipita-
water, often considered pure, is actually a tion, usually called washout. The processes
chemically and physically complex substance involved are complex, particularly in washout.
contain'ng over 20 identifiable dissolved or 'Jolubility, chemical reactivity, electric charge,
suspended solid elements as well as dissolved and atmospheric conditions have all been used
atmospheric and pollutant gases. The prop- to explain observations.
erties of water are extensively documented;
only those properties thai are affected by its Gases are removed by absorption and tixa-
being a precipitant are discussed here. tion by cloud elements, and can be dissolved

in the water or transformed by cxidation or
The atomic constituents of water-hydro- other chtemical reactions. Within the rain

gen and oxygen-each have three stable iso- cloud, aerosols are accumulated by consump-
topes that conmbine to form 18 different types tion as condensation nuclei during the forma-
of water molecules (Ref. 29). The isotopic tion of cloud elements, or by attachment to
combinations in rainwater vary with time and cloud elements that are already formed: be-
place. In regions with high temperature, low low the cloud, they are accumulated through
,uimidity, and small amounts of rainfall, the interception by falling raindropis. Generally,
heavier isotopes are more prevalent. In high the rate of removal of the aerosols by rain is
latitudes, the temperature effect is mcst greater than that of the gases, and most of the
important; in low latitudes, it is the amount removal takes place within the cloud. An
of rainfall. A global survey of isotopic content exception is when concentrations of aerosols
of rainwater has been made (Ref. 30). are much larger below the cloud, as in the

case of sea-salt particles over seacoasts.
Pure water has a pH, or hydrogen-ion

concentration value of 7 (values above 7 are The amount and kind of substances re-
basic, below 7 are acidic). Rainwater is moved from the atmosphere by rain vary not
usually slightly acidic (pH - 6.8 to 6.9) only with the amount and kind present in the
because of dissolved gases, especially carbon atmosphere at the time aaid place the rain
dioxide (Ref. 31); however, the acidity can occurs but also with the drop size and amount
increase to a pH of about 3 (Ref. 32) as the and duration of rainfall. The concentration of
accumulation of atmospheric substances in- dissolved gases (N2 0, NO, H2 S, Cl2 , 12, CO,
creases. These. substances include the various CH 4 , and CH2 0) has been calculated as 10-1
gases that make up the atmosphere of the to 10-6 mg liter' ,which is negligible com-
_pared to the concentrations of other cor-
Th11 is b the tenninolosy of the profesMon -- the "luid ponents in rainwater. The gaser that undergo
water content per unit volume of air" Is more descriptive, transformation when scavenged by rain in-
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CONCENTRATIONS OF MAJOR NUCLEOGENIC IMPURITIES IN RAIN (Reob. 22, 32, 34)

Impurity Sources Locale Normal range, Mg liter"

$04 Fossil fuels, Country air
forest fires, and Polluted air Z 10
volcanoes via Marine air X I
oxidation of SO9 ;
sea salt

NH4  Fossil fuels Marine air 0.04-0.29
forest fires, Inland air 0.10-0.76
decay of organic
matter

N03 Industrial processe., I Inland air 0.3-5
interpal combustion Marine air 0.1-0.6Sengines

c2, N2 Sea salt, Inland air 0.1-0.5
soil particles Marine air 1-20

elude C02, 03, SO2 , NH3, and NO2. Concen- crease with duration of the rain as the result
trationt of C02 in rainwater at a pH value of of:
5.5 and 20*C (68*F) have been calculated to
be 1.17 mgliter- (Ref. 32). (1) Continuous dilution of the contami-

nated water contained in the cloud by pure
Some of the more important impurities and water entering the cloud in the form of

their concentrations in rainwater are given in condensed vapor.
Table 7-8. Both the individual and the relative
concentrations vary with location and time. (2) Cradual exhaustion of impurities in
Total concentrations tend to be greatest near clouds and in the subuloud layer due to
cities and industrial areas where the sources of rainout and washout by failing raindrops.
atmospheric pollution are greatest. Concentra- Makhon'ko (Ref. 35) states that the washout
tion of chlorides and other salts are greatest coefficient of atmospheric aerosols in the
near the seacoast, and concentrations of subcloud layer is l0-s to 10-4 s-1, and that in
nitrogen compounds are greatest inland. Sea- clouds it Is 10-4 tol0-3 S1 ; thus, removal of
sonal changes can be caused by such factors as contaminants by precipitation occtns mainly
increased use of fossil fuels in winter and in the clouds.
changes in the prevailing wind direction at
different times of the year. The concentration of aerosols in rain also

varies with raindrop size, as shown in Table
Concentration ranges for a number of traco 7-10 (Ref. 37), SmaUl drops are more efftlýent

elements in rainwater are given in Table 7-9. collectors of soluble material thaf are large
These data, recorded for only one location, d-ops; hence, lesser amounts of rainfall of
are only indicative of the concentration small drop size are needed to seduce concdn-
ranges to be expected elsewhere. tratlons of soluble material in the atmosphere.

The size of the aerosol perlicles also affects
Cinicentrations of impurities in ain de- the efficiency with which they are washed out

7-22
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TABLE 74

TRACE-ELEMENT CONCENTRATIONS IN RAINWATER (Ref. 36)

Element Concentration range, ug liter"1

Ag 0.01-1.l"
As < 0.1-1.4

Au • 0.02
Br 1.6-3.8

Cl 300-1400
Co < 0.01-0.045
Cr < 0.2-2
Cs 0.01-0.07

Cu 0.40-3.4.1

Fe < 10-35
f Hg < 0.1-1
K 12-630

Mn 0.19-2.9

Na 120-760
Rb < 0.5-2
Sb < 0.01-0.18

Sc 0.0005-0.003
So < 0.01-0.07

Zn 3-20

*The notation "< 0.01-1.1" should be read "from less than 0.01 to
1.1", "i< 0.02" should be read "less than 0.02".

of the air, the larger sizes being removed first, particularly important to the design angi-
"Finally, the distance that drops fall affects neer-both produce 'a marked acceleration In
aerosol concentration In rain; drops falling metal corrosion.
longer distances collect more aerosols during
their descent. More detailed information on the pzor-S( erties of rain can be found in scientific

The "oride and sulfate content of rain Is encyclopedias (such as Ref. 29). An an-
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TABLE 7-10 )
CONCENTRATION OF SOLUBLE MATERIAL VS RAINDROP SIZE (Ref. 37) (FALL FROM 1,000 m)

Diameter, Concentration,
mm mg liter"1

0.2 71
0.4 45
0.8 29
1.6 15
3.2 7.5

notated bibliography on the chemistry !) This general pattern varies longitudinally,
precipitation by Rigby and Sinha (Ref. 2 however, because of differences in topog-
contains references to investigations up to raphy and factors such as prevailing wind
1960, and later references can be found in the direction and location in regard to water

Meteorological and Gcoastrophysical AD- bodies. Over lard areas, rainfall is generally
stracts (Ref. 39). more abundant in highlands and near theI coasts. However, some coasts are wetter than
7-3 RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION others, such as east coasts in the subtropics,

where the trade winds blow onshore, and west
The distribution of rainfall has general coasts in the path of the middle latitude

patterns associated with the climatic and westerlies. Coasts adjacent to warm ocean
geographic nature of the locale, which in turn currents are wetter than those near cold
determines the predominant rainfail mech- currents. Mountains parallel to wet coasts
anism. Although knowledge of these patterns have especially large amounts of rain. In
"allows for supposition about the likely rainfall general, areas of low precipitation occur in
characteristics of a specific locatiop, more the interiors of continents, on the lee sides of
definitive information can be derived from high mountains, oit coasts adjoining cool
the meteorological data that have been ac- currents, in the zones of high atmospheric
cumulated for many locations. Actual rainfall pressure where the air is subsiding, and in high
rates and frequeacies often vary considerably latitudes.
in a given small region. This paragraph is
divided into a discussion of the general
patterns of rainfall followed by a synopsis of 7-3.1.1 CONVECTIVE RAIN
meteorological records.

7-3.1 GENERAL PATTERNS Convection storms may be randomly scat-
tered over an area or grouped in clusters or

Latitudinal distribution of rainfall is af- lines of clusters. They are the most common
fected by the amount of moisture in the air kind of storm, with an estimated worldwide
(which declines from the equator poleward), total of 44,000 occurring on an average day
and by the zones of ascending and descending (Ref. 2). They are caused by thermal instabil-
air associated with global circulation. General- ity, such as that resulting from the passage-of
ly, the heaviest rains are in the tropics; there cooler air over hot land or warm ocean
are dry areas in the subtropics, rainbelts in the masses, and can also be triggered by other
middle latitudes, and drier areas in the high airlifting mechanisms. They are most frequcnt
latitudes. in late spring and summer in warm regions.
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U) T9LE• 7-11 often experience a rain-shadow effect in

REPRESENTATIVE DISTRIBUYION OF which rainfall is scarce because muth of the

RAINFALL RATCS WITH HEIGHT (Ref. 42) moisture has already been lost on the wind-
ward slopes; the descending air, warmed
adiabatically, is able to hold the remaining

Height Percent of moisture.

above surface, surface rate COLD AND ARM RAINS

km
Cold rain is usu'lly associated with thun-

Surface 100 dershowers in all areas and with much of the
1 90 convective and cycionic rainfall in middle aid
2 75 high latitudes. Almost all rain falling over
3 57 inland areas is of the cold type. Warm rain,

4 34 often falling as drizzle, is most prevalent in
5 15 maritime regions and during summer.
6 7
7 2 7-3.1.5 VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

8 1
9 0.1 Ground elevation has an important effect

10 and over Less than 0.1 on rain. As previously noted, the orographic
Lnfluence produces high amounts of rainfall

I on windward slopes of mountains, while thme
S7-3.1.2 CYCLONIC RAIN leeward slopes may experience a scarcity of

rainfall (Ref. 41).
In the middle and higher latitudes much of

the rainfall, especially in winter, is frontal and Vertical distributior, of rain in the air

associated with cyclones that generally move affects many rain parameters. Drop-size distri-
from west to east at about 20 to 35 mph. In bution can change considerably between the
lower latitudes, where temperature differ- cloud and the ground due to evaporation,
ences between airmasses are 'ess pronounced, gravity separation, and drop collision. Rainfall
frontal activity is less important. Storms in intensity, as shown in Table 7-1!, decreases
these areas tend to be associated with tropical with altitude above the ground (Ref. 42). The
depressions or easterly waves that occasi( n- liquid water content of rain is very low at
ally give rise to hurricanes. Such storms, cloud level, increases sharply as the rain falls
moving from the subtropics into the mid-lati- as the result of updrafts, and then declines as
tudes, can bring very Peavy and prolonged the raindrops approach ground level. Fig. 7-12
rain, wita larger total amounts of rainfall than illustrates this effect for two types of rainfall
any other type of storm. (Ref. 43).

7-3.1.3 OROGRAPHIC RAIN An upper ceiling for rain encounter is fixed
by the height of the -40 0 C (-400 F) isothermal

As would be expected, orographic rain is (at which all water is frozen) or by the
distributed in relation to topography. High- tropopause (at which cumulo-nimbus activity
land areas In the path of moisture-carrying ceases).
winds have abundant and frequent rainfall.
Windward slopes that face a warm sea have 7-3.1.0 FREQUENCY AND INTENSITY

the highest average annual rainfalls of any
.,' places on earth (Ref. 40). Conversely, leeward Rainfall frequency is the number of times

slopes and the inland areas adjacent to them that precipitation of a certain magnitude or

7-25 I
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Figure 7-12. Verticnl Distribution of Water in Rain (Ref. 43)

greater occurs or may be expected to occu, at selected stations. See the discussion of rainfall
a station during a specified period of time. intensity in par. 7--2.7 for further information
Rainfall occurrenco trequency is the number on these parameters.
of days per given calendar period (month,
year, etc.) on which rain occurs (Ref. 1O.

Frequency of occurrence (,ays/year) Is ar
Frequency factprs are normally presented input to rainfall frequency calculations. The

in terms of the percentago of time during an frequency of occurrence of rain for the
avarage year when given rates of precipitation capital cities of ten countries in Europe, Asia,
will be equaled or exceeded at a given and North America is shown in Table 7-12.
location or area.. Rates of precipitation may Table 7-13 provides frequency of occurrence
be instantaneous or clock-hourly. Table 7-12 and rainfall frequency factors for other areas
is an example of frequencies related to clock- of interest to design3rs of military equipment
hourly rates and instantaneous rates at (Ref. 44),
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Frequency of occurrence is not necessarily elevated coasts of continents. The highest
related to the amount of rainfall in any given average annual rainfall, over 460 in./yr (11.7
locality. Table 7-12, for example, shows that m/yr), occurs at Mt. Waialeale, Kanal, Hawaii;
Berlin had more days of rain than the other it results from the tropical easterlies (Ref.
nine cities listed except for Dublin, yet six 45). Cherrapunju, India, receivr average
cities had a greater amount of rainfall. A annual roinfall of 450 in. (11.4 .. ,. yr) as a
review of the data used in preparation of result of the moist, tropical monsoon (Ref
Table 7-13 shows that Laos-Burma averages 40).
46.8 In./yr of rain based on 93.6 days/yr of
rainfall. North Platte, Nebr., with nearly as Throughout the subtropical zone of high
many days of rain (87.6), had ai average pressure and minimum cloudiness, the total
annual rainfall of 21.3 in. precipitation Is len than I ln./yr (0.025

m/yr), with some desert areas (Chile, Peru,
The occurrence of war m, supercooled Sahara) receiving no precipitation at all for

warm, and cold rain* for different forms of several years.
rainfall is shown in Table 7-14. These data are
based on analysis of rain observations over a In the middle latitudes, Great Britain re-
I-yr period at 62 stations in the Northern ceives an annual average of about 42 In. (1.07
Hemisphere. Cold .ain is by far the most m) (Ref. 2), much of Europe ranges from 20
prevalent type, an. "slight" rains and showers to 30 in./yr (0.51 to 0.76 m/yr), and the
are the most frequent form of rainfall. United States about 29 In, (0.74 m). The

highest amoant of rain in the United States
Some relationship between the frequency falls in a relatively narrow region bordering on

of thunderstorms and rainfall amounts was the Gulf of Mexico; e.g., the average annual
found by Portig and Gerhardt (Ref. 3). An rainfall in New Orleans is about 57 in. (1.45
increase of rainfall in the tropics is associated m) (Ref. 4).
with an increase of thunderstorm activity up
to a certain amount of rain, but beyond this Recorded record rainfalls for various time
point the thunderstorm activity drops with durations are given in Table 7-15 (Ref. 46).
increasing amounts of rain. The ratio of
thunderstorm frequency to the amount of The average number of days with thunder-
rainfall varies geographically. It is large in storms varies seasonally throughout the world
continental and small in oceanic climates, as shown in Fig. 7-13 (Ref. 47). In Florida,
with maxima in West Africa, the Rocky the average for the December-February
Mountains, and Tibet (Ref. 3). quarter is S to 10 days with thunderstormc

while in the June-August quarter it is from 30
7-3.2 RAINFALL DATA to over 50. In the arctic regions, thunder-

storm, are rare.
Globally, on the average, the maximum

yearly precipitation is received In the equa. Normal monthly precipitation for the
tonial zone, and the minimum occurs in 'v United States Is shown In Fig. 7-14 (Ref. 48)
high latitudes (Arctic and Antarctic) and o, and comprehensive worldwide precipitation
the subtropical desert zone, The most humid data are giwn in Appendix B.
regions receive over 80 in. (2.0 m) of rain
annually, with considerably highe. amounts 7.4 MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMEN-
recorded in some of the Pacific Islands and TATION

_Wam ran zemlls from conmtninon and ooammose of T.ble 7-16 shows, for each of the common
liqui droplets; cold main dde tmk y" w- •',1 " a-• do~e,; oa rt. wtmtra.• mt~a .•parameters of rain, the unit of measurement,

.(':• supercooled warm nma dedve, from liquid dropkU but
the.. form at subtroezan tempwratuzs ad thrafm An the range of values, and the instrument or
,uperoo•ed. method used. Some parameters are measured
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directly, while others are calculated from full force of the wind. Criteria for site
their known relationship to other character- selection and exposure should be uniform for
istics or properties, all gages in an area or country.

A great many measuring devices have been Major sources of measurement error can
used for studying rain and rainfall. No at- result from improper site selection. Smaller
tempt is made to describe all of them. errors stem from the use of inaccurate mea-

sures, the spilling of water when transferring
A brief de~xiption of the instrumentation it to the measure, and the inability to transfer

most frequently used follows: all the water from the receiver to the measur-
ing cylinder. Additionally, losses by evapora-

74.1 TYPES OF INSTRUMENTS tion can occur but are not likely to be serious
except in dry climates or when the catch is

(1) Ordbwry rain gage. Descriptions of the measured infrequently (Ref. 50).
ordinary rain gage, which consists basically of
a collector above a funnel leading into a Because of the different gages and different
receiving container, are in the literature (Refs. exposure methods used by various countries,
49, 50). The capacity of the receiver is related their rainfall data currently are not directly
to the frequency of readings, with large comparable. To overcome this difficulty, the
receivers or totalizers provided for weekly or World Meteorological Organization has
monthly samples. standardized on a Snowden gage with an Alter

shield as the interim international reference
The water collected in gages is measured precipitation gage.

using either graduated meusuring cylinders or
dip rods. The former method is more suitable (2) Recording rain gage. Recording rain

-- for daily gages and the latter for weekly, gages can be divided into rainfall recorders
monthly, or seasonal pges. For the required that record the total amount of rain that has
accuracy, the maximum error of the gradua- fallen since the record was started, and
tions should not exceed + 0.02 mm below this rainfall intensity rec9rders that record the
mark. It It also pousiblc to weigh the water intensity of rainfall at any instant. Rainfall
(taking the weight of the receiver into ac- recorders are used primarily to determine the
count), which has the advantage of ehminat- time of onset and cessation of rain, and the
ing spillage and adhesion of water to the amounts that have fallen in each part of theS~~receiver, but the other methods are simpler period covered-e.g., I hr, 6 hr. An' approxi-",...

and le expensive (Ref. 50). mation of intensity can be found by measur-ing the slope of the trace. Because of the large

Proper exposure of the gage is important in variation in rainfall intensity, a single intensi-
collecting a representative sample. The quanti- ty recorder is frequently inadequate to

"" ty of water collected depends on the wind measure the whole range; a compromise usual-
velocity and on the naturm and height of ly has to be made on the basis of the relative
surrounding objects. Airflow by the gage can frequencies of high and low rainfall.
cause eddies that, If in the form of updrafts
over the orifice, will reduce the catch. Down- The most common rainfall recorders are
drafts on the other hand will increase It. The the float type, the tipping bucket type, and
site also affect the air paths near the instru- the weighing type. A description of each, with
nment. The gage should be so situated that the its advantages and disadvantages, is in the

airflow acos its mouth is horizontal. Sur- literature (Ref. 30).
rounding objects should not be closer to the
gage than four times their height, but a site (3) Raindrop camera. A raindrop camera

. shotld be chosen that is sheltered from the makes it possible to photograph the drops

'/-39
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falling through a spezific volume, and to limited volume of rain most instruments can )
measure drop size, drop size distribution, and sample. Rain may splash out of shallow gages,
raindrop concentration. By using calipers on be blown over or out of a gage, or evaporate
enlargements of the images, the major and before being recorded. Improper exposure
minor axes of the drops can also be measured and errors in reading or recording (both
(Refs. 5, 54). human and instrument) also may produce

inaccurate measurements..

(4) Meteorological radar. Radar is unique
in providing synoptic data on the distribution, The capability and limitations of individual
movement, structure, and devvlopment of instruments must be considered. Many instru-
rain clouds as well as the falling speeds and, ments can be damaged if the collected water
hence, the size and growth of hydrometeors. freeus. Several cannot record the entire range
The combination of conventional pulse radars of values that may occur over a period of
with Doppler radars and the data from time.
radiosondes and satellites are providing much
more information on rain than heretofore was Radar measurement errors can result from
available, attenuation of the signals when passing

through rain areas. At attenuation levels of
Radars with wavelengths in the 3 to 10 cm over 10 dB, accurate measurement of rain

range are employed. A variety of displays are intensity is doubtful (Ref. 71.). Also, the
employed including plan-position indicator rainfall intensity/radar reflectivity relation-
and range height. A Doppler radar for weather ship varies with different rain types and local
observations may have a peak power of 10 kW conditions, and even at different times during
with a pulse length of 0.8 ps, a range a single rainfall. Mueller and Sims (Ref. 5)
resolution of 150 m, and a velocity resolution found the limiting accuracy for estimation of 4

of 1 in s'. A display of height versus velocity rainfall rate by radar to be about k 40
has been employed along with a variety of percent.
other displays and data processing equipment.

For these reusons, difficulties frequently
(5) Photoelectric raindrop size spectrom- arise in comparing the values of a parameter

eter. kthis instrument, sometimes called a measured by different methods. For example,
disdrometer, makes photoelectric observa- considerable differences were found between
tions of a rain sample passing through an drop diameters measured by newer optical
optically defined sensitive field. Output can methods and by older methods in which the
be recorded by electronic readout devices. It drops were caught on or in some material
is asec to measure raindrop size and drop size such as flour or filter paper (Ref. 6). Differ-
distribution (Ref. 64). ences have been observed in the measurement

of amounts and intensities of rainfall by radar
742 LIMITATIONS and by rain gages, since radar samples the rain

synoptically and aloft, while rain gages sample
Most instruments and methods used to at a point on the ground.

measure rain and rainfall are subject to
problems and limitations. These limitations Most limitations, however, can be partially
can produce inaccuracies in the measurement or completely overcome through careful site
of a single parameter, and can lead to selection and exposure of the instruments,
miscalculations when the values of computed precise reading of measurements, and proper
parameters are based on their relationship to selection, care, and protection of instruments.
the measured parameters.

7-6 EFFECTSON MATERIEL
There are many possible sources of error in

rain measurements. A major source is the Rain-when falling, upon impact, and as

7-40
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TABLE 7.17

EFFECTS OF RAIN

In the atmosphere:

1. Deteriorates radio communications
2. Limits radar effectiveness
3. Limits aircraft operations due to visibility restriction
4. Damages aircraft ir, flight
5. Affects artillery and missile accuracy
6. Degrades or negates optical surveillance
7. Decreases effectiveness of personnel In exposed activities

On Impact:

1. Erodes surfaces

2. Imposes large forces on structures

After deposition:

1. Degrades strength of some materials
2. Promotes corrosion of metals
3. Deteriorates surface zoatings
"4. Restricts unpaved road and cross-country mobility
5. Causes flooding with destruction of structures
6. Destroys or deteriorates many exposed items of

materiel--rations, clothing, repair parts, etc.
7. Can render electrical or electronic apparatus

Inoperative or dangerous if rain penetrates

deposited water-has a variety of effects on In Table 7-18, the effects of rain are
materiel, most of which are wefl known categorized by characteristics of the rainfall.
because of the pervasiveness of rain in the Two specific effects, erosion and electro-
environment. In Table 7-17 some of these magnetic wave reflection and attenuation, are
effects are categorized with respect to the life discussed in the paragraphs that follow. Much
cycle of the rain. Most of thewe effects are related material is in Chap. 4, "Humidity";
sufficiently well known to be considered in Chap. 8, "Solid Precipitation"; and in other
the design and utilization of materiel and in chapters of this handbook.
military operations-structures are prcvided
and designed to proviie protection from rain, (1) Rain erosion. Erosion of materials
rainfall is a major factor in the design of (paint, earth) takes place during most rain-
transportation systems and vehicles, equip- falls, However, major erosion problems occur
ment is sealed against rain, personnel equip- when raindrops collide with objects traveling
mont and supplies are provided in waterproof at very high speed. At high subsonic speeds,
packages, etc. Thus, many potential effects external parts of aircraft (such as radomies,
are not experienced except when the protet,- windshields, and antenna insulators) are
tive measures are ompromised by error' or susceptible to rain erosion. As speeds inc re

( operational expediency. above Mach 1, even metal surfaces begin to

$ 7-41
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sunffer severe damage when rain is encountered As the impact velocity is increased above a
for more than a few 3econds. Rain erosion is a few Mach numbers, the major damage (crater- ,
critical problem for supersonic aircraft and ing) is caused by the extreme compressive
especially for rockets and missiles that travel forces of impinging raindrops. It has been
at very high Mach numbers. The rate and demonstrated that a jet of water at 5,000 ft
extent to which rain erosion will occur vary s-1 has sufficient force to cut metals. Its
with such factors as the hardness of the depth of penetration increases with velocity
material, configuration and finish of the but at a decreasing rate. At 3,000 ft s-1, the
surface, speed of the moving body, angle and depth of peantration will be about 2.2 times

force of the raindrop impact, number of that of 1,000 ft s-1 and, at at 20,C00 ft sz',
raindrop impacts, and length of expsure about 8 times that at 1,000 ft s-1.
(Ref. 93).

(abore y et hThe effect of rain erosion has been tested

Laboratory experiments have shown that on a large number of materials by different
water drops shatter when they pass through investigators. Materials tested include metals,
the bow shock layer thre precedes a body glass, plastics, rutber, and some others. The
traveling at supe'sonic velocity if the time of findings of these tests are discussed in numer-
traverse in the shock layer is greater than the ous publications (including Ref. 87 and 94).
break-up timn,, whiclý is determined by the One rart (Ref. 67) of an extensive study of
velocity of the drops relative to that of the the effect of rain erosion on various materials
body. The traverse time is determined by the is cited because. of its aptness. This series of
velocity and geometry of the leading surface reports covers most materials and is recom-
of the body. Available data indicate that mended for use by design engineers.
raindrops of normal size will impact unshat-
tered on the hemispherical nose cone of a (2) Attenuation and reflection of electro-
missile traveling at 1,000 fts', if the nose magnetic waves by rain. Although radar has
cone radius is less than about 0.7 ft; at 2,000 become a highly important tool for detection
ft s-1 , they will impact unshattered if the nose and measurement of rain, rain degrades the
cone radiu-, is les., than about 1.6 ft; and at effectiveness of radar when used for detection
10,000 ft s'- ,thy will impact L~nshattered if of military targets and of communications
the nose cone radius is less than about 2.8 ft. based on electromagnetic propagation. For
Therefore, it can be expected that raindrops r'adar this degradation takes the form of
will not be shattered in passing through the unwanted radar reflections that limit the
bow shock wave of most missiles. Results range of the radar and increase the noise
from several studies also indicate that rain- background of the target signal. Theoiy shows
drops have sufficient momentum to prevent the ratio between the power reflected by
them from bein•g deflircted by the lateral raindrops P, and the power transmitted P.
airflow at a nose cone; hen;,e, all raihdrops in takes &? ,,nn
the path of a nose cone will impact.

In the velocity range of 1,000 to 3,000 ft p I:U'
s-, erosion rather than cratering by raindrops (7 -9

is the dominant form of damage. When a P. X2

raindrop impacts at supersonic velocities, a
local pressure of about 101 to 106 psi is where
exerted on the target' which is greater than
the compressive strength of most materials. N number density of raindrops wilh radii
As the impacting drop spreads out, the radial between a and a + Aa, cm -4
velocity of the water may be two to three
times the impact velocity. This high-welocizy = wavelength, cm
radial flow creates intense erosive action on
the target material, a radius of raindrop, cn,
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S and the power is normally measured in watts. ty employing the Marshall-Palmer distribution

It can be seen that the degradation, i.e., the of Eq. 7-1 to obtain
proportion of the power scattered or reflevtcid
by rain, increases very rapidly with increases Z = 200 R' .6, mm6 m- 3  (7-I-)
in the population of lUrger diameter droplets
in the rain and that longer wavelengths are which is found to apply over rainfall intensi-
less affected (Ref. 22). ties R ranging from 0.5 to 70 mm hr-1 with

an accuracy of ± 50 percent in most strati-
Eq. 7-9 holds for raindrops with diameters form-type rainfall distributions found in

much less than the wavelength of the electro- nature. A more accurate equation for thun-
magnetic waves. When this approximation derstorms s (Ref. 43):
holds, Rayleigh scattering takes place. MiN

theory, which results in more complex func- Z - 486 R1 .3 7 , mm rm -3  (7-12)
tions, holds for larger diameter-to-wavelength
ratios. For 10-cm radar wavelengths, the true Radar reflec:ivity thus varies with the
scattering deviates from the Rayleigh value by wavelength of the radar (inversely as the
only 20 percent (Ref. 22) and for longer fourth power), the rainfall intensity, and the
wavelengths, this deviation decreases. distribution of drop sizes. Short wavelengths

ar- more affected than longer ones. Drop size
In the Rayleigh theory, the reflectivity q?, distributions vary with the type of rain,

defined as the sum of the scattering cross synoptic conditions, the amount of available
sections of the particles in a ubiZ volume, is moisture, and the stabjity of the atmosphere.
given by: Fig. 7-IS hows the relationships between

--- / rLdar reflec'tivity and rainfall rate at OC
q' 4 ux lo-'12 • 2] ZnD6,cm'-(7-10) (32*F) for various wavelengths.

where The intensity of plane parallel radiation in
traversing a particular distance throagh uni-

sl = reflectivity, cm-j fom precipitation is reduced from 1, to I
(Ref. 58):

D diameter = 2a, mm
1; I exp (-10-2 x EQ,), W m-n (7-13)

e relative dielectrk constant of water,
dimensionless where

X wavelength, cm I = intensity, W m-

n number of raindrops with diameter i. = initial intensity, W m-2
D per unit volume, m-3

x = distance traversed, m
The summation is over the full distribution of
drop sizes in the unit volume (Ref. 22). (In Z = total attenuation cross sectior
some ieferences XinD' is written as Z D" with per cubic meter, cm 2 m-3
"the same meaning, i.e., the sum of D' values
for all particles in the unit volume.) The In practical units, the attenuation per kilo-
-nD1 term is called the radar reflectivity meter of path length in precipitation or

factor, denoLed by Z. For the Mie range of clouds is (Ref. 43):
droplet sizes, an equivalent reflectivity factor
Zn is employed. The units of Z are conven- Attenuation = 0.4343 ZQt, dBkm-' (7-14)
tionally mm'm-3 ; and of Y1, cm-'. Radar
reflectivity Z can be related to rainfall intensi- For particles that are small with respect to
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%TALE 7-19 from rain for different wavelengths.

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE ATTENUATION
DUE YO RAIN* (ef. 43) 76 DESIGN, SIMULATION, TESTING,

AND SPECIFICATIONS

Wavelength A, Attenuaton at 18C 7-.1 DESIGN

cm dB km -I, one way A primary requirement for design is an
understanding of the extremes to which items

10.0 0.0003 R1. 0 0  may be exposed, Both AR 70-38, Research,
Development. Test, and Evaluation of Mate-

10.0022 .17 riel for Extreme Climatic Conditions (Ref.
95). and MIL-STD-210, almatic Extremes for

3.2 0.0074 R1 .31 Military Equipment (Ref. 96), provide ex-
treme values that generai-puxpose equipment

1.8 0.045 R1 .14 can be expected te encounter in use.

1.24 0.12 R1 0 5  The values shown are not the most extreme
S0.9 0.22 R1 0 0  conditions that occur in an area; only a

relatively small number of special-purpose
_ _--_ items are designed for such "absolute" ex-

* r h- treme conditions, in order to obviate the costs
-* s rainfall rate In hr involved. Department of Army policy, as

stated in AR 70-38, is to dasign, develop, and
wavelength (D < 0.5A), the following equa- test matericl "to withstand extreme climatic
tion can be used (Ref. 43): conditions such that more severe climatic

extremes are expected to occur only 1% of
O, - �- Im (-.K), cm i- (7-15) the time (hours) in the most extreme month

"in the most extreme parts of ttr appropriate
whire areas". The "1% risk".policy is not applied to

rain because of lack of necessary data for
. = wavelength, cm application. However, the values provided are

somewhat less than absolute extremes.
Ml water content, g/mn

Table 7-20 shows the rain entremes pro-
p density of water, g/cma vided in AR 70-38 and MIL-STD-210 as a

basis for normal design requirements. AR

K I 70-38 provides criteria for eight climatic
categories: wet-warm, wet-hot, humid-hot
coastal desert, hot-dry, intermediate hot-dry,

In (-K) = imaginary part of minus K intermediate cold, cold, and extreme cold.

= relative dielectric co;tant of MIL-STD-210 provides extreme values for
seven spheres of operation: ground operationsworldwide, arctic winter, moist tropics, hot

In the case of radar, the actual attenuating desert, shipboard operations worldwide, air-
path is twice the distance from radar to borne operations worldwide, and short-term
target. Although attenuation is generally pro- storage and tran,,it worldwide. The values in
portiotal to rainfall intensity, the relationship Table 7-20 are applicable to all spheres of
varies with wavelength and temperature. operation of MIL-STD-2 10, and to all climatic
Table 7-19 shows attenuation factors resulting categories of AR 70-38 except intermediate
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EXTREME RAIN CONDITIONS FOR GENERAL-PURPME
MILITARY EQUIPMENT DESIGN (Rf. 16, W61

AR 70-38: Applicable to wet-warm, wet-hot, humid-hot, hot-dry, in-
termediate hot-dry.

Drop Fize throughout: 0.6-4.0 onu, median of 2.5 -m
Wlndspeed throughout: 40 mph (35 kt)

Duration, Amount,

hr:min in.

0:01 0.45

0:05 1.00

0:10 1.50

1:00 4-5.5**

12:00* 9.50

-- *12 hr for wet-warm, wet-hot, intermediate hot-dry; 4 hr
for humid-hot, hot-dry.

**4 tn./hr for humid-hot, hot-dry; 5.5 in./hr for wet-warm, (

wet-hot, intermediate hot-dry.

MIL-STD-210: Applicable to ground operations, worldwide; ground
opeeations, moist tropics; shipboard operations,
worldwide; and short-term storage and transfer,
packaging only.

Air and rain temperature throughout: 21.1C (70*F)

Drop size

Duration, Amount, Rate, Mean, Standard
hr:min in. in./hr rMm deviAtion

0:55 2 24 4.0 1.68

1:00 7 7 3.2 1.10

11:00* 11 1 2.25 0.77

11:55 12 1 2.25 0.77

24:00 32 1-24 2.25-4 -

*Windspeed of 40 mph (35 kt) during this period
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II. ; cold, cold, and extreme cold, for which no eroded rapidly and that neoprene and poly-

values are provided, urethane elastomeric coatings were the only
coatings that withstood erosion at speeds up

Measures for the protection of muterials to Mach 2.
agarnst the effects of moisture are discussed in
Chap. 4 of this handbook and against salt Wheelahane also points out that, in the case
combined with moisture in Chap. i1. These of missiles, erosion is related to the radius of

Smeasures are applicable equally to rain. The the nose cone and the thickness of its ablatina
principal prevention and control measures material-the effect lessening with larger radii
discussed in tlise chapters may be summa- and thicker ablating material. Nose cone
rized as: spikes have been found to be effective in

reducing rain erosion damage at speeds of a
(I) Proper selaction of materials to mini- few thousand feet per second. Design and

mize galvanic corrosion placement of outside instrumentation must
also consider rain impact and erosion as an

(2) Use of protective finishes (plating, environmental factor.
coatings)

Protection against electromagnetic wave
k3) Use of preservatives, water repellents, attenuation characteristics of rain consists

and impregnants principally of the use of appropriate wave-
lengths and signal strengths. As noted earlier,

(4) Proper insulation, hermetic sealing, and the relationships of rainfall to reflectivity and
dehumidifcation. to attenuation vary with wavelength. Wave-

length and vgnal strength selection must be
Particular attention should be paid during related to rain conditions, mission require-

design to the elimination of water traps. ments of radar and communication equip-
provision of easy access to areas of potential ment, weight and cost limitations, topog-
trouble due to moisture, and protection raphy, and other relevant factors.
against wind-blown rain.

Design for protection against the effects of
Proper fabrication and treatment of rain is inherent in the construction of roads,

items-such as textiles, leatLer, and paper- airfields, buildings, transportation vehicles,
that can be rendered useless by rain are and almost all items of Army materiel. Logis-
iaportant. Textiles must normally be pro- tical and operational practices provide for
tected against both penetration and wetting, protection of materiel against rain. This de-
with priority of protection based on use. sign and operational information is to be
Numerous processes are available for this found dispersed throughout engineering and
purpose. operational literature.

Protection against rain erosion at very high 7.62 SIMULATION
supersonic speeds still presents serious prob-
lems. Current methods appear to be the Several methods are used to simulate rain
proper selection of material consistent with and associated test conditions irt a test facfii-
other operational requirements and the de- ty. They can be divided into two mqjor
sign. Erosion resistance increases (according categories:
to the best material in each class) through
glasses, plastics, ceramics, and metals, with (1) Simulation of rain erosion conditions
resistance increasing by more than !O0 from
glames up to the most resistant hard metals (2) Simulation of vertical and winddriven
(Ref. 87). Wheelahane (Ref. 94), in a state- rainfall as encountered by grouwd-based mate-
of-the-art survey, notes that epoxy glass riel.
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Method 506 in MIL-STD-810 (Ref. 97) the effective test area in the chamber.
describes the test appaatus and proced~u to Another approach was to use an airplane
determine the effectiveness of protective propeller as a wind sovrce. In one chamber
covers or cases to shield equipment from rain. the secimen has been mounted on a rotating
Simulation requirements include: ann and moved through vertically-falling ndan

at the required speed, thus subgtituting: the
(a) Capability of producing both fall- speed of the specimen for windepeed. Other

ing and wind-driven rain chambers are being modified or replaced;
many do not currently meet MIL-STD-810

(b) Droplet diameter range of I to 4 requirements.
mm

As noted, the simulation requirements of
(c) Water temperature of I 1o to 35C MIL-STD,810 hlate only to testing protective

(520 to 95*F) coven and case. Requirements for testing
other mat,.riel items are included in some. but

(d) Intensities up to 12 ± I in. hr" not all, equipment specifications. For many
(304.8 ± 25.4 mm hr-') items, moisture, humidity, salt spny, and

imnmersion tests are coILderrA adequate; mad
(e) Wind source capable of producing rain tests are not specified. Several ran

hoizontal wind velocities up to 40 mph. simulation methods have been developed to
test the resistance of textile fabrics to rain

Various methods have been used to pro- wetting and penetration. Some of these
duce a vertical rainfall simulating capability, methods were approved by the American
including stationary and rotating nozzles, Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists
perforated hoses, and ron a chickengoire/ and by 'he American Society for Testing
muslin arngement with strings used as Materials and are included in some of their (
wicks. The rain chamber develcped at Frark- publications, such as the Book of ASTM
ford Arsenal has been found to be highly Standards, Part 24, "'Iextile Materials" (Ref.
effective. This facility has an 8- X I 0-ft test 99).
area. Rainfall is prodced by means of small,
stainles steel capillary tubes of 0.014 to To test the effects of rain erosion, it is
0.017 in. in diameter, inserted on l-in. centers necessary to reproduce the appropriate rain-
into stainless steel feeder pans. The pans are fall conditions and high speeds. Rainfall con-
fed through a pipe leader from a large water ditions are met by producing a single water
standpipe. Rainfall intensity can be controlled drop, drops made of other materials with
in increments of 0.5 in. hr-f up to a 4-in. hr-I density and size characteristics similar to
rate, and in 1-in. h1'- increments for rates those of rain, or simulated rainfall consisting
from 4 to 24 in. hr"' (Ref. 98). of falling drops with a concentration, intensi-

ty, and size range corresponding to that
The requirements to simamate wind-driven encountered in natural rain. Required speeds

rain frt appeared as a military test require- are obtained by projecting a drop or drops at
ment with the publication of MIL-STD-8 10, high speed against a stationary' target, c," by
which replaced MIL-E-5272. Consequently, projecting an object at high speed against a
modt rain chambers developed prior to that stationary drop, or by simulating a vertically
timp- (June 1967) were incapable of meeting fa"ing rain field. A number of methods have
this requirement. Some military laboratories been used to reproduce these conditions (Ref.
and test agencies modified their chambers in 98), nanwly:
various way3 to produce the required wind-
seed. Frankford Arsenal, for example, used a (I) Plastic pellet rain simulation device. A
lae fan to force air through z funnel. This Crosaman CO2 smoothbore cal .22 rifle has
produces the necessary windspeed but limits been used to propel polyethylene pellets at a
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r target. This test cannot duplicate repetition variations at the nozzles can be held to less
rates of raindrops in flight but does simulate than + I psi at the nominal operating range of
erosion effects. Speeds obtained 6 in. from 5 to 15 psi. Alternate nozzles have a shut-off
the muzzle are acout 2,000 fps. Polyethylene valve permitting a nominal rainfall of either
of a density 0.9 that of water was chosen 2 0 ± 0.7 in. hr.- or 4.0 ± 0.7 in. hr- with a
after comparison with raindrop hapact and 304n.-wide distribution at the centerline of
density characteristics. the rail. The drop size produced varies from

0.5 to 3 nun in diameter, with the mean drop
(2) Raindrop accelerator. This apparatus, size, based on volume, being 1.5 mm in

developed by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory diameter. Because of overlap, the maximum
at White Oak, Md., shoots a drop of water wind speed the system can tolerate is 5 mph;
against a target at speeds from a few hundred above this, the rainfall rate distribution is
to over 2,000 fps. The device consists of an seriously affected. Speeds attained by the
air gun that shoots a lead pellet into a small moving target range from subsonic to 3,500
chamber of liquid, forcing the liquid through fps. ,
a narrow nozzle. Using a double-flash light
source, silhouette photographs are taken of (6) High speed test track facility Air
the jet, from which the droplet speed can be Force Mizile Development Center. This facil-
computed. Only single drops can be fired, and ity provides an erosion test method similar to
reproducibility at the higher speeds can be that at the Naval Weapons Center Rocket
difficult to maintain. Track. The test track is 35,570 ft long, with a

6,000-ft rain simulation capability. Rain ero-
(3) Whirling arm. This is a zero-pitch hori- sion tests using monorail sleds have been run

zontal propeller with a specimen attached to at speeds up to Mach 5 (Ref. 100).
its leading edge near the tip. It rotates the

( specimen, normal to or at some predeter-
mined angle of attack to the falling droplets. 7-6.3 TESTING
The droplet sizes used are 2-mm diameters for
"normal" erosion testing and 5-mm diameters The primary objective of rain testing is to
foz "severe" erosion testing. determine the capability of materiel to with-

stand the deteriorative effects of rain under
(4) Ballistic method. This method is rainfall conditions that would probably be

unique in that it uses a captured projectile, encountered in field operations. Such tests
The muzzle of a smoothbore gun (20 or 57 normally include operability, reliability, and
mm) is extended, and a perforated tube is resistance to penetration, wetting, erosion,
inserted into it. Drops of water pass trans- and corrosion.

versely through the perforations of the tube.
At the end of the perforated tube is another Most testing of the effects of rain on
tube into which a movable slug is placed. A materiel is done in laboratories. Although
projectile is fired through the perforated tube testing in natural rain appears simple and
and impinges on the raindrops. The projectile economical, it presents problems, the most
enters the solid-walled tube and compresses important of which are making accurate
air ahead of it, accelerating the slug and measurements of rain characteristics and du-
stopping the projectile. plicating test conditions. Control and re-

producibility of conditions are particularly
(5) Supersonic rocket track-US Naval important so that even in areas where "it

Weapons Center. This rain-producing equip- almost always rains", the rainfall conditions
ment v wers 2,500 ft and is divided into five required for a particular test may not occur
500-ft ections of 4-in.-dimneter pipe. Each when personnel and equipment are on site
section is center-fed through its own gate and prepared. Such delays are. costly as well as
valve from an 8-in.-diameter main. Pressure time consuming (Ref. 98).
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The aiternative to natural rain testing is and many other areas.
simulated rain testing, which also has as-
sociated proflems. These relate to the require- Table 7-21 is a list of the military agencies
ments for reproducing desired rain character- whose rain chambers now comply with the
istics such as drop size, speed, shape, distribu- rainfall rate requirements of MIL-STD-81 0. It
Zion, and intensity. Additionally, require- is possible that recent modification of addi-
ments to produce rainfall in combination with tional facilities may have expanded this list.
given temperatures (air and water) and wind- Rain chambers with a rainfall rate less than 12
speeds add to the complexity of rain simula- in. hr- or whose rate is not stated in Ref. 100
tion (Ref. 98). ure located at the following agencies:

(1) U S A F Packaging Evaluation Center,
In spite of the difficulties of testing the Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

effects of rain on materiel under natural rain
conditions, much testing is done under field (2) U S A F Specia Wcapons Center, Iirt-
conditions. Such tests make it possible to land AFB, N. Mex. Wn

evaluate the effects of the total environment,
including rain, on materiel. A considerable (3) Air Proving Ground Center, Eglin AFB,
amount of field testing is accomplished at the Fa. (chambers other than those in Table
US Army Tropic Test Center, Ft. (layton, 7-21)

C2. At Ft. Sherman, also in the Canal Zone,

rainfall exceeds 15 in./mo (381 mm/mo) in (4) Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, NJ.
the rainy months and, even during the driest
periods, rain falls on about 15 days per month (5) Tobyhanna Army Depot, Tobyhanna,
(Ref. 101). Tests at the Tropic Test Center Pa.
evaluate the effects of a humid tropical (
climate (where rain is one constituent) on (6) Edgewood Arsenal, Aberdeen Proving
equipment, but normally do not test the Ground, Md.
effects of rain as a single environmental
factor. (7) U S Army Electronics Command, Ft.

• Monmouth, NJ.
Materiel reliability, operability, and main-

tainability tests are also performed under field (8) White Sands Missile Range, White
conditions, and the capability of materiel to Sands, N. Mex.
withstand rain is evaluated among other fac-
tors. Although such evaluations normally (9) U S Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane,
identify deficiencies, they cannot identify the Ind.
pcise rain parameter (drop size, intensity,
windspeed, etc.) related to the failure. Equip- (10' U S Naval Ammunition Depot, Qual-
ment is also frequently evaluated in conjunc- ity Evaluation Laboratory, Portsmouth, Va.
tion with maneuvers and other field exercises,
but these evaluations likewise do not normal- ( 1) U S Naval Missile Center, Pt. Mugu,
ly produce measurements of the specific rain Calif.
conditions encountered.

(12) U S Naval Ordnance Station, Indian
Rain testing under natural conditions, of Head, Md.

course, can be accomplished whenever rain
occurs. In addition to the Tropic Test Center, ( 3) U S Naval Weapons Center, China
rain testing and research have been performed Lake, Calif.
on the galf coast and the Pacific Northwest
coast of the continental United States, the (14) U S Naval Weapons Laboratory,
Aleutian Islands, southern Alaska, Hawaii, Dahlgren, Va.
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Ii), TABLE 7-21

RAIN CHAMBERS THAT MEET RAINFALL RATE
REQUIREM.ITS OF MIL-STD610 IRef. lOW)

Maximu

Agency Dimensions, rainfall Winds1e,
ft rate, mphin./hr

Air Proving Ground Center,
Eglin AFB, Fla.
Climatic Laboratory 252 x 201 x 70 15 -

All-Weather Room 19.83 x 34.75 x 10 15 40
Tropical Marine Room 12 x 12 x 9 12 -

Jungle Test Room 12 x 12 x 9 12
Dugway Proving Ground, 7 x 12 x 8.5 > 12

E Dugway, Utah
Frankford Arsenal, Phila- 10 x 8 x 12 24 40 in part of area

delphia, Pa.

SRedstone Arsenal, 38 x 18 x 10 12
- Huntsville, Ala.JL

There are also rain chambers available in Institutions having whirling-arm erosion
industrial facilities. Many large defense coii- test apparatus are:
tractors have a rain test capability, although
most such facilities listed in the Institute of Maximum
Envrbonmental Sciences Facility Survey of velocity,

* 1965 and the 1966 Supplement (Ref. 102) do mph
itot meet MIL-STD-810 requirements. It is (1) B. F. Goodrich Company Re-
probable that many of these chambers either search Laboratory, Brecksville,
have been or are being modified to meet these Ohio 600

* standards.
(2) Cornell Aeronautical Labora-

The rain erosion tert facilities at the Air tory, Buffalo, N.Y. 600
Force Missile Development Center, Holloman
Air Force Base, N. Mex., and at the Naval (3) University of Cincinnati, De-
Weapons Center, China Lake, Calif., have partment of Mechanical En-
been described. A similar sled frcility at gineering, Cincinnati, Ohio 600
Pendine, England, is operated by the Royal
Aircraft Establishment. It has a 3,000-ft track (4) Air Force Aero Propulsion
passing through a 500-ft rain field. Average Laboratory, Wright-Patterson
water drop size ranges from 1.2 to 2.8 nun, AFB, Ohio 6-ft blade,
with a mean intensity of 5.8 in. hr- (147.3 Mach 1;( nun hr'). Sleds reach a maximum velocity of 20-ft blade,
approximately Mach 1.5 (Ref. 103). Mach 2.2
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Maximum (2) MILSTD-210, Climatic Extremes for
velocity, Military Equipment, 2 August 2957, with
mph Change Notice 1, 30 November 1958.

(5) Royal Aircraft Establish-
ment, Farnborough, England 500-600 (3) Quadripartihe Standardization Agree-

ment 200, American-British-Canadian-Austral.
(6) Dornier System GmbH, ian Armies Standardization Program, Climatic

lmmenstaad, Germany Mach 1.4 Factors Affecting Design Criteria, 18 March
1969.

7-6.4 SPECIFICATIONS

The following basic documents contain (4) AR 70-38, Research. Development,

directives, standards, and specifications re- Test, and Evaluation of Materiel for Extreme

lated to the design, test, and operation of Climatic Condlitons. 5 May 1969.

Army materiel under rain conditions:
Rain test procedues for some items of

(1) MIL-STD-810, Environmental Test equipment are contained in individual equip-
Methods, 15 June 1967, with Notice 1, 20 ment specifications; these are listed in the
October 1969, and Notice 2, 29 September Index of Specifications and Standards, De-
1969. partment of Defense, 1969.
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CKAPTER 8

SOLID PRECIPITATION"

3-1 INTRODLCTION AND DESCRIPTION liss of communication and powedines,
downed trees, and mow avalanches.

This chapter is concerned with thoa form
of iwe that a • deritd roun atnispbeuc Closly related to the contents of this
moisture and tha form on or are depoited chapter are the discumions of ice fog and
on the earth or other solid surface. This whiteout in Chap. 9, of cold temperatureE; in
broadens the meaning of "solid precipitatio" Chap. 4, of rain in Chap. 7, and portions of
to include thoe forms of ice that sublime Chap. 2 on terrain. The prme discussions ofSfram water vapor, and, thus, ae not strictly flooding and quawibre, for example, ae in
precipitants, as well as tho~e forms of ice that Chap. 7, as caused by rain; and in Chap. 2, as
solidify from liquid precipitants after contact a terrain-related probkm. Ice formed on
with a surface. Included in this discussion are riven or lakes is discussed in depth in Chap. 4.
the true piecipitUts-snow. snow pellets or In this chapter, data an presented on all
paIutiel, ice pellets, ice crystals, and hiil-as forms of ice derived directly from the
well av glaze, rime, and hoarfrost. These terms atmosphere and found on the &ound and on
are defined in Table 8-1. It is apparent that objects.

- these ice forms differ in their relative density
and that the precipitants differ in size, lrely 8-2 CHARACTERISTICS
determined by the natural processes of
formation. The characterization of snow and other I

forms of deposited ice is complex because of
The off"ct of these varkon forms of ice an the mr" conditions under which ike is!

military matenel are diverse, ranging from formed from atmospheric moisture and the
* sevese Iiimlttiom on mobility and destruction variety of physical forms that it can assume.

of communications to incieaed stresses on Like other solids, ice is found in solid, dense
personnel, protective clothing, and forms such as rocks, in granular forms such as
man-equipment interactions. A summary of und, and in vaying soilike textures. Unlike
such effects includes: imost solids at certain awbient tempmatures

•; Lit s rmidily transformed to and from the
roadAIbOWIy r ficfl otructi. lont tricton, liquid and gaseo phases Approximately 2

-rondel age, a irld a stncted percent of the water supply of the earth exists
_ personnelo m ovement, visibility n iom in the solid phase, primarily in glaciers formed

hidden obstructions, aad secondary flooding from the owpack, compaed to 0.00l

(2) Equipment outages. Frmrr percent in the gas phase and approximately

mechanisms, ice-covered contros 98 percent in the liquid phase (Ref. 2). It is
ostressed vehicles, and ix4oaded aircraft noteworthy, however, that 75 percent of the

frtsh water of the earth is deposted in the
(3) Personnel stressm Injuries, dothing snowpack and glaciers.

burden, decreased energy reserves, and loss of
manipulative dexterity For the discussion that follobs, it is useful

(4) Snow and ice iad Structure dama, to categoize the various forms of ke deiried
from atmospbaric water by their common

generic nares; mow, hail, glaze, rime, and
IL @W .. cuam -- = hoarfrost. Other fonms listed in Table 8-1 will
Eftvwý L60mYm. jimm". ?4JL be related to these.
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TYPES OF SOUD MECI' .'EPIT1 iRa. *WTor "t Iti'
Snow Precipitation composed 'f i4.w.hte or transhr.eat ice crystals

chiefly in complex dendritic, tab-Aar, stellar, or columar
forms with hexagonal symetry. Sow 2.• formed directly from
atmospheric water vapor.

SPrecipitation consistlng of white, opaque ..ce particlo-,
pellet or usually round but sometimes with traces of czrytallinity',
graupel ranging from 2 to 5 me in diameter,, and of a brittle

texture. Ice pellets are easily -,rushed but can rebound
when falling on hard surfaces. They are usually formed by
riming of snow crystals.

Ice Prec4 p' tatioa consisting of transparent or t'ranslucent
pellet pellets of ice less than 5 m in diameter. They way be

formed by freezing of raindrops or consist of snow pellets
encased in a thin layer of ice.

Sleet A term formerly applied to ice pellets and umw used
colloquially and in British tirminology to deacribe
precipitation that is a mixture of snow and .ain.

Hall Precipitation In the form of rounded or Irregilar lumps of
ice, called hailstones, which range in size from 5 to 50 me
or more In diameter avd which are formed from frozen
raindrops. Hailstones have a concentrip layered structure
usually alternating between clear mid opaque ice.

Ice (diamond dust, ice needles, front s•iw, smow mist)
crystal Precipitation in the form of slowly falling, very small

(-30 a) unbranched ice crystals in the form of needles,
columns, or plates. Ice crystals do no• reduce visibility,
can be seen only in sunlight or an artificial light beam,
and may precipitate from clouds or clear air.

Glass A dense, hard, transparept coating of ice formed on exposed
objects by the freezing of supercooled rain or drizzle.

aim. A white opaque granular deposit of ice formed by the rapid
freezing of supercooled water drops u they impinge on an
object. Rime is considerably less dense than glaze.

Doarfrost A light feathery deposit of ice consisting of interlocking
ice crystals directly sublimed from rater vapor onto a cold
surface.

8-2
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8-2.1 PROPERTIES OF SNOW plane nor in parallel planes. it is ruh

sphefical but should not be confused with
Snow has the lowest density of thk various graupel, which has either a slight or no

forfms of deposited Ji because, in the process evidence of csystulline shape.
of formation by sublimation from atmoapher-
ic water vapor, an open aystalline structure (6) C4pped colunt. Column-type particle
forms. After these crystals, usually m anlom- with hexagorWa plates or stellar crystals at
ented ames or snowflakes, reach the surface oither end capping the column. Often
of the earth, various processes increase the additional plates occur at intermediate
density of the snowpack and tend to form a positions, but all intermediate and capping
badi, amorphous mass with the density of particles are arranged normal to the principal
vitrous ice. axis of the column.

The characteristits of snow awe convenient- (7) Irregular crystal. Snow particle made
ly separated into those of the precipitant and up of a number of crystals grown together in
thaoe of the deposited solid. The former is of a random fashion. Often the component
import because, in many relions, it is the only crystals can be seen only with magnification.
"snow encountered since the temperature is
-ach that the snow rapidly melts. In the other All natural snowflakes do not have the
extreme, snow is a permanent feature of the familiar and beautiful symmetries depicted in
eavironment and its diverse physical proper- many publications. More often, snowflakes

g ties ae of interest. are broken, entangled, or rimed agglomerates
resulting from growth accidents and their life

8-2.1.1 PRECIPITANT SNOW cycles in the atmosphere. The small, ideal
& f crystals present a ~reat variety of forms which

• When ice crystals form in the free air have been photographed extensively. Each of
through sublimation processes, they do so in a the simpler forms is related not only to the
great variety of geometric shapes-all environment in which the crystal grew,

* collectively called snow. These forms, falling primarily temperAture and degree of
as single or agregated crystals (flakes), have supersaturation of the water vapor, but also
bn clasified into seven basic types (Ref. 3): to any contaminants, present. Mixed forms

represent crystals for which conditions
(i) Plates. Thin, hexagonal plate, often changed during growth (Refs. 4, 5).

with internal structure due to air inclusions
The size of !he individual snow crystals

(2) Stelar. Thin, star-shaped snow crystal, varies considerably with form. Stellar crystals,
generally with six arms; sometimes doubled, for example, have an average diameter of 2.3
with two crystals connected by a short mm and average thickness of 0.08 mm but the
column. diameter can be as large as 6 mm or as small

as 0. 12 mm. Columnar crystals, on the other
(3) Column, Short, prismatic crystal, solid hand, are typically 0,23 X 0.12 amm, and

or hollow, often joined in various needles, 0.72 X 0.7 mm (Ref. 6). Agrelptes
combinations. of mow crystals, usuaily found at

temperatures near the freezing point, ar
(4) Needle. Very slender, needlelike snow sometimes massive. In a given snowfall,

particles, approximately cylindrical. Needles aerage diameters of 3 cm have been reported
may combine in hollow bundles of parnlel with maximum diameters of 6 cw. In the

t needles or other combinations, other extreme, wind may break snow crystals
into small fragments or, alternatively,

I (5) Spatial dendri4. Complex snow evaporation while falling may reduce
crystal, with fernlike arms that lie neither in .a diaWii.ions to a very fine snow dust. In a

8-3ti .Jm
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cold, blown mow, the rains typically fall in the annual snowfall may be les than 2 ft, 8-
the 0.1- to I-mm-diameter nme (Ref. 7). to 20-ft drifts may accumulate at obstuc-

tions. In those region where intermittent
The average mas of a snl snowflac in a %wm spells occur, drifts are rapidly stabilized

snowstom has been given as 3.1 m&g while and densified.
the smallest partides, mow dust, weish
approximately 0.1 mg each. Lawr On level terrain with few obstructimins, the
agglomerated snowflakes may weigh as much drift pattern takes the fonr of concentric
m0.8g(Ref. 6). waves or V-shaped ridgs, with the apex

pointing into the prevailing wind as shown in
Snowflakes fall with speeds up to 250 cm Fig. 8-1. The angle of the l--s of the "V" is

ut with the speed increasing with weight. indicative of the fluctuations in direction of
Average speeds of 50 to 100 cm sV typify dominant windflow. Another wind-produced
mast snowstorms. feat are is the choppy, wavelike feature called

"sastruga", produced by etching and erosion
Rates of snowfall are given in terms of as shown in Fig. 8-2.

milmeters of water per unit time.
Observations on one group of IS snowstorms The mechanisms of snow tranport have
revealed rates from 0.3 to 2.88 mnu water hr' been classified as caep, sIltation, and
(Ref. 8). turbulent diffusion (Ref. 9) and are similar to

those for sand (Ref. 10). Creep describes
8-2.1.2 DEPOSITED SNOW movement in which the snow particles are in

virtually continuous contact with the surface,
Soon after snow is deposited on a surface, seldom rising over 2 mm. Saltation refers to

it begins to lom the characteristic crystalline particle transport by leaping or bounding
structure of the precipitant. Dependent on along the surface in a cycloidal-like trajectory.
the temperature, this may be due to melting SiAtation requires windseeds of at least 15 to
or to dry metamorphic (structure changing) 30 km hf I and heights of as much as 100 cm
processes. Even with subfreezing tempera- are possible. Typically, in saltatory drifting,
turs, the dry metamorphosi pmrceds 90 percent of the mass of the snow is less
through a quasi-liquid surface layer on the than 25 crm above the surface. Turbulent
snow crystal which facilitates molecular trans- diffusion, the third mechanism of
port. Contacting snow grains can be fused or snowdrifting, is most common during a
sintered by ths procem, thereby increasing snowstorm when snow on the ground is
the compressive strength of the fallen snow. picked up by the turbulent air and held
Some of the various types of metamorpbic suspended by vertical mixing. Light, dry, and
transitions and their products are described in usually cold snow can continue to drift for
Table 3-2. several days after a new snowfall if the

temperature remains low and windspeeds of
Deposited snow does not necessarily above approximately 20 km hfr- persist.

remain deposited. When falling snow is Turbulent diffusion is the cause of most of
accompanied by wind or when wind blows the large drifts that disrupt transportation.
over a surface of uncohesive snow crystals or
grains, drifting can occur. The windspeed The physical properties of the snow cover
required for the onset of this wind-propelled are highly variable but are important since
or entrained movement is determined by the snow is often the -Aaracteristic and, at times,
nature of the snow.. With unidirectional the only solid mater:jl in the operational
windflow and a large volume of uncohesive environment. The properties of fallea snow
snow available, high drifts may foria wherever have been studied extensively (Refs, 6, II).
obstructions cause a cha•u3 in windspeed or The discussion of physical properties is
direction. In the extremely cold zones where separated into mechanical, thermodynamic,
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Fsigre 84. A Snow WOWe This is fth chaiutfistic drift pater of
coleff, cohiWolmsnwow. M1 Ywnd dinW.?ton is from the loww rgiot)

(Photoovtf~ by ft. L. Schasuwj

and electromagnetic puragaphi. but may be presented as a fwict~on of one
variable. While the data are reeresentative,

8.2.12.1 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF care must IL- taken not to misapply them.

(1) Density. The density of fallen snow is
Mechanical properties of snow depend on the most useful single indicator of snow

prain size, age, temperature, load history, and properties since density correlates well with
other environmental factors. Data included in many other properties. Snow density ranges
the discussion that follows usually apply to from 0. 1 g cm 3̀ or less for newly fallen snow
one unique set of values for these variables consisting of large fluffy flakes to 0.83 g cnf3

for compacted snow. At higher densities, the
*Th pwavuab is beasd amA ftffn ofS~w by M.___w compacted snow is classified as ihe since it has

(Rdf. 1 2) wksh mppapsmmisI nhm ~uan bka lost most of those pyoperties such as
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440

Figure 8-2. Erosional Surface Features of Snow Cover (These 'sastrui" or "snow anvils"
are produced by wind erosion of hardened snow. Since the "anvil" always

points into the wind, northern bush pilots use these snow fiaturvs for
navigation and landing informaton.) (Photograph by R. W. Gerdef)

permeability that identify it as snow; pure ice TABLE 8-3
has a density of 0.917 g cm 3-. Density, in all
casm, is the mass of the snow divided by its SNOW DENSITY CLASSIFICATIONS (Ref. 6)
volume, including pores or voids that are
naturally present. Snow is more dense if it______________
falls early in the season, has been broken up Dniy
by the wind, has aged, has been exposed to Initial snow type -3siy
relatively higher temperatures, or is deeper in gc
the snowpack. Very loose 0.01-0.10
In Tables 8-3 through 8-6 typical density Loose 0.10-0.25

values and ranges are given for correlative Meim0.503
variables associated with fallen snow (Ref. 6). Mdu .503
In most cases, the tabulated data apply to Dense 0.35-0.45
fresh snow. Snow that has undergone Very dense Over 0.45
metamorphic transition under pressure has a______________

8-7
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TABLE 84 TABLE 64

DINSITY.TEIlIERATURE VARIATIONS (Rol. 6) DENSITY-WIND VELOCITY VARIATIONS (Roe. B)

(FOR NEWLY FALLEN SNOW) (FOR NEWLY FALLEN SNOW)

Mean daily air Density, Wind conditions Density,

taiperature, "C g cu- 3  during snowfall g Cu-3

Below -10 0.01-0.23 Calm 0.04-0.07

-10 to -5 0.01-0.29 Light breeze 0.04-0.13

- 5 to -2 0.03-0.25 Medium 0.12-0.18

- 2 to 0 0.04-0.45 Strong wind 0.15-0.22

0 to +2 0.07-0.53 Full gale 0.30-0.39

Above +2 0.16-0.59

contains pores, and often voids, which cause
its density to be less than that of ice. For

density approaching 0.83 g cm- and, newly fallen %now, porosity is determined by
dependent on the pressure and time since the nature of the snowtlakes and the
deposition, a full range of densities from conditions during deposition. For established
thos tabulated to this upper limiting value snowpacks, the pore distribution and larpr (
may be observed. In Table 8-3, density voids are determined by metamorphic changes
variation with depth in the snowpack is given. (particularly melting due to high ground

temperature) or by solar raiation through
(2) Porosity and voids. All deposited snow translucent surface layers.

TABLE 8-6

DEPENDENCE OF DENSITY ON TYPE OF SNOW COVER

Density, g ca'n
Type of snow cover

M mn Max Usual range

Dry new snow 0.05 0.11 0.07-0.10

Dry settling snow 0.09 0.22 0.10-0.20

Wet settling snow 0.10 0.24 0.15-0.20

Dry settled snow 0.20 0.43 0.25-0.35

Loose, granular snow 0.11 0.30 0.18-0.28

Dry old snow 0.20 0.53 0.25-0.45

Wet old snow 0.28 0.52 0.35-0.45

8-8
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Porosity n is defined as the ratio of pore classification of snow types as well as for the
volume Vp to total volume Vr or practical importance of ventilation of under-
alternatively as the ratio of the difference snow installations.
between ize density (p, - 0.917 g Cm3 ) and

snow density (p,) to ice density. Permeability of a substance is characterized
by a permeability coeffcient K, which is the

= -• =i-P= I - 1.09 p1  (8-1) proportionality constant expressed by the
ppg

Vr P, following equation:

whereQ KAL' AP, cm" a0 (8-2)

Vp - pore volume, cm3 where

VT - total volume, cm.'
p, . ice density, g CQ - volumetric airflow, cm3 r-

p5  a snow density, g cmi' A = cross-sectional area, cm 2

AP =different~io pressure across the sam-

Another parameter, void ratio r, is defined as ple, cm of Ih 1)
the ratio of the void volume V, to the snow L samnple lengtli in direc•tion of flow,cr •.

-volme (r -V.).
ivolme (r -,).K =permeability onefficient, cms~

Pores, defined as minute openings, aro Thus, K, the permeability coefficient, is the
determined by the structure of the snow airflow sTeed in cm fI fC:- a prcss•e gradient
Crystal or grain; the pore volume cannot be of 1 cm of water per cm ý:,'snow.E ~ iecl mesrd tor 112 meaure porosityssrecrsse
rto hve meaning, the snow sample must be Permeability values for snow range from 0
homogeneous and free of larger voids. Voids, to 350 cm V ; the higher charaterizes a
usually referring to largr openings in the lare ained new snow, w\ &e zero value h
smowpack, are formed by gross metamorphic the limiting value for impermeable show or
processes. ice. Representative measured values are given

in Table 8-7 and variations with depth are
Porous, low density snow thus has a shown in Table 8-.9

porosity approaching 1. If the snow density
approaches that of ice, the porosity is near The permeability of snow M 'videnced by
zers. An actual lower limit for now is 0.093. the ability of reindeer to s,,. moss, teir
Values of r range from 90 to 0.1 as snow chief food during winter, thlr, ,, snow 1 m
Sdensities rane frorn 0.01 to 0.83 S cr-3 . or more in depth and also by the ability of

carnivores to find mice beneath deep snow.
(3) Permeability.* The property of a Tracer gases released in a snowpack have

material that allows another substance to pass demonstrated lateral gas speeds up to 10 m
through its pores or interstices under the mmraI- with no detectable release of the gas at
influence of a pressure gradient is the surface (Ref. 6).
permeability. For snow, permeability is
closely related to porosity and density and (4) Hardness. For snow, hardness is a
may refer to the flow of either a liquid or a measure of its resistance to penetration by a
gas through a solid snow barrier. This solid object. It is dependent on the cohesive
discussion is limited to air permeability, bonding between snow grains, which is a
which is of interest as a possible basis for macroscopic function of the density of the

snow, on the nature of the crust, if any, and
_ _ _on the type and progress of metamorphic
*A gmdwaimnfee for this puapaph Ref. 13. changes. Hardness is expressed in terms

8-9
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TADLE B-7

AIR PERMEABILITIES FOR NATURAL SINOW (Ref. 12)

Description Permeability, Density, Porosity,

K, cm s- ,gcm3 n

Subsurface (Greenland) 5-230 0.76-0.42 0.16-0.55

Subsurface (South Pole) 15-100 0.65-0.48 0.30-0.47

Subsurface (Greenland) 20-340 0.6 -0.35 0.34-0.61

Fresh (Antarctica) 15-100 0.52-0.33 0.43-0.62

"NLast winter's" (Antarctica) "5-135 0.56-0.43 0.40-C.53

Coarse grained 15-340 0.6 -0.36 0.35-0.60
(diameter > 1.2 r=)

Top 4 m (Greenland) 40-240 0.48-0.37 0.49-0.60

Old 20-75 0.49-0.40 0.45-0.57

Granular 10-25 0.49-0.39 0.45-0.58

Naturally compacted 40-100 0,40-0.27 0.56-0.70
me-w 35-270 0.21-0.11 0.78-0.87

New 100-340 0.12-0.09 0.86-0.90 (

TABLE 8-8

PERMEABIUTY AND DENSITY VARIATION WITH DEPTH (Ref. 14)

(IN THE GREENLAND SNOWPACK)

Depth, m Density, g cm"3 Permeability, cm s"1

0 0.34 150
5 0.46 100

10 0.53 70
15 0.57 60
20 0.60 50
25 0.62 40
30 0.64 30

8&10
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T• TABLE 8-9

HARDNESS OF SNOW

Hardness. g cm 2

Type of snow cover - -
MI n Max Mean range

Dry new 0.5 20 1- 10

Dry settling 5.0 200 10- 100

Yet settling 20.0 100 20- 100

Dry settled 25.0 8000 100- 6000
Loose granular 15.0 200 20- 100
Dry old 50.0 20000 IOL-20000

Wet old 20.0 500 50- 500

defined by the method by which it is cold dry snowpack that is subjected to

measured. Most common is the index based drifting; the churning action can reduce the
on the presure necessary to force a disc into grain size. The metmnorphic processes

( the snow. An alternative hardness index, contributing to grain growth are described inI referred to as the ram hardness number, is Table 8-2. Actual measurements ar repueted
based on the force required to drive a here.
cone-tipped rod into the snow, using an
instrument called the Swiss rainmionde. Ram Sizing of snow grains is accomplished with
hardness numbars are relative measvies only. sieves; aze distributions are reported in terms

of the size of the sieve openhiig. Examples are
Table 8-9 gives values of hardness for shown in Fig. 8-3 for fresh snow and in Fig.

different types of snow in terms of the force 8-4 for old snow that had been milled by a
per unit area required to force a disc into the snowplow. The Increase in grain size of the
snow. It has been found that, as snow cover milled snow during the first year is attributed
density increases from 0.15 to 0.4 g cnf 3 , the to an increas in small grahis during the
hardness increases from 20 g cnf2 to 50,000 g disaggregation process employed in sieve
cma 2 , over four orders of magnitude. During analysis. Similar measurements on Alpine
the seasonal development of a snow cover, the snows gave a median grain size of
hardness may increase, decrease, or remain approximately 0.8 mm for new snow; the size
the same, dependent on the climatic increased to 1.3 mm !. 96 days ond to 2.0
conditions. Unuier pressure, the hardness of mm in 118 days.
snow increases with time at a rate that is
temperature dependent. For a given snow These data are for specific snowy samples
cover, the hardness increases as the that are products of their specifik environ-

of grains can proceed to depth hoar crystals

(5) Grain size. The initial grain size is that with sizes a. large as 15 mm. Competing with
( of the precipitant, but after deposition, grain the increase in grain idze is the trend toward

growth normally occurs. The exception is a formation of a continuous Ice sheet. The old

8411
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coiderable mechanica Ataogth under the exhibits low strength in smconfined iaxinial
proW zedditioum For example, it may be loading.
used in commtction of roads and shelters,
This qlies only in those moos of the world The uemonfined compressive stength of
having saiqaed bfnmemgtempera and snow i measured by placing a cylindrical
raims high density maow with much specimen in a press and comtpessing it to
iebond gowth. Mot often. aged fam hi controlling etbhr t sm-i rate
sow is used. Defore being ueed it is Xthe loading rate. The results are typically
diatWpcted with a Nter sow miller (a type plotted api denty, as in Fig. 8-6.
of rotay snwplow), which producns Irdatie- Howevesr the spread in the data shown, as
ly unifom iwe partd-s When employed a wCll s in other data, indicates that
rad filling at as structural eients, this type UnmcontMIld aiati onsresult in a wide spied
of nwis usmlly referrd to as" -fter sow" in the snults obtained (Ref 12). Geemaly.
and exhibit relatively predictable behavior. lilDd mow shows unconfined coumleimde
Other rotwy snowplows may be med to srengths from 2 to 15 kg C-2 for dusities
diao l snow for construction, the between 0.48 and 0.64 g can-s when the mnow

n swntmw usuall being described in is 3weeks orlessin age. Older natura nowsr
of dwm thpotiauawequipem~t used since giving data as m VWg 8,-, hm segh

the nsultant rain we and amequent extending above 30 kg cm 2 -
maydiffer. Tensile stm-g• of snow-mneasred an

Snow exhibits a spectrum of b cylinder nings, and beams-shows wile d&-
unowr kedL deadmt a thie natum of tb e peasioo m the data. Below snow demities of

load. Ei behavior sthat ýs caratefistc oa 0.42 g cm- 3 , tensile stwength does not exceed

Ssmall, trient kh and creep that is 1.2 kg cmi-. At higher denities, tensile

characteristic of s loods that ut lss stengh nay be as high as 18 kg cm-I and is a

than the fair su th we disuvacd function of tempertum, someties masm-
mbsequently. The ability of snow to sustain a Wg as r~pufly as the temperat me

" Iload witlmu" immediate fablue is referred to Representative data ame shown in Fig. 8-7.

a the stenath and s discussed in the strength has been measured with apea h that follow, vanety of apparatui. T7e xsutant data amr

mlared pimmaril to the demity of the
With wow. as with other materils, specimen. Typiicaft, fur unconfined double

sbtre gth can be &.-gribed hm many ways shear, the strength inrassfrm less than I
-5 - fing to the ab= of the load and to over 15 kg cui2 as the sample density vs

coauditions For snow, the uncofined from 04 to 0.8 X c6-3 , Similar strengths ae
compre3sive sength. the tensile strength, and found for urwonfimed shear mearemuents as
the shear strength m of prime importance. weH as specimen urder pressure. Tonional

shear vahes do not exceed 8 kg coi-2. All of
Below a density of 0.4 g cmd, snow has these data were given by Butkovitch (Reft 15)

little sbtr th, the strength being Vincipally as reported by Mellr (Ref. 2).
dependent on grain structure and texture
rather than density. Above 0.55 g cm-f. the (8) Creep As noted in par. (7), after the
strength depends pidmay on density so it is initid transients a sustained comstant strs
quite high became of the dose packing of the tends to cause a continued strain or creep.
ans and the many bonds between them. This creep may crwtinue far long periods if

The 0-.S gcar' density is achkvable with a the stress is smai but. if it is large, the
well-nilled snow, such as Peter snow. Under cumulative strain will result in either
some conditions, a snow layer may change densificaton of the wow anol reduced creep
into the loemely banded, coarsepained or acelerated creep and collapse of the snow.
4Wpete known as depth hoar. whivh For practical purposes, persistent creep ýinder
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rwsandrx a.wsd to -f0C. rpmmit a variety of ebt)

rdlatfiy low stresses i of amtes: in'f:cres. ThI stnai rate e thus takes The form

Creep or strain in snow •a•s inth time r A-,, Pment SO (-4)
according to a power function of the form

In the wmal cm, the noudinela initial strain
c = e, + bit, percent (8-3) behav is r aed md u is a comnsant with

respect to tin, i.e., i - b frna = 1.

The Moad or sum dependence of strain rate
$trmain, percent is noxdinear for snow and is represented by a

S inial stram, percnt hyperbolic equation
Satme, s

band x constants descwrit of the
snow type mad them ethoid $i%0ets 8-)hy which the stres is aqpplied q \o
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whee tdwse low stma conditions thus becomes

,a t te stress, S COO e -ee + U t, p en t (8 -7)

as normalizing constant, x ad'2  it~Pi~l 87-- aG YUOStYCoffciit, 5ei• S
q - a viscosity co j@'i't, g a-2llowing e nxm tal deti ion of die

If a4 0.0,6,thenSinh(-!)axidcoefficient of viscosity under known strsem%.

Most otsmijadum of cxtep have emobyed
-pexclts- co)mpressive stxies, and the data ame

reprted as a cmlffeknt Of cPMsW
wh is t of a oi V viscosty. This coeSicient depends on the size.

solid. Data indicate that Eq. "- applie for shape, aeend uratin- of pm andonmthe
sieses up to 550 2 clm (g 8 psi) (Ref. 121. bonds betwen inThis i mofw •d Y

Large am stnzctwal foobngs can be deuSdW ig as a funted of sow destY.
dose to these limits. Th tdrain equation for Remsentatv dab on the comp•-sm
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vuiscogity coeffiaent mre given in Fig. 88. object. At temperatures above freezing, the
Viscoity is temperature dependent; incrMe Widin nesistance incrmascs. The minimum
ib with decreasing temperature. An activa- coefficient of sliding friction is observed from
ton proes giving -l (to OWC.

q cc -xp (A1I), g cm- 2 r - (8-8) The coefficient of sliding friction is the
ratio of the force nece•say to maintain a

when sliding object in motion to the normal
gravitational force of the object on the
surface. The ccefficient of friction between

A = constant, K snow and a solid slider varies with size, shape,
T - absolute temperatur, K bearing presure, sliding speed, and tempera-

taut. Under conditiom npromotg easy sliding
motion, the low coefficient of friction of

his been suggested to describe this tempera- snow is attributed to its r1flubricating
ture dependnce. property; i.e., the frictional beat generated by

sliding causes a liquid film to form between
(9) SWg fjictaon and adhesion. The the sliding object and the snow.

common belief that snow provides a slippery
surac is true only under certain conditions. Resistance to sliding on snow is determined
Selow -2'C, for example, loose mow is by factors other than the coefficient of liding
similar to dry sand in its reaction to a sliding friction. The breakap of a carst, the move-
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0.5-

0.4A Wlooden runers, paraffin 'mx
R -2

bearing pressure 0.033 kg ca
B Stee1 runners, nwi saw,

spewd 2.5 is 851 bearing

prsue 0.33 fkgctio

D Ski lacquer, static friction
I polytetraf luoroothylSw,

a static friction

0.2-

0000 **A

SLUSH 1 -10 -30

TEMPERATURE, "C

Figure 8-Sk Coeffiient of Friction on Snow Rtef. 12)

menlt Of snow in front of the slider, and fte under various conditions, Curves A and B of
packing of the snow detract from the ease of Fig. 8-9 show represntative data. The
motion. In dry, low density snow that is coefficient of static friction, -the ratio of the
unable to sustain the slider load, mobility can force required to initiate sliding to the normali
be inhibited completely. gravitational force-is similarly presented in

the other curves of Fig. 8-9. Although the
The coefficient of sliding friction for polytetrafluorarethylepe curve E is an anoma-

various materials on snow has beens lywith Its low coeffi -; toffriction, curves C
mesuedas a function of temperature and D clearly show that static finction i3
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) l higher than sliding frition. Thtse data were values probably results from varlation in the
compiled from various sources by Mellor granular structure of the snow.
(Ref. 12).

For transient heat flow problems, the
Static friction is the force necessary to general equation is (Ref. 17)

restart a slider into motion Lmmrediately after
it comes to rest. If the slider is left standing, 7T-= a V72 T (8-10)
the liquid film on the runner will freeze and it
considerable force may be required to free it.

where
82.1.2,2 THERMAL PROPERTIES OF

SOW* T - temperature,°C

Snow, as with most lightweight solids, is an t timeS

excellent thermal insulator. It often prevents a a thermal diffusivity, cm2 i(l

the ground and vegetation from freezing and
can provide protection for men and animals The thermal diffusivity is defived by
from extreme cold. This low thermal
conductivity is only one of the thermal a ='/(PC,),cm2 V
propertiUes of snow that are of practical
importance. Other mechanisms of heat
transport as well as the parameters of phase where
transition are equally important.

= p - stow density, gcm-3

The thermal conductivity K is the ratio of ap - specific heat at constant pre-
the rate of heat flow 4 per unit area to the sure,cal (CT 1

negative of the thermal gradient aT/ax and it K a thermal conductivity, cal (cm s
can be expressed by (Ref. 17) OCTI

K -4 , Cal (cm s OCT Diffisivity may be calculated directly from

thermal conductivity, density, and specific

(8-9) heat. The specific heat is usually taken as 0.50
where cal (g *C)'1 in practical problems, although it

varies with the temperature and purity of the
K = thermal conductivity, cal (cm s snow.

Tgradient, 0C cm When a thermal gradient exists in the

-snowpack, heat may be transferred by
processes other than thermal conduction.

Srate of heat flow, cal (cm' s) IVapor diffusion and forced convection are
two such mechanisms. The former is de-

A number of determinations of thermal scribed by the diffusioh equation, which
conductivity have been made and are yields for one-dimensional vapor diffusion;
discussed by Mellor (Ref. 12). An envelope of
these measurements is presented in Fig. 8-10 --DL,aT7ax, cal (cm 2 sT, (8-12)
plotted against densityt. The spread in the where

*SA gomWsreor ece for ths parapaph 6 Ref. 12. = rate of change of vapor pres-
tTo cow4tdhouwalutin Fi& 8-10,cal (cmn aC)". tothe sure of ice with temperature,

iatnmamoaal mits, W(m K)-, dvle by 41.68. 0.39 X 10'6 g (cm 3 *CY1
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ICS AT 0"C U&S A TH(AL CONDUCTIVIIT
OF 0.005 Cal (CM S oC)'
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• 0.002
Ua I

0.001

oI I I I ,i
00.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

DENSITY, g CM

Figure 8-10. Thermal Conductivity of Dry Snow (Ref. 12)

D = diffusion constant, 0.85 cm 2 s- Comparison with Eq. 8-9 shows that vapor
diffusion contributes a small amount to the

L,= latent heat of sublimation of ice, heat transfer processes in snow, except at very677 cal j-1 low snow densities.

Sthermal gradient, 'C cm-f Forced air and vapor convection can take
ax

place when undersnow structures are ven-
Substitution gives tilated. Yen has considered this in terms of an

equivalent thermal conductivity k,, (Ref. 18),4 - 2.2) 10 lart iTax, cal (cui 2 sF'
(8-13) 4 =-kaTlax, cal (cm2 sy) (l-.4)
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whf-r electrical properties; the precise values of

k, 0.77 X 10-4 + 0.314 G - 89.4 G2  parameters cannot be predicted for a given
snow sample. The dielectric and conductive

S+ 86.4 G3 , cal (cm s (8-15) parameters are of prime interest.

E The dielectric constant* is the primary
(G = mass flow rate per unit area for air electrical descriptor for a poorly conducting

through the snow, g (cmn s)7 material. It is die ratio of the electric field

otstrength in a vacuum to that in the dielectric0•For G = I0(-3 g (cm2 a)-', the heat transfer
t cipfor the same distribution of charge. TheN duo to forced convection is an appreciable dielectric constant e may be defined and

portion of the total heat transfer and it measured as the ratio of the capacitance C of
rapidly becomes the dominant mechanism if aan electrical condenser filled with the
the flow rate increases further. dielectric to the capacitance Co of the same

condenser in a vacuum
The latent heat of fusion of snow is the

same as that for ice particles, -anging from ClCo (8-16)
79.4 to 79.8 cal g- at 0°C but decreasing
with temperature (less energy is required to The polarization of the dielectric by the
solidify siupercooled watei droplets), The applied electric field causes C to be larger
latent heat of sublimation is greater, i.e., the than Co.
sum of the latunt heat of fusion and the latent
heat of vaporization. This sum gives a value of When an alternating electric field is used,
677.0 cal gC' for the latent heat of losses in the dielectric appear as heat. These
sublimation at OC. losses can be described in terms of the angle 6

Thermal expansion is not a significant between the phases of the loss current and the
parameterformal sosionc it woud he i ant charging current, with the so-called loss

parameter for snow since it would be andispation factor defined as
integrated effect of the expansion of the
individual grains. Grain expansion is coinpen- loss current
sated for by the rearrangement ox the grains o curre(t-17
rather than by macroscopic dimensional charging current e"
changes.

where e" is the dielectric loss factor, also
The temperature at various levels in thle known as the imaginary part of the dielectric

permanent snowpack is dependent on the constant and e' is tie AC capacitivity. At
average surface temperature and, in fact, can frequencies where the polarization of the
be used to obtain estimates of the mean dielectric lags the applied electric field, the
annual surface temperature. Daily tempera- dielectric constant e is expressed in a complex
ture variations affect the temperature of only form,
the top few centimeters of the snowpack.

e =e' - je" (8-18)
8-2.1.2.3 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF

SNOW where i

The electrical properties of snow exhibit a
wide variability due to variations in density,_
internal structure, chemical purity, tempera- *lThe dielectri "constan" is, in fact, a cosmMt only in ature, and free water content. The available limited, but conventional, sense. It varies with frequency

and material parameters, among other things. The dielec~tdc
data indicate only the general nature of these constant is also coled the capacitivity.
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S30
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-10 2

102 103 10"10 1

FREQUENCY, Hz

Curves .PL. Temperature. *C Density, a cm - Chlorine Content, ppM

1 Wet Sn1ow 0 0.38 25
2 New Snow -1 0.25 15

Figure 8-17. Dielectric Properties of Snow (Ref. 19)

The dielectric constant decreases with of retraction n, so that, for a good approxi-
increasing frequency because the molecules of mation
the dielectric cannot rotate into equilibrium
with the electric field. This behavior is shown c.. = n 2 (8-19)
for snow in Fig. 8-11, where representative
data on both the real and imaginary parts of In this frequency range, c is designated v_, and
the dielectric constant are plotted against referred to as the optical dielectric constant.
frequency. A more complete report on The dielectric constant increases with snow
experimental results is given by Mellor (Ref. density at all frequencies and thus increases
12). In Fig. 8-12, the dielectdc constant at with the age of a packed snow. Free water in
high frequencies is given with svow density as the snow also increases the dielectric con-
a paramneter. In this range, the dielectric stant. Although it is not obvious in the data
constant is closely related to the optical index of Fig. 8-i11, the loss tangent is less than I and
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PROPERTIES OF SNOW

4.0: 4.0 •--•TEMPERATURE' -360 to -180C -

i P - 0.912
3.0

0.81

1.0

ge 17 0ig. 0.615

'i 1.o0 -" 1 -. -. ',
106 10• 70 10J-10o

Figure B- 12. Dielectric Constant for Snow at High Frequencies (Ref. 20)

e" < e'. Measured data on loss tangent are TABLE 8-10

S~given in Fig. 8-13.

REFLECTANCE OF VARIOUS SURFACES
The electrical conductivity of snow general- (Ref. 6)

ly lies in the range of 10"7 to I0"0 (ohm
cmT' with considerable spread in the data Surface Reflectance, %
dependent on the density, granularity, purity,
and temperature. Higher conductivity values
are found for higher densities, higher liquid Snow > 70
water content, oi higher temperatures (Ref. Sea ice 40-60
12). Wet snow, particularly when it is dirty, is
a relatively good conductor similar to water, White sand 34
so care must be taken to adequately insulate Green grass 26
electrical apparatus. Dry grass 19

8-2.1.2.4 OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF Bare soil 10-30
SNOW

Electromagnetic radiation incident on a other natural ground cover is less than 50
snow surface is largely reflected back into the percent. For comparison, the percent reflec-
atmosphere but the detailed nature of this tances of various surfaces are given in Table
reflectance is not clear. Most data indicate 8-10. The reflectance of old snow decreases to
reflectance in excess of 70 percent through- 30-50 percent. Of prime interest is the
out the visible range but the reflectance of all spectral dependence of the reflectance. The
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white color indicates a low spectral depen- extinction coefficient on wavelength and
dence in the visible region, but sufficient snow density is shown in Fig. 8-14. Generally,
disagreement in the available data prevents absorption is expected to decrease with
any observation other than that the reflec- increasing wavelength (Ref. 12).
tance seems to gradually decrease as the
wavelength increases from 0.4 to 0.7 Am (Ref. 8-2.2 PROPERTIES OF HAIL*
12). At longer wav,, ,ngths in the electromag-
netic spectrum-the microwave and UHF The most important properties of hail are
bands-the reflectance is considerably lower, size, weight, and falling speed. Its other
approaching zero at 10 MHz. In all cases, the properties are those of ice, which are
reflectance is dependent on the angle of documented extinsively and will not be
incidence of the electromagnetic waves, on reviewed here (Refs. 24, 25, 26, 27).

tthe surface texture of the snow, and on
impurities. Many large hailstones have been reported

but most observers believe that hailstones of
The incident energy that is not reflected diameters greater than 3 cm occur in less thanpenetrates the snow, is scattered, and 5 percent of hailstorms. Hailstones as large as

absorbed. The physical relation describing the 13.7 cm in diometer and as heavy as 450 g
attenuation of electromagnetic energy is have been reported in the United States, but

most hailstones that are considered large are
the size. of baseballs. A frequency distribution

I = Io exp (-vz), W cma2  (8-20) of maximum hail size in the Denver area is
- given in Fig. 8-15 and of hailstone size in the

United States in Table 8-11. The representa-(where tive size distribution of hail in storms is
shown in Fig. 8-16. Two types of distribution,

S= radiation intensity at surface unimodal and bimodal, are shown. Most
(z f 0), W cm-2  hailstorms produce hailstones with diameters

I radiation intensity at depth z, of 0.5 to 2.0 cm at ground level.
W cm-2

z depth below surface, cm Hailstones are usually conical, spherical, or
ellipsoidal, with irregular shapes less frequent-V = extinction coefficient or attenua- ly observed. Some unusual forms are shown in

tion coefficient, cmrf IFig. 8-17. Hailstones consist of an ice nucleus,

0.2 to 0.5 cm in diameter, on which are, is separated into an absorption coefficient a formed 3 or 4 identifiable layers of ice.
&,nd a scattering coefficient (3 by the relation Transparent strata are two to three times the
(Ref. 12) thickness of the intervening opaque layers.

Radially oriented liquid water or air bubbles
P = a vl+2 Ma, cnf-1  (8-21) are found in hailstones. Hailstone densities are

in the range 0.87 to 0.95 g cm"3.
The magnitude of the attenuation is such

that 20 percent of the radiation entenng dry The terminal speed of hailstones varies
snow reaches a depth of 10 cm. If the snow is greatly with meteorological conditions, For
wet, this percentage is decreased to 2.4 normal sizes, the speed Is from 12 to 16 mn

t(Ref. 6).Thse percentages can vary sr', but calculations indicate that for the veryconsiderably, large hailstones, speeds can reach 50 m 0 or
more.

Extinction coefficients reported by Nfellor
range from 0.1 to 0.5 cm-'. A general *Major refences for this puxapuph are iiull (Ref. 22) mm
representation of the dependence of the Sulakvtdze (Ref. 23),
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art in distribution of snowfall. The north- (3qJ mA. of s'now fel in un m.mth. At
south axis of the Western Cordillera imposes a Thompson Pass, Aakslk. ot the Riikhaadsn
buvier to inflow of warm moist air Crum the Highway, 24.A m (475 in.) ofmow ea in o
Rwi Guetan into the cuntinentdi ard,,. of winter. ALI of these were in recmt times The
North Ane•ca. Sume of the lar.est snow- Mcan annual snowftall for the U ,ited Stats is
st= of meord ame reported from locwtons shown in Fig. 8-1,4.

AWa the western slope of the Sietxu Neva.da,
Caa;adm ant mountains of Alska. The -ingk' rhe Himalayas. with their .st-west axis
saxin %Aowfa~l in this hghland regme intcreept the northward flow of warm moist
proWAly is not exeeded anywhere else in the jar t'rm the Indian Ot.ak. Sinix the
weg± At Dowier Pam in the H'ih Sierra, :. 1 Himalayas are cle•. to the tr-pics moist air
mi k4 in.) of mow feU in 24. hr the hilhest mtust be lifted to a great elevation befixre

Wm ate on Lec%3rd. At 'aminar A-k. Calif. snowftall occurs. I.ere the wmite: snowlia is
als on the western slope of the Sierra. '" x in located at Approximately 2. 130 m (7,OW0 ftx
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but[ an rJw western 'slope. of" the Skm'r Nev'aA (60 to ZW0 in.) yr-: the Imp• volunat of snow
it is abu i ,20oa m tow it)L ne ocva is 42triuted to the mtmnvtiod-in of naak~re
influectx on saowfal may be observed• in the into po~r continental or extratrop.,• ai-

kp the Appalac"h~ian, the mounrawu of masse .as they sweep across the lakeTh
cmttr.,l Quebec, Lind on the GCwenlnd ice- •seow" snowtfAMi patternt ewt of UksHr
dOmU=, and Ontario is shown in Fig, 8-Z&• In• upsae

New York, the SnowstoaT= attributed to the
The low annual preciXpitation in the frmn of infl[uence of" the Grmat 'Lakes create serious

suow during winter in midconrinent'• are" of" maintenn~ce pralms on mtor highways and,
both the Uasternanud, Wc-avra femispheres is railroad& The "'Lake eftetat" may be cxy•'tWd
dut to the pre%:tpitatiou shau~dw effect of anywhet in the coldwkt mits where W
mountai=ns, ,'he low mzini moisture capacity bodies of wuater lit ým mjo storm rcs
of the airwss ' assAated with the major
winter storms. and the W~ag trajectory of" Recording precipitation in the Antarctc is
storm paths over dry ,:ui~ttareas with df&'tult becausve Aah*-t 'all of it is in the form
no upixxtunity fo•r moistuk.tý pic:kup, of wind-%hiven snow in which the ordinay

snow gage is ineffective. Best estimates• of
L~arg UndLakeG['s aiso play an important an•nual., snowfall in this region aie based an

ru- in the &ahoution 4,nd vultune of annual irtasux-Lng[ stakes 'and on Anixua strata found
snowfl.al rihe:e is a region in southern in deep pits. Totld precpitaton is small, but
Ont~an•) and, northern New York, wsuth antd with, considera Rle variatkom from year to year.
cast of" the Cavat Lkc.,,. where the avetrie Annu-I mowufagl vgrio- from less "than 5 cmn
annuaL snowfJlI r, iges from 1.52 to 5.1 m water equiv'ala, ir. the interio to, above 40
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coMt climate may reduce the seasonal snowfall

McwumIwAkion of seasonal snow cover is a of 102 to 15 2cm (40to bO in.) ormore to an

1acfim5 of the precipitation amount and actuai umximumn wsrial covcr of 30.5 to
kmipenAtuie cycles. In the extreme cold 45.3 (12 to 18 iii.) in undisturbed areas. In
ckaf, tht mean snow depth duruig the the extreme cold climate. where noi melting
skonth of maxsimum depth oa the ground mnay uccuts for 4 to 8 mo, a seasonal snowfa&ll of

aulor sexceed the mean depth for the' 1 to 7b.3 crn (24 to 30 in.) produces a
cOnespondit~g period in. the intermediate cold maximum %now cover of 25.4 to 50.8 cm (10
ctimate. in MAWt of much greater annual to 20 in.3 during the month of maximum,
maowfaUL in the inteunmediutze cold clinute, depthi. The, difere~nce betwetrn recorded
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(. IA three-day build-up of rime during the lattor half of March 1969,
wen clouds were super cooled in persistent easterly winds (Photo-
graphed by J. Dudley-Da•i s)

(3) The vire moh ftome is of 6 in. by 6 In. squaes., and the Icicles
appear to be about 18 in. long at the top of the fence. It is also
Intereating to note that tte length of the icicles reflect* the
change of wind speed with height (Photographed by V. Ra&er)

F*w 8- la Aim. /cop IA. 29)
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Fig"e &21. WoWd Disuhutkor &Wd Dmrtion of Snow Cover (We 6)

depth a&W duration of snow cover, they fail to accumulation with altitude above somne
illustrate adequately the snow accumulation elevation determined by the orographic and
in the highlands of the cold regions. In the meteorological features of tnere ngion. The
nmontains, seasonal snow fall may accumulate decrease in depth of'snow on the ground at
to as much as 9.3 m (30 ft) or more and higher elevations may be maskcd by the
persit for 4 to 5 mo. Keeping highways. effects of topography and exposure. High
railroads, and airports open and maintaining winds may sweep exposed areas clear of snow
communication services in these areas is a aAd deposit it in protected areas to depths
costly process justifiable only in a high level several times the normal snowfall for the
inidustrial economy or as a military necessity. locality. T7he blown snow, deposited at lower

elevations, may create snow removal problems
In the cok. regions of the Northern for highways and railroa~s that are much

Hemisphere, the greatest accumulation of greater than those that night be considered
seasonal snow occurs between 40 leg and 60 probable from a study of snowfall records for
deg latitudc. The decrease in accumulation the area.
northward is due, -olss annual precipitatice xeln lutaino h feto
and southiwad, to intermittent mneling during A xeln lutaino h feto
the winter. There is also a decrease in sessonrJ elevation, latitude. arnd exposure to prevailing
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snow accumuulation in Greenland was pre- in annual accumulation of snow with
pared by Bader (Ref. 35). who used the snow elevation along the western facv of the
stratiStaphic studies reported by Benson (Ref. iccdome exhibits a uniform pattern which
36) and unpublished data from other sources ilustrates the orographic influence of the
to de"v the annual isohycts for the icecap. It icedome on the prevailing westerly storm~
is apparent fromn this map that there is an which pick up large supplies of moisture as
increase in the annual accumnuliation of snow they cross the open watzrs of the Labivadr
from about 30 cm (11.8 in.) of water Sea and the Davis Strait. Ihe effect of
equivalent near sea level to 60 cm (23.6 in.) Waitude is illustrated by the change in
water equivalent at an elevation of about accumulation from about 90 cm (35.4 in.)
2,500 ra (8,200 ft), then a deccease to 20 cm water equivalent south of latitude 60 dog N.
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Althugh ept of now n te grund (Ref. 34) made a study of snow depths on the

impoes phsica barie tomobiity th, gound and snow loads on roofs in Canada,
weight oftesnow, orteo od ste and the U S Weather Bureau made a similar
most important consideration for desig study in the United States for the Housing
criteria in the cold regions. Conversion of and Home Finance Agency (Ref. 37). The
depth of snow on the ground to weight fromn map of Fig. 8-24, showing the maximium
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4b to

Figue 8-24. Maximum Probeble Snow Load f(b ft-2) on a Hoizortal
Surface in North Amwica &nd Green/and (Ref, 61)

probable snow load to be expected in Canada considered indicative only of the probable
and the United States was prepared from the maximum snow load in any locality. Rain on
data presented in these two reports. Addition- snow can add appreciably to the load,
al records from snow surveys made in the particularly if the snow is cold enough to
westein United States during the past 15 yr cause freering of the'rain in the snow cover.
for water supply forecasts were used to High winds may clear the snow load from
extend the snow-load isolines into regions not some structures, or transfer and even increase
covered by the two referenced reports. the load on portions of other structures.

Where the snow load is not removed by wind,
The isopleths in Fig. 8-24 must be the increased surface ae created by accumu-
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lated snow may cause the snow load to be and convective currents as well as orographic
augmented by wind pressure. lift. The incidence of hail can increase by a

factor of two or more with 200- to 500-m
In the extreme cold climate the annual increase in elevation, so local topography

snow load may accumulate year after year. plays an important role.
On the Greenland ice sheet, above the firn
line where there is little or no summer The limited extent of hailstorms and

Smelting, the snow load increases at rites of reporting difficulties make it difficult to map
146 to 489 kg m-f (30 to 100 lb ff 2 ) yel. frequencies of occurrence. In the United
Similar load accumulation problems are States, the "hail belt" consists of the high
encountered at higher elevations in Alaska, plains States east of the Rocky Mountains,
Canada, and in the Antarctic. and the Mississippi Valley plains States-

where an annual average of four hailstorms is
Most of the available records on snow cover observed, The Pacific Northwestern States

that may be used for computing regional have reported up to 22 hailstorms per year,
snow loads are for snow depth only. Density but the precipitation was actually snow
or water equivalent values essential to pellets or graupel, not true hail.
satisfactory evaluation of potential snow
loads are seldom measured or reported in In other parts of the Western Hemisphere,
standard climatological summaries. To conk- Canada experiences little hail; an average of
pute snow loads from the regular weather only two incidents per year is reported in the
station reports of depth on thz ground, Boyd Prairie Provinces and the Great Lakes region.
(Ref. 34) assumed that I in. of snow (2.5 cm) In Mexico, hail incidence on the coast iscorresponded to a pressure of I lb ft-2 (4.88 about 1 yf-, but in Mexico City the averagekg e-). This assumption is based on a is 6 yf-1, and at Saltillo it is 18, Both of these

Sdenity of 0.2 which may be too low for some latter stations are above 6,000 ft in elevation.
regions. A value of 1.5 lb ft-2 /in. depth of In South America, the lower elevations report
snow (3 kg m 2 /cm) might be a more realistic an average incidence of I to 3 yf"1 , but 8 to
value for most of the cold regions of the 11 are reported in the Andes.
Northern Hemisphere, Even that figure may
be too low for a maritime climate where wet In Europe, snow pellets are reported as hail
snowstorms are common. in the Scandinavian countries on from I to 8

days yfI , but they are of little importance. In
8.3.2 HAILSTORM FREQUENCY* the British Isles and western central Europe,

an average of 4 yf' hailstorms occurs with a
Hailstorms may occur in global regions maximum in the winter months, although on

from the equator to the 65th parallel; they the northern coast of Ireland, the average
are associated with instabilities in warm increases to 80. The Mediterranean countries
humid airmasses that contain a sufficiently show a similar incidence, i.e., 4 yfl; but in
low quantity of giant condensation nuclei, central Europe, where the continental airmass
However, the "hail belts", where the damag- is dominant, hail frequeniy is highest in the
ing effects of large hailstones are reported, are summer, increasing to 5 or 6 y-ip.
most often in midlatitude continental regions.
Toward the equator and poles and over the The U.S.S.R. has maximum hail frequen-
oceans, the frequency of hailstorms decreases. cies of 8 to 10 yr- in the Transcaucasian
The largest percentage of hailstorms is region, the northern Caucasus, and in south
associated with the squall-line area of an Kaiakhstan. Around Moscow, the average is 8
active cold front; lower percentages are yF1 but over 17 damaging hailstorms have
attributed to wave instabilities, occlusions, been reported in the Moscow region in one

season. (This statistic illustrates a characteris-
*Genwal references for this parapoh .ce Refs, 22 and 23. tic of hailltorms also noted in a United
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Airlines study near Denver in the United been reported from New Zealand.
States. Hailstorms leave "footprints" on the
earth, which are characteristicaly 10 to 20 The pronounced anticyclonic circulation
km long and 8 to 9 km wide. In a small area, that dominates Asia in winter prevents the
hailstorms can occur daily, but a fixed incursion of maritime tropical air into the
weather station in the area can report zero mainland of Asia and keeps the incidence of
incidence). The average hailstorm inciclence glaze to a minimuw. Data for eastern Ashi are
for the entire U.S.S.R. is less than four almost nonexistent, but one set of old data
annually, was obtained which shows thst Vladivostok,

Siberia, experiences 1 day with glaze in a
China, Korea, and Japa,, except for 1O-yr period. Due to a greater exposure to

Hokkaido, report a frequency of no more low pressure centers moving from the south,
than 2 hailstorms annually, but in the the Japanese islands undoubtedly experience
northern island of Hokkaido, 7 to 12 more glaze than the mainland of Asia.
hailstorms occur each year. Africa has Descriptions of two storms that struck Japan
reported some of the larger and more resemble conditions found along the eastern
destructive hailstorms but the records are coast of the United States.
poor. Hailgtorms are infrequent in most of
Australia and New Zealand, I to 2 yr-l, but in Glaze is common in many parts of Europe,
Southern Australia, Melbourne and Adelaide, particularly in the central and eastern
the averages are 7 and 6 yr' , respectively. sections, although frequencies apparently are

considerably below those reported for the
8-3.3 GLAZE, RIME, AND HOARFROST- United States. The principal area of occur-

rence appears to be a broad belt lying to the
These three types of ice, which become north of the Pyrenees-Alp-Balkan mountain

solid upon deposition, are differentiated by complex and extending from eastern France
f their densities, as determined by the process to south-central European U.S.S.R. Vienna,

of deposition. No clear dividing line distin- which is well within this area, hiad an average
guishes the three, and the conitions and of more than 10 days yfr' with glaze on the
geographic extent of their occurrence are very ground between 1905 and 1935, Data for the
similar. Soviet Union show at,*t one storm per year

during a 10-yr period in an L-shaped area that
Glaze is common in most of the United runs from Leningrad to the southern Ukraine,

States east of the Rocky Mountains, with the eastward past Stalingrad, then northward as
area of most frequent occurrence found in a far as Moscow. Frequencies of two to three
broad belt extending from north-central storms per year are common north of the
Texas to southern New England. One storm Black Sea and Sea of Azov.
every three years with ice 0.5 to 1.5 cm thick
is experienced in this belt, and the entire 8-4 MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMEN-
United States east of the Rocky Mountains, TATION
except for the Southeast, experiences an
average of one glaze storm every 6 yr. Snow, in particular among thu sclid

precipitants, possesses a variety of measurable
While glaze is most often associated with parameters for which there is ample incentive

the United States, it is not uncommon in for obtaining data Consequently, a variety of
Canada and Alaska and has been observed in instruments have been developed and are
northern Mexico. In the Southern Hemni- being used. Since the same instrumentation is
sphere, conditions favorable for glaze forma- applicable with modified techniques to hail,
tion do not occur very often; however, it has glaze, rime, and hoarfrost. instruments for use

with these solid precipitants wvill not be
*A amendr~llfewtnce fow thhs parqaaph ii Ref. 38. d~scusse~d separately.
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Snow research is a specialized activity One method of measuring seasonal snow

carried out at locutions where natural snow is accumulation is through the use of long stakes
available in sufficient quantities and for (usually of bamboo) which are fixed in

* sufficient periods for long-range test pro- position (Ref, 40). The depth of snow on the
grams. 'rest activities in the United States are ground is determined by measuring and

"primarily carried out by U S Government averaging the accumulation at several places.

agencies at sites in Greenland, Alaska, Canada, A network of stakes is required; on an open
Antarctica, and the northern coterminous snowfield, a large cross of stakes can be used,
States. Canada, Russia, Switzerland, Japan, one line running at right angles to the
and the Scandanavian countries also pe•form prevailing wind direction and another along

* snow research. Tests are carried out at the the wind direction. The spacing of stakes
field site or in laboratory cold rooms. The varies with the siic of the area to be studied
U S Army Cold Regions Research and and the resources available. The Soil Conser.I
Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) at Hanover, vation Service uses stakes on which are
N.H., is a Government laboratory that is very painted large numhers which can be observed
active in snow research, development, and from low-flying aircraft.
engineering,

Measuring sticks thrust vertically into the

The specialized nature of snow research snow to the ground level are also used,
and engineering and the relatively few Measurements normally are taken at several
participants in such activity have resulted in spots and the results are averaged. New
the development of relatively few comnicr- snowfall accumulation may be measured by
cially available measuring instruments. As a placing snow boards on top of existing snow
result, instrumentation is designed and devel- accumulations, then inserting sticks through
oped by users. Descriptions of certain the niew snowfall to the ,now boards.
specialized snow-measuring equipment are Subtraction of previous measurements after a
available throLgh CRREL to supplement the new snowfall is also a means of determining
information provided in this paragraph, new snowflall accumulation.

The data that follow do not attempt to On permanent snowfields, often only the
describe or list all instruments used in annual accunutlation is measured. If annual
measurements of snow properties. Some are layering can be identified (through snowpits
common to other aspects of meteorology and which reve:) a vertical profile), the thickness
hydrology or to measurements of other of an annual layer multiplied by its density
environmental factors and are described in provides the result in terms of mass or water
other chapters of this handbook. Thus, equivalent. (ore drilling may be used to
instruments designed to measure phenomena provide stmuples which can be used for
such as windspeed, air temperature, solar computations.
radiation, and other factors not peculiarly
associated with snow characteristics are not The rate at which snow falls can be
described here, although they may be used obtained by periodically observing the accu-
extensively in obtaining associated measure, mulation of snow on a stake during snowfall,
ments. Snowfall rate in terms of equivalent rainfall is

obtained by use of'a collecting can or by use
(I) Snowfall and snow depth. Snowfall of a heated tipping-bucket rain gage: in it, the

and snow depth are more difficult to measure temperature of the receiving funnel is
than would be expected. The blowing of snow maintained at about IT(. witl, a thermostat-
while failing or on the ground, its settling and ically controlled heater (Ref. 41). A weighing
melting, and sampling and human errors rain gage can be similarly used. The
create problems in obtaining accurate data radio:)ctive snow gage is a device that
(Ref. 39). auttomatically and continously records the

" , ... .. ... ..... .~ ~ ~~~~. -....... . . . . , . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . • = . . . . . . ." . .. . IF I..
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water equivalent of snow on a given surface as (c) The High Plains snow sampler,
a function of time. The attenuation of the developed by the U S Army Corps of
radiation from a small radioactive source is Engineers, is a stainless steel tube 48 in. long
measured by a detector above the snow level, with steel driving handles brazed to the tube.
The attenuation is dependent on the water The tube is ground to an edge at the lower

equivalent of the intervening snow (Ref. I). end to give a core diameter of 2.5 in.
An optical method has be-en evaluated and
found to correlate well with other techniques, (d) The Bowman sampler is not corn-
in it, the attenuation of light beam intensity inercially available, but several sets have been
over a short path is employed to continuously made for the Soil Conservation Service, It
monitor the snowfall rate (Ref. 42). consists of threaded 30-in. plastic tube

sections that can be coupled together to
(2) Snow density. Snow density is normal- permit sampling at depths up to about 144

ly obtained by weighing a known volume of in., and it has a tool steel cutter with a
snow but occasionally the weight is obtained diameter of about 1.5 in. and holes that
indirectly by measuring the volume of melt permit core length observations.
water from the sample. Open-ended sampling
tubes are used in soft snow to remove a snow (e) The Mt. Rose sampler consists of
sample. Both vertical and horizontal samples 30-in, threaded aluminum tubes that can be
are taken, depending on the type of data coupled for sampling at depths of 200 in. or
"desired. Vertical samples provide average more. It has a tool steel cutter with a
density of the snowpack and therefore the diameter of 1.485 in. and is graduated for
total equivalent water content. Horizontal core tength readings, With a core of this
"samples provide data on dernsity variation diameter, I in. of water weighs I oz. (Ref. 1).
with depth and thus the metamorphic Table 8-12 provides detailed characteristics of
processes taking place. Samples are trimmed each sampler type,
to size with a spatula or special cutoff plate in
the tube and weighed on spring scales or a For some of its field measurements of
beam balance. A number of different types of snow-cover density, CRREL uses small
vertical snow-sampling tubes are used in snow 500-cm3  stainless steel tubes that have
surveys; the type depends on the depth and sharpened edges and are equipped with rubber
density of the snow to be measured, including caps. The Canadian sampler is similar, but has
(Ref. 43): a volume of 250 cm 3 and is fitted with a

handle. These are used for obtaining horizon-

(a) The Adirondack sampler, which is tal samples from various depths in the
constructed of glass fiber with a smooth, snowpack and should not be used in layers
sharp cutting point about 2.7 in. in diameter, less than 2 in, thick (Ref. 44).
is about 5 ft long, and is weighed on a
specially calibrated scale, This sampler is used All snow sampler kits include scales for
extensively in the eastern United States and weighing the sample as it is removed from the
Canada. snow site, The Chatillon spring balance scale

and a tubular, aluminum barrel spring-
(b) The Federal snow sampler, almost activated scale (designed for the Federal snow

universally used in the western United States sampler) are. most commonly used, These are
"and Canada and elsewhere, consists of calibrated in terms pf snow density or
aluminum sections, each 30 in. long with a equivalent water content.
1.5-in. diameter steel cutting point. Tubular
sections are coupled to permit sampling at Other techniques havte been considered for
depths of more than 200 in. Graduated slots snow density measurements, Radioisotope
permit reading of core length. techniques have been considered for snow
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density measurements. Radioisotope tech- provide a conical head with a 30-deg point for
niques include a radiotelemetering snow gage use in hard snow, In addition to the standard
using the principle of absorption by water 60-deg point.
(liquid or solid phase) of the gamma emissions
from a cobalt-60 source, detected by a The Canadian hardness gage, a hand-
Geiger-Mueller counter tube. Density has also pushed, spring-loaded circular plate, is used
been determined by measuring the attenua- on softer snows to measure the crushing
tion of X rays, using photographic emulsions, strength in situ, The Canadian hardness
photocells, fluoresccnt screens, and photo- number is expressed In gCnf2 The slow CBR
multipliers as detectors. Further studies of (California Bearing Ratio) test developed for
nuclear measurement techniques have Indi- soils is used only in very hard snow.
cated that there are severe limitations in the
presently available instrumentation, but it is (4) Strength, Various devices are used to
concluded that nuclear and electronic engi- measure the strength of snow and, generally,
neering will enable improvement of bath such measurements are made in laboratories,
resolution and accuracy of snow density
measurements (Ref. 45). Measurements of unconfined compression

under varying density and temperature
(3) Hardness, The most commonly used conditions were made by Mellor and Smith

snow hardness measuring device Is the using snow molds to prepare rnow samples of
Rammsonde cone penetrometer (Ref, 46). It different densities and using a portable
consists of a 1-m long, cone-tipped sonde, manual screw press with calibrated proving
which is graduated in centimeters; four I-m ring and dial micrometer (Rar. 47), For
long extension rods; two pierced cylindrical measurements of' samples at higher tempera.
hammers, which weigh 1 and 3 kg; and a tures, It was round that a ratild cretp, rather
graduated guide rod for the hammers, Snow than a brittle fracture, occuried; however, an
hardness measurements produced by the electric drill attached to the spindle normally
rammsonde are expressed as ram hardness turned by a handcrank approximately dou-
numbers, based on the equation bled the press speed and resolved this

problem, The effect of strain rate variations
h+ + on unconfined compressive strength was

+Q, kg (8-22) measured during the same tests using a

where variable speed Tinlus-Olsen testing machine.

Unconfined compressive strength tests have
R = ram resistance, kg also been made using a motorized mechanical
W = weight of driving hammer, kg loading press. This press has a swivel head that
h = height of fall of driving hammer, cm assures loading normal to the surface of the

depth of penetration per blow. cm sample, and a gear transmission that permits
the rate of deformation to be varied from 0 to

Q= weight of penetrometer, kg 2 in. sif I (Ref. 48).

The hammers can be dropped from different Tensile strength has been measured by use
heights, Selection of the combination of of a snow disaggregator designed and
height and weight is based on the conditions constructed at CRREL. The disaggregator is
of the snow being measured. portable and requires no electric power,

although it can be operated with an electric
The original rammsonde was found by drill, The disaggregator wheel is about 8 in. in

CRREL researchers to be unsatisfactory for diameter and has a large number of small
use in age-hardened snow of density over 0,5 ,,pikes attached to its outer rim. As the snow
g cm-3, It has been modified by CRREL to sample is forced into the rotating spiked
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wheel, the specimen Is disggrepted, one the environment to I/e of its Initial value.
crystal at a time. The force of the spikes Measuring air temperature over snowfields is
causes a proportional phase lag between the subjected to radiation and wind-induced
outer rim and the primary drive shaft, which errors of various types. It is necesMsry to
causes translation of the ball carriage of a shield the measuring instrument from direct
ball-disc mechanical integrator. Its displace- radiation, but even then significant errors can
ment from the disc center Is proportional to occur. An extensive discussion of applicablo
the applied torque. The disc is coupled to the thermometric techniques is given by Middle-
primary drive shaft and both the Integrator ton and Splhaus (Ref. SO).
output shaft and the drive shaft are coupled
to numerical counters. The drive-shaft coun- (6) Free water content, Free water content
ter permits judging shaft speed and, even is usually measured by mtting 9 snow sample
more Important, enables the investigator to in warm water inside a vacuum flask
determine, prior to the test, the Integrator calorimeter. Repeated weighings give the
counts due to mechanism friction by weight of wet mow added. Temperature
comparing integrator counts to shaft counts measurements give the temperature drop of
at no load. The resulting ratio is applied as a the water after the sample has been melted.
correctkcn factor. Knowing the specific heat of water and its

latent heat of fusion, the technician uses the
llard, Feldt, And Toth, perfor ' me.: me&- depression of the water temperature in the

surements of shear strength of st.ow under calor4meter to make a direct calculation of
varying conditions of temperature and density the man of added frozea water when the
(Ref. 49). Snow molds were used for sample total added man is known. The percentage of
preparation. The modified SOILTEST direct free water in the snow can then be calculated

11 shear test apparatus that was used is described if the water equlvalehit of the calorimeter is
in their report. Consolidation, frictional known.
resistance, and strain data were also recorded
during the direct shear test. Wet snow can also be melted while totally

enclosed in & calorimeter by passing a metered
(5) Temperature. Most measurements of current through it. By knowing the precise

temperature are made with thermometers, rate at which heat is added, a technician can
thermohms, and thermistors that are readily plot temperature as a function of time; note
obtainable from industrial sources anti gener- when the temperature rise indicates that all of
ally are not peculiar to snow measurements. the snow is melted; and, from the total heat
Mercury-in-glass thermometers are accurate added, compute the mass of snow originally
down to about -350C, and spirit-in-glass present. The design of such a calorimeter has
then iometers can be used to the lowest been described (Ref. SI),
natural temperatures. Metal casings should be
used to provide mechanical strength for glass (') Transport of blowings•now. The rate at
thermometers pushed irto snow. More preci- which blowing snow is transported horizontal-
sion is possible with platinum resistance ly at any given level is found by extractinS
thermometers or thermocouples, snow from a narrow airstream during a timed

interval. Gages extend a &sm nozzle upstream
The measurement of temperature is subject Into the wind and orient in the wind direction

to a variety of possible errors arisind from the by meant of a pivot and vane, Snow grains
particular type of thermometer and from its can be extracted from the air inside the gage
method of application. Each device has a by expanding the stream and reducing the

+ characteristic lag coefficient of anywhere velocity so that grains setti out.
from 50 to 100 s, which is the time requiredr (to reduce the difference between the To find the drift density, or mass, of show
temperature of the thermometer and that of present per cubic meter of air, wind velocity
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measurements at the gage height must be a commercial snow permeameter is available.
made simultaneously. Drift density can also With the commercial instrument*, snow
be measured by means of light beams shining samples of 500 cm 3 or less, in the form of a
on photoelectric cells. The amount of drifting cylinder 5.8 cm in diameter and 18.9 cm or
snow between the light source and the cell less in length can be tested. The apparatus
governs the intensity of light received by the consists of a cylinder in which the sample is
cell. Experiments have also been made using sealed. Air is forced through the snow by a
gamma rays instead of visible light, sealed piston traveling at various speeds as

controlled by a variable speed electric drive.
(8) Internal structure of snow. Measure- The volume of air passing through the snow

ments of the size, shape, orientation, and per unit of time is measured by noting the
bonding of giains and crystals in snow and ice length of piston travel on a graduated scale. I
are accomplished by preparing thin sections Pressure developed in the void between the

and photographing them in transmitted piston and the bottom of the snow sample is
polarized light. The snow sample is generally measured by a micromanometer equipped
impregnated with a wate--soluble aniline dye with an optical readout, accurate to + 0.0002
at a temperature between --10' and --5°C and in. of water. Tht practical range of the
frozen into a solid block at -20*C, with a instrument is limited to wind-drift snow or
glass plate frozcn on one side. The sample can hoar depth of 0.25 g cmn density, where the
then be shaved to a thickness of about 0.1 coefficient of permeability ranges from
mm with a microtome or a carpenter's plane. approximately 150 to 400 cm .1
Measurements are made using a low-power
polarizing petrographic microscope. Photo- Apparatus assembled in the laboratory for

Smicrographs are made by attacbing a camera measurement of snow permeability can
to the eyepiece end, T71e design of a four-axle measure snow permeabilities as low as the 10
universal stage with camera mount and cm s-' characteristic of older compact snows
camera has been described (Ref. 52). (Fig. 8-25). The apparatus used for measuring

small rates of flow, 0.06 to 0.8 cm• 9-, is
(9) Optical measurements. The optical similar to most constant head permeameters,

properties of snow are profoundly influenced except that a liquid is used to displace the air
by metamorphism and ablation, that, in turn, that is forced through the sample. The rate of
determine mechanical properties of snow. flow of the liquid is measured by weighing
Aside from albedo measurements (made with and timing with a stopwatch. In practice, the
albedometers), few studies have been made of one regulator valve was replaced by a
optical effects in snow. Mellor measured manifold of three valves that were left at
extinction coefficient for the visual range as a different rates of flow and checked only at
function of wavelength, grain size, and snow the beginning and end of the operation on a
density, and reflectance as a function of given sample.
wavelength. Instrumentation consisted of an
internally blackened stovepipe to hold snow For greater rates of flow, 0.5 to over 2,000
samples, a cld-white fluorescent lamp con- Cm3 g1, the apparatus consists of three

sisting of I1 concentric tubes, and an concentric cylinders, The inner A,. and outer
ultrasensitive brightness meter. A detailed C, cylinders are fixed and the space between
description of this, as well as a means used to holds kerosene. The middle cylinder B moves
test wet snow in the field, have been uip and down, with the kerosene acting as an
described by Mellor (Ref. 53) and by O'Brien air seal. Air is drawn or foreed through the
(Ref. 54). sample by moving the middle cylinder up or

down. The movable cylinder is raised or
(10) Permeability. The permeability coef- lowered by winding or unwinding a wire on a

ficient is measured with apparatus either
assembled in the laboratory or, alternatively, *AvuIablc from SOILTEST, Inc., Chicao, II1.
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(A) Permeameter usingi liquid to (3) Constant: velocit~y p~rfeameter.
di~splace airh Used for rates Used f~or ratfes of flow 0.5 t~o
of flow 0.06-0.8 cm3 s-1  over 2000 em3 e-1

::_• " : -Figure 8.25. Lelioratory Permeameters (Ref. 13)

-: .--- drum. The sample tube for the measurements of data on the nature, extent, and temporal
_, is a polished stainless steel snow tube, length changes of the global snow cover.

18.9 cm (7.4 in.) and inner diameter 5.8 cm
(2.28 in). 8-5 •EFFECTS OF THE SOLID PRECIPI. ,

STANTS
(11) Remote sensing. A variety of tech-

niques for ol',taining data on snow from an The effects of the several solid precipitantsr '

aircraft or satellite platform are being are sufficiently different to discuss them
developed and evaluated. The objective is to separately. There are, however, common
dacquire capability for obtaining larger features based o n the fact that they are all

,•amounts of data than is now practical by atmospherically derived frozen water. For
•'ilaborious, point-by-point sampling and to example, all can result in excessive loading ofs obtain synoptic information on the snow suspended wires, all can make a surface

1. cover that is not now possible. The two slippery, and all can interfere with the

principal classes of techniques are (1) the operation of exposed mechanical assemblies.
passive techniques of photography, infrared Furthermore, each of the solid precipitants

l scanning, and radiometry and (2) the active can occur in combination with other environ-

sensors employing primarily radar. Examples mental faltosn, such as wind, rain, tempera-
of battellte photography in observing snow ture, solar radiation, or haImidity, in such a
cover are shown in Figs. 8-26 and 8-27, way as to enhcace detrimental effects.

•:• Considerable data using solarimeters havePbeen obtained on the surface albedo using Much of the information on the effects of

aircraft surveys (Ref. 55). Remote instrumen- solid precipitants Is qualitative. Either the( ; statnon, although now in the early develop- effect is not quantifiable or Its quantification
mental stage, will provide an invaluable source has not been accomplished. Exceptions are

cover ~~~~~~ ~ ~ 4 arhw nFg.8wya oehnedtietlefcs

Cnieal daauigIlaieeshv
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Figure 8.26. Satellite Photograph of Sierra Snow Cover (Ref 56) (Apollo 9 photograph
(Mar 69) showing mountain snow cover In Southern Sierras Region, United States.

The ground resolution In this photograph is of the order cf that proposed for
future Earth Rosources Satellites Systems (NASA photo).)
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22 Aprjj.1970 - Snow msdt has begun in the 27 April 1970- Further %new meeat in these r~iver

Kamchatka(10, Avacha (A), filthaya (Tik), and volley' Is evident Naite also, overall peninsula
Ti~i (Tg) ivervalep ofletones av*decreased

lbSl 16 ties 27My 190 All river valleys (K, A, Tlk, T19)
0- 200 m river valley, marshes and marshlanid (M) snow cover has mei*"d

200 - 3000 mn mountains

Figure 8-27. Snow Melt Surveillance (Ref. 56) (Kamnchatka, U.S. S. R.,
Nimbus 4 Image Dissector Camera System (IDCS))

found in considerations of snow loadings on 8-5.1 MATERIEL PROBLEMS CAUSED BY
structures, which comprise engineering data SNOW

* of considerable econoinic importance and in
transportution-related data required for im- The effects of snow on materiel (sum-( ~portan' practical applications. marized in Table 8-1)acdsusd
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TABLE 8-13.

COMPILATION OF EFFECTS OF SNOW

1. Transportation by motor vehicle, rail, or air can be slowed or

stopped completely by deposited snow.
2. Movement of personnel by foot or by transportation vehicles
can be seriously impeded or made impossible by snow cover.
3. Snow loading of buildings and other exposed structures can
cause their collapse or failure.
4. Features of the terrain obscured by snow cover can make navi-

gation or position location difficult.
5. Requirements on camouflage are altered in e snow cover envir-
onment.

S6. Mechanical apparatus can be made inoperative by falling or
drifting snow.
7. Personnel activity on snow is subjected to an Increased prob-
ability of accidental injuries. (
8. Electromagnetic propagation is affected, both by the precipi-
tating snow and by that deposited on transmitting and receiving
antennas.
9. The performance of weapons can be degraded in a snow covered
environment.

(1) Conventional transport vehicles. When study of vehicle trafficability on snow trench
a snowfall accumulates to a depth where the floors, it was found that a natural snow
tractive force at the wheels is insufficient to trench floor is not capable of supporting
overcome the resistance of the snow, heavy, standard wheel-load traffic but that a
conventional wheeled vehicles are immobi- snow floor constructed of snow processed by
lized. Mobility depends cn the wheel a Peter snow miller is capable of supporting
diameter; a wheel diameter at least four times 7,000-lb wheel loads for at least 500
the snow depth is required in soft snow. On coverages without any indication of failure or
old snow, the bearing strength of the snow surface wear (Ref. 59).
and the vehicle load must be such that the
wheels sink to less than 25 percent of their (2) Tracked vehicles. Tracked vehicles
diameter (Ref, 57). Light vehicles with may operate either by flotation or by ground
high-flotation tires can usually travel over support. ,or snow up to 25 cm in depth,
wind-packed snow at temperatures below ground support, whereby the snow Is
-1 20C, but prepared trails are rquired on new compressed against the unyielding ground,
soft drift snow or on old snow when the allows movement by farm tractors, construc-
temperature approaches OC (Ref. 58). In a tion equipment, and all types of tracked
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) combat vehicles, When the snow depth cold climates unless the Installation is cleared
Increases to 75 cm, small tracked vehicles between or during snowfalls. In this case, the
(gross weight less than 6,000 Ib) must float on specification is modifled to 20 and 10 lb ft 12,
the snow stuface, but heavy vehicles still respectively.
obtain ground support and thus are more
effective. For snow depths greater than, 100 Structural failure under heavy snow loads
cm, only vehicles with light track pressure and occurs most frequently in the intermediate
uniform pressure distribution can operate cold zone, particularly where wet snow
consistently, predominates. The infrequent heavy wet

snows create an extreme loading condition,
(3) Personnel mo•,ement. In addition to often not provided for in design of structures.

limitations placed on personnel movement by Over 100 people were killed in 1922 by the
vehicular movement restrictions, personnel on collapse of the Knickerbocker Thleater in
foot are severely limited by soft snow cover. Washington, D.C., after a 28-in. wet snowfall;
When snow reaches a depth of 10 cw., the the dome of the Seattle Cathedral collapsed in
additional energy required to walk through it 1916 under a 32-in. load of wet snow; and in
reduces operational effectiveness of troops, 1960 many buildings in Georgia, Tennessee,
As the depth increases further, a point is and Kentucky were similarly damaged (Ref.
reached at which activities cease because the 30).
effort of moving through the snow cover does
not permit additional productive activities. Wet snow, particularly when alternate

j The synergistic Influence of other environ- thawing and freezing occur, can present a
ment factors-temperature, wind, foe, or critical problen, to utility lines. Broken lines
rain-can accelerate this deterioration of can result from a single storm and interrup-
personnel mobility. Where these .Aors are tions often occur due to the rapid unloading
present, additional items of materiel, such as of lines, causing them to snap and whip with
skis and spcial vehicles, cai partially alleviate consequent arcing.
the restrictions.

In the extreme cold climate, the snow load
(4) Snow load. As noted in par. 8-2.1.2.1 accumulates at a rate of 20 to 100 lb fr 2 per

snow density varies from 0.1 to 0.83 g cm" 3. year and presents a unique loading problem
If 0.20 g cm"3 is taken as a value for a newly for permanent structures.
fallen snow, then a 1 0-cm (,4-in.) snowfall
produces a load of approximately 20 kg m-2  (5) Obscuwatton. Falling snow often 'lean-
or 4 lb ft., which is a load of 3.6 tons on a ses the air and improves visibility. While snow
30- by 60-ft structure. In construction of is failing, however, visibility can be extremely
buildings in the cold and extreme cold low; during blizzerds, it is sometimes
regions, the potential snow load often necessary to provide indoor illumination. In a
determines the design strength and thus Is a natural environment, fallen dust cannot
major factor in the cost of a 'building. return to the air until after the snow melts
Building codes in New York State, for and the ground dries; thus the best atmo-
example, require roofs designed for snow spheric visibility is found in the winter
loads between 20 and 60 lb ft2- with the months. In industrialized environments, how-
design load reduced for roof pitch over 20 deg ever, the atmospheric cleansing by snow is
(Ref. 60). more. than offset by increased combustion of

fossil fuels. Large quantities of particulate
The snow load that occurs in various pollutants are discharged into the atmosphere,

regions Is discussed in par. 8-3.1. Specifica- so visibility in winter is lower than that in
(tdons on snow load in AR 70-38 require a summer (Ref. 6).

load-sustaining capability of 40 lb ft'2 in the
intermediate cold, the cold, and the extreme Obscuration of aerial landmarks with snow
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cover, as tabulated by Kulskov and Shtal and periodic cleaning of the suspension And track ( .
reported by Rihkter, is given in Table 8-14 mechanism to allow continued. operation. and
(Rote 6). to prevent breakage. Additional maintenance

is required on aircraft exposed to snow to
Spring fogs are often associated with assure operation of the airfoil control

remnants of the snow cover. These fogs form rurfaces. Rifle and gun mechanisms can be
either a a result of cooling of the made inoperable by snow. Many of these
moisture-laden air over the snow or by mixing effects are particularly severe when the snow
of air cooled by the snow with warmer a&r is partially melted and refreezes, thus
(see Chap. 9 for further discussion of fog producing a stronger mass.
formation), In any case, visibility can
fluctuate rapidly during the spring thaw of Ice crystals increase rapidly In hardness as .
the snow cover, the temperature goeo down, They approach 6

on Mohs' s"ale at -60*C, which is a hardness
The high reflectivity of the snow cover can equivalent to that of feldspar. An erosive

have significant effects on observations and effect noted on the lower faces of cliffs in the
operations (Ref. 61). An observer can be extreme cold region has been attributed to
made completely ineffective by the reflected blowing snow, but may actually result from
rays of the sun and, in the extreme cold sand mixed with the snow, The destructive
regions, may suffer eye damage without effect of snow grains impacting a surface at
protective glasses. The white background high speeds must be considered, particularly
"makes it difficult to determine range and, for delicate instruments or apparatus (Ref. 6).
under conditions producing whiteout, depth
perception is lost (see Chap. 9). The large (8) Personnel injivy. Snow surfaces are
"changes in Illumination of the ground brought often slippery and injuries resulting ilrom falls /
about by reflection of the snow cover and the are common. Of equal concern is ,.he added
changing angle of incidence of solar radiation exertion required during personnel zctivities
ar of great importance in aerial photography. in the snow which often result .in heart

attacks. Additional personnel humrds arise
(6) Camouftle. The normal colors of from vehicular accidents caused by snow and

military equipment stand out with particular by obscuration of terrain hazards such as
sharpness again-t the white of the snow cover, bodies of water, crevasses, and concealed
Even if a protective white cover is provided, obstacles.
the shadows produced by sunlight are easily
seen. Tracks left by vehicular or other activity An important source of peril in mountain-
are also readily discerned from the air, ous regions is the avalanche. Avalanches can
particularly where the snow cover is light and be classified as loose snow or slab, full depth
the snow is mixed with the underlying soil. or surface, dry or wet snow, open s'ope or
The normal varied backgrounds of the natural gully, and airborne or flowing. They are
environment allow concealment of installs, caused by an unstable accumulation of snow
tions, materiel, or activity but are completely on a slope, and they travel'at between 50 and
lost in the uniform landscape of the snow 190 kt (1 kt = 0.S1 m 0'). Factors
cover (Ref. 6). contributing to the buildup and release of

avalanches include angle of slope, topography,
(7) Mechanical assemblies. Drifting, fall- vegetation, and meteorological conditions. In

ing, or splashed snow can jam mechanical mountainous regions - where snowfall or
apparatus and prevent It from operating drifting has caused snow to accumulate,
normally. A simple example of this problem is avalanches are to be considered an important
wet snow that blows Into a door latch, factor in operations. They can be trigered, (

freezes, and prevents opening of the door sometimes very easily, by slightperturbations .
(Ref. 62). Tracked vehiclcs sometimes require of the snow. It has been noted that even the
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"TABLE 6-14

AERIAL LANDMARK VISIBILITY

AO #

.9- --. 3,.

Below 5 5 5 5 - 5 5 5 5 2 2 1 5

In clear 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 2 3 2 2 1 5
weather To the 5 4 5 3 4 3 5 5 4 3 3 1 5

side 5 4 5 4 4 4 1 2 1 3 3 1 5* DUytln it@ 
- - - - - -6" eo 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 1 5

Below 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 3 3 2 2 1 5In cloudy
weather To the 4 4 4 2 3 2 5 5 5 5 5 1 3

side 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 1 4
Bel ow 4 4 3 2 4 3 3 3 2 3 65 3 3

4 4 3 3 4 4 1 2 2 3 6 3 4

MoonIIt To the 4 4 2 1 2 1 6 5 4 5 5 4 3
and clear side 4 4 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 5 5 4 3

Beneath 3 3 2 1 2 1 5 5 4 5 5 4 3
moon 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 5 5 4 3

Night 3 3 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 5 3 1SBe1UW 3 3 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 5 3 1

No moon 3 3 2 2 4 2 1 1 1 3 5 3 3
and clear Tth 3 3 1 1 2 51

•adler To th,, 3 3 2 1 1 1 2 2 1
side 3 3 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 2

Below 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 I 5 4 13 3 2 1 1 1 1 3 5 3 1
Cloudy- -- - - - - - -

To the 3 3 2 1 1 1 5 6 4 1side 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 5 4

Visibility Index The upper index is for visibility without snow cover;
1. Zero the lower for visibility with snow cover.i (2. Poor

3. Fair
4. Good
5. Excellent
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shadow of a skier has been sufficient to snow, compensatory modifications in design,
Initiate an avalanche by causing water In the application, and performance of such materiel
snow to freeze-iis resultant expansion are often required.
triggering the event (Ref. 63).

"8..2 MATERIEL PROBLEMS CAUSED SY
(9) Electromagnctlc. Radar meteorology HAIL

based on the backicatter of electromagnetic -

waves by hydromneteors is a ueful technique Hil is similar to snow in Its effects. on
for the study of clouds and precipitation electromagnetic propagation, but in most
(Ref. 64). The theory, techniques, and data of other rspects It is different. This Is primarily
radar meteorology comprise a complex, active because hail rarely persists u a groundcover;
branch of metcorology (see, for example, however, as a precipitating solid, It can

Meteorology Conference, Ref. 65). in discus- by snow. The most well-known damage is that
sing effects of the solid precipitants, the to cropla. Such losses are sufficient to merit

41scahering and attenuation of electromagnetic special Insurance coverage in the United
waves, which is useful for the study of States and extensive weather modification
meteorology, must be recognized as doetrimen- studies In the U.S.S.R. (Refs. 22, 23). Almost
tul effects. Precipitating snow interferes with equally well known Is the damage to aircraft.
the normal use of electromagnetic waves for Broken windshields, denting of wings and
detection by radar and for radio comrnunica- stabilizers, broken fights, nose section cracks,

A tion as well as providing obscuration relative and other incidenta of major damage have
to the electronic inteligence derived from been tabulated (Ref. 27). Damage to equlpý

uncoperaiveemitingsoures.ment and st ucures on te grud is less
common. Although Apectacular damklt may

The detailed characterization of electro- sometimes occur, the larger, more destructive -

magnetic propagation in the presence of snow halistones are sufficiently rare and limited
is sufficiently complex to prevent treatment that protective design Is not warranted.
Iin this handbook. The cited references should
be consulted for further Information. 8-5.3 MATERIEL PROBLEMS CAUSED BY

GLAZE, RIME, AND HOARFROST*
(10) Weapon effects. Fragmentation am-

munition using point-detonating fuzes does Of these three forms of deposited ice, glaze
not receive sufficient resistance, from the causes the major damage to materiel because
snow Lover to detonate at the surface. The of its higher density. Hoarfrost can sufficient-
result Is burial before detonatio~n, with a large ly load suspended utility wires that their
deterioration In the effectiveness of the mechanical vibration is affected, allowing, in
ammunition (Ref. 66), Should the projectile rare incidences, "dancing" of the wires which
function, fragment speed will be degraded-as can be destructive. Under unusual meteoro-
a function of the depth and density of the logical conditions, rime may so accumulate
snow. These observations illustrate the type that It has a considerable -loading effect.
of problem encountered in use of weapons ona Unusual rime deposits of this ty~pe are shown
snow cover. Snor, cover affects the ability to in Fig. 8-18. Utility and communication.-
deliver a weapon to the target and to produce wires, particularly in mountainous regions,
the desired effect on delivery. Similarly, can be broken by such accumulAtions. Rime,
precipitating snow can affect the performance deposits up to I ft In diameter have been
of those weapons dependent on optical or observed on utility wires crossing the

Aelectromagnetic guidance or fuzig. These Continental Divride in the United States.
adverse effects result because weapons were(
designed for the more common nonsnow ______

environment; if weapons are to be used In *Thib Papuah is abstrood from Rd. 35.
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* True glaze causes more damage to exposed impassable due to the mass of fallen trees and
! utility installations than do all other environ- branches.

mental factors combined because of its
greater density and its tenacity. Utility 8-5.4 SYNERGISM OF ENVIRONMENTAL
damage is not the only effect of glaze. Either FACTORS
by itself or with snow, it can cause major
disruptions in transportation, although usual- Solid precipitation may occur in combina-
ly for relatively short time intervals. Glaze can tion with most other environmental factors.
temporarily incapacitate exposed machinery However, from a practical standpoint, most
or weapons a, well as present an increased impact on materials and structures results
injury hazard to personnel carrying out from combinations of solid precipitation,
activities in a glaze storm. wind, and temperature. Although solar

radiation, humidity, and pressure are com-
'The collapsing and breaking of exposed monly found in combination with solid

wires, structures, and treis by glaze loads precipitation, their s nergistic effects .are
constitute the most important effect of glaze slight.
on materiel. The thickness of the glaze
coating on the object is not predictable since The combination of solid precipitation,
it varies with the amount of precipitation, wind, and temperature occurs as a synergistic
with the height of the exposed surface above total of environmental factors, with many
ground level, with temperature, and with variations possible. Thus, strong winds at low

h other meteorological variables. Loads of 10 lb temperatures may produce large-scale prob-

ror more per foot of wire have been reported. lems from drifting and blowing of snow which
SModerm dosisn of power distribution Strong winds at higher temperatures produce

systems allows little direct damage from the major damage to transmission lines. There-

ice load on the wire. More often, damage fore, it is the various combinations of wind
results from secondary effects-from wind and temperature with solid precipitation that
action on ice-coated wires or from the motion must be considered in design of materiel for
induced by unloading ice from the lines. In use in climates subject to solid precipitation.
most cases, however, it is the breakage by

falling trees or the electrical shorts resulting Snow frequently occurs in combination
from falling tree branches that results in with wind, and its effects are significantly
major damage to the lines.. Uneven loading of increased under these conditions. However,
wires, decreasing their spacing so that the effect of blowing snow on materials of
electrical shorts occur, and asymmetrical construction, parts, components, and assem-
stress on the supporting towers are also blies is not as great as on equipment,
caused by glaze. transportation facilities, structures, and per..

sonnel. The blowing of snow which results in
Tree damage due to glaze storms is a major drifts increases the snow loading on structures

factor in the conaiguration of forest, orchard, and may cause damage thaW would not have
and shade trees in the glaze belt. Glaze is one occurred under conditions of normal accumv-
of the most important hazards to normal lation. Damage is increased when wind-driven,
healthy tree growth. In forested regions, trees wet, heavy snow is caused to adhere to
or branches that have fallen due to ice load transmission lines. In one reported case, wet,
not only disrupt utility systems but also make heavy snow combined with average wind-
roads impassable and damage structures. A speeds of 35 to 40 ml hf-I and gusts up to 60
large tree can be coated with 50 tons of ice in mi 1f I produced major disruption of utility
a glaze storm. In many cases, snow following services; the storm broke wooden poles that
the glaze adds to the load and to the resultinc had previously withstood the fury of
damage. Forests, after glaze storms, can be hurricanes, 77 of 110 33-kV transmission
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lines tripped and 57 of them had major faults 8.6.1 SNOW REMOVAL
(Ref. 67).

The dependence of the civil economy and
Blowing snow affects the operation of the military capability on wheeled vehicles,

radio antennas. Snow crystals in the air are including aircraft, has imposed a demand for
electrically charged. When the snow is rapid mow removal from city streets,
blowing, the charges on the particles may highways, airports, railroads and their mar-
become quite large, tending to increase with shalling yards, civic and industrial parking
increasing windspeed and decreasing tempera- areas, and loading docks. Most wheeled
ture. The electrical field of the atmosphere is vehicles are immobilized by 8 to 10 in. of
drastically modified, usually by increasing the snow on the ground. Even light tracked
normal positive potential gradient. Conduc- vehicles and military tanks cannot maintain
tors exposed to the blowing snow become satisfactory mobility in snow more than 25
strongly charged and spark discharges occur in. deep. Propeller-type aircraft may be able
where there are large potential differences. to take off and land in 4 in. of snow, but
The repeated discharges are a source of commercial aircraft are limited by FAA
serious radio noise at lower radio frequencies requirements to operation on not more than
(Ref. 9). 0.5 in. of slush. Except in very cold weather,

I or 2 in. of new snow on an airport are
Temperature dictates, to a large extent, the rapidly converted to sufficient slush to

duration of snow on the ground and the prohibit jet aircraft operation.
properties of the accumulateJ snow. It affects

, snow density, viscosity, water content, A bare pavement is the ultimate goal in
hardness, and strength. When temperatures snow removal operations on heavily travelled
rise above the melting point, snow becomes highways and city streets, and at all airports (
water; its effect in this phase on materials of with regularly scheduled commercial airline
construction, parts, components, and assem- services, The U S Air Force has a prime
blies is discussed in Chap. 7, "Rain", requirement for snow- and ice-free runways

at all times. A rquirement by the Air Force
8.6 DESIGN GUIDANCE in 1949 for complete clearance of a 300-by

10,000-ft runway in 3. min with mow falling
For the several cold climates, the design of at the rate of 2 in. hfI cannot be achieved

many items of materiel must take into yet with existing equipment and techniques.
account the effects of snow and the other At advanced fields, where sufficient equip-
solid precipitants as environmental factors. ment or personnel are unavailable for snow
This applies to buildings, clothing, vehicles, removal, compacted snow runways may be
and weapons. Limitations placed on opera- used.
tions by the solid precipitants require special
materiel items. Procedures and activities must Maps showing the duration, distribution,
be modified to protect against and to adapt to and amounts of the seasonal snow cover, such
the environments of the solid precipitants. as those presented in par. 8-3, are not sound
The extensiveness of such materiel considera- bases for establishment of a snoW removal
tions forbids complete coverage in this program or for selection of appropriate snow
handbook. Thus, attention is focused on three removal equipment. Rapid snowfalls create a
considerations that are peculiar to snow; i.e., more serious removal 'problem than slow
snow removal, oversnow transport, and accumulations because snow depths may
control of drifting snow. In addition, the use increase beyond the available plow capacity
of snow as a construction material is discussed (Ref. 68). As automobiles and trucks become
in par. 8-6.4. immobilized by rapidly accumulating snow, (
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INP

ciguiv 8.29. HN1gh Snovdbank (at Blue Canyon Airport, Calif., elevation 5,400 ft)l
(Photwogph by R. W. Gerdol)

they impede plow eperations. Drifting may depths sufficient to prevent aircraft opera-
I-Ad to the rapid return of hazardous traffic dions. Snow can be Just as dangerous alongside
conditions and may even immobilize the best is on runways so that effective snow removal
mnow removal aluipment because of mechani- mnay require not only plows but also
cal inability to cope with the volume of snow conveyors and dump trucks (Ref. 69). An
or the inability to refuel snowpiows, example of a 16-ft snowbank is show'n in Fig.

8-28; the embankment warn produced by a
Airfield maintenar~ce presents some pecu- seasonal removal program based on the use of

liar problems. In regions where dry, cold sinow high-speed displacement plows during a
prevail during much of the winter, wind- snowstorm and on rotary plow cutbr~ck when
blown mnow lifted froin plowed snowbanks the storm had ceased.
along airport runways often reduces visibility
to 10 or 15 yd. When high, plowed Construction of roads without sufficient
snowbanks alongside runways start to thaw, rz~it-of-way ot control of building encroach-

V the drains wr often unable to handle the ment along the highway can lead to major
voiume of melt water, and runways flood to snow removal problems. Fig. 8-29 eff.-etively
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_ illustrates a primýy and secondary problem. (2) High-speed displacement plows. These
The primary problem results from lack of are wedge or "V" plows and blade-type plows
room between the roadway and the service with conical or hydrodynamically designed
station, restaurmnt, and grage complex for shapes attached to vehicles of 25 to 60 tons
stompj of snow moved off the highway by gross woight and operated at speeds of 20 to
displacement plows during a storm. The 40 mph. Vehicles may have positive four-
secondary problem is created *y the extreme wheel drive and four-wheel stering, Wedge
width of roadway over which the cut from plows may have movable wings on either or
the rotary plow must ba made under such both sides. Depending on snow density, some
conditica. LUght msow deposited sA the of the heavy-duty, high-speed plows can dear
roadway by fallout from the cast creates a 28-ft width of highway or airport runway
hazardous traffic conditions. The blowing when operating in 2 ft of snow at 30 mph.
moow from the plow reduces visibility for Winge blades set at a 40-des angle and pushed
traffic movin% in brth directions. Modern at 35 to 40 mph, canicast snow 50 o 75 ft,
hishway construction proanas have elimina- depending on windspeed and wind direction.
ted much of this type of interference with Wedge types are used on railroads to clear
mow removal; however, on olde, roads, in single track lines, and angle-mounted blades
cities, and on many military bases, such are used to clear multiple track lines.
problems are still prevalunt.

(3) Rotary plows. Rotary plows are
Mechanical removal of snow Is most equipped with powered front-mounted augers

commonly accomplished with truck- or trac- and with rotating cleated drum or "scoop
tor-mounted blades or with iotary-blower wheels" that dlsagte•gte I eavy snow and

- systems that mill the snow and blower-mast it deliver the comminuted snow to a chute that
a considerable distance from roadway or can be controlled for height, distance, and
runway. With suitable attachments, the milled direction of cast. An axial-flow Impeller fan is

-" snow may be discharged d•trc~tly hito trucks used in the collection and ejection chamber
for removal from the uren. Rotary brooms on most rotary plows. Rotary plows used on

"may be used in conjanction with plows or railroads are high-speed fans with reinforied
alone to remove a very light snowfall. Minsk cutting edges that serve as disaggregators,
presents a comprehensive survey of snow and collectors, and blowers. Rotary plows are
ice removal equipment used by civilian and used in deep, high-density, or 'ard snow to
military agencies in the United States, open roads not cleared by blade plows during
Canada, and several European countries (Ref. a storm and to widen roadways and runways
70). A type clAssification of snow removal following high-speed blade removal. Rotary

Sequipment developed by Minsk and presented plows used in cities frequently are 6quipped
by Mellor it given in Table 8-15 (Ref. 68). with discIhmarhutes adapted to truck

loading to prevent uncontrolled discharge ofr The most comrzonly used snowplows may hard icy fragments, stones, and gutter debris.
be separated into three basic types-pushers,
hiph-spead displacement plows, and rotary The two most commonly used snowplows
plows, are shown in Figs. 8-29 and 8-30. There are

many variations of eac, type. The Air Force
S(I) APshers. blade systems are mounted on prefers a 54,000-lb gross vehicle weight for

low-speed wheeled or tracked vehicles that high-speed blade or blade and wing plows, but
operate like bulldozers. Effective in close the Army uses a Ulhter weight, more

-•--•quarters, tractor types often are used to push maneuverable vehicle with a maximum Igross

snow to rotary plows operating in narrow weight not over 34,000 lb.
passes or in pkces where high banks must be
cut down to widen the roadway. There are a number of commercial
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TABLE &-15

CLASSIFICATION OF SNOW REMOVAL, EQUIPMENT

Blade or displacement plows.

Front mounted
V-blade
One-way blade

Fixed position, right or left cast
Reversible, swivel or roll-over

Underbody
Truck mounted
Road grader

Side mounted (wings)

Towed (drags)

Rotary plows

Two-element type (impeller-booster fan)
Auger

Hor'zontal axis
Vertical axis
Swept-back axis

Cutters
lel i cal

Horizontal breakers (rakesý

Single-element type (no impeller)
Scoop wheel
Drum

Pure blowers
Compres fed, compressed air jet
CoMustion jet, (aircraft Jet engine)

Power brooms

Hybrid machines
Combination blade and impeller
Combination blade and cutter
Combination broom and blower

Specialized devices (For compacted or refrozen snow, etc.)
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Figurr #/3Bade Plow With Wing (The wing may be rmowwd bihan not raqulreo.
It/ Isund to widen roadywyo #ad #hape banks during dean-up operetlan&j

(Phctogreph by L. A. Minsk)*

products for surfacing moldboard&, augers, and clearanc; job is accomplished. Thsen axioms
impeller (ams that an~ claimed to reduce apply to railroads as weil as to highways and
friction umnd to increase plow performance. airports..
Their efficacy and economy under heavy-duty
operations A~nd over u wide range of snow (1) Open hshvway clearance. High-speed
cl.naitionz have not been fully demonstrated. blade plows on four-wheel-drive trucks are

operated at speeds up to 40 mph to provide
Miscellaneous 4ad specially adapted equip- maximum length of cast. On secondary roads,

mont designed for uL.i where commercially "V" or wedge plows with or without aide
available plows do not provide satisfactory wings may be used, Normnally, plowing should
snow temoval are not uncommon. They be in the direction of traffic movement. 'if
include power brooms, jet snow blowers, and plowed snow sets for even I hr, it will start to
"spcial Ice removal devices. twrden and, in a few hours, removal cf the

previously plowed snow to widen a highway
Effective snow removal requires that an may require twice the mechanical effort

efficient program, applicable to a specific needed for removal of an equal amount of
aebe established and that it "e activated at undisturbed snow.

the first indications of a storm or on receipt
of a storm wafning from weather services. (2) Secondary roads, Pillages, military
Equipment and operators should be on duty posts, and bases. The clearing of secondary
before the storm arrives. By starting removal roads, streets, and parking areas, where lon3
operations whilie the snowfall is light, casts cannot be made or where storagepace
equipment can be operated at high speeds for for plowed snow is limited, is often delayed
more effective roadway clearance. Dy staying until after the storm. Flows debigned for
ahead of the storm, less equlpn~jnt is needed maneuvering in a limited space are most
and a more satisfactory roadway and runway efficient for such areas. A four-wheel-drve,
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four-wheel-steer grader with either a front much greater load on snow removal equip-
blade or a "V" plow and wing is highly ment. The heavy demand on equipment
adaptable to close-quarters plowing. Simple characteristic of airport-clearing problems is
"pusher" blade type of equipment mounted recognized by the Air Force, which specifies a
ron graders, trucks, or tracker* vehicles is 54,000-lb gross vehicle weight for the trucks

probably the most commonly used and the on which displacement plows are mounted.
most readily available for plowing-out jobs on Most highway maintenance departments prt-
secondary roads and around buildings for fer more flexible vehicles of about 34,000 lb
after~torm cleanup jobs. maximum weight.

(3) Mountain highways. Snow removal on (5) Railroads. The heavy, powerful motive
the mountainous sections of major h~ghways equipment available to railroads contributes
has become a well-organized operation. The to highly effective snow removal with V- and
prime requirement iq a plentiful supply of blade plows. The plow may be mounted on an
equipment and manpower strategically lo- independent unit provided with hydraulic
cated in closely srw,.d maintenance stations, control of height and throwing aspect of the
High-speed blade plo'w are kept in continu- plow and may be pushed by one or more
ous operation du-:' a storm, and rotary powerful locomotives. Speeds up to 60 mph
plows are often placed in operation before a may be attained by the plows. On mountain
storm is over to widen the shoulders, provide divisions, very powerful rotary plows are used

* additional storage area, and open up access to clear cuts, remove heavy drifts, and open
lanes to parking areas. Every effort is made to up double track and switchyard areas.
keep ahead of the storm. Once thi road is Flangers are used to provide clearance for

S."lost", only slow-operating rotary plows can wheel flanges at the rail to avoid compaction
cope with the 10- to 40-ft accumulation of of the snow against the rail with possible
snow in cuts and passes; days, weeks, or even derailment. The flanger is a small V-scoop
months may be required to open a major plow either fitted to a standard railroad
road. An example of a snow removal problem freight or passenger car or operated as a
caused by "losing" a major highway to a specietized, independent unit pushed by an
snowstorm is shown in Fig. 8-31. Since engine or by its own motive power.
mourtain roads frequently have storage space
only on one side, powerful rotary plows (6) Chemical removal, The objective in the
capable of making very long casts are required use of chemicals for control and removal of
2o move the snow across wide, four-lane snow is to depress the freezing point of the
highways. snow-water-chemical mixture. By depressing

the freezing point by several degrees, snow
(4) Airfields. Runways on major airfields and ice can be melted considerably below 0*C

are usually cleared with high-speed displace- (320F). The melt water will flow off roads or
ment plows operating in echelon to move the runways and, unless the temperature falls
snow to the side of the runway. Rotary plows below the freezing point of the solution, ice
are then used to clear runway markers, to aid will not form on the traffic surface. Even
in early opening of drains, and to deliver snow when snowfall exceeds the melting rate of the
to trucks for transportation to disposal areas chemicals applied, plowing is facilitated by
when local storage space is not available, the reduction in adherence of the snow and
Since airfields are located in wide-open areas, ice to the pavement, and a clean roadway
wind may create more serious problems there surface without hazardous spots of corn-
than on highways. Clearing of wide airstrips pacted snow or ice is more readily achieved,
involves more rehandling of the snow than
r,.quired on most highway clearing jobs. The chemicals most commonly used for
Rehandling contributes to sintering that snow removal are sodivim chloride (NaC I) and
increases the snow density, thus imposing a calcium chloride (CaCI 2 ). They may be
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Figure 8-31. Rotary Plow Opening a M~ountain Highway (Donner Summit, Calif.,
following a ma/or sno.torm) (Photograph by R. W. Gerdel)

applied for snow removal, with or without solutions are shown in Fig. 8-32.
admixture with abrasives. For rapid removal
of snow on vehicles, aircraft, and equipment Both sodium and calcium chlorides are
when temporatu.res are below freezing, a commonly apried at rates of 300 to 600 lb
force-spray of an ethylene glycol solution mi-I of two-lane highway. Many types of
often is used. It has the advantage of being commercial spreaders are available for rear-
noncorrosive and leaves a temporary film to end attachment to dSump trucks. The
which snow does not a eadily freeze. The chlorides are commonly applied at the start of
freezing point depressions for sodium chio- a storm. If the snowfall does not exceed 3 in.
rid-, calcium chloride, and ethylene glycol (less than 0.3 in. water equivalent), the
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Figure 8-32. Freezing Temperatures of Aqueous Solutions

chlorides alone may produce a bare pavement. percent. A similar concentration of calcium
The rate of snowfall and the amount of chloride brine starts to freeze at about
equipment available determine the extent of -9.50C (15°F).
pavement clearance without recourse to
plows. When plowing alone is used to remove The chlorides have a detrimental effect on
deep snow after a heavy storm, chloides concrete pavement, new concrete is more
frequintly are applied to the traffic-packed susceptible than older concrete. Temperature
snow on the road surface to improve tractive cycling during the perf,-d wheo the brine is in
ability. If insufficient chlorides are applied, conact with the pa. ,-nent aggravates the
producing a weak brine solution on the deterioration. Curbing, gutters, and pockets
pavement, a sudden drop in temperature may where brine may accumulate and concentrate 'I

lead to an extremely hazardous ice surface on are particularly susceptible. Spalling and
the pavement. Sodium chloride brines on a general disintegration of the surface by the
pavement usually form an ice surface at chlorides are difficult to control. The h• ''
temperatures below -7°C (+200F). The corrosive action of the chlorides tends to i .
residual concentration of a sodium chloride their use on airfields to emergency conditions
solution on a pavement seldom exceeds 15 and necessitates the subsequent washing of
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equipment to remove the chloride, thrust of wheels or tracks. The deeper a
vehicle sinks, the greater its motion resistance

Sodium chloride, in the rock salt form, is increases; consequently, the proportion of the
most commonly used in highway mainte- total tractive effort available for useful work
nance. Calcium chloride is effective at a lower decreases. If a vehicle is to travel over virgin
temperature than sodium chloride. Calcium snow, It must be designed so that It has hdgh
chloride requires special storage procedures flotation (little sinkage) and good traction.
because it absorbs moisture and cakes readily.
Also, it has well-known properties as a dust Both the bearing capacity of snow and its
layer on dirt roads, leaving a continuous resistance to tractive thrust depend on the
moisture film on pavements when used as a shear strength. The shear strength of an
snow or ice remover. Calcium chloride has an undisturbed snow is made up of a e-ohesve
advantage over sodium chloride because its component, resulting from intergranular
solution process is exothermic, it releases 123 bonding, and a component dependent on
Btu lb" - as the heat of solution, or enough internal friction.
heat to melt about 0.9 lb of i e per pound of
calcium chloride leading to a more rapid Movement of vehicles over undisturbed
liquefaction of snow and ice. (The full snow may destroy the intergranular bonding,
exothermic heat is seldom attained since with the snow beneath the track behaving as a

* commercial calcium chloride is hydrated.) predominantly granular material. Under ap-
propriate climatic conditions, particularly

8.6.2 OVERSNOW TRANSPORT* when the air temperature is near t~he melting
point, tracks may compact the snow thus

While snow removal is a prime requirement producing an increase in shear strength and
"in populated areas and on many military impruvement in trafficability of the surface.
bases, it does not meet the mobility
requirements of the Army for cross-country Oversnow vehicles fall into two categories
winter operations in some parts of the from an operational point of view-reconnais-
intermediate cold regions and for all types of sance and personnel-carrying vehicles, and
winter operations in the cold and extreme freight-hauling vehicles. Personnel vehicles are
Lold regions. For these requirements, over- usually light or medium tractors. carrying I to
snow transport mobility is required. 12 men at speeds up to 25 mph; some

half-tracked machines with front-end skis, as
The snow terrain for which transport shown in Fig. 8-33, are in use, and in

capabilities must be developed can be divided favorable situations, airscrew-driven sleds may
into three main categories: (1) seasonal snow be operated. Most heavy freight is still carried
covers with an average maximum depth of on sleds that have load capacities from I to
about 30 in. (0.75 in), typical of the subarctic 20 tons and a speed of about 4 mph. The
and arctic barrens, (2) deep permanent most common prime movers are tractors
snowfields of the icecap type, and (3) the equipped with wide tracks or more exten-
high-mountain snowfields, sively modified for low ground pressure.

Large-wheeled prime movers and trailers are
The performance of a vehicle in a soft in the test-evaluation stage. These allow the

terrain is limited by the strength of' the traveling speed of an oversnow freight train to
material beneath it. Snow must be capable of be raised appreciably. One such wheeled
supporting a vehickl without excessive sinkage vehicle train is shown in Fig. 8-34.
and must be able to withstand the tractive

F While oversnow vehicles should be capable
of' traversing virgin snow, they may use trails

*Much of this pauSMaph is based on CRREL Report ilA4. "broken" by earlier traffic. These trails can
Ow'rnnow Tanpot by M. Mellor as abSt:cted by R. W. v
Gerdel (Rtf. 71). A more comprehensive discuuson mtay be vary from unimproved vehicle tracks to
found in that reference, prepared snow roads.
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Figure 8-33. Bombardier Snowmobile (Used by the RCMP for transportation
In the Canadian Arctic) (Photograph by R, W. Gerdel)

A major hazard on high polar snowfields is Icecap snows are generally denser, in the
concealed crevasses, Since electronic detectors range 0.3 to 0.4 g cm-3 or more, and harder
for locating crevasses are seldom avallable than seasonal snows. Hard snows give ample
when needed, probing by a roped-up team of support and traction to most oversnow
men is still the most commonly used method. vehicles, but the dunes and sastrugi of a
If not avoidable by a short detour, a crevasse wind-sculptured surface are often big enough
may be filled or bridged with snow. to constitute a serious roughness problem. To

traverse such a surface, a vehicle must have
In the high mountains, extremely heavy adequate suspension and freedom -from

snowstorms may deposit 4 to 12 ft'of snow in excessive pitching, in addition to the usual
a single continuous period of precipitation, notation and traction requirements.
Density of the new snow is usually less than
0.15 g cmn-, Only the very lightest weight, One imiportant difference between seasonal
one- or two-man motorized toboggans can snow and icecap snow is the firm ground
travel over the deep snows that fill the passes surface that underlies the former. For snow
and obscure many hazardous features of the covers that are up to 75 cm (30 in.) deep,
terrain. Deep drifts, massive cornices, and many types of tracked vehicles pick up
steep slopes all contribute to poor trafficabili- ground support by compressing snow against
ty in all mountainous regions. the unyielding ground. Over snows of great

depth, this advantage does not exist, Tracked
The properties of a seasonal snowpack oversnow vehicles are illustrated in Figp. 8-35

change through the winter as the new snow is and 8-36.
metamorphosed, but it is generally soft, with 1'
a density in the range 0.1 to 0.3 g cmn3. A shallow seasonal snow cover, where snow
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Flgure 8.36. Polecat Train In Grenland (Front and roar tractors In this train have powerI ", units in front portion of articulated carrier. Center tractor has power unit In rear portionof articulated carrier.) (Photograph by RA W. Gerdel)

up to 10 in. (25 cm) deep lies on firm ground, fulfilling its mission. A mechanical effect
can usually be negotiated by jeeps, trucks, prevents the system from functioning. A
farm tractors, construction equipment, and deep, low density snow may provide suffl-
combat vehicles. Occasional immobilization dent resistance to forward motion to cause
of rubber-tired vehicles may result from operational failure of an oversnow vehicle.
slipperiness. Snow, packing in the drive sprockets and

stretching the track linkage to the breaking
In deep seasonal snow, where 25 to 75 cm point, will cause a mechanical failure. Either

(10 to 30 in.) of snow lies on firm ground, or both types of failure may be limiting in
only tracked vehicles and special wheeled different environments.
vehicles having wheel diameters four times as
great as the snow depth are satisfactory. On The adaptability of vehicles most common-
snow 30 in. (75 cm) deep, small tracked ly ussd for oversnow transport to snow-
vehiclos (gross weight less than 6,0f0 lb) terrain conditions is shown in Table 8-16,
depend entirely on the flotation prlaciple, but
heavy vehicles can pick up ground traction Density and temperature information is
and thus are relatively more efficient. often available for snowfields whose traffic-

ability properties are unknown. Since me-
In very deep soft snow (depth greater than chanical properties are influenced by density

30 in., surface density less than 0.25 g cm 3 ), and temperature, it should eventually be
only vehicles with fight track loading and possible to make predictions of shear and
uniform pressure distribution can operate sinkage parameters from information about
consistently. The effects of the er vironment density, temperature, and grain structure.
on oversnow transport may be classified into
two categories: operational and mechanical. For a machine to be considered an
An operational effect does not necessarily oversnow vehicle, a number of basic require-
cause a system to fail but does prevent it from ments must be met. The vehicle must have
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TABLE 6-16

VEHICLES FOR OVERSNOW TRANSPORT (nRo. 71l

Type of snow tevrain Suitable vehicle types

Tracked LGP* vehicles, wheeled LGP
Flat or vehicles, high-ground-pressure tracked
Smal and wheeled cross-country vehicles

ment), form tractors, 4 x 4 and 6x 6
cover lying on firm Jeeps and trucks
round. Snow up to0 in. deep Tracked LGP vehicles, wheeled LGP

vehicles, high ground pressure tracked

Steep and wheeled cross-country vehicles
grades (combat vehicles, construction equip-

ment), farm tractors

Tracked LGP vehicles, LGP vehicles
Flat or with ]arge-diameter wheels, medium

small ground pressure tracked vehicles with
Deep seasonal snow gradients high ground clearance, very largecover lying on fsrm tracked and wheeled vehicles
ground. Snow from Tracked LGP vehicles, special vehicles .10 to 30 in. deep S pwith large-diameter wheels, some

Steep medium-ground-pressure tracked vehi-
grades cles (construction tractors, some

combat vehicles)

Trdcked LGP vehicles, LGP vehicles
Flat or with large-diameter wheels, some

Permanent icecap small mediumi-ground-pressure tracked vehi-
snows. Depth is gradients cles (construction tractors, soe
effectively unlimited combat vehicles)

Steep Tracked LGP vehicles, LGP vehicles
grades with large-diameter wheels

Flat or Good tracked LGO vehicles

Very deep seasoral madll
snow. Depth greater
than 30 in. Steep High-performance LGP tracked

grades vehicles

*LGP - low ground pressure (up to 4 psi for tracked vehicles)
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(A) RIGID PONTOON (C) FLEXIBLE TRACK WITH
SEPARATE BOGIES

P p
VERTICAL UNIFORM PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION CONSIDERABLE STIS.

STR•SS CONCENIRATION BLNE&4(
EACH BOGE WHEEL

lim c.) cO) CO)
(B) STIFF, ALL-STPZL GIRDERIZED (D) FLEXIBLE TRACK AROUND

TRACIC LARGE-DIAMETER WHEELS

T SLAK DTRACK TIRUO

PRESSURE DSTIUINTA IH RC

CLOSE TO UNIFORM SEVERE STRESS CONCENRTIONSL . BENEATH THE WHEELS

F••ure 8-37. Common Track Systems Used on Oversnow Vehicles (Ref. 71)
(A schematic reprwentarion of their stress distribution is shown.)

good flotation and traction characteristics if it increase of shear resistance with increasing
is to operate on all kinds of snow. It should deformation and strain rate, It is thought that
be capable not only of moving when lightly long tracks give best performance in this
laden but also of carrying or pulling a load. It respect. Some common types of track systems
should also have sufficient power and riding used on oversnow vehicles are shown in Fig.
stability to permit reasonable speeds. 8-37, with a schematic wepresentation of their

stress distribution.
Theory shows that total tractive effort

depends on track area and contact press,tre, When the sinkage of a track is deep in
but it does not take grouser features into relation to its vertical dimenisions, the track
account. Diamond and Lanyon show grousers will bulldoze (shear the snow horizontally).
to be effective (Refs. 72, 73). It has been This is indicative of inefficient operation. For
suggested that there should be an optimal a track to compact the snow rather than
spacing for grousers, but vehicle tests have bulldoze it, a gentle angle of approach is
indicated that performance is best with a needed. Bulldozing resistance is also propor-
grouser on every track pad; this may be tional to track width; it is minimized by a
related to the fact that horizontal stress on narrow track.
and against a track pad increases sharply when
it passes a bogie. Very deep sinkage allows the underside of

the vehicle to scrape the snow, causing
Tests show that maximum traction is additional bulldozing and possibly taking

usually obtained with track slips of about 15 some of the weight off the tracks. In extreme
to 30 percent. This may be attributed to conditions the vehicle caa become immobile.
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The following features improve tractive The traction principles applicable to
performance, over deep snow: tracked vehicles apply also to wheeled

vehicles; i.e., there should to low ground
(i) Low basic ground pressure to permit pressure evenly distributed, a long narrow

negotiation of soft snow (drawbar pull can be gearing arec, and little relative sinkage., The
improved on hard snow by adding payload to wheel does not meet these requirements
increase ground pressure) easily-it has little bearing area compared to

its size, several wheels mtt be run In train to
(2) Even pressure distribution (avoidance give a long narrow area, and it can only sink

of stress concentrations) to about one-fourth of its diameter before it
begins to bulldoze. On the other hand, the

(3) Long narrow tracks rather than short internal friction of a wheel is negligible
wide ones compared to that of a track and it has a

high-speed potential.
(4) Shallow rousers, one for each track

joint Large (8- to 10-ft diameter) wheeled
vehicles, both small and large sleds, oversnow

(5) Nose-heavy position for center of wheeled and tracked trailers, aerosleds, and
gravity snowmobiles are employed for oversnow

transport under various conditions. Air-
(6) Configuration to minimize bellying cushioned vehicles have been operated over an

resistance. undisturbed snow surface at speeds up to 35
mph, but their ultimate polential for

Many standard tractors, some ordnance oversnow transport is yet to be determined
tracked vehicles, and some self-propellid (Ref. 74). (
weapons may operate satisfactorily on very
hard snow but they .re not reliable prime To quote from Army Field Manual, FM
movers for.oversnow transport. 31-7 1 (1963) (Ref. 75), "It is impractical to

establish definite rules for oversnow opera-
Generalizations about comparative pulling tions due to the varied snow conditions

powers of different snow vehicles are likely to encountered. Most. tracked vehicles are
be mfileading, mainly because of the strong immobilized by I to 2 meters of wet snow.
dependence on snow type and the inherent Heavy tracked vehicles may negotiate fine,
shortcomings of the drawbar coefficient. Fig. dry snow of I to 2 meters in depth. Normal
8-38 gives some- idea of drawbar coefficients speeds may be maintained after a packed
commonly found for operation ever firm snow trail has been formed by the passage of
snow; these data do not indicate relative merit several vehicles. Dry snow causes few
for the vehicles shown since there is great operating difficulties as it has little tendency

variation in their design and usage. to pack on suspension systems. Wet, clinging
snow has a t-.ndency to accumulate on the

Vehicle speed often is limited by surface track, suspension idler wheels, and sprockets
roughness such as the hard wind-sculptured and may require occasional halti fot remov-
dunes and sastrugi. Vehicles pitch and roll al2.
severely, causing ackite passenger discomfort
and structural damage to the vehicle. The There is no one vehicle, nor family of
two-unit articulated vehicle has an advan- vehicles, that will provide unqualified mobili-
tage-it damps the pitching. The Sno-Cat ty in the snow-covered regions of the world.
configuration permits some conformance to
the terrain. Simple robust construction in the 8.6.3 CONTROL OF DRIFTING SNOW
track system helps to minimize vehicle
damage in rough terrain. In those regions where drifting snow
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Flgure SM.~ Dewtw Co. ifilso for Some Common Snow Vohlc/e (Ref. 11

constitutes a sgnificant feature of the transported in large roils, easily erected using
environment, control of drifting by various ordinary iron fence posts for single height and
types of barriers is used to much advantage, longer wood posts for multiple section
Thousands of miles of snow fence are in use heights, and easily dismantled for summer
in the United States and Canada to protect storage. A fence widely accepted in recent
highways and railroads from drifting snow. years is made of corrugated, galvanized, sheet
Russia, the Scandinavian countries, Germany, metal strips mounted on a collapsible,
and England make such extensive use of snow angie-iron A-frame. It is commercially avail-
fences that intensive laboratory and field able in 8- or 10-ft sections, easily transported
Investigations have been conducted in these in knockdown form, and readily erected on
countries as well as in the United States and site; it can be fastened down with pins
Canada to determine the most effective type, through the angile-iron base or, in mountain

oheiht, and spacing of fences for drift control. regions, the base may be weighted dewn with
stone. This type of fen•e has been used

"In remote areas where commercial materi- extensively along the transcontinental rail-
ala suitable for mow fence constructiou are roads and highways in the United States and
difficult to obtain, fences have been con- Canada. The U S Army has used effectively
structed from material such as tree boughs this highly portable metal fence for protec-

_ z woven into mats. Probably the most exten- tion of installations on the Greenland Ice Cap
slyl•y used snow fence is the 4-ft high, (Fig. 8-39) and for the deliberate accumula-
wirebound, wood lath fence. It ih readily tion of snow during the winter to provide
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Figure 8-39. All Metal Drift Fences (These are commonly used by railroads and some
State Highmwy DepartrnentL In this photograph the.fences are being installed

to protect a Greenland Ice Cap facility.) (Photograph by R. W. Gerdeli

insulation during the summer and thus reduce Paper-strip fences have been tried in some
the amount of thaw ak,ng access roads. areas. The paper comes in rolls of two-

layered, heavy kraft paper, bondAd with
A higher collection efficiency has been asphalt and reinforced with sisal or synthetic

attributed to inclined fences such as the fibers. A photograph of a paper-strip fence in
A-frame fence (Ref. 76). It is claimed that a use along a highway in Northenl Michigan is
fence erected at a 30-deg angle from the shown in Fig. 8-40. The use of paper or other
vertical and inclined in the direction of disposable material for drift control fencing
windflow produces longer, lower profoe appears to be satisfactory where extremely
drifts. There is, however, no evidence that the high winds are not expected. Special fasteneis
total voiume of drift catch is increased by are available for mounting on iron fence
Inclined fenles. posts. More than usual care is required to
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RFiue 8 h4. pwr Drift Fence (Thiis s uaom wn tad along a highwy i, Northwn
Mich1n. Note tdot many motm iron Mwe powts we used then normally required

for dte convn wood dat fmce.) (PhotogrotWph pl/d by R. W. Gerdl)

avoid tearng the paper when erecting the are installed vertically or horizontally. This
fence. Tests in Greenland indicate that the open construction produces long, shallow
paper fence is not satisfactory at fence heights eddy zones, that contribute to the deposition
above 3 ft. of greater volumes of snow on the lee side of

the fence comnpuied to a high density or solid
Regardless of the type of fence used, feace (Refs. 76, 77, 7&).

Sreseardh indicates that the "density" of a
fence should te between 40 and 50 percent A pp beneath the fence improves drift
for the most effective control of drifting control for the same reason that an open slat-

S uiow; i.e., the solid area of the fence should or panel fence Increases the volume of the
( constitute about 40 to 60 piwent of the total controlled drift. In most highway drift

area, regardless of whether thes lats or stuips control practime, a gap of 6 to 8 in. is
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wind direction

7-16-56

4L SOLID BARRIER
I FENCE

S- 823-56

50 25 ft 25 50

Figure 8-41. Snow Accumulation Patterns at Snow Fences (Power strip fence
has a 50-percent density. Actual experience in Greenland, 1956) (Ref. 79)

provided between the bottom of the fenc- only accumulated slightly more drift snow in
and the ground. Along some of the the same period of time but also had a
transcontinental railroads in the western residual capacity equal to the amount of
region of deep snow, gaps as large as 30 in. drifting snow that had already accumulated.
may be used. The height of the gap between
the fence and the ground appears to be
determined by local experience gained from Fence height is usually determined by local
many years of observance of snow fence conditions. Multiple rows of low fencing are
effectiveness since few experiments with scale more effective than a single high fence.
model fences in wind tunnels have indicated Western railroads often use three to ten rows
any major advantage to large gaps (more than of 6-ft-high wood or metal slat fencing with
12 in.) beneath fences. spacing from 25 to 100 ft between rows,

depending on snowfall and drifting peculiari-
Cross sections of drift accumulation pat- ties of the locality. A very highi fence can be

terns for a 50-percent density paper-strip very effective if properly erected to withstand
fence with 10-in. bottom gap and for a solid major stormwinds. Fig, 8-42 shows the
drift fence erected in Greenland in 1956 are volume of drift snow accumulated on the lee
presented in Fig. 8-41. The solid barrier fence side of a 12-ft, wood slat fence erected as a
was saturated after the first storm and the permanent structure along a main highway in
drift accumulation was subjected to erosion Northern Michigan. An extremely high fence
from the windward side. It was no longer an of tids type may be required where drift
effective drift control structure 2 weeks after control structures must be kept within
erection at an installation on the Greenland right-of-way boundaries or where easements
Ice Cap. The 50-percent density fence had not on private land are unobtainable.
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figuieU8-42. Snow Accumulation at a High Snow Fence (12-ft. wood slat drift fenc
ereted permanently altonga nIorhluvy in Nothern Mic-hipevn. Note
"Ablfow-.out"D when a section of the fen wi ,r i vowed and not roplacd

to permit mx to cultivated fAk/i) (Photorvaph wpplied by R. W. Garde/

Snow fences are usuaill" erected in single or prevalent during major snowstorms as condi-
multiple rows on the upwind side and parallel tions permit.
to a highway or a railroad track. When erected

* In long rows, they need not be perpendicular Where windflow is at an angle to a highway
to the prevailing wind, but the greater the or airport runway, a staggered system of
divergence of the wind from a 9G-dt~g angle fences with unit axis normal to the wind or
with the fence, the less effective is the nearly so is more effective than a single fence.
control. To protect a large installation, a drift The staggered system is also mnore effective
fence should always be erected withi the long where the prevailing wind may be almost(axis as nearly normal to the wind direction parallel with the, roadway or runway,
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particularly if heavy drifting follows deposi- stream is presented by Mellor (Ref. 9).
tion during the stormwind and if prevailing Practical applications to engineering design
wind directions are different from wind- and facilities construction of •he empirically
storms. An example of the effectiveness of a derived information on drift patterns pro-
staggered system of drift fences is shown in duced by obstacles are presented by Gerdel
Fig. 8-43. and by Hicks and Bolsenga (Refs. 79, 80).

Spacing of fences depends on the overall Proper design of highways and railroads can
environment. If possible, each situation reduce snow removal, requirements consider-
should be examined with respect to annual ably. Finney studied the effects of bank
prec!pitation in the form of snow, wind height and the deepness of cuts on snow
direction, windspeed, prevalence of wind- accumulation (Ref. 81) and found that
speeds high enough to cause drifting, elevated road sections were self-clearing when
topographic peculiarities, and usaM of the the bank slope was about 1:6.5, rcgardless of
area to be protected. A parallel fence or the windspeed. Rikhter observed that in the
nearest edge of a series of staggered fences eastern part of European Russia the top of
shopild be about 80 ft from the centerline of a railroad embankments between I and 2 m
highway. Where a series of fences are erected, high were blown clear of snow and that
the first fence should be at a distance from highways elevated 1 m or more tended to be
the road 15 times its height; i.-., a standard free of blocking snowdrifts (Ref. 6). Test
4-ft, wood slat fence should be erected 60 ft sections of roadway constructed in Northern
from the road edge. Additional rows of fence Michigan with 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4 side slopes on

J may be erected at intervals 10 times twre fence in embankment 6 ft high were found to be
height Ref. 78). largely self-clearing throughout the winter

(Ref. 79). For all embankment slopes, snow
Hicks (cited in Ref. 9) found that, by accumulated on both sides of the roadway

moving the portable A-frame, metal slat until the effective side slope was reduced to
fences to the top of either the windward or 1:9. Fig. 8-45 shows a cross section of one
the lee drift accumulation before the fence test section and the snow accumulation
became saturated with snow, very 6ffective profile during the major snowfall and the
drift control was attained. By a series of three drifting period of the winter. A similar section
moves during the snow season, a drift 15 ft only 3 ft high was not fully self-clearing. The
high was accumulated with a single row of the results of this test indicate that the elevation
metal fences, which were only 6 ft high, of a roadway must be greater than the local,

normal accumulation of seasonal snowfall.
When an obstacle projects into an airstream

that is transporting snow, eddies are formed It is probable that narrow aircraft runways
and a turbulent wake develops around the might be largely self-clearing if appropriately
obstacle. The eddy pattern ani, accordingly, elevated and located in an area where a free
the snow drift pattern that develop around a flow of stormwinds can be utilized to aid in
structure or natural obstacle are related to the maintaining a clear landing surface.
shape of the barrier. Sketches of the eddy
currents and the snow accumulation patterns Studies of drift-accumulation patterns lead
around typically shaped obstacles are shown to the following suggestions for snowdrift
in Fig. 8-44. control:

A detailed discussion and review of the (1) Objects may be kept free of snow by
pertinent literature of the problem of supporting them above the surface.
boundary layer separation, turbulent wake
formation, and snow-drift patterns produced (2) Buildings and stores should be erected
by obstacles projecting into the blowing snow with their long axis normal to the wind. The
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(A) ACCUMULATION OF SNOW AT (B) ACCUMUJLATION Olt SNOW AT
A SHEE WALL FACING THE A SHEER %ALL FACING AWAY

WIND FROM THE WIND

(C) ACCUMULATION OF SNOW (D) ACCUMULATION OF SNOW
AROUND A NARROW RIDGE AROUND A NA RRO W RIDGE
WITH GRADUAL WINDWARD WITH A STEEP WINDWARD
SLOPE AND A STEEP SLOPE AMD A GRADUAL
LEEWARD SLOPE LEEWARD SLOPE

(Z) ACCUMULATION OF SNOW (7) ACCUMULATION OF SNOW
AROUND A LOW RIDGE AROUND A HIGH RIDGE
OF ST3WIETRICAL SLOPS OF SYMM~ETRICAIL SLOPE

Figure 8.44. Eddy Currants and Drift Accumulation Around Typical Obstacles (Ref. 6)

SNOW
I ~~SURFACE~.N

30 20 10 0 10 20 30 ft
Figure 8-45. Accumulation of Snow on Elevaed Roadway (6-ft test section

*Yth 3: 1 bank slope) (Ref. 79)
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long axis should be as short as possible, ted in the Arctic and Antarctic are outstand-
ing examples of the unique practices that may

(3) The upper surface of objects should be be used when an unlimited supply of snow In
smooth. A false, smooth roof should be situ is available. The construction of comn-
erected over stacked oil drums, crates, and pacted snow landing strips capable of
other irregular stores. supporting wheeled landing and takeoff of

135,0004b LC-130F tanker aircraft in the
(4) Where numerous buildings and roofed Antarctic Is another example oi the applica-

stores are spaced at random, to avoid drift tlion of the unique properties of snow to
coalescence spacing should be not less than 30 military requirements (Ref. 82).
times the height of the object.

In those portions of the cold regions where
(5) Objects should be spaced along a line annual snowfall may not exceed 3 or 4 ft,

normal to the prevailing wind to avoid overlap thlre is usually sufficient densification and
of lee drifts from one object with the hardening of the snow to a depth of 8 to 20
windward drift of another object. in. to pernit quarrying of snow blocks for use

in the construction of windbreaks and
(6) Where it is desired to have objects self-supporting walls for habitable structures.

completely buried by snow, they should be The construction of an /lgjolike structure
placed in a compact group to insure rapid with a domed roof requires only a little
coalescence of drifts and subsequent coverage ingenuity in shaping and fitting the snow
by normal snow accumulation, blocks. Loose snow packed into the joints

between blocks rapidly hardens and Increases
These six sugestlons are applicable when the strength of the structure, Where drifts are( ) modified to meet the requirements of the sufficiently large, snow caves may be readily

- local environment. The reliability of any excavated which will provide comfortable
program for drift control will depend on the proteclion from the weather as well as
amount of detailed, available information on concealment. The inside walls of a cave or
Swindspeed, prevailing direction and volume of snowblock structure quickly glaze from the

* storm, and annual snowfall. melting induced by body warmth, exhaled
breath, and artificial heating so that the

"8A64 SNOW AS A CONSTRUCTION MA- strength of the structure is thus further
TERIAL increased. Troops on winter maneuvers in the

Canadian Barrens who had never seen an igloo
While snow often acts as a deteriorating or other snow structures quickly developed

environmental factor for military operations techniques for the construction from snow,
and materiel, it can also be employed for the only available material, of sophisticated
useful purposes. Its abundance and the facilities to protect themselves from the cold,
scarcity of alternative materials make it high winds, and blowing snow.
particularly useful as a construction material
for temporary or permanent facilities in Hasic construction principles for erection
extreme cold climates. The wide variation hi of snow walls and for excavation of snow
the physical properties of snow and the caves are given in Department of the Army
continuing metamorphism that determine its FM 31-70 (1959) (Ref. 83). This manual
strength characteristics at any given time and shows plans for 16- to 20-man snow caves. A
that vaiy in rate under even light loading structure of such dimensions might be
imposes certain limitations on its use as a conaidered semipermanent and should be
construction material and, at the same time, provided with a minimum of heat to avoid

4permits unique construction practices. Camp too rapid deformation of the roof and walls
Century In Greenland and other similar
subsurface facilities that have been construc- Some concealment is achieved by covering
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* vehicks and equipment with now; how*v, Centuy a contained in Army Technical
any distudwmo of the matund wiow s=d"ace is Manual TM 5-349 (1962) (REf. 87).
reaify detectked Ny vMsl C iu~ared
surmillance. Too much rlance should not be The tenches are cut with a lNter snow
Placed on t& we of a thin snow cover for mier, a snorplow nude in Switzeriki. The
amoflot.finely pulverized snow excavated by this

machine is dischargd through afjust&bl
"A technique for the cousuvction of more ducts to a stockpile an the surface parallel to

or less permanet msbswr.= militauy bases the cut (Fa,& 8-46), and wepeated pas= are
Withi the deep snow covu of the Ganlawd made to produm a tMnch of the desid
Ice Cap was developd by the U S Amy Cold width and depth for the planned ine of the
Retiom Rmward and Ezuineerint Laboratory ench. By undecuttig on each pus, a
in 1955. The concept which is bued upon a trnuch s jiroduced with a uniform hvpmida
cuatnd ,ow trebombiun technique, has been mm s• •lim tbat is 14 ft wide at the top, 24
ued to cOrsbutct the : m- fcm icit, C•amp to 40 ft wide at tde bottom, and 20 to 30 fR
Centy• , am the nodhrn GCiamlumd let Cap, deep. Fourte- metal arch roof forms we
a# an elevatiom of 6,200 ft and 130 mi emusot at 0e pins to span Wl open cut (Fi. 8-47)
U"Ie.. aad " Staton 1%, the• Antanand the sock*Ild mow blown beck ovar the

roofed tn•tlc (Fig. 848). After 24 to 72 ir,
Detailed dhcomas of the cut-end-cover the backflid snow bcomes sufiietly--obb pnuce me presented by Watu- Mwpotn due to skcinig, to permit

hore,. AW vi Clau k (Ref 84,85,86). A remoal of the mlt roof forms for mm (FW.
b2f desriptio of the cowmtim of Caup 8-49). Tie completed tremn zs then vready for
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L' ~Figure 8-47. Ins Wlling Mletal Arch Roof Forwms at Carip C.ntury,

GreenAx/w (Photograph by Warateat)

riinstallation of prefab T-5 buildings that are the logging industry in the United States and
erected on piles set deep into a denser snow. Canada for more than 100 yir. Compaction
The installation of nuclear power plants at the was used to increase the load-carrying
Camp Century and the Byrd facilities ca.acity of larg. horse-dsawn logging sleds.
permitted year-round operation of these Large, horse-drawn wooden roilers were used
underanow bas*s. An interesting, weil-illus- to achiese initial compaction, and the
trated. nontechnical book dealing with the passable surface was maintained during the
use of snow as a conitiuction material is snow season by dragwveling and by the
available jRef. 88). natural compacting resulting from continued

use of txe logging sleds during storms.
Since snow on the Greenland Ice Cap has a Compacted snow roads provide winter season

density of less than 0.6 r, cnf- to a depth of communication over muskeg and tundra that
at leasi 40 ft. both vertical and horizontal ae irapassable during all other seasons.
deformation of the snow wals and trench
roof takes pLce. This deformation is acceler- From the military standpoint, compaction
ated by the heat used in maintaining living of snow in ccad and extreme cold climates is.
quarters at a comfortable temperature, at best, a temporary expedient, inefficient in
Penodic shairxg of the walls and Foof is its use by man and machines. The only
required to offwet grench closure and ultimate exception may be the temporary improve-
destruction of installed facilities, rnt of mobility over muskeg. Even in the

extreme cold region. muskeg seldom frnezes
bompacted snow roads have been uwed by to sufficient depth beneath a packed snow

8-,1
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FiguW 84A Comwrng Roof Forms at Camp Conrry, Greiband (Phof h by Watrhowe)

road to permit movement of heavy wheeled hardening or a water spray system may be
vehicles, but repeated movement of tracked used to increase the binding capreity of the
vehicles over muskes during the winter may pulvimixed snow. The pulvimixers are stan-[ produce. a suitable roadway without prior dard or modified types of agricultural rotary
compaction. tillers, usually ielf-powered or lowed-type

construction mixers. Commercially available
"On the polar icecaps where perennial mixers, with or without modification, are

snowfields are subject to little melting and capable of comminuting 2 to 40 in. of snow,
light annual snow accumulation (b to 30 in.', and they operate at rotor speeds of 500 to
the comttuction and maintenance of corn- 800 rpm. Use of such mixers is conudered
pacted snow wiis and aircraft runways essential to the acceleration of the natural
contribute to effective year-round operation age-hardening process in snow and to the
of facilities. rapid developmiFnt of a snow mat that haw

sufficient strength to support heavy aircraft
The equipment used to achieve satifactory or wheeled automotive vehicles.

bearing capacity of compacted snow includes
puvinixen for depth processing, lame rollers Bender describes the results of tests on
for compresaive compacting ol the puhveze compacted snow runways in Greenland where
sanow mass, and drap or planers for producing soccessfid landings were made with wheeled
a relatively smooth surface. Pulvimixen may C-47. C-54, and C-124 aircraft (Ref. 89). The

be combnnd wivh flame-type heaters (Fig. runway-which was prepared with pulvJ-
8-50) to warm the comminuted snow mass as mixers, auxiliary heaters, rollers, and drags-
an aid to better compaction and more rapid consisted of a hard, processed layer of high-
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Figure &049 Completed Trench With Roof Forms Removed and Rem*s for lsWtulatln
of &idings at Camp Century, Greenland (End wall trtrnwet W provide

for escape hatch is shown in this photograph.) (Photograph by Watsthoue)

Figure 8-50. ftivimixer With Flame Heater Atached (This equiiewnt is used to dsANWPt
W rais the temperature of the snow to a depth of 12 in. prior to compw6toA.

This mixer was used on the Greenland Ice Cap to prepare a runvwy on w*h
wPfeded C- 124 aircraft Wer be to land and take off.

(Photograph by R. W. Gerdel)
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density. high-strength snow on top of a layer trained operators are required to insure a Q 9
of compacted snow of lower density and iniformly processed surface that will prevent
strength which had been built up on a major damage to the aircraft by "break-
subgrade of weak unprocessed snow. His ihroughs". In the cold &ad very cold regions,
report indicates that obtaining uniform heat a compacted snow surface over hard roadways
distribution was difficult in the pulverized and runways must be removed rapidly when
aow, and that there were areas of poor spring thaw starts. This is a major operation

tctualon and other e with larg ice that requires very heavy equipment for
clumps. breaking up and transporting the thick layer

of Icelike snow produced by the winter
Easton descrirhe the equipment and tech- compaction program.

niques ued to ,consUuct aircraft runways in
the Antarctic by the U S Navy and a Additional information is available for a
12,000car Pearing lot in the High Sierra for post engineer faced with the problem of
the 1960 Winter Olympic Games (Ref. 90). constructing compacted roadways and run-
Six techniques have been developed: (I) ways(Refs. 87, 91, 92. 93. 94, 95, 96).
precmpaction preparation to level drifts and
reduce surface irregularities, using a 925-1b 8-7 TESTING, SIMULATION, AND SPECI-
wood drag equipped with metal cutting edges; FICATIONS
(2) compressive compaction with 5-ton steel
rollers, 8 ft in diameter and 8 ft wide; (3) Most testing to determine the effects of
depth processing with snow mixers; (4) solid precipitation on materiel is related to
double depth processin with snow mixers; the effects of snow on major items of
(5) surface, hardening with water spraying; equipment, facilities, and peronnel. Major
and (6) overnight freezing of the surface and test objectzve are thus directed toward the
layered compaction. Separately, the tech- operability and survivability of equipment.
niqites awe limited in application, but most or facilities, and personnel in snow and to the
Al may be required to build a runwa, suitable trafficability of equipment over snow. Little
for heavy wheeled aircraft. The choice and testing is related specifically to the operation
the sequence for initial construction and of materials of construction. parts, com-
subsequent maintenance depend on wnow and ponents. and assemblies, except as they
atmospheric conditions. Use of the combined perform as par* of a major equipment item or
techniques produced a runway capable of facility.
handling wheeled aircraft up to 135.000 lb.
This runway had an average bearing capacity Much of the testing of materiel under snow
of 62.4 psi on the surface and 80.9 psi at a conditions is done in the field and is
depth of 16 in. The lesser strength at the frequently comb ned with tests of ciluipment
surface was due to a newly compacted 3-in. under related environments, such as cold
layer of drift snow. temoerature. Military maneuvers, normal

military operations, or other types of
Due to the extreme variability in the activities in snow areas are frequently used as

properties of old snow and new virgin snow sources of test data; thus. test results and
and due to the effects of ambient tempera- evaluations are based on the actual experience
ture, wind, and radiation on these properties, and measurements obtained during such
no standard technique for the construc.tion of operitions,
compacted roadways and aircraft runways has
been developed. Equipment for construction The use of simulation is limited. Most
of high bearing capacity runways, such as simulations are performed to determine the
those built by the U S Navy in the Antarctic, characteristics and properties of blowing snow
is seldom available and ha; high initial cost and the effects of the drifting resulting from
and high maintenance requirements. Well- obstacles in its path. A considerable amount
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of effort has been devoted to this type of The Navy Missile Center, Point Mugu,
simulation in attempts to determine optimal Calif., has 2 climatic chamber capable of

facility layout in areas where blowing snow is producing a maximum of 2 in. of snow per

a mnor, recuning problem. hour. The chamber is 60 by 63 by 25 ft, has a
0 temperature control range of -600 to

87.1 TEST RANGES +165"F, and is large enough for testing
full-scale models of most items of military

Testing of materiel under snow conditions equipment in a simulated cold region

is acmplished in many locations. Th environment.
extensive use of field testing establishes the
requirement for test locations to be in areas Much of the snow simulation involves

where mow is available in large quantities wind-tunnel testing of blowing snow (Ref.

over relatively long periods of time and whete 90). Numerous wind tunnels in the United

the various characteristics and properties of States can be adapted for snow testing. The

mow can be expected to be piret. Some of baffles necessary to simulate turbulent fluctu-

the field facilities used by the United States ations and eddies must be constructed so that

testing agencies have included Alaska Field they do not obstruct the transport of particles

Station, USACRREL, Fairbanks, Alaska; in the test area. All problems in wind-tunnel

Camp Century and other installations (such as testing have not yet been resolved.
Dewline stations), Greenland; the South Pole
Station, New Byrd Station, and other The wind tunnel at Colorado State

installations, Antarctica; the U S Army University, Ft. Collins, Colo., has a test

Arctic Test Center, Ft. Greely, Alaska; and section 88 ft long with a 6- by 6-ft cross

* - the U S Army Natick Laboratories, Natick, section. The controlled temperature range is

Mass. Teas have been performed at and -401 to 2000F, and the windspeed range is 5
supported by numerous other installations; to 120 fps (3.5 to 80 mph). Relative humidity

this list includes only some of those used for may be controlled between 20 and 80

this purpose. At preent, Antarctica, by percent. A simulated snow may be used in

treaty, is unavailable for military we and this wind tunnel, although it is not specifical-

Camp Centuy has been deactivated. ly constructed for such tests.

8-7.2 SIMULATION EQUIPMENT New York University has a wind tunnel
which has been used for simulated snowdrift-

The largest facility in the United States ing studies. The test chamber is 3.5 ft high, 7

capable of snow simulation is the climatic ft wide, and 30 Rt long, and it operates at the

hangar at the Air Proving Ground Center, ambient temperature and humidity, with

Eglin Air Force Base, Fla. The larger chamber windspeed controlled up to 20 mph. Crystal-

of this facility is 201 by 252 ft, has a line bora is used in the tunnel to simulate
maxintum height of 70 ft, and is accessible snow. Although the tunnel has not been ued
through 60-ft-hish doors. Temperature con- recently for snow simulation, the required
trol ranges from -65° to +165*F, windspeed equipment is available, and test and evalua-

may be varied from 0 to 5 mph, and snow and tion programs could b" initiated on short

rain can he produced in the facility. It is used notice.
primarily for testing Mao items of equip-
maent that can be readily placed and, to some An interesting environmental test facility

extent, operated in the hangar. A smaller for research and evaluation of snow removal

chamber, 34 ft by 19 ft 10 in. by 10 ft high, equipment is the tow basin at the Road

is also available at Eglin. Temperature in tls Research Laboratory, Harmondsworth, Mid-
chamber can be controlled between -80 and dlesx, England. Scale models of snow
"+I70PF, and windspeed cmn be varied from 5 removal equipment are tested in a salt-filled

to 35 mph. towing basin. The mow, a special dendritic
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form of sodharn chloride developed by Chimp Notice, 30 November 1958. ( )
Imperial Chemical Industries, is available,
when specified, from Monton International in (2) Quadripartite Standardization Apgee-
th• United States. merit 200, American-British-Caaadian-

Australian Armies Standardization Prtgram,
Olimuic Fators Affecing Design C•tfru. 18

&7.3 SPECIFICATIONS March 1969.

The followi•g documents contain direc- (3) AR 70-38, Reseach, Development.
tives, standards, and specifications related to Test. and Elumwlon of Materiel for Extreme
testing the effects of swow on materiel: Climntic Conditions. S May 1969.

USATECOM Pamphlet 700-700, USA TECOM
(1) MIL-STD-210, ablmtlc Extremes for Materiel Test Pocedrwes. Volume 1, October

MNiitary Equipment, 2 August 1957, with 1966.
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CHAPTER 9

FOG AND WHITEOUT

9.1 INTRODUCTION (4) The effects of fog and ice fog may be
agrvated or dissipated by the operation or

Fog is defined as a hydromtteor consisting use of specific items of materiel.
of a visible aggregate of minute water droplets
suspended In the atmosphere near the surface This chapter on fog, ice fog, and whiteout
of the earth, reducing visibility to below I km overlaps, in some instances, the information
(0.62 ml). Fog differs from cloud only in that In other chapters of this Environmental Hand-
the bae of the fog Is at the surface of the book Series, as follows:
earth, while clouds are above the surface. Ice
fog is composed of suspended particles of ice. PArt Two: Chapter 4: Humidity
It occues at very low temperatures, usually in Chapter 7: Rain
dear, calm weather at high latitudes (Refs. I, Chapter 8: Solid Precipita-
2). tion

Chapter 11: Salt, Salt Fog,

Whiteout is a weather condition in the and Salt Water
polar regions in which no object casts a Part Three: Chapter 2: Atmospheric Pol-
.. adow, the horizon is not discernible, and lutants.
ilht-colored objects are very difficult to see.
Visibiity is reduced and the senses of depth Refer to these chapters for supplementary
and orientation are lost (Refs. 1,2). information.

Fog and whiteout are discussed together in 92 CHARACTERISTICS OF FOG
this chapter because both have important
effects on visibility. Condensation and sublimation of water

vapor in atmospheric air form minute water
SThe design cngineer requires knowledge of droplets and ice crystals. When such particles
7 fog and whiteout in order to inclu, ie the aggregate directly above the grou.,id, they

following considerations in the design of produce fog. Saturation of the air with water
materiel: vapor and the presence of condensation nuclei

are usually necessary for fog formation. In
(1) The primary effect of fog and whiteout some cases, however, deliquescent nuclei pro-

is reduction of visbility wlhich restricts opera- duce fog when the relative humidity is corsid-
tions of both air and ground vehicles as well erably below 100 percent. For example, as
as other activities dependent on observations, noted in Chap. 11, salt fogs form well below

the saturation point because hygroscopic sea-
(2) In fog, propagation losses of acoustic salt nuclei may begin to-absorb moisture at

and electromagnetic energies increase but not relative humidities as iow as 76 percent.
as rapidly as iosses of optical energy. Condensation nuclei composed of suifur com-

pounds and other combustion products are
C (3) Both fog and ice fog may cause deteri- usually concentrated in industrial areas and

Soration in the performance of materiel as do may also produce log at relative humidities
other high humidity environments, considerably below 100 percent. When the
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temperature is sufficiently low, ice fop may over Mativuly warm no adact to regios
occur (Refs. 1,3). of cold arctic air (e.g., the Alsetlan hands);

and it is frequently observed In the autumn in
9-2.1 TYES OF FOG the drJddle latitudes when cool land air

advances ovr the warmer lakes and rivers.
Fop may be classified on the bask of their Steam fog is charactarized by muwb turbu-

intevhlly, the physical processes leading to lenW e and may be a much as 5,000 ft thick.
their formation, or the surepte state of the
fog prticles. 9-2.12 COOLING FOGI

Fog clusification by intensity has varled Cooling fop are the most Qommon and
often since the odrlnal definition by the U.S. most extensive fogs. They result from oldgling
Weather Bureau In 1892 when a fogy day of the air and occur when moist air contacts
was one "on which fog surrounds the station colder surface. Cooling top are darned Into
for one hour or morm, and is dense enough to dree types, according to the caum of chlld n:
obscure objents at a distance of 1000 ft".
Ua0t, moderate, de•ne, and thick were eam- (1) Radation Jbfp Theas fop occur over
ployed at variouw times to describe different laId sar cooled by radiation. This cools the
intensties offogs until 1949 when cl ducrdp- adjacent air to or below its dgwpoint. A
ti•e terms were eliminated (Ref. 4). Climatic radiation fog Is strictly a nighttime ocur-
summaries are based on cither heavy fog with rence, although It may been to form by
visibility of 400 m (1/4 mi) or less, or fog ewning twilight and often does not disipate
with visibility of 1 km (0.62 rl) or less. A until after sunarie. Favorable cond~tios for
more precise description raqt'ires the specifi- radiation fog fonuation include the absence
cation of visibility usually in increments of of a cloud cover, hlgi rflative humidity, and (
1/4 ml. Delineation among fog, smog, and low windipeed.
"•haze is left to Vie discrimination of the
observer. (2) Advectlon fop. The movement of

moist air over a cold surface and the subse-
In the classification of fogs by the physical quent cooling of this air below Its drwpoint

process of formation, there are two broad produce advection.fogs. A common type I
classifications: evaporation fogs, formed when the sea fog, formed when air that has been
moisture is added to cold air, and cooling lying over a warm water wrfsac is transported
fogs, formed when moist air is cooled below over a colder water or land surfave which
its dewpoint. These can be subdivided into cools the lower layer of air below its dew-
types based on more specific formation pro- point. Advection fop are partic'.darly con-
cesses as follows (Refs. 1, 2, 5). mon along seacoasts In the cold season when

air advances over land from the warm surface
9.2.1.1 EVAPORATION FOGS of the water; they also frequently form over

cool ocean currents.
These fogs occur when water vapor enters

the air upon evaporation from a warm under- (3) Upsuope fogs. Thewe are formed when
lying surface and is subsequently chilled by air flows upward over rising terrain and
the cold air overlying that surface. For this to consequently is cooled adiabatically to or
occur, the evaporating surface must be appre. below Its dewpoint. A specific upidope fog is
ciably wanner than the air. Fog resulting from the so-called "high fog'" associated with the
this process is commonly called steam fog, coastal mountains of California.
but It also known in arctic areas as "arctic sea
smoke". Steam fog ii an unstable type which 9-2,1.3 MIXINGIF=OG6
or.uru when very cold air drifts across rela-
tively warm water; it is particularly conunon Mixing fop result from the horizontal
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F•twm 9-1 Famdwk at MNxkby Dsr ak Typuic Ice Fog (The sin mom twpjwaiw
ard tnbw with aVwvmIkV ftIsh- of thw Iiplts. The teryvtatawe it *Aoww (-4 1F herw)
is unnd 5 d5 y C ,wnw Mtan mcMv by th US WeOh' Burau at Me airpor.)

(3) Mwe concentration of condensd n• ios- content, and the am of the fog. For example,
tue pWr unit volune, or liquid water content if an active salt particle with a diameter of I
(LWC) pm serves as the nuclation center, it can

grow, through water vapor conderution, to a
(4) The droplet concentration. or number diameter of 10 pm in I a. Hovem, about 500

of particles per unit volum s are required for the dLc*t V, grow to a
diameter of 100 lan (Ref. 12). In still air, Oke

(5) Effemt on visibility terminal velocity at wkich a droplet tbhs due
to gravity is 0.04 mm s3 for a 1-gain-diameter

k6) The chemical compoahaion droplet but increases to 3 and 300 mm s0 for
10- and 100gamdimeter droplets, reslpc-

(7) Thek vexticad depth. fiveih (Ref. 12). In fog, dropiet.' either are
held suspended by rning air currents o." are

An extensive survey of the liteatum by "We continually replaced by new droplets con-
MRef 11) resulted in tle physical models for densing from the water vapor in the air. In

nraiation and advection fop gven in Table any case, a decreasing population is otnedrv
9-1. a the drop diameter increases, and in some

remorns, faWirng fog droplets provide more
9-2.21 DROPK ET SIZE water to iemetation than does rainfall.

The dropLt sie in fogs varies over wide The distribution of raindrop dianetes (wsee
gai dependent on the number and size of Chap. 7) ranges from 0.5 to over 5 yam: in

Mncleation centers, temperature of the air, clouds. raindrops grow in size through codes-
rate of cooking of the air, liquid w;t.r cence of droplets by capture proce•es as-
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TAUSI 3-1

PHtUCAL FOG MMEIL

j'FQ p ; Pediatiton (inland) Advection (coastal)
at ths- f- I fo og

Average droplet d1.mtk 10 WA 20 up
Typical droplet sia:! rmno 7-65 u.m

Liquid water content 110 m• 170 ag 10

Droplet concptratior C..-3  40 cm-3

Vertical depth of foga. Typical 100 i 200 m

b. Severe 300m 600 m
Horizontal visibility 100 m 300 m

rociated with thek rdative motion. dw size distribuon curves shown in F %. 94.
Xomond (Ref. 21) ha& obtained the data in

ThU fog droplet size distribution is from 2 F* 9-5 diwing the expected variati2an
to 60 pm diameter with some lame diameter dro ize disributions with altitude in a
reported. Table 9-2 provles oresentative repmentatie "vuky" fog.
values ýor droplet amxe in vaiou types of
fops.

94222 ICE CRYSTAL SIZE
Twnkoi (Ref, 5) sas that tl" ruw of of

droplet sizes numom in expxatniom fop (r- Ice fog i composed of many mdnute ice
I to 20 Pm pmdoninate). Derpch (Ref. 13) Crystals; most are Pheuia but sone an in
€smclude that droplet size may relate to the tbr fPm of bexasomi columns or birepdur
stap of development, with siz n astais (Ref. 10). Muis comtreoiom,
with a. and xes vary with tknperature amd condi-

tbo of fomation. Ice-folgcstmalb, Wanmed at
T oe ta of change of the droplet ns due around -40-WC (-40'F), are msam, mampr

to evapontio. and oondemation is propor- fro about 2 to 39 Pm in diseter. Kimmi
tuonl to its rdius r. Pibo mattteinp of light on (Ref. 22) nports that ib-fog crystal in tSe
a droplet i proportioal to the square cf the Faibenks am of Aluka k, 1762 at -420C
toius4. The chan ini ts volume or mawnis (-4WF), -37C (-35F), ard -39"C
ploportionl to r. Reflection of radcio waves (-38F) wee mainly qi**i"a-, 2 to I 5 pn in
is proportional to rg (Rdf. 5). diameter, with nadametary crystal faces (5 to

30 pum) and some Iwxagog plata md
EWkdide (Refk. 18,19) diwsime the size coumnb a forms fS to 30 mn). Robinson et al.

distribution of droplets •n fog and notes the (Ref. 23) also found thaJ the diamter ang
biases inherent m the meAusrement Uedh- of ie-fog crystals fii mainly in thMe 2- to
niques. lbse tend to truacate the mui'orted 1 Sniam ra . TI.- difference in Sie distribu-
dikbutions at r"ithea w"e,,m l or lart tion of ice crystals fomnned between -37*C
dimtrne Mfiddieton (Reo. 20) im Wso die- •s-iz•F) w' -42C (-"44'F) ind•cates Mp at

cmdthe Taenuawnemet probiem and otffer s ize dccreame with decretlujg air teinperatlre
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TAKiLE w

FOG DROMET SIZE

Fog Man modal Rag, PlaceRadius, Radius, Pgand Ref.

type ane n NO.
yp date

Ground 4.0-32.0 Greenland 14
1956

Ground 3.0-21.0 Greenland 14
1957

Ground - 5.0-59.0 Greenland 14
1957

Ground 8.6 7.3 1.0-33.0 Greenland S15
1960

Ground 8.0 - 10.0-25.0 Greenland 17
1960

Ground 8.5 - 8.0-30.0 Greenland 17
1960

Sea 9.0 7.0 1.0-33.0 Greenland 15
1960

Sea 8.7 6.0 1.0-37.0 Greenland 15
1960

Sea - - 2.0-60.0 Hokkaido 16
1951

Sea 5.0- 10.0 1.0-35.0 U.S.S.R. 13
7.0 1956

Lurlr ice crystals, which are the initial 9-22.3 LIUIID WATER CONTENT (LW)
stao of snow crystals, foun at around -25C
(-13'F) and rang from about 20 to 300ipm The LWC of droplet fop normally is
in diameter. Ice crystals collected by Kumnai between 0.01 and 1.0 g mr-, with most
(Ref. 22) in both heavy and light ice fog measuranents ranging from 0.015 to 0.5 g
showed a diameter of about 100 /an. They m-3 . Tvarskoi (Ref. 5) states that low values
had a well-developed crystal shape and were a (0.02 to 0.03 g aft) re found in evaporation
slow type of precipitation. Demon (Ref. 7) fogs at low temperatures and that high values
distinguishe;s these Uarger crystals from those (0.3 to 0.9 g m-f) are found in radiation and
found in ice fog and attributes their nmre advection fogs. Dergach (Ref. 13) observed a
highly dewJoped crystallinity and their size to direct relationship between liquid water con-
the sower gpowth rate in the free atmopirehre, tent and temperature, and also found the
as opposed to the rapid growth of crystals liquid water content is higher in the mUldle
when water vapor is injected into extremely and upper fog layers. Table 9-3 shows the
cold air. The larmpf crystals form in irrus liquid water content nmasured in various
clouds and are observed in the so-called types of fog at different locations and times.
diamond dust displays (Ref. 7). Pettemsen (Ref. 12) notes that in a dense sea
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DRO DU &U

F~uv -4 Dop&z Dstibtin Re 2) Tyca dstibtins&r cbu
ajuni f W ota ogsown-- aiv dumof-erd--- mD- Wsi"

fog~~~~~~~ (vsblt esta 0mteemyb s 524DOLTCNETA

muc as3Zmbti algtct o

(visibility~~~U ofaot100mtewtrTedoltcnetainoSubrdn

cotetma e es hn .2 i-.siy prtdfo og epns nth eto

cotn figue fog. Dvrsop S(Ref.5 Distiatesn con.2) pcnditrabtiondpnds fort altiudewihi
(oat muthelqin )ad conteta ofo ic-rstaln reanid the fof awtr dkwhich the matio, cis wade.

muxed fos 3ig 0.03 bu rin" a laig city. 22fog(e. 6 ie aneo 0t 0
(visrtbility i of te abou et of00 0.0 the wate0Th dropletscO Tcenraion orf 5)umber denaw
contentfoayibe legs osere t ia 0.02 g arak of3 sItyorted for3 fogs dependfos ond the ~tod60

area ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~n cn16.Bno R 1)"c ta = ondithions fof', masdrement. (Refg. 27),
Littlerdatav masreaalbe on the liquid water foresexample2it can ber leenghat thes adrople

content of ice fogs.i thesFoirak (Ref 5)itts con60cntti-fon depnds fongs. lttd wti
that th iquIid h conentrof ae-aysa andr the fctwhcihetyrvto a ae
nuxedeth fogs is extLd 0.037 n 3 gua (Ref. 22) Studes (Ref 26)a iniesatrne ofh20 toe 500

th uligareas in 1962. denson(e.1)ae fhat He con"entrafor inice fog, randrght (Rf.o 27)u
conshervastiveamesur oftninu the thqui waterve 100 to 200 crystal for light fog nd 500
content of ic fo1" gwaepedyocusi mrts in the Fairbanks area is to60dwinfotdnsefgs

Fairbanks and maintains a maxinium ice fug 1962 (Ref. 22). He reported the siame ranges
Volume Of 3 X 10' M 3 over an area of t.ja~y based on measurements in downtown Fair-
200 kin' (Ref. 7). banks in January and February 1963 (Ref.
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9-2.2 VISIILITY

.ALTITUDEB270Lft ALTITUDE TR350 ft

IsleLents kf

~12 12.

5 10 W :0 30 36ons10d152025N.

28) and, in measrement taken at Eithon Air horizon sky, a distanc, tWill be reihbt at
FormT nmt Foafiem, cin bnZ whi thee n oondth

rola d a ntaioof 100 Crner a h i WuintO werecm onuyaietattecnrs
recored to ef 29).a beytimh ees(Rf2).I)the objec•sty and ite hoio iot;

hence, the object bcmsirsbe
9.22.5 VISABILITY0

9,22.5.1 VISIBILITY-RESTRICTING PAr
Mettorological visibility is defined as the RAMETERS

greatest distance at which a blak objet of
sitable dimensions can be SOen and uco A few basic elemoents of the theory of
niretd against the horizon sky, or. in the cae visibility may be ornidered. Visibility is
of notht observti ons, could be awen afd dependent on:
ricogniood if the pinehal loluminationwe
raised to nomwa dayligt levels (Ref. 28). (1) The intelisity of %*gt (unlight and

skykkgt) Light intensity is approximately
Obwrvations show th't the morm distant an constant aloing the optical path if the sky is

otimct is from the viewer, the brighter it either perfectly dlear or uniformtly clouded. In
appcAn. When objcb are Vic ) against the foil, the sky seen by the ground level observer

is gnealvt y uniformly covered so Outh con-
*(kal lfimm r &d pwsooum~ RefsI. 3.S.: ~S. 20. stant illumination along the opicl path can

30.md 31.
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TABLE 1-3

UQLJIID WATER CONTENT (LWQ OF DROPLET FOG

LUC, Place Ref.
Fog type g m-3 and date No.

Ground 0.015 Greenland i5
1900

Ground 0.034 Greenland 14
1956

Ground 0.108 Greenland 14
1957

Ground 0.061 Greenland 14
1957

Radiation 0.3-0.5 Travis AFB 24
1968

Sea 0.1-0.15 U.S.S.R. 13
1956

Sea 0.6 U.S.S.R. 13
1956

Radiation 0.06-0.5 U.S.S.R. 25( 1962

be assunmed. 0.02 as the threshold at which the object
becomes vsible, however; the value is set at

(2) The coefficient of attenstion (aso 0-05 by the World Meteorological Organiza-
known as the coefficient of extinction). The tion based on the defiition of meteuroloical
coefficient of attenuation is the proportion of visibility cited in par. 9-2.2.5, which requires
the light flux removed from a beam of light in both seeing and recognzinS the object (Ref.
a unit of distance. The removal of light flux is 30).
primarily the result of scattering. The light
scattered back to t1 obserr by the atmo- /though treated as a constant, the actual
spheric suspensoids in the optical path in- th Ihold ratio varies considerably under
creases the apparent brightness of the viewed cer= . conditions prmnarily related to the
object as the distance from the observer lewv of illumination ai d the size of the angle
increases. Scattering particles include (in subtended by the object at the eye. As the
order of increasing size) air molecules, con- g=4al illumination decreases below a critical
densation nucei, smoke, dust, fog, and pre- minimum Lt twilight and at night, the value of
cipitation elements, the brightness-contrast threshold increases

sharply (to 0.6 - 0.7). Under daylight condi-
(3) The b&ghtness-conimst threshold. This tions, the threshold value remains practically

is the smallest contrast of luminance that is constant for objects with angular dimensions
perceptible to the human eye under specified exceeding 20 min (Ref. 5). The World Mete-
conditions of adaptive luminance and target orological Organization in its guide (Ref. 30)
visual angle. For the average eye under day- tecommends that viewed obcects should be
light conditions, most authorities have taken large enough to subtend an angle of 0.5 deg at

9-11
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S the observers eye. where

9-.2252 VISUAL RANGE ri =droplet radius, in

Kosnfiers theory, which is generally rpm,: root mean square radius of droplets, n

acoepted, states that the meteomiogiO visual

r i e for a black object is equal to the Ni number of droplets per unit volume
dituace at which the brightness contrast is with radii r, + Ar, m-3
equal to the threshold value, or ts

v .la(+ - i-, N/ totai number of droplets per umit7 in -• m(-)Volume, m"3

where K a scattering function, sw2 for r > 0.05
PUit, dimensionles

V = meteO9rooial visual range, m
The value of N can be determined from the

o - attenuation coefficient or extinction liquid water content of the fog, using the
coefficient, nni equation

brighiness-contrast threshold, dinen- W =-IrpEpr4fm (9-4)
sionles

where
Substituting 0.05 forE gives

W = liquid water content, y m-3
S30_(9-2)

0
rm,=mean volume radius, mn

The Koschmieder equation applies to an
abwolutl*y black object, which absorbs all of p density of water, g m-3

the incident light, so that its brightness is zero
when memaured directly at the object. The From this.
World MeteoologiaI Organization in its
guide notes that if the albedo of the object 3W , ,2
does not exceed about 0.25, no error larr = ""(9-5)
than 3 percent will be caused if the sky is 2P rmwr/

overcast, as is common in fog.

and the meteorological visual range V can be
The deterioration ot visibility in fog results given as

from the large light-scatteiing effect of the
fog droplets. The effect of air molecules on 2
light scattwng in fog is so small compared to V (9-6)
fog particles that it can be neglected. W W

The meteorological visual range in fog where if W and p are in the same units, then V
depends on the number of particles per unit is in the same units as r. Substituting the
voumne and on their sie. For the droplet sizes values of the radiation fog model from Table
uually found in fog, according to We's 9-1,i.e.,r=5pm=5XlO"4cmandW=0.ll
theory, the attenuation coefficient u is ex- X 10' gci- 3 , the visual range is
premed by:

S• aI V 0 .= i cm = 90cm 90cm90 .9 n (9-7)
mE wFN iK2r Nji h2rNF,2m,flf(9-3) 0 1X1

i-i which is in reasonable conformity with the

9-12
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- model value of 100 m. "lhe model advtction Applying these values to the expression for
I fogw in Table 9-1 does not agree with Eq. 9-5, the meteorological visual range, Eq. 9-2

"/robably because its droplet sizes are dis- (V =3.0/o) results in the expression
petsed over a wide range and r, r,,, as V=0.76d
aiumed. V - ,m (9-9)

From Eq. 9-5, it can be seen that the visual Thus, for ice fogs, as with droplet fogs, the
range in fog is inversely proportional to the visual range is directly proportional to the
liquid water content and directly proportional diameter of the fog crystals and inversely
to the radius of the fog d oplets. (These two proportional to the concentration per unit
parameters are not independent, of course.) volume.
Thus, for the same liquid water content, the
visual range in a fine-droplet fog will be lower 9-22.6 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
than in a large-dplet foq; in fact, the visual
range drops to zero in thick fog and to I km Condensation of water vapor on nuclei is
in light fog. For polydisperse fogs allowance the principal mechanism for the atmospheric
must be made for the size distribution of the formation of embryonic droplets, wrhich may
droplets. grow and form fog cr other forms of precipi-

tation. The relative humidity at which con-
For ice fogs, the meteorological visual densation on nuclai talKes place depends on

range depends on the number of ice crystals how hygroscopic these nuclei are and on their
per unit volume and on their size. As shown radii. As noted in Chap. 11, sail nuclei initiate

earlier, Koschmieder's equation requires only condensation at relative humidities of 76
the determination of the attenuation coeffi- percent. Atmospheric nuclei are generally
Scint to establish the meteorological visual categorized by size (Ref. 32):range V. For ice fog the attenuation coeffi-

cent u is expres by Prudden and Wardlaw (i) Aitken nuclei r < 0. !pm
(Ref. 3 1) as.

1.97M K (2) Largenuclei 0.1 pin<r,< 1.0pm
,- (9-8)

(3) Giant nuclei r > 1.0 Am
where

Of the three categories, the large nuclei play
a = attenuation coefficient, m- the most important role in the formation of

atmospheric droplets (clouds and fog). AU-
hp = ice mas concentration per unit though giant nuclei also produce droplets,

volume, g n- 3  their low concentration makes their effect
insignificant except in the formation of rain

K = a scattering function (-2 for d > (Ref. 32).
0.1 pin)

The concentration of large nuclei is greatest
O(N)= crystal size distribution parameter, at lower levels of the atmosphere, particularly

relating volume mean diameter to over cities and industrial areas. The concentra-
area mean diameter which can vary tion distribution results prhnawiy from the
from -0.4 to 1.3, depending on the following mechanisms by which the nuclei are
skewness of the crystal ,ize spec- produced (Ref. 32):
trum. For practical purposes, a
median value of sI1.0 can be used. (1) Combustion. In natural (volcanic erup-

tions, brush, and forest flire) or artificial
d = crystal diameter, pnm (domestic, industrial) combustion, volatile

9-13
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combustion products evaporate or sublime nuclei appear to be those containing corn-
and emerge into the atmosphere at an ele- potnds of chlorine, sulfur, nitrogen, carbon,
Yated temperature. Thuse vapor cool quickly magnesium, sodium, and calcium. Salt nuclei
by mixing with the air and become highly are encountered quite frequently. The chemi-
spsaturated. As a result, nuclei ten formed cal compoaition of nuclei varies, to some
by either homnogeneou or heterogeneous extent, from one area to another-e4g., nuclei
nucleation, most of which are Aitken nuclei. consisting of mslfur compounds are concen-
The nonvolatile cobution products that trated in industrial areas; salt nuclei, in areas
emerge are either partially or completely near the sea; and sand and dust nuclei, in
burned; being friable they break easily under desert and ard areas (Ref. 5).
the action of the wind; nuclei thin formed are
mostly lae nuclei. Although precise mexaenmants are not

available, the design engineer needs to know
(2) Chemialreaction. The atosphere that a high percentage of nuclei in fog

contains a wide variety of gases of low dmpleti are chloride or sulfur compounds,
concentration. Under the action of heat, both of which have a marked effect on metal
humidity, or short wavelength radiation, cer- corrosion.
tain of thes geses can intuireact. For ex-
ample, NIH CI can bu formed by the reaction Th, presencc o'r ab~ence of large numbers
of NH3 and HCI, or S0a can be oxidized to c! coudensation nuclei can have important
H2 S 4 . Most nuclei formed by this mech&- o£ects on fog. Fog frequenies are believed to
nism are Aitken nuclei. b ve increased conslderably due to increased

ai pollution; thus, fogs are more prevalent in
(3) Rdlm of liquid partlclea. Atomiza- poduted industrial areas than in areas having

tion of water thrust upward from the sea as cleaner air. Myers (Ref. 26) notes that at an
suny and bof ting ofs air bubbles at the obof-a10on station inPrague, Czechslovakia,
surface of th n of r bbe atithe snof wh,. 150 yr of rtcords have been takea,
droplets into the air. Evaporation, if corn- twic%ý as many fogs have been recorded since
plete, results in crystallization of the sea swit 1881 compared to the preceding 80-yr period.
and produces mostly large nuclei, with some The visuul range in fog in industrial areas is
giant nuclei. A d scusion of this mechanism less the de at in unpolluted ac es because of
ga the nucltin nuclei size is given in Che. the adoed constituents. In the "dirty fog" or
1H. smog ii London in 1952, the composition

was esi, ted to be that shown in Table 94.
(4) Solid particles. Wind action lifts solid Despite :4 very low percentages of smoke

Particles (sand, dust, etc.) from the ground and sulf" dioxide, the smog was very dirty
and disperses them into the atmosphere. In and resulted in many deaths.
general these particles are either lap or giant
nuclei. Giant nuclei fall rapidly to the ground Although concentration of condensation
with their zone of dispersion being limited to nuclei in most uninhabited arctic areas is low,
the vicinity of their source. it can become high in urban area. The lack of

wind and the temperature inversions that
Studies of condensation nuclei indicate accompany ice fog contribute to the concen-

that they are composed principally of sea salt, tration. Condensation nuclei measurements
combustion jproducts, and particles released made by Kumai and O'Brien (Ref. 28) in the
from the ground. Little infonnation is avail- Fairbanks, Alaska, area, during three winter
able on the relative percentages of these seasons (1962, 1963, 1964) showed that
condensation nuclei or on the relativn concentrations in the fog-free areas ranged
amounts of various chemical elements and between 450 and 2,400 particles cm-3 while
compmomds in them. The most common in the areas where fogs occur, they ranged
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C * TABLE 34

COMPOUITION OF LONDON SMM OF
1C02 (Rd. 20)

Component Density, tons km" 3

Dry air 500,000
Liquid water, 4,500
Water vapor 17,000
Smoke particles 10
Sulfur dioxide 10

between 22,500 and 26,000 particles ,n"s. 9-22.7 VERTICAL DEPTH

Since ice fogs are produced by the dis- The vertical depth or thickness of fog is

chage of water vapor, sulfur dioxide, ind important and varies widely with fog type and
other combustion products from engines and local conditions. Pilie (Ref. 11) cites, as
heating devices, the nuclei in ice-fog crystals representative, ranges of 100 to 300 m for

Sare mainly products of combustion. During r-diation fogs and 200 to 600 m for adwctlon
his midwinter 1962 observations, Kurai fogs. The London fog (smog) of 1952 wa
counted and identified the nuclei in ice-fog about 150 m deep, while an advection fog
crystals formed from jet aircraft exhaust over the Grand Banks has been observed to be
Liaes, from flue gases of coal-burning power 210 deep (Ref. 12). Bakhanova and Solyanek
plants, and from an open water site kept clear (Ref. 33) described steam fogs over water
by warm waste water from hidustrial plants which are from approximately 5 to 20 m deep,
(Ref. 22), 74 to 90 percent of the nuclei were while Jiusto (Ref. 34) reported coastal, radia-
combustion byproducts, 10 to 21 percent tion, and sea fogs to be, respectively, 130,
were combustion byproducts combined with 150, and 500 m deep. From these and
silicate minerals, and 0 to 3 percent were prevous discussion, the range of fog depth
combustion byproducts combined with a extends from a few meters to 1,500 rA or
hygroscopic substance. Kumai and O'Brien more.
(Ref. 28) reported at Fairbanks in 1962 and
1963, that of 409 crystals collected 80 9-23 OCCURRENCE OF FOG
percent of the nuclei were combustion by-
products, 9.8 percent were a hygroscopic Fog over land is usually a localized
substance combined with combustion by- phenomenon greatly influenced by local ter-
products, 8.5 percent were clay minerals, and rain or geography, but in large rcgions of the

1.7 percent were unidentified. Thus, for ice oceans and in certain land areas, conditions
fogs in urban areas, 90 percent or more of the are such Ps to give a persistent widespread fog
ice crystals are expected to contain nuclei pattern. For example, the Grand Banks area is
resulting from combustion processes. The noted for its fog and icebergs. Here, the
principal combustion products produced by Labrador Current brings large masses of cold
coal, fuel oil, and gasoline are carbon dioxide, water adjacent to the northward flowing
sulfur dioxide, water, and in the case of coal, warm Gulf Stream to produce ideal condi-
ash. tions for frequent advection fogs. ilds regime
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extends from as far south as the Carolinas, up The most visiblc example is the airect supply
along the New England coast to Greenland, of moisture to the atmosphere by electric
the northern Norwegian sea, and the Barents power generation stations, either from cooling
Sea. In winter, fogs are frequent aleow, the towers or from warm water discharges into
edge of the ariic ije, and in summer they are lakes oi streams. Under favorable meteoro-
frequent all over the Arctic (Ret. 12). logical conditions, fogs created by such

sources can extend over large areas. Similarly,
In the United States, the west coast ex- as previously noted, localized fogs are ob-

periences high fog frequencies (> 45 days served near large emission sources of air
yr-I) due to the orographic lift provided by poUutants which provide concentrations of
the mountains to the moist air from the condensation nuclei (Ref. 26).
Pacific Ocean. In the Rocky Mountain region,
the moisture is lower and fogs art less Fogs have clear-cut daily and annual
frequent (< 20 days yFrI ). The vast regions of marches. The daily march is particularly well
the Great Plains and the Mississippi Valley are defined for radiation fogs, which develop at
also relatively free of fog (< 20 days yf'), night, reach maximum intensity by morning
but the Great Lakes provide sufficient eois- (at the time of minimunm temperature and
ture for that region to have about 30 days maximum relative humidity), and dissipate
yr1 of fog. The irregular terrain and abun- after sunrise. Nther types of fog arc intensi-
dant moisture in the Appalachian region fled by radiatio:. processes; therefore, their
result in 20 to 60 days yr- of fog with a few frequency of occurrence also displays a maxi-
years as high as 100 days. The average mum at night and minimum by day (near the
incidence drops to about 25 days yr0' along temperature maximum).
the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. A fog frequency
map compiled by Peace (Ref. 35) from the The annual march depends on geographic I
U S Weather Burean's "Local Climatological conditions. In middle latitudes, maxima in fog
Data Summaries" is shown in Fig. 9-6. frequency are observed in autumn and spring.

Over continents, a fog is most common In
autumn, and over seas and oceans in sprin,,

rent are fou - along the eastern coast of Asia, when the water surface is coolest.
while the western coasts of South America
and southern Africa have high fog frequencies
similar to those of the U S Pacific coast. Ice-fog formation depends on temperature
Worldwide frequencies of fog in any form are. levels of about --35*C (-31 *F) or lower, so it
shown in Fig. 9-7 as compiled by the U S occuts only during the winter months in areas
Environmental Data Service (Ref. 36). For subject to such temperature extremes. Its
comparison, a similar fog isopleth map is occurrence also depends on an adequate
sh3wn in Fig. 9-8 for supercooled fogs in supply of water vapor in the atmosphere,
October. asually provided by human activities. There-

fore, ice fog is normally confined to limited
Seasonal maps indicating percent frequency areas on and around urban centers and inili-

of ocurrcnc' of surface visibility less than 2 taty installations located in areas wherr suffi-
nnuticid miles for the arctic region are shown ciently low tumperatures occur.
in Fig. 9-9 (Rcf. 37). Fog is only one
contributor to this low visibility, as indicated Temperatures allowing formu;tiomi of ice fog
in the bar graph in Fig. 9-10 showing causes are shown in Figs. 9-11 through 9-14 for the
of obscuiation at three arctic observing sta- Northern Hemisphere (Refs. 8, 38). Percent
tions. frixjuencies of temperatures below -32*C

(--25F) are shown in Figs. 9-11 and 9-12 at
The influence of industrial activity on fog which ice fog may form while, given a source

occurrence is becoming more pronounced. of moistum, ive fog will certainly form at or
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II
below --40*C (-40'F), the percent frequen- storms characterized by very mnall, wind-
cies of which are shown in Figs. 9-13 and driven snow crystals falling from clouds above
9-14. which the sun is shining.

Table 9-S provides a 6-yr history of ice-fog The first three classifications are the most
frequency and duration at Fairbanks, A"aska. important. The last two may be present and
Fogs occurred with the highest frequeitiy and worsen visibility, but do not themselves cause
longest duration during December and Janu- whiteout in the sense uiually employed.
ary; none was observed in October and April. Whiteout is primarily an optical phenomenon,

and all of these sources of whiteout can be
9-3 WHITEOUT considered as physical conditions of the atmo-

sphere which cause incident sunlight .;r moon-
When the surface and cloud albedos* for light to be diffused. Since the light is almost

visible raidiation are uniformly high (> 80 completely and diffusely reflected from a
percent), whiteout occurs in either sunlight or clean tmow surface, an observer findi himself
moonlight. Upward and downward fluxes of in a neariy equally bright "whitened" environ-
light are almost identical and the horizon ment, or whiteout (Ref. 41).
cannot be seen. Because objects are uniformly
illuminated, there are no shadows; hence, The visibility factors related to fop, and ice
many features of the landscape and of objects fog are discussed in par. 9-2.2. Meteorological
cannot be seen. In particular, snow and ice visibility (or visual range) is defined as the

* appear perfectly level and a person can collide distance at which a black object of suitable
, with a waist high ice cake or stumble over a dimensions can be seen and recognized aginst

1-ft snowdrift (Ref. 39). the horizon sky. The factors that determine
the visual rai.ge relate to the object size and

Gerdel and Diamond (Ref. 40) have classi- its reflectance for visible light (visual albedo),
fled whiteouts by sources as followvs: the optical conditions of the sunoundings

(brightness of different parts of the sky, visual
(1) Overcast whiteout. Produ',cd by a com- albedo of the ground, turbidity of the air),

plete cloud cover with light reflectea between and the brightness contrast threshold of the
snow surface and cloud base. eye.

(2) Water-fog whiteout. Produced by thin The Koschmicdcr equation assumes the use
clouds containing super-cooled, almost micro- of a completely black object, so that its
scopic water droplets, with the cloud base brightness when measured directly at the
usually in contact with the cold snow surface. object is equal to zero. The brightness of the

black object is independent of illumination
(3) Ice-fog whiteout. Produced by clouds and hence independent of sky conditions. The

containing minute ice crystals, with the cloud Koschmieder formula, therefore, is a function
base usually in contact with the snow surface. of the attenuation coefficient of the air and
This type of whiteout is frequently combined thus a measure of the turbidity of the air.
with the water-fog type.

The visual range of nonblack objects, how-
(4) Blowing-snow whiteout. Produced by ever, is more difficult to determine. These

fine blowing snow plucked from the snow reflect part of the incident light, so their
surface and suspended in the lower 3 to 4 ft brightness, their brightness contrast against
of air by winds of 20 kt or more. the horizon, and, consequently, their visual

range depends on illumination. In general, the
(5) Precipitation whiteout. Produced by illumination of the object depends on the

cloudiness of the sky and the position of the*'111 a|bCdo is the ratio of the cekctroiagnetic radiation

reflected by a body to the amount incident oi sun. However, when the sky is completely
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All of these methods and instruments hae (ReW 46). Soe of these limitations have
limitatiois. Smaller droplets may pass been overcome by wing a Qýswitchad lor as
throur the impactor, while droplets lMger a light sour= and a holographic recording
than the impector orifice cannot pan through technlique. Ward reports successful testing of
the orifice without changing size. Some Md!- such an instrment for droplets In the 5- to
cultics awe associagted with the viscosity and I 00jumdiamete range (Ref. 47).
thicknes of the ai layers used to bold the
diuplets. VMscous oil can hold the larger 4A CHEMICAL CIMPOAITION
droplets but sniaaler droplets cannot penetrate
the oil layer deeply enofth to prevent evapora- Determinltion of ti chemical composition
tion. Low viscosity oil cannot adequately of fog droplets or ice crystals requires chem-
retain the larger droplets, which penetrate so identification of the coademation nuclei
far into the oil that they spatter on the glass around which the droplets or crystals are
base. formed.

Anohr mitat suts from adiabatic Methods for collecting nuclei include cap-
expansion - the pressure drop through the ture by impaction on a Stan slide covered
orifice decreascS the air temperature, thus with a firn of some sort, by adherence tM• a
producing changes in the %m distribution as a spider web, and by thermal precipitation
result of the increase in supersaturation. Also. (Ref. 45). Analysis of the samples is difficult.
if the droplet concentration, in the oil be- Commonly, nuclei am shadowed by chromi-
comes too high, the droplets may stick um vapor in a vacuum chamber and examined
together and form larger dropets, thtt shatig under an e"Aron microscope using a rnagnifi-
ing the size distribution. Droplets evaporate cation of about 10,00O.
rapidly. even in oil, which presents particular
problems in measuring small droplets (Ref. i943 VERTICAL DEPTH
46). (The impactor designe4d by Kumiz and
Franýis. noted earlier (Ref. 15). wasdeigned The radioonde with its humidity trans-
to eliminate this difficulty by instantly pho- ducer is commnony used to determine the
torpaphing the ar samples drawn into the vetical thickness of clouds. Wright (Ref. 27)
impactor.) Finally. theoretical cokction effir- states that the radiosonde is relatively ac-
ciejicy values may differ considerably from curate for fogp with a thickness of 600 m or
actu"l collection efficiencies (Ref. 15). a•,m, but questions its accuracy for more

ýLhkw WVý, suc• as radiation fogs. which are
A cloud droplet camera to make in si, , ra'ey morm• w ti~ 300 m thick. Hk devised an

photographs of air-suspended droplets is , ,ppxatuW ctS Coto"1; of a photomsistor sensor
scribeii by Itagaki (Ref. 46). The c1:,n to measure brightnes, attached to a captive
droplet camera has many advantages. It v, b aloKn and cornmett by wires to a recording
direct observstion; outomatki mnie rm.ni, nm, instrument (ohmmererl on the pround. Verti-
cAr be easily made; the effect of the appl,~i- c4 fhitcknes can also, of course. be measured
trs on the droplets i6 negLigibk: ice vrys•it by aircraft flights oveir the top of the fog
can be distinguishcd frton droplets, and z deck.
provides a permanent record. Its primary
limitation is its smna sampling volume. While 05 OPiRATMIO L UVO.AIiDERATIK3N
a sinrSk photograph of dense fog may be

sufficient to make a droplet Aize distribution `'he pmrinary effect of fog and whiteout is
curve, more than 10 phloographs may be RAVActic,11 in ,viminMty. ,irnce ihe secondary
required for le dense fog. Itapki suueshs efffctb relarizig to hruaity. ice particles, salt
that sample volume can possity be increased fog. pollutants, and watex droplets are prime
by increasing the area of the field or by comideratione of other chapters in this hand-
increasing the number of exposures pet frame book, they are not considered here.
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S - In the civilian sector, it has been estimated (5) During Project Lead Dog, in which the
that fog cloes the airports in the United Greenland lce Cap was traversedbyArmy
States an average of 115 hr y0 and costs die vehicles, a 13-hr period of ice fog with 200-ft
commercial airlines an estimated $75 million visibility reduced the vehicular -speed but
became of disrupted tcheduks (Ref. 26). Fog allowed operations to continue. Whiteout.

has caused numerous collisions on highways however, prevented supply aircraft from fly-
involving as many a. 100 vehicles in one ing because of pilot inability to estimate
incident with unenumerated but certainly altitude above the snow surface (Ref. 53).
La6We costs to the transportation inutisry as
well as to the public. Sirdilar effects on Army 9 FOG DISSIPATION
operations result, frora fog and whiteout.

Efforts toward protection from and control
Imwidkual references to dth effects of fog of the effects of fog are directed prinmaily to

on air wW grolund mobility as well as other fog dissipation to improve local visibility.
effects include the following: Although a considerable amount of work has

gone into the development of fog dissipation
(I) At Ft. Greely. Alaska. vehicular traffic techniques, results to date are limited. Most

virtually ceases during whiteouts. Artificial methods aie relatively expensive. require
lighting is useless. During artillery tests, the specialized eqtfipment, and are capable of
firing position c:n be obscured by ice fog clearing only small, local areas of fog. Fog
following firing of an ailitcry piec. Precau- clearance of local areas, particularly airport
tions include the positioning of all ov,:,•cirg runways, is valuable but no existing system is

, vekiles away from the test area to prevent ice capable of clearing large areas at low cost.
fog and the use of blowers to dissipate the fog
"(Ref. 48). All fog dissipation techniques are basxd on

three principles (Ref. 54):
(2) Another mpott from Ft. Greely 1iaes

that, in a I 0-mph wind, ice fog greatly (I) Replcing a large number of small
restric:ed the firing rate of a tank gunner and droplets with fewer but much larger ones
completely obscurd uacrr rounds. It also
points out the hazards of whiteout to aircraft (2) Evaporating the water droplets
and the difficulties it presents in estimating
distances (Ref. 49). (3) Withdrawing fog droplets from the

atmosphere.
(3) A fog with a 1004-t visibility at O0 C

132*F) reduces the range of a pulsed X-band Small water droplets can be decreased in
radar from 24 to 14 nmi (Ref. 50). iiumber by means of a transfer process or can

be fused into larger, less numerous drops by
(4) Tlh diversion of a large military coalescenc processes. The transfer or trans-

transport aircraft entails a direct cost of at port of water vapor by condensation to
least S 1,000 with no accounting for disrupted soluble nuclei begins only if these nuclei in
passenger or cargo schedule costs (Ref. 51). the liquid state have an equilibrium vapor
Many military airports throughout the world pressure lower than the arbk.nt vapor pres-
are subjected to fog conditions that seriously sure. This is known as the solute effect. So
restrict operations and cause the diversion of long as this effect persists, the nuclei - now
many aircraft. At Ehnendorf AVH near An- larger solution droplets - will comnpete favor-
chooragi. Alasha, for !xample, 185 aircraft ably with the existing fog droplets, smaller
operations that would have been prcvented by and practically pure water, for the available
fog. were accomplished aftcr the fog was water vapor until an equibrium is reestab-
dispersed (Ref. 52). lished, often at a slightly lower vapor pressure

4_.3 7
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than before. As a result, the smaller droplets different fall speeds. Larger drops capture a
an, evaporated, and the drop-size spectrum is fraction of smaller droplets contained in a
shifted to a larger size range, thereby improv- column of air swept out in their fall. Pro-
ing visibility, as noted in par. 9-2.2.5.2. cedures used to effect coalescence are:
Furthermore, these newer and larger droplets,
being heavier, wili fall through the fog unfler (I) Coalescence by gravity, Creation of a
gravity, depending on the existing wind field, vertical spray of water and dispersal of cold
and trigger the coalescence process. In the water droplets from a plane induce coales-
case of supercooled droplets and ice crystals, cence by gravity.
the ice crystals have an equilibrium vapor
petssure lower than th&t over the super-cooled (2) Coalescence by sonic or ultrasonic
droplets at a temperature at and below waves. Sonic or ultrasonic waves agitate drop-
free.,ing. Then, a istead of the coalescence lets and cause collisions between the smnall
process, the accre in or coagulation process droplets oscillating at high amplitudes and the
comes .nto play an ig the crystals. large droplets oscillating at lower amplitudes.

The procedure is highly limited because of the
Procedures used to rfeet transfer processes, enormous power requirements and the

a~ e: stresses it places on operating personnel and
surroundings.

(i) Seeding with ice crystals (supercooled
fogs only). At the temperature of the atmo- 43) Coalescence by electrostatic capture,
sphere. the vapor pressur over supercooled Large electri-ally charged particles can cap-
water droplets is greater than that over ice. If urefr tog droplet. that have small, natural

- ice crytals are produced, they will develop at electric chatges. Numerous studies and experi-
the expense of the water droplets. Ice crystals ments have been conducted, but this method
are commonly produced by a strong, local has not found practical application.
lowering of temperatuie: by vaporization of a
liquid of low boiling point (Freon", propane) Fogs can also be dissipated by evaporation.
or by sublimation (dry ice); or by crystalliza- For a droplet fog with a liquid water content
tion of water on solid nuclei amorphous to ice of 0.5 g mi". a small temperature elevation of
tsilver iodide). 2 deg C (3.6 deg F) is sufficient to evaporate

the water droplets. Several procedures have
(2) &eding with hygroscopic particles, been tested anau used to produce the required

Hygroscopic particles lower the rrlative temperature elevation:
humidit) of air by absorbing water vapor, and
thus permin evaporation of fog droplets. They
can bi used dry or in aqueous solution in all (1) One of the first. the FIDO procedure
droplet fogs regardless of temperature. A (Fog Investigation and Dispersal Operation),
commonly used reagent is calcium chloride was used in Great Britain during World War ii
(CaC1 2)- recent tests have shown that seeding to clear runways. [ibe area to be cleared of'wth rmali sodium chloide (NaCI) picle• fog was surrounded with exhaust-gas burners

will also dissipate warm fop; some phos- fed under pressure through a network of
phates and urea have also been tested but pipes; however, the enormous amount of fucl
with limited success (Ref. 55). required (estimated at 15,000 to 25,000

gal/landing) makes this procedure inipractical
In coalescence processes, some droplets in a ieacctime !canomy.

capture other droplets and grow to a larger
size. Water drops of diffeivnt size's move with (2) The U S Air Force has successfully

"Freon a A tvadenk of E1 I. du Pont die Nemoun a demonstrated the use of jet engine exhausts
Compsay tfot a Voup %A fluorinated kytimawbow, to dissipatec fog ( RIes. 24, 51).
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- (3) CRREL* tested the use of helicoptour fog attempt to determine the capability of
downwssh to replaco the fog layeir with ci various procedures, matvriahs, and equipment
volume of relatively dry wanm air from above, to dissipate fog. The effects of fog on
thus reducing the relative humidity and pro- miaterials of coristruction, paits, comiponents,
moting evaporation of the fog droplets (Ref. and assemblies are not commonly tested;
56). however, a~s noted eadrier, the principal effects

Gf fog are si'Miar to those of rain, humidity,
(4) Use of a O-0 laser has been tested to and salt fog. Therefore, testing of the effects

increase the temperature of the air (Ref. 57). of these environmennts (particularly salt fog
and humidity) provides a basis for detennin

(5) Monolayers of organic liquids have ing the capability of materials, of construc-
been spread over water with some success in tion, part, components, and assemblies to
order to prevent evaporation fogs from form- withstand the effects of fog.

Therm arm n.o known military test ranges for
All five evaporative procedure are expen- testing matcrials in fog. Much of the fog

save and require special equipment. Dry ice dissipation testing has been conducted in
and silver iodide seeding have been thre most Gieenland and Alaska, whei,- fogs are preva-
successful and the most feasible methods for lent. but some testing has also been done at
fog dissipation. and art; now in operation air bases in Gernany and on the U S west
(Ref. 52). coast, where fogs ame relatively frequent.

Dissipation testing of ice fog by U S agencies
Visibility, in ice fogs cannot be improved by has been exclusively conducted in the Fait-

- any of the given methods. Extensive investi~ga- banks, Alaska, area, where this type of fog is a
tiorns by CRREL znd others kRefs. 10, 28, 29, loca phenomenon. Whiteout dissipation test-
31) have indicated that the only :;olution ing, which has consisted solely of fog dissips-
appears to be to reduce tile injection of water tion tests. has been limited to the northern
into the atmosph,.re. Various ways and means areas in Greenland and Alaska, where white-
to accomplish this objective hAve been sug- outs occur.
gested. including the uise of anthracite or
bituminous coal (rather than the subbitumni- Few types of equipment ame designed solely
nous grades used in Fairbanks). permitting to simulate fng for utsc in testing matefials of
cooling ponds to frecie over. eliminatiiig low construction, parts. components, and assem-
altitude sources of water vipor, and installing blie-.. The known fog chambeis are given in
automobilt. CX11Iarst`Wppreilioii dlevices. These Table 9-6 ( Ref. S81.
may alkvviate the problem but fliey are unfikely
to solve it co~mplotely. Condensation of water vapor ont materials

can be accomplished readily in humidity test11Visibility in whireout can vencrally be chanmbers, and this will ineet most require-
improved only when either wet fog or low ments for testing the effects of log on
cloud overcast is the primary cause of reduced materiah of construction, parts. components.
visibility. lnvestijpations to improve whiteout and assemblies.,
visibility have coniiisted primarily of P(oy- arid
cloud-w.e.dirrg experinients. however. successi 9-8 SPECIFICATIONS
to date has been limited.Terar okwnSvtai)bt

9-7 TESTING AND SIMULATION testing tile cilkcts oifj Ol~go materials of
colistruction, parts. comnlltnents. and as~cm -

Most tests related to imnproving visibility in blies. l~og iN xic included Li% an enviuonment

'U.S. Ar CA Kqn .ewik ap n'%,l~ in MIl L-Sil D) Ji I C. FniTicrl 7esr
t-t lr~o.,lawtc,, N, 11 JfIVMOdS. n110 W~. J1 t1r Iir 11111101131u condiiion'4I3 k)s
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TABLE

FOG CHAAMBERS

Location Dimensions, ft Environments

Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, Ill. 4 x 3 x 2 Fog

USA Nobility Equipment Research and 4 x 3 x 2 Salt, fog
Development Center (MEROC), Ft.
Belvoir, Va.

Whit*,; Sands Missile Range, White 71 x 20,1/3 Temperature,
Sands, N.Mex. x 20-1/2 rain, humidity,

salt, fog

Naval Air Developaent Center, 6 x 6 x 8 Salt, wet fog
Johnsville, Pa.

Naval Underwater Weapons Research and 4 x 2-1/2 Salt, adaptable
Engineering Station, Newport, R.I. x 3 to fog

in MIL-STD-2 10, Cinuitit E.vtrt'nes f~r MiWi- climatic categories. Hiowever, specilfiations
tar.) Equipment. In AR 70-38 Research. related to plotection against moisture and
I)erehipnlnt. Test. and Eraldualion of Mute- corrosioni are discussed in Chap. !I, "'Salt,
riel fir Extreme Climatic Conditions, ice fog Salt Fog. and Salt Water"; Chap. 4, -Hu-
is included as an operational condition as- midity": Chap. 2. "Terrain": and Chap. 7,
s(wiated with the "cod" and "extreme cold" "Rain"; all in Part Two.
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CHAPTER 10

S~WIND
I,

10-1 INTRODUCTION The wind is a thi-ee-dimensional vector
quantity. When described by its magnitude

Air in motion relative tn the srfface of Lte (speed) and its direction, the wind is properly
earth is called wind (Ref. 1). Differences in called the wind velocity. In most cases, the
atmospheric pressure arising from unequal horizontal component of the vector is much
heating or cooling of the earth and its lager than the vertical component. Refer-
atmospheie are the primary dri-ving forces of ences to "the wind" imply the horizontal
the wind on both local and global scales. Once velocity only, whe.-eas "vertical velocity" is
the air is in motion, interaction with surface used to describe vertical isotion of the air.
features- topography, buildings, trees, The forces that act to modify tht wind are
meadows, or ocean -- becomes an important also vector quantities. Vector quantities cam
retarding factor near the ground, whereas the be written in scalar form when a coordihat;
inertia of the air tends to maintain motion. system is defined.
Because the winds art observed from a
rotating earth, an apparent force, called the Since the earth is a spheroid, the most
Coriolis force, affects the wind. logical coordinate system would employ

spherical coordinates if a global representa- .
tion of the wind is desired, However, the

Atmospheric winds transport vast quanti- measurements of wind are made in ret-rence
tics of heat and moisture, which ultimately to local directions, Without introducing much
affect the weather conditions distant from the error, the vector properties of the atmosphere
ainnass source regions. Strong winds accom- can be written in local coordinates. The
panying hurricanes, severe thunderstorms, and convention, crlled the tangent plane approxi-
other intense weather systems often damage mation, specified that x increases eastward, y
structures, carry materials and objects over increases northward, and z increases upward
long distances, and constitute a safety hazard. fhow a point. This approximation disregards
Wind-driven tides constitute a water hazard the convergence of meridians toward the
for cxpold cquipment in coastal areas9 Sand poles and the local curvature of the earth.
and dust raised and transported by the wind
penetrate into and damage equipment (see In the tangsnt plane coordinate system, a
Chap. 3 of Phrt Three of this handbook velocity vector is described by three convip-
series). Snow and rain driven by the wind nents u, Y, w ut the x-, y-, z-diections,
inhibit transportation for periods up to respectively. By convention, u is positive for
several days (see Chaps. 7 and 8 of this air moving from we't to east, v is positive for
handbook). Evaporation rates normally in- air moving from suth to north, and w is
crease as the veptilation (windspeed) in- positive when air is moving upward. The
creases, resulting in losses of exposed liquids magnitude of' the wind velocity (windspeed)
and in increased windchill. Air pollutants, V is given by
radioactive debris, and other trace materials
are transported by the wind but, in contrast V = (u2 +fa +w2)' 2  (10-1)
to most wind effects, they beconme more
hazardous under low windspeed conditions. ThI horizontal windspeed is given by

10.1
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V= (u2 + )1/2 (10-2) v VCosO (10-4)

Windspeed is reported in units of length Both windspeed and direction may be
(distance) per unit time, By international variable over small distances and time peliods.
convention it should be reported 'in units of The windspeed is measured by an anemorn-
meters per second (rn 0' ) (Ref. 2). Windspeed eter and the wind direction is indicated by a
may range from calm (no wind) to 150 m 0 wind vane. Until recently, countries using the
or more in tornadic storms. The maximum English system of units reported windspeeds
ground level windspeed, averaged over a 5-nrin in units of statute miles per hour (mph) or
period, ever observed was 84 m sr (188 mph) nautical miles per hour (kt). Current official
at Mt. Washington, N. H., on April 12, 1934 practice in the United States Is to record and
(Ref. 3). The peak wind gust recorded at the report windspeeds in knots (kt) (Ref. 4)
same time and place was 103.3 m f-1 (231 although mph is sometimes still used for the
mph), which is also a world record. general public. For aviation, windspeeds aloft

are commonly given in knots, The vertical
By meteorological convention, the wind windspeed and some horizontal windspeed

direction is reported as the direction from measurements very near the 1round may be
which the wind is blowing. North (along the reported in centimeters per st•ond (cm I0).
posdtive y-axis) is defined as 0 or 360 deg and Table 10-2 gives the factors necessary to
the wind direction angle increases In a convert from one speed unit to another.
clockwise manner about the compass points.
Hence, air movin,; from east toward west is
said to have a direction of 90 deg; frum south
to north, 180 deg; and from west to east, 270 Although radian measure is the preferred
deg. unit for angular measure, wind directions at

the surface are reported to the nearest 5 deg.
When u and v are known, the tbrmulas Winds aloft are also reported to the nearest 5

required to obtain the wind direction 0 are deg although there Is a greater uncertainty in
given in Table 10-1. When the windspeed F that measure. The practice in the United
and direction 0 are known, u and v are given States, prior to 1962, was to report wind
by direction by the appropriate direction of a

16-point compass, e.g., N, NNE, NE, ENE, E,
u - - VsInO (10-3) etc.

TABLE 10-1

nFTERMINATION OF WIND DIRECTION FROM VELOCITY COMPONENTS j
Direction of components Equatt, for

v u direction e

+ + e - 180 deg + tan", (u/v)

+ - 0 * 180 deg + tan" (u/v)

+ o w 360 deg + tan" (u/v)

- e = tan-1 (U/v)

10-2
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10-2 ATMOSPHERIC MOTION The wind velocity measured in a rotating
coordinate system undergoes changes in the

The motion of the atmosphere is described horizontal and vertical directions due to
by application of Newton's equations of motion with respect to the inertial system.
motion and by conservation of mass. The When written in component form, the
atmosphere reacts to the forces applied. Only accelerations in the inertial system may be
three real forces act upon air: (1) the expressed by
gravitational attraction on air by other
bodies -- principally the earth; (2) the pres- ax = a' + (uv/Re) tane uw/Re
sure gradient forces, which tend to equalize,
the distribution of the air; and (3) the + 2 av sin - 2f&w cos@ (10-5)
frictional forces caused by differential move-
ment of the air - principally with respect to ay = a - (u2 1R.) tan 0 vw/Re
the earth. In addition a correction must be
applied to the equations of motion to account - 2 S2u sin 0 (10-6)
for the motion of the earth-bound coordinate
system. Drag forces are a form of frictional a. = a' + (u2 + V2 )/Re
force wherein the wind exerts a force on an
object and is, in turn, affected by the reaction + 2 SRu cos 0 (10-7)
force. Instead of formulating equations
relating these forces to the reaction forces, where
the analysis is customarily acccomplished in
terms of accelerations (force per nmass or time ax, ay, a. = accelerations in the inertial
rate of change of velocity) of airmasses. system, m §-2

10-2.1 CORIOLIS ACCELERATION ax, a;, a' = accelerations due to pressure,
friction, and gravitation in the

Newton's laws of motion apply only to an rotating system, m s"2
"inertial coordinate system" - one that
experiences no acceleration. An earth-bound geographic latitude, tad
observer or observation system is not an
inertial system since the earth rotates about R= mean radius of the earth,
its axis and the sun, and the sun is accelerated • 6.4 X 10' in
with respect to the fixed stars. Consequently,
the accelerations observed on the earth are S = angular velocity of the earth,
different from those obseed in an inertial 0.729 X 10-4 rad 0-
system. The formulation of pressure and
frictional accelerations are the same in both u, v, w = windspeeds measured in the
systems but additional apparent forces must rotating coordinate system,
be considered to describe acceleration of the m s
gravitational and wind velocity fields as
measured in the rotating system. The These equations apply to all motions
mathematical derivation of the relationship of relative to a rotat'ng earth, including winds,
the two coordinate systems is given in clouds, rockets, missiles, satellites, and air-
advanced physics (Ref. 5), or in meteorologi- craft. As applied to atmospheric winds, the
cal texts (Refs. 6, 7). The correction factors t.rrns involving w are normally much less than
applied t., the laws of motion to accom- those involving u and v. Except in polar
modate them,• t0 the rotating coordinate latitudes and/or at high windspeeds, the
system of the earth are known aE t•he Coriolis remaining terms involving R, are also small.
acceleration. The last term in Eq. 10-7 is small relative to

10-4
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the force of gravity. In meteorological nantly by the motion of the air, i.,., the wind.
applications, the only significant correction The rate of change of energy with distance is
terms STO those involving f' 2Q sine. The a force. If AP is the pressure difference
equations thus become: between the two sides of a small cylindrical

volume of air, then the force exerted on that
ax = ax +fv (10-8) air is given by

ay '-fu (10-9) A/, _•ay a( F= V -), N (10-11)

a= a' (10-10)
where

By convention, 91 is always a positive
quantity and ( is positive in the Northern F force exerted on the air within the
Hemisphere and negative in the Southern volume, N

HWmisphere. Thus, in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, a northward motion of the air relative V = volume of the air, ms
to the earth produces an apparent accelera-
tion to the east and a southward (negative) AP = pressure difference between the two
acceleration is given to air moving eastward. sides of the volume, N m-2
In the Southern Hemisphlre, northward

Smotion is apparently deflected to the west AS = distance br•twe',n the sides, m
(negative x-direction) and eastward motion is
apparently deflected to the north (positive
y-direction). Thus, the wind is apparently The force tends to move the air from high
accelerated to the right of its direction in the pressure toward low pressure. As ASbecomes
Northern Hemisphere and to the left of its smaller, AP/AS can be expressed as VI/MS,
direction in the Southern Hemisphere. which is the magnitude of the pressure gradi-

ent. By mathematical convention, a gradient
This apparent acceleration is called the iF a vector quantity, with its direction

Coriolis acceleration and depends upon the pointing from low values toward high values.
windspeed and the latitude (the maximum Thus, the direction of the force is opposite to
magnitude off is 1.458 X IV'4V at the poles the pressure gradient and
and the minimum is zero at the Equator).
Howevi:r, since the acceler tion is perpendicu-
lar to the velocity vector, lo work is done on (•
air, i.e., the energy of the air is unchanged by F=- V N (10-12)

the Coriolis acceleration, although the direc-
tion of the motion is changed. where S increases from low toward high

pressure. The pressure gradient acceleration is
10-2.2 PRESSURE GRADIENT ACCELER- therefore

ATION

Pressure is defined as force per unit area a -- , m (10-13)
but can be equivalently expressed as energy

per unit volume. Thus, a difference in where
atmospheric pressure between two points
means that an energy difference also exists. a = acceleration of air resulting from pres-
Natural processes tend to eliminate energy sure differentials, m g-2

S . •' differences by some transfer mechanism. In
the atmosphere, the mechanism is predomi- p atmospheric density, kg m- 3

10-5 4
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10%2.3 FRICTIONAL ACCELERATION (x,y,z) during a sampling period T is given by

The effect of frictional forces in the t+ T12
atmosphere is to reducx the general flow of i(xy,z) u(x,y,za dt 0-
the air. Ile effect is found principally near T - T/2
the surface of the earth where momentum is
transferred from the air to the earth. S-irface At any given instant during the sampling
friction is the mahi sink for the mechanical period, u may be written as

energy of the atmosphere. If all of the energy
sources of the atmosphere (predominantly the u(xyýz,t) = u(xavz) u'(xdy,z,t) (10-15)
sun) were cut off, it is estimated that the
atmosphere would lose almost all of its where u' is the instantancousdeviation of u
kinetic energy within 5 days (Ref. 8). Surface fiom its mnam value. The average value of u'
friction of the air over the oceans is partly over the sampling period is zero, but the mean
responsible for the ocean circulation patterns, square deviation or variance of u', written
generates storm tides, and makes the ocean •,3r, is not normally zero, i.e.,
surface choppy. Friction induces gustiness
and turbulence in the wind, reduces the I ,t+ T12
wind-speeds near the surfame of the earth, and (U- = __I
is the controlling factor in the diffusion of T ft .- '/2
pollutants in the atmosphere. In turn, the
magnitude of frictional acceleration is partial- [u'(x,y,z,t)J 2 di #0 (10-16)
ly determined by the stability of the
atmosphere. ThL standard deviation of u, written a., is

equal to the square root of the variance of u:Representation of atmospheric frictional / \/

forces in the equations of motion takes many 0 = C(u')2) (10-17)
forms in theoretical and empirical analyses. In
practice, theoretical models must be simpli- Similar representations of the other wind
fled in order to obtain solutions. Definitive component., i;v be made as follows:
discussions ov" the theories of turbulence and
friction are available in a number of texts v = 7 +v'I
(Refs. 9-10. (10-18)

W = j7V+ W

Frictional forces result from normal and
tangential stresses on each volume of air, The (v') U = (a)2 #0
gradient of the stresses is proportional to the (10-19)
force. Atmospheric friction is characterized (w')" = (ao)2 • 0
by the turbulence induced by the friction.
The turbulence appears as random or chaotic The intensities of turbulence in the x-, y-,
fluctuations about the average properties of and z-directions i,, i , and l are defined by
the air, such as the instantaneous speed or the relations (Ref. 123':
direction fluctuations recorded by an ane-
mometer or a wind vane. The turbulence is = a./ V
described by the statistical properties of the
observed motion and is related to the stresses ly / (10-20)
on the ahi volumes.

If u is the instantaneous west windspeed at where V mean windspeed (j 2 + -0 +
a point (xy,z) and time t, its average valuela j72 )"/3, s-1.

10-6
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S When the m ran wind is in the x-direction, for are important statistical parameterFs of the
most conditions below 30-m altitude, the turbulence and hence the friction. Integra-
ratio i. : i:. = 1 : 1.16 : 0.75 is approxi- tions 0rnilar to Eq. 10-24 define the other
niately correct (Ref. 6). This indicates that covariances u'w' and v'iv', which are also
the turbidence is anisotropic. important. These covariances are symmetrical

so that
The gustiness g of the wind in each

direction is dcfined as u'v' = v'u'

= jul/V and = :o j (10-25)
gy (10io21) and VW

lw'l/V Expreý,s.ng the velocity components as in
Eq. 10-15 and then averaging .nie equations of

where, for any quantity u', lu'l indicates its motion for an incompressible fluid yields the
absaliute value. The gustiness is different from frictional forces per unit mass in the form:
the intensity of turbulence (Ref. 1).

, {ax [_ +u' a (_puV)Another parameter of the wind fluctuation [- =p ')]
that has found wide use in diffusion estimates
L•, the standard deviation of the azimuthal a -r wind direction angle a.. It is related to the + z PU'W')J (10-26a)
intensity of turbulence in the cross wind
direction, i.e., when the x-direction is chosen 1 (a
along the mean wind direction, it is givek, by FY= -1 2 y i-P (v') ']

(0 ( 2 (02)a -

d = 2  (U (10-22) + a (-pV;w') (10-26b) ¶

when v' is the windspeed in the direction
perpendicular to the mean wind direction and F, 1 (a + - " )

i the horizon plane (RJf. 12). The standard P IX Zyx
deviation of the wind direction fluctuations in
the vertical ad is similarly defined by +a- - w)- (10-260

+ ' - (wPi 1 -22

2 (a,, (10-23) In these equations, the variance and

covariance of the velocity components appear
when Tis the mean horizontal windspeed. as the normal and tangential stresses,

respectively, on a volume of air. The terms in
The covariance of the horizontal, velocity paientheses ire called the turbulent stresses or

fluctuations, e.g., the Reynolds stresses and are interpreted as

the transport of momentum across a surface
-V If t + T/2 in the air. Often, the Reynolds stresses are

T - T12 written as rxx, xy, rx , etc.

Although the frictioil may be expressed by
[u'(x,y,z,t)v'(xyz,t)] dt (10-24) Eqs. 10-26, the magnitude of the force it

10-7
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TABLE 10-3

VALUES OF HORIZONTAL EDDY VISCOSITIES AT VARIOUS SCALES (Hof. 12)

Scale, cm K, cm2 s"1 Source of data

5 x 10.2 1.7 x 10" Molecular diffusion

1.5 x 103 3.2 x 103 Low-level w;nd shear

1.4 x I04 1.2 x 105 Low-level wind shear

5 x 104 6 x 104 Pilot balloons, 100 to
800 mr

2 x 106 1 x 108 Manned and unmanned
balloons

5 x 106 5 x 108 Volcanic ash

1 x 108 1 x 10l Cyclonic storms

difficult to obtain, sinw at least two pointb; in and similarly for the other Reynolds stresses. (
each dirction are required to obtain the The subeiript on A indicates the exchange
indicated derivatives. Other representations of coefficient for tle particular direction. Ax.
frictional forces have been developed to Ay, A, have dimensions of mass per time per
express the frictional force in terms of the length.
mean motion, rather than the turbulent
motion. These include the exchange coet'w- The eddy viscosity K is defined as (Ref. 12)
cdent hypothesis and the mixing lenigth
hypothesis. K = Alp, m2 sec"1  (10-28)

10-2.3.1 FXCHANGE COEFFICIENTS For each component, K is related to the
Svelocity variance or covariaslcr' by

The exchange coefficient hypothesis as-
sumes that the Reynolds stress term can be K- / u7)2
expressed as the product of an exchange a4 - (ux) / !
coefficient, sometimes called the Austauchcoefficient, and the gradient of the mean air"

motion, in a manner analogous to the viscous Ky = -(u- (10-29)
forces. If A is the exchange coefficient then

'. A 3W , = t V

Ax "ai (10-27) Although 14, K. and K1 are related to thevelocity variance and covariance at a point
8W ,and vary within the atmosphere, they are

,rxx AX often assumed to bu (in order of deci'easing

10-8
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validity) variable only in the vertical, or u

"con~tant, or equal. Within the atmosphere, K .... z (10-31)
takes on values ranging from I G10 m2 s- to
101 m2s-l or greater, depending upon the A similar argument de•fines V'I and w1,

scales of motion considered. Table 10-3 gives although the value of R may differ numerical-
typical values of K for various scales of ly in the different directions. The mixing
motion, length hypothesis is that the quantity 9 Is a

unique length that characterizes the local
When the eddy exchange hypothesis is intensity of the turbulent motion. This length

used, the frictional components become Is sometimef called the eddy size.

1 F..A/ ai• The relationship of the normal and
-- \X ax tangential Reynolds stresses in the mixing

length hypothesis is given by

+ L A Y 2:I
(ax iaxii

+ -(, )] (A 2: U 1 (10-32)

FY (A, av\
Pa. x ax where Iaii/axl and lazj/zl are the absolute

- •values of the indicatcd gradients. The gradient
+ (,4 -30) terms are separated to allow r to change sign

a y Y 7Y7 as the sign of the gredient changes.

a /A aig1 The relationship between K and R is+ ka-z A az obtained through the Reynolds stiesses. In
the case of K, and £

Sax K, 7u 72 Ad (10-33)

10-2.3.3 DRAG FORCES

In aerodynamics, the normal force exerted
+ (A. ý!w on a body moving relative to the air is

+•az proportional to the kinetic energy per unit

volume and is given by
10-2.3.2 MIXING LENGTHS

FD CD (p V2 A/2), N (10-34)
The mixing length hypothesis assumes that,

because of the turbulent motion, a small where
discrete air parcel breaks away from its
original altitude z and is transported to a new FD drag force, N
ievel z + R, where the volume mixes with the
mean flow. The absorption of the parc'l CD = factor of proportionality, called the
induces a fluctuation of velocity u' where drag coefficient, dimensionleas

10-9
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V - undisturbed relative velocity, m i The horizontal scalu of motion, i,e,, the
wavelength of disturbances in the wind field,p• w air density, ks m-f also delineates types of wind circulation
effects. Global scale systems have wavelengths

A = cross-sectional area, of the body per- on the order of the radius of the earth, and

pendicular to the air flow, m2  friction contributes only in a minor manner
to changing these patterns. Synoptic scale

The drag coefficient varies for different wind systems, on the order of 1,000 km, are
objects and windspeeds because of differing the wind-pressure systems displayed on a
dynamic shapes. Usually, it is determined by weather map. Friction caused by mountain
measurements In a wind tunnel employing ranges and the like become important in
scale models of the body. CD, Is dependent describing this type of flow.
upon the geometry of the body and the
Reynolds number, Vd/v, of the flow, where d Mesoscale systems include the broad
is a characteristic length, such as the diameter, intermediate range of wind disturbance
of the body and v is the kinematic viscosity patterns from hurricanes and thunderstorms
(Rmf. 13). This representation of the normal to tornadoes. Surface irictiornal effects and
force on a building, aircraft, or surface local heating and cooling differences become
structure indicates that the force is propor- important to the development, maintenance,
tional to the squiare of the windspeed. and dissipation of the circulation, although

the circulation may exist on anc out of the
In addition to the stutic pressure, a planetary boundary layer.

dynamic oscillatory force acts upon the
buildings. As the air impinges upon the face Microscale motion is normally confined to
of the building, a reduction in pressure occurs the planetary boundary layer and dissipates
on the leeward side of the structure, Vortices energy from larger scale motions. Evapora-
or eddies develop as the air moves around the tion, heat, and momentum transfer on scales
building in an attempt to equalize the of 100 m or less are included In microscale
pressure. The eddies move downstream with phenomena, All scales ame present in each
the mean flow so the wind force against the wind observation but may become apparent
leeward face pulsates as one eddy replaces only if the data density in time or space is
another, sufficiently large.

10-3 WIND DISTRIBUTION 10-3.1 VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

The relative importance of the Coriolis The three regimes of win'ds in the
force, pressure gradient force, and frictional vertical surface layer, planetary boundary
forces delineate three categories for examin- layer, and free atmosphere -- are each impor-
ing the wind distributions in the vertical: tant in the consideration of materiel effects

and each is considered in the paragraphs that
(1) The "constant stress" layer extending follow.

to several tens of meters ;ýbove the surface of
the earth where pressure gradient and 10-3.1.1 THE SURFACE LAYER
frictional forces dominate

Atmospheric motions near the surface of
(2) The "planetary boundary layer" ex- the earth are changing rapidly enough that the

tending upward to about I km, where all effects of earth rotation are negligible. Hence,
three forces are about equal the mean motion is described in terms of

pressure gradient forces and frictionai forces.
(3) The "f-ee" atmosphere above 1 km Since the geographic orientation of the wind

where frictional forces are neglfkjble. is important only in describing the Coriolis

10-10
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acceleration, the direction of tMe mean Defining the friction velocity u, as
windspeed is taken as the x-direction and the
mean windspeed is given the value W, Within 2 1~n
the first kilometer of the surface of the earth, (10-40)

the friction forces due to the vertical shear of
the horizontal wlnd are much larger than gives
other frictional terms, Thus, the equation of
motion Fppropriate for the near surface layer u( Q 0ii41)

dwf I aP I Or where R is the mixing length. It is generally
_.+ - Tw+ (10-35)T P - Z (z) assumed and experimentally confirmed that Q

increases linearly with altitude z so that
wherein the first term, - 1/p aP/lx, is the
appropriate term from Eq. 10-13 for the 2 = kz (10-42)

pressure gradient force and the second term,
equal to a/az (-puw'), is the frictional force where k 0.4 is von Kirmin's constant
associated with vertical shear as given in the (dimensionless),
last term for F. in Eq. 10-26a, The subscripts
are omitted for this restricted treatment. For Substitution of Eq. 10-42 into Eq. 10-41
the case of an unaccelerated mean wind, the gives
pressure gradient forces must balance the
frictional forces, viz., I aw 1I- • = •(10-43)

aP _r (10-36)u, z kz

ax az Integration with respect to z gives

Integrating with respect to z and assuming
the pressure gradient to be constant over the i (z) = - in z + constant (10-44)
depth of integration gives for the turbulent jstremq r

+ ~ (03The integration constant is usually formed
7 = ro + x)Z (-37) to introduce the effect of surface roughness

by requiring W (z), 0.

The downstream pressure gradient is
generally small so that for z < 35 m, the stress The mean velocity in the constant stress
reduces to layer is given by the logarithmic wind profile

equation

7 - r o (10-38)

Thus, the earth-air interface is characterized W (z) = (u,/k)ln(z/zO) (10-45)
by a nearly constant stress. The constant
stress assumption is valid to within ± tO where zo is called the roughness length and
percent, varies with the type of surface as shown in

Table 10-4. Below zq, a-is not defined.

From the mixing length theory (Eq.
10-3Sometimes zo is chosen so that (0) = 0.

In that case the wind profile is given by

r 8p2 Z z (10-39) W (z) (u*,k)ln [(z +zo)[zo 1 (1046)

10-Il
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TABLE 10-4

TYPICAl. VALUES OF PARAMETERS GOVERNING THE LOGARITHMIC WIND PROFILE
NEAR THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH (fMdf. 12)

Type of surface zo, cm u,, m st

Smooth mud flats; ice 0.001 0.16

Smooth snow 0.005 0.17

Smooth sea 0.02 0.21

Level desert 0.03 0.22

Snow surface; lawn to I cm high 0.1 0,27

Lawn, grass to 5 cm 1-2 0.43

Lawn, grass to 60 cm 4-9 0.60

Fully grown root crops 14 1.75

_tFor 6(2m) 5 m sl

Normally, z is much greater than zo and Eqs. c, specific heat of air at constant pres..
10-45 and 10-46 are equivalent, sure, J g9- i

Other equations applicable to the constant L Monin-Obukhov length, m
stress layer are

This profile, through the z/L term, includes
6 (z) = (u,*k)ln(z/zo +a z/L) (10-47) the effect of buoyancy (atmospheric stability)

upon the eddy transfer properties.
where a is a dimensionless factor and

For many applications it is convenient to
L - { u,/[k(g/T)l ) /I[H/pc] (10-48) express the mean windspeed at a height z in

terms of a measurement of W" at a level zI in
where the form

g gravitational acceleration, m s-2  u (z) = W(zI ) (z/z 1) 1 /" (10-49)

u * friction velocity, m s- where n is a positive number. Typical values
for n, dependent upon surface conditions

T, mean air temperature, K when z, = 30 m are given in Table 10-5. The
column headed Zg in the table is the !eve]

k von K~rrnan's constant, dimension- above which friction with the surface of the
less earth becomes negligible, i.e., the top of the

planetary boundary layer. It is discussed in
HI surface heat flux, W m"2  par. 10-3.1.2. Fig. 10-1 shows the relation

between the coefficient I/n and Z0 , the
p air density, g nf- surface roughness lengths, as well as Zg.

10-12
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TABLE 10-5

POWER LAW AND GRADIENT WIND LEVELS (Ref. 14)

Terrain n Zg, ft

Level or slightly rolling land with some obstructions,
e.g., farm land with scattered trees and buildings
and airports. 7 950

Rolling or level country broken by numerous obstruc-
tions of various sizes, e.g., suburbs where lots aie
half acre or more. 5 1,150

Broken surface with large obstructions, e.g., near
suburbs with one-fourth acre or less lots and out-
skirts of large cities 3 1,500

Large obstructions, e.g., center of large city. 2 1,800

10-3.1.2 PLANETARY BOUNDARY 1 8P4 LAYER p 8 " L fv• (10-51c)

Above the constant stress layer, the 1 aI
influence of friction normally decreases with Ty J'uK (10-5 id)
altitude and experimental evidence shows that

the mixing lengths and the Austauch coeffi-
cients decrease with altitude. When a steady where u, and v. are the "geostrophic wind
unaccelerated flow exists i.e., when the components" (see par. 10-3.1.3).
pressure gradient, Coriolis, and frictional
forces are in balance the equations of the At sonic altitude, the effect of friction
average horizontal motion become becomes negligible and the wind becomes

geostrophic. Choosing the x-direction parallel
I aP1 rX to the isobars at that level, i.e., W i= =+-1- - V0 t l/(pf)l 8aP/y at the top of the friction

layer, the solutions to Eq. 10-50 are
and (10-50)

1 ! -1i fii + 1 • O adu (z) = u, (0 e"Z cosaz)
p A y 0 and (10-52)

v (z) = ux (eaz sin az)

The profiles of W and v are obtained by as-
suming that where a2 =fl(2k).

1 •) 8 2 This solution, for a constant value of K, is
- - (7) K -z (10-Sla) known as the Ekman spiral and is shown in
P aZ Fig. 10-2. At any altitude z, the angle

between the actual wind vector • and the
I1KTa2) K (10-5 1Ib) vector (0- •) remains constant. The figure

P' also shows that the effect of friction is to turn

10-13
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Figure 10L i. Boundary Layer Properties as Functions of Terrain (Ref. 15)

the wind so that it blows acrors the isobars du 1 aP 3 f
toward low pressure, near the surface. The dt -57
cross-isobar flow decreases with altitude, until p(10-53)
V first becomes zero, i.e., when az = r. That dv - I VJ
altitude defines the top of the planetary - A -f

boundary layer or the gradient wind level, d ,
above which frictioii with tlke surface of the
earth becomes negligible. Taking f as 1 (y4 sF where in each equation the acceleration is
(latitude 43 deg N, und K as 1 mn2 §-1 gives equated to the sum of the pressure gradient
the gradient wind level, Zg 450 mn (;;l475 and Coriolis accele~ations.

For the case of unaccelerated flow, the left
10..ý0.3 FREE ATMOSPHERE AND THE side of each of the equations became zero,

JET STREAM l.~.avirig the windspeed components propor-
tioiial to the pressure gradient acceleration

In the absence of frictional forces, tile and the latitude of thie observations. The wind
equations of horizontal motion become components satisfying these conditions are

10-14
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i ~Figure 70.2. The Ekman Spiral Showing Wind Distribution iii the
Planetary Boundary Layer (Ref. 12)

called the geostrophic wind components and geostrophic winds, computed •'om the
are written as u1 and yr They are given by pressure gradient, is generally poor.

S1 aP Even in midlatitudes, the relationship is
- u# p~f y only approximately satisfied at any given

S~instant or position because the pressure forces
Sand (10-54) change as the parcel of air moves and because

1 81P the latitude of the parcel changes. Invpf = 8 x long-terni averages of prep~re and wind
diistributions, the winds tend tu be geostroph-

The total geostiophic 'wind speed V1. is ic.
given by

The horizontal accelerations that a parcel
(2 + 2\i/ (10-55) will experience can be obtained by eliminat-

\' 'Iing the pressure gradient forces between Eq.
10-53 and Eq. 10-54 to give

and thc direction is parallel to the isobars
(lines of constant pressure). V, maj€ also be
expressed as du=fv )

1 81'(10-57)

v, = m " a•(10-56) dv

where s is perpendicular to the isobars, d--t f u)

The gcostrophic condition is a first The components (u, - u) and (v, - v)are
approximation to the actual wind in the free, called the ageostrophic wind comip.nents u1 a
t'rictionless a ;mosphere, and is approximately and V50 . The horizontal accelerations are
satisfied at latitudes poleward of thz tropics, proportional to the age~ostrouhic wind conipo-

S Iii tropical latitiles, as f goes to zero, the nhints. The magnitude of the net accelerations
¶relationship hetweeni oiserved winds and may be within

11 5
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dv effects. Yet, to a first approximation the

dt f(V V) (10-58) vertical wind shear aV/az may be expresed as

the vertical shear of the geostrophic wind.
When a particle of air moves in a curved That relationship, known as the thermal wind

path, the acceleration is proportional to the equation is, in component form,
square of the windspeed and inveisely
proportional to the radius of curvature R. _u_ g aT
Thus, for motion in a curved path, the . ....
magnitude of the net acceleration is given by az fT a'v

the gradient wind equation w ve g h T dvte a an

dV = 2 az fT Tx
(1059) where the horizontal derivatives are taken

The radius of curvature is considered positive along the pressure surface and
for cyclonic motion and negative for anti-
cyclonic motion. It is small when the wind T = temperature, K
changes direction quickly and is infinite for
straight line flow. g = gravitational acceleration, m 9-.

The actual wind is greater than the These equations indicate that the geo-
geostrophic value in anticyclonic flow and less strophic windspeed increases most rapidly
than the geostrophic value in cyclonic flow. with altitude (decreasing pressure) when the
The differences increase as the radius of temperature gradient is large; when the
curvature decreases. temperature is low (as would be the case at

higher altitudes); and toward the tropics,
With the absence of frictional force above where f is small. Tne principal controlling

the planetary boundary layer, the seasonal or variable is the horizontal temperature gradi-
monthly windspeed vector at a given altitude ent. In the troposphere*, the temperature
becomes approximately equal to the geo- generally decreases poleward; hence aug/az is
strophic wind determined from the mean usually larger than avl/az, and the winds tend
pressure gradient. Generally, average winds to become more westerly with increasing
tend to become more westerly with altitude altitude. Especially in the winter hemisphere,
and to develop a maximum speed near a the isotherms on a pressure surface may
200-nob altitude. Maximal westerly wind- exhibit a wavelike pattern rather than a
speeds occur in the midlatitudes, migrating simple poleward decrease. In such conditions,
poleward in the summer season and equator- ave/az and the wind direction may not
ward with stronger winds in the winter season change, although the windspeed increases
as shown in Fig. 10-3. The tropical latitudes with altitude.
exhibit a general decrease in windspeed with
altitude in the lower part of the atmosphere, The change of the wind velocity with
then an increase but primarily in an easterly height and its relationship to the average
direction. Note in Fig. 10-3 that altitude is
given in terms of atmospheric pressure, *The troposphere is the name given to the portion of the

atmosphere in which the ternperature decreases with alti-
tude zt a nominal rate of 6.5 K ke" . The tropopauw is the

The wind distribution as a function of name givon to the altitude(s) at which the temperature
aoases to tiec:ease at that rate, and decreases more slowly

altitude at a given position and time may OwL(.O K km- ), remains constant, or increases with altitude.

differ substantially from the mean profiles lwo altitude c:' the tropopause varies with season and lati-

inferred from Fig. 10-3, because of ageo- tude, beinr as low as 8 ksu in the polar winter and as high as
15 km in the tropical summer. The stratosphere lies above

strophic and local atmospheric structure the tropopause.
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FIgure 104. &dhematfc Repretntation of the Relative Wind Dtrection Change With Height
and Men 7emperature Distribut•ion (Sw text for definition of terms and discusslon.)

temperature jradie-t betweei, the altitudes is tibove the positions where the vertl;,amly
shown in Fig, 10-4. T1,e vector V represents average horizontal temperature gradient is
the wind ,-elocity at the lower altitude; V2 - greatest, a maximum in the horizontal
V1, tb-. &hefr vector; P, the vector average winds,' %'und. The axis of the maximum
wind t!'•ý,vh th, layer; and 5 T is the positive win, ,Ie jet stream. A vertical profile
tempetatum Increment. In Fig. 10-4(A), of through a jet stream (see Fig.
windspeed Increases with altitude and the 1 a rapid increase of speed below
direction increases (becomes moye westerly). tht; iax.-.um, but a more rapid decrease
The shear vector lies parallel to the isotherms above the jet stream (Ref. 17). This pattern of
with the warm .1'r to the right of the ve or. vertical shear is common; the magnitude of
The V for the layer is directed from wamm the shear increases with the maximum
toward cold temperatures, indicating that windspeed as shown in Fig. 10-6.
warmer air is replacing cooler air; this is called
warm air advection. The wind direction is said The idealized model of the jet stream
to b.. veering with altitude (turning counter to shown in Fig. 10-7 depicts the variation of
the direction of earth rotation). In Fig. windspeed and temperature with altitude
10-4(B), warmer temperatures again lie to the perpendicular to the jet core. To the north of
right of the shear vector, but V is directed the axis, windspeed decreases more rapidly
from cold to warm temperatures; i.e., cold air thar to the south. A comparison of the
advection is occurring. The wind directioxý is horizontal profiles across the jet stream core
said to be backing with altitude (turning in at various positions in the jet for various
the dirtection of earth rotation), classes of flow is shown in Fig. 10-8. The

greatest horizontal and vertical shear appears
Above the tropopause, the horizontal to the north and slightly above the jot stream

temperature gradient changes sign and wind- core, enhancing the possibility of the
speeds decrease with altitude in the lower occurrence of the shear-induced turbulence
stratosphere. However, an altitude of maxi- aloft. Recent evidence indicates that clear air
mum windspeed is found at or just below the turbulence (CAT) is most likely to occur near
tropopause. the boundaries of the jet front shown In Fig.
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10-7 where a change of'atmospheric stability Northern Hemisphere, the winds turn in a
and sufficient wind shear occur (Ref. 18). counterclockwise manner about a low pres-

sure center or area and in a clockwise manner
Multiple jet streams exist in a hemisphcre about a high pressure cer.ter or area. The

at one time, each with a different maximum inverse is true in the Southern Hemisphere.
windspeed and altitude. The summer bhmi-

sphere has a weak westerly jet stream near 50
Sdeg latitude with windspeeds less than 40 m The principal high pressure regions near the
': (80 kt). In the Northern Hemisphere surface of the earth are located over oceanic

summer, over Africa and Asia, an easterly jet areas near 30 deg latitude (the subtropical
stream lies near latitude 10 deg N. and 13 kin high pressure cells) and in the polar regions. A
altitude (Fig. 10-9), which accounts for the low pressure band, the equatorial trough or
increase of tropical high altitude east winds doldrums, extends about the earth near the
shown in Fig. 10-3. No comparable jet is Equator and another lies near 60 deg latitude.
found in the Southern Hemispherc. In the These pressure features migrate with the
winter hemisphere, two jet streams, the polar seasons, varying in intensity, and are further
jet and the subtropical jet, prevail, with lesser influenced by the landmasses. The resulting
jets poleward of the polar jet. generalized windflow pattern i3 for light and

variable winds to flow in the equatorial
The polar jet stream migrates with the trough arca, easterly winds are found

surface fronts, ascending in altitude as it equatorward of the subtropical high pressure
moves southward and descending in the cells, light and variable winds are within that
north-bound portion. Maximum windspeeds cell, and westerly winds blow poleward of the
are usually in the southward and northward cell. Poleward of the higher latitude low

4 moving portions exceeding 75 fm s . pressure trough, the winds become easterly
again. Near the surface of the, earth, the

The subtropical jet stream (Fig. 10-10) balance of geostrophic forces and frictiona!
maintains nearly constant position relative to forces tends to make the wind blow outward
the earth and is at a higher mean altitude than from the high pressure regions and inward
the polar jet. Maximum winds are found in its toward the low pressure regions.
northernmost extent, but windspeeds are
steadier than in the polar jet stream.

Superimposed upon the mean pressure
The areas of influence of these two jet distribution are the migrating high and low

streams in the Northern Hemisphere winter pressure systems, principally of the nidlati-
are shown in Fig. 10-11. E;'ceptionally strong tudes. These systems bring the changes of
winds (greater than 100 m 9-1) occur with the weather, but the wnse of the circulation
confluence of the two jet streams over Japan, about the centers remains the same.
the United States, and tho Eastern Mediter-
ranean.

Aloft, the pressure patterns lose their
10-3.2 HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION cellular characteristics and appear in a

wavelike pattern of ridges and troughs about
For horizontal motion scales larger than each hemisphere. The windspeeds increase

1,000-km wavelength, the wind distributions with altitude to the tropopause and decrease
in the atmosphere are approximately geo- above it. These transient systems and seasonal
strophic; i.e., the wind is par~lel to the changes cause the winds at a position to vary.
isobars, proportional to the pressure gradient, Tabulations and charts of lhe mean wind and
and inversely prol.ortional to the Coriolis its variability at various altitudes are found in
parameter and the air density. In the many pubiications (Refs. 20-22).
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FIpu, 1i0.a Mean Subtropical Jet Stream for Wintsr 1955-1956 (Solid line shows mean
position of jet stream corv and dashed lines are isotachs in knots) (Ref. 16)

104 WIND SYSTEMS anomalies in winds are associated with these
wvind systems rather then the large circulating

Windflow patterns that have the most patterns.
immediate effects on materiel and personnel
include cyclones, thunderstorms, tornadoes, 10-4.1 TROPICAL CYCLONES
sea breezes, urban heat island circulation, and
mountain-valley winds. These are discussed in Cyclone is the term applied to all air
the subparagraphs that tollow. Most extreme circulation patterns that, when viewed from

F / -22,'0

• %,• ~WINTER '.i

Figure 70.11. Mean Axis of Subtropicaldlet Stream During Winter, and Area
(Shaded) of Principal Activity of Polar-front Jet Stream (Ref. 19)
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above, rotate about the local vertical so that, but begin to turn poleward on the western

in the Nortliern Hemisphere, the circulation is edge of the subtropical high pressure cell. The
counterclockwise, in the Southern Hemi- storms normally move at speeds of 8 to 15 kt,
sphere, clockwise. The United States meteo- but sigiificant departures are recorded.
rological services define the following three
classifications of tropical cyclones (Ref. 16): Tropical depressions begin as a mass of

cloudr 200 km or so in diameter. As the
(1) .Tropical depression. A weak cyclone storm grows from a depression, it becomes

with a definite closed surface circulation, with more organized; the low level wind field
highest sustained windspeeds, averaged over a becomes more circular and develops a small
1-min period or longer, of less than 34 kt. eye with calm winds and low pressure, As the

hurricane develops, the eye becomes more
(2) Tropical storm. A tropical cyclone pronounced and the central pressure de-

with closed isobars and highest sustained creases A wall of giant cumulonimbus clouds
windspeed of 34 to 63 kt, inclusive. surrounds the eye for a distance ot 8 to 16

km. Inside the wall, winds rapidly increase to
(3) Hurricane or typhoon. A tropical hurricane or greater intensity, persisting from

cyclone with highest sustained windspeeds of 15 to 80 km farther outward and are
64 kt or more. The term typhoon applies to accompanied by intense rainfall. The
storms of this type west of 180 deg longitude, strongest winds are found in the quadrant to
and hurricane applies to those east of that the right of the direction of propagation (in
longitude, the Northern Hemisphere). Windspeeds slowly

diminish toward the outer limits of the storm,
Other names, some of local origin, are given which may be 400 to 500 km away from the

to these storms and the classification by eye as shown in Fig. 10-14.. Estimates of the
windspeed varies with other meteorological maximum sustained winds to be encountered
service, in a tropical cyclone are possible if the

prescure and latitude are known using Fig,
As the name implies, these wind systems 10-15.

originate in the tropical iegion, of the world,
primarily over oceanic areas, and principally The potential for damage to structures
in the summer to early autumn season, The must not be uderestimated. Windspeed and
origin and development of the tropical water combined in a hurricane produce
cyclone Is a complex phenomenon, but disasterous effects. At a windspeed of 50 m
preferred areas of development exhibit sea f- (a 100 kt), the wind pressure is sufficient
surface temperatures In excess of 26*C, are to damage many structures. Windborne debris
more than 300 km from the equator, and may injure personnel or damage other
have weak vertional wind shear through a large structures. The hurricane also causes ab-
region of the troposphere (Refs, 19,22). normally high tides and wave action, which
Development regions for these storms are may inundate coastal regions with corrosive
shown in Fig, 10-12, and the monthly salt water and undermine the foundations of
frequencies of occurrence in each develop- structures. Salt spray may be carried many
ment region are shown in Fig, 10-13. The cold miles inland to deposit and corrode exposed
water currents to the west of South America material.
and Africa prevent tropical cyclone formation
in the eastern South Pacific and South When the eye of the storm moves over a
Atlantic. location, winds rapidly diminish but in a short

time suddenly increase from the opposite
Storm tracks are normally from east to direction, creating further stress on structures.

west in the beginning stages of development As a storm moves inland, the moisture Iupply
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HEIGHT, km
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RADIAL DISTANCE , dog latitude
Figure 10- 14. Vertical Radial Cross Section of the A'l~n Tangential Velocity (kt) in 14

Pacific Typhoons (Positive values denote cyclonic and negative values
anticyclonic circulation) (Ref. 16)

necessary for its maintenance is decreased and accompanied by lightning and thunde~r, and
increased friction diminishes the windspeed. usually associated withi strong gusts of wind,
However, the precipitation continues with heavy rain, and sometimes hail (Ref. 1). They
increased possibilities of flooding. Tornadoes occur in all latitudes but more irequently over
have also occurred with hurricane passage. land than over water. The average annual
M~ost of these occur in the right front nuý kber of days with thunderstorms is shown
quadrant of the storm as shown on Fig. in Fig. 10- 17.
10-16.

Thunderstorins may occur as the individual
10-4.2 THUNDERSTORMS cloud cells grow as a result of very local

airruass instability or' they may occuir in a
A thunderstorm is a local storm, invariably systematic manner, often in lines as a result of

produced by a cumidonimbir, clo'id, always a larger scale instability assaciatcd with the
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Figure 1&015. Graph for Determining Maximum Sustained Surface-wind Speeds in
Tropical Cyclones From Reconnaissance Data at 700 mb or the Minimum

SSea Level Pressure in the Storm (Ref. 16)
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boundary between contrasting airmasses. The air circulation within the mature stuage
Others may be produced by orographic is quite complex. Fig, 10-18 schematically
lilting. The lifetine of an individual thunder- depicts the airflow relative to a mature, severe
storm-producing cloud is on the order of I to thunderstorm of the Great Plains. In the
2 hr, although some have been observed for figure, the storm is moving from left to right,
longer periods. The thunderstorm line, or with cydonic rotation. Upper level winds (10-
squall line, persists for longer periods through to 12-km altitude) from the upper left divide
the generation of new cells ahead and to the and flow about the cell, with minimal
right rear flank of the line as the line entrainment. Middle level air (ow 6-kmn
propagates. The individual cell, alone or in the altitude) also divides but is partially entrained
squall line, is approximately 10 mi in as it acquires cyclonic rotation. Precipitation,
diameter and extends vertically to the falling from the updraft, induces a moist
tropopause or even higher. Observations with downdraft of this air, eventually producing
radar indicate that some thunderstorm clouds the gust front of the surface. The warm moist
attain a 23-kmn altitude in the Great Plains of low level air (- 2-km altitude) flows in frorn
the United States. the right front flank, overriding the gpist

front, ascends through the depth of the cloud,
The life cycle of the thunderstorm has been releasing heat to perpetuate the cloud and

divided into three stages (Ref. 23). The moisture for precipitation, and cxists the
cumulus or growth stage is characterized by cloud after turning in the direction of the
updrafts (20 m 0 or less) within the cloud, upper level winds.
and weak downdrafts about the periphery of
the cloud. Liquid water drops are present The strong surface winds accompany the
throughout the cloud, some being super- outflow of the cumulonimbus (thunderstorm)
cooled, but sunrface precipitation is absent. clouds and raise sand and dust to as much as I

\ . to 2 kmn above the earth in an almost "solid"

The mature stage begins with the organiza- wall. In the area adjacent to the Red Sea,
tion of a downdraft within the cloud, these storms are known as haboobs. The
coexisting with the updraft, and the onset of average haboob moves at a speed of 30 kt and
the rain at the ground. The updraft speeds lasts for 3 hr, although some have persisted
may exceed 30 m 0 and the downdraft, 15 for over 6 hr. During passage the temperature
m 0-. This strong shear produces turbulence drops and the relative humidity increases. In
and vertical acceleration in excess of * 3 G the Sudan, haboobs occur an average of 24
(Ref. 24). Supercooled waterdrops and ice times per year. Similar phenomena, although
crystals coexist above the freezing level. The not as persistent, occur in the desert
intense precipitation may cause erosion of the Southwest and in the arid plains of the United
skin of an aircraft, while hail, which may be States (Ref. 26).
present, can penetrate the skin. A precipita-
tion-cooled downrush of air spreads omt along 10-4.3 TORNADOES
the ground in advwuace of the approaching
storm creating an abrupt shift and increase of A tornado (sometimes called a cyclone or
surface winds and a rapid pressure rise. A twister) is the most destructive of all
highly turbulent rol cloud or lenslike cloud atmospheric wind phenomena. It is charac-
may accompany the wind shift. The dissipat- terized by a violent, rapidly turning column
ing or anvil stage of the thunderstorm features of air attached to a cumulonimbus cloud.
a weak downdraft through most of the cloud, Windspeeds are estimated as high as 150 m
light rahi at the surface, and water, principally f I, but direct measurements are lacking. At
in the form of icw crystals, in the cloud, the ground, the average diameter increases
Surface winds diminish and turbulence is somewhat with altitude. Within the funnel,
minimal, the atmospheric pressure is estimated to
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Alaska) and at any time of day or night. Most buildings, e.g., roofs firmly attached to the
tornadoes in the United States and Australia frame and the frame to the foundation (Ref.
occur between 4: 00 and 7: 00 p.m. Fig. 10- 19 30).
shows the distribution of tornadoes in the
United States for a 5-yr period. Normally, one Tornado damage is causod by both
tornado is found with a single parent cloud excessive winds and rapid pressure change.
but as many as slix have been ween from one The wind creates an excess pressure on the
perent cloud. 7"ho tornado path appears to windward wall, it pressure deficit on the
move with the average speed of the parent leeward wall, and an upward pressure f'c~co on
cloud (25- to 40-mph average) but tracing a the roof of a structure. The rupld ambient
cycloid along th-e ground. Usuiflly the tornado pressure change causes an outward force on
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TABLE 10-7[ PRESSURES (pal) ON EXTERIOR OF HOUSES DURING TORNADIC WINDS (Ref. 30)

No windows broken Windward windows broken

Windspeed, mph Windspead, mph

Position 150 200 150 200

Leeward wall (outward) 45 85 100 180

Roof (upward) 55 95 135 240

Windward wall (bnward) 65 120 65 120

the walls and roof. Assuming that tornado T mean number of tornadoes per year in
translation speed is 40 mph, that the the 1-deg square (Fig. 10-19) where
windspeed increased to its maximum speed in the point is located
a distance of 1/8 mi, and that the wind
pressure is approximately given by A area of thc; square, m2

P = 0.003 Vm, lb ft-2 (10-61) The mean recurrence interval R for a tornado
striking the point is

where
R = 1.01p (i0-63)

P = wind pressure, lb ft-2
104.4 SEA BREEZES

Vm = maximum windspeed, mph
The temperature of a land surface increases

Reynolds derives Table 10-7. Although those and decreases at a faster rate than an adjacent
numbers are only approximate, the reason water surface. The temperature differential
that some buildings appear to explode when induces the land-sea breeze circulation illus-
struck by a tornado is evident. Flying debris trated in Fig. 10-20. During the day, the solar
also may cause scver,' damage to otherwise radiation increases the land temperature,
unaffected materia Tornado safety precau- which causes the air to rise and to be replaced
tions recommend i iat some windows in a by cooler air from rear the water surface.
structure be left optn to let the air escape but Showers and thunderstorms may develop over
that occupants stay away from windows. 30 to 40 mi inland during the itternoon. At
Buildings with large unsupported roof spans night, the land cools at a faster rate, becoming
should be avoided (Ref. 31). colder than the water surface so that a

land-to-sea circulation is established at the
Thom (Ref. 32) estimates that the surface.

probability p of the occurrence of a tornado
at a specific point is given by This circulation is most noticeable on days

when the large-scale circulation pattern is
2.8209 . weak and the land-sea temperature differences

P t (10-62) are well defined. Since the wind-peeds are not
excessive (excep' perhaps with thunder-

where storms), the circulation pr'esents no real
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hazard from high winds. Atmospheric diffu- from near the ground well into the strato-
sion estimates in coastal areas should consider snheie and often establish a standing wave
the effect of this quasi-closed circulation, pattern to the air trajectories, Aircraft may
When large-scale circulations are strong, the encounter moderate or severe turbulence at
land-sf ibreeze circulation may be unidentifi- all flight levels in association with these
able. waves. The presence of the standing lee wave

is often identified by the lens-shaped clouds
10-4,5 URBAN HEAT ISLAND of Fig. 10-22 above and leeward of the ridge

line. Near the ground a very turbulent cloud
The central portion of a city accumulates may be visible if sufficient moisture is

heat during the daytime houris. During the available.
night, outlying areas cool more rapidly,
establishing a thermal contrast similar to the A foehn is a warm, diy wind that occurs on
land-sea contrast. During the night, a toroidal the lee slopes of mountain ranges (Ref. 1).
circuiation towards the inner city is estab- The warmth and dryness are due to the
lished along the ground with a return flow adiabatic compression of the air as it descends
toward the suburbs aloft. The circalation from a high altitude. The phenomenon is also
reaches its maximum intensity near sunrise, known as a chinook on the eastern slope of
by mid to late morning the urban-suburban the Rocky Mountains, as the Santa Ana winds
temperaturo' difference is relatively small and in Southern California, and by various other
the circulation becomes quite weak. The names, usually of local origin, elsewhere.
effect of the urban heat island circulation to a These winds are often asociated with lee
first approximation is additive to the waves although the cloud formatioixs are not
larger-scale circulation; hence, it is more necessarily present. Surfare windspeed is
predominant where the large-scale circulation variable depending on topography but may
is weak. exceed 30 m 9- in gusts. Windspueds aloft

ray be even higher and more variable.
%104.6 MOUNTAIN WIND SYSTEMS

The foehn is most frequent in the
The introduction of topographic features wintertime. It produces a rapid rise in

significantly affects the normal distribution of temperature, 10 to 20 deg C in a period of 15
winds and the type of wind system min or less, causing snow or ice, if present, to
encountered. Laige mountain barriers such as melt or evaporate. However, the Santa Ana
the Himalayan and Rocky Mountains play a winds are prevalent in the late summer and
large role in determining the position of the early fall. Air from the inland, hot, dry desert
semipermanent high altitude airflow pattern. ar.as descends, warming or causing a "heat
To the lee side of a major mountain chain, wave". These winds create a fire hazard by
surface low pressure systems are induced. In their drying action. Even after the tempera-
the central plains of the United States, these ture rises cease, the high winds may persist for
systems produce many of the major snow- days.
storms.

Windspueds in the Rocky Mountains of
A more localized phenomenon, known as Colorado and Wyoming have frequently

mountain lee wave, is also produced by the exceeded 60 mph causing excessive damage.
airflow over mountain ridges. The air is forced The anemometer trace of Fig. 10-23 shows
over the ridge and oscillates as it moves windspeed varying from 10 to 120 mph in less
downstream, with a slowly damped ampli- than a minute.
tude. Thie trajectory of" two constant volume
balloons in the lee of the Rocky Mountains is As air moves at an angle to the axis of a
shown in Fig. 10-21. These oscillations extend system of ridges and valleys, the flow may
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Figure 1O.41. Balloon Tracings Showing the Effect of Mountains on Overland Winds
(Ref. 33)

become separated into two parts, one valley, the cool pool of air is warmed, and
continuing to flow over the ridge, another eventually, the inversion is dissipated. One
chsnneled along the valley (Fig. 10-24), The side of the valley, being inclined to the
large-scale windflow interpreteL' from the horizontal, receives more direct solar heating
pressure distribution even with allowance for than a level surface. The air adjacent to the
usual frictional effects will not describe this sunlit side is warmed more rapidly and begins
type of flow, to rise. At higher elevations up the valley, the

heating rate is even greater and an up-valley
Especially at nighttime, cool air, being circulation is induced.

* more dense, descends into the valleys,

draining from the ridges, establishing a cool Along the coasts of ice-covered plateaus,[* pool of'air, which travels down the valley, i.e., such as Greenland and Antarctica, drainage
toward lower elevation and a temperature winds through fjords may exceed 90 kt during
inversion -- cool air underlying warmer cyclonic storms (Ref. 36). These strong winds
air - in the valley. The windspeed encoun- are principally found where interior regions
tered in this situation depends upon the are drained or channeled through a narrow
elevation change, the drainage area, the valley.
inv-.sion depth, and the cross-sectional area
across the valley. 10-4.7 ATMOSPHERIC DISIVERSION

The depth of the cool air increases during Wher material is injected into the atmo-
the night. In sonme instances such as shown in sphere and becomes airborne, it is transported
Fig. 10-24(B), the depth of the cool air may and diffused through a larger volume, diluting

*reach the altitude of a pass, pen-mitting% the rjir the initial concentiation. If the inaterial can
to spill out of the valley. If the pass is narrow, produce deleterious effects, it is importart to
high windspeed may occur in the pass. determine Its concentration that would be

received at one or more points downwind
With the onset of solar heating in the from its source.
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cipitatlon, decay enroute, and gravitational
sttling.

Of these four factors, the atmospheric
characteristics are among the most difficult to
"quantify, and they have the greatest effect
upon the concentration of material receivedS".at a point, once the source characteristics are
known. The horizotal wind transports the
material and, in conjunction with the wind
direction, determines the path taken. Atmo-
spheric turbulence diffuses the material
vertically and hori;:ontally perpendicular to
the path taken. The methods of describing the
diffusion coincide with those that attempt to
describe the frictional forces in the atmo-
sphere: statistical theories of turbulence, the
similarity theory, and the gradient transfer
theories. Each of these methods is surveyed in
Refs. 16 anrl 37 among many others,

The most frequently used model for
computing the concentration occurring at a
point for a given source Is the Gaussian
diffusion model, which arises from the eddy
transfer method. A major assumption is that
the material is transported with the mean

Figure 10.22. Linear Arrays of Lenslike wind and that in any cross section across the

Clouds, Often Layered or Stratif/ed, plume or puff, the concentration is dis-

Marking the Crests of Standing Waves tributed as the normal curve of err)r or

Produced by Mountains (Ref. 34) Gaussian distribution, e.g., as

Among the many factors that influence the Uxp 2,
measure! or calculated cokicentration at a
given point, am;: wheDr

where

(1) Source characteristics. Duration, con- r = distance from the maximum concen-
figuration (point, liae, area, volume), cleva- tration, m
tion, and the amount of material released

u, - standard deviation measured In the r-
(2) Jtmospheric charac,'eristics. Wind- direction, m

speed and direction, amount of turbulence,
and temperature distribution with altitude The standard deviations in the x-, y-, and

z-directions are independent of each other but
(3) Type of material, Conservative or are dependent upon the time elapsed since the

nonconservative properties, and interaction material was released into the atmosphere 1,
with other materials In the air the averaging period T used to determine

ftem, and upon the stability of the
(4) Removal processes. Washout by pre- atmosphere.

10.41
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nwgre ?O-2a Afminometer Tracb? of the Foehn Wind in Boulder, Colo. (7 Jan 69 with
instruffwnt an roof of Najtional Center for Atmospheric /iesarct') (Ref ME))

For an instanthneous point source of Q per unit time, and by neglecting the diffusion
arams released at the origi of a coordinate in the line of travel (e.g., a,) the timie averape

system at time zero, the toincentration X (g concentration -ý at x. y, z is givan by (Ref.
iti3) observed at a point x, y, z after the 12):
cloud has traveled at a speed 4- for a time t,
diffusing in all directions independently, is _____

given by (Ref. 12): -x (x,y, Z) (10-65)

x(,Z )X exp[-1o 2~(20Y2 ~ro' -Y0 a2 2Z

Wt2

Xe'c2Up In this equation, cry And a, become
dependent upon the distance x from the

+UY 20, (10-64) passed over the point, while als:o remainir3
C3~ J jdependent upon the 'itmospirnric stability.

The depeuideilce of a,, and u,, upon x depends
Hlerea,, oý, and a,, arm instantaneous values opon the averagng time as i1Iustraled in Fig.
at the time of measuremient. By suporimnpos- 10-25.
ing the effect of one instantaneouG release
after another, so that the source becomes a Eq. 10-65 holds for large averaging times
continuous point source, emitting Q'gams and for homogeneous, nonvarying conditions.
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each category are showit In Figs. 10-26 and
- 10-27, respectively. Table 10-8 dcfines the

categories and relates them to the prevailing
sky condition-, and whidspeed. The stability
categories are also related to as, the sta-ndard
deviation of the horizontal wind direction, as
shown in Table 10-9. Markee (Ref. 3ind
suggest!. that ae is related to the wn

direction r'ange R, by
(A) Channeling of the wind by a valley ou= R/6.0 (10-66)

Refs. 9, 12, wiuu 40 give formulas for
estimating, concentrations and dosages for

differing source conditions based upon the
Gaussian model.
10-5 WIND MEASUREMENTS

*k%0 - '. .!Wind is measured by its effects. Thie
motion of trees or flag~s, the drift of smoke
plumes, balloon trajectories, and the a~ngle at
which precipitation falls are only a few of the

- empirical techniques for estimating the
windspeed and/or wind direction. Instruments
used to measure the windspeed near the
ground are called anemometers while wind

(B) The effect of a mountain pass vanes are uved to indicate the wind direction.
Aloft, since anemometers are impractical, the,

Figure 1&~24. Distortions of Windf/ow by drift of balloons or other objects with the
Topographic Obstacles (Ref. 16) wind are measured to determine the wind

velocities.

These, conditions are rarely met in the real 10-5.1 WINDSPEED*
atm~osphere, but diffusion expe~rimnents (Chap).
4, Ref. 12) have sho~yn that Eq. 10-65 is Because the measurement of windspeed is
applicabek in many cases, especially over flat of prime interest to both meteorologists and
terrain. In nonhomogeneous terrain with local others, a large variety ot anemometers have~
wind circulations and varying atmospheric been developed. These types are listed in
stability regions, the equation is likely to give Table 10-10 and are described in the
erioneous estimnates~. subraragraphs that follow.

From the measurements of numerous field 10-5.1.1 ROTATION A14EMOMETECiS
studies, it is vo~siblo to estimate the
dependence of ay, and a, in terms of distance The m('st commonly used windspeed
downwind of the s'ource and in terms of the measurement systemn is the cup anemometer
atmospheric stability or prevailing weather revolving about a vertical shaft. high-quality
conditions. Six categories of' stability (A
throuCh F) have been suggested by Pasquill h axmh sdadfrm imxdlcsinoau-
(Ref. 38). Values of ayand a, appropriate to 12).ni feerkyM Aoi n~j 98~tf
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io m II~A PLME

*~INSTANTANEOUS~ PLUME

-NWIND DI~xR"JCIoQ
X- M--EAN AN1 & rpijw

RELATIVE CONCENTRATION

Figure 701-25. Schematic Diagram of a Smoke Plume (Instantaneous and Time-abraged)
With the Projected Distributions of the Concentration for Each of the Plume Typ~es (Ref. 12)
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110
K 0

A - -- 2-EY NTAL
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.- ~ --A- SLIGTEMLY UNSTABLE

4 D 0-NEUTRAL
I.- SLIGHTLY STA13I.E

1~44 - eMODERATELY TAh8LE..

DISTANCE FROM SOURCE, m~2 5 0 O

Figure 10426. Lateral Difusion uy s Downwind Distance From Source for
Pasquill's 'Turbulence Types (Ref~ 72)
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TABLE 10"

RLLATION OF TURBULENCE TYPES TO WEATHER CONDITIONS

Surface windspeedo, Daytime insolation Nighttime conditions

m s"1 Strong Moderate Slight Thin overcast'i•:or > 4/8 <3/8
S__ _. ¢1ouifiness* cl~udiness

2 A A-B B

2 A-B B C E F

4 B B-C C D E
6 r C-D D D D

>6 C D D D D

A Extremely unstablu conditions
SModerately unstable conditions
C Slightly unstable conditions

D Neutral conditions (applicable to heavy overcast, day or night)
E Slightly stable conditions
F Moderately stable conditions

*The degree of cloudiness is defined as the fraction of the sky above
the local apparent horizon that is covered with clouds.

TABLE 10,9

PASQUILL STABILITY CATEGORMES (Ref. 12)

Standard deviation of the
Category Description horizontal wind direction

_6, dog

A Extremely unstable 25.0

B Moderately unstable 20.0

C Slightly unstable 15.0

D Neutral 10.0

E Slightly stable 5.0

F Moderately stable 2.5
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TABLE 10-10

ANEM•METER TYPES (Ref. 41)

Type Variations

lotation Cup
Propeller or x.ndumi11

Thermal Hot-wire
Heated thermometer
oeated thermocouple

Bridled cup

Pressure tube

Pressure plate Free awinging
Constrained

Sonic

three times larger than the linear speed of a signal is called a transmitter. For this, many
point on the center of a cup as determined by anemometers use a small permanent-field
such factors as the arm length, cup diameter, direct-current generator that is connected
and moment of inertia of the system. electr..;ally to a recorder. The output of the

generator is linearly pp)portional to the
"The second most commonly used wind- turning rate of the cup wheel or propeller

speed measur 8ng system is that in which a and, therefore, windspeed. Although these
propeller or windmill revolves about a pivoted transmitters have low friction, it is enough to
hotizontal shaft that is oriented by vanes into cause. the starting speed to lie in the range of
the wind. Several propeller-type anemometers I to 2 ms-0. A continuous trace of windspeed
are shown in Fig, 10-29 with the more usual is obtained.
type shown in Fig. 10-29(A). Between speeds
of 1 and 45 m s", the rate of rotation of the Some anemometers use altemating-current
propeller in thew anemometers is linearly generators instead of direct-current generators
proportional to the windspeed. An exazaple to avoid using the brushes and commutator.
of a light, responsive propeller-type anemom- This reduces friction and lessens maintenance
eter is shown in Fig. 10-29(B), and a sensor requirements.
for measuring the vertical component of the
wind is shown in Fig. 10-29(C). This vertical The rotational speed of anemometers is
velocity sensor consists of a three-blade also obtained by use of switches or relays.
propeller mounted on a vertical shaft and also Three general types of transmitters are in this
indicates whether the wind is directed upward category: mechanical contacts similar to
or downward. telephone relays, light interrupters, and

Ste magnet-actuated switches. In instruments of
IlThe trannducer that onverts anemometer the mechanical-contact type, a rotating shaft

rotational speed to 3 recordable electrical is coupled through one or more gears to an

1047
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Ii

(A) Beckman and 
()Cle

Whitley, Inc. (B) Belfort Instrument Co. (C) Climet
Instruments, 

Inc.

J t

(D) R. M. Young Co. (E) Belfort Instrument Co. (
(F) C. W. Thornthwaite

1-igure 10-28. Cup-type Anemometers (Ref. F2)
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I..

(A) An Aerovane wind sensorS~(Bendix--Friez Instrument Div.)

(B) A Gill propeller vane
(R1. M. Young Co.)

(C) A vertical velocity propeller sensor
(C. W. Thornthwaite Assoc.)

Fiumre 1OL2 Propeller-type Wind Sensors Ref. 12)

1064 9
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eccentric cam that opens and closes a distance constant range from about 0.7 to 8.0
mechanical switch after the passage of a mn for commercially available anemometers
predetermined amount of wind (e.g., a (Table 10-11).
fraction of a kilometer). This switch operates
a suitable counter or recorder. 10-561.2 THERMAL ANEMOMETERS

To re•uce mechanical friction (thereby The speed of air moving over a fine heated
permitting the measurement of low wind- wire can be measured by the cooling effects
speeds) and also to increase the speed of produced. The hot wire used as an anemom-
response, the small three-cup anemometers eter may range from 0.003 to about 0.01 cm
are often used with an interrupted light in diameter and may be from about 0.1 to 10
beam-photocell counting technique. In this cm in lcngth. Various types of materials may
system electrical impulses are generated each be used, e.g., platinum, nickel alloys, or
time a perforation in the shaft rotates into a tungsten. The wire may be heated over a
position that allows a light on one side of the range of from several hundred to well over
shaft to shine on a photocell on the other 1,000'C. An approximate equation relating
side. The shaft can be drilled with one or electric current and wind velocity is
many such holes. When only a few electrical + /

impulses are generated for each rotation of 0 + KU", A (10-67)
the shaft-cup wheel assembly, counters or
recorders are usually used for totaling. When where
many pulses originate with each revolution of
the shaft, i.e., six or more, it is convenient to U = steady windspecd, ms
feed them to a frequency-measuring circuit
that gives a voltage output directly propor- i = electric current in the wire at wind-
tional to the speed of rotation of the cup speed U. A
wheel. Recording this voltage piovides a
continuous record of the windspeed. = electric current in the wire when U =

0, A
Owing to the moment of inertia and

friction, a rotation anemometer has appre- K = an experimental constant, A2 m-112 S112

ciubc lag; i.e., variations in windspeed are
attenuated for frequencies greater than 1 Hz It is assumed in Eq. 10-67 that the hot wire
per several seconds Lag characteristics can be is maintained at constant temperature; i.e.,
described by a length called the distance current is added or subtracted from the
constant. The distance constant is the length circuit as the wizadspeed varies to maintain a
of wind that must pass an anemometer after Kelvin bridge in balance. Electronic equip-
an instantaneous change in windspeed before ment has been developed that uses feedback
the anemometer reading is correct to within amplifiers to automatically control the
ei or 37 percent of the chanage*. For temperature of the hot wire and keep the
example if the windspeed were to change bridge in balance. Hot-wire anemometers
abruptly from 9 to 10 in 9', the distance capable of measuring rapid wind fluctuations
constant would represent the distance the aru commercially available.
wind would have to travel before the
anemometer indicates a value of 9.63 m s-1, With a hot-wire anemometer, important
i.e., 63 percent of the change. For any variables of windspeed - such as the root-
anemometer the distance constant is inde- mean-square velocity or the correlation
pendent of the windspeed. Values of the coefficient between two anemometers placed

at different positions, or even lag corrala-
oh1ue is ft bue of uahtuu m NRaian Wghphm tions - can be derived. Furthermore, with
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TABLE 10-11

ANEMOMETEH DISTANCE CONSTANTS (RM. 12)

Distance
constant,

Manufacturer and Instrument Model m

Beckman I Whitley, Inc.:
3 cup Series 50 1.22
Staggered 6 Series 50 0.98

Bendix--Friez Instrument Division:
Aerovane (3-blade prop.) Model 120 4.6
Aerovane (6-blade prop.. 5.8

Climet Instruments Inc.:
3 cup 1.0-1.5
4-blade prop. 0.45

Electric Speed Indicator Co.:

3 cup Type F-420C 7.9
,R.M. Young Company:

Gill anemometer, 3 cup 0.73
Belfort Instrument Co.:

3 cup Type M 6.4
Meteorology Research, Inc.:

Velocity Vane 1057 1.7-1.8
"C. W. Thornthwalte Associates:

3 cup 1.07

suitable electronic circuiting, wind turbulence ment is employed for measuring very low
spectra can be obtained automatically. windspeeds with fair accuracy.

Another type of thermal anemometer Another technique for measuring wind-
allows the temperature of the hot wire, and speed utilizes three thermocouples in a
thus its resistance, to vary, and the output T-formation, as shown in Fig. 10-30. The
voltage is read on a Wheatstone or a Kelvin thermocouple junctions A and B form the
bridge. This instrument is calibrated to relate probe and face into the wind. Junction C acts
windspced with bridge imbalance to give as a temperature-compensating junction. The
windspeed fluctuations. This technique is not thermocouple!; are made of fine constantan-
used as frequently as is the constint-tempera- chromel P wires. Thermocouples A and B are
ture technique. Although this tcmhnique is heated by c.Lernating current provided by a
referred to as the constant-current technique, transformer; thermocouple C is unheated. The
the current is not really constant. millivoltmeter V measures only direct current

because the transformer is center tapped and
In the Kata thermometer (Ref. 41), the the resistances of the heated thermocouples

time required for an exposed heated ther- are equal.
mometer to decrease its indicated tempera-
ture through a defined range, from 38V to Although hot-wire and thermocouple tech-
35*C, is related to windspeed. This instru- niques can be extremely useful for turbulence
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F~iue1O.?i2&erntk~rwing(~~displacement and windspeed. Standard electri-
L'ANOMETER cal transducers are also available to provide

E A 60 N windspeed readings based on the static an6VOLTME•TER'

STdynamic pressure difference. A disadvantage
of the pressure-tube anemometer is that it

Figure 10-30. Scheratic Drawing of• amust be oriented with respect to the wind.
Hosted-thernmeouplo Anerometer

Thermocoupleijunctions are labeied The force exerted upon a plate oriented
A, 8, andC.) (Ref 12) perpendicularly to the wind direction is

proportional to the square of the windspeed.
Pressure-plate anemometers, which measure

studies both in wind tunnels and in the this force, have been used for detailed. studies
atmosphere, they are not usually used in of the wind. Although such instruments offer
operational wind studies because the instru- the potential of high-frequency response and
ments ýiave the following disadvantages: conceptual simplicity, they suffer from the

difficulties of a nonlinear drag coefficient and
(1) Deposits of dust and dirt necessitate the necessity for orientation into the wind.

frequ-±nt cleaning and recalibrationi.
Sonic anemometers, which are used exclu-

(2) Zero shifts in the bridge can cause sively as research instruments, operate on the
appreciable errors. principle that the velo,ity of a sound is equal

to the velocity of the sound in still air plus
(3) Rain or snow can cause very large the velocity of the air. The speed of sound is

errors. dependent upon the air temperature, which
also must be measured. The instrument is (

10-5.1.3 OTHER ANEMOMETERS extremely sensitive and has no moving parts.
In noimal installations, the sensor is fixed in

If a rotation-type anemometer is prevented space so that it measures only one component
from rotating, it develops a torque propor- of the wind. Three instruments, placed
tional to the square of the windspeed. mutually perpendicular, are required to
Therefore, a measurement of this torque determine the total wind vector.
provides a measure of the windspeed An
instrument based on this principle is called a 10-5.2 WIND DIRECTION
bridled-cup anemometer. Because of its
insensitivity and inaccuracy at low speeds, as Wind vanes can take many different forms,

well as its distorted recording of gust speeds, from the very ornate often seen on
it is no longer manufactured and is used farmhouses to the relatively simple flat plate.
rarely. Flat plate vanes are easy to construct and

provide reliable data. For increased torque at
The pressure-tube anemometer based on low windspeeds, splayed vanes, i.e., two vanes

Bernoulli's principle is another rarely used joined at their forward vertical edge and
instrument. Static and dynamic pressure holes spreading out at an angle up to 20 deg, have
lead to a float manometer that measures the been used but the overall performance of the
pressure difference and transforms this splayed vane is not superior to that of a single
difference into a linear displacement recorded vane. Some manufacturers use an airfoil as a
on a chart wound about a clock-driven drum. varie. Up to 15 percent more torque is
Although the pressure difference is propor- produced by airfoils over vanes with the same
tional to the square of the windspeed, the physical dimensions but - because of the
float manometer arrangement is designed to added mass and, therefore, the increased
provide a linear relation between pen moment of inertia of the airfoil - the
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( M R . Young Co.
(A) Climet Instrumients, Inc.

(C) Backman and Whitley, Inc. (D) Belfort Instrumenit Co.

Figute 10-31. Wind Vano Forms (Ref. 12)

inmproved torque is offset by poorer dynamic on a gimbal so that the unit can rotate both
performance. Various wind vane fortas are horizontally and vertically. The p~lates are
shown in Fig. 10-3 1. constructed of thin aluminum or expanded

polystyrene. The second type consists of an
The vertical and horizontal components of annular fini, either an airfoil or a flat sheet of

wind direction can be determined by means metal, with a similar gimbal arrangenieit.
of a bivane. The bivane can take either of two Var ious bivanes ire shown in Fig. 10-3 2. Both
forms. The first arrangement consists of two cf these types of' bivanes as well as bivanes
plates perpendicular to each other mounted with a propeller mounted on thc shaft are
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(A) Ani annular fin bJivane used at the (B) The Axiometer Sensor by
National Reactor Testing Station Cilimet Instruments, Inc.

(C) The Vector Vans by Meteorology (D) The Gill Anemometer Bivane
Research, Inc. by R. M. Young Co.

Figure 10-32. Blidrectiona/-vane (Bivane) Sensors (Ref. 12)
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available commercially. The oitput from such of the eight compass points; e.g., north,
an instrument can he used to determine all northeast, or east. When the brushes contact

three components of the totv! wind vector, two of the sectors, the direction corresponds
to an intermediate direction, such as north-

Perhaps the most t'ouble-free and reliable northeast, cast-northeast, or east-southeast,
technique for iecording the angular position Thus, wind direction to 16 points i! obtained.
of a vane is one that utilizes a synchro-niotor This system can be used to energize lamps for
system. The vane is coupled to the shaft of a visual reading or to operate electromagnetic
synchro transmitter, which can be located relays that drive recorder pens. Similar
100 mn or more away from but is connected systems wan be used for dividing the compass
electiically to a synchro receiver. The shaft of into any additional number of'cectors,
the synchro receiver reproduc:es the rotation
of the shaft of the synchro transmitter and A parameter similar to the distance
thereby locates the vane position. The shaft constant of an anemometer can be applied to
of the aynchro receiver can operate the a vane. Although the definition is not
pointer of a wind-direction-indicating dial or universally accepted, the distance constant for
it can drive the pen of' :t strip-chart iccorder. a wind vane has been defined v-s the length of

wind passing the vane after a step change in
A less costly method of recording the direction before the vane defiects 50 percent

position of a wind vane utilizes a potentiomo- of the angle to the new direction.
eter and recording voltmeter. The potentior'-
eter contact is coupled to the vane shaft and a 10-5.3 UPPER AIR MEASUREMENTS
constant voltage applied to the potentioni-

- eter; thius, any angular position of the vane Wind velocities away from the surface of
corresponds to a specific voltage that can be the earth are measured using the trajoctory of
used to drive a calibrated recorder, One a lightweight material suspended within the
disadvantage in this method is the voltage air, The hypothesis is that the material moves
discontinuity that occurs when the contact with the speed of the wind. By observing two
moves across the gap in the potentiometer. If positions along the trajectory, the average
the wind direction oscillates about a position velocity vector between these points can be
corresponding to this gap, the recorder pen estimated. The accuracy of the measurements
has a full-scale oscillation, giving a confusing depends upon the material and observing
record. This can be avoided by using a system used.
double-contact potentiometer ana simple
switching circuits. Another disadvantage of The most common tracer (material) for
the potentiometer system is the wear upper wind measurements is helium-filled
produced as the contact moves along the balloons, which may be designed to ascend
wires. Its advantage is a low moment of' through the atmosphere or to maintain a
inertia of the potentiometer system compared constant level. The size and shape of the
to that of the synchro-motor system. balloon determine its response to the wind

and partially govern the accurnicy of the wind
A third type of transmitter is the measurement,';. Instrument packages may be

commutator system in which the vane is attached to the balloon to measure atmo-
coupled to a unit that has two electrical spheric variables or to aid in tracking the
contactors or brushes, spaced about 22.5 deg balloon.
apart, making contact with one or two of
eight 45-deg conducting sectors. Each of' the The aerodynamics of guided and unguided
sectors corresponds to 45 deg of wind missiles in the atmosphere are affected by the
direction, i.e., one point of an cight-point wind. If the missile is carefully tracked,
compass. When both brushes make contact in variance d-ie to the wind can be filtered from
on1e sector, the direction corresponds to one the data to give an estimate of the vertical
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wind profile. Smoke at c~haust trails fro~ni 2-in diameter balloon called the Jimsphcre,
ruckets and trails of chemiluininescent mate.- whicýh is roughened with 398 cones of' 7.5-cmn
fiaisi ejected from a rocket may be photo- height (m the surface. The Jimsphere is more
graphically tracked to estintate wind and wind responsive to the wind.
turbulence properties.

Radiosonde balloons ame lag~er (- 2-rn
A succession of pictures made from diameter con the Bround), are heavier (600 oDr

geostationary satellites may be used to 1,700 g) with a greater payload capability.
estimnate the wind by the molion of and have greater altitude capability (100,000
identifiable cloud elements, Howeve-i. the ft) than do pilot balloons. An instrument
trajectory of a cloud is not necessarily that of package - the radiosonde contains sensors to
the wind. measure air temperature, pressure, and humnid-

ity and includes a radio transmitter - is
Doppler radar units are used ilk specialized attached to the balloon so that the as-ent rate

rewa~rch to determine the windspeed in a (- 300 m mirf I) is comparable to that of the
direction along the ri'dar beam axis. With two pibal. In its simplest form, the radiosonde
units examining, the same volume of a~r, the transmits a modulated signal for each of the
threv-dimensional velocity o~f the air can be three sensors.
dete~rnined (Ref. 421).

Wind velocity at a given altitude can be
10-5.3.1 TYPES OF BALLOONS determined using constant level balloons.

Unlike the pilot or radiosonde balloons, these
Pilot Nilloons or pibals are small (1-rn maintain a constant volume. When inflated

diameter). lightweight (100 g) spherical with helium to pressures in excess of
ballcons used to obtain~ the wind lprofile-wind atrmospheric pressure, the balloon rises until
velocity as a ft'inction of height (Ref. 41). the interior density equals the atmospheric
Generally. dhey are madv. of neoprene and density. Since the altitude of a given
carry no instruments. Some may have a atmospheric density surface is subject to time
batte~y-operated lamp attached during night- and space changes, the "comsaont level" is a
time releases or a weighted ~eflector to assist slight misnomer. For high altitudes, these
in radar tracking. The balloon is inflated with balloons are usually spherical, but at altitudes
helium until a prescribed free lift is obtained. below 3 km a tetrahedral-shaped balloon
The fi-ce lilt (usually expressed in grams) is called a tetroon is often used. Tht low
the total buoyant force of the balloon less the altitude balloons wre tracked by conventional
weivh fteblonadaypyod n methods but the fli&ght duration and altitude
remains nearly constant throughout the flight, of the high level ballooins require other means,
Upon release, the balloon initially accelerates such as earth satellites or multiple ground
but the vertical drag force (air resistance) tracking stations,
quickly eqUali7CS the buoyatwe so that the
balloon ascLends at a nitarly covistant rate. The 10-5.3.2 BALLOON TRACKING SYSTEMS
balloon is observed continuously until it
bu.. as. passes through a cloud layer, or The most eOementary method of tracking a
otherwise cannot be located, balloon is the single theodolite miethod (Ref.

41). A theodolite is essentially a surveyor's
Pilot balioo'is are subject to self-induced transit. The ascent -A the balloon is

lioriront,'I oscillation during the ascent. This continuously traced, and azimuth and eleva-
mnay affct the ~omiputed wind velocities. tiorh antrkes arc irecorded at least once each
Anzuther source of error is the inertia of the minute. Thus, assuming a constant rate of
balloon, which limits its ability to resprond to ascent, the elevation z ýA the balloon at any
sudden changes in the wind. To minimize timec is known. Thc h~rfiý.ontal ionge of the
those errors. Scoggins (Ref. 43) developed a balloon is the product of the elevation and
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the cotangent of the elevation angle. A specified criteria, wind observations may be
continuous record of th: horizontal range made more frequently. Upper air radiosonde
allows the calculation o1f the horizontal obseivations are routinely taken as close as
trajectory of the balloon and thus windspeed practical to 0000 and 120e hourn GM1 at
and direction. designated stations. Pilot balloon observatiorn

with either manual or radar tracking are taken
Significant errors arise from small errors in near 0600 and 1800 hours GMT. One purpose

the measunred elevation angle when the angle of these observations is to determdne thQ
is small and its cotangent is varyir , rapidly. pattern of the wind in the horizontal and the
ligh wind conditions usually accompany vertical. The information gained aids in the
those case. diagnosis of current and future weather

tsystems, and the short-term p.,anning of
Some improvcment in accuracy is achieved airborne operations.

by the double theodolite (kef. 41). This
allows calculation of the horizontal trajectory Windspeeds are reported starting at an
of the balloon using only the azimuthal Mngles altitude of 500 ft, then at 1,000 ft, and in
but requires simultaneous measurements. l,0(0-ft increments to 10,000 ft, then in

2,00C-ft increments to 20,000 ft, and then in
It is more convenient and accurate to coat 5,000-ft increments at higher altitudes.

a balloon with a rflective surface or attach a Radiosonde reports give winds at the
reflector (weighted slightly to prevent free mandatory pressure surfaces. These data are
osillation) and follow the flight using a encoded and transmitted via teletype circuits
trackiag radar. Azimuth and elevation are and/or radio communications. Historical data
obtained much more iicquox,,tly with ti.edo- for the designated upper air observing stations
lites, and the radar provides the slant range of are available through the- National Climatic
the balloon. Center, Asheville, N.C.

Rrtiosonde balloons are also backed by The horizontal distribution of winds is
high gain, highly directional tracking systems shown in either of two ways. Outside of the
using the radio transmitter as a source. tropics, the winds of a particular altitude are

normally plotied on a map (often with other
A radiosonde package has recent!y become data appropriate for that altitude) using the

operational in which either LORAN or system of pennants, barbs, and stuffs shown
ONbEGA navigation systems are used to in Fig. 10-33.
continur-ly locate the geographic position of
the balloon, and a ridio transmitter tele- The staff is the line drawn from the station
meters the information to a gromnd tracking in the direction from which the wind blows,
station. The positior, record provides esti- The number at the end of the staff indicates
mates of wind velocities with an error of ± 0.1 the tens of degrees, with the hundreds of
rn 9' in speed and ± I deg in direction. This degrees understood; e.g., the 1 in Vig.
system appears superior to other tracking 10-33(A) indicites that the wind is from 010
techniques and eliminates the need for highly deg, whereas the I on Fig. 10-33 (B) indicates
directional antennas on stable platforms. 210 deg, and in Fig. 10-33(C) it indicates 310

deg.
14-6.4 WIND PEPORTING AND DISPLA't

The full barb (Fig. 10-33(A)) indicates a
Throughout the wcrld, surface wind speed of 10 kt. Each additional barb indi~tces

observations are made and recorded at an additional 10 kt, and a half-barb indicates
primary obst;rvation points at least evwry 6 hr. 5 kt. Fig. 10-33(B) thus indicates a wind from
usually every 3 hr; and at first-order stations 210 dep at 25 kt. Each pennant on the staff
in North America, hourly. When required by indicates 50 kt. Thus, Fig. 10-33(C) indicates
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HALFBARB

210

j4STAFF 310-

(A) (B) (C)

The pennants and barbs point in the direction of low presaure.

Fiprv 10.3 Stff, Barb, and Pennawt Rqpeenmrtion of the Wind

a 1?0 kt windspeed. The pennants and barbs ly used. In addition to the isotachs, the
point in the direction of low pressure. Calm isogons-isolines of equal vind direction may
winds arm indicated by a circle circ•mscribing be analyzed, usually at 30-deg intervals. Fig. I
the station circle. 10-35 is an example of this analysis

technique. The wind velocity vector is
In tropical regions, since the relationsJhip of explicitly given (subject to interpolation) at

wind and pressure is weak and observations any point in the analysis.
are normally Frther apart, a streamline-

streanline is a line drawn tangent to the coordinates of the frequency of occurrence of

velocity vector at every point. They are drawn the wind in a given sector, such as shown in
subjectively to display the general flow Fig. 10-36. The length of each radius is
pattern of the winds such as &own in Fig. proportional to the frequency of occurrence
10-34. In an isotich analysis, isolinws of equal of the wind from a given sector. A sector may
windspeed are superniposed upon the stream- be 45 des in width. giving an 8-point rose,
line pattern. Often, the streamlines converge 27.5 deg in width giving a IS-point iose, or 10
aiong an asymptote in high windspeed areas deg in width giving a 36-point rose, depending
and diverga in low windspoed area& However, upon the orignal data fornat and the
the spacins b•,ween streamlines does not resolutkln desred. Normally, a 16-point row
necessarily indicate the windipeeds The is used. The frequency of occurrence of' calm
velocity vector Is Implied but not explicitly winds, which have no direction, Is indicated in
stated by this representation, but the method the center of the diagram.
is ueta in displaying tae kinematic prop-
ertles of the wind fBeld. If the streamline The radials may be further subdivided
piLtean did not change with time, the according to the frequery of occurrence of
streamline. would become btrjectories, I.e., windapeed categories within each sector sach
the paths that parcels of air follow. as shown in Fig. 10-37. In other cases the

avenrge windspeed for a given sector may be
The isolon-Iotach analyslx is less common- indicated.
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Fiate 1" A DaY-Night Wind Rose Figure OL37. A Typical Wind Ro"n
,Showin, in This Cap, the Diurnal With Windspeed Informetion
Effetct of the Sa Breze (Ref. 12) (Ref, 12)

Wind roses may be for mean annual, mean Wind forces, windtorne dust and debris,
semonal, or mean monthly frequencies of cooling effects, and enhanced evaporation
occurrence. Caution must be taken to see that rates are well-recognized, often beneficial,
an adequate data base - e.g., total number of derivatives of air movement. Thus, in
observations- exists before accepting the considering the detrimental effects of wind on
indicated distrfbution as fact. materiel, attention is focused on either the

infrequently occurring extreme winds or

For long-term estimates of atmospheric those few regions of the earth, e.g., mountain

dispersion properties of the air, wind roses peaks or topographic abnormalties, wherein

may be further subdivided by the joint high wind velocities are frequent. Design

frequency of occurrence of windspeed, wind enineers often neglect the effects of low
direction, and atmosphere stability. A poUu- probability extreme winds; therefore, when
tion wind rose shows the joint frequency of wind velocities exceed their normal range,
occurrence of wind direction, measured widespread destruction ofen occu
Pollution concentrations, and perhaps wind- The effects of wind may be subdivided into
seed." a number of categories. These are enumerated

and described briefly in this paragraph;
•046 EFFECTS OF WIND however, any one of them constitutes a

comprehensive subject area within itself for
in most regions of the• earth, the effects of which much more voluminous information

normal winds on materiel are not important. could be assembled.
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I TABLE 10-12 .

EFFECTS OF EXTREME WINDS

1. Damage to buildings, bridges, and other structures

2. Flooding by wind-driven water

3. Outages of power distribution and communication system.

4. Hazards to aircraft causing damage and loss of life as well as limiting
operations

5. Interference with ground vehicle operations causing accidents

6. Injuries and damage by wind-blown objects

7. Damage to vegetation and terrain

8. Restriction of visibility

10-6,1 EFFECT CATEGORIES temporary buildings often associated with
military operations.

The eight categories into which the effects
of wind are separated in this paragraph are 10-6.1.2 FLOODING
listed in Table 10- 12.

Wind-driven water can conslitute a greater
10-6.1.1 STRUCTURAL DAMAGE damaging force than the wind itself' Wide-

spread damage with large economic losses are
Structural damage constitutes perhaps the not uncommon occurrences in low lying

most important of all wind effects. The coastal regions when tides, driven by hurri-
literature of civ'i engineering since the early caies or other cyclonic storms, inundate large
1800's contairns many referentns to structural a-eas. Military operations, which often are
failures caused by wind (Re'. 45). Among the centered in coastal regions, can be particularly
more dramatic of these are the failures of susceptible to damage of this type.
large suspension bridges (e.g., the Tacoma
Narrows Bridge in 1940) caused by wind- 10-6.1.3 POWER AND COMMUNICATION
induced oscillations. Other types of bridges OUTAGES
have been overturned by wind and many large
buildings have been damaged, particularly in Tornadoes, hurricanes, and other high
the construction stages when engineers may winds cause outages of power distributior and
be lax (or willing to accept the low communication systems that depend on
probability risk of extreme wind). Bridges and suspended wires. Wind factors are taken into
large buildings, however, constitute only the account in the design of such systems, but the
mote newsworthy of wind-induced structural swinging and oscillations of wires, particularly
failures. In most regions, on several occasions when loaded with ice, can produce arcing and
during a year, winds become sufficiently breakages. In addition, wind-blown debris and
strong to destroy soric structums. Among the broken tree branches damage suspended
more vulnerable of such structures are those wires, and wind-driven rain, dust, or salt water
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i disrupt the operation of accessory equip- sand and dust associated with high wind
ment. conditions. Wind-blown sand ai ,l dust pene-

trate, erode, and damage the surface coatings
10.6.1.4 HAZARDS TO AIRCRAFT of all exposed materiel.

The hazards to aircraft operations of 10-6.1.7 DAMAGE TO VEGETATION AND
extreme winds are well documented. Recent TERRAIN
attention has been given to high altitude
winds such as clear air turbulence (CAT), but The damage of natural vegetation by wind
equal if not greater hazards are associated is not a direct hazard to military materiel but
with high winds at low levels during landing can have significant impact upon operations.
and takeoff operations. Slow and low flying Destruction of ground vegetation and trees is
aircraft - particularly helicopters - arc diffi- a common occurrence in hurricanes and
cult to operate in extreme wind conditions similar severe storms. Downed trees block
and frequently are damaged by wind while roads, damage structures, and can destroy
parked on the ground. communication lines. Destroyed vegetation

working in synergism with other environ-
110-6.1.5 INTERFERENCE WITH GROUND mental factors such as rain can decrease

MMOBILITY ground mobility and produce earth move-
ments that block highways or produce other

While the effects -)f wind on air mobility damaging effects. Wind is one of the primary
are immediately obvious, effects on ground factors in shaping the terrain; extreme winds
mobility vehicles are also importint Instabil- may change it rapidly.
"ities in giound vehicles moving at high speeds

S( are not uncommon and often result in vehicle 10-6.1.8 RESTRICTION OF VISIBILITY
z- accidents. Among the various classes of

military vehicles, only the lightest of these Associated with wind-blown materi if is a
would be affected significantly by wind. For decrease in visibility. Decreased visibility also
the trans'mrt of oversized loads on highways results from wind-driven rain and snow and,
and for light vehicles, the possibility of loss of in desert regions of the earth, from 10 to 50
control and/or overturning of the vehicle sandstorms per year are reported in which the
must be considered when extreme wind visibility is reduced to a few meters. Even in
conditions are encountered. the absence of precipitation, wind-driven

snow in the cold and extreme cold regions of
104.1.6 INJURIES AND DAMAGE the earth severely restrict visibility, thereby

impeding both ground and air transporta-
Wind-blown material at times constitutes a tion.

real threat to materiel as well as to personnel.
In an unusual wind-storm at Thule Air Force Blowing and drifting snow is, in many
Base in Greenland in March of 1972, it was respects, much more important than snow
reported that rocks and chunks of ice the size alone. The movement of snow by wind
of baseballs or larger were picked up by the degrades visibility, causes drifts that impede
wind and bombarded all exposed materiel traffic, and may exert extra loads on
(Ref. 46). Windows of buddings were broken structures because of the increased weight of
allowing the wind to invade structures, which the drifted snow. However, the wind may also
increased the susceptibility of the structure to help keep some surfaces from becoming
wind damage. Tornadoes and hirricanes overloaded and free some surfaces from snow,
entrain large items such as roofs of buildings thereby enhancing trafficability. Chap. 8 of
creating extreme hazards for personnel and this handbook explores these effects more
other materiel. More common is the airborne fully.
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10-.2 SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS OF WIND gradient of the vapor pressure across the
AND TEMPERATURE interfac:e. The change of state from liquid to

vapor requires that energy be added to the
The synergistic effects of wind and vapor; hence, a net cooling of the liquid and

temperature are important. The natural heating of the air results, the magnitude of
evaporative cooling of the human body is the heat being equal to the product of latent
augmented by the ventilation provided by the heat of vapori'pation and the amount of mass
wind. In conditions of warm temperature and transferred. Wind across the surface increases
a moderate wind, this process may make a the ventilation of the vapor, transferring it
person more comfortable. At low tempera- upward by turbulence rather than by
tures, however, this enhanced cooling causes molecular processes, thereby maintaining a
discomfort, reduces stamina, and sometimes large vapor gradient across the interface and
pruduces injury by freezing exposed skin. increasing the evaporation rate over what it
Windchili is a measure of relative cooling of would be in the absence of wind.
the body when exposed to various conditions
of wind and temperature. The Siple-Passel 10-7 DESIGN
formula for windchill is (Ref. 47)

Counteimeasures against the detrimental
Ko = (10-,/+ 10.45 -- V) effects of wind on materiel are included in the

design of many items. For example, the
X (306 - 7) (10-68) design and use of guns provide for windage

corrections, surface finishes on vehicles are
where chosen to resist the erosive effects of wind,

and seals are provided for various items of
Ka = rate of heat loss, kg cal hr' y-2  materiel as well as for structures in order to

prevent wind penetration. Suclh practices are
V = windspeed, m s-z inherent in good design and are too

voluminous to enumerate in this discussion.
T = air temperature, K Attention is focused instead on the occur-

rence of extreme winds that cause damage or
The nomogram of Fig. 10-38 shows the malfunction of materiel.

e..oling rate as a function of wind and
temperature; however, all of the ways by The economic costs of designing so as to
which heat loss or gain may occur at the body avoid the detrimental effects of normal winds
surface are not taken into ac.-ount. Allowanc" are large but, because ,they are spread
must be made for the, type of clothing worn, throughout many areas, these costs cannot be
the atmospheric humidity, and the solar estimated accurately. The costs involved in
radiation. A nomogram for predicting proba- designing for winds of increasing severity and
bility of occurrence of windchill is shown in decreasing probability rapidly escalate. In
Fig. 10-39. order to apply engineering judgment in a

rational manner to the design of materiel, the
10-6.3 EVAPORATION OF LIQUIDS design engineer must have information on the

probability of occurrence of severe winds.
Evaporation rates of liquids are also With such information, the design engineer

materially affected by wind. Evaporation is can weigh the relationship between the risk of
the transfer of a liquid material to its vapor wind damage, the useful life of the materiel
state across the liquid interface and is item, the cost of increased protection, and the
measured by the mass transferred. The risk that is acceptable to the user. For
evaporation rate, the mass transferred per unit example, if the life expectancy of a materiel
time, depends upon the substance and the item is short, then it is unrealistic to design it
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to survive a windspeed that occurs only once n = time i'iteyval, yr
in 100 yr. Similarly, if the cost of protection
is doubled for less than a doubled survival U= extreme windspeed, mph
period, then it may be more cost-effective to
accept the risk and replace the item when F(u) = probability that windspeed u
necessary, will not be exceeded in 1 yr,

dimensionless
Severe wind occurrence probabilities are

not available for many regions of the earth. IF(u)]" probability that windspeed u
When they are available, they are based on will not be exceeded in n yr,
analyses of existing climatological data. For dimensionless
the United States, Thorn has estimated the
probability of occurrence of extreme winds, P,, probability of at least one wind

Sking into account all weather systems occurring with a speed u in n

except tornadoes (Ref. 14). These proba- years, dimensionless.
bilities are given in terms of the recurrence
intervals of extreme wind velocities. Fig. Since P, and n are chlosen by the deigner, it
10-40 gives these data for recurrence intervals is prefetable to solve Eq. 10-69 fov F(u),
of 2, 10, 50, and 100 yr. The data frcm which obtaining

these maps were compiled were selected from
stations where the terrain was relatively F(u) =I - p,) /n (10-70)
uniform for at least 25 mi in all directions. All
data are normalized to the 30-ft elevation by This gives the required occurrence proba-

"" use of the 1/7 power law (n = 7 in Eq. 10-49). bility. If, for example, n - 3 yr and a 5
The extreme windspeed for ot~her altitudes or percent chance of the wiv, .xcoeding u (P3 -
for different wind profiles may be computed 0.05) is acceptable, then . 'ýu) = 0.983. To
from the data given and Eq. 10,49. In determine the wind velocity at a specified
complex terrain, extreme windspeeds vary location where F(u) has this value, climatolog-
greatly with exposure, requiring caution in ical data are required wherehi, F(u) and u are
the application of the data given in Fig. related. Such data are someimes available;
10-40. when they are not, they may b,- derived from

data such as given in Fig, 10-4' ,or example,
When extreme windspeed data are required the data in Fig. 10-40(A) are i, i recurrence

for a particular site on which a building, interval of 2 yr, corresponding j F(u) = 0.5
antenna installation, or other structure is to since the recurrence interval is the reciprocal
be erected, data on extreme windspeeds at of I - F(u). Using the data froin all four
that site are preferred. Since it is the maps in Fig. 10-40, four data points may be
low-probability-of-occurrence winds that are obtained for a plot of F(u) versus u. Extreme
most important, it is often necessary to probability graph paper is normally used as
extrapolate either from regional climatologi- illustrated in Fig. 10-41. For the site
cal data or from specific climatological data plotted - Washington, D.C. - the windspeed
from a nearby weather station. for FRu) - 0.983 is approximately 75 mph.

When designing a structure to withstand Particularly for long recurrence intervals,
wind damage for a certain period of time, it is the estimates of extreme wind probability are
necessary to use a relation such as statistically rather than observationally de-

rived. Hence, confidence intervals to reflect
P. I 1 - [F(u)Jn (10-69) the variability of observation from estimates

should be placed upon the probability
where estimates. Fable 10-13 gives the upper and
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TABLE 10-13

aINETY-PERCENT CONFIDENCE LIMITS ON EXTREME WIND PROBABILITY (Ref. 141

krobability Lvmer lialt Upper limit

S0.50 0.407 0•593

0.90 0.827 0.945

0.96 0.827 0.982

0.98 0.908 0.992

0.99 0.955 0.995

lower limits at 90-percent confidence for the 30-ft level (Ref. 14), but that factor does not
extreme wind probabilitie& This nmians that fully reflect how the gustiness affects the
the estimate of F(m) - 0.93 may be an eiror structure.

- due to an inadequate data recurd or statistical
variance. For the example cited, the value of Most Qf the climatological data re derived
F(u) may be as low as 0.910 or may be as from hourly (or 3-hourly) wind data collected
high a 0.993. For F(u) = 0.993, u - 87 mph; at airport sites. These data contain little or no
for F(u) - 0.910, u - 61 mph (0.993 and information about the turbulence or micro-
0.910 are interpolations from Table l0-13). structure of the wind field. Hence, they are
Thus, it can be determined with 90-percent not the best data for design analysis of
probability that the extreme wind for &hat structural stress. When possible, onsito turbu-
period for Washington, D.C., will be between knee data ae desirable. The instrument
61 and 87 mph, with the most probable value response ard filtbring characteristics should
being 75 urph. be carefully calibrated before, during, and

after the measurement program.
For tall structures, the design windspeed

should be calculated for various altitudes 10.8 TESTING AND SIMULATION
since the windspeed incretes with altitude.
The force exerted by the wind increases as the Testing of various items of materiel in
square of the windspeed, producing a torque order to determine their ability to withstand
that increases rapidly with the height of the wind forcts is accomplished either in the
structure. Hence, the design criteria figured at natural environment, shock tubes, or in wind
10 ft are substantially different from those tutwols. The infrequency and unpredictability
for 50 ft above the ground. of extreme winds in nature make it difficult

to obtain engineering data from the natural
A knowledge of the extreme wind and its environment except on an opportunistic basis.

probability is not always sufficient for design Therefore, practicaily all testing is accom-
purposes. The characteristics of wind gusti- plished in wind tunnels such as those thet are
ness and the possible dynamic or resonant employed to determine the aerodynamkic
excitation of a structure must also be behavior of aircraft. In fact, aeronautical
considered. Peak windspeeds in gusts averse rusearch has providý d the instrumentation and
ahniot I ' times the extreme winds at the knowledge of fluid mechanics that makes
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rational interpretation of wind tunnel tests 101 SPECIFICATIONS AND. REGULA-
feasible. TIONS

As with aircraft it -is not always possible to Requirements on materiel with respect to
test full-scale models in a wind tunnel, wind stresses are not often cited in sWecifica-
Aircraft eniginoee however, have developed tions or regulations. Often, the ability to
the techniques for interpreting the results survive an extreme wind is obtained through
obtained from a scaled-down model of a specification of construction practices or
structure. This allows wind tunsel testing of material strength. These procedures have
many of the lrner structures or more radical derived from the usual practices of civil
designs before a design is frozen. engineers. However, in some cases the wind

forces that a structure must resist are
specified. For these applications such docu-

Wind tunnel testing of military aircraft, ments as "Wind Forces on Structures" (Ref.
including helicopters and rockets, is required 45) contain much information in wind
duwipg their developmental cycle. Often, stresses on specific structures including
models of large surveillance radar antennas buildhins, bridges, and open-frame structures.
and similar structures are also tested in wind Special attention is given to those structures
tunnels. that could be caused to oscillate by the wind.

Design criteria for Army materiel with
A large vauriety of wind tunnels are available respect to the wind are defined in AR 70-38

that var, both in size and in windspeed (Ref. 50). This document defines eight
capabilities The larger wind tunnels ny have climatic categories ranging from wet-warni to
dimensions of up to 80 ft and are capable of extreme cold. The general criteria for wind
simulating all natural windapeeds. The smaller are described for climatic category 2, wet-hot,
wind tunnels are designed to attain higher for which it is stated that matexiel with a life
transonic windspoeds ard am of little intere:" expectancy over 5 yr may be subject to winds
with respect to the natural wind environment, of 55 kt for a 5-min period with gusts to 85
However, when it is necessary to test a kt except at exposed coastal and mountain
acaled.dowit model of a particular item, then locations where sustained 5-min winds of 70
it is necesamy to greatly increase the kt with gusts of 105 kt may be experienced.
windspeed in the tunnel in order tQ obtain the For materiel with a life expectancy of less
same forces on the structure. than 5 yr, the predicted wind exposure is less.

These windspeeds are defined for a height of
10 ft above the ground but data are given to

Testing of materiel items with respect to allow extrapolation to other levels. Additional
their ability to survive extreme winds may information is provided for blowing sand and
either encompass destructive testing wherein dust as well as for snow. The only exceptions
the ultimate wind survivability of the to these windspeeds arm that winds beneath a
structure is determined or it may involve forest canopy seldom exceed 5 kt and, in the
instrumentation to measure the forces exert( I cold and extreme cold climatic categories, the
on the structure mind their relation to its wind is less than 10 kt and 5 kt, rspectively,
ultimate strength. at times of low temperature.
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CHAPTER 11".

SALT, SALT FOG, AND SALT WATER*

11-1 INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION chloride. sulfate. and magnesium ions. Most
salts that affect materiel are sea-salt particles,

Salt is one of the most common chemical althouglh alkaline deserts, large salt lakes, and
compounds, there being in excess of 4 X 10' industrial wastes contribute locally to salt
ccu mi of salt in the oceans and probably at fallout. Salts occur in the atmosphere as
least as much in the solid earth (Ref. I ). Art crystals or in liquid droplets. depending on
estimated I billion tons of mineral matt-,r, the relative humidity of the air. Materiel may
mostly salt, is transferred from the oceans tU be exposed to the effects of salt as the result
the atmosphere each year, of this, about 10 of dry fallout from the atmosphere, aqueous
percent is blown over the continents, precipitation, salt fog, or direct exposure to
precipitated. and eventually returns to the sea sea water. 4
"in river waters (Ref. 2). Thus, even in
midcumtinent areas, it is impossible to avoid Salt fog is a hydrometeor consisting of a
exposure to salt. In coastal regions, this visible aggregate of water droplets, many of

- exposure is greatly intensified and, in tile whii'h co-itan tva salht in signifi'an, amounts
marine environment. th, ••iosure reaches its t, 1 \V) I I., I 0 1%' 1i ILIendeu i&i k A no,•lp :eeat

maximum (RWf. 3). the surface of the earth.

Materiel designers are aware that the Salinity is a characteristic of sea water and
corrosive nature of salt is not a result of its is delined as the ratio of the weight of tile

chemical reactivity, Salt does not explode, dissolved salts to the weight of the sample of
burn, or otherwise react rapidly. Iln the vwater. In solution, tile amount of salt is a
pretence of wt erh a strong ionic solution is Imction of the salinity which is stated as

formed that promotes electrochemical reac.- grams of salt pLk kilogram of water for which
tions with metals. It is this property that has the symbol '/o is emiployed. Standard sea
led to the strong association of salt with water contains 35 grams equivalent of salt per
corrosion and to the use of salt-spray. kilogram of sea water at 200 (C (35 0/o o), but
"salt-water immersion, and salt-fog teting as salinity varies somewhat front area to area.
standard methods for determining coriosion Surface sea water is relatively fresh for
resistance. considerable distances off tile mouths of largc

rivers, while the highest surface salinities are
The widespread presence of' salt in the found in semi-isolated areas in low latitudes

environment and tile acceleration of corrosion (such Js the Red Sea) where excessive
by salt are tile reasons for fo.using attention evaporatomn takes place, Salt water is also
on salt as an important environmental factor. round in land-locked lakes and seas; in fact,

;11 natural waters are saty tc a greater or

Salt, as used here, is defined as sodium, lesser extent.

Parameters associated with salt, salt fog,

and salt water depend on circumstances.
WrTili eHl.j)Ir .S hti' WI a lWa.uxrdpt A ~rrmyEng by Ier. Airborne salt mDmay be characterized by pounds
Willi~aji B. lhlmrly, I r.S. Army l'imglmmm~r 1'•ml~u•;tliiphIl
LItratories, IF. levwr, V;1. of salt per cubic mile of air and by its particle
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size or size distribution, either by diameter or bubbles are less than 200 jun in size (Refs.
by weight. Saitfall. whereby the atmospheric 4,5
salt is deposited on the land, is reported as
pounds per acre per year (Ib/acre/year). These The fonnation and bursting of' bubbles
values are convertible to the international increases with increased windspeed. The
system of units using the factors given in greatest amount of salt becomes airborne
Appendix A located at the end of Part Two. from strong, warm winds passing over

breaking waves. The approximate critical
11-2 CHARACTERISTICS relative humidity governing whether the salt,

in equilibrium, will consist of droplets of
11,2.1 SOURCES solution or solid crystals is 76 percent (Ref.

7).
Salt is a stable material which to a large

extent remains in the oceans or the earth. A Major piocesses that contribute to the
small fraction, however. is iransported in a removal of sea-salt particles from the
continuing cycle from the oceans to the a:mosphere are washout by liquid or solid
atmosphere and back to the earth from precipitation, fallout under force of gravity,
whence it is returned to the oceans. This salt combining by surface obstacles, and encrusta-
cycle may take a very short time or thousands tion of the ground and surface objects by
of years. salt-laden winds.

In this discussion we are interested in that Washout by precipitation is the most
salt to v,.'ch materiel is exposed. In the case important process. When temperatures are
of salt water, the sources include the oceans, lowered sufficiently, salt particles serve as
inland veas, and the mait lakes. In the case of nuclei on which condensation forms. The
salt fog and deposited salt, the source is the agglomeration of these cloud droplets and the
atmosphere. Because atmospheric salt is collection of particles during the fall of
important in materiel deterioration, the randrops or frozen precipitation carry the
process by which salt becomes airborne is of salt particles to the earth. Rain usually has a
interest, salt concentration of about I ppm(O.00l Oe).

The larger the particle, the larger the
Salt-saturated droplets or dry particles in raindrop anti the greater its salt content.

the air are formed by bubbles produced on Typically, precipitation has been shown to
the sea surface or on the beach by breaking contain roughly one-third of" the total salt
waves, by rainfall and snowfall on the sea Phliout (Ref. 8).
surface, and by warming of sea water in the
spring. Biological and chemical processes in Diy .fallout under force of gravity is
the sea generate gases that also contribute to important everywhere, but particularly in
the continuous flow of bubbles to the surface. coastal areas where the larger salt particles are
Bursting of a bubble produces a number of found. In Boston, Mass., a collecting bottle,
very small sea-water droplets while the continuously exposed to dry fallout and
collapse of the water into the cavity left by precipitation, collected 25 percent more
the bubble in turn jets additional drop'cts chloride than a bottle open only to
into the air. The droplets evaporate rapidly, at precipitation (Ref. 9). Dry fallout is inipor-
least in part, leaving a small droplet of tant in continental interiors, such as those of
concentrated brine to be picked up by the the United States, where maritime airmasses
wind. Only one of the four or five droplets
ejected tromn the bursting bubble is likely to *Otkr references to thte formation of salt condensation
remain airborne. The larger the bubbles, the nuclei, as well as to uther aspects of atmospheric sa swits,

are to hc found In a bblioalphy on the wbject prepared by
greater the amount of malt released. Most W. 1. liti'ly (Ref. 6).

11-2
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off the Pacific or tropical Atlantic contact accelerated corrosion testing as discussed in
cold polar air and precipitate both rain and par. 11-6.2.
dry sea.salt fallout. The average rate of
descent of dry salt particles in the atmosphere 11-2.2 PROPERTIES
has bcer computed to be I to 2 cm s -1 (Ref.
S 8). Salt, salt fog, and salt water promote

corrosion in metallic structures. At the same
Impingement. or the combing of sea-salt time salt is a necessary ingredient for life and

particles from the air by bushes and trees, is is employed as a preservative for food. The
difficult to assess because of lack of data. diverse properties of salt are well documented
Analyses show that rainwater collected under in chemical literatua,,. The properties of

F trees in Sweden has much higher concentra- interest in this discussion are primarily those
tions of inorganic ions than tnat collected in associated with salt in solution wherein it
the open (Ref. 8). This phenomenon is ionizes and provides a vehicle for the
attributed to dry salt accumulated on the transport of electric charge. The salt solution
trees by impaction. It is probably safe to state with which we are most concerned is sea
that this may be an important process in water, but even the effect of airborne salt
forested and bushy areas, particularly near the deposited on materiel is similar to that of sea
ocean. water. The composition is very similar

although the concentration and thus the
'Entrustn•ent. or the coating of' the ground degree of the effect vary widely. Standard sea

and surface objects with a salt layer during water has a salinity of 35 O/- o at 200C.
driving windstorms, is an impaction process of
local importance. The conditions under which Sea water is described by a number of
this coating is deposited are believed to be physical and chemical parameters that are
associated with high speed, rainless winds, useful in measurement and analysis of
Encrustment causes mnufh damage. For days materiel effects. The specific gravity of sea
after a windstorm in llalit'ax, Ncva Scotia, the water, related directly to salinity and
deposited salt layer interfered with the temperature, is shown in Table I1-1 where
distribution of' electricity when the pole the values of specific gravity are given as
insulators became conductors whenever a specific gravity anomaly (specific gravity
slight am,.)unt of moisture was precipitated on minus one).
them (Ref. 10). Encrastmnnts arc likely to
occur on television antennas after an intense The electrical conductivity of sea water,
storm in island or coastal areas. directly related to the salinity, is the property

used f-)r measurement in many salinometers.
Salt fog is an important means by which Comprehensive tables have been published by

salt is deposited on exposed surfaces in UNESCO (Ref. 11) from which the data in
maritime einvirooments. In Chap. 9 the Table 11-2 are abstracted. Conductivity
dependence of fog formation on the presence relative to that for standard sea water is used
of condensation nuclei is pointed out. Salt because the absolute conductivity is difficult
particles from the sea are the most important to measure with sufficient precision, n'aking
of these condensation nuclei in the marine the available data unreliable.
environment. Thus, fogs formed over the sea
(which are advection fogs associated with The freezing point of sea water also varies
temperature inversions) and steam logs with salinity as shown in Table 11-3.
(which are formed in cold air over warm
water) can have a high salinity level, In sea water, the relative concentrations of
characterii.ing them as salt fogs. the major dissolved elements are constant

with the composition given in 'fable 11-4. In
Salt fog is commonly associated with atypical conditions, this composition may

11-3
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TABLE 11-1 Q
SPECIFIC U'RAVITY OF SEA WATER Md. 3)

in terwM of specific ravity anomaly X 10. e.g., at30A/o oand 100C,
s.l - 1.02301

Temperature, OC
Salinity, / o 0 10 20 30

0 -13 -32 -177 -433
10 801 750 586 315
20 1607 1532 1342 1057
30 2410 2308 2098 1801

32 2571 2464 2250 1950
34 2732 2619 2402 2100
36 2893 2775 2554 2256
38 3055 2931 2707 2400
40 3216 3088 2860 2550

vary. These conditions include those found in Over 75 elements have been found in sea
land-locked seas, estuaries., anoxic basins water. The concentrations of the minor
(oxygen-depleted deep basins), sea icc, warm elements (those not listed in Table 11-4) vary
shallow waters, and in the vicinity of with time and place and contribute little to
submarine volcanoes. corrosive activity (Ref. 12).

TABLE 1¶-2

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SEA WATER

Relative conductivity
Salinity, 0/o

150 C 200C

30 0.87100 0.8713
31 0.89705 0.8973
32 0.92296 0.9232
33 0.94876 0.9489
34 0.97443 0.9745
35 1.00000 1.0000
36 1.02545 1.0254
37 1.05079 1.0506
38 1.07601 1.0758
39 1.10112 1.1008
40 1.12613 1.1257
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TABLE 11-3

FREEZING TEMPERATURE OF SEA WATER

Salinity, %/o Freezing temperature, OC

5 -0.268

10 -0.535

20 -1.068

30 -1.621
35 -1.906

40 -2.196

Salt particles in the atmosphere are small, Salt particles range in weight from 10-14
seldom larger than 40 pm in diameter, with to 10-'6 g and are primarily composed of
those less than 2 pm in diameter estimated to chloride, sodium, and sulfate ions, although
be .iuout 100,000 times more plentiful than their relativ•e composition may not be the
giant sea-salt nuclei which have diameters same as sea water. LUger, particles usually
ranging from 2 to 40 pm. However, of the contain sodium and chlotido ions in approxi-
total mass of sea-spray particles in marine air, mately the same proportion as sea water, but
98 percent is composed of particles larger in small particles sulfate ions are present in
than 1.6 pm In diameter (Ref. 9). greater proportion.

TABLE 114

COMPOSITION OF SEA WATER (Ref. 3)

Amount,
Ion 9/kg of 35 *h. water

Chloride 19.353
Sodium 10.762
Sulphate 2.709
Magnesium 1.293

Calcium 0.411
Potassium 0.399
Bicarbonate 0.142
Bromide 0. 0673
Strontium 0.0079
Boron 0.00445
Fluoride 0.00128

i;, l11-5
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11-2.3 LOCATION AND INTENSITY sea-salt particles being initially in its lowest
layers. Coarse particles are lost, and convec-

Of the large quantity of salt entrained in lion tends to produce a uniform vertical and
the atmosphere over the oceans, only about horizontal distribution of the remaining
10 percent is carried to the land. Normal sea particles. Inland regions of more or less
winds carry from 10 to 100 lb of salt per uniform fallout are those that he beyond the
cubic mile of air but, during a storm, may point where this verticil mixing is completed.

carry up to 1,000 lb (Ref. 8). The highest
fallout on the land is on the seacoast, mostly Several exceptions to this process should
within 1,000 ft of the sea. be noted. The concentrations of salts in

precipitation in industrial areas are likely to
Fallout varies greatly from one coastal area be higher than in nonurban areas. Monsoon-

to another, depending upon the salinity and like inflows of maritime air over inland areas
temperature of sea water; the characteristics, may cause higher saltfall than normal over
depth, and turbulence of the maritime long distances. Arid lands, where various salts
airmass; the direction, force, and persistence are picked up fromn dry playas and salt lakes,
of the wind; the an'ount and type of may experience locally heavy saltfall, if the
precipitation; the relative humidity; the relative humidity is high oanugh. However,
configuration and relief of the coast and its the transport of easily soluble salt from a
direction with respect to the prevailing winds; desert surface to' the atmosphere is normally
the elevation of the coastal features; and the unimportant when compared with the total
extent and type of forest cover. The amount number of sea-salt particles encountered in
is highest in areas of heavy surfs and fogs. maritime airmasses over a desert area (Ref.
Observed coastal fallouts as high as 400 16),
lb/acre/yr have been reported (Ref. 13) but

are usually in the 40 to 200 lb/acre/yr range. The intensity of salt fallout varies widely
over the world landmasses. Much of the

The amount of fallout decreases geometri- interior of the United States, however, has a
cally with distance from the seacoast for fairly uniform fallout of between 0.5 and 2
approximately 50 to 1,000 mi, depending on lb/acre/fr, with the lowest amounts accurr:ng
the ge.igraphy of the landmass and the size in an aa bounded by Sheridan, Wyo.,
and character of the maritime airinass. Goodland, Kan., Albuquerque, N.M., and Las
Beyond that distance fronm the coast, the Vegas, Nev., where the amount drops below
decrease in fallout becomes essentially mt or 0.5 lb/acre/yr.
at least insignificant--except for some local
secondary sources of salt-and the concentra- Although salt fogs are characteristic of
tioii of salt in precipitation becomes faidy maritime areas, fogs containing a lower
constant at about 2 lb/acre/yr or less (Refs. proportion of salt nuclei occur at inland
6,9,14,15). localities far from the seacoast. Boss (Ref. 1P)

indicates that coastal advection fogs along the
This pattern of decrease inland from the southwest African coast contained concentra-

coast is explained by different vertical tions of salt ranging from 30 to 2,000
distributions of the sea-salt particles over sea mg/liter. From a series of 39 pairs of
and land as a result of vertical mixing (Ref. observations, he calculated that salt precipita-
9), In accordance with this postulate, the lion amounts t) 107 lb/acre/yr,,
rapid decline in inland deposition reflects the
dilution of sea-salt particles by dispersion According to Cunningham (Ref. 18),
throughout the lowest 2 to 3 km of the fog-water analyses on the northeast coast of
troposphere, where .the rain is formed. Whis the United States showed that a much larger
dilution occurs when maritime air moves chloride concentration in fog water originates
inland, with dhe highest concentration of from tropical airriass-s than from polar air.

11-6
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Tropicak Atlantic air has a chloritd conker A of vanes from place to place in the world, the
about 35 rng~ittr in fog w~ater. while polar sigiixa'rce of the data is not easily
cvr'tfinentA& air Lontains only about 4 rnWliter. determined, In humid areas of northwest

Eujupe and the United States, the chloride
Maimr pxvhbles in the interpretation of content of rain and snow may be ltss than

data related to worldwide salt fallout are: onefourth of the total Ei~altal. Dry fallout
and fallout from impingement and encrust-

4 1) lack of dat.2 in certain continentAl ment wre seldom included in records.
areas

Determination of the apparent sea-salt
02) inconsiatercies in tvrminology. instna- content of the air varies considerably

mnentation, sampling, and m*euasing according to the method used. Variation is

droplt siz thf the fallrumet csaeng reasordedI31 are mito atin an mesuin davies In athaye set candl mthot (hseIue rpar.e1ent)
Mdya Sallfiraction of the Rmowint of a

over thelandmas-es is ncomplet. No sent to e reairn(ed .Iti2)oal. ta m

sytomaic sunfrveys forSom t k inown i Qrelat nkp Ihn summahry othfallouth tisein daaaalbeforde
ar deveown, aewend da ionata I anclrd ondintions a anaysi of siealdtht prptation have sepreoset

and the distribution of sca-Wat particles an fimaitations, the available data have been
6ther continents. translated into results considered meaningrjul.

When thus translated, the data fall reasonably
flit data ftsulting from systematic surveys ~wl! into atmospheric sea-salt iaesigi criteria

mack in noxtitwestem and ccritral Europe, areas discussed later in this. chapter. While the.
Can-ada, and the United States are relatively data for any one area way be subject to ero
relibe. Wh- individual analyses. carried out in in varying degrees.. the overall data related to
other pails of the world may be reliable but worldwide distribution of saI'fafI arm valid,
wre '.it'ficult tc, evaluate.

11-3 MEASUREMENTS 1'"0 INt W.IMEN-
Scowi of Ow. difficulties in data interpieta- TATIOltl

tion anse tI'nm the use uf different meth4'tds
of mstrwnentation. saxnpL collection, sample The design engineer has relatively Cew
antaly-sis, and units of exprft-sion. Mucha d - ncastirJble parameters for describinig the
are bised on only one process of measuic- environmtental aspects of Walt salt watenr, and
nient aný wt i'-'tateo,1 rports. Day-by-day sat fox. Deired informaution might include
sarnplkig reiated :o Odaiy weather conditions the following:
is generally not available for analyss.
Frequently, no information is. provided abont 4 1) Amount of salt in thc, atmosphereii ~the devices use" fm collectiorn and the
r mxcdurrs used in aiw~iyzing salt .:ontent. It is. (2) Concentration in rainwater
wrt alway~s clear whether repm-tkd data a~re in

terms of all sea Wat-;. all chionidrs, or sodium (3) Total salt precipitation
chloride alone lIn gentrJi. the data usually
refer tu only One type ot fallout and. since k4) Size thstwib-it~m of atmospheric salt
the r;;xiuo f one type Vf faliout to another P--rticles
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(5) Salinity of salt water. facilitated by the chemical purity of the filter.

11-3&1 ATMOSPHERIC SALT (4) Michrchemi(xl techniques. A particular
technique that is very promising and simple to

A large variety of measurenent techniques use for identifying particles of I-/m radius or
have been applied to obtain data on aerosol less involves the use of a thin goehtin film
salt. Several of the more important ones are (Refs. 21,22). The aerosol is impacted on a
described gelatin film sensitized with a reagent that

reacts with the particle to be detected. For
(I) Chloride by precipitation method. In chloride-containing particles, mercurous fluo-

this method, a precipitation gage or poly- rosilicate and silver nitrate have been used,
ethylene bottlf, with a plexiglass funnel of After impaction, a !pot or halo is produced in
known circumference is expose,. during the gelatin film which can be s6-en with a
periods of precipitation. In areas where frozen microscope. The mercurous chloride spots
precipitation is expected, a heating device is row until the chloride is exhausted, the final
installed to melt the snow or ice. After a radius being about nine times the radius of
stipulated exposure time, the samples are the original particle. This allows detection of
collected and analyzed. The chloride content salt particles as small as 10-"1 g or 0.2-.m
is turbidimetrically d~.termined after the radius. Vittori (Ref. 22) was Able to detect
addition of silver nitrate to an acid solution. particles down to 10- a1 g bit only with very

thin gelatin films that aTe difficult to prepare.
(2) Automawtic flane counter. In this

instrument aerosol par t icles containing sodi- (5) Wet candle method, In this method
um chloride art counted automatically by the (RMf 9), three strips of gauze, which have
pulses of light emitted when they pass been freed of Jioride by repeated boiling in
through a nonluminous flame (Ref. 19). A distilled water, are wrapped around the
hydrogen flame is employed through which exposed portion uf a test tube (3/4 by 5-3/4
air i, passed at rates from 5 to 300 liters s-I. in.) which protrudes through a rubber stopper
The imae of the flame is fc:used on a from a 500 nii widemouthed flask, with the
photomultiplier tube through a narrowband gauze falling into the liquid in the flask and
filter for the sodium D emission line. The acting as a wick. The flask contains 500 ml of
pulses fromt the photumultiplier are registered an aqueous glycerine solution (20 percent
on a counter after passing through a threshold glycerine by volume). Tht apparatus ia
gate set to pass only those pulses originating covered with a sloping roof for protection
from particles exceeding i defined minimum from rain and sun, and the sides are left open
sdie. Generally, I-pnm-radius particles are the for ftee air circulation. The site for exposure
minimum size that arc counted. is carefully chosen and the apparatus is set up

for a specific expoisure pesiod of continuous

(3) Filter eollactiln. Filters made from operation. After exposure, a chemical analysis
celuose ester are avaable which can be used of the chloride removed from the exposed
to temooe all particles greatcr than 0.2 pm wick by dissolving in water is made by
from the air passing through them (Reft 20). titration (Ref. 18).
Because of the electrostatic charge that builds
up on the filter, the particles are retained op
the surface and are available for examination. (W) Other measuzrement techniques, In
A 2-in. filter, supported on a porous carbon addition to those methods described, other
plate, can simple air at a rate of 30 liters/min. techniques employed to obtain infermation
For microscopic examination, the filter can on atmospheric salt include:
be dissolved in a liquid with thy same index of
refraction klaving the aerosols suspended in (a) Bubbling ineasured volumes of air
the solution. Analysis of the aerosol is through chloride-free water

11-8
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(b) Drawing measured volumes of air 11-3.2 SALINITY
tirough refrigorated tubes or dew tubes

The complexity of sea water makes it
(c) Exposing wet, chloride-ftree cloths difficult to use direct chemical analysis to

determine the total quantity of dissolved
(d) Measuring the chloride content of solids in a given sample. It is impossible to

precipitation obtain reproducible results by evaporating sea
water to dryness and weighing the residue,

(e) Collecting chloride as artificial &-w on since some of the materials pyesent tchiefly
cold flasks chloride) are lost in the last stages of drying'

However, it has been found that, regardless of'
(f) Counting salt (rystals on exposed slides the absoluwe concentration, the relative

proportions of the different major con-
(g) Collocdng salt by impactors or jets stituents of sea water are essentially constant.

except in regions of high dilution (low
(h) Precipitating, thermally, particles on salinity), where minor deviations may occur.

glass slides From this fact, it follows that any one of the
major constituents may be used as a measure

(i) Using glass plates and L.ontrolled humid- of the 3thers and of the total amount of salt,
ity (isopiesti.: method) and that water samples having the same total

salt content, regardless of their source. are for
(j) Using specially developed silver dichiv- practical purposes virtuaiy identical in their

mate regent ftis physical properties. Thus, the determination
of any uf the elements present in relatively

(k) Exposing various metal plates and large quantity can be utied as a measure of the
assemblies to the salt atmosphere. other elements and of the salinity (Ref. 23).

A number of techniques depend upon (1) Ttruation. Chleride ions make up
accurate determination of small traces of approximately 55 percent of the dissolved
chlorides by chemical analysis. In each solids in sea water and can be determined
method, all materials used must be free from with ease and accuracy by titration with silver
chlorides. The results are given in terms of the nitrate, using potassium chromate as in
chloride ion rather than salt content since the indicator. The empirical relationship between
ratio of(Na+) to (Cl-) may vary from 0.48 to salinity and chlorinity is (Ref. 7):

2.43 (Ref. 9). In the physical methods, the
counts are not always specific for chloride, as Salinity = 0.03 + 1.805 X chlorinity, /a (Il -I)
it is difficult to distinguish it from other silts.
All of these methods are tedious and exacting. Both salinity and chlorinity are always

expressed in grams per kilogram of sea water
No one procedure is entirely satisfactor) (i.e., in parts per thousand by weight) for

for use in all environments. The most widely which the symbol do o is used, followed by
used methods Wor atmospheric salts are the "S" or '"' respectively when it is necessary
measurement of chPorides in precipitation and to distinguish between them. Thus, a measure
dte exposure of wet chloride-free ,'ylinders of chiorinity serves to measure the salinity
(the "wet candle" method), These iave been values of ,Qa water. The primary standard
shown to give comparable results and to used in the determination of chlorinity is
provide some relationship to the ameunt of so-called normal water, i.e., sea water whose
corrosion experienctd in the same envirun- chlorinity I.as been adjusted to a standard
ment. value (about 19.4 lo 0 (Ref. 2ý,). The
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titration nwblod can be used to mneasure accurately (Ref. 23). The conductivity must
salinity to :k k OOý 000 1bte measured to anl accuracy of I part in

40,000 if the salinity is to be determined

Salinity canl also be determnined from thle Within t 0.001 A, - (Retf. 3).
density of the water sample at a given
tenipt.rature, and from the electrical L'ofductjv- A siinplifiol diagram of thle bridge circuit

ity otf the: refractive index, bothi of which used inl clech,'a) conductivity ineasburements
depend upon the salinity (Ref. 3). onl sea water i,; shown in Fig, 11-1, A and B

represent iminlar electrolytic cells. R is a
(2 L Density. Uelernminations of donsity are variable resistance in series with B, thbe cell

I'rarely used as a basis for caeasuring salinity, used for thle unknown sample. C'ell A* contains
since it is difficult and time-consu~ning to sea water of known chiorinity or a standard
obtain an accuracy comparable to that potassium chloride solution of approximately
obtained from the chlorinity titration the samne conductance. C and 1) are fixed
method. When used. the methe Is can be resistances and S is a slide-wire resistance. 1I is
classified into two groups. Ini the first, the a source of alternating current. 600 to 1,000
mass of an accurately measured volume of II?. at a potential of about 0.5 to 1.0 V. T
water at a definite temperature is determined, represents tho telephone receiver used to
for example. by using a pycrinoetor bottle. In balane' thle brid~ge (Ref. 23).
the SCLond method, some form of hydrometer
or float is used, with density comiputed froin (4) Relfiacii&' Index. Hlie refractive index
tile weighit oft hydrometer and the volume of Of sea Water VarieS only~ slightly withiix the
the displac:ed water. Extremely acc~urate r-inges of' temperatuLre und salinity encoun-
hydromieters a~e required for this pulposc tered in thle %ca, an increase in salinity of
(Ref. '3). T[he free-floating total iniv-Irsion I%. increasing tho ref'ractive index by about
hydrometer based on the principle of the U.UOU2. but, in an interferomieter. differences
(Cartesian diver has been most successful kRef, in refractive index can bie nmeasuted with
3). lIn it a coni pressibtle float slightly less extrenim. accuracy. At a given temperature
dense thai water is imimersed in thle salt water such differences dlepend only upon the
and pressure is applied to the container tintil salini~ty, therefore. special types of inter-
the float is neutrally buoyant. A mercury feromecterN have been -develknied for indirect
mianomieter is used to mneasure thle applied determination,; of' sAlinity, using waiter of
pres~sure that is related to salinity, Accuracies known salfflity' as a standard. Monochromitic
to t 0.02 /u S are possible, light must be used because thle refractive

index varies with thle wavelength. T1his
03) Co~nductiviii. kleasutonent kit the method of determining salinity has not been

electrical condUCtiVitv of' sea water is tile widely uised (Ref. .23) althiough it is capab~le of
f-ivorcd inethod for obtaining salinity. Owing achieving accuracies of 40.01 "1-4 (Retf. 3).
to thle relatively hligh Concentration of iomms
and the effect that temperature has, upon 5) Lq'osurc testing. '[hle corrosive ability
conductivity, the appurautus and tile technique oit .alt water is oftinimaue by direct
employed are complicated. Nicasurint! iiistru- immnersion ol' spcimenes either in natural sea
mnimts are standardized emipirically, using Watet or ill J preplared Salt solution. Tlhe
%ea-water samples of known salinity (deter- fornier methold (na1tural Sea water) gains the
wined by silver nitrate titrations against advanitageý of providing realistic data reflecting
norwal water), and the values for the tile synergistic effocts of'the \arious -ea water
unknown samples are obtained by interpola- constituents while thek latter (,prepare~d salt
tiomi. Ini order to obtain results ofit adequate sVIlutionl IYields greater scientific, uniderstand-
accuracy. extreme care must )ie taken to ing. [he uise, of both coated and bare mietal
control tile to'mperaturo of' the conductivity te-st I forms cxposedl otr long-term periodm

cells, and the resistance nmust bie ineast 'redl provides 9ie best hinfornimation available for
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Figure I77-7. Circuit Used in Measurement of Electrical Conductivity
as a Means of Obtaining the Salinity of Sea Waera

practical design problems, metal in two general procvesses. It may serve
simply as a neutra electrolyte for the

11-4 EFFECTS ON MATERIEL conduction of electric current or it may
-. ionize in water to form a strongly acid or

The effects of salt on materiel almost strongly alkaline solution, in which case the
always result from the combination of salt free acid or alkali can react chemically with
with another environmental factor. The tkv.i the metal. Both the electrolytic and chemical
factors most commonly associated with salt actions may occur simultaneously (Ref. 24).
are water and wind. Combinations of salt and
water that occur in the atmosphere are As would be expected, the rate vtf
pint ipitated in forms of rain. snow. fog, and corrosion resulting from exposure to a salt
dew, Salt water. of' course, also makes up the atmosphere is closely related to proximity to
oceans and some inland lakes. Wind provides the sea, as has been shown in many tests. In
ihe vehicle for transporting salt particles from tests of corrosion conducted in Nigeria, it was
the oceans to inland areas all over the world. found that the decrease in corrosion with

distance from the sea was very great, I
11-4.1 METALS corrosion at only a few myiles inland being

tI

S t appreciably lower than in inland rurl Britain
re p a e t io eruit ise it M and, indeed. not m uch higher than in the dry

corrosive effect or metals, Although metal climate of northern Nigeria (Ref. 7).
corrosain occurs in the absence of salt, salts id o sal wihte efect partiularl
greatly accelerate both chemical and electrs- Wind direction has an obvious effect on the
chemical corrosion, and sufrciLnt moisture isof eltric effct orticlay
always present to produce these effects. Metal important near the sea where most fallout
corrosion knrs wldge is largely a collection of occurs. In tesis in Nigeria, screening of metals
empiricisms with perhaps the tirst being the from the sea wind greatly reduced corrosion.
observation that an iron nail will rot long Corrosion also declined during periods when
survive if asked to hold a copper plate on the offshore winds occurred.

ehulle tAnalyses of rretal corrosion in sea was

A suo t may co inian treat to the corrosion of show that steel is corroded more rapidly by

distace fom te seawas ery reIt

114, MEALS orrsio at nlya fe mies nlan bengj
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TABLE 11-5

GALVANIC SERIES OF METALS (Ref. 26)

Potential relative toMetazl hydrogen electrode, V

Magnesi um -2.37
Aluminum -1.7
Manganese -1.04
Zinc -0.76
Chromium -0.6
Iron -0.4
Cadmium -0.4
Titanium -0.33
Cobalt -0.28
Nickel -0.23
Tin -0.14
Lead -0.126
Copper 0.52
Silver 0.80
Mercury 0.85
Palladium 1.0
"Platinum 1.2
Gold 1.5

tidal immersion than by total immersion, tions and composition causes considerable
while brass is corroded more rapidly by total variation in observed potentials as can be seen
than by tidal immersions. Aluminum shows by the wide: ranges ohserved.
no consistent difference (Ref. 7). There is Ltrong sv cnlsm beivn mechan-

The mixture of materials used in cum- ical stresses, whi'h produce ,-racks or changes
ponents and assemblies is a major factor in in surface struc.-diuc,, o:.f metals due to stresses,
corrosion. Of the many types of corrosion and the effc'.• ,, ,wh., The onset c-f st'ess
that a marine environment encourages, the corrosion is (vsLfly iacelerated by salt, T1t',,
galvanic and crevice types are probably the position of t&e rjwnal in the galvanic series
most common and the most severe. Sea water should be co, wilkr¢d in the prediction of
greatly intensifies the galvanic interaction combined effet',s inxoving salt.
between different metals, as compared with
their performance in fresh water. Shapes and 114.2 PAINTS
joints that provide crevices into which oxygen
does not have ready access may also set up a
corrosion cell between areas of low and high In paint films ovcr rnefal, salt aggravates
oxygen concentration in the crevices (Ref. corrosion and film breakdown by increasing
25). In general, the wider the ser.aration of electrical conductivity (which favors farina..
the metals in the galvanic series, the greater tion of local electrochemical cells), promoting
the probability of corrosion (Table 11-5). The the development of alkalinity at cathodic

rlectrochemical potentials of some metals and areas (by virtue of high sodium content),
alloys as measuied in see water are given in facilitating steep grrdients in ion concentra-
Table 11-6. The variation in surface condi. tion (which encourages osmosis through

• • " 'T ""T ' i " ' ..... ........ ..i " ' F i i ............. ...1"-'T "i.............
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TABLE 114

ELECTROCHEMICAL POTENTIAL OF SOME METALS AND
ALLOYS IN SEA WA7ER (Rd. 27)

Reaiv to s•vIhm eleda ebd m

t Range, VMetals-
Cathodic end Anodic end

Titanium 0 -0.2

Monel 0.1 -0.2
Stainless steels (active areas) 0.12 -0.18
Cupro-plckels -0.05 -0.3
Brasses and bronzes 0.1 -0.4
Nickel 0.12 -0.2
Copper -0.04 -0.35
Lead 0,1 -0.45
Stainless steels (inactive areas) -0.38 -0.58
Unalloyed steels -0.55 -0.7
Aluminum alloys -0.65 -1.13

coating films), and destroying metal passivity resultink in staling and eventual disintegration
(owing to the high concentration of chloride (Reo. 24).
ions). Paint blistering is probably the result of
a combination of electrolysis and osmosis. 114.4 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Formation of alkali at cathodic areas,
increased dgffusion by virtue of the ion- Electrical equipment may be affected by
concentration gradient, and the resulting salt. Sea fop can impaL" insulatois of
internal osmotic pressure together result in overhead lines by depositing minute salt
blisters, and the alkali that is produced particles on their bottom surfaces, although
further degrades the film by direct chemical thoy are protected by caps on top. Sea salt in
attack (Reg, 24). the w, fog, dew, or precipitation impairs

electrical equipment by depositing salt on the
114.3 CONCRETE surface of insulants where it produces

conductive coatinp and causes or accelerates
Some concrete cc,-npositions are cracked corrosion of insulating materials and metals.

a 4 disintegrated by salt water. Damage At relative humidities over 75 percent, the
results from the penetration of the porous coating surfaces become strongly conductive
concrete by salt-laden moisture and conse, and serious problems In distribution of
qu-.nt attack upon vulnerable components of electric power may result (Ref, 28).
the cement and aggregate by sulfate. Solts cpn
cause disintegration of concrete in two wa•,s, 114.5 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
If crystal growth occurs in pores, the resulting
pressure may be sufficient to disrupt the Salt deposits or corrosion iesulting from
whole aggregate matrix. If chemical reaction the salt may result in clogging or binding of
occurs, the sulfates c rnvert the calcium moving parts of mechanical components and
aluminate to calcium sulfoaluminate, and the assemblies. High winds carrying sand, dust,
chlorides produce calcium chloroaluminate, and salt particles in dry areas may cause

11-13
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external abrasion of materials, thus accel,,rat- day or year to year, within statistically
ing corrosion processes by removing protec- experienced extremes. Seacoasts are always
tive surfaces and coatings. vulnerable to exceptional windstorms ond the

amount of salt precipitated during one violent
11-5 GUIDANCE 7OR DESIGN storm could exceed thz total amount for the

preceding year.

Guidance to d:signers on the considera-
tions applicable to the salt environment 11-5.1.1 AREA I. OCEANIC ISLANDS AND
consists primarily of: COASTAL AREAS WITH HEAVY

FALLOUT
(I) Establishment of design criteria

Saltfall from all sources varies from a
(2) Recommendations for protecting mate, minimum of 25 to more than 300 lb/acre/yr.

rials, parts, components, and assemblies. Individual 2- or 3-day storms may depo..it as
much as 30 lb/acre/storm. Daily sadtfall

11-5.1 PRELIMINARY SEA-SALT DESIGN during maximum periods may be as high as 20
CRITERIA AREAS' lb/acre/day. Gale winds have been known

(Halifax, Nova Scotia; Devonshire, England;
It is important in design to understand the Minorca; and Mauritius) to encrust the surface

environmental conditions to which equipment of' the land and all exposed trees, buildings,
and its componint parts will be exposed. and other objects with a salt cover and to
Although, as noted earlier, information on the scorch trees and crops severely for several
extent of salt fallout on the landmasses of the miles inland.
world is far from complete, a preliminary map
has been prepared showing worldwide sea-salt Coastal areas of low-lying relief, and gaps in
design criteria areas (Fig. 11 -2). Four areas are hills and mountain ranges that permit
outlined on the map: entrance of maritime air containing sea-salt

particles into the interior of continents have a
(i) Area i. Oceanic islands and coastal lower coastal fallout but a higher inland

areas fallout. This is aLo true in the vicinity of
embayments and inland arms of the ea that

(2) Area iI. Intermediate humid coastal penetrate the landmasses. Areas with cuspate
and inland areas forelands, peninsulas, tombolos, exposed

coral reefs, rocks awash, offshoze sandbars,
(3) Area III. Subhumid 'o humid in.crior and islands in areas of moderatt or more

areas of low saltfall intense winds can be expected to have a high
sea-salt fallout. Coastal areas that come under

(4) Area IV. Arid areas of lighit and domination of cyclonic storms, trade winds,
variable saltfall. scasonal monsoon rains, hurricanes, toinados,

and low pressure areas in general, along withi
The demarcated areas are general and areas subject to sea fogs, have high sea-salt

represent the best estimates available for use fallout.
by designers. Quantitative values assigned to
these areas are only approximate and may Considerable variation in salt fallout can be
not be realistic fbr any area near the expected from year to year, but the amount
boundaries. The salt content of the atmo of saltfall is always high. With a knowledge of
sphere, like the weather, changes from day to certain weather conditions, salt!"li can be

predicted with reasonable accuracy in many
*A pomlA tifnewe for thh pwrstph h Rat. 2, areas,
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11-51.2 AREA II. INTERMEDIATE HUMID that become airborne during windy periods
COASTAL AND INLAND AREAS thus increasing the saitfall in the area.

SaItfall from all processes vanes froin a
minimum of about 3 to a maximum of about 11-5.1.4 AREA IV. ARID AREAS WITH
25 lb/acre/yr. A belt of decreasing amounts of LIGHT TO MODERATE SALT-
saltfall extends from the coast, where FALL
offshor.,. winds or winds that parallel the coast
are dominant, to a point 50 to lO0 mi inland Sea-salt fallout is normally loss than 5
(depending on the continent) where saltfall lb/acre/yr, but total localized sahfall may be
variability is reduced to a minimum, abnormally high due to salt-laden winds from

lakes of high malinty (some as high as 300

This area includes the industrial regions of 1. o), or to the windblown topsoil efflo-northwest Europe, eastern United States, and escences from intermittent oltya lake sur-nortwes Eurpeeastrn nite Sttesandfaces. Area IV includcs not only regions of
southeastern Australia which aie believed to iacd draina, ut lo re gions of

inland drainage, but also regions of coastal
contribute additional chlorides to the atmo. drainage where rainfall is not sufficient to
spheie in am-)unts sufficient to raise the remove the surface sats.
annual fallout by several pounds per acre
above that in adjacent regions.

Winds may blow the sodium chloride and
In Area 11, corrosion rates of ferrous metals other salts onto installations and equipment,

and zinc decrease rapidly with distance from and salt particles may be injected into parts of
the coast. Inland areas experience little cr no operating machinery or vehicles where the
visible corrosion within a year. This area relative humidity is high enough to cause
includes those humid parts of continents that interaal corrosion. A unique feature of this
are affected by large-scale air turbulence area is the amount of external abrasion that
caused by maritime air passing from the results from driving sand, dust, euid salt
relatively smooth sea surface to the unevei, particles, Characteristics of this area are the
land surface. Relief varies from low-lying seasonally continuous high temperatures or
coasts with plainliko areas in the hinterland to large daily ranges in temperature, low or

cliffed ccasts backed by mountain ranges that negligible precipitation, and, consequently,
cause considerable uplift and orographic little salt fallout from this procesa. The. high
precipitation. Such coasts may be moderately evaporation contributes to the salinity of
saline, but salinity drops off very rapidly water bodies.

Tbe area encompasses the low latitude
11-5.1.3 AREA III. SUBHUMID TO HUMID hot-dry deserts that have resulted from the

INTERIOR AREAS subtropical high pressure and trade wind
belts. Such belts occupy the central and

Saitfall from all processes is less than 5 western sides of continents, lying for the
lb/acre/yr, as recorded by standard measure- most part in two belts between latitudes 15
ments. The areas are located primarily in the and 35 deg N. and between latitudes 15 and
interior of continents but approach the coasts 35 deg S. On the wostern side of the
on the margin of arid areas, The boundaries continents, where cold currents with local fog
nearest the coastline are determined by the prevail, the area is from 5 to 10 dog closer to
uniformity of the distribution of sea-salt the equator. Also included in this arta art the
particles in the troposphere so that saltfall cold deserts, which extend from latitude 30
becomes approximately uniiorm. Inland to 50 deg N. and occupy the enclosed interior
boundaries a~e marked by salty surface soils basins of continents.
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11-5.2 PROTECTION AND CONTROL prime consideration from the earliest stages of
design until its completion. It is essential that

The principal effect of salt on materials is the most corrosion-resistant materials that
the acceleration of metal corrosion. Conse- satisfy the strength, weight, and other
quently, corrosion prevention must be a mechanical, metallurgical, and ecoromic re-
primary concern of the designer. Ihe quirements be selected. The use of dissimilar
particular techniques that are most el'ective metals should be avoided wherever practic-
depend on the metal, the operating conditions able; when this cannot be avoided, the metals
under which it will be used, the extent to selected should be as -lose together as
which it will be exposed to salt, and the possible in the galvanic series. Combinations
alternatives for protection available to the should be avoided in whici ýhe area of the
designer. less noble metal is relatively small; also,,the

more noble materials should be used for key
Literature on the subject of corrosion components. Dissimilar metals should be

prevention and control is extensive; therefore, electrically insulated wherever practical and
the many procedures, techniques, and materi- spaced as far apart as possible. If complete
als involved are not covered in detuil in this insulation cannot be achieved, the use of high
chapter*. tlowever, sonic of the major factors dielectric spacers, paint, plastic coating, tape,
that must be considered by the designer are or other material at the joints to increase the
discussed and some of the more well-known electrochemical circuit resistance is helpful.
prctection methods are described in general
terms. Materials well apart in the galvanic series

should not be joined by threaded coonnec-
Corrosion protection could be obtained by tions, since the threads will deteriorate

using a completely corrosion-resistant alloy, excessively. Whenever possible, small replace-
or by exdMLL1dg 'from the surface ot the metal able sections (such as washers) of the less
one or more of the eluments causing noble material may be installed at joints, and
corrosion. The use of a completely corrosion- the wall thickness of the less noble material
resistant alloy is xarcly practicable in military should be increased wherever practicable in
equipment. Also, exclusion of oxygen (one of the region adjacent to the joint. This will
the elements causing corrosion) is difficult in provide more material to corrode before
equipment thit must be more or less mobile. faihire occurs. In dynamically loaded struc-
Protection, therefore, is usually sought either tures, butt joints will help prevent entrance of
by employing an impermeable seal or water. Provisions for adequate plating, surface
mechanical barrier, or by reducing the treatment, and finishing should be incorpo-
corrosivity of the medium reaching the muctal rated in the design. However, the galvanic
surface through the use or ccrrosion inhib- effect should be considered before painting or
itors. The two ineans may be employed coating steel or cast iron; it is frequently
siviultaneously. as with inhibitive primers and desirable to paint the morv noble metal and
paints, or alone as with cathodic electroplat- leave steel bare, a coniplete reversal of the
ing. hermetic sealing, or vapor-phase inhibit- conventional practice. This ib to prevent
ing. Most corrosion prevention techniques art'. concentrated areas of attack at the inevitable
variations of these basic methods (Ret'. 24). pinholes in the paint which can lead to

catastrophic failure. Unpainted base metal
11-5.2.1 PROTECTION THROUGH DE- allows uniform large area corrosion while

SIGN** painting the noble metals decreases the rate of
attack.

IProlecti m against corrosion mnutst be a
Positive precautions should Iv. taken to

*:!cc Reo., 29-3(1 I'm extensive bw kwuund on cornodon. insure against water traps in whcli salt-
"*A preu'i.l ICkgIent foI thk parugraph i Ref. 24. containing rainwater can be trapped. Free
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drainage should be provided, even to the In practice, iron or steel may be protected
extent of filling cavities with a filleting cathodically in one of two ways. In the first,
compound after assembly. Structures operat- it is connected to the negative side of a
ing in the open--such as tanks, automobiles, rectifier, the positive side of' which is

aircraft-aze heated during the day and connected to an anode immersed in the
become cold at night, witih subsequent slution surrounding the structure (or buried
moisture condensroti-n on their parts, coin- in the soil). In the second, the structure is
porents, and assemblies. Provision should be connected to a metal, far removed from steel
made for removal of tihe accumulated water, in the galvanic series, which functions as the
which may contain high levels of salt. On anode. Magnesium, zinc, and cadmium are
relatively small assemblies, consideration common anodic materials used. These anodic
should be given to hermetic sealing to insure protectors are allowed to corrode and are thus
that there will be no air or water transfer in sacrificed for the protection of the structural
the range of altitudes and barometric metal.
extremes contemplated for service, Sharp
edges should be smoothed or rounded to Inhibitors are substances that, when added
prevent protective paint coats from becoming in small amounts to a corrosive environment,
too thin. On materials subject to static and effectively decrease the corrosion rate of
dynamic stresses, sharp corners, notches, and metal. Generally, inhibitors serve to increase
abrupt changes in section should be avoided the polarization at the anode (anodic
since these areas may become focal points for inhibitors) or the cathode (catnodic inhib-
stress corrosion cracking or fatigue corrosion. itors). Among the most useful anodic
For materiel subject to vibration, prcrautions inhibitors are chromates, for corrosion protec-
should be tAken against fretting corrosion, tion of steel, aluminum, and magnesium

"The application of these measures in the basic alloys. Other anodic inhibitors used primarily
design will provide a high degree of corrosion on steel are soluble hydroxides, phosphates,
resistance, and will make additional corrosion polyphosphates. nitrites. silicates, and carbon-
protection and control measures more effec- ates. CAlcium or magnesium carbonates have
tive. been used on magnesium, as have alkali metal

or ammonium sulfides and fluorides. Red lead
In spite of corrosion protection efforts, (plumbous orthoplumbate) is effective on

however, some amount of corrosion takes iron and steel.
place in most items of equipment. Parts most
subject to corrosion (e.g., those made of Magnesium, zinc, or nickel salts serve as
magnesium or aluminum) should be designed cathodic inhibitors for iron and steel under
to be easily accessible for inspection and conditions of partial immeniion. Sodium
treatment. mercaptobenzothiazole has been found to be

an excellent cathodic inhibitor in aqueous
11-5.2.2 PROTECTION BY MODIFYING systems involving copper and aluminum

THE ENVIRONMENT* couples.

As noted earlier, a basic principle in Inhibitors that appreciably change the
corrosion protection -s to prevent an electro- electrode potential to a more cathodic value
lyte or oxidizer front reaching the metal are called pamivators. Anodic inhibitors, such
surface, or to ro modify the characteristics of as those containing chromate ions, are more
the corrosive elements as to suppress or likely to act in this manner than the cathodic
eliminate the corrosive reactior. Common inhibitors.
methods include cathodic protection, applica-
tion of inhibitors and passivators, and Dehumidification methods applicable to
dehumidification. most commonly used materials consist of

hermetic sealing and the use of desiccants.
A pnel&l referenuc fo, this peracoph is Ref. 24. The objective is to control the amount of
11-18
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moisture in the air surrounding a part so that afforded only by using the coating as an
the quantities of water condensed on the impervious barrier.
surface will not be sufficient for a significant
amount of corrosion to occur. Reduction to Chemical conversion treatments for metals
40 to 50 percent relative humidity is usually are applied by dipping that causes a
sufficient for most items. A mome complete nonmetallic coating to be deposited on the
discuscion of humidity control methods is ,urface. Such treatments reduce the probabili-
provided in AMCP 706-121, Engineering ty of the basic metal entering into a galvanic
Design Handbook, Packaging and Pack Engi- couple and provide a controlled, roughened
neering (Ref. 37). base for painting.

11-5.2.3 PROTECTION BY COATINGS The principal types of chemical treatments
AND SURFACE TREATMENT* used to prevent corrosion are:

The most common methods for prevention (i) Chromate, widely used on zinc -'nd
of corrosion are the coating of the surface cadmium surfaces
with a layer of another metal, chemically
treating the surface. and protecting with a (2) Phosphate, ,tsed for steel, zinc, alum;-
porcelain, ceramic, or organic coating. num, and cadmium surfaces. Phosphate

coatings may have a zinc, iron, or manganese
In military equiprnent, iron and steel are base, depending on the particular characteris.

"the nmetals most commonly afforded protec- tics required for the coated metal.
tive metal coating and zinc alloys probably
come next. Most other basic metals are (3) Dichromate (Dow 7*), applicable to
corrosion-resistant except for aluminum and most magnesium alloys, provides the best
magnesium alloys, which require surface paint base and corroion protection qualitimP
conversion treatments, usually followed by of all the dip treatments for magnesium -

painting. lridite 15** (similar to tire Dow 7) treatment
and the sealed chrome pickle (Dow 10*)

Metal coatings may be applied by a number treatment are sinmilar to the Dichromate
of methods using a wide variety of coatings. treatment.
The most commonly used method of
application is electrodeposition. Other Coatings of inorganic materials are usually
methods include metal spraying, deposition fused in place on the metal base. Ceramic
from a vapor phase, dipping into molten coatings are used in applications requiring
metal, adhesive-metal powder techniques, and prolonged stability at high temperatures (red
metallurgical bonding through rolling, heat and above). Porceiain enamels are

applicable at much lower temperatures.
The most frequently used plating metals on Ceramic coatings protect against intergranular

iron and steel are cadmium, zinc, nickel, corrosion orf metals and alloys, serve as gas
chromium, tin, and lead. Under inest barriers, reduce hot-spot occurrence, permit
conditions both cadmium and zinc are less the substitution of low-alloy metals for
noble than stecl and therefore are used for critical metals, and resist contamination.
galvanic protection. They also present a
minimum of difficulty from dissinilar-metal Protection provided -by a paint coating is
contact with adjoining aluhainuni and magne- due to its ability to act as a mechanical
snum alloys. Since a nickel coating is inore barrier, thus preventing the corrosive medium
noble than iron and steel, plotection is

*Dow 7 and Dow 1 0 ame trademark% of the Dew Chemical

Company.
*fhidite is a twadenuzrk of the Allied Rearch Pwoduct%

'kneral rferenvce tI'r this Iagmph ate Rvfs. 44 and 3Company.
CompIny.
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from reaching the metal surface. Paint, as the lee of a large building. Screening of
used in this discussion, includes all types of equipment from direct ,salt fallout can be
protective organic based coatings, applied hot accomplished by placing a polyethylene
or cold. Requirements for impermeability, covering on each item, or by erecting pieces
adhe6iveness, durability, and resistance to of muslin or foliage on the windward side of
abrasion and erosion normally necessitate the the equipment (Ref. 7).
use of more than one koating. The first
coating is generally a primer that promotes One of the most practical ways to reduce
maximum adhesion to the surface and may corrosion of steel beams and plates stored on
provide an inhibitive and continuing passivat- a beaih is to bury it in dry or impervious soil.
ing effect. Passivating treatments are particu- Jungle plants adjacent to a beach also provide
larly important on very active surfaces such as greater protection to equipment stored under
magnesium, zinc, aluminum, and steel. their canopy than does simple exposure on

the beach (Ref. 7).
The primer normally contains a corrosion

inhibitive pigment, frequently zinc yellow or Exposed fixtures such as antennas near a
red lead. However, heavy metal pigments such seacoast should be cleaned frequently and
as red lead cannot generally be used on protective coatings applied, if possible.
magnesium, aluminum, or their alloys; there- Frequently, design for drainage of the
fore, other primers are used on these metals. insulator proves advantageous,
The paint coating, or coatings, applied over
the primer provide the barner. 11-6 TESTING

Tbe prime source of information on The objective of salt-fog and salt-water
corrosion preventing coatings is the Coating 'esting is to determine the resistance of
and Chemical Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving materials, parts, components, assemblies, and
Ground, Md. equipment to thL effects of a salt environ-

ment. Measurements are primarily concen%:d
11-5.2.4 PROTECTION BY OTHER MEANS with the extent of corrosion of materials

produced by the environment and the
Other means of protection 3re frequently operability of test items after exposure.

beyond the control of the designer. The
location and use of materials and equipmn'nit 11-6.1 TESTS IN THE NATURAL ENVI-
in areas where saltfall is minimal reduces RONJMENT
problems associated with salt but, for most
items of military equipment, this alternative is The effects of sa&l water -nd salt
not normally available. Hlowever, since the atmosphere may be measured by exposing
heaviest saltfall occurs within a relatively manterials, oarts, compo-ents, and assemblies
short distance of the shoreline, careful site to the natural environment undcr controlled
selection for coastal facilities can greatly conditions of 2xposure and time. Cest items
reduce the exposure to salt. Motor pools and generally are exposed at different distances
other areas where equipment is exposed to from the seashore, at different heights, at

the atmosphere should be located away from different angles, under varying degrees Wt'
the beach and should take advant:,ge of exposure to the wind, rain, sun, and other
topographic features that influence saltfall. elements, and for different time periods.

Samples are cleaned (sandblasting and pick-
Shielding equipment on. a beach from sea ling are common method.; for metal) and

winds substantially reduces corrosion. Sheet weighed (Refs. 39,40). At the conclusion of
steel stored in the open about 630 ft from a the test, the test materials are cleaned of
beach corroded six times as fast as steel, from corrosion products, reweighcd, and inspected
the same stock and in the same area, stored in careful:y. Pit depths are measured and iny

1-.2(0
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other unusual results noted. Weight loss is developed during this 30-yr period have been
normally expressed in terms of weight per refinea and ultimately culminated in Method
unit of area per unit of time, such as 509 of MIL-STD 810 (Ref. 42).
g/dm'/mo or mg/dm 2 /day. Damage to
organic coatings is described in terms of Originally the salt-fog solution was a
chalking, flaking, blistering, etc. Components, 20-percent mixture of sodium chloride (NaCI)
assemblies, and equipment items are carefully and pure water. Later, when ASTM deter-
checked for corrosion and any areas of mined that a 5-percent mixture produced
corrosion are recorded and described (Refs. more correlatable results, 5 percent then
39,40). became the only one quoted (ASTM Method

BI 17-6, Salt Spray (Fog) Testing), Some old
Similar tests are also performed on some detail specifications, however, still quote the

types of naval equipment by exposing it 20-percent mixture that is still used exclusive-
either at dockside or or, the weather deck of a ly in the testing of replacement parts
ship for specified periods of time and procured against long-standing contracts that
measuring the results of the exposure. Such a originated when 20 percent was the only
procedure for torpedoes is described in value used.
MIL-T-18404 (WEP), Torpedoes, Environ-
mental Requirements; General Specification Another salt-spray corrosion test method
1br (Ref. 41). developed by the Society of Automotive

Engineers (SAE), the Copper-Accelerated
Items operated totally or intermittently in Acetic Acid-Salt Spray (Fog) Testing (Cass

sea water also are tested frequently by total Test), ASTM B 368-61T, is still specified by
and intermittent immersion in the sea for some automotive engineering groups because
specified periods of time. MIL-T-18404 they feel that it gives more realistic results.
requires repeated immersion of the test item
in natural sea water and tests for operability Most testing of the effects of a salt
upon conclusion of the immersion cycles, atmosphere on material is performed in a

salt-spray or salt-fog chamber. Descriptions of
11-6.2 TESTS IN A SIMULATED ENVI- the test equipment, test conditions, and test

RONMENT procedures are given in Method 509 of
MIL-STD.*810 cnd will not be repeated here

Although it is recognized that no single (Ref. 42). However, certain test deficiencies !
laboratory test or combination of simulated noted in the Military Standard are important,
laboratory tests presently in use can accurate- i.e.,
ly reproduce the effects of outdoor corrosion
due to a salt atmosphere, on all materials, the (1) The salt fog used in the test does not
environmental engineer must have some test truly duplicate the effects of a marine

metliod or methods to give ,.t least a rough atmosphere.
approximation of the effects of salt-fog
exposure conditions found in nature. During (2) It is highly doubtful whether a direct
the early 1940's many governmental, Industri- relationship exists between salt-fog corrosion
al, and profeaslonal engineering organizations and corrosion due to other media.
attempted to establish such tests. The pioneer
work done by organizations working within (3) The test is generally unreliable for
the American Society for Testing Materials comparing the corrosion resistance of differ-
(ASTM) appears to have been adopted, both ent materials or coating conditions, or for
with and without modifications, by industry predicting their comparative service life,

to meet its specialized needs, and without
modification by the Government to meet its (4) The successful withstanding of the test
generalized needs. Detailed test methods does not guarantee that the test item will
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prove satisfactory under all corrosive condi- items are exposed to the salt conditions on
tions. racks for specified periods of time to measure

the effect of this environment on the material
The duration of the test is 48 hr or as (Ref. 44).

specified in the aporopriate equipment
specification. At the completion of tests, The Naval Research Laboratory, Washing-
items are inspected for corrosion, operated, ton, D.C., maintains a Marine CoiTosion
and results are compared with pretest Laboratory at the U S Naval Station, Key
operating data. Items are operated again after West, Fla. This facility has piers available for
being stored in the ambient temperature for immersion and tidal testing, and a steel
48 hr (or the time period specified in the seawall tor evaluating performance of galvanic
equipment specification), and the results are anodes under conditions approximating those
again compared with pretest data. encountered in fleet operations (Ref. 45).

It is highly desirable to supplement salt-fog 11-6.4 SIMULATION EQUIPMENT*
chamber tests with field tests. If field service
test data can be correlated with salt-fog Simulation equipment consists primarily of
chamber test data, some idea of the service salt-spray (fog) chambers. A high percentage
life of different samples of the same or closely of the chambers located at military installa-
related metals, or of protective coating-base tions are small, with dimensions of 4 by 4 by
metal combinations exposed to marine or 4 ft or less. The specifications for a chamber
seacoast locations can be obtained. Correla- to meet military testing requirements are
tion tests also show the degree of accelera- contained in MIL-STD-810 cited earlier (Ref.
tion, if any, provided by the laboratory test. 42).

Salt-water immersion tests (simulating sea Foi salt-fog testing of large items, a
water conditions) are normally performed in temporary salt-spray chamber can be impro-
immersion tanks. Temperature, solution, vised if a heated room or walk-in size high
speed, solhtion level, and other conditions are temperature chamber is available. Taking into
;outrolled. Items are immersed in the tank for consideration the basic item mass and the
specified periods of time and inspected for chamber volume requirement, a framework of
corrosion and operability, standard stud lujxber can be constructed in

the heated room and covered with heavy-duty
11-6.3 TEST RANGES sheet vinyl plastic. The plastic is then

heat-sealed at all joints and a plastic slide-type
Testing in the natural environment can be fastener is installed in one side for the

accomplished at any location, although for "door". A suitable number of fog atomizers
obvious reasons most such testing is done in can be suitably located within this plastic
co,;4.!tal areas where saltfall is heavy. Tests enclosure and a condensate drain provided
have been carried out at Kure Beach, N.C.; therein. A salt and water mixing tank and a
Lighthouse Beach, Nigeria; Durban, South circulating pump must then be provided
Africa; and a number of other locations (Ref. externally with feed-throughs to the nozzles
43). in the plastic enclosure. By controlling the

temperature in the room supporting the
Tests of the e.,ect of the salt atmosphere plastic enclosure and the salinity of the

on Army mateiel are conducted, for the most salt-water mixture pumped to the, nozzles, the
part, at the U S Army Test and Evaluation test item placed within the plastic enclosure
Command Tropic Test Center, Fort Clayton, can then be tested to specitication require-
C.Z. As mentioned earlier, the Atlantic coast ments.
of the Canal Zone has one of the highest salt
fallout rates of any area in the world. Test *A general reference for this jOaraph Is Ref. 45.
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Salt-spray (fog) chambers are available at a water into the laboratory for ialt-water
large number of military Installations, includ- corrosion tests.
ing most laboratories, The Army has test 11-7 SPECIFICATIONS
chambers at Mobility Equipment Research
and Development Center, Ft. Belvoir, Va. (2); Basic procedures for salt-fog testing,
Electronics Command, Ft. Monmouth, N.J.; apparatus requirements, chamber construc-
Tank-Automotive Command, Warren, Mich.; tion, and performance standards are con-
Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen tamined in Method 509 of MILSTD-81 0, 15
Proving Ground, Md. (2), one of which is 10 June 1967, Environmental Test Methods with
by 10 by 10 ft; Armament Command, Notices 1 (20 October 1969) and 2 (29
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill.; Picatinny Arsenal, September 1969). Specific instructions re-
Dover, N.J.; Missile Command, Redstone garding length of tests, number of repetitions,
Arsenal, Ala. (2), one of which is a rain and test requirements after exposure are
and salt-spray chamber 38 by 18 by 10 ft; contained in individual specifications for
Edgewcod Arsenal, Md.; and Transportation components, assemblies, and equipment items
Engineering Agency, Ft. Eustis, Va. There (Ref. 42).
are test chambers at most Air Force and
Navy research and test laboratories, as well Instructions for cleaning, coating; and
as many other activities. The Naval Ord- preserving metals to prevent corrosion are
nance Laboratory, Silver Spring, Md., has contained in MiL-HDBK-132, TB 700-8010-1,
three chambers, one of which is 28 by 4 31 October 1960, Military Handbook. Protec-
by 14 ft. The Proving Ground, Eglin Air tive Finishes (Ref. 38). A large number of
Force Base, Ph., has a salt-spray room that military and Federal specifications and
is approximately 29 by 13 by 18 ft in standards are cited in this handbook relating
size. to the several processes used to increase the

S* corrosion resistance of metals.

A salt-water bath for immersion testing is Information and guidance on the prven-
located at the Naval Research Laboratory, tion of corrosion of metals in storage,
Washington, D.C. This environmental tank including descriptions of humidity control
measures 68 by 34 by 34 ft. The National methods, standards, equipment, and proce-
Research Laboratory, Marine Corrosion Labo- dures are contained in AMCP 706-121,
ratory at Key West, Fla., has a sea-water Engineering Dedgn Handbook, Packaging and
pumping system capable of pumping clean sea Pack Engineering (Ref. 37).
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CHAPTER 12

OZONE*

12-1 INTRODUCTION that "ozone is good for you", a view still held
in some circles. Molecule for molecule, how-

Ozone (03) is a gas that occurs in the lower ever, ozone is one of th.,• most poisonous and
atmosphere in varying, usually low, concen- most highly reactive substances known.
trations coming from both natural and artifi-
cial sources. Since it is highly reactive and can As stated, ozone is an allotrophic form of
be harmful to both personnel and materiel, its oxygen. Oxygen in its usual form, 02, coMn-
presence as an environmental factor is of prises ahout 21 percent by volume of the
concern to design engineers who are charged atmosphere. Ozone occurs naturally at the
with providing protection of personnel and surface of the earth in concentrations usually
preservation of materiel. under six parts per hundred million (pphm)

by volume and is unlikely to be encountered
Ozone was recognized and named in 1845 even in hazardous situations at concentrations

by C. F. Schonbein (Ref. 1). Its molecular of more than a few parts per million (ppm).
formula was determined later as being 03, an Its reactivity, however, frequently makes it a

-• - allotrophic, or modified form of oxygen. better oxidizing agent than molecular oxygen
Many measurements of ozone were made in spite of the far higher concentration ot
using either Schonbein's technique or some molecular oxygen.
modification of it. This consisted of hanging
paper or cloth that had been dipped in a In the literature on atmospheric ozone as
solution of potassium iodide and starch in the an air pollutant, frequent reference is made to
air for a prescribed period of time: Ozone "oxidants". An atmospheric oxidant is de-
oxidizes iodide to elemental iodine producing fined according to the method used to mea-
a blue color in the presence of starch. Many sure it, but often it is defined as any
of the early measurements were relative (re- substance that will oxidize iodides to iodine.
ferring to the relative intensity of the blue Ozone is in this class of oxidants that ilcludes
color) rather than absolute. nitrogen dioxide, hydrogen peroxide, peroxy

orgfnic acids, other hydroperoxides, peroxy-
Schonbein's method of analysis is subject acetyl nitratc-3 (PAN), and other compounds.

to many chemical interferences, both positive
and negative, by other atmospheric constitu- Ozone is the most powerful oxidizing agent
ents, particularly pollutants. The environ- of the group and is usually the most toxic.
mental ozone concentrations obtained in the Some of the other oxidants, PAN for ex-
mid-1880's were higher in rural areas than ample, cause specific biological effects that
they were in city industrial areas, probably give them a special importance. The* sub-
due to the effect of the suifur dioxide in tho stances are generally considered to be gone-
city air on the measurement technique. These rated by photochemical processes in the lower
early environmental measurements were par- atmosphere, particularly in polluted air.
tially responsible for the erroneous conviction

12-2 PROPERTIES
*The primary author of this chapter is L. A. Ripporton Table 12-1 contains a list of some of the

f tHie Research Triangle InstitttT-
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TABLE 12-1

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF OZONE (Ref. 2)

Molecular fomulb 03

Molecular weight
Gas, color o. ,rless
Liquid, color Dark blue
Solid, color Blue-black
Boiling point -111.9 0 C

Melting point -192.7"C
Solubility (At 760 torr and 0%) 0.49 ml/100 ml water
Vapor density

At 0°C, 760 torr 2.14 g/liter
At 250C, 760 torr 1.96 g/liter

Specific gravity (relatlve to 1.658
air)

properties of ozone (Ref. 2). Pure liquid or natural, (2) troporpheric-natural, (3) tropo-

solid ozone is explosive, but will never be spheric-pollutant, or (4) direct generation
encountered by anyone except those perform- from oxygen, usually by accidental or un-
ing research with it. The only part of the guarded energy releases.
environment that contains ozone is the atmo-
sphem. Stratospheric ozone encountered in unpol-

luted air at the surface of the earth is
Two general systems are used to denote probably synthesized in the stratosphere and

concentration of trace atmospheric constitu- transported to the surface by atmospheric
ents, i.e., mixing ratio and concentration per circulation. The natural concentrations en-
unit volume. There are, in turn, several ways countered are in the parts per hundred million
of expressing each of these. A nixing ratio is range and are unlikely to exceed 6 pphm.
an expression of the amount of ozone in a
given amount of air If both are expressed in ;Aratospheric ozone is produced by photo-
the same units. A "concentration per unit chemical processes that begin with the absorp-
volume" type of unit is some expression of tion of solar radiation, a reaction. that splits
the absolute amount of ozone in a given the oxygen molecule. The resultant oxygen
volume of space. These can be related but atoms then combine with oxygen to form
conversion factors are not identical under all ozone. Ilese reactions are:
conditions (see Table 12-2).

O) + hv -• 0 + 0 (< 240 mm)
12-3 OCCURRENCE AND SOURCES (photon)

O+O0 + M-+ 0 3 + M (M is any third molecule).
12-3.1 OZONEW3URCESI

Synthesis of ozone in the troposphere,
The sources of ozone at the suirface of the both in polluted air and in unpolluted air,

ear'h can be desigijatO as (!) stratosphoriv- takes place by a different set of photochenti-

12-2
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TABLE 12-2

OZONE CONCENTRATION EOUIVALENCIESg

TyePressure ______

Type Units employed for Pressure
unot concentration 1 atm 0.5 atm 0.25 atm

760 torr 380 torr 190 torr

Mixing ppm 1 1 1ratio ig 03/g dry air 1.6 1.6 1.6

Concentration 10 6 moles/liter 4.46 2.23 1.12
per 0

volume 103 imb** 1.01 0.507 0.254

*All of the quantities given are for a 1 prm concentration in a given
air sample at the pressures indicated and 00C

u'mb = micromillibar = 10. atm

cal reactions. The process can be represented 0 + olefin -* + R"CO

in a simplified manner by the following set of Direct
reactions: R- + 20 2 -+ RO. + 0 3

N0 2 + hv -+ NO + 0 (7, < 380 mm) R" + 0 2 - ROe

0+02 +M-0 3 +M 
ReOO +NO-v ROe +NO Ii

NO + 03 -. NO 2 + 02 Internal combustion engine exhaust contains
the ingredients necessary to generate high

Here, M behaves as a catalytic agent for the atmospheric concentrations of ozone (still <
formation of ozone. I ppm).

If only the inorganic gases are present, the
net concentration of ozone produced at any In nature the sun can pioduce ozone by

time is small. If, however, organic vapors are irradiating organic vapors from plants (e.g.,

added, a greater ozone concentration can be turpentine vapors) and oxiles of nitrogen
generated directly, possibly by reaction in- from the soil, although, as a rule of thumb,

volving oxygen and organic free radicals (un- synthesis in polluted air generally produces upto 10 times the natural concentration of
charged molecular fragments with one im-
paired electron, symbolized as R .), or indi- ozone found at the surface of the earth.

rectly by oxidation of nitric oxide to nitrogen
dioxide by some organic substance, possibly Ozone also is produced by electrical dis-
an organic peroxy radical. This latter step charge, both manmade and natural, by ultra-
allows the ozone from nitrogen dioxide pho- violet radiation, and by nuclear radiation.
tolysis to accumulate rather than react with Potentially, any energy form, the quanta of
nitric oxide. The applicable reactions are of which have energies exceeding that of the
the type: oxygen-oxygen bond, can generate ozone:

12-3
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TABLE 12-3

OZONE GENERATION RATES (Ref. 4)

Source Maximum yield, ',;Oximum concentration,
g kWh- 1  percent by volume

Electric discharge in 02 150 6.

Electrolysis of H2 0 12 20.

Photochemi cal

185.0-253.7 nm 25 0.25

140.0-170.0 nm 25 3.5

Radi ochemi cal

With 02 gas 220 0.006

With 02 liquid 108 5.

Thermal 56 0.33!'-
L I

02 + energy (> 117 kcal per mole) 0 + 0 Many unshielded energy sources can gen-
erate undesirable ozone in a working or

0 +02 + M-+ 03 + M storage area. Although miilitary electronic
materiel can produce ozone, this condition

SElectrical discharge, ultraviolet radiation, will nornally be associated with equipmentand nuclear radiation are used in the labora- malfunctions. High voltage power suppliesandtory to generate ozone under controlled associated with radar, communication equip-conditions. In commercial ozonizers, an elec- ment, and television are prone to electricaltcnditions.r In comerciatld betweean elosec- arcing when insulation degrades. Rotary elec-tric discharge is generated between closely trical equipment will sometimes generate
placed electrodes in the presence of oxygen orsuch
air. Concentrations of 10 to 14 percent ozone equipment is often located in a small enclo-can be obtained in this manner, depending on sure, it is possible to obtain ozone concentra-

i voltage and the geometry of the tion levels harmful to both personnel andequipment.

Ultraviolet radiation of < 0.24 Am (240 12-3.2 DESTRUCTION OF ATMOSPHERIC
nm) wavelength and high energy nuclear OZONE
radiation can form ozone in air or oxygen
(Ref. 3). Generally, the radiation hazard is In the ernvironment, ozone is an active
greater than the ozone hazard in the vicinity agent. This activity leads to its consumption
of the source, but the c ?one generated in this or destruction by a variety of processes. The
manner can provide ,a useful supply as well as possible mechanisms for destruction of tropo-
a significant hazard. Power lines that produce spheric ozone are (1) thermal decomposition,
corona discharge also produce ozone. Table (2) photochemical reactions, (3) reaction with
12-3 indicates ozone yields per unit ot energy airborne particles, (4) reaction with the
and the approximate maximum ozone con- surface of the earth, and (5) reaction with
centration obtainable (Ref. 4). airborne gases.

12-4
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Thermal docomposition of ozone is too is exposed to destruction by reaction at the
S"slow to be of imrortance at normal atmo- surface of the narth. The reactive gases in-

spheric concentrations (Ref. 5). Photolysis of elude nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, olefinic
ozone is also negligible due to the rapidity of hydrocarbons, and possibly others, such as
the -recombination of atomic and diatomic hydrogen sulfide and aldehydes.
oxygen (0 and 02).

Deliberate destruction of ozone on a small
Reaction of ozone with airborne particles scale can be achieved by bringing ozone into

may be important under some conditions. contact with any of d number of substances
Utilizing Junge's number density and size such as rubber, manganese dioxide, and acti-
range for a continental aerosol (Ref. 6) and a vated carbon. Many kinds of filters will pass

Scollision yield (number of molecules de- ozorie when clean but in operation these
stroyed/total number of collisions) calculated quickly pick up a coating of grease that
from Aldaz's rate constants (Ref. 7), a rate of subsequently destroys the ozone that contacts
destruction of about 4% hW1 can be calcu- it.
lated for ozone. This will vary depending on
time and place. 12-3.3 SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL VAR IA-

• TION OF OZONE

Comparison of various values for the rate
of ozone destroyed in the troposphere (Ref. Much of the data on ozone concentrations
6) and Aldaz's rate constants for reaction of are for the higher levels of the atmosphere
ozone destroyed by various surfaces (Ref. 7) because of scientific interest in the natural
indicates that the surface of the earth is an global generation and circulation cycles.
importane sink for ozone. Aldaz obtained rate Ozone levels in the lower levels of the
constants from which collision yields of about troposphere are subject to a variety of influ-
5 X 10-s for the reaction of ozone with New ences that are only partially' understood at
Mexican soil and 3.5 X 10- 6 for reaction with this time.
water were calculated. If reaction with the
surface of the earth were the only ozone sink, Figs. 12-1 through 12-3 (Ref. 9) give
the inference would be that the difference in representative data on the spatial and tempo-
surface reactivity would cause a large differ- ral variation of atmospheric ozone concentra-
ence in concentration of ozone between tion on a global scale. As can be seen in the
surface marine air and surface continental air. figures, ozone is more abundant toward the
No such difference has been observed, geographic poles than toward the equator.

Ozone values are highest in spring and lowest
Destruction of ozone by reaction with in the winter. In Fig. 12-4, the variability in

other gases has received little attention. ozone concentration over a 7-mo period are
Robinson and Robbins (Ref. 8) estimated the plotted in order to show seasonal trends in
annual rates of evolution of the reactive the upper atmosphere. Figs. 12-5 through
gases-hydrogen sulfide, oxides of nitrogen, 12-10 are "ozonagrams" (vertical ozone
and hydrocarbons. On the assumption that all soundings) from the data of Hering and
the oxides of nitrogen (NO ) are nitric oxide Borden (Ref. 10). These show representative
(NO) and all hydrocarbons are mono-olefinic vertical distributions of ozone including the
terpenes (reacting in bimolecular reaction maxima in the stratosphere. As can be seen,
with ozone), the ozone-eqvivalent quantities the tropospheric values are much less than the
of the three categories of gases is 3.1 X 1013 stratospheric values.
mol y 17. The fact that ozone-destructive
gases and ozone both exist in the atmosphere The ozonagrams each consist of separate
is proof that some ozone destruction takes plots of ozone concentration and temperature
place by gas phlse reaction. Ozone is exposed as a function of altitude. Altitude is given in
to destruction by gas phase reaction before it terms of pressure measured in millibars. In the

12-5
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I .• ~ Figure 12.11!. Diurnal Variations in Ozone and Nitrogen Dioxide Concentrations

in a Rural Env'ironment (Ref. 71)K
i.ozone plot, data are given in teones o1" tihe tion maxima in daylight hours with minima at

partial ,ircssure of ozone in nmicronjillibars night. A typical diurnal curve of ozone
(iO-9 bars) but a separate coordinate system concentration (aloiqg with nitrogen dioxide
is provided to give the concentration in concentration) at 30 ft and 120 ft in a raral
micrograms per gram. The associated tempera- environmnent is presented in Fig. 1 2-1 1 (Ref.
ture curve is provided with a coordinate grid 11 ). The maxima, however, can occur at night
for potential templerature* in degrees kelvin on a mountain top or ridge. Sometimes the
as well Js degrees centigrade. Data for the diurnal trend is very weak or disappears
ozonagranls have been obtained in an exten- completely. The ozone concentration may
sive series of utjmer air soundings. remain high in polluted air that h~s drifted1

some distance f'rom the source of the rollu-
The underlying surface greatly affects tion (Ref. 10).

ozone concentrations in the boundary layer
(approximately the lower 1 ,000 ft). This is The behavior of ozone in marine air has not
due both to the nature of' the gases evolved been well established. Lodge et al. (Ref. 12)
from the surtace and to the temp~era•ture and and Ripparton et al. (Refs. 13,14) have found
heat effects on atmospheric motion. little evidence of diurnal variations.

In continental air, whether natural or pol. Table 1 2-4 provides representative ozone
;,.ted, the usual diurnal variation in ozone concentration values measured in different
concentration is to have definite concentra- parts of the world (Ref. 6). In terms of
*Thc potential temperaiuro is Ilhceni~peraturi a volume of planetary circulation, the tropopause is

dry ali would have Jf biroughlt adiabatically f'rom its initial closest to the surface of the earth near tihe
pressurc t, the standiard p~ressure of 1,000 rob. P'otentlial poles; consequently, ozone presumably can
tcnmpmraterc ia a ameteorologicul parmameter indicative ofdegree of stability of theatmvphc~re, reach thle surface more easily with less de-
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TABLE 12.4

CONCENTRATIONS OF TROPOSPk ERIC OZONE (Ref. 6)

03, jig m-3

Location, time, and remarks Altitude

Range* Average*

Switzerland, 1950-51, high valley, 1,860 m 19-90 50
,daily maximum values

New Mexico, 1951-52 3,100 m 18-85 45
1,600 m 3-120 36

Nebraska, 1953 12.5 m above ground 30-100 60
Bodensee, Germany, 1952 20 m above ground 0-90 35

Lindenberg Obs., Germany, 1953-54 80 m above ground 0-50 30
0-50 27

Farnborough, England, 1952-53 0-12,000 m 26-50 38

Tro•so, Norway, 1954 0-10,000 la 60-70 65

Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii 3,000 m 30-62 45

Little Anerica Station, Antarctica lO0 m 20-60 45

*As Interpreted from the published data. The values sometimes represent absolute
maxima, sometimes mean maxima.

struction in the polar regions. Cold waves in night, under an inversion, there is neither
the temperate zone are frequently accom- photochemical generation of ozone nor re-
panied by elevated ozone readings. apparently plenishment by natural ozone from aloft,
due to deeper (or higher) mixing of the air Ozone destroyed under these conditions is
near the surface, not replaced so that nighttime values under a

thermal inversion tend to decrease. Once the
In terms of ozone behavior, additional sun begins to shine, the synthesis of ozone

information should be kept in mind. Ozone is from its precursors begins, which tends to
not emitted from the surface of the earth. increase ozone concentrations. In natural air,
Natural ozone from the stratosphere subsides deeper mixing caused by warming of the
from aloft, Ozone precursors, both nptural ground usually leads to higher overall ozone
and pollutant, are emitted from the surface; values because the concentration of ozone
sunlight is necessaul for the generation of synthesized near the ground generally is less
ozone from surface-generated precursors. than the natural concentrations aloft. On the
Most substances that act as pre'ursors of other hand, the concentration due to in situ
ozone in tropospheric photochemical reaction synthesis in polluted air is frequently greater
will also react to deshoy ozone. than the concentration in the unpolluted air

aloft. If an inversion "breaks" over Los
Motion of the atmosphere, or the absence Angeles on a smoggy day, there is often a

of motion, as hy a therm.d hvcrsien Nyer, dramatic decrease in ozone concentration due
plays an important part in ozone behavior. At to mixing of the polluted, ozone-rich air with

12-14
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the air aloft that is relatively ozone-poor. the atmosphere (Refs. 18,19).

Examples of ozone levels and variations in 12.4 MEASUREMENT OF OZONE
urban armas are given in Figs. I -l 2 through
12-15 along with similar data on total oxi- 'k-he measurement of ozone presents a
dants, nitric oxide, and nitrogen dioxide (Ref. number of problems, one of the most impor-
15). Gaps in the curves indicated by M tant of which is calibration. An ozone gen-
represent gaps in the data arising from instru- erator for producing a steady concentration
ment malfunctions or other causes. Note that of test gas must have a steady electrical power
except for Fig. 12-12, the data-indicated by input, a constanit flow rate of air or oxygen,
bars placed over the gases-are for mean and a constant t.rmperature. Fig. 12-16 (Ref.
concentrations cbtained over a period of 20) is a diagrammatic representation of' a
approximately 2 weeks. These may be corn- practical ozone generator. The calibration
pared with the diurnal curve in Fig. 12-11, blend made in this manner will contain no
which was measured at a rural site. interfering substance.

In thermal layering associated with thermal Determination of the concentration of
inversions, a layer of high ozone concentra- ozone in the test gas is performed manually
tion can be transported a large distance. If according to the procedure described in the
this touches the surface, it can cause damage Federal Register (Ref. 21) or the slightly
if the concentration is high enough (Ref. 16). different procedure published by the Inter-
Fig. 12-7 graphically shows such a layer over society Committee (Ref. 22). This procedure
Point Mugu, Calif. This layer of elevated is also used to monitor ambient air.
ozone concentration undoubtedly drifted
from Los Angeles to Point Mugu, a distance It is impractical, tLdious, and sometimes
of about 50 mi. The low levw• concentrations dangerous for most laboratories to prepare
in this layer exceed 100 /mmb or 10 pphm. primary standards for ozone calibration by

producing pure ozone, weighing it, and dilut-
Ozone is a very reactive substance. Its ing it to ambient concentrations (Ref. 23).

generation by tropospheric photochemical re- For this reason the referee KI (potassium
actions has been discussed. Important reac- iodide) method is used to determine the
tions of ozone with other airborne substances concentration of ozone in the calibration gas.
include the oxidation of nitric oAde, nitrogen For calibration, the readings from the appara-
dioxide, and olefinic organic compounds. The tus to be used in actual environmental work
reactions of ozone with sulfur dioxide and must then be compared with the readings
carbon monoxide are too slow to be of taken (preferably simultaneously) with the
atmospheric importance. Although little is referee method. Since the calibration analysis
known of the roles of atmospheric reaction of has serious interferences from subst:iujces
ozone with aldehydes and'ketones, it should found in polluted atmosperes, it is not
be remembered that ozone can oxidize aide- recommended for atmospheric sampling.
hydes to peroxy organic acids.

Test atmospheres for other oxidants are
In polluted air the generation of ozone is generally not used, but can be prepared by

usually accompanied by the appearance of evaporating a known amount of the oxidant
light-scattering aerosols. Natural haze is into a known amount of air in a vessel made
thought by some (Ref. 17) to be caused by of an inert substance (eg., glass, Teflon*,
photochemical reations in natural air similar Mylar*). The blend so prepared can be used as
to those in smog. Actually, the direct reaction a calibration gas, but should be prepared fresh
of ozone with certain hydrocarbons, both
natural and anthropogenic, will generate *Mfy-r and Teflon are trademarks of E. I. du Pont do

light-scattering, visibility-reducing particles in Neonours and Company.
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eich timc,..;nce such substances often decom- mode of operation is employed, lag time, and
pose rapidly even in presumably favorable total riuse time to 9)5 percent are equal to the

conditions. total time for one cycle, i.e., purge-calibrate-
purge-measure - 5 rini. Response time to a

Total oxidant (i.e,, ozone plus all other given concentration of ozone is approxi-
oxidants) is often reported as "ozone", i.e., as m&tely 5 to 10 s.
if all the readings observed in the measure-
ment were caused by ozone. One technique of No known components of tha lower atmo-
analysis used both manually and instrumental- sphere other than ozone have been observed
ly is colorimetry. Since potassium iodide in to give chemiluminescence with the reactive
solution is colorless, the yellow color of the surface. Regener reported no interference
iodine generated by oxiaation is a measure of from nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, or PAN
ozone present in the sample. (Ref. 25). Recent experiments by Hodgeson

et al. have demonstrated that sulfur dioxide,
Instrumental methods of monitoring ozone hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen dioxide, propane,

include continuous KI measurement (colori- water, ammonia, nitric oxide, molecular
metric and coulometric), chemiluminescent chlorine, and hydrogen peroxide do not inter-
measurement (reaction with nitric oxide, fere (Ref. 27).
ethylene, or rhodamine-B), and direct spectro-
photometric (UV or IR). (2) Gas phase chemilumnnescent ozone

analyzer. A gas phase chemiluminescent
Descriptions of several common types of ozone analyzer is also available (see Fig.

ozone monitors currently in use are presented 12-18). The theory of operation of this
(Ref. 24): instrument is based on the gas phase chemi-

luminescent reaction of ozone with ethylene
(I) Chemiluminescent ozone analyzer. The (Refs. 28, 29). The ethylene reaction is

operation of the chemiluminescent ozone reported to be specific for ozone and has no
analyzer is based on the chemiluminescent known interferences. Ozonized d.tr (I liter/
reaction between ozone and rhodamine-B min) and ethylene (30 nkl/min) are mixed
adsorbea on a silica-gel disk, causing the countercurrently in concentric glass tubes
emission of a minute amount of light. This closely coupled to the cathode face of a
emission of light is measured using a photo- photomultiplier tube. No internal calibration
multiplier (PM) tube with the current output source is required.
from the PM tube being a function of the
concentration of ozone passing over and The dynamic range of the gas phase chemi-
reacting with the rhodamine-B disk. This luminescent ozone analyzer can be set to 0 to
technique, based on the work of Regener 0.5 ppm or can be expanded. The minimum
(Ref. 25), is highly sensitive and specific for detectable concentration for ozone is re-
ozone. This analyzer operates in a cyclic ported to be 0.02 ppm (Ref. 26). Lag and
mode and features a self-contained, ultraviolet 'esponse time and total rise time to 95
ozone generator for dynamic calibration of percent were nominally 0.2, 1.0, and 3.0 min,
!he zystem every 5 min. A schematic diagram respectively, depending upon the time con-
is given in Fig, 12-17. Calibrate and measure stant of the output/measurement instruments.
signals are alterratively displayed every 5 min
with a purge cycle of 75 s on either side. The No known components of the lower tropo-
length of the sampling cycle can be varied. sphere other than ozone have been observed

to give chemiluminescence with this reaction.
The linear range of the chemiluminescent

ozone meter is 0 to 0.5 ppm. The minimum (3) Coulometric total oxidar.t analyzer.
detectable concentration for this detector was The principle of operation of the coulometric
reported to be 1 ppb (Ref. 26). Since a cyclic tota! oxidant analyzer is based on the well-
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known oxidation-reduction of potassium widely with the oxidizing power of the
iodide contained in the sensing solution. Any species being measured. The iodlie liberated
oxidant (ozone, PAN, nitrogen dioxide, chlo- by the oxidation of iodide ion is analyzed
rine) present in the sample air stream and colorimetrically at a wavelength of 352 nm
capable of oxidizing potassium iodide to and is a measure of the total oxidant concen-
iodine will produce an instrument response. tration. Negative reductants are removed by
The oxidation reaction takes place on the means of a "Cr0 3 scrubber". An internal

cathode portion of the electrochemical cell. A ozone generator is also provided for stabiliza-
thin layer of hydrogen is also produced on the tion and conditioning of the chromium
cathode by a polarization current. When free trioxide column and the entire absorption
iodine is liberated by reaction with oxidants, syptem to ozone.
it immediately reacts with the hydrogen layer.
Removal of hydrogen from the cathode The dynamic range of the colorimetric
causes a repolarization current of two olec- total oxidant analyzer can be set to 0 to 0.5
trons per molecule of oxidant to flow in an ppm and the minimum detectable cancentra-
external circuit. The rate of electron flow tion is 0.012 ppm. Lag time, response time,
(current) is directly proportional to the mass and total rise time to 95 percent were 2.6,
per unit time of oxidant entering the sensor. 3.3, and 5.9 min, respectively.
A gas flow diagram of such an instrument is
shown in Fig. 12-19. Oxidants other than ozone (i.e., PAN,

nitrogen dioxide, molecular chlorine, etc.)
The minimum range of the coulometric a'd reducing agents (sulfur dioxide, etc.)

analyzer can be adjusted from 0 to 0.5 ppm interfere with ozone measurement using the
full scale. The minimum detectable concentra- colorimetric techniqu,'. Interference tests run
"tion is 0.01 ppm. Lag time, responso time, with 0.2 ppm sulfur dioxide and hydrogen
and total rise time to 95 percent were alfide demonstrated quantitative removal by
determined to be < 1.0, < 1.0, and < 2.0 the "Cr0 3 scrubber". Nitrogen dioxide inter-
min, respectively, ference with the ozone measurement is 17.5

percent, while nitric oxide oxidized to nitro-
Any oxidant (PAN, nitrogen dioxide, mo- gen dioxide by the 'Cr0 3 scrubber" yields a

lecular chlorine, etc.) capabie of oxidizing 9 percent response at concentrations up to I
potassium iodide to iodine constitutes a posi- ppm.
tive interference in the ozone measurement,
while sulfur dioxide and other reducing agents (5) Ozone spectrophotometer. The princi-
contribute a negative interference. A "Cr0 3  pie of operation of the ozone spectrophotom-
scrubber"* can be employed which oxidizes eter is based on the absorption of ultraviolet
sulfur dioxi(r . to sulfur trioxide, a species that (UV) light within a sample volume of air. As
does not interfere. Sulfur dioxide was deter- shown in the block diagram in Fig. 12-21, the
mined to be I; I interferent with the ozone gas stream is divided into two gas lines. A
measurement, while nitrogen dioxide contrib- scrubber removes ozonj from the air sample
uted a 10.3 percent error. in one line. Both the unfiltered gas and

filtered gas enter the sample chamber through
(4) Colorimetric total oxidant analyzer. A an electrically operated three-way valve. The

colorimetric analyzer uses the well-known absorption chamber has two windows at
neutral buffered potassium iodide method. A opposite ends through which UV light can
flow diagram is shown in Fig. 12-20. The pass. The ultraviolet source is at one end and
magnitude of the instrument response varies die absorption detector is at the opposite end.
"CrO scrubbr" Is the nomolnulature appUled toa tfier made
by heating the reaction products of sodium dichromate and Measurement begins when a signal from the
sulfuric acid absorbed on a passive substrate material lectrically operated valve indicates that Id-
(fiberglAss, firebrick). The active layer formed i largey tredair ( air mn loe isdicowin through
chromium trioxido (Cr0,), tered air (air minus ozone) is flowing through
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Figure 12-20. Flow Diagram of Color/metric Total Oxident Analyzer

the absorption chamber, At this time, the, 12-6 EFFECTSOFOZONE
absorption detector starts to meas'zre photon
flux and to integrate the result. At the same 12-6.1 EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL SYS-
time the reference detector starts measuring TEMS
the photon flux and integrates it until a preset
total is obtained. The integrated totals are The effects of ozone on various biological
compared at that point. The sequence is systems have been summarized (Ref. 30) and
repeated again for the unfiltered gas. The are presented in Tables 12-5 and 12-6. Con-
difference between the integrated results for clusions drawn regarding biological effects
the filtered gas and unfiltered gas is computed when various levels of ozone are reached in
and displayed digitally as the output 'oncen- the ambient air follow*:
tration.

(1) Long-tenn exposure of human sub-
The range of this Instrument is 0 to 9.9 jects:

ppm. The minimum detectable concentration
is 0.01 ppm. The time required to complete (a) Exposure to a concentration of up
one measurement cycle is approximately 12 s. to 390 ;AS n- (0.2 ppm) for 3 hr a day, 6

days a week, for 12 weeks. has not produced
It appears from the principle of operatiron any apparent effects.

that mercury and other compounds having an
absorption peak at 2,537 A could interfere (b) Exposure to a concentration of
with measurements using the spectrophotom- M m a 6is'ved dirootly from Air Qwftty Ohtw*

eter. for Potochemkil Oxkkng (R•f. 30).
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TABLE 12-6

POTENTIAL OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES TO OZONE

Air treaters Oil bleachers
Arc cutters Organic chemical synthesizers
Arc welders, argon shielded Ozone workers
Arc welders, electric Photoengravers
Arc welders, hellarc Photographers
Arc workers, electric Plasma torch operators
Bactericide makers Sewage gas treaters
Electroplaters Textile bleachers
Food preservers (cold storage) Ultraviolet lamp workers
Hydrogen peroxide makers Water treaters
Industrial waste treaters Wax bleachers
Odor controllers

980 pg mn3 (0.5 ppm) for 3 hr a day, 6 days a (3) Effects on vegetation and laboratory
week, has caused a decrease in the I-s forced animals:
expiratory volume (FEV1 .0) after 8 weeks.

(a) Exposure to concentrations of
(2) Short-term exposure of human sub- about 60 pg -f3 (0.03 ppm) ozone for 8 hr or

jects: to 0.01 ppm peroxyacetyl nitrate for 5 hr has I
been associated with leaf lesions in the mct(a) Exposure to a concentration of 40 sensitive species, under laboratory conditions.

p•g m"3 (0.02 ppm) was detected immediately
by 9 of ;0 subjects. After an average of 5-min (b) Exposure to ambient air contain-
exposure, subjects could no longer detect ing oxidant concentrations of about 100 Ag
ozone. mr- (0.05 ppm) for 4 hr has been associated

(b) Exposure to a concentration of with leaf injury in the mort sensitive species.

590 jg m7n- (0.3 ppm) for 8 hr appears to be (c) Experimental exposures of labora-
the threshold for nasal and throat irritation, tory animals to ozone concentrations of from

(c) Exposure to concentrations of 160 to 2,550 jg nf 3 (0.C8 to 1.30 ppm) for 3
hr has resulted in increaised susceptibility tofrom 1,180 to 1,960 pgm" (0.6 to 1.0 ppm) bacterial infection.

for I to 2 hr may impair pulmonary function
by causing increased airway resistance, de- 12-5.2 EFFECTS ON MATERIALS*
creased carbon monoxide diffusing capacity,
decreased totd capacity, and decreased forced The extent of damage to materials caused
expiratory volume. by atmospheric levels of ozone is not knmown.

(d) Exposure to concentrations of To date research has been primarily con-
from 1,960 to 5,900 pg m7' (1.0 to 3.0 ppm) cerned with elastomers and textiles. Within
for 10 to 30 mnn is intolerable to some these two groups, certain specific organic
people. comlipounds are more sensitive to attack by

ozone than are human beings or other ani-
(e) Exposure to i concentration of mals.

17,600 pAg m-1 (9.0 ppm) produces severe *This section is derived dkiectly from Ak Quality CW*eriafor
illness Photochemical Oxidants (Ret. 30).
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Ozone is so active that, when concentrated, fluorocarbon rubbers have inherent ozone
it becomes a materials-handling problem. In resistance (Refs. 34, 40-46). These special-ap-
general, any organic material is incompatible plication materials account for only a small
with concentrated ozone (Ref. 31). Bailey has fraction of the market on a weight basis.

4 reviewed the literature thoroughly.from 1939
to 1957 for reactions of ozone with organic A tensile stress is necessary to produce
compounds, ard he describes the reaction ozone-cracking of rubber. If strained as little
mechanisms in detail (Ref. 32). Although it is as 2 or 3 percent and exposed to an atmo-
incorrect to assiune that all of these reactions sphc• containing 20 to 40 pg m-3 (0.01 to
will occur at atmospheric concentrations of 0.02 ppm) ozone, cracks will develop perpen-
ozone, it Is possible that some will be operant. dicular to the stress axis (Refs. 41, 42).

Rubber in a relaxed state can be exposed for
Many polymers are sensitive to atmospheric long periods of time to relatively high concen-

concentrations of ozone (Ref. 33). Both trations of ozone without visible cracking
chaLi-scissioning and crosslinking take place (Ref. 47). The rubber is apparently pro tected
in polymers exposed to atmospheric ozone. by the f9rnation of an ozortide film on the
Ctain-scissioning results in increased fluidity surface tRef. 34). The embrittled film cracks
and a loss ;a tensile strength. Crosslinking when strained and exposes fresh surface to
increases the rigidity of the polymer, reducing the atmosphere. The strong dependence of
elasticity so that brittleness may result. crack-growth on nominal tensile stress has

been uxplained in terms of fracture mechanics
The sensitivity of polymers to chain-scis- (Ref. 48). Hoý4ever this only partially ex-

Ssioning, therefore, is related to the prevalence plains observed ,elationships between number
of double bonds in their structure. Since and size of cracks as a function of strain
almost all rubbers possess such a chemical (Refs. 35, 48). Crack-growth rate is also
structure, they are prone to this type of ozone concentration dependent (Ref. 48),
oxidative attack (Refs. 34, 35). A similar type which suggests that the rate of diffusion of
of attack has been proposed for the degrada- ozone to the root of a crack is the rate-con-
tion of dyes (Ref. 36). trolling factor.

12.6.2.1 EFFECTS ON RUBBER Knowledge of the fracture behavior of
various rubbers allows compounding of

Rubber is highly sensitive to ozone attack. special rubbers for ozone resistance and other
The most vulnerable gene-ic formulations are desired properties (Ref. 49). Blends of natural
natural, styrene-butadiene, polybutadiene, rubber with an ethylene-propylene copolymer
and synthetic polyisoprene (Ref. 37). These are more resistant to ozone-cracking than
types account for 85 percent by weight of the natural rubber, Specimens with from 0 to 50
estimated 1969 national production of rubber percent ethylene-propylene were strained
(Ref. 38), With the exception of natural from 5 to 100 percent and exposed to 980 mg
rabber, the major use for cach of these nf 3 (500 ppm) ozone irl air, Microcracks were
elastomers is in tires (Ref. 39). Thus, most of observed in all of the blends, the crack
the rubber that is susceptible to ozone-crack- density increasing with decrease of ethylene-
ing is exposed to the atmosphere in a state of propylene copolymer raises the critical stored
tensile stress. Butyl, halogenatel butyl, poly- eneigy necessary to propagite the observed
chloroprene, vinyl-modified nitrile-butadiene, microcracks characteristic of ozone damage.
and carboxylated nitrile rubbers have some
ozone resistance but require special formula- Antiozonant additives, such as p-plhenyl-
tion for optimal performance. Synthetic rub- cnediamnine derivatives, have been developed
ben with saturated chemical structures, such and protect elastomers from ozone degrada-
as silicones, ethylene-propylene, chloro- tion. These chemicals are expensive, however,
sulfonated polyethylene, polyacrylate, and and add to the cost of rubber products. The
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TABLE 12-7

FORMULATION OF HIGHLY OZONE4ENSITIVE RUBBER (Rd. 41)

Ingredient* Parts by weight Percent by weight

Rubber 100 35.91Tire reclaim 125 44.88
SRF black 33 11.85
Stearic acid 1.5 0.54
Pine tar 8.4 3.02
Zinc oxide 4.7 1.69
Mercaptobenzothiazole 0.8 0.29
Diphenyl guunldtne 0.1 0.03
Sulfur 5 1.79

*Cured 40 min at 45 psi steam

addition of 1.5 percent antiozonants to auto- crack-growth rate, The examples of dose-re-
mobile tires costs up to $0.50 per tire. sponse data that follow should be considered
Antiozonants are also used in conveyor belts, with these factors in mind.
automotive rubber parts, wire and cable, and
other products as well as tires. Bradley and Haacen-Smit evaluated the

rubber formulation indicated in Table 12-7
The use of antiozonants has its limitations, for susceptibility to ozone-cracking (Ref. 43).

The amount required to be effective increases This formulation was selected for its sensitivi-
with the anticipated amount of ozone to be ty to ozone. Strips were strained approxi-Sencountered (Ref. 50). In some cases these mately 100 percent by bending. These speci-

inhibitors provide only temporary protection mens, if exposed to 39,0C0 mg m-3 (2 percent
against ozone damage, because they migrate or 20,000 ppm) ozone in air, would crack
to the surface of the rubber product with instantaneously and break completely within
usage (Ref. 34). Oils, gasoline, and other 1 s.
chemicals tend to extract antiozonants from
rubber, leaving it again susceptible to ozone Results of Brauley and Haagen-Smit's
attack. Thus, in spite of preventive measures, standard tests, using a gas flow rate of 1.5
ozone-cracking of rubber products is still a liter/min through a 13-mn tube at room
mwtor problem. temperature, are given in Table 12-8.

A number of factors affect the rate of Edwards and Storey have determined the
attack of ozone on rubber (Ref. 34): (1) the effucts of ozone on "hot" (PolysarS) and
amount of tensile stress, (2) the type of "cold" (Polysar-kryiene) styrenc-butadiene
rubber compound, (3) concentration of rubbers (SBR) containing various amounts of
ozone, (4) period of exposure, (5) rate of antiozonant (Ref. 50). The ingredients added
diffusion of ozone to the rubber surface, and to the base polymer are listed in Table 12-9.
(6) temperature. Dose-response data, there- The results are given in Table 12-10.
fore, aie necessarily dependent on these fac-
tors. Also, the method for reporting damage Thin polybutadiene specimens were ex-
varies from one researcher to another. For posed, under constant load, to room air for
example, damage may be expressed as time to which the average concentrations of ozone
initiate either microcracks or visibly cracks, or had been determined (Ref. 51). The speci-
it may be expressed in crack depth or mens exposed in the suramer months to
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TABLE 12-S

EFFECT OF OZONE ON RUBBER* (Ref. 41)

Ozone concentration* Time to first sign of crack at 4X
magn '?ication, min.gm"3ppm

40 0.02 65510 0.26 5

880 0.45 3

*Special formulation of Bradley and Haagen-Smit, strained
10l0 percent

**Determined by neutral KI

average ozon3 concentrations of about 94 pg high (Ref. 52). The relative susceptibility of
em (0.048 ppia) failed by breaking into two white sidewalls made from different formula-
separate parts after 150 to 250 hr. In the fall, tions remain.' the same, whether in a labora-
at average ozone concentrations of 82 jVg m-F tory test, in which they are exposed to as
(0.042 ppm), specimens failed between 400 much W.ý. 980 pg m 3 (0.5 ppm) ozoije, or in
and 500 hr. In the winter, at average ozone the ambient air of the Los Angeles area. The
concentrations of 47 pg m-3 (0.024 ppm), rate of cracking is thus a function of ozone
failures occurred between 500 and 700 hr. concentration.
These data show the strong dependence of
cracking rate on the average concentration of As the tread wear on passenger car tires
ozone. imp yes, more or better antio'oria-ts will

have to be added to sidewall formulations to
The behavior of rubber exposed to ozone prevent sidewall cracking from becoming the

under laboratory conditions correlates well limiting factor in tire life. Thus, part of the
with the service behavior of tires in localities cost of premium tires will be due to atmo-
where atmospheric ozone concentrations are spheric ozone.

TABLE 12-9

TIRE SIDEWALL FORMULATION (Ref. 48)

Ingredient Parts by weight

Polymer (hot or cold SBR) 100
Circosol 2 X H 10
FEF black 30
SRF black 10
Zinc oxide 3
Stearic acid 2
Arti ozonant (Santoflex AW) Variable
Crystex 2
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TABLE 12-10

EFFECTS OF OZONE ON SIDEWALL FORMULATIONS CONTAINING VARIOUS
ANTIOZONANT CONCENTRATIONS* (Ref. 48)

Antiozonant Rate of Time to
concentration cracking, first sign

Polymer (Santaflex AW, 10-4 of crack,**
percent in./hr min

"Hot" SBR 0 0.92 65
(Polysar-S) 0.32 0.69 87

0.63 0.35 170
"1.25 0.13 460

"Cold" SBR 0 1.58 38
(Polysar-drylene) 0.32 0.85 71

0.63 0.57 105
1.25 0.24 250

*Specimens were strained initially at 100 percent and exposed
at 1200 F to an ozone concentration of 490 + 100 i•g m-3
(0.25 2 0.05 ppm).

"Added tu enable comparison witý data In Table 7-2. First sign
"of crack was assumed to be 10-4 In. crack depth, visible at
4X magnification.

12,62.2 EFFECTS ON FABRICS AND rhe. Both fabrics, when wet, also showed a 20
DYES percent loss in tensile strength due to the

exposure. When exposed dry, neither fluidity
Ozone attacks cellulose by two mechanisms values nor tensile strengths were changed

(Ref. 53). One is a free-radical chain mecha- appreciably. The fabrics demonstrated that
nism involving oxygen in the propagating increasing the ozone concentration increased
step, and the other appears to be an electro- the amount of damage to the cellulose.
philic attack on double bonds. Bogaty et al.
(Ref. 54) have shown that ozone attack at Morris et al. (Ref. 55) found that ligit as
atmospheric levels results in the deterioration well as humidity is necessary to appreciably
of wet cotton textiles. Two types of cotton change breaking strength and cellulose fluidi-
fabric, duck and printed cloth, were exposed, ty. In the absence of light, 980 jg m- (0.5
both wet and dry, for 50 days to an atmo- ppm) ozone at 210C (70"F) and 72 percent
sphere containing between 40 and 120 pg e-3  relative humidity for 1,200 hr had little
(0.02 and 0.06 ppm) ozone. The deterioration degrading effect on Acala 4-42 and Pima S-I
of the two fabrics was shown by comparing cotton fabrics (Ref. 56). In a later study, Kerr
dissolved fabric fluidity values before and et al. (Ref. 57) showed that light was not
after exposure. The value for the wet duck necessary to degrade cotton in air containing
cloth increased from 2.6 to 9.5 rhe (a ozone. Cotton print cloth dyed with C. I. Vat
calibrated measure of fluidity that is inversely Blue 29 was exposed at 25'C in an airtight
proportional to viscosity), while the value for chamber containing a shallow pan filled with
the wet printed cloth increased from 8 to 16 water so as to incroase the relative humidity
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TABLE 12-11

SUBJECTIVE COLOR CHANGE OF DYED COTTON EXPOSED TO OZONE CONCENTRATIONS
BETWEEN 960 AND 1960 Ag nM" (0.5 AND 1.0 ppml

Washed fabrics Soaked fabrics
Number of

days treated Gray scale NBS units* Gray scale NBS units*

12 4.0 L 5 2.5 4.5
24 2.5 4.5 2.0 6.0
36 2.5 4.5 1.0 12.0
48 2.0 6.0 1.0 12.0
60 2.0 6.0 1.0 12.0

2 2 2*NBS units AL + ta + Ab2 where:

L - 10 /R (Rd = reflectance)
a a measure of green to red color change
b % measure of blue to yellow color change
A a difference between exposed and unexposed

in the chamber. Purified air to which oxygen that, in their experiments, the effects of high
had been added was passed through another ozone concentrations on breaking strength are
chamber containing three 4-W ozone bulbs significant for white nylon and polyester
and then directly into the exposure chamber. fabiics but are not significant for cotton,
The concentration of ozone was adjusted by acetate, or fiberglass. Based on these results
varying the number of ozone lamps in opera- and the results of other researchers, the
tion, the amperage used, and the amount of relative susceptibility of different fibers to
purc oxygen added to the air intake. The ozone attack, in increasing order, is cotton,
concentration of the ozone fed into the acetate, nylon, and polyester.
charnber was 1960 ± 200 Ag m7- (1 ± 0.1
ppm), and the exit concentration, rocorded The first evidence that ozone causes the
with a Mast Ozone Metcr, was 980 pg nf 3  fading of dyes was obtained when acetate
(0.5 ppm). Specimens were removed at 3-day fiber samples dyed with Disperse Blue-27
intervals and either washed or soaked. Control (developed for nitrogen dioxide resistance)
specimens were kept in lightproof chambers were field evaluated (Ref. 59). These samples
at 21 'C (70'F) and 65 percent relative were exposed to the atmosphere in lightproof
humidity and were given the same cycle of containers in Pittsburgh, Pa., where the nitro-
washing or soaking. After 60 days of ex- gen dioxide concentration is high, and Ames,
posure, the washed fabrics had an 18.2 Iowa, where a low nitrogen dioxide concen-
percent greater strength loss than did the tration is recorded. After 6 mo, samples In
controls. Cellulose fluidity values also in- Ames had faded but had not in Pittsburgh.
dicated degradation caused '1y exposuro to Laborator, exposure of similar samples to
ozune. The washed fabrics exposed to ozone 200 pg nfi (0.1 ppm) ozone duplicated the
had a fluidity value of 9.27 rhe as compared fading observed in Ames. It was further found
with a value for the control samples of 5.37 that all blue anthraquinone dyes were sansi-
rho. tive to change as ware certain anthraqulnone

red dyes. Azo red and yellow dyestuffs and
, eters and Saville (Ref. 58) have reported diphenylamine yellow dyes weie not sensitive
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to ozone. Thus, fading in Ames was attributed more sensitive the nylon is expected to be to
to naturally occurring high levels of ozone. ozone fading. Swelling of nylon duQ to high .7

humidity should increase both the surfF v
In previously described research, Kerr ct al. area and the rate of diffusion into the fiber

measured the fading of vat-dyed cotton fab- (Ref. 63).
rics caused by ozone (Ref. 57). The results

presented in Table 12-11 indicate that the
rate of fading and the maximum amount of 12-52.3 SUMMARY
fading are both dependent upon the environ-
ment. The soaked fabrics faded in ozone more It is highly probable that present knowl-
rapidly and to a greate 'r extent than did the edge nf ozone damage to inaurials is only a

laundered fabrics. It was suggested that laun- small fraction. of the total. The interaction
dering pioduced a change in the dye and effects between ozone and other pollutants
improved its ozone resistan,-e. on materials have not been investigated. From

thermodynamics, it would be expected that
Salvin exposed wool, cotton, nylon, ace- ozone would oxidize both nitrogen tetroxide

tate, Orion, and polyester fabrics -all dyed (N2 04 ) and sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ) to nitrogen
with ozone sensitive dyes-to the atmospheres pentoxide (N2 Os) and sulfur Ltioxide (SO 3 ),
of the cities of Chicago and Los Angeles and respectively. At the low concentrations found
the rural, nonindustrial areas of Sarasota, Fla., in the atmosphere, the kinetics of the reac-
and Phoenix, Ariz. (Refs. 60.. 61). In Los tions in the gas phase may be too slow to be
Angeles where ozone concentration is high, considered. When adsorbed on solid surfaces
the dyes were most affected, whereas those of materials, however, the reactioas may be
exposed in Chicago were the least affected. In catalyzed to appreciable rates. Nitrogen pent-
humid Florida, dyes faded more than they did oxide and sulfur trioxide form nitric acid and
in dry Arizona. The extent of ozone fading sulfuric acid, respectively, when dissolved in
was related to different concentrations and water. Many materials are attacked by these
durations of exposure in the different locali- acids, and the diurnal condensation-eN.apora-
ties, tion cycle of atmospheric moisture on mate-

rial surfaces would be expected to concen-
Customer complaints of fadiftig have been trate these dissolved acids if they did not

attributed to attack by ozone (Refs. 62, 63). react immediately with the material. In this
The fading of polyester materials was not a manner, damaging concentration levels could
problem until cotton/polyester fabrics were be reached.
finished for permanent press. The type of
permanent piess treatment that resulted in An example of this type of behavior was
fading used a magnesium chloride catalyst reported by Morris (Ref. 56). A good statisti-
that formed a soluble complex with the blue cal correlation was obtained between breaking
dlý ýs used ou polyester. The dyes migrated to strengths of cotton fabrics and the pH values
the finish, where they are susceptible to of water extracted from them. The breaking
ozone fading (Ref. 62). strength decreased with a decrease in pH.

Correlations were also obtained with relative
A combination of high humidity and ozone humidity and the amount of sunlight at the

has caused fading of nylon carpets (Ref. 63). exposure sites. Breaking strength decreased
'The fading rates of any one dye in ozone-con- with increases of both humidity and amount
tanring atmospheres is a function of the nylon of sunlight. The amount of nonfibrous mate-
structure as well as the environment. 'lhis rial obtained from fabric samples exposed in
obsevrtion in attuibuted .o the differences in California in May and June was 1.32 percent
adsorption onto and diffusion into different and the p11 of the water extract was 4.93. In
nylons. The greater the surface itrea exposed contrast, the value for the unexposed sample
and the mort open the microstructure, the was 0.29 percent, witl, a pH of 6.65.
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Much more dose-rn,:eponse data are needed Certain dyes are susceptible to fading dur-
before the fuU impacWt of ozone on materials ing exposure to ozone. The rate and extent of
can be calculated. Although there may be fading appear to be dependent on ozone
sufficient data for rubber, data for other concentration, length ot exposure, type of
organic materials such as fabricr, dyes, paints, material used, and environment.l factors such
and plastics are lacking. There have been no as relative humidity and the presence or
investigations to dettrine the dose-response absence of other atmospheric pollutants.
relationships of corabinaitions of ozone with Technology Is capable of selecting combina-
other pollutants on either orgaiic or inorganic tions of fabrics, dyes, and processing that can
mateials, eliminate ozone fading, but the cost of this

will be passed on to the consumer in the form
Although the total extent of ozone-associ- of increased costs.

ated damage to materials is not known, ozone
may very well be a major contributor to the
".weathering" of materials. Ozone is an ex 12-6 TESTING AND SIMULATION
tremely active compound, and, generally, any
organic material is incovrnpatible with concen- Test procedures are of two general types,
trated ozone. Many organic polymer' are (i) those performed in environmental
subject to chemical alteration from exposure rhambers with known concentrations of
to very small concentrations of ozone, in.. ozone, and (2) those performed by exposing
cluding some ambient concentrations. This material to the environment and monitoring
sensitivity usually increases with the ntmber the ambient ozone concentrations. There are
of double bonds in the chemical structu re of advantages and d&sadvantages to both types of
the polymer. evaluation.

Rubber is an economically important mate- me environmental chamber is used to
uial that is highly sensitive to ozone attack. determine the effects of known concentra-
Although a tensile stress is necessary for tions of ozone on material, particularly for
ozone to produce cracking of rubber, rubber accelerated tests. In an accelerated test, con-
products are usually used in this state. Al- centrations of ozone much higher than in the
though rubber in a relaxed state can be environment are used. This allows rapid corn-
exposed for long periods of time without rarison of a number of substances with regard
visible cracks forming, cracks can develop to their resistance to ozone attack. Accel-
from (.,,posurc to an atmosphere containing erated tests can be related to environmental
20 to 40 pg [aT3 (0.01 to 0.02 ppm) ozone if exposure. This is done by a combination of
the rubber is under a strain of as little as 2 or experience and proper calibration of the tests.
3 percent. Antiozonant additives have been There is some correlation between damage
developed and are capable of protecting cau-ed by the product of ozone concentration
elastowrers from ozone degradation. in the test chamber and the time duration of

the test exposure with the product of environ-
Ozone attacks the cellulose in textile fab- mental ozone concentration and exposure

rics through both a free-radical chain-mecha- time. The disadvantage of chamber exposure
nism and an electrophilic attack on double is that not all of the many significant con-
bonds. Lttght and humidity appear to be ditions of the environment are duplicated in
factorsl that must be present bdfore an ap- the chamber. An additional limitation of
pregiatale alteration occurs in the breaking exposure chambers is the number or size of
strength and fluidity ol' fibers. The relative articles that can be tested.
susceptibility of different fibers to ozone
attack, in increasing order, appears to be
cotton, acetate, nylon, and polyester. As an example, a commercially available
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ozone test chamber* provides a volumetric exposure are made by sealing test material in
ozone concentration range from 0 to 250 an airtight container and comparing it from
pphm with a chamber temperature ranlre from time to time with material exposed to the
ambient temperature to 2500 F. Automatic environment.
generation, control, and monitoring systems
are available and test chamber sizes range In general there are three kinds of ozone-
from I to 600 fta. containing atmospheres to consider: (1) the

natural atmosphere (concentration average 2
Direct exposure to the environment with pphm; range 0 z 6 pphm), (2) the urban or

appropriate sampling of ozone concentrations polluted atmosphere (average daytime con-
has the advantage of demonstrating exactly centration, 5 to 20 pphm; range up to 90
what the environment is doing to material. pphm), and (3) indoor air contaminated by an
With this type of direct exposure, the effects artificial ozone source (concentrations can be
of the environment of different locales can be as high as several parts per million). There are
obtained. Obviously, exposure conditions are also three periods-manufacture, storage, and
not controlled but only monitored. Interpre- use -during which exposure of material to the
tation of the contribution of ozone attack atmosphere provides different problems.
compared with overall environmental deteri-
oration is more difficult to determine than in To protect material against ozone damage,
the controlled atmosphere studies. Environ- there are a number of techniques, not all of
mental exposures may have to be carried on which are applicable to all substances or
for years before interpretable results are circumstances. If the ozone causing the
obtained. damage is from a manmade source, it may be

possible to shield the source. If damage occurs
In order to make comparisons of ozone during storage, there are several possibilities.

damage, one must define and measure The items of interest could be packaged to
damage. The kinds of ozone damage of most prevent contact with the atmosphere. If the
concern arc those that weaken material and ozone is entering from ihe outside, it will help
thereby limit its use or its useful lifetime. either to reduce or eliminate ventilation or to
Also important is the fading of colored run incoming air through an ozone destructive
material. In determining damage to rubber filter (activated carbon is effective). Special
from ozone, a number of criteria have been antioxidant greases, etc. will protect against
used: subjective visual observation of the ozone; actually, any type of coating will
damaged material, counting the total depth of provide some protection. If a protective coat-cracks in a cross section of the exposed ing or covering cannot be used, applied, or
material, determination of the stretching ratio maintained when an ozone-susceptible item is
under standard strss, and deteimination of in use in the ambient environment, the only
the breaking point of a standard piece of recourse is to replace the susceptible material
material. Dye fading can be determined either with q similar but ozone-resistant material.
visually by comparison with dyestuff that has The change in types of rubber used in
had a standard vxposure to ozone, or by some automobile tires is an example of this substi-
instrumental colorimetric technique. tution procedure.

Evaluation of a large scale problem would 12-7 AGENCIES MONITORING ATMO-
best be left to a testing agoncy or consulting SPHERIC OZONE

research laboratoiy. For testing small objects,
bench scale ozone exposure chambers are The only agency conducting a regular
commercially available or can be constructed. ozone-monitoring activity in the world is the
Evaluation of the effects of enviromneiital U S Environmental Protection Agency

*Available from Ozone Research and Equipment Corpora- (EPA). The California Air Resources lk)ard
tion, Phoenix, Ariz. and the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control
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District also pertorm a great del or air The Air Pollution Control Association
J monitoring. The ozone observation program (4400 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213)

of the U.S. Air Force (Cambridge Research publishes a directory of governmental air
Laboratories) has been suspended (1972), polhition agencies. Ihis directory contains
whether temporarily or permanently is not numerous Federal, State, and local agencies,
certain. In addition, the Atmospheric Sciences most of which have some ozone-monitoring
Laboratory of the U.S. Army Electronics capability. Federal air pollution control ir-
Command at White Sands Missile Range, N. plementation regulations require ozone
Mex., has both an upper atmosphere and monitoring as evidence of compliance with air
surface monitoring program quality standards.
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CHAPTER 13

MACROBIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS

13-1 INTRODUCTION age equipment are required, at times, to
combat mosquitoes. The design engineer must

This chapter on macrobiological organisms know that habitable structures may require
includes all of those living organisms that are screening. He should be aware, in the design
sufficiently large to be observed individually of clothing, that protection is desirable and
by the unaided eye and have an impact on whether equipment capabilities are required
military materiel design. Its purview includes for insecticide dispersal or destruction of
all plants and animals except those discussed breeding habitats. It would be easy to
in Chap. 14, "Microbiological Organisms", of eliminate a number of candidate animals,
Part Two of this handbook, which is confined insects, or plants from the discussion of this
to micro-organisms. Major categorics include chapter if the narrower perspective were
insects, marine bor-.rs, rodents, birds, and adopted. However, this approach woald fall
vegetation. These are of c )ncern because they short of filling the needs of the user of the
have identifiable effects oni materiel. handbook. An' attempt is made to give a

"- balanced treatment but omissions will be
The interactions between these larger obvious.

biological entities and the other environmen-
tal factors are discussed in other chapters of In other chapters of this handbook, the
this handbook. Vegetation, for example, hasa organization of the information is (1) to
larg influence on temperature, humidity, describe the factor, its measurement, and its
solar radiation, fog, and pollutants and is an distribution; (2) to describe the effects of the
important consideration in terrain. Discussion factor on materiel and the p,'ocedures for
of these interactions is excluded from this designing so as to avoid adverse effects; and
chapter; discussion of the jungle canopy and (3) to enumerate the testing and simulation
its temperature regime is found in Chap. 3, procedures that assure adequate design. In
"Temperature", of this handbook, for exam- this chapter, the subjects are so diverse as to
pie. Micro-organisms are intimately related to make that organization intractable. However,
the larger biological species but, again, are for each subject considered, the factor
excluded from this chapter. Rather, the intent description, effects and design procedures,
has been to confine this discussion to direct and test and simulation procedures format is
effects on materiel or materiel requirements. followed. When information on a specific

macrobiological organism is presented, that
Since the intended reader of this handbook presentation is complete within the paragraph

is primarily the materiel design engineer, a in wlich it appears. The chapter subdivisions,
legitimate question concerning his interests therefore, are different from those of the
has pervaded the preparation of this chapter. other chapters.
Is the subject to be "materiel" or is it to be
broadened to include "materiel requirements"? In order that proper attention be given to
Thus, mosquitoes do not contribute to the more important macrobiological organ-
materiel degradation, but they do influence isms, several of the less important ones are
materiel requirements-mosquito netting, discussed briefly in this introduction and
screening, repellants, insecticides, and drain- references are given for additional informa-
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tion sources. These include the reptiles and mammalian species of Africa, and the sea
the larger mammals, mammals generally avoid man and his

incursions into their habitats. Most species of
Snakes are maligned in the popular large mammals are so decimated as to require

literature out of all proportion to their actual protection in order to survive.
threat or damage. American military forces
have never experienced enough casualties Only when military operations are necessi-
from snakebite to jeopardize a mission or to tated in remote areas of the world will large
attract much attention. However, the threat wild mammals constitute a problem of any
of snakebite may crente a morale problem kind to military materiel, and even then it will
sufficient to delay or otherwise impede a usually be of secondary importance.
mission. Even in those areas of the world such
as Southeast Asia where snakebite deaths are 13-2 INSECTS AND OTHER ARTHRO-
relatively high, Anmerican troops equipped PODS*
with antitoxic serum, protective footwear,
and adequate mechanical equipment do not Of the various animal species isble to the
experience the snakebite mortality rates naked eye, arthropods constitute the most
characteristic of the indigenous population. numerous general grouping and the most

important in causing deterioration of materiel
In any case neither snakes nor other and discomfort and health problems for

reptiles constitute a hazard to materiel nor do personnel. Although more than 750,000
they normally create a requirement for different kinds of arthropods have been
specialized materiel items. Thus, sn.,kes do named and described, only a small number of
not represent a significant environmental them are harmful to Army materiel and
factor in the context of this handbook and no personnel. Arthropods are found in an almost
additional discussion is warranted. Complete infinite variety of natural environments as
information on poisonous snakes may be well as in manmade or modified natural
found in Poisonous Snakes of the World (Ref. situations. Their food and behavior patterns
1), while additional information is found in A are extremely varied. Numerous articles made
Field Guide to the Snakes of South Vietnam, from materials of animal or vegetable origin
(Ref. 2) and Snakes of the World (Ref. 3). provide food or shelter or both for arthro-

pods. These materials can be damaged or
like reptiles, the larger mammals are of totally destroyed, by their attack. This may

little concern to materiel design engineers, occur during one or more of various distinct
Although, in some instances, materiel is stages of a givcn animal's life cycle-such as
damaged by th,' ravages of the larger the egg, the larva, the pupa (resting stage), or
mammals, this occurs too infrequently to the adult beetle, for example. Life cycles can
warrant extensive consideration. Bears, for last from less than a few months to several
example, are known to have destroyed years.
instruments at remote weather stations and
will damage and destroy other materiel in *The Artlropoda ac a phylum of animals compiling mora
their search for food. Bears are not numerous than 75 prcent or the c•a mtd anials in the worl.- about
and the incidents in which they are involved 90 percnt of them an intst. Artuopads hands Insects,

arachnids, crustaceans, and mydaplds. AxachakMb, whir
occur infrequently. Includie spldrs. morplons, tcks, mitea, and chIulars, &ffe

from Insects in having four pairs of legs; in hAving oely two
body regions (head and thorax combined into owe); in

The large mammals, in general, have havin no antenna, red jaws, or compound eoyes md in
survived the spread of civilization only other •ways. lects have only three pes o logs, thrm body

rgons, and usually, two pairs of membeamous wings (bees,
because their natural habitat is still remote betles, Sea, wasq. and mosquitoe). Cntarawgm am
from man's habitation. Thus, the deer and marine arthropods charactaried by exoaeltons mnd
caribou of North America, the cats in many nludee lobsters timpe, aab, ad haetam iK ssuc as014d and codods hav muaiwou eindar
areas of both hemispheres, the varied body sections, nearly all of themhaving true joioted ep.
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Inasmuch as arthropods are cold blooded or even his will to perform efficiently.
and hzve a body temperature dependent upon
the environment, they are able to survive Injuries inflicted by insects can be more
weather extremes. The superior sensitivity of serious than their annoyance of personnel.
some animals to small changes in pressure, These injuries, mostly bites and stings, are
temperature, and humidity enables them to usually painful, may be accompanied by other
be very responsive to impending changeý; in serious symptoms, such as fever, nausea, and
weather. swelling, and are often infectious or toxic.

Some insects eject secretions harmful to the
A given species of an insect or other skin or eyes; accidental squashing of some

arthropod seeks the most suitable microcli- arthropods against unprotected human skin
mate within its envirotment--one providing can produce a serious reaction.
suitable shelter, adequate food, and a proper
environment for laying eggs. For instance, Because of their nuisance and injury
many species of female mosquitoes search capabilities, arthropods pose a threat far
over large areas for stagnant pools in which to exceeding those of the larger animals. Many
lay their eggs. The mobility of flying insects protective and control measures have been
allows them to be selective in choosing a developed; many of them must be improved
suitable habitat. Sincc certain habitats are apt and new techniques developed in the
to be infested with insects and other ever-present battle with harmful species.
arthropods known to be harmful to certain
materials, they should be avoided or cleared Additional information beyond that pro-
of infestation before use. vided in the paragraphs that follow on the

complicated and sometimes controversial use
Many arthropods are detrimental to the of numerous insecticides is provided in The

comfort and health of personnel. A piece of Handbook of Pest Control, the Behavior, Lift
equipment may be difficult to field test or use History, and Control of Household Pests (Ref.
in an environment in which these pests cause 4), Destructive and Uselid Insects: Their
annoyance and injuries to personnel. Such a Habits and Control (Ref. 5), and in the
problem might be solved by the use of Military Entomology Operational Handbook
protective devices for a limited period, but (Ref. 6). Various Federa! and State organiza-
well coordinated control measures may be tions have conducted research on safe and
needed before completing a longer mission. A economical methods of arthropod control and
fundamental knowledge of the harmful the U S Public Health Service provides
insects and their control is often esseutial for information on this subject. Private industrial
successful operations. firms, particularly chemical companies, have

also conducted much research and furnish
Depending upon the density of the considerable information, especially on the

arthropod population, their characteristics, insecticides that they have developed.
and their degree of persistence, effects can be
manifested in various degrees and ways. 13-2.1 TERMITES
Arthropods are often a nuisance by their
presence; by their sounds; by the bad odors Termites are the most destructive of the
and tastes of their secretions; by crawling over biological agents, damaging wood and other
the human body; by getting into the eyes, cellulose-containing products, These pale-
ears, nose, and mouth; or by depositing their colored, social insects are found in highly
eggs or waste substances on the body. Flying, organized colonies. Most species seek habitats
buzzing, and creeping creatures are partivular- in or near wood. Moisture requiremeats of
ly annoying when a soldier is concentrating termites vary greatly with different species.
on a task or is simply trying to rest. They can Except during their colonizing period, ter-
hamper visibility as well as a soldier's ability mites shun light and exposure.
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Although termites are not found in arctic ntages-egg, nymph, and adult. Adult workers
and antarctic areas, ^hey occur in most other and soldiers are always wingless, grayish or
major geographic regions as shown in Fig. creamy-white, thin-skinned, maggotlike,
13-1. In the United States termites are most blind, and similar in appearance except that
common in the South and Southwest. the soldiers have larger, harder, and longer
Members of the genus Reticulitermes are heads with sicklelike jaws. The workers, by
widespread in this country below elevations of far the most numerous and destructive,
about 2,000 m. They are also found in a band include both males and females; they do all
extending from the western Mediterranean the labor, including feeding and grooming
region across Fouthern Eurasia to southern other members of the colony. The function of
China. the soldiers is to protect the colony against its

chief enemy, the ant. Termites are a popular
Once a wooden building or other wood food for other insects and for fauna during

product becomes infested with termites, the swarming periods.
damage they cause may be extensive before it
is discovered as is illustrated in Fig. 13-2. The temporarily light-seeking swarms of
Decontamination and repair of damaged subterranean termites consist of reproductives
wood, especially in buildings, adds greatly to or sexual adidts. They have yellow-brown or
the cost of maintenance. It is important that black bodies and two pairs of long, whitish,
careful consideration be given to termite opaque wings, which are about twice the
protection when planning and constructing length of their body. In temperate areas the
wooden buildings. Buildings can be fully queens are 12 to 20 mm in length, in the
protected against damage by termites at a tropics they are 50 to 100 mm long.
modest cost.

Since termites are far more destructive than
An older but stilV useful and comprehensive but similar in appearance to reproductive

tieutmrnt of termite problems is to be found forms of true ants, it is important that thu
in Termites and Termite Control (Ref. 9). two insects be distinguished. Their contrasting
Other useful references are. Our Enemy the features are shown in Fig. 13-4. Termites have
Termite (Ref. 10) and an agricultural bulletin a thick waistline, which contrasts sharply with
on termites (Ref. 11). the very narrow waistline characterizing all

ants. True ants also have two pairs of
13-2.1.1 SUBTERRANEAN TERMITES temporary wings that are transparent and

unequal in length while, for termites, the two
The two broad classes of termites are the pairs of wings are equal in length. Termites

subtenanean and the nonsubterranean, of ate characterized by straight, beadlike anten-
which the foimer is more common and more nae; ants by elbowed antennae. As to habitat,
destructive. kxe subterranean termites are ants are often observed in open, drier
discussed in this paragraph. situations; termites are normally hidden in

relatively warm, moist sites.
(I) Description. Subterranean termites liie

in colonies in the ground but often travel in (2) Dtribution. Subterranean termites are
secret passageways above ground to obtain found in most tropical and temperate areas.
food; they must have a ground contact mainly They are common in most parts of the eastern
to insure an ample supply of moisture. Each half of the United States, especially in the
colony-distinctly separated from all others- deep South, and in California (Fig. 13-5).
consists of reproductives, workers, ard Moreover, within these areas the extent of
soldiers. Examples of these types and stages damage from termites varies greatly from one
for the western subterranean termite are specific locality to another, depending on
shown in Fig. 11-3. During their lifetime, the type of ground, moisture, and local building
members of each caste pass through three practices.
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Figure 13-2. Termite Damage to UtIlity Pole (Ref. 6)
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to______ same scl Dele of
(A)Wizgedrepodutiv, o slteTeay fr sarmng.'Ibs i rero

ductive whose wings have been shed aftar swarming. (C) Very yoing
nymh i fist ympalinstar, or growth stage, not long from the egg,*
cast no yetevient.(D)Middle-sized nympa, in third instar: caste
stil nt eidet. H) atenymph of reproductive caste with wing
pads orimmtur wigs.(F)Individual of the worker caste, fully
deveope,, G) Idivdua ofthe moldier caste, fully developed.

(H)Oldbredin quenenlarged, or physogastric.. (1) Short-winged,
bracyptrou, orsecnd ormindividual of the reproductive caste,

caled supleentryreproductive. (1) Wingless, apterous, or
secud frm ndivdua ofthereproductive caste, also called a supple-

me~ntaryrerdci.

Figujre 13-3. Lifec Cycle Stages of Termilte (Ref. 6)j
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Figure 13.-4. Flying Forms of Termites and Ants (Ref. 6)

In some parts of the world, subterranean unchanged, infestations in buildings have
termites that build high mounds are known as increased because of the introduction of
mound-building termites. They ame found central heatir.g and of changes in building
locally in Central and South America and in proz-tices and materials. H-eated basements
Australia, Africa, and Southern and Southeast also extend termite activity to include winter
Asia. weather and thus contribute to greater losses.

Although the distribution of termite& over (3) Evidence o~f infestation. Often. the first
broad areas continues to remain essentially indication of a well-establislied subterranean
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Figure 13-5. Subterranean Termite Infestation in the United States
(Density of dots is proportional to the termite population density.)

termite colony is large number, of young termites. A colony of termites is unlikely to .

reproductives eineiging. or "swarming", from do mur'h damnage to a building in less than 8
the ground or wood. In temperate areas these yr unless othet: colonies of termites were
colonizing flights most frequently occur after already in the ground before a building was
several warm days of spring, often after a etected.
warm rain. but may Occur almost iiny time
during the warmer months, In the tropics Subterranean termites provide little evi-
such a migration ncers after neavy rains. dence of their presence and may remain
Since the nonflying querns in the tropics unnoticed by casual observers for many years.
become so large. a subterranean termite The workers, which are soft-bodied, numeri-
infestation is confined to the nearby vicinity. cally dominant, and the most destmacive

caste in a colony. excavate secretive galleries
The you))g reproductives emerging insidt. within materials thet they attack. The inside

heated areas in temperate areas are attracted of' their galleries are covered with grayish
by strong fight and gather around a window specks of excrement and earth. They neither
or glarsed portion Of a door in an effort to get reduce wood to a powder), mass nor posh
outside. Unless they aw. caught in an outside their waste materials through outside open-
air current, subterranean termites seldom inr,. as do certain types of wood-boring
travel very far before sheddihag their wings. insects. Termites are also careful to keep the
The presence of discarded wings in lighted outer surface of' the wood intact. This
places provides good evidence thal. termites vonceals their destructive mining activities
emerging inside a building were unable to and helps to preserve the vital moisture in the
escape. wood, which is required by most termites.

Most of the reproductive adults perish. In (4) I-4ii'wabl curiditions. Subterranean
temperate latitudes a few newly formed pairs termites becorne most numerou-s in warm,
sometivies succeed in flying away and moist p~ound containing abundant and
establishing new colonic-. The whinllcss %uliatl)Av food. Poorly vcntilated space beneath
termites merely seek adjacent moist silv'. near the first floor of' buildings where an amrle
a source of wood. By the time a coMony i% 5 or ; %ly of wood is in direct or indirect contact
6 yr old, it may contain sevvral thousand 6.,. she Mround provides favorable conditions
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for trmite infestations, particularly at (c) A gap of at least 15 cm should be

porches, steps, or terraces. ('racks or voids in provided between woodwok'k of building and
foundations and concrete floor also make it soil or fill.
easy for termites to reach wood that is not in
contact with the ground. Heat radiated (d) Building foundation!; should be
through basement wills in temperate latitudes impenetrable to termites. Sound construction
fosters termite activity during cooler periods, practices eliminate voids in walls and floors.

Reinforced poured concrete is better than

(5) Dumage. T1he principal food of termites discrete unit masonry construction in mini-
is cellulose, obtained from wood and other mizing the possibility of termite entry.
plant tissues. Termites damage wood in
buildings, utility poles, fence posts, and other (e) Well-designed and carefully in-
wood in contact with the ground or adjacent stalled metal shields are no substitute for
to masonry or concrete through which they good construction but may serve to supple-
travel to reach food. Subterranean termites ment good construction.
feed on the cellulose-rich spring wood and
leave the non-nutritious summer wood. This (f) Appropriate openings in founda-
results in the excavation of alternate bands of tions of wood construction should be
wood. provided to insure sufficient ventilation of

moisture-accumulating pockets wider build-
Other cellulosic products often damaged ings.

include paper, fiberboard, and various types
of fabrics derived from cotton and other (g) Thorough drainage of ground adja-
plants. They may also penetrate such ceot to and beneath buildings should he
noncellulosic materials as asphalt (especially provided for.
exp~ansion joint fillers and moisture-proofing
paints used on basement floors or walls of (h) Sufficient clearance beneath build-
buildings), asbestos, leather, electrotype ings for making annual inspection (45 to 75
blocks, wet battery cases, and cellulose- cm) should be provided.
acetate fabrics. However, most damage is
confined to woodwork in buildings. (i) Wood impregnated with standard

(Federal Specification TT-W-571 d) preserva-
(6) (Control. It should be reemphasized tires. which provides protection against ter-

that the best time to provide protection mites. shOuld be usedC.
against termites is during the planning and
construction of a building, because some I0) Impregnated fiberboards or wall
faulty methods commonly used in building panels withi toxins such as copper, :Arsenic, or
construction contribute to tihe danger of chlorinated phienols during the manufacturing
termite infestation. The following pre;ventive process affo\rd themn protection against ter-

and renicdial measures are suggested: mite damage.

(a) Surplus ccllulosic material, such as (k) The slow-growing heartwood of
stumps. scrap. and form boards should be certain tree species grown ir' the United States
removed from the building Aite prior to and and in the tropics, which are naturally
after construction, resistant to trmnite attack. can be used.

(b) It' an area is already infested with (1) Chemicals often ussd in treating
termites•, chemicals should be applied to the new and old building sites to control termite
ground to kill them, although such treatments infestation are sodium arsenite. coal-tar
lack permanent value. They are no substitutes creosote. trichlorobenzene, orthodichloroben-
for pioper construction. zene, and pentachlorophenol. Important safe-
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ty precautions must be followed in their use, from the subterranean termites.
.• for thry can be extremely harmful to people,

animals, or plants under certain conditions. (2) Distribution. Nonsulterranean tex mites
For detailed information on their use, consult have been found in temperate, subtropical,
the appropriate literature (Refs. 4,7). and tropical regions. Fortunately, they ave

common only in a relatively few hcalities
In any remedial measure, it is well to keep throughout the world.

in mind that a colony of subterranean
termites will soon perish when either their In North America they occur chiefly in
passageway to a vital ground contact or their warm coastal areas. In the United States
access to a source of cellulose is blocked by dry-wood termites (Kalotermes), the most
corrective alterations to a building. common species, are found in a narrow strip

t from Cape May, N.J., across 1lorida, along
13-2.1.2 NONSUBTERRANEAN the Gulf Coast and the Mexican-border States

TERMITES to Northern California. Southern Florida and
California are most affected by these insects

Nonsubterranean termites, the second (Fig. 13-1).
major class of termites, hive a cycle similar to
the ground-nesting forms. They differ in that These termitea are most destructive in the
most species do not require a ground contact. tropics and subtropics, especially in New

Zealand, Ceylon, parts of eastern and
(1) Desc-ipfion. Immature nymphs are the southern Africa, South and Central Ame•'ica,

workers. The soldiers are relatively large .,id Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Haiti. They are found
wingless, As protectors of the colony, they in elevations up to 8,000 ft in parts of Latin
have powerfu' jaws with teeth on their inner America. Their d-'nage is less serious in
edge (subterranean species do not). Mediterranean Europe, North Africa, and

southern United States.
The reproductive adults, ranging in length

from 8 to 25 mm, may be light yellow to dark (3) Evidences of infestation. Except during
brown or black. They differ from subterra- dispersal flights, nonsubterranean, like other
nean species in having branches in the upper termites, arc rarely seen. An accumulation of
part of their wings. The reproductives have shed wings is evidence of lo-al infestation, for
winZ, initially and can fly short distances, termites never crawl freely over exposed
P fter which they shed their wings. If i female surfaces at other times, as ants do.
and male find suitable wood, they enter it and
enlarge it laterally. Later they seal the These insects seal all openings in wood with
openings with smaP particles of excrement a brownish or blackish cementlike substance
and a dark cementlike substance secreted that they secrete. The termite plugs awe
from their mouths. usually paper thin and often contain partially

digested pellets of excreta. The rcded
Nonsubterranean colonies grow more slow- openings may have been made by boring

ly, are less common, and less injurious than beetles, entrance holes made by the crigipal
subterranean colonies. An old colony may colonizing male and female, exit holes for
consist only of a few thousand termites. colonizing flights, or holes c'at for regulating

temperature and humidity.
Each colony consists of u number of

chambers distributed throughout gallerie.s in Nonsubtoranean termites excrete pellets of
the wood. The nymphs remove all excreta of partially digesfed wood; subterranean termites
partially dig,:sted wood from galleries either do not. The pellets, siiull-r in color to the
to unused inner chambers or to the outside excavated wood, are found in tunnels and in
through small openings, differing in this habit piles where. they were eje':ted from infested
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chamzbers. Unlike dwe -I:ct, I v the in that country, termite-resistant woods are

powder-post beetle.., let'an be used.
identified by their .. . --.. ..a This
evidence is often the ';'.. 'rmite (5) Preventive tneasures. All lumber, espe-

activity, cialy old lumber, should be inspected
carefully for evidences of infestation. Infested

These insects sometU.. '... , t xlJ,, lumber should never be used. The transporta-

narrow shelter tubes of `eVJC¢eL s,..ta,,: tion and reuse of such lumber is prohibited in

and excretal pellets to scve as pa•szagewaYs Panama, Honolulu, and Pasadena (Calif.).
between sources of wood. llThy may also
close in the crevices between iiiasunry, &'recning of all doors, windows, and other
conLrete, wood, or between a combination of ventilation openings with a noncorrodible
these materials, metal (20 meshes to the inch) should prevent

winged tt.rmites from entering a building.

These termites excavate chambers and
tunnels precariously close to the suiae, (titlity poles. construction timbers, and
leaving only a surface film of unpainted wood other cellulosic building materials can be
(blister) or only a flimsy coating of paint. pretroated or impregnated with chemical
Infested wood may be detected by tapping wood preservatives to prevent termite attack
wood with finger tips or a piece of metal. This but these services are expensive. Considerable
may produce a hollow sound or papery rustle. protection can be provided by dipping wood
Either of these sounds may reveal the for 3 min in 5-percent solution of pentachlor-
presence of termite caverns beneath the orphenol in light petroleum-based oil, or

surface. applying three coats of this solution with a
brush. All exposed surfaces must be treated.

(4) Damage. Nonsubterranean termites at-
tack wood and wood products containing Sevral coats of heavy paint on exterior
cellulose in a variety of environments. They wood surfaces provide appreciable protection
infest structural timbers and other woodwork ag;.kinst termite entry.
in buildings, furniture, utility poles, lumber,
paper, cloth, fiber insulation panels, and Where the danger of infestation is signifi-
numerous miscellaneous items. cant, various termite-resistant woods should

be umed. For construction timbers, the

Damage to wood made by nonsubterranean close-grained heartwood of foundation-grade
termites differs considerably from that caused redwood,. heartwood of southern tidewater
by sulterranean termites. Unlike subterranean red cypross, and very pitchy longleaf pine can
termites, nonsubterranean species cut across be used. Eastern red cedar is fairly resistant

the grain and excavate irregular chambers and is more readily available for use as poles,
connected by tunnels that are about the posts, hridge timbers, or similar purposes.
overall diameter of a termite. Nonsubterra- Except for black walnut, termites attack all
nean termites destroy both spring and furnituse woods native to the United States.
summer wood; subterranean termites con- Heartwoods of true mahogany and Spanish
sume only the spring wood. cedar make resistant cabinet woods.

Although damage by various nonsubterra- Although the use of steel, concrete, stone,
nean species varies considerably with the or brick instead of wood in buildings provides
locality in the United States. damage by these good protection against nonsubterrancan
insects is most severe outside the country. For termites, wooden materials inside such build-
instance, most Cuban cities prohibit the ings are susceptible to attack unless a building

construction of wooden floors. In rural areas is thoroughly scrm,,ned,
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(6) Remedial measures. Once wood be- 13-2.2 POWDER-POST BEETLES*

comes infested with nonsubterranean ter-
mites, a number of remedial measures must be The powder-post beetles comprise several
undertaken to prevent further damage. families of woodborers that honeycomb
Infested wood in buildings should be hardwnods an4 softwoods. These insects are
removed, destroyed, and replaced with so named because of the excreted flourlike
chemically treated wood or other termite- powder deposited mainly in burrows bored by
reWsant material. Infested lumber should their larvae; other insects in this general group
neither be transported to another area nor excrete pellets of wood. Aside from the holes
reused, since these insects remain and bored wheie insects entered the wood and the
continue to damage the wood. small piles of excretions occasionally spilled

from holes, little or no evidence may be
A wcond way to destroy nonsubterranean present to reveal their workings. The larvae of

termites is by heat or cold treatment of these beetles feed mostly on seasoned lumber
infested wood. Placing infested furniture in a or wood products, although some species
chamber heated to 60*C (140 0 F) for 4 hr will attack live or unseasoned wood. Given
kill termites and most other similarly harmful sufficient time, they bore an intricite
insects (Ref. 8). Exposure of termites in wood network of burrows inside a thin outer shell
to a temperature of -9 0 C (1 50F) for 4 days and between some intervening partitions of
will also kill them. In the northern climates, undisturbed wood. Excreted wastes are

* infested furniture may be moved outdoors; in usually packed tightly behind larvae, so their
the tropics infested items may be kept in a presence is often concealed until after serious

- refrigerating unit for the designated period. damage has been done.

If the wood has been damaged considerably At least some species of powder-post
but not significantly weakened by termite beetles can be found in all parts of the world
excavation, an insecticide in a liquid or dust and cause considerable damage to lumber,
form may be injected into their galleries. The furniture, woodwork of buildings, tool
same chemicals used in killing subterranean handles, packing cases, cots, tent stakes, and
termites also kill nonsubterranean termites, innumerable other wood items.

* although minor differences in strength and
method of application may be pertinent The E~ve most harmful families of powder-
because of different habits. The poisonous post beetles include the following in order of
residues of some chemicals injected into woridwide importance: Anobiidae, Ceramby-
galleries prevent other termites from establish- cidae, Bostrichidae. Lyctidae, and Curculioni-
ing colonies in the same areas. dae. All have four distinct stages in a life cycle

that lasts from 3 mo to a number of years.
Nonaubterranean termites can also be The stages include the egg, the larva, the pupa

checked by fumigating tightly sealed, isolated, (resting stage), and the adult beetle. Comple-
infested buidings with a toxic gas, such as tion of the cycle is much faster in the warmer
methyl bromide. This has the advantage of latitudes. Eggs are usually deposited in
controlling termites in buildings with inacces- crevices of wood, in open joints cf furniture,
sible infested timbers. The method is also and in open pores of wood surfaces. The larva
quicker and frequently cheaper than the use stage is the most destructive. The larvae
of toxic liquids and dusts. However, fumiga- borings reduce structural strength of wood
tion leaves no poisonous residue in galleries to and expose its interior to moisture and
prevent termites entering the same chambers. microbiological deterioration.
Furthermore, fumigation is extremely danger-
ous and should be conducted only by licensed *,Gexal tcfhim for " paragraph lhndude Dfectw ki
personnel. 71mbr Coutd by Inrce (Ref. 12) and the MNry

ntomonk Opewsiomol lkndbook (Ref. 6).
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on its wing covers. The creamy-white larvae of
this insect often attack pine or spruce
subflooring and framework in wood buildings.

iThey make a rasping or ticking sound while
cutting oval tunnels about 6 to 12 mm in
diameter. Since the larvae avoid piercing the
outer surface of wood and pack powdery
wood waste in tunnels behind them, they may
continue mining wood for years without
being detected.

Tl.e bostrichids, called the large powder-
post beetles, have a worldwide distribt:tion
and cause significant damage to wood
products. They prefer well-seasoned sapwood,
reducing it to a fine-to-coarse dust. With
possibly a few exceptions, bostrichids differ
from the other four families in taut they
usually lay their eggs in remote recesses of
their tunnels.

The Lyctidae family, as illustrated in Fig.
13-7, constitutes the so-called true powder-
post beetles. They aic distributed worldwide
and are especially harmful to seasoned
sapwoods of high starch content. These

Figure 13-6. Adult Anobfid beetles damage lumber, woodwork of build-
Powder-post Beetle (Ref. 6) ings, wooden military supplies, tool handles,

and furniture,
Anobiid beetles cause significant damage in

many parts of the world, especially in the The Lyctus beetles range from 4 to 6 mm
humid tropics and subtropics. They also are in length and its color varies from rusty
found in temperate areas. These beetleb feed red-brown to black. The beetles live from 3 to
on, sapwood and heartwood of seasoned 4 weeks and feed on the sapwood of various
hardwoods and softwoods. Workings of this seasoned hardwood trees. Except for the exit
family can best be detected by fine pellets holes, which are made by the adults, the
that have fallen from the (1.6 to 3,2 mm) whitish lir,,m c do the boring, mainly at night,
holes in the surface of the wood. A and leave a flourlike dust.
characteristic of the group is the hooded head
as shown in Fig. 13-6. Two of the better The curculionids, or weevils, do consider.-
known anobiid beetles are the deathwatch able damage to timbers and framework of
beetle and the furniture beetle. Depending buildings. One species bores into seasoned
largely on the species, these adult beetles softwood, producing a fine powdery or
range from 2.5 to 8.0 mm in length, granular dust and giving the wood a

honeycombed appearance. This weevil is
Although the Cerambycidae family in- small, being only 3 to 5 mm long, including

cludes numerous species, only a few of them its relativly long snout.
infest well-seasoned wood. The old house
borer is widespread in this country and in By taking proper precautions, much darn-
numerous other countries. An adult beetle, age can be prevented. Storage of susceptible
about 18 mm long, is black with grayish trim sapwood and of nonsusceptible heartwood in
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relatively inaccessible places, such as the
wood between the inner and outer walls of a
building.

13.2.3 CLOTHES MOTHS*

Several species of clothes moths damage
unprotected animal fibers including wool,
mohair, fur, hair bristles, feathers, and down.
Clothes moths are destructive only in .the
larva stage; adult moths do not harm
materials.

Larval damage consists of holes eaten into
materials. Relatively minor damage often
makes an article unsuited for further use.
Damaged items are said to be moth-eaten.

Clothes moth larvae do not normally feed
upon synthetic fibers, (nylon, or viscose
rayon), upon vegetable products (cotton,

linen, or burlap) nor upon silk. However,
when these fibers vre mixed with animal-
derived fibers, the larvae eat the mixed

V fabrics. Furthermore, when an area becomes
excessively infested or when food becomes
limited, larvae are more prone to eat
s,'nthetic, vegetable, or mixed fabrics. As

larvae approach maturity, they sometimes
attack other materials to use for constructing

Figure 13-7. Adult Lyctus Beetle (Ref. 6) cocoons. They also attack cotton or silk, to
obtain the sizing or other additives. Clothes

different places helps to confine the problem. moth larvae cannot digest synthetic or
Periodic inspections are recommended. Re- cellulosic fibers that are nonprotein in origin.
stricting inventories to reasonable amounts Such fibers are excreted in a chemically
also reduces the chance of infestation with unchanged form. In some instances larvae are
wood-boring insects. Considerable protection found in cotton batting, burlap, cotton or
can be obtained by soaking or dipping wood linen fabrics, or flax straw for the pupation or

in a solution of 5 percent DDT in fuel oil, or resting period.
in 5 percent pentachlorophenol in a petrole-
um-based oil. Where infestation is severe, (1) Description. The common webbing
impregnating wood with an improved preser- clothes moth is distributed widely except in
vative by a standard vacuum process is the tropics. It is the best known and most
completely effective. destructive of clothes moths in the United

States, particularly in the South. Photographs

Extermination of powder-post beetles al- of typical moths, larvae, and their tunnels are
ready in wood is accomplished by heat shown in Fig. 13-8. The adult webbing clothes
treatments applied by special machines or by moth is about 0.5 in. in length. Its shiny,
chemical application. The latter includes
spraying, bru.,;hing, dipping, or fumigation. *Gcma alerferenees for this puagpaph ane the Department of

Agriculture bulletin on cloth moths (Ref. 13) and the
Fumigation is particularly effective in treating Miiary Entomology Operational Handbook (Rat. 6).
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enter storage areas or containers hav.ing
openings of only 0.1 mm and infest clothing
or fabrics, In artificially heated buildings, eggs
hatch, larvae feed, and adult moths emerge,
but at a slower rate than during summer.

Three factors favoring optimal develop-
ment and rote of emergence of clothes moths
are (1) ample supply of suitable food, (2)
temperature at about 27*C, and (3) relative
humidity of 60 to 80 percent. Any lowering
of temperature is particularly critical 'in

A dureducing reproduction, growth rate, and
[ (A) Adult amount of damage to materials attacked by

larvae. Their activity ceases at 100 C.S(B) Larva*

(C) Silken tunnels The larvae, especially the larger ones, can
withstand relatively long periods of adverse
environmental conditiona, such as subfreezing

Figuiv 13-8. Webbing Clothes Moth (Ref. 6) temperature, low relative humidity, and
insufficienl food. Such conditions, however,

golden-buff or putty-colored wings are un- limit their ultimate size which may exceed 12
spotted, narrow, and fringed with long hairs. mm, and prolong the duration of larval period
When resting, the wingspread ranges from 6 to from 1 nio to 29 mo. Under unfavorable
8 mm. conditions, the larvae become inactive or

dormant, they neither feed nor grow during
When clothes moths are disturbed in such periods. LarvP may become inactive for

clothing or fabrics, these insects disappear no apparent reason, only to resume feeding at
quickly in folds of the fabric, or in other a later time. Since clothes moths feed only in
secluded or darkened places. Although they the larval stage, they must consume enough
may flit about in the margins of dimly lighted nutrients to last through their pupal and adult
areas, they keep away from bright lights. An stages.
important way to distinguish this clothes
moth from the larger outdoor species of The presence of larval clothes moths in
moths whose larvae feed on vegetation is that animal fibers ii indicated by webbing. A larva
the latter flit around listles. The presence of may spin a Aionportable cocoon (a tube),
these moths inside a building is no cause for gradually enlarge one, abandon a cocoon and
concern. construct a new one, or nfes rely spin a patch

here and there on infested material.
The female clothes moth deposits nearly

invisible eggs between fibers of any fabric, The life span of the clothes moth may vary
either singly or ii groups. Since she adds a from 55 days to 4 yr, but under normal
secretion that causes the eggs to adhere to conditions they live fronm 65 to 90 days.
threads, they are not easily dislodged. If Adult :moths normally live from 1 to 4 weeks.
environmental conditions are favorable, the Although %he ability of these insects to fly
eggs hatch in about 4 days compared to 3 appears erratic and uncertain, they have
week:., in less suitable habitats, but in no case infested place: 300 or more ft from breeding
can -the embryo survive a long incubation areas.
period. After hatching from the eggs, the
larvae are active, white, shiny, translucent, (2) Control. A number of methods can be
and about I mm in length. Thus they can employed to control moths, but no single
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method is entirely suitable for preventing or temporary rather than permanent. No treated
destroying them in all situations. Before textile continues to provide protection when
fabrics are stored, they should be moth free. exposed to wear, light, dry cleaning fluids,
Frequent dusting, brushing, or, preferably, and laundering. However, if the same or other
vacuum cleaning are important control suitable moth insecticides are reapplied
measures. Thorough vacuuming of remote periodically, adequate protection against
cracks and secluded places, such as under moths and carpet beetles is provided.
baseboards and around heating units, are good
preventive measures. Feltlike fibers that Mothproofing chemicals applied to un-
accumulate in those places provide sources of finished textiles in a bath during manufacture
food for small larvae. Such measures may be insures saturation and by far the most
inadequate for destroying. moths already permanent results. These give excellent
inside such materials as upholstered furniture protection for many years. Such mothproof-
or blankets. Clothing that is used almost daily ing agents make wool unpalatable, indigest-
is rarely damaged by clothes moths, since use ible, or toxic to moth larvae.
inhibits deposition of eggs, hatching of eggs,
and feeding of larvae. Of the residual mothproofing insecticides,

DDT is often used for temporary control in
Once an area becomes infested with clothes relatively small places. It is used as a 3 to 6 I

moths, more drastic control measures must be percent solution in a deodorized oil-based
taken-the same as those for controlling spray and can be applied with an electric or
carpet beetles. Two of the more frequently compressed air sprayer. A solution higher
used methods for controlling moths are than 3 percent requires an aromatic selvnt. If
residual spraying and fumigating, the sprayer is not held too close to a fabric,

the DDT crystals that do form can be easily
When a fabric is treated with a residual brushed off. Otherwise they would have to be

moth spray, it must be wetted thoroughly by dry cleaned to remove the stains.
some detergent in water or an organic solvent.
An insecticide deposited on fibers of a fabric Compared to the mothproofing effective-
is usually absorbed by them but may remain ness of DDT, lindane is far less permanent,
as a residue on the surface of material. Toxic more volatile, and more toxic to personnel.
deposits protect fibrous material against Nevertheless, lindane sprays at 0.1 percent are
attacks by clothes moth larvae as well as useful where an infestation must be quickly
carpet beetles for several months to some- cleaned up.
times years. Some of the more common
residual sprays include DDT, dieldrin, and Chlordane used in amounts of 2 to 3
chlordane. percent by weight of a fabric is effective as a

temporary residual mothproofer. This slightly
Clothes and other textiles that are both volatile insecticide is highly toxic to insects in

washed and dry cleaned should be treated difficult-to-reach cracks and crevices. Chlor-
with mothproofing chemicals resistant to dane films do not dull finished fabrics and are
both. If a fabric is either washed or dry resistant to vacuum cleaning. Furthermore,
cleaned, its mothproofing agent should be chlordane sprays do not stain materials
resistant to the cleaning process recom- unaffected by a water- or oil-based carrier.
mended. Because a chlordane spray is toxic to

personnel, a major consideration concerning
Some of the better residual sprays protect its use is the need for dry cleaning of all

upholstered furniture, blankets, clothing, and clothes or other fabrics before they can be
other treated finished textiles for only 3 or 4 used.
mo. Thus, the insecticidal or deterrent
benefits of so-called "inothproofers" is Fumigation of a building or a storage area
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has often proved successful against clothes
moths. As long as an infested enclosure can be
tightly scaled against circulation of air, many
fumigants may be used Hydrocyanic acid gas
is most often used.

(A) Larva
Sometimes the toxic gases do not penetrate

in sufficient strength to kill all moths. This
emphasizes the need to arrange clothes,
blankets, upnolstered furniture, and other
fabrics in such a way as to facilitate better
penetration of fumigants into diem. The
general practice is to expose them to twice
the dosage needed to kill large larvae.

Only personnel thoroughly experienced in
using fumigants can handle them with
reasonable safety and even then only in
reasonably isolated areas well secured against
entry by unauthorized personnel.

Larvae of clothes moths can withstand low
temperatures for a considerable time but are )
much less tolerant of quick changes in
temperature. A sudden lowering of the (B) Adult
temperature to -.8'C (1 8'F) for several days
followed by a rapid increasu to 100 C (50'F) Figure 13-9. Black Carpet Beetle (Ref. 6)
for a short while and subsequent maintenance
at 40 C (40'F) was found to kill all moths solids. Like the clothea moths, adult carpet
(Ref. 13). Two or three rapid fluctuations of beetles (also called buffalo moths) cause no
that magnitude are desirable before stabilizing damage. Their larvae, usually brown and
the temperature at 40 C. Aside f. om being fuzzy, consume the same materials as clothes
expensive, cold storage of infested materials moths and likewise tend to be scavengers.
at this level prevents feeding of larvae but Some specie! feed on cereal products. It takes
does not necessarily kill them. from 3 mo to 1 yr for a carpet beetle to

complete its life cycle, depending upon the
Although exposure of clothes moths to species and the environment. An adult beetle

high temperature is more effective than to and its larva are shown in Fig. 13-9.
low temperatures, heating is used infrequent-
ly. Exposure of larvae of clothes moths to Carpet beetles are found throughout the
temperatures of 43°C (1100F) or higher kills world although more are found in the warmer
them in about 30 min. However, clothes zones. In some places much damage attrib-
moths can live at a temperature of 33 0 C uted to clothes ruoths is that of the more
(91.40 F). numerous carpet beetles. They are common

pests in dwellings, industrial plants, and
13-2.4 CARPET BEETLES warehouses.

Both the black carpet beetle and the Control of beetles requires careful procure-
common carpet beetlk, attack materials ment and storage of the materials that they
containing animal products, including fur, attack. By use of procurement inspections,
silk, wool, leather, feathers, meat, and milk short storage periods, sanitation in storage
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areas, good packaging practices, and mainte-
- nance of low storage temperaturms, beetle

infestation can normally be avoided. Where
infestations exist, use of residual spray and
aerosol insecticides is effective, as is the /
fumigation of containers or structures (Ref. \

13-2.5 SILVERFISH AND FIREBRATS*

These insects are among the most primitive
of all insects. They have a slender body with a
relatively broad front end, which tapers
gradually to the rear, vary in length from 12

to 18 mm, are always wingless, and have
silvery or grayish scales, short legs, long .
feelers, and a bristly tail. Of the four species
of silverfish, one species is called a firebrat 1
because it prefers temperatures over 90°'.. A
firebrat is shown in Fig. 13-10. Another
reaches its best development between 72' and
80'F with a relative humidity of 75 to 97
percent, while the other two species are less

- restricted in temperature and moisture re-
quirements but require heated shelter during
cooler periods in middle latitudes. When a ý!igure 13-10. Firebrat (Ref. 6)
silverfish is exposed to a lighted environment,
it moves rapidly to a sheltered place, such as linen and rayon, particularly those containing
behind a baseboard or molding. starch.

The feeding habits of all silverfish are Damage by silverfish may be determined in
similar. When necessary, they travel a a numb- of ways. They make minute
considerable distance in search of food. scrapings book bindings, cut notches in the
Silverfish cat carbohydrates and protein of edges of U 'er, and in sonic extreme instances
both animal and vegetable origin, and infest cut irregular holes in paper. Their infestation
flour and other cereals. These insects are of paper or textiles may also be determined
infamous pests of paper, particularly highly by identifying visible feces, microscopic
refined chemical papers. They are particularly scales, irregular cuts in fabrics, or by minute
fond of the sizing in paper, including starch, yellowish stains on linens. Their control
casein, gum, and glue. Thus, they remove involves the use of residual sprays or dusts of
glaze from paper as well us paste from insecticides such as diazinon, sp alathion, and
beneath wall paper. Silverfish also etch book dichlorvos (Ref. 6).Ibindings and nibble on the glue in books.
Although their damage to wool and silk is 13-2.6 ANTS*
negligible, they eat cotton and are fond of

Ants are among the most abundant
terrestrial faunas, and, as a group, are

*Gencral refe.ance; for this paragraph includr the Military worldwide in distribution. The various species
Enwmology Textbook (Ref, 6), "Silverlish, A Papcr-Eating
Insect" (Ref. 14), and "The Biology of the Silverfish
Ctentokpisma Longicandata Esch. With Particular Reference
to Its Feeding iHabits" (Ref. IS). *General references for this paragraph are Rels. 5 and 6.
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range from the arctic to the tropics, from sea over, the human body can also be an
level to timberline, and from very moist to exasperating annoyance. In addition, a few
desert areas. Certain species are more species of anLt make painful bites or toxic

abundant and annoying in some localities stings (see par. 13-27).

than in others. Ants have a remarkable ability
to adapt themselves to a varying environment, In many situations, aside from infestation
including a wide variety of climatic and soil of food and health considerations, ants are a
conditions. distinct nuisance by their infestation of

outdoor areas, materials, or by nesting in
Most species of ants can be easily equipment, furniture, scientific apparatus,

distinguished from other insects. Ants are machinery, or where their presence compli-
usually brown, yellow, red, black, or comn- cates military activities. Carpenter arts carve
binations of these colors. Generally, ants intricate nesting places in partially decayed
range in length from about 0.8 mm to I cm timbers and sometimes in sound wood such as
although larger ants are found. The head, utility poles. Some ants cat soiled fabrics;
thorax, and abdomen of ants are well others disfigure lawns and other outdoor areas
separated, the tborax usually being the by building circular earthen mounds up to I
slenderest *of them. The one or two m high.
enlargements on the short, slender pedicel
separating the thorax from the abdomen Ans have perhaps the most highly
distinguishes ants from the infinitely more organized social life of all insects. A colony
destructive and superficially similar termiles consists almbst always of wingless workers, in
(see par. 13-2.1). Because of importent addition to temporarily winged males and
differences in the habits md destructive females. lflie workers, or underdeveloped
effects between these two pests, they must be sterile females, are frequently of different
identified before appropriate control mea- sizes, shapes, and perform different duties
suns can be undertaken. within the same species. The workers, as the

name implies, do all the work, such as
Ant heads vary greatly in size and form. excavating the nest, obtaining the food,

Their mandibles are extremely important feeding the young and queen, protecting the
organs. Ants use their mandibles for almost colony, and causing the damage and annoy-
everything: biting, pricking, piercing, cutting ance both at and away from the nest. The
off heads, building, sawing, gnawing, cutting, various members of the common black ant
carrying, leaping, and even bounding, but family are.illustrated in Fig. 13-11 along with
never for eating. Their typically elbowed the several life stages.
antennae attached to the head are particularly
sensitive to touch and smell, but their The migration of winged mdles and females
eyesight is poor. of different colonies of a given species often

occurs on the same day in a particular
The diet of ants is even more varied than locality, but how this happens remains a

that of man. Ants are fond of sweets, fruits, mystery. Ants generally mate during their
proteins, meats, greasy substances, starchy dispersal flights. At other times ants are
materials,, seeds, nectar of plants, honeydew, crawlers. Except during the brief peried of
secretions of insects and plants, and almost all migiation, workers are the only ants normally
other plant and animal materials. Adult ants observed outside the nesting area. The males
consume food only in liquid form. soon die after mating. Each female normally

flies but may crawl to a nesting site, where
The presence of ants on exposed or she breaks off her wings. A female most often'

inadequately protected foods or liquids make establishes her nest in drained soil, especially
them unfit for human use since ants may beneath stones, logs, or rubbish. Other ants
transmit disease organisms. Their crawling prefer hollowed out parts of trees or other
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(C)
(B)

(A) Winged king (E) Eggs

(B) Pupa (F) Winged queen

(C) Queen after losing wings (G) Female worker

(D) Larva

Figure 13-7 11. Black Ant (Ref. 6)
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plants and sometimes buildings.

After a fertile female makes a small cavity
or occupies an existing one, it becomes a part
of her permanent home. She then aeal its
opening and lays & small number uf eggs for
her first brood, The larvae halttAed from the
white eggs ate creamy white, helpless,
maogtike pubs, without leg, and nearly
headless. Except on dose ispeon the
lave look like eggs. Th% queen nurtures the
larvae to the adult stage by a salivary
secretim from her mouth. Du-ing this period,
all nutrition for herself and her young is
dered solely firom the reserves of her wing
muscles and abdomen. She is almost always
the conspicuously largest individuri (or
individuals) in a colony. Once the initial
workers of a colony have matured, they take
dcmr of all domestic duties; from then on
the queen does nothing except for eating the
food given her and laying eg

Figure 13-12. Fire Ant (Ref. 6)

Compared to other insects, ants are strong

mnd have a relatively long lifespan. The Although Argentine ants have poor eye-
workers may live from 4 to 7 yr and a queen sight and only a limited sense of smell, they
may live up to 15 yr. She is fecundated only are. prodigious foragers. Their scouts patrol
once and may produce offspring as long as she every square inch of an infested area, operate
lives. Many colonies have secondary queens. both day and night, and can travel 145 ft per
Should all the queens die or be killed, hr. The food-gathering workers always travel
specially fed workers may take over the in d-i'mite trails and less than 1 percent of the
eglaying function. Some ant coklkies are 30 workers can provide the queens and the

o 40 yr old. immature offspring with adequate food. This
points up the futility of control methods that

Although a variety of ant species cause kill up to 99 percent of the foraging workers.
diunge, the Argentine, harvester, and carpen- Because of their rapid rate of reproduction
ter ants typify the problems encountered and and gregarious habits, control measures must
are among the more troublosonie species. be carried out simultaneously over extensive
They are discwseat in the subpararaphs that areas for longer I.astinR results.
follow.

The Argentine ants are well established in
13-26,1 ARGENTINE ANTS the United States throughout the Southern

States, in Califorria, and in Hawaii. Isolated
The Argentir-, or fire ants are among the infestations Olso occur in a number of other

rmot persistently troublesome species. 'Their states. In the colder States, these ants live
slender workers vary from light to dark indoors. They are also found Wh Brazil,
bron, have a single segment in the pedicel, Portugal, Fr&nce, Australia, and the Union of
and raWe from 2.2 to 2.8 mm long. They South Africa. Their general distribution is
have a slight, greasy, musty odor when restricted mainly by aridity or cold winterm.

rushed. An adult fire ant is shown in Fig. However, this tropical specie& can survive
13-12. short periods of freezing cold temperatures.
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SArgntine ants are both annoying and length, dcded the largest i-0;viduals

harmful in areas of human habitation. within a colonw,,. Contrary to mrwt &nv si' dces,

Although they do not stinlL they can bite the queens not only fet-4 md clean themselves
severely and prevent people from sleeping. but participate in fe-Ifi.;. • grooming the
Althouglh they are relatively small, they ame young. Ari~ntine ants hk*,© a itigh productive
extremely aggressive, persistent. courageous, potential burly because of the numerows

and tenacious. They drive out other ants and queens in compound colonmes, great ae-,,a-
insects that interfere in their activities, bility of workers, and no important rivals for
attacking with vigot &ad always in sufficienk the food of those omnivorous ants.
numbers to insure ultimate victory. Argentine
an, htave no impoitaut natqjal enemies other Argentine ants eoter living and dining
than man. They infest all kinds of foods, quarters, storage areas, and other buildings in
especialiy sweets. Their small size llows great numbers and with great poisistence.
iccess to some closed containers and some During spring and summer the workers seek a
packaged foods. Their presence on hiuman large quantity of food to feed an ever-
feces and othcr filth indicates that they could increasing number of young. Summer showers
spread typhoid fever and other diseases. By wash away the honeydew from plants,
protecting and promoting an increase in drastically reducing an importait source of
honeydew-producing insects, they cause in- food. On hot sunny days Argentine ants enter
jury directly to gardens and indirectly to buildings to minimize the desiccating effect of
shade trees. the bright sun and to seek moisture. When the

weather is cold and rainy, the ants seek the
The spreading of Arqntine ants requires warmth and protection of an indoor environ-

some means of transportation either man merit.
provided or natural. For example, an entire
colony may be carried by flood waters during
which the colony is kept together by forming 13-2.6.2 HARVESTER OR AGRICULTUR-
a ball of ants, with the young on the inside, AL ANS
until a landing can be made. These as well as
other ants are resistant to drowning, and can The harvester ants of Southern and Western
either swim or walk on water. Their natural United States are well knoown for their vicious
spread to other areas is only a hundred meters stings and bites of children, adults, and
per year. animals. Its infestations of door steps, paths,

lawns, and grounds make such places
Argentine ants adapt to a wide variety of unsuitable for recreation and numeroas other

situations. They seek to nest, however, in pur-poses.
dark places, usually in the grouned, with a
suitabli- supply of moisture and a food supply The red to dark brown workers trom 6 to
close by. luge nests may be found beneath 12 mm (0.25 to 0.5 in.) long are exceedingly
board. rocks, buildings, or in tunnels aggressive when something interferes with
containing hot ronduit pipes. Areas beneath their activities. They not only fight ferocious-
or adjacent to lawns are also favored ly but actually search for and chase any
environments, intruder apprehended. Once they bite a man,

their powerful jaws remain locked, even when
Unlike mnot ant species, individual Argen-, the rest of the body is pulled away. Their

tint ants an friendly with all members of sting is an even more formidable defensive
their species, including those from remote and offensive weapon. Its toxin is highly
localities. The same amiable relationship irritating, causing prolonged pain and some
applies regarding the queens. A large colony swelling. Thus, reasonable precautions against
my contain several hundred queens. The injury must be taken when traversing an
queens ar brown and from 4 to 6 mm in*infested area.
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Harvester ants sometimes cause indirect
damage to roads by removing soil-binding
vegetation beside them. They also tunnel
under roads and airplate runways, causing
erosion &nd breakdown of paved surfaces. , .

The cleared, flat, barren, circular area
around each entrance hole to a nest of
harvester ants may range from 3 to 35 ft in
diameter. The vegetation-fret areas prevent
excessive accumulation of' mocisture around
the nest and permit rapid warming of the
nurseries. The pathways leading from each of
the holes range up to 200 ft long. Their
almost innumerable subterranean tunnels and
sometimes hundreds of chambers may be the
home for more than 10,000 ants. Their
principal food consists of seeds collected and
stored mainly during autumn. A colony may
survive for many years.

The winged femalew and males swarm in
enormous numbers from June to October but
mainly in August and September, especially in Figure 13.-13. Carpenter Ant (Ref 6)
the afternoon after a rain. 3ince birds, toads,
lizards, and other ants prey on them heavily and fast moving. Their eyesight in better than
for food, few survive, The males die after that of most other ants. When crushed,
mating. Each surviving female selects a nesting carpenter ants have a distinct acid (formic)
site, removes her wings, and establishes a new odor.
cok'ony.

A colony is ordinarily initiated by a winged
Tie activities of California harvester ants female which occupies a small cavity beneath

are closely related to temperature. The a rock or board or in an insc,:t-bored tunnel in
entri nee to colonies remains closed through- wood, where she seals herself in for 2 to 10
out the 3 or 4 coolest months and every night mo, She lays a small number of eggs and takes
during the vest of the year, These light-red care of her offspring until they mature
ants with somewhat lighter colored legs are sufficiently to forage for food for the colony.
5.5 to 0.0 mm long. They are 3luggisl at 700F From then on, the queen lays eggs; the
and are most active between 90' and I 150F, workers assume responsibility for all other
but for only short periods at temperatures duties.
over 120°F.

Carpenter ants are encountered in woods,
13-2.6.3 CARPENTER ANTS lawns, walks, and wooden buildings. Infesta-

tions of frame buildings may be initiated by a
Carpenter ants, as illustrated in Fig. 13-13, fertile female and her progeny or by

are among our largest, most familiar species. migration of a part or all of an existing
These ants are found from sea level to over calony. Entry into buildings is usually by
2,800 in altitudes. Their workers are polymor- obvious routes near ground level, but
phic and range from 6 to 10 mm in length; occasionally carpenter ants enter oi a utility
the queens range from 13 to 15 mm. These wire or a branch of a tree. Infestation is
usually brown to black ants are long legged greater near wooded or recently cleated areas.
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Buildings most subject to attack ara loosely elt i' t should be made tc 'ocate and treat
constructed wooden buildings, those with low entries to a building, such as window silts,

* foundations, without basements, or with baseboards, thresholds, crevices, around sinks,
partial basements. The ants prefer structures aind water and drain pipes as weil as other
having moist rotting timbers near the places where ants are seen crawling.
foundation or round. Sometimes, especially

as a colony increases in size, carpenter ants Since ants often nest below the main level
I tunnel sound dry wood in any part of a of a building or in the general vicinity of it,

building, preventing their entry into a building
eliminates the problems associated with

Evidence of infestation by carpenter ants is indour infestation. Oil-based or emulsified
not likely to go unnoticed because of chlordane sprays may be applied to basements
numerous worker ants or by the appearance or to the underside of buildings and around

Sof swarms of larW winged ants. Swarms occur open foundation stones. Provided the residues
only from colordes established for 2 or more of wettable chlordane powdors are not
years. When carpenter ants in a nest are objectionable in basements, they may be
suddenly disturbed, a faint rustling sound can applied successfully.
be heard by placing one's ear against the
wood. Where carpenter ants dump their Another effective control is to apply an
borings, a characteristic pile of "sawdust" in insecticide completely around a building, such
some out-of-the-way place (i.e.. basements, as a 2- to 5-percent chlordane dust or solution
dark closets. etc.), constitutes an essentially in deodorized kerosene. This application
foolproof sign that a nest exists. The ants repels ants and remains effective for about a
mine the wood only to provide nesting space month. The ths stment is most effective when
for their colony, not for food. A colony may made just before the onset of cool weather or
consist of more than 3,000 workers, If the sometime in autumn in the intermediate
infestation is controlled in its early stages, all latitudes.
that may be required is to get rid uf Jlh ants.

To keep ants out of buildings, their nests in
13-2.6.4 CONTROL OF ANTS the immediate vicinity of buildings should be

located and thoroughly treated with an
Ants inside buildings are controlled by appropriate insecticide at recommended

residual dusts or deodorized oil sprays, strength. Where outdoor areas are extensively
Chlordane i., partictilady toxic to ants. Its infested, spraying or dusting extensive areas
action is not dependent on their feeding with chlordane at 1 to 1.5 lb per acre will
habits, for cidaodane acts as a contact poison destroy turf-infesting species. An application
and appears to be effective against all of dieldrin or heptachlor at 2 lb per acre
common species of ants. A number of other controls the Argentine fire. ant.
insecticides are also used (Ref. 6).

Occasionally, residual insecticides, such as
For the control of indoor ants, chlordane chlordane and lindane, do not completely

oil-based or water-emulsified sprays are used control ants that invade buildings containing
at concentrations of 2 to 5 percent. Oil-based foods. For iustance, the small Pharoah ants
sprays may also be applied with a brush, and other grease-eating ants can usually be
Dieldrin may be used indoors at z, concentra- controlled oy distributing toxic baits, such as
tion of 0.5 percent. Rewo, ible care must be those combining thallium sulfate in a syrup.
exercised to avoid possible damage to some
materials. Excess liquid insecticides should be The eradication of Argentine ants can be
removed with a clean rag. realized only if an intensive campaign is

conducted over an extensive area. Because of
In addition to treating ant trails, special so many queens in their compound colonies,
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the main objective is to kill the queens. can be found in the Military Entomology
Merely poisoning the young and the workers Operational Handbook (Ref. 6), including
is a secondary consideration, for this gives descriptions of the various species, their life
only temporary relief without reducing the habits, their importance, and control
reproductive capacity of the colony, methods. Th. control methods include

descriptions of necessary equipment and of
The best way to control the Argentine ant the various insecticides employed.

is by using a syrup or jelly with thallium
sulfate, provided that this dangerous poison 13-3 MARINE BORERS*
can be used safely as a bait. Sodium arsenite is
also used in ant bait formulas. The latter Marine borers have caused tremendous
poison is more easily detected and avoided by damage throughout the world by attacking
ants; thus, it is less effective but safer to use the timbers of unprotected piers and vessels in
than the faster acting thallium sulfate. immense numbers and riddling them to such

an extent that they become worthless in a
The best time to usc toxic baits is during surprisingly short tim., In extreme instances,

the first approach of autumn, for this is a newly built marine structures have been
period of cold weather in the miUdle and destrcyed in less than 1 yr. Marine borers
higher latitud:s and, for many areas, increas- consist of two distinct groups, the molluscan
ingly rainy weather and a diminishing food and the crustacean borers, each of them
supply. The rain washes honeydew from having a characteristic appearance and a
plants and honeydew-secreting insects dimin- unique method of attacking wood. TheSish in number. Nectar in flowers decreases molluscan borers, commonly called ship-
drastically and soon disappears. Consequent- worms, are the most destructive of the marine
ly, th-" ants are more willing to feed on ant borers.
poisons. Since the ants niave an absolute
minimum of natural foods during winter, the 13-3.1 MOLLUSCAN BORERS
size of the colony is greatly diminished and is
confined to a limited area where they are The molluscan borers are characterized by
more inclined to accept the less tasty baits. If long, wormlike bodies tapering toward the

J ants can still be observed during warm, sunny, posterior end with only the head remaining in
calm days of spring, toxic baits should again the bivalve shell. These animals pass through a
be made available. long series of complicated metamorphoses

before reaching maturity. These mollusks are
13-2.7 VENOMOUS INSECTS minute embryonic organisms, which settle on

a convenient piece of wood. They burrow
A variety of biting and .tinging insects and into the wood, leaving holes about the size of

other arthropods are spread throughout the a pinhead, and gradually enlarge the burrows
world. These include wasps, bees, scorpions, as they move through the wood, thereby
ants, and similar species as enumerated in making the tunnel,; longer and larger to
Table 13-1. Generally, the importance of compensate for their rapid growth. Heavily
these insects is more as a nuisance than as a infested wood rapidily becomes honeycombed
dangerous or harmful factor in the enviion- inside, although a series of minute holes is the
ment. However, in some circumstances they only external indication of the damage. The
can be of major importance. The body louse infestation is difficult to detect by surface
has had major impact on military operations; inspection.
mites and mosquitoes make some regions of
the earth uninhabitable; and ants and bees can
kill people. kilerpl refewences for tWs1 parugaph am the Military

Ei•ntomology Olvrwtioxal 1hndbook (Ref. 6) and Abfrke
Complete information on venomous insects kbo an d its hvwnt# (Ref. 16).
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The hardest oak is attacked as readily as
the softest pine. The toughest knots are
penetrated. Teak alone resists attack.

Other molluscan borers, called boring
dams, resemble small clams that have their
entire body enclosed in a bivalve shell. Some
species bore into clay, sandstone, shale,
marble, and inferior concrete; others may
burrow holes in wood.

Mature boring clams are shaped like a blunt
carrot. The broad end does the tunneling of
wood, usually at right angles to its surface.
The drilled holes also conform to the shape of
the shell. Like the shipworm, boring clams
enter wood in their embryonic stage anJ cut
increasingly larger tunnels as they advance
through the wood until reaching their

Figure 13-14. Shipworm (Bankia) maximum growth. These animals seldom
in Pilinq (Ref. 6) exceed 60 mm in length and 25 mm in

diameter. In the United States, bonaig clams
MThe unique appearance of the burrows is occur from Cape 'Hatteras southward and

- shown in Fig, 13-14. Aside from the, faintly ,rolin. Florida and the Gulf Coast. In generai,
visible pinholes on the outside f ;h,• they .', .c, o;%s% destructive than are
much larger holes iia-de the wood ar siimilar shipworms.
in arrangement to those found in Swiss cheese.
The holes made by shipworms run in all Molluscan borers never use the wood they
directions but never join, although some excavate as food; the removed wood merely
partitions between them may be as thin as passes through their bodies. 1ibis has greatly
paper. The holes are always lined with complicated many attempts to poison them
irregularly laid shell and geacwnliy go with the by applying toxic coatings or by impregnating
grain. The whitish shell-like material distin- the wood with poisonoets or noxious com-
guishes shipworm infestation from that of pounds. Creosote and other fossil oils are the
other marine borers. remedies providing the best results. The

forcing of protective compounds into wood
The rapidity and extent of activity by by means of high air pressure is expensive.

shipworms vary greatly, depending upon the These treated woods have met with varying
boring species, the intensity of infestation, degrees of success. Copper-sheathed vessels
the temperature and the salinity of the water, are free of attack, although copper paint,
the amount of fbod (particularly plankton), creosote, or coal tar frequently applied may
and freedom from industrial wastes. The rate be equally effective. Piles containing closely
of boring may range from 2.5 cm per mo in driven broad-headed nails provide consider-
arctic waters to a rate that is eight times faster able protection, for shipworms apparently
in tropical waters. The zone of the ship- avoid wood impregnated with iron rust.
worm's devastation is comparatively large. In
some places, their attack is most serious 13-3.2 CRUSTACEAN BORERS
between high and low tide levels, but
elsewhere it is most destructive at a depth of Of the crustacean borers, the Limnorla is
30 ft or more or at the mud line. the most widespread and destructive. One
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important species is often called gribble and
thrives in both tropical and arctic waters.
Although a mature gribble is no larger than a
grain of rice, its strong jaws constitute an
effective boring tool. It cuts interlacing,
branched burrows in pilings seldom more tWan
12 mm below the wood surface. Limnoria eat
the softer spring wood before the harder
summer wood. Infested areas extend from
half-tide level to the mud line and as the
infested surface layers become intricately
honeycombed, the delicate outer surfaces are
eroded more rapidly by waves and tides as is
shown in Fig. 13-15. In tile meantime,
Liminria continue to bore into the wood and
spread slowly from initially infested areas.
Where their attacks are severe, the diameter of
pilings can be reduced I or 2 in. a year. Pilings
infested with Limnoria acquire a familiar
hourglass shape.

Sph/ermna, called pill bugs, often feed on
tile caulking from seams of boats. A number
of species arc found in many parts of the

• ~world but are most common in the tropics
and subtropics. This genus is a good swimmer,

lives among other marine shells, leaves little
evidence of its own damage, and is one of the
"few marine borers that thrives in either fresh
or salt water.

(lhelura resemble minute lobsters, are Figure 13-15, Piling Damage by Crustacean
c slightly larger than Limnioria, and are found in Borers (Limnoria) (Ref. 6)

tile coastal waters of many countries of tile
world. ('helura enlarge cavities cut by relatively short duration.
Limnoria, making holes distinctly more
rounded. These crustacean borers greatly Control of crustacean borors is similar to
increase the destruction of harbor structures, that for molluscan borers,
particularly in spring and autumn.

13-4 RODENTS*
Crustaceaii borers are believed to survive

for considerable periods without wood before Rodents constitute an environmental factor
infecting an area. The spread of infection and of concern to the military because they
its intensity, however, depend in large destroy or deteriorate materiel as well as carry
measure on the duration and strength of and transmit diseases and pests that can be
water currents. Marine borer attack ceases harmful to man. The rodents of primary
when strong currents of water arc flowing, concern are rats and mice, but squirrels,
Since wooden vessels under way are unlikely
to be attacked by these borers, harbor timbers *Generul refetences for rats and mke include the Military
are most vulnerable where currents are Entomology Operational liandbook (Ref. 6), Biological

Factors 1,2 Domestic Rodent Connol (Ref. 17), and Controlweakest or where an intense flow is of oy'Domestic Rats and Mice (Ret. 18).
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ROOF RAT Rattus rattus YOUNG RAT

LOWER THANLAG RIF
HEAO+ 0O0r Lt/ LRGE

ENDER LARGE POINTED ETHA
LARGE FEET HEAD

SMALL SMdALL
TAIL BODY EA'R EYE

HOUSE MOUSE
THICK SMALL ' eLIN7 MUS musculus

SOTRTHAN

NORWAY RAT Rattus norvegicus
of1

Figure 13-16. Field Identification of Domestic Rodents (Ref. 17)

woodchucks, gophers, porcupines, and bea- many ways from the Norway rat in
vers are also members of this order of appearance but are generally similar to earh
mammals characterized by a single pair of other. The roof rat is more common than the
upper incisors. The rabbits and hares, which black rat in the United States, The distin-
are related to but biologically different from guishing features of the roof rat as compared
rodents, are included here. to the Norway rat and house mouse are

shown in i:ig. 13-16 and enumerated in Table
Because of their retative importance, rats 13-2. Its gray back gradually becomes light

and mice arc the primary concern of this gray on its under side. The roof rat and the
discussion. All of the other rodents are black rat are the two that are more dependent
discussed briefly as a group in par. 13-4.2. on man anid like to nest between walls or

floors of buildings in which food can be
13-4.1 RATS AND MICE (MURINE RO- obtained. The white-bellied rat can usually be

DENTS) identified by a sharp line of demarcation
between its brown back and white or

The Norway or brown rat is the most bright-yellow belly. This rat lives mainly in
common species of rats in the United States trees, shrubs, and vines. During winter,
and is widely distributed in other parts of the however, the white-bellied rat sometimes
world. This rat is also called the wharf rat, occupies remote parts of the buildings used
gray rat, sewer rat, and water rat. It is by people but is decidedly more wary of man
particularly dominant in most parts of the than either the Norway or black rats.
temperate latitudes. The Norway rat can live
far from inhabited areas or thrive in densely Both house mice and black rats have
populated plae",. incruased where rat control measures have

been maintained, foi such actions are more
The black rat or ship rat and its subspecies, effective against Norway rats. The latter

the roof rat and the white-bellied rat, differ in rodents also drive out black rats and house
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TABLE 13-2

CE "tACTERISTICS AND MEASUREMENTS OF ADULT MURINE RODENTS (Ref. 6)

Species Norway Rat Roof Rat House Mouse
(Rattus norvegicus) (ttus (us muscula

Weight 280-480 g 110-340 g 14-2 g
(10-17 oz) (4-12 oz) 40.5-0.75 oz)

Total length 325-460 mm 350-450 mm 150-190 mm
(Nose to tip (12.75-18 in.) (13.75-17.75 in.) (6-7.5 In.)
of tail)

Head and body Blunt muzzle; heavy Pointed muzzle; small
thick body slender body 65-90 mm

180-255 mm 165-205 mm (2.5-3.5 in.)
(7-10 In.) (6.5-8 In.)

Tail Shorter than head plus Longer than head plus Equal to or a
body, carried with body, generally moving little longer
much less movement, whiplike, uniform than body plus
comparatively, than coloring top and head
roof rat. Lighter- tottom azuall ages and 75-100 nun
colo'ed on under side for all subspecies (3-4 In.)
at all ages 190-255 mm

150-215 mm (7.5-10 in.)
(6-8.5 in.)

Ears Small, close set, appear Large, prominent, stand Prominent, large
half buried in fur. well out from fur for size of
Rarely over 20 mm Generally over 20 mm animal, 15 mm
(0.75 in.) (0.75 in.) (0-5 in.) or less

Hind foot Usua 7ly over 40 mn Generally less than Feet are shorter,
(1.5 in.) from heel to 40 mm (1.5 in.)_fro darker and
tip of longest toe heel to tip of longest broader th;:n

toe most wild mnice.
Generally, less
than 20 mn
(0.75 in.) from
heel to tip of
longest toe

mice from at least the more accessible places. brownish ears and a dull-brown tail equil to
half its total length,

Although cosmopolitan house mice are well
known, they can be confused with young A number of other species of rats and mice
black rats of comparable size. Their superfi- seldoin inhabit structures and, therefore,
cially similar traits are apparent in Fig. 13-16. constitute only a small nuisance with respect
The differenLes can best be distinguished by to materiel.
the shape of the head and size of the eyes.
Furthermore, the normally dusky slate-gray 134.1.1 DESCRIPTION
stripe along the back of the house mouse
tapers gradually to an ashy-gray belly. A Although rats are omnivorous, the different
house mouse has modorately prominent species of rats and even individuals within a
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species have food preferences Norway rats considerably in length. Their burrows normal-
show a preference for meat and otl'er food ly have at least 2 or 3 entrances and often one -

high in fat content. Black rats prefer or more emergency exits with the latter
succulent seeds, fresh fruits (except citrus having a superficial, inconspicuous closure
fruits), vegetables, and eggs to cereals and cleverly hidden among weeds or other
meats. Among the cereals, they prefer wheat obstructions somewhat farther from thr main
and corn. Rats sometimes carry favored pieces part of the den. Their tunnels seldom ,xtend
of food to their nests. However, when favored more than 0.5 m below the ground. However,
foods are unavailable, they readily eat other in unusual situations, rats have burrowed to a
foods; if the food is consumed, removed, or depth (of 1 m to get into or out of a building.
tentatively blocked by ratproofing, rats Mlack rats and roof rats normally seek shelter
usually go elsewhere but, in some instances, inside or under buildings, rock piles, rubbish,
eat about anything that contains nutrients, boxes, or lumber stored in open areas,
They may even gnaw out greasy spots in assuming that the more aggressive Norway
clothing. Their gnawing on hard, nonnourish- rats are not present. Both black rats and roof
ing materials, such as soft metals, is not rats like cavernous spaces between walls and
caused by hunger; it is to maintain their teeth floors if they have adequate access. Rat nests
at proper length and strength or, occasionally, can consist of small bits of soft material such
to gain access to oLher areas. as rags, paper, twine, or dried plant fibers.

The nests are i,. aely packed but are generally
Rats have prodigious appetites. An average reminiscent of a bird's nest.

adult rat consumes about 28 g (1 oz) of food
and 56 g (2 oz) of water per day. They waste Once rats find a place that provides an
a high percentage of what they sample and adequate supply of suitable food, water, and
thereby rule out its safe use by human beings shelter, their population increases. The actual
because of probable contamination, rate of increase depends ox a multiplicity of

factors, such as species of rat, food supply,
The Norway rat, a moisture-loving creature, the age and health of females, suitability of

is basically more dependent on available water shelter, competition among rats, temperature,
than is the black rat, but both species are and climate. The black rat has a greater
good swimmers. The Norway rat commonly number of young in warm climates, but the
infests streams, sewers, and drains where it Norway rat is more fertile in cold climates.
obtains drinking water and food. Wherever The number of you.,g in a litter of Norway
this rat infests buildings, it must have a ready rats ranges from about 6 to over 20 and the
access to drinking water, but the black rat can number of litters varies from about I to 3 per
go for weeks without drinking water if moist mo for periods of 6 mo or more. The lifespan
foods are consumed. In some situations, the of rats may vary from less than 1 yr to about
black rat can obtain adequate water from flat 5 yr.
roofs, gutters, condensation on water tanks,
or in holds of ships. The female rat has the sole responsibility in

caring for her young. Since she must protect

Rats infest areas having a protective refuge them from malt rats as well as other enemies,
for both adults and their young or a place she is reluctant to wander far for food and
where they can prepare a suitable shelter by water. If a nest of helpless young rats is
burrowing and gnawing. found, they should be killed at once or, in

any case, before leaving them for more than a

Norway rats almost always nest in burrows, few minutes. Their mother will quickly
especially where they can be constructed remove them to a safer place as soon as she
under buildings, paved areas, or localities not gets an opportunity.
likely to be traversed or disturbed. These
tunnels are 5 to 8 cm in diameter and vary The males are more adventuresome than
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the females. They migrate from buildings in They hit the ground with no apparent harm
search of better food ana less competition and promptly ran for cover.
from other rats. At the onset of cold winter
weather, they seek sheltered places in and Rats are seldom seen far from cover. In
around buildings where fotd is available.' populated places they sometimes cross alleys

but rarely cross a highway. In an open area, a
The Norway rat has largely replaced other man can easily outrun a rat on either a

rat species in or near the ground level because smooth or a rough surface; their efforts at
it is stronger, larger, more vicious, more dodging or avoiding being caught are clumsy.
adaptable, and usually more prolific thin An expert can catch one barehanded with
other species. Because of their greater little fear of being injured. Becauso of possible
climbing ability and better agility, roof rats serious complications from a ratbite, no
and black rats can compete successfully in amateur should risk getting a disease by
places well above the ground, such as on ships taking a needless chance.
or in overhead locations in buildings. Superior
climbing ability is of prime importance in In sheltered areas where they are not
those places. On the other hand, the Norway disturbed, rats roam as much during the day
rat can adapt itself to conditions in a cold as. they do at night. Their natural wariness of
storage building, where its color becomes lurking enemies in most habitats accentuates
miore grayish. the impression of nocturnalism. In typical

situations, they feed twice a day, just after
dusk and just prior to the rise in forenoon

Tob properly ratproof a structure or activity by local fauna. Most enemies of the
"-otherwise control rats, a better understanding rat are inactive at night.
of a rat's climbing finesse is helpful. In
general, rats can climb any vertical surface on House mice are usually brought into
which they can apply a toehold or pressure. buildings while hidden inside boxes of
They can easily climb vertical sheet metal supplies or equipment but may also enter
edges and glass tubing by exerting pressure on through existing cracks or holes that are
both sides and can walk on horizontal wires smaller than C.5 in. or via a seemingly
by using the tail for balance. Rats can go up harmless opening, such as an opening in a
or down the edge of a steel door about as fast door or window screen. When mice enter a
as they can run on the ground. Rats can easily building in which quantities of food are kept,
climb 8-cm pipes, If a pipe is smooth, a rat they may appear relatively harmless at first.
will not climb a 10-cm pipe to any great Damage caused by a few mice is slight and
height; but if rough, it will provide access into difficult to detect. Thus, most people tend to
a building. Rats will also climb large pipes be more tolerant of the house mouse than
that are close to buildings by forcing their they are of rats.
bodies between pipes and building.

House mice readily adapt themselvea to
Experiments with black rats indicate that environmental changes made by man. Al- ,

they can jump about 0.5 m upward or jump though they will eat almost any edible
horizontally, about I to 1.5 in, especially substance having nutritional value when more
when cornered. Black rats normally avoid suitable food is unavailable, they normally
horizontal jumps greater than 0.25 m. They consume foods similar to those eaten by
can also drop great distances without any human beings, such as cere.ls, grains, meats,
apparent harm. In an unusual test, two black dairy products, seeds, fruit, and vegetables.
rats were deliberately dropped from a grain They prefer dry cereals with ample water but
elevator window that was 55 mt above the can exist for months on moist foods without
ground. Both of them spread out their legs water. They alo prefer ;cweet liquids to water.
and glided in an air current off to one side. Unlike rats, mice eat I i or 20 times a day.
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Unless mic- are disturbed, they travel areas of frequent activity.
established routes in a comparatively small
area seldom farther than 9 m. They are Rats follow pathways, often called run-
curious creature- A vweakness that frequently ways, beside walls or cther obstructions, on
cAlls attention to their presence -and like to the inner side of pipes, or on wires. Dirt and
dash in and out and around their skelteed grease from a rat's body soon darken the
area. Except for sight, mice have well- surfaces touched by each passing rat. The
developed senses and can climb jump, and locating of runways is important for blocking
swim well. A mouse rarely falls into anything such routes, especially those leading to
that he can teit her climb nor jump out of. buildings or rooms containing food and

nesting spaces.
House mice breed eqvally well throughout

the year. At the W of 2 to 3 mo the female is When a number of dead rats are discovered,
sexually mature, her gestation period is 20 the colony of rats may havc been poismoed or
days; she has t4 to S litters annually. Although may h~ve succumbld to a disease. The
the life span of house mice is not ,;curately sighting of live rats during the day generally
known, it averaevs I5 to i8 mo. Tie female is indicates a large infestation in an ama with
usually productive for 15 mo. Thus, if no numerous hiding places. The presence of rats
mice die from disease or by being killed, a causes an offensive odor detected by some
single pair can cause a rapid increase in mouse people in nearby areas even when the rats
population. cannot be sen.

The mrost important evidences of rat and 1341.2 D1t4TRIBUTION*
mouse infestation are droppings, runways,
tracks, and giawings. O:her signs include Rodents axe mcst abundant in eastern and
burrows, live or dead rodents, nests, odor, and southe'astem Asia. All evidence indicates that
excitement of domiestic pets. The most the Norway rat, the roof rat, and the house
reliable signs of rat infestation are related to mouse are native to A-ia and have spread
droppings. The excreti of the rat are rnx from there throughout the world.
shaped, straight oi slightly curved. dark-
colored, firm inas's with rounded ends It appears that the house mouse first
varying in size from 1.5 by 6 mm to 6 by P8 moved from Asia into the Mediterranean area
mm. Droppings of the Norway raL are longer and then into Western Europe. F'om there
than th(Ae of the black rat and the former are man carried it to the New World daring his
more widely distributed along the paths of early explorations. &-cause the mouse is so
activity. small and requires so little food, it bas spread

muc, fwrther tha.i ihe rats. Today it is found
The urine of the rats causes dark stains and from Zhe tropics to the arctic regions all over

is tluonescent under ultraviolet light. Inspec- the world. In North America it is found
tors use this property in detemniiing its throughout the United States, southern and
presence. western Canada. and the Alaskan coastal

regions and Aleutian Ilands. It probably has
A second in-portaut indicator of rat the wi~est distribution of any mammal except

infettation is tracks. These can be sen with man.
oblique light in a niway covered with a light
layei of dust. A rat has four-toed front pa vs The roof rat was busy over nmost of Europe
and five-toed rear paws. When an rat moves by the I I th century. In Europe the roof rat
slowly. it drags its tail. Individual toe prints has two distinct colod phases; the black rat of
are seldom visible except on surfaces with a
thini coatiig of dust. An excellent technique OTb wtim is Wtefma r Lo, k &,• in •.N-tc
for obwrving rat tracks is to sprink!( flout in Rtkmt cwunw (RaR. 17)
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Western Europe, and the brown alexandrine an animal of the temperate climates. In its
rat common around the Mediterranean. Roof original range in Asia, it is restricted to
rats were well known throughout the French. tempeiate regions. It is found in the tropics
English, and Spanish colonies of North only in seaport areas. On the other hand, the
America. Here the two color phases from roof rat is common throughout the tropics. In
Europe interbred freely. As a result, today in thee areas roof rats commonly inhabit
North America all the colors are present in regions tar removed from man's activities.
one population, Often a single litter of young
roof rats contains both black and brown Whi3 it appear, that warmer climate slows
animals. the advance of the Norway rat, it does not

stop it. In southwestern Georgia, orom 1946
Evidence indicates that the Norway rat is a to 1952, Norway rats overran 1,000 mi2 of

later, more highly developed species originat- country where the root rat previously had
ing in or near the center of origin of the been dominant. This is an advance of 20 mi
Rattus group on the plains of Central Asia. It overland in 6 yr in a relati,,ely warm climate.
is characteristic among mammals that the Today in this area the roof rat has
most zadvanced species of a group are r1ound disappeared and the Norway rat is dominant.
closest to the center of origin, where they The importence of information of this kind
replace the more primitive forms. So it cannot be overemphasized. Knowing the
appears to be with rats. As the more highly species that is likely to be dealt with is of
developed, more aggressive Norway rat spread obvious value in rodent-control planning.
outward from Asia, the more primitive roof
rat disappeared over much of its original The present distribution of the three
range. rodents in the United States is such that the

roof rat is confined mostly to the warm
The Norway rat first appeared in Europe in Southern States and along the Pacific Coast

the 18th century. It spread so rapidly that the into western Canada. It is found only
Europeans cal;-d it the "Wanderatte" or sporadically in the northern part of the
migratcry mWt. Soon after the Norway rats continent. The Norway rat and the houe
reached Western Europe, it wascarried to the mouse are found throughout the United
New World. Here it spread outward from the States and southern Canada. In the West, their
eaports, especially along the east coast of distribution extends along the coast well into

North America. the main part of Alaska. Distribui'ion of all
three species is scattered in the arid and

The p~esent distribution of the Norway and mountainous regions of the West.
roof rats appears related to two factors,
compotition between the two species and the 134-1.3 EFFECTS
reaction of both to different climnaes. When
the aggresive Norway rat and the roof rat Among the rodents, rats are the most
compete for the same area, the Norway rat destructive to Army materiel and constitute
becomes dominant and the roof rat disap- an important health problem. Rats arm
pears. Only under special conditions do both attracted particularly by foods kept outside
live in the same area. In one eastern seaport, buildings (including those thoroughly pack-
roof rats live in the top of a grain elerator and aged against adverse environment) at military
Norway rats, live in the bottom. This is installations. In their search foi food and
probably because roof rats are better climbers shelter, rats damage a variety of materials and
tflan Norways. It is generally only in such equipment. Where present in large numbers,
situations as these that roof rats are found accumulated damage is immense. Holes
living in Norway rat territory, gnawed in packing cases by rats rnsult in

contamination of foodstuffs ai.d spillage or
It appears that the Norway rat is delinitely waste of supplies during transport to other
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places. Rats destroy vital seals and expose bubonic, septicemic ("black death"), pneu-
foodstuff or sensitive equipment to moisture, monic, and sylvatir plagues.
insects, and fungi. Rats often giiaw on plastic
and glued surfaces as a source of food. They Rats contributed greatly to the spread of
can cut holes in plastic rubbish barrels or the plague in Europe in the 14th century
kilastic hose (or tubes) used to convey liquids leading to the deAth of millions of inhabitants
and gases, They ruin stored fabrics, clothing, over a 50-yr period. Epidemics still occur in
parachutes, tentage. and paper by cutting parts of Asia- relatively minor ones have
passageways and shredding the materials for occurred infrequently in the United States
their nests. Chemical deterioration is greatly within the present century. Tlie aefoliation of
accelerated where droppings and urin, ame the South Vietnam countryside in 1970-1972
deposited on fabrics. lkats occasionally led to a mass migration of people, rodents,
damage insulation on electrical or communi- and insects to new areas and has resulted in a
cation wires or other parts of equipment, situation similar to that occurring in Europe
causing short circuits and fires. Rats have in the 14th century. Plague deaths in South
been known, to carry matches to their nests Vietnam have increased from 40 to over
anJ to gnaw the phosphorous or paraffin 4,000 annually (Ref, 19).
coating, thereby igniting the matches. Since
nesting materials usually include highly Other serious ihuman illnesses commonly
inflammable materials, the risk of spontane- associated with rodents are murine typhus
ous combustion adds to the fire hazard. Rats fever, food poisonirg, poliomyelitis, and
also gnaw hard substances such as lead and trichinosis. Rats also transmit rabies, typhoid
aluminum, creating a potential hazard from fever, and dysentery, In badly infested areas,
spillage or fire. rats consider ,leeping human beings, especial-

ly infants, a source of food. Once a rat tastes
When house mice become well established huritan blood, some authorities believe that it

in a building containing an abundance of good will make subsequent attackr on individuals.
food and suitable cover, the mice population
incre3rses rapidly. The accumulated damage of Infected mice, like rats, are important
many mice may equal or exceed that of rats. carriers of disease-producing virus. House
In establishing a habitat, mice damage a mice transmit disease to man by infecting
variety of materials. Examples v,'e foodstuff, human food with their urine and droppings,
clothing and fabrics, tentage and parachutes, by biting or other physical contact, indirectly
paper and cardboard containers and often after being eaten by dogs or cats, through
their contents, and househnld furni!shings in blood-sucking insects, and possibly from
transit. Any contact of mice or of their liquid organisms of a dead mouse polluting a water
or iolid wastes with foods renders them unfit supply. Diseases that may be transmitted
for human use. Their grawing on woodwork, include Weil's Disease, food poisoning (via
electrical insulation, ant furnishings increases Sahnounella organisms), eggs of tapeworms of
maintenance requirements. the genus Ilymenolepis. favus (a fungus

disease causing bald spots), and ratbite fever
Plague is a bacterial diseaus of the human (usually b) rats but sometimes by mice).

cir•alatory and respirtory systems, with a
high mortality rate. It is essentially a rat's 134.1.4 CONTROL*
disease. The black rat is particularly suscept-
ible and is a major carrier of the disease to Control of rats and rnice is possible through
human beings. Infected rats carry plague- the use of poisons ind by fumigation but the
infected fleas that transmit the disease to
peupU'. "he highly contagious hu,.naii plague, *Te contKr of rats and ise is discutmd in Ckwotw of

Donestfic lests and Mhr" (Ref. 18) and other publications
or rat plague, actuahy consists of four types: (Refs. 6,17)e
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NORWAY RAT POPULATION SIJBJECTEo TO I
POISON ANO FINALLY TO SANITATION
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Figure 13-17. Results of Poison and Sanitation Contruls on Rat Population (Ref. 75)

best mneihouds involve good Sanitation and tile Although miost ruts are inclined to use
rutprociting. and inouseproofing of buildings. certain runways or living areas for feeding,
This is illustrated in 1`ig. 13-1 7. which plots they sometimes feed where food is found or
the rat pop, ilation of a city block as affected may take a bite and run for cover. Ample
by repeated poisonings and. finally, by an poisoned bait should be placed in carefully
intensive sanitation programn. To reduce the selected arvas so that all rats sampling it may
population permanently, the sources ot' food obtain a lethal slose.
and water muIISt be remo11ved.1

On the other hand, attempts at rat
The destruction of' rodents by rodenticides poisoning encounter serious problems,. Ruts

is more effective when the behaviorial are extremnely suspicious of strange objects,:
characteristics (it thle rodent zirv studied in unsuccessfui acceptance of bait mnakes stic-
connection with poison baits and after a ceeding efforts more difficult. Baits must be
detailed survey of* the infested area. Ruts are presented in a way that discourages its being
moore casily lured away from their regular carried away. Most poisons. although mixed
food sources by foods having the distinctly with anly combination of' foods, make bait less
pronounced odors and tastes preterred by attractive to rats and are likely to be liss
Imost rats. A f'ew of them nsed to good attractive than their regular food.
advantage include raw bacon (preferred to
cooked bacon), stronig molasses, pork Ciat, Since poisoned baits may result either in
grouind salmon or sardines, and vegetable or complete failure or, rarely, up to a 90( percent
nut oil: these also hmelp to disguise the taste or kill of a large rat colony. surviving rats can
odor of poison nmixed with bait. Some foods readily associate the toxic bait with thle
have a furt her Llse ill binding other foods unpleasant symptoms that followed; they will
toyethi'i. Ruts can usually detect extremely avoid the of fending poison used and the
minor differences in mnixed coinbination.- of harmkss food mixed with it for a pvriod o&'
food. time varying with thle severity of thle
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TABLE 13-3

LIST OF COMMON RAT POISONS AND THEIR GENERAL EFFECTIVENESS

Faster-ki'iling poisons Stronger poisons
Strychnine sulfate Strychnine sulfate
Strychnine alkaloid Strychnine alkaloid
Sodium fluoroacetate Phosphorus paste

Zinc phosphide
Whitr. arsenic
Thallium sulfateSlower-killing poisons ANTU

Sodium fluoroacetate (1080)Red sqiil1* Warfarin
Thaltum sulfate

Weaker poisons
Barium carbonate
Red squill*

* Red squill is an emetic obtained from the bulb of a lily that grows
in the Mediterranean region. Because rats cannot vomit, the emetic
effect does not protect them from the poison which causes heart
paralysis.

symptoms, taste preferences of individual based on relative toxicity and on the speed
rats, and the relative preference of' the foods with which the poison becomes lethal. The
regularly available. Because of the tendency use o" a highly toxic rodenticide increases the
of rats to take a few nibbles of strange foods, risk that it may harm or kill personnel, pets,
prebaiting in an appropriate feeding area is or harmless warmblooded animals. The two
advisable so that all rats in a colony will not main requirements of any good rodenticide
only become familiar with nontoxic bait but are that only a small amount uf it need be
will also accept It. When a poison is added and consumed to be lethal and that rats accept it
well mixed with the bait, extreme care must in baits. Any of the stronger poisons listed
be exercised in preparing and presenting it; meets one of the requirements. The slow-
the only differences are the addition of a killing poisons make it possible for poisoned
correct amount of poison and an ample rats to leave a building, thereby reducing the
quantia' of bait. The consumption of about a possibility of repulsive odors arising from
teaspoonful of a properly preparcd mixture of dead rats in inaccessible places. Furthermore,
solid bait per rat should prove lethal. rats killed in the vicinity of human habitation

make it easier for diseas-carrying parasites to
Dependiag upon the kinds of results attach themselvcs to human hosts.

desired, rat poisons can be divided into
different categories as given in Table 13-3, Where rat and mouse harborage areas are
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J relatively inaccessible, such as in burrows, to them. Special effort is needed in removing
between waills of buildinhg, or among stored any spilled food -even minute particles--and
items in warehouses, the use of fumigants keeping food supplies in well protected
may be the most practical means of places.
exterminating them. Fumigants commonly
used include hydrocyanic acid gas, chloro- The opportune time to make a detailed
picrin, and methyl bromide. Carbon men- inspection of a building is in early autumn so
oxide from a gasoline engine is also effective that the necessary repairs can be completed
when piped into burrows. before the onset of cold weather. C4tical

places requiring attention include damaged
Sanitation has proved to be a more doors, cracks under doors at ground level,

permanent means in controlling rats. This defective basement screens, and protective
approach increases competition among rats by barriers around pipes or vents. Ordinary
decreasing the amount of food, and living and building materials are adequate for keeping
nesting space. The proper disposal of garbage out mice. Since most mice are carried into
is of extreme importance. It can be kept buildings, personnel who handle cartons or
temporarily in metal containers with tight crates damaged by mice or other rodents
lids, Rubbish dumps, trash heaps, and supplies should check the possibility that rodents may
stored oni or close to the ground for extended be inside items being moved.
periods provide rat harborage areas and
should be elinjinated. Of the several natural enemies of rats and

mice other than man, owls are the most
Rats, especially Norway rats, must have an useful, Certain breeds of dogs, like the

ample supply of water, so its availability terriers, can easily catch and quickly kill a rat
should be eliminated or restricted wherever in open places but are greatly hampered once
possible both inside and outside buildings by a rat reaches its inaccessible retreats. Dogs
blocking entrances to them or their runways often call attention to the presence of rats
between water and food. around buildings, rubbish, and other favored

harborages, Domestic house cats wi!l prey on
Ratproofing of buildings accompanied by mice and on young or half-grown rats, but

vigilant maintenance is alsn a major control few will attack a full-grown Norway rat, In
measure that can produce a1 lasting reduction some- localities, certain species of snakes kill
in rat infestation. This can be done in new ;,md smvlkow a substantial number of rats,
construction, but many corrective nmasures Artice. and olter rodents. Other important
are feasible in blocking rats mroum existinp predators of rats include ferrets, the mon-
structures, especially masonry oneCs situal,;J goose, weasels. and skUnks.
well above the ground, Losses ctiosed by rwr,
can be largely avoided by using materiA.-; 134.2 OTHER RODEhNTS
resistant to gnawing; by eliminating aiU
possible dead space between walls, betweeu In addition to rats and mice, other rodents
ceilings mind floors, under stairways, and in particular circums1UmJes may have an
around pipes: and by making certain that all impact on materiel. The burrowing members
openings are either permanently closed or of the squirrel family .ground squirrels,
protected h:' closely fitted doors, windows, prairie dogs. and woodchucks -occasionally
gratings, und vents. causc extensive damage due to their digging,

Ih~im greatest importance on military installa-
In nmouseproofing a building, attention is lions arises fromi thev d&eass und parasites

Ibcused on eliminating their hiding places that tl'ey harbor. Pocket gophers also carry
insofar as possihie anti either uning away with plague but, in addition, construct mounds of
their •ood SUIl)p!y or ta, ing special precau- earth that create safety nmazards on airfields
tion,; It) make all sourtes tid fod unavailable and training grounds. Rodents such as shrews,
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nioles, bats, and thle related rabbits and hares 11laning anld whlen flyinlg :1t loW levels at hligh
constitute anl occasional nuisance but do not speeds (Ret'. 20).
Significantly alt'kct materiel. More informa-
tion onl these rodents is inl thle iilifitarl The gull is thle one Species that poses thle
h'ttm olo~hgi' O/iwraiiona1 Handbook'(ei most serious threat to aviation onl a
Identitication of, Various mnem'bers ot' these worldwide basis. Many kinds and species of'
species can he accomp~lishled using the key birds, however, have beenm involved inl
given inl Table 1 3-4. colliSiojis With aircraftI: heronls, vul1tures, kites.

swallows, and crows have beeni identified. A
13-5 BIRDS flock of'starlings was responsible tor the crash

of' anl airliner a-t Bfoston and an astronaut inl a
Birds are attractive and usefuil contributors jet trainer die-l aS a4 rCStIl t 0t' .1 coIHllso With a

to thle enivironiment inl Which we live. The snow goose. T[he U S Naval Air Station o'i
Inalny fonrms in whIch these positive character- Midway ISaland was plagued~ by' albatrosseS
istics of* hirts are expressed mnus t be soauring over thec run ways I Rc's. 20-11I
emiphasized inl Considering thle relatively Iem
det rimental characteristics Of birds aS anl Ai rcra It-bir1 mlihlap)s arc no0t dule entirely
environmuental I'a-ctor. Birds carry diseases anld to random collisions. Ilt the wordls of' one
insects that are liarimutl to people, are a expert. "Most airports mre so atltractive it)
hazaid to airkerat'l are sotnetimucs dii ts and birds that you may \well think they were
nloisy. CMn containminte: Iood. can deteriorate. dlesigned to bek wildllife refuges''( Ret'. 20). For
equipoment, anld of'ten destroy crops. examlple, thle conistruction of' Loganl Interna-

tional1 A irpo0rt inl lioston increased thle
gfirds are anl ensironilineutal factori ot, UV-611ia l~hhbitat anld thu1S the popudlation of'

concern to design enigineers whikm tinir birds, Ili :iddit ion to proViding? .1 dIesiirable
presence creates a lia/ard. whenl their habitai 'o i bird,,. Kennedy Iniiteornawt io nalI
depredations on mate.riel cause deterioration, Airport inl New Ymork is actuially located onl
or1 whenl their nests, f'ekcs, or f'eather's eause the 11ugratiOnl routle 01' 1lumNdred of thousndFLs
damlage. TIhe most notable example ot a ot, swihi'ws.Grbage d psill the vic~inity of'
haUZURd du~e to thle l)htYsiCUa pr 'Snc11e Ot' a bird atIpOitS attac i rds. Additiona~l thor'sUndS ot,
is thle crash11 of1l an ircrft dIue to Collision wNith gulls canl tic a~t]"ictv(d to the ýictlitit' of a
birds. Specific eXamlples of' depr'cdatioim Coastal airport1 by aiieiiglibOr'ing g~irhage
i tlk ude dniage to woodeni stt ruennes and dilsposal area li Ilauid aiirpor'ts. by providinrg anl

power 1)olIes 1) woodpeckers illLl the "edge'' (11 thJrii ewe rbaUJiiiýed areas
d~estrulction OF loud)k suple. rd drppng irr \\ ~ildhjie Ilhaiat I imrI),inke1Ca.es thle at tract ive.
are no0t 0111V kiinsrglit1)'. bulkt ;11rk 0riOSi L' to Wes of a reg-ion ito birds t Ret'. F)) locks of,
iiiMtemial1, so0il ta 1i11ad inlitiate b100ioo ica migratingp birds c.ause hr,am to aircraf't onl a

dea.sesonalU basis. An ziddititniIl prollemn) to

Althou)Ighl time dirm11Uae Vteated b, bulds. HiWY ar1d i rnigseteatd b), birdJs hiiig ithlin thle
not bie all important f'actor. ill the overl-l sweep ol raIdar beams,"
oplei'ation', of* the nirl1itary. tire danta14gO
Seqluerttly twitlds it) tIlk coircecitrate-d inl srmrall ( orummierciall crop darialige ks Ieiterally not
gvograp Iivcal arinca or ill narri fiw tehs of, tile Concern ott ire military. A strat ige Chapter
likilitart ac~tivitv, inl 11tilit~mrv historyv hlkowevr. theQ ''im11L \ar'

(ii the 1630's, %,Is br1olmii'lt itiout by Crop
Arrerati CotIlmoiis \0it1hbirds is a Ilajor dairtrac by birds. I uti1s. the second lar11gest

cone0c111 I N'ucWrl reksuilt o,(t suchJ Collision.s re birds inl the' wold;tammil about 1.5 Intll an11Uld
shtowin ilI Fips. 1 3- I8 and U-I'. Records kept weightl ahotri 15 kg. ho protect [lertes 1111d
by thle F-ederal A ationi AenWcy showM that cr-ops ag~iiiis( theLir depr)edatinrS. time governl-
danger is fiqletlreit tt lgeatest at takeoff and iknent of, Austrliah dispaichrd a miliitary
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Figure 13-18. Sea Gull Ingested by Jet Engine (Ref. 6)

machine gun unit to deal with them. The fall. 'Ile right-of-way of powerlines is cleared
press had "war correspondents" covering this ill wooded areas. This strip offer. an ideal
expensive action. 'The eens, although flight- "'edge", which is productive of wildlife and
less, had greater mnaneuverability than the which attr:icts birds (Ref. 23),
maclklne unit effectively eluded the
langer (Ref. 22). Swarming of birds in large communal

i-ss can create alcute local problems,
Damage to power and communication line% Starlings, American robins, blackbirds,

is commonly due to short circuits or line grackles, and cow birds may number in the
breakage. Short circuits are often ,used by millions at a single roost. Swiss bramibling
birds such as gulls rising under and colliding flocks have numbered in the tells of millions
with power lines, by eagles dropping from and the African queleas congregate in flocks
transmission towers upon takeoff and con- of two million or more. 'Tlhe continuous noise
tacting the lines, by perching swallows and cintamination by bird droppings lead to
weighing down a to'p line to touch a line heal, h prcoblems, dmage structures, and make
undereath, by ospryi dragging nesting the -a l genely imminlambitable (Ref. 2 1).

material across linc,, and by crow nests that
cross wires and become wet. Damage to wood The solutions to environmental problems
poles is caused by woodpeckers, which drill presented by birds arc (I) to provide
holes in tIie wood In thIeir search for foold, pr tee tivky bha rhi aro, mi materiel, (2) to
th1us weakening the poles and causing them ito iemnlove the dffected Imati'kicl from the
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Figure 13- Y9, Aircraft Damage Due to Bird Strike (Rer. 6)

bird-occupied area, or (3) to remove the birds, operational n.eds and topographical features

outweigh the difficulties caused by the
A barrier between the birds and the presence of an undesirable number of birds in

affected matcriel is sometimes accomplished the local environment. In this case other
with little eflfrt, e.g., a tarpaulin to prevent solutions must be fouxid.
bird droppings from fouling material stored in
the open or under a bird roost. In the case of Removing birds from trouble areas can
emus, the solution is to provide a stronger mean killing the birds, removing a local
fence to keep out the flightless birds (Ref. attraction, rcplhciiig the attractive feature
22). In any case the method will usually be with another in a more advantageous area, or
obvious. scaling the birds away. Killing is not usually a

satisfactory solution for a iarge-scale bird
Remnoval of affected materiel or an' problem often pressure is brought by conser-

installation may not be easily acco;.mplishcd in vationists aga!nst killing. Killing the birds may

all cases. To remove portable equipment noi be easy. 'The machine gun unit was unable
stored und,-r a tree in which birds are perched to cope with an estimated 20,000 emus in
is not as difficult, for example, as moving an An stralia and the killing of over 75 million
air field. queleas in Africa did not remove. the problems

caased by the depredations of those birds
Vie location of various installation:s slhould (Ref. 22). The proposal to kill albatrosses to

take local bird habitats into coiwsideraiion, prevent damage to naval planes on Midway
Location near a pop lar ,bird fbod source Island was abandoned because of public
should be avoided, if possible. An installation protest. Special permission must be obtained
located on a nuajor bird flyway shmould allow to kidl many kinds of birds.
for the seasonal passage of large numbers ,-f
birds. Often, the constraints imposed by If the trouble area itself, such as an air
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field, is the attraction for the birds, cbviouily, Birds rapidly adjust to regular or repeated
there is difficulty in making the area less noise. The explosives must be staggered and
attractive. If something external such as a the source moved for continued effectiveness.
garbage dump is the attraction, it may be Often, the annoyance to personnel may be
possible to remove it. A study of Logan g1rater than that to the birds. The recorded
Airport showed that when local garbage distre&. and alarm calls of offending species of
dumps were closed, the number of sea gulls birds, when played to scare birds, have
attracted to the airport vicinity dropped from produced excellent results. Birds become
thousands to a few dozen. AZ Midwoy Islahad, accustomed to this too, however, and learn to
the albatrosses were attracted to the area at ;gnore it. People subjected to broadcasts of
the end of the runway by thermal updrafts. starling distress dis have preferred the live
By bull4ozing the big sand dunes that caused birds.
the updraft and by paving level areas within
750 ft of the center of the runways to Sources and descriptions of bird-control
discourage nesting in the area, aircraft damage devices as compiled by the Fish and Wildlife
was reduced approximately 80 percent. To Service include (Ref. 25):
prevent eagles from shorting high voltage
wires when they launched themselves from (1) Automatic exploders. These machines
the tops of powerline structures, a perch was ignite acetylene or propane gas to produce
provided on the structure that was high loud explosions at reular intervals. Acetylene
enough to allow the eagles to clear the wires is produced by dripping water on calcium
on takeoff. Ospreys have been provided with carbide or is obtained from a tank of

- plttforrin or duplicate, more attractive poles comprcsed acetylene gas. Most machines are
"in order to keep them from alighting on the stationary with some makes having a revolving
cross bars at the top of powerline poles. model. Machines are not injurious to birds,

but the loud reports may be objectionable in
Scaring birdJs away is accomplished in a residential areas.

variety of ways and is a method frequently
employed (Ref. 24). For example, birds flying (2) Chemical coatings to prevent roosting.
into windows or through doors into storage These sticky materials (available in various
areat arm frightened away by silhouettes of forms) are isitended to keep birds from
predators such as eagles or hawks, which are
placed on the glass or hung in the entryway. roosting on l.drvs, sills, trees, and other

These and other visual detriments such as placs.

scaiecrows, flashing lights, or metal signs do
not discourage birds permanently or over (3) Electric devices. Wires are permanently

largu amas. As the birds b'come accustomed installed on ledges to disnrpt bird roosting by
to the displays, they ignore them. Light, means of electrical impulses. The birds are not

especially large flashing lights, can sometimes killed. Consult local building contractors,

be effective in frightening many birds over a especially those in thie scaffolding, roofing,

large area. Aniy such device Is more effective if insulating, or pmst control fields for those

it Is rot used too consirtently or kept at the experieiced in installing these devices.

same location too long.
(4) Exploding shotgun shells. These are

Noise makers, including guns, rockets, 12-gage shotgun shells, (except as noted)
firecrackers, anrd sound records of these are containing, instead of pellets, a king-sized
effective, especial!y if they are used at firecracker, which is projected a distance of

irregular intervals. The sound of .22 caliber 150 yd or more.
bullets scems particularly effective. Automat-
Ic exploding devices that use acetylene are (5) Metal projections or wires. These sharp
effective but have needed frequent repairs. devices are installed along building ledges,
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window sills, etc., to discourage birds from 13-6 VEGETATION
roosting.•

The material design engineer concerned
(6) Live traps. These are cages or other with off-road mobility equipment, earth-

traps in which birds ame trapped to be moving and site-clearing equipment, ground-
removed to a remote location, detection equipment, and even ordnance has a

(7) whirling prime interest in vegetation because it often
constitutes the prime environmental stress or

bright-colored or shiny objects act as scare operational limitation on the materiel for
devices; move or change them frequently. which he is responsible. Examples of the

(8) Models of hawks and owls. It has been effects of vegetation are numerous, a
(8)Modtels ofhawhse s and mowels. It haeenr contemporary example being the protection

reported that these simulated models of their that the forest canopy offers hostile forces in
natural enemies have repelled some birds. Southeast Asia. In this case, prodmity fuzes

dperches. This is a metal rod can be triggered prematurely by the top of

(9) Posonedthe forest canopy resulting in ineffective
device containing a wick immersed in a lethal
solution. When birds land upon the perch, detonation of the ordnance. The foresttheir feet pick up the toxic chemical, prevents detection of troop movements,

provides secure refuges, and prevents effective

(13) Protective netting. Light, nonmetallic reconnaissance by many types of vehicles.

netting is designed to protect trees, plants, The importance of this form of vegetation is

and small shrubs from bird attack. In some evidenced by the massive efforts to alter the

cases, a supporting framework is necessary. vegetative nature of the battleground by using
herbicides, incendiaries, and bombs.

(11) Pyrotechnics, Firecrackers, salutes,

skyrockets, Roman candles, and other devices
have been used to drive birds from crops and
discourage roosting. These standard items prominent. Throughout the recorded history

may be purchased from regular firecracker of military operations, the vegetative nature
manufacturers. Investigate local city ordi- of the operational area has played an

nances and State laws regulating the posses- important role. In support operations, vegeta-
sion or use of fireworks or explosives. tion is equally important. Support bases,Firecrackers, inserted at intervals in siow- roads, airfields, and other facilities oftenburning fuse ropes, have been useful in require vegetation clearing. Personnel must

keeping birds away from agricultural crops. by all typesp al rops.of vegetation, which often determine the

(12) Revolving lights. 'The lights revolve nature of various other environmental factors:
automatically, flashing alternate colored temperature, humidity, microbiological fac-
beams. They may repel birds from both inside tors, wind, and rain.
and outside of buildings.

The effects of vegetation are not all

(13) Sound devices. These devices produce adverse. Vegetation can supply materials for
sounds (sonic and ultrasonic) to either repel construction, prevent erosion, protect from
or attract birds. the adverse factors, provide subsistence,

stabilize the ground for vehicular traffic, and,
Ref. 25 provides lists of commercial generally, provide a more suitable environ-

sources of these devices. Further information ment for operations. The challenge is to adapt
on bird-control techniques may be obtained to and to employ vegetation to advantage, to
from Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, modify it when required, and to haie full
Fish and Wildlife Service, U S Department of knowledge of the types of vegetation that will
Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240, be encountered.
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More extensive data on vegetation as an A "species" is a type of organism capable
element of terrain is included in Chap. 2 of of reproducing itself with a consistent general
this handbook. structure. A "genus" is a grouping of several

similar species. A "family" is a group of

13-6.1 BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION related genera, and an "order" combines
related familios. When the generic name is

Vegetation occurs throughout the world in understood, as in a list of several species of
almost limitless forms. Highly resistant spores tht. same genus, only the initial generic letter
of microscopic bacteria can be detected even is written, followed by the species, e.g., P.
in the stratosphere. In contrast, some trees vulgarus. When the species is not known, the
constitute the largest (and oldest) living abbreviation sp. is used, e.g., Phaseolus sp.
organisms in the world. The majority of Botanists all over the world recognize the
plants contain the green pigment chlorophyll scientific names. This is particularly impor-
and carry on photosynthesis. This process is tant among species that have a variety of
basic to terrestrial life because it is the different local common names.
primary means by w.ich solar energy is made
usable. In addition to providing food for The naming of plants is doubly useful
animals, the green plants maintain the because it also designates current concepts of
atmospheric oxygen supply necessary for evolutionary development. The discovery in
animal life. During photcsynthesis, carbon 1941 in Western China of living specimens of
dioxide produced by respiration is consumed the genus Mctasequola. believed to be extinct,
and gaseous oxygen released. This paragraph caused a resurgence of interest in paleobota-
describes the major categories of common ny. This study of fossil plants provides
vegetation and indicates their impact upon evidence of past climatic changes around the
military operations. The small forms of plant world. Plant names, particularly wildland
life, the micro-orpnisms, are discussed in species, continue to be changed, For example,
Chap. 14 of this handbook. Douglas fir, formerly Pseudotsuga taxifolta,

now is Pseudotsuga meniesti. The Sierra
Biological terminology in general consti- Bigtree, formerly Sequoia ligantea, is now

tutes a language that is foreign to the Sequoiadendron giganteum. Field identifica-
nonspccialists. Comroii terminology is em- tion of plants around the world depends
ployed in this paragraph except when greatly upon publiphed descriptions of en-
scientific terminology is unavoidable. A major demic species in books called "lecal flora".
part of effective biological communication is These usually contain "keys", which aro
the system of bionomial nomenclature. Every systematic lists of characteristics distinguish-
living thing now has a "scientific" name ing each species. Taxonomy is based primarily
consisting of two Latin words. The firrt upon the plazit's reproductive structures,
describes the genus. This generic name, when which are loss subject to variation than the
followed by the specific name, describes the vegetative portions (leaves and stems). There-
species. The former is always capitalized, the fore, it is important to collect flowers or fruit
latter usually not. Both are either italicized or when attempting to identify unknown plants.
underlined. Thus, contemporary man is
cassed as Hlomo sapiens. For plants, the name The relation (if plants to each other and to
of the botanist first describing a new species is their environment has been investigated for
often abbreviated in parentheses. For exam- centuries. Most interest centers around
ple, the common bean plant Phaseolus agriculture, with much less known about wild
Pulgarus (L.) was named by Linnaeus, the land plants. A knowledge of the requirements
18th century Swedish scientist called the and behavior of individual plants is a
fathbr of taxonomy (systematic classification prerequisite to understanding groups of
of living organisms). plants.
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Our present knowledge of plant life perennial seed plants are shed by the process
includes a classification system ranking plants of abscission. When this occurs simultaneous-
from "primitive" to "advanced" as they show ly over the plant, it is called deciduous; when
greater specialization (Ref. 26). The major it is sporadic, the plants are evergreen.
adaptation of land plants has been a reduced
dependence upon free water for nutrition, In addition to their taxonomic classifica-
reproduction, and mechanical support. All tion, seed plants also exhibit a number of
plants are composed of the basic microscopic different life forms. The most conspicuous
unit of life-the cell. For example, the form is that of the woody peiennialr either
simplest, most primitive plants are one-celled conifers or dicots, which last from a few to
organisms that remain continuously in liquid thousands of years. These plants produce
water. Bacteria are in a special category, wood as well as bark in the vascular cambium,
somewhere between plants and animals. Fungi a reproductive layer between the wood and
are another unique plant type, without the bark, Usually one layer of wood is
chlorophyll and unable to photosynthesize, produced each year, a process which increases
The most primitive green plants arc the algae. the trunk diameter. These "annual ring" are
Liquid water generally is required for growth apparent on the cut surface of a stump or log.
of all these plants. Monocots do not have this type of cambium.

Growth ih length arises from the activity of
Somewhat more advanced than algae, but apical inciistems at the tips of branches and

still without true roots, stem or leaves, are the roots.
mosses and liverworts. These small plants
grow only in damp locations. Still higher The largest woody piants are trees, usually
levels of independence from aquatic locations over 20 It tall and usually with a sinigle trunk.
are reached by the club mosses, horsetails. Shrubs usually are under 20 ft tail and have
and ferns. These, and all the higher levels, are several stems, Lianas arc tropical vinelike
called "vascular plants" because they have plants using trees for support. Hlerbaceous
special intental systems for conducting water plants are nonwoody and Include the Iprasses.
to their leaves. Therefoie, they can grow Nongrass herbaceous plants are called forbs,
larger, even approaching treelike dimensions. Succulent plants are specialized herbaceous

i(L forms with thick, fleshy leaves desiipied to

Ile highest level of plant life is reached by retain especially high water contents,
the plants that produce seeds. Of these. the
gymnosperns are considered the most primi- The study of the structure of plant tissues
tive. They do not have truc flowers, and the and organs involves morphology (form and
seeds are not enclosed in fruit at maturity, structure) and hlstology (microscopic struc-
The majority, such as pin~e, are con,. bearing, ture). The functioning of plants is studied by
and, therefore, called conifers. The true physiologists. A field of study of ever-greater
flowering plants, or anglosperms, are further concern is that of ecology. This involves the
divided into two groups-the dicotyledons interactions of living organisms with their
and monocotyledons. The dicots, ;ucli as environment, both plants and animals, indlvi-
roses and beans, are less specialized than the dually or collectively. litce, as in tuxonomy,
monocots, such as onions and gvasses. changing concepts are evident.
Seed-producing plants have reproductive
structures arbitrarily designated as male The concept of the "ecosystem" as a basic
(pollen forming), or female (seed forming). In unit of study has achieved greater acceptance
conifers these arise in separate strobili, often (Ref. 27). Essentially, tlih. is thc complex set
erroneously called flowers. The true flowers of parameters classed as c*lnatic, cdaphic
may contain both structures in the same (soil), and biotic (flora and fauna). Over
flower or in separate ones, either on the same e:xtended time periods a sort of dynamic
or on diffTr nt plants. Appendages of equiilibrinmi develops (Ref. 28). A system of
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checks and balances leads to this condition, Th.he Antarctic Continent can be dismissed
often called homeostasis. with the comment that its vegetation is

in3ignificant. There are but two species of
Plants comprise the more obvious biotic seed plants and a few scattered species of

elements The long-term status quo has been lower plants (Ref. 28). The Arctic, or north
termed the climax vegetation on any given polar region, has a more luxuriant flora where
locality. The process by which this is snow cover is intermittent (Ref. 31). The
established is called succession (Ref. 29). characteristic vegetation formation is the
Examples can be seen in the establishment of tundr;,. Extensive areas of lichens and mosses
vegetation on landslides, lava flows, sand develop in the short growing season. Very few
dunes, marshes, and burned-over forest lands, trees occur-mainly birch, aspen, and spruce,
Increasing awareness of the impact of human whih are dwarfed. The general appearance is
activity is needed to evaluate the current one of uniformity, but considerable local
status of vegetational trends. Agricultural variation does exist. The arctic bog or muskeg
practices, logging, and man-set wild fires have occurs sporadically (Ref. 32). Here the mossy
all created extensive disturbances (Ref. 30). A vegetation appears firm, but actually is partly
more recent type of disturbance involves the floating. Personnel and vehicles attempting to
mass application of insecticides and herbi- traverse these areas in summer become
cides, as well as industrial waste disposal. hopelessly mired. The most favorable time to

cross such areas is after they have frozen in
It is becoming more apparent that the team the winter. Another unique feature of polar

approach to ecological studies is needed. No regions is the permafrost, a permanently
one person can become sufficiently familiar frozen layer of soil a few inches below thewith all aspects to operate effectively. ground surface (Ref. 33).
Through interdisciplinary cooperation the
specific techniques for the various parametric South of the tundra a true forest develops
observations can be integrated into a meaning- in a circumpolar belt. This is the boreal forest,
ful matrix. Nowhere is this more applicable called the taiga in Asia, Prominent species are
than in planritng mil.tary operations on a mainly conifers, such as spruce, jack pine, and
global scale. balsam fir. Extensive areas of dense stands

offer shelter and concealment, but restrict
13-6.2 DISTRIBUTION vehicular mobility. During the short summer,

large areas may be subject to forest fires. Here
Plants, because of their immobility, must also, the close interTelation betwoen plants

endure all the extremes of weather occurring and soil becomes evident (Ref. 34). In
in a specific area. For that reason the local contrast to many parts of the tundra, where
vegetation is a good indicator of local climate the peatlike surface soil is almost all organic
(microclimate or mesoclimate) in contrast to matter, the soil here is classed as a podsol.
the general climatic data (macroclimate). The This is highly acid, and, when the layer of
former is more representative of the environ- decaying leaves (duff) is removed, a whitish,
ment in which field troops nmust operate. A bleached layer of sand can be seen. Traction is
number of efforts have been made to describe much greater here than in the organic soils of
these areas parametrically. Certain climatic the tundra.
regions have unique problems relating to
vegetational impact on operations. Some of This, forest blends into a mixed forest
the more important aspects of plant life will containing increasingly more hardwoods to
now be discUssed in relation to the broad the south. Imperceptibly, this transition leads
geographic zones of polar, temperate (midlati- from arctic conditions to what has been called
tude), and tropical, as well as the more the temperate zone at midlatitudes. Actually,
locali',ed mountain and desert types. it is somewhat of a misnomer for the areas in
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r the interior of continents. Hei,, blazing thorns dangerou;; to personnel and, in some
summer heat alternates with frigid winters. In cases, to vehicles. Some of the succulent
contrast to the tundra and boreal forest, plants can be n source of' water (or juice) in
where temperature is the main growth- emergencies (Ref, 36).
limiting factor, P'- mixed forest contains
areas that also experience seasonal limitations These deserts and semideserts straddle the
on moisture supply (drought). Farther south Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn and toward Y
the deciduous hardwood forest is characteris- the Equator merge into the broad region
tic, as are the extensive grasslands (prairiea, variously termed "tropical" or "equatorial".
steppes) (Ref. 35). However, much of these The distinction between Southern and Nor-
latter vegetation categories have been altered thern Hemisphere is less evident here. Annual
greatly by man for agriculture and industry, precipitation tends to increas. toward the
The main effect of such vegetation is through Equator and the thorny plant areas often
their former impact upon the type of soil contain a greater proportion of grasses. These
formed under them. Hardwood trees produce savannas are quite variable in composition,
a nearly neutral soil, with more mineral but fire is a threat here in the dry season. The
nutrients and higher clay content than under tall elephant grass in Africa restricts visibility
conifers. Grasses usually produce an alkaline- for dismounted troops. Lightweight peri-
type soil and generally receive a lower annual scopic devices would be of use here.
rainfall than the adjacent hardwoods, al-
though the rainfall is usually evenly distrib- Further increases in piecipitation toward
uted throughout the year. Grass fires are a the Equator are shown by the successive
summer threat, often spreading faster than appearartces of tropical deciduous forests,
men can run. semievergreen forests, and, ultimately, the

tropIcal rain forest. These are all rather
In areas of pronounced dry seasons, the complex associations of plants. The "mon-

vegetation becomes unique. The "Mediterran- soon" forests of Southeast Asia show the
can" climate (winter rain and summer importance of considering the annual distribu-
drought) produces a typical vegetation wher- tion of rainfall versus the total amount
ever it occurs in the world (Ref. 28). This is reccived. Th- true rain forest res not occur
characterized by shrubby plants with leathery where rainfall is appreciably reduced in any
sclerophyll leaves. From a distance this month.
landscape appears subdued and easy to
penetrate, but it is often nearly impenetrable, Rain forest plants have a certain similarity.
and the sterns possess many sharp branches. The forests contain several "layers" of trees,
Low moisture aiid high oil conitcnt in the and light intensity on the forest floor is I
foliage result in frequent, severe fires. The percent of that outside (Ref. 28). Decomposi-
burnt branch stubs are hazardous to vehicle tion of plant remains is rapid, so little debris
tires. Resprouting after fire is prompt, often accumulates. Climbing plants, lianas, and
within 2 mo. epiphytes are abundant The jungle treescharacteristically have a laurel-type leaf with

With increased periods of drought, or a leathery surfaces that shed water quickly.
lower precipitation/evaporation ratio, plants Tree trunks often exhibit widespread "but-
become more scattered and approach a tress root" development, which impedes
semidesert. The definition of desert is not movement around them. Along seashores the
exact, although it usually refers to areas with mangrove develops in salt water, with the
less than 25 cm of rain annually and little stiltlike roots accumulating silt and debris, 4

cloud cover. Contrary to popular impression, making access difficult (Ref. 37).
regions classed as deserts are far from being all
sand dunes and devoid of plant life. Nearly Visibility is quite poor in the tropical rain
half the plant species in these areas possess forest due to low light interunity and the many
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hanging plants. Mobility, however, is not as number of factors acting and interacting
bad in the undisturbed furest as in areas simultaneously. E'quipment and techniques
formerly cultivated. Here a tangle of sucond- are being developed and applied for remote
ary succession plants creates a "machete sensing of vegetation patterns and changes,
stage" where paths must be cut through each for meteorological data acquisition, and for
area traversed. This is often the case in the analysis. They are providing new precision to
riparian vegetation along streams as well. studies of worldwide as well as local

vegetation changes and processes. These
Mountains in the tropics are a special case. techniques, combined with computers to

A characteristic sequence of vegetational process the collected data, will provide new
zones is often encounte.ed (Ref. 38). The precision to studies of vegetation.
tropical montane forests are quite different
from temperate montane ';,rests. The mon- Also, standard weather records are accumu..
tane and subalpine forests of midlatitude lating over appreciable periods of time,
mountains are often extensions of the boreal providing a broader base for characterizing
forest, and the alpine regions resemble tundra climatic parameters, Thcse general observa-
vgetation. Differences do exist, however. tions of the macroclimate are now being
Mountain types, although cooler than adja- related to the more restricted conditions of
cent areas, receive more solar radiation than the mesoclirmate and microclimate. The latter
similar vegetation closer to the poles. is representative of the environment within
Moreover, the diurnal temperature range is which plants grow and personnel operate.S~much greater.

' There are, at this time, no universally

In general, a 300-m rise in elevation is accepted measures of plant distribution and
equivalent to moving 500 km closer to the productivity in wild plants as there are for
nearest pole. The various boundaries betwven cultivated crops. Moreover, the boundaries
vegetation zones, such as the timberline, between different vegetation formations usu-
become higher as latitude decreases (Ref. 39). ally are of a gradual transition. Therefore,
Also, they tend to be higher on larger maps of regional categories of vegetation
mountains than on smaller ones. In the often differ markedly when prepared by

tropics, maximum precipitation and vegeta- different agencies for the same geographic
tion density is reached at 1,800 to 3,000 m. area. Additional irregularity is introduced by
Decreased moisture and increased wind tend the fact that subcategories of vegetation
to create smaller plant forms. In fact, south usually are not uniformly distributed through-
slopes may become semideserts, out a major category. The most typical

arrangement is that of a mosaic, with
Worldwide maps of those areas of the scattered "islands" of plant types within a

world characterized by various types of larger matrix of vague dimensions.
vegetation are available in common reference
sources such as atlases. These provide very Certain general guidelines are apparent. It is I
general guidelines. More detailed information convenient to categorize worldwide natural

is available in area topographic maps provided vwgetation as either forest (dominated by
by the Army Topographic Command or the trees) or nonforest. Differcnt subdivisions can
U S Geodetic Survey. One such general map then be applied--such as coniferous, broad-
indicating worldwide vegetatior patterns is leaf, deciduous--for the forests; and grassland,
given in Fig. 13-20. savanna, or brush for the nonforests. Also, the

Southern Hemisphere has distinctly different
13-6.3 MEASUREMENT species than the Northern Hemisphere, in

spite of certain similarities of life forms. For
Biological phenomena in general exhibit a example, the pines are limited to the

high degree of variability due to the large Northern Hemisphere.
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The close relationship between climate and protective shield of tree growth modifies the
kinds of vegetation has long been recognized, extreme& of weather (temperature, pJrecipita-
and several classifications of vegetation tion, and wind) by the shading duid shielding
regions have been based upon climatic data effect. It also reduces "windchill". However,
(Ref. 41). This emphasized the basic differ- certain plants are sources of danger them-
ence between what ought to be growing and selves, and require protective clothing. Exam-
what is growing in each locality as shown by pies are toxic plants such as poison oak, and
currcnt swveys. Such analyses of environmen., thorny plants such as cactus. Another danger
tal parameters have been attempted both on a in forests is from falling limbs.
worldwide scale and more limited areas (Ref.
42). All have definite limitations. Plants can also provide a source of' food in

a theatre of operations, either as cultivated
Foresters have developed several techniques crops or wild plants. When pra.wautions are

for assessing wild land vegetation. Sample taken, they may reduce the demands on
plots have been measured over the years in a normal supply lines or supplement survival
variety of forest areas. As a result "yield diets in emergencies. However, considerable
tables" exist to estimate the numbers, size, local knowledge is essential to prevent
and productivity in basal area or cubic undesirable consequences.
contents of such stands at different ages.
Basic measurements of trees include total Field expedients derived from local plants
heights of trees and DBH (diameter at breast also may supplement construction supplies.
height, 4.5 ft above ground). The earliest Logs and timber may be used for construction
method of "cruising" timberlaaids by ground of shelter, fortifications, bridges, and road-
plot measurements is now giving way *to ways. Similarly, firewood can supplement
photogrammetry, Stereoscopic examination liquid fuel supplies in emergencies, Effects on
of aerial photographs permits acceptable ordnance are more indirect. Overhanging
estimates of forest land inventory. These can vegetation near artillery emplacements can
then be supplemented by spot checks from produce premature bursts. Also, the use of
the ground. Continued improvement in incendiary projectiles or flame throwers must
cameras, films, and interpretive equipment consider the consequences on friendly troops
indicates that this method will supplant all in areas of highly flammable vegetation.
others in the 1apid inventory of current Maintenance problems can be either increased
vegetation status (Ref. 43). or reduced, depending upon the type of

vegetation present. Clothing and equipage, as
13-6.4 EFFECTS well as vehicle tires, suffer excessive wear and

tear in the vicinity of thorny plants. On the
Vegetation affects both personnel and other hand, the storage of temperature-

materiel in diverse ways. Some effects are sensitive materiel is aided by the protection of
primarily of a military nature; others are more forested areas, which reduce the range of
general. The vascular plants generally are extreme heat or cold. Danger from accidental

more conspicuous, due to their larger size and fire in forest or grass must be considered at all
widespread distribution. Therefore, they re- times. Mobility-by wheeled or tracked
ceive the most attention in connection with vehicles, by air, and by foot-has various
supply, maintenance, visibility, and mobility levels of limitation due to vegetation. Shrubs
of troops. and grass may obscure dang&rous rocks,

ditches, or bogs. Dense thickets of plants may
Clothing perhaps has the greatest personal prevent adequate penetration by dismounted

significance to individual troops. Clothing troops, while stands of trees may seriously
requirements are different in a forest than in a impede vehicular maneuvers even when fairly
grassland. From the comfort aspect, the open. Knowledge of the vegetation types is
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needed to determine the relative ease of Recently, herbicides or "weed killers" have
removal of these obstacles. In some cases, been used fur two purposes. In some cases
clearing an area of trees may result in raising wild vegetation is killed so that the plants
the water table sufficiently to create a swamp thus defoliated are not effective screening
within a few weeks. Aquatic plants such as material. In other cases the enemy crops are
water hyacinth may have grown so thickly on attacked to disrupt the food supply. Effec-
lakes as to impede passage of boats and stall tiveness of these techniques has not yet been
motors. evaluated sufficiently.

* Certain agricultural practices, such as 1343.5 DESIGN
inundated rice paddies, create difficult terrain
mobility over extensive areas. Even helicop. The designer of equipment and materiel
ters are limited by tall vegetation and require should consider various effects of the
somne vegetation removal in order to land. The vegetation in the area where use is ',iended.
consideration of airborne drop zones must In some cases this effect may be insignificant,
include the nature of the local vegetation. The in others very important. For example,
vegetation affects both the effectiveness of clothing for jungle troops emphasizes light-
personnel dropped by parachute as well as the weight materials because of the high tempera-
impact of free-fall materiel packs. Amphibi- tures. However, many plants in these areas
ous landings encounter problems with plants possess abundant thorns and spifies. There-
even before land is reached. Certain coastlines fore, a fairly resistant clothing material is
have extensive kelp patches off shore, which desirable to protect from lacerations, which

Simpede nrvigation. Low tide may expose can serve as infection points.
slippery areas of sea weed, with uncertain
footing. Mangrove swamps may limit landing The "layer principle" of removable outer
attempts. clothing has proved to be of value in cold

climates. The principle can apply also for
Visibility problems frequently arise in areas adaptations to vegetational effects. Since

of dense, tall vegetation. Some grasses may plant cover often is highly variable in type
grow well over the height of a tall man, Some and distribution over an area, troops must be
investigations into the distances at which able to adapt rapidly. This is especially
objects can be detected in a variety of forest important in mountainous areas. One consid-
types have been made. Two types of problems eration is color of vegetation. Reversible or
are involved; detection of enemy, and color-combination layers can provide varied
camouflage of friendly troops. Great variation camouflage potentials quickly. Also, protcc-
exists in lighting, line of sight, and colora- tion from vegetation, either because of
tion--depending upon species of plants, toxicity or sharpness, can be countered by a
growing condition, and time of year. In some protective layer of permeable but tough
instances, visibility can be improved by material.
climbhig tall, trees for scouting and reconnais-
sance. Leafy branches, clumps of grass, and Designers of vehicles must consider vegeta-
other bits of vegetation have been used tion. Rubber tires can be lacerated or worn
throughout history for military camouflage. out prematurely by excessive contact with

However, the color changes of foliage during desert thorns. The burned or broken-off stems
the growh.g season can direct attention to the of chaparral brushfields posc a slmlhtr threat.
camouflage. it is well to know the length of Greater demands for vehicular mr'l-'ity nike
time such material is usable. Some species it important to provide tools for the i Id
retain their color much longer than others, removal of vegetation. Fire La one way, but it
particularly those with thick, leathery leaves, is unpredictable and potentially dangerous to
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friendly troops. 2hemical weed killers usually representative of the area. Therefore, repeti-
are harmless to human beings, but are slower tive tests are essential,
acting and depend upon the weather and
growth state of plhnts. Mechanical methods of Furthermore, standardized procecure
vegetation manipulation have improved great- must be followed specifically. Wh~ether
ly In recent times. The gasoline-powered chain test conditions met the planned oU, ,tfve is
saw permits rapid felling and dismemberment tas important as k nng whatc v is

of te lrges tres.Smaler ircuar aws not as important as knowing what cor., .o,,ns
of the largest trees. Smaller circular saws did prevail while testing. With repetifive
quickly "mow down" small thickets of testing, the aberrant tests are identified. Such
saplings and brush. Special attachments on data also provide a broader statistical base for
bulldozer blades have been designed for establishment of prediction schedules of

clearing forested areas. These permit more performance of the p imi of schedu le o

flexibility in the use of armored vehicies, rfsk, within limits acceptable

13-6,6 SIMULATION AND TESTING
In this regard, AR 70-38 establishes broad.

It is difficult if not impossible to simulate guidelines for extreme environmental catego-
Svegetational influences in any meaningful ries (Ref, 45). These are described In Table

manner. Plants exert their influences primari- 13-5. Almost all the parameters considered
Sly as large groups, and synergistically with heretofore have been climatic, This has led to

a sociated terrain features and climatic the expansion of the climatic analog concept.
elements. Therefore, laboratory testing for Nearly all of the land surface of the earth has
S these influenes are of dubious value, been categorized and compared with certain
Controlled environment chambers of the test sites that, theoretically, allow perfor-
"phytotron" type, which are used for plant mance testing of equipment qorresponding to
growth studies, may be enlarged or expanded the climate anywhere in the world.
to provide effective living replicas of various
vegetational microenvironments for test put- It is useful to examine the eight broad
poses. climatic categories in AR 70-38 with vegeta-

tional distribution. Category 8 (extreme cold)
General vegetational properties can be shows a geographic distribution comparable

predicted for given areas of land, but great to the ice and tundra regions, plus the boreal
differences in microsite can exist within short larch of eastern Siberia. Category 7 (cold) has
distances. 11,o character of each microenvi- a southern boundary similar to that of the
ronment determines the conditions under boreal forest. The intermediate ze es (Categc-
which personnel and equipment must func- rics 5 and 6) are characteristic y complex,
tion. However, unless troops are completely and include the various temp.;'ate climate
immobilized, these conditions usually change vegetation types of mixed and deciduous
from place to place, and diurnally and forests, grasslands, and semidesert scrub
seasonally as well. vegetation.

Field tests can be of extreme value if The hotter Jlimatic categories show closer
certain criteria are met. Some of the basic sirrilarity with vegetation boundaries. The
considerations of testing under extreme nonseasonal wet-warm region (Category 1)
conditions are contained in MIDSTD-210 coincides with the tropical rain forest. The
(Ref. 44), The problems of field testing, wet-hot ciinate (Category 2) applies to
however, are insidious. Superficially similar regions that also experience seasonal dry
field areas can be sufficiently differeat to spells such that tile vegetation is more
negate the value of comparison tests. A single complex. In Africa and South America this
test can be carried out undet conditions not area contains broadleaf tree savannas. In
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TABLE 13.6

CLIMATIC CAT EGORIES (nef, 45)

Type Description

1. Wet-warm Typified by conditions under the canopy of
heavily forested tropical areas with temperatures
very close to 756F, a relative humidity above 05
percent, and negligible solar radiation

2. Wet-hot Typified by open tropical areas with wet-hot
conditions occurring frequently or seasonably.
Temperatures range from 780 to 96'F, relative
humidity from 74 to 100 percent, and solar radi-
ation can be Intensa,

31 Humid-hot Typified by coastal regions around water bodies
coastal desert with high surface temperatures. Temperatures range

from 85" tolOOF, humidities from 63 to 90 percent,
and solar radiation can be intense.

4. Hot-dry ndsert regions with temperatures from 90. to
1250F, humidities under 20 percent, and intense
solar radiation.

S. Int.irmndiate Seasonal dry periods of wet-h-t regions as well
hot-dry large regions of the midlatitule of both hemi-

sphm-res where high temperatures range from 700 to
11 OF, humidities from 20 to 05 percent, and solar
radiation can be intense. This rlimatic category
may be seasonal alternating with an intermediate cold
climatic.

6. Intermediate This climate is found In midlotitude regions
cold of the Northern Hemisphere where low temperatures

range from -260 to -5=F, relative humidities are
near 100 percent, and solar radiation is negligible.

7. Cold Cold conditions are found only In the Northern
Hemisphere where minimum temperatures range from
-501 to -350F, humidity is close to 100 percent,
and solar radiation is negligible.

8. Extreme cold This describes those arctic regions where
temperatures of -70'F occur for periods of 6 hr
or longer,

Australia and Central America this is the general life-forms of vegetation can usually bu
semievergreen or deciduous tropical forest predicted. However, the exact species present
zones. In Southeast Asia the monsoon forests and th.ir actual distribution on the ground is
are prominent. Both Category 3 (hot-humid highly variable, In most cases the transitions
coastal desert) and Category 4 (hot-dry) from one type to another are gradual. Other
contain semidesert scrub. In Africa, Australia, areas contain mosaics of distinct "islands" of
India, and South America, this climate also vegetation. More specific information is
includes extensive thorr tree savannas. needed to relate plant characteristics to the

performance of personnel, materiel, and
Thus, certain generalities apply. The equipment in any given part of the world.
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CHAPTF 3 14

MICROBIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS

14-1 INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS of the information contained in this chapter is
so genera' that specific references would be

Microbiological organisms* constitute a meaningless. The list of references can also be
more import'.-t environmental factor relative considered a bibliography that provides more
to materiel degradation than is recognized by information and pathways to the specific
the average design engineer. The design en- references. The references included in the text
gineer may often accept rot, decay, corrosion, are specific to the subject discussed at the.
and other microbiological deterioration pro- point of reference.
cesses without recognizing their causes of
adopting optimal preventive measures. In this Those who make, store, service, test, or use
chapter, microbes will be introduced to the military equipment and supplies are con..
design engineer in such a way that he can fronted with problems concerning microbio-
better recognize their degradative mechanisms logical degradation, decompusition, or cor-
and provide suitable preventive measures, rosion. Various paragraphs in this chapteri, ,.,name materials that can be biodegraded, the

The degradative mechanisms associated microbes capable of such activity, the pro-
with microbes are closely related to-often cesses by which the breakdown is brought
indistinguishable from-similar mechanisms about, and the environmental conditions con-
discussed in other chapters of t•is handbook. tributing to the decomposition. Measures are
Humidity, temperature, salt, solar radiation, suggested to control or stop the action of the
and macrobiological organisms are factors microbes concerned, and methods are listed
that influence, accompany, or contributtW to for evaluating usefulness of treatments for
microbiological degradation processes. resistance. Essential for biodegradation is the

triangle of three components; a living orga-
Since the terminology of microbiology may nism, a susceptible substrate, and a favorable

be foreign to many engineers, it is necessary environment.
to provide the definitions given in Table 14-1.
Note that the taxonomy of microbes lacks the The ahi we breathe is filled with microbes,
precision and stability sometimes found in largely bacteria and fungus spores. Fortunate-
engineering. Distinguishing classifications of ly, relatively few are able to attack living cells.
small organisms is often much more difficult In the soil are found the majority of sapro-
than for the larger organisms, e.g., plants ard phytes, i.e., microbes that live on inanimate
animals. This chapter will not clarify these matter. When a small soil samplu is floated in
basic problems in microbiology for the en- a drop of sterile water on a glass slide and
gineers but will attempt tu provide a semantic examined uncter a microscope, a multitude of
facility sufficient for design usage. bacteria, fungi, and nenmatodes are revealed

that are competing with each other for food
Information on microbes is dispersed and space.

throughout a large body of literature. Much Microbial biodeterioration is any undesir.
*Thw terms "microblologicd organslm," "micro-organism,"
and "microbe" are synonymoua. Th7 single term *'microbe" able change in the properties of a material
will be used hereafter in this chapter. caused by the vital activities of the microbe.
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Microbes can mineralize all natural products (2) This energy is used in iotolysls of

and, as a consequence, microbes with degrada- matter and the incorporation of carbon

tive abilities are widespread in the biosphere, dioxide into plant material.
Biodegradation or mineralization are not the
only forms of damage to material that can (3) Plant material is directly or indirectly

result from microbial growth. Pipes may be the source of energy and food for animal life,

clogged by the growth of manganese-oxidizing
microbes, and the lubricating grease in moving (4) The accumulated products of living

parts of sensitive instruments may be assimi- systems (animal waste, dead plants, and dead

',ated by microbes, thus causing excessive wear animals) are mineralized by microbes, and

or corrosion. Excretory prodlucts of a their constituents are returned to the bio-
microbe's metnbolic activities may cause cor- sphere. Since the carbon dioxide in the

rosion of metallic surfaces, and optical equip- atmosphere would be depleted in 30 yr at the

ment can be damaged by growth of algae or present rates of photosynthesis and metabo-
fungi on the surface of glass or glass coatings. lism, the constant replenishment of carbon

dioxide is essential. Since over 80 nercent of

Moisture is the critical growth factor for the carbon dioxide released into the biosphere

microbes within their most important temper- each year conies from microbial degradation,

ature range. ro prevent such growth, mate- biodegradation (biodeterioration) is one of

rials must be kept dry, i.e., below 10 percent nature's way of balancing the elements of life.

in moisture content. Consequently, it should
be remembered that warm air absorbs water, The microbe is the major agent of total

-which condenses as dew on exposed surfaces biodegradation, and microbe species have

when the air cools. Ibis water film pe:-mits evolv d that attack all natilrally occurring
spores to germinate, microbes to grow, and compounds. To prevent biodegradation of

materials to degrade, materials of value, the normal degradative
processes must be impeded. Although

Microbes that degrade materials exist in all microbes .an also biodegrade many synthetic

phases of the environment; water, soil, and materials, the manufacture and dissemination

air. The water may be hot or cold, fresh or of r- ny other nonbiodegradable products has
saline, "pure" or with a high osmotic concen- led to ecological problems. Examples, are
tration, e.g., osmophilic yeasts live in sugar certain plastics (polypropylene, nylon, poly-

concentrations that would cause the collapse ethylene), dischlorodiphenyltrichloroethane
of ordinary cells by water witiidrawal. Soil (UDT), polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB), and

may be coarse or fine, alkaline or acidic, methyl mercury.
inorganic or organic: it will still harbor
biodeteriogens. Whether the air is lw or high
in oxygen, a jet stream, or 'n smog or tog, 142 THE MICROBIAL ENVIRONMENT

microbes are found in it. In order to describe the microbial environ-

The biosphere is composed of three distinct went, it is necessay to first identify its
systems-plant, animal, and microbial. TDe inhabitants, then to describe their life habits,

systms-lan, anmal an micobil. I'e and last, to discuss their distribution. These

microbia! biomass on earth is quantitatively

equivalent to the total combined biomass of subjects are discussed in this paragraph by

plants and animals. Microbes and their activi- major groups, and a gereral discussion on

ties are indiwi•.unsable elements in the bio- growth is included.

sphere. Tht'x role of the microbe in the
!volution and continuation of all life on earth 14-2.1 MICROBIAL SPECIES
can be briefly summarized as follows:

The biological kingdom known as Protista
(1) The energy on earth comes from the includes those microbes that lack an extensive

%un. development of tissues, i.e., systems of dis-

14-8
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tinctive cell types performing different func- Multiplication occurs by simple division
tions. It Includes all microbes as well 3s some (fission or splitting) of each cell into two cells
larger organisms such as seaweed (algae). The at intervals as short as 15 nwn. This rapid
pretsts are divided into two large groups geometric division results in large populations
based on different structures in the cell in a short time when the environment includ-
nucleus. In the lower protists, the cell nucleus ing food supply is optimal. The bacterial cell
is not enclosed in a membrane but rather is in also can undergo structural changes that
direct contact with tNe cytoplasm. Such cells convert it into a spore, which can survive heat
are termed procaryotic, and the lower protists or drying for many years. Bacteria readily
chracterized by thesw cells include bacteria adapt themselves to new environmental condi-
and the blue~teen algae (Ref. I). tions.

The higher protists are chauacterizied by Bacteria are present in soil, water, air,
eucaryotic cells wherein the nucleus is con- animals, and plants. They are more universal
aied In a membrane. These include the than fungi because they can survive greater

fungi, protozoa, and algae except for the extremes of environment. Normally, bacteria
blue-green algae. Plants and animals are also are less sensitive to temperature. Growing
classified as eucaryotes (but not protists). temperatures have been reported from 270 to

1 67*F. While the majority grow best at pH
6.0 to 8.0, some remain alive in 12 percent

14-2.1.1 LOWER IRIOTISTS sulfuric acid solution.
* • (PROCARYOTES)

While organic carbon compounds are chief-
"All procaryutes are exceedingly small. Onu ly used by bacteria as energy sources, others

bacterium on the averxge weighs 10-1 1 g and can use carbon dioxide. Some bacteria can
Is about I p.m in diameter. Although some "fix" nitrogen from the air 'while others
procaryotes (blue-green algae) exist as long release it or transform it into nitrites, nitrates,
chains, the diameter of the filament rarely ammonia, or complex organic substances.
exceeds 1.5 to 2.0 pm. Since all microbes are Aerobic bacteria must have free molecular
70 to 85 percent water, the dry matter in a oxygen, anaerobic bacteria cannot exist in the
bacterial cell is a little over I pg. When presence of free oxygen, and others can adjust
bacteria grow in a clear liquid medium, at their life processes to the amount of oxygen
least 1,000,000 bacteria per milliliter must be present. Bacteria can combine oxygen with
present before any turbidity is evident, ammonia and with some sulfur and iron

compounds to obtain energy for their metab-
Bacteria, like fungi, are without chloro- odism.

phyll but are less complex than fungi. They
are usually unicellular and are disseminated or The basic difference between species in the
scattered in air or water currents, but some classification of procaryotic microbes is in
are smlf-motile. Many bacteria secrete a gela- function rather than structure. Metabolic
tinous covering or sheath of polysaccha.de diversity in these microbes is apparently
material about themselves for ease of move- unlimited and the number of cell structures
ment (zooglea) co foxr protection against observed in the microbial world is small. Rods
unfavorable climate or environment (capsule). of various lengths, cocci, spirals, and chain-
When active, they synthesize and excrete forming structures are generally all that are
abundant enzymes that induce transformation observed. Some bacteria are motile by the use
of materials into forms that the cell or thallus of whip-like appendages called flagella, or
can absorb through its cell wall. The enzyme they may utilize an axial filament connected
systems of most bacteria cannot tolerate to the poles of rod-shaped organism3 for
alkalinity above pHi 8.5. Yet, one has been movement. Movement is in a corkscrew
found that can grow at pH 11.0 and metabo- motion by contraction and relaxation of the
lize inorganic nitrogen and organic carbon. filament.
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A bacterial cell has little internal organiza- guanine, cytosine, thymine) and RNA, the
tion. A nuclear area inl the cell is unbound by same bases (adei'i,', guanine, cytosine, and
a rnewbrane. Extensions of the cell membrane uracil) as found i. all cells from viruses to
called mesosomes appear is invaginations man,
within the cell and arc involved in the
oxidative and metabolic activities of the cell. Bacteria form endospores that survive boil-
Around the cell membrane i.s the cell wall. ing, desiccation, and other physical factors
The cell wall is inert metabolically and seres thqt destroy all other forms of lif,. Different
mainly to keep the cell intact in the osmo- species of this group can use a considerable
tically unfavorable environment in which range of simple organic compounds a,* carbon
most microbes live. Bacteria often contain and energy sources. Thuse microbes are im-
intraccllular storage granules that differ in portant in spoilage of food, cane sugar, and
composition e.g., sulfur-utilizmng bacteria any materials containing available substrato.
contain! sulfur granules. In comc instances fats ,he capacity to form spores allows bacteria to
or inorganics are stored in vacuoles ii the cell. r, rvive in most environments where they can

subsequently grow and cause biodeteriora-
The usual nmethod for rendering the rminute tion. This is particular,'! true if moisture is

procaryotic cell visible under the microscope available.
is by staining with a dye. The Gram stain is
the tcclinique most often used in coloring the The aerobic Pseu-fomonads are a bacterial
bacterial cell. In this method cells are de- genus of widespread occurrence whose only
smibLd as gram-positive, those retaining the metanolic process is the respiration of organic
primary stain (crystal violet) on washing with compounds. Some microbes in the genus have
ethanol, or gram-negative, those that are a fantastic ability to use a broad spectrum of
decol'.riied, by the alcohol wash. Vital stains, substrates as sources of carbon and energy. A
those that :Atain only living cells, are often single species among the Pseudomonads can
Sused to determnin whether the cells observed degrade and grow on well over 100 separate
'under the microscope are viable, compounds of diverse structure. These

microbes are important agents in degrading a
'111" clenicntal composition of microbial wide variety of substrates. Many Pseud-

Mcels reflectS both, the composition of bacteri- ornonads grow on hydrocarbons and cause
al protoplasm and that of accessory materials corrosion in fue[ tanks and fouling of fuel
such as stored polyvsccharides or fats. A lines in equipment that us's petroleum.
bacterial cell is about 50 percent carbon, 12
percent nitrogen, 3 percent phosphorus, 10 Blue-green algae are procaryotes of wide-
perccnt hydrogen (ais watrd , 20 percent spread occurrence in sofl and water. The
oxygcn, and the remainder ash. The ash limiting factor in treir growth is the supply of
generally conttins those anions and cations nitrogen. These microbes can cause fouling
required for microbial growth. For the most both in water and on material where water
part, all living cells have the same biochemical accumulates. They will also grow readily in
compos.9tion. The eucaryotes have more elab- untreated drinking water. Blue-green algae
orate phospholipids, cerebrosides, sterols, grow on painted surfaces in humid climates
etc., but the composition of proteins -.nucleic and the organic mass produced can provide a
acids and mu'st lipid material is similar in all substrate for microbes active in corrosion.
living tissue. Bacteria contain the B vitamin Often blue-green algae and fungi grow in a
complex (thiamine, riboflavin, biotin, etc.) loose relationship or can establish a corn-
and the amino acids (glutamate, aspartate, mensal relationship as observed in lichens
alaninc, etc.) associated with all cells. Bacteria (Ref. 2).
arc the only living entities that can synthesize
vitamin H1 2 The bacterial DNA is made up Actinomycetes ore. a large class of pro-
of the samle fttur nucleic acid bases (adenine, caryotes closely related to bacteria and grow
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Son a wide variety of substrates Licluding fuel colony may produce a few, thousands, or
oil. They can be the causative agent of millions of spores. Spores are readily dis-
biodeterioration of natural fibers and food- seminated in nature and, like bacteria, arm
stuff. The musty odor of the metabolic present in virtually all environments. Since
products of these microbes can cause diffi- mizrobiai presence can be presumed, growth
culty. This is particularly so in drinking water is determined by the availability of moisture
and stored fiber where the objectionable and food under suitable conditions, rather
aroma can cause significant loss of material than by the confirmed presence of the fungal
(Ref. 3). Reproduction in blue-green algae is type. The primary necessity for gernmlnation
more sophisticated than the simple binary and outgrowth is a source of water. Usually, a
fission of bacteria, but the overall process is film of water is required, but some spores can
equivalent. The cell division in Actinomy- absorb water for germination from the atmo-
cetes, however, 4s more complex, and fruiting sphere if the relative humidity is over 90
bodies are formed that bear reproductive percent. Toxic substances will inhibit the
bodies olled conidia. One genus of Acti- activation of spores, as will insufficient oxy-
nomycetes, Actinoplanes, actually produces gen or the absence of carbon dioxide.
spores within sporangia and has evolved re-
productive mechanisms markedly similar to A vast array of substances can be altered or
those in the lower fungi. biodegraded by the life activities of eu-

caryotic microbes. An estimated 100,000 plus
Actinomycetes cause disease in animals and fungal species arm present on earth. They are

plants, break down plant and animal residues, found at the polar ice caps, at hot springs, in
and inhibit the growth of bacteria and fungi. tropical rain forests, in deserts, in the upper
Of greatest recent interest has been the air, and in both fresh and salt water.
discovery that they synthesize antibiotic sub-
stances useful as chemotherapeutic agents for The living fungal cell has a more complex
the treatment of disease of man, animals, and cell structure than the bacteria. Fungal hy-
plants. phae are from 2 to 10 times the width of

bacterial cells (2 to 20 prm). Fungi have a
14-2.12 HIGHER PROTISTS (EUCAR- membrane-bound nucleus, more compart-

YOTES)* mentalization, and more differentiation than
found in the primitive procaryotes. Chemi-

The higher protists include the fungi, the caily, they are similar to bacterial cells except
algae, except for the blue-green group, the that they contain cellulose and chitin. Fungi
Protozoa, and the slime molds. Well-known also produce sterols and other cellular con.
microbes such as mushrooms, yeasts, and stituents not found in the procaryotes.
most molds are fungi. Fungi do not photo-
synthesize and are typically organisms of The substrate requirements for fungal
decay. growth are relatively simple. Glucose, sucrose,

and maltose are suitable carbon and energy
Fungi do not have leaves, stems, or roots soirces for fungi. Some grow on more corn-

and lack chlorophyll. The body of a fungus plex materials such as cellulose and starch.
may be a single cell (yeast) or hyphal fila- These microbes are not limited to the utiliza-
ments that transform or assimilate external tion of carbohydrates, however, and effective-
materials. Usually, the individual colony con- ly degrade fuel oil, proteins, many fibers, nnd
sists of muycelium, which is a mass uf inter- some plastics. Some are obligate plant or
twined hyphal threads. The asexual repro- animal parasites. Fungi have the same trace
ductive bocies of fungi are called spores. 'They element requirements as bacteria and can use
may be transparent or colored and one fungal both inorganic and organic nitrogen. All

*G.aWu WemM3t for *6 pwpaph w itch, 2 00 4 require some form of organic carbon for
Sou& 12. growth.
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Some fungi will grow at 00 C and cause and vegetables. Microbes in this group pro-
spoilage of stored meat and vegetables. duce copious quantities of organic acid.
Thermophilic fungi grow Rt 650C but the
optimal temperature range for most species is (3) Ascomycetes are fung& that form
220 to 30C. The p11 range of growth is 2.0 to spores, resulting from meiosis inside a special
9.0 with an optimum on the acid side at 5.5 sac called an ascus. Many of the fungi in this
to 6.0. group are cellalytic and are a major cause of

cellulose fiber degradation. Ascomycetea
Fungi are more readily observed without cause mildew and brown rot. In this group are

staining than are bacteria, and cultures that the causative agents of corn ear rot, Dutch
form fruiting bodies are more distinct in elm disease and vascular plant parasites. One
appearance. Colonial morphology, pigmenta- microbe in this group can grow on rye and
tion, and behavior are so distinct that many produce alkaloids that are exceedingly danger-
experts can identify fungi by visual observa- ous, to man and animals. Several ascomy-
tion. The fruiting bodies of fungi are so cetous yeasts are of benefit to man in the
characteristic that identification to genus level production of bread, wine, and food yeasts,
van often be made from this structure. Yeasts and In the fermentation of cacao beans.
have less variation in colonial features and are
more often identified by a combination of (4) The molds include the black molds
structure and metabolic activities. Most yeasts that biodeteriorate foodstuffs, leathur, and
reproduce by budding and some have mycellal cloth fibers and can impart a musty odor to
stages or can be induced metabolically to such materials. The green molds destroy citrus

-*' form mycelia. fruits, jelles, and preserves. Others in this
group destroy foods and stain lumber as well

Fungi are very important members of the as cause several diseases in commercial crops.
biosphere. They are of significance in main-
taining soil fertility and biodegrading wastes (5) Basidomycetes form sexual spores that
in nature. They are useful in industrial pro- develop on the surface of special structures
cesses; e.g., bread, wine, beer, and cheese called basidia. In this group are smuts, rusts,
production. Cacao beans are rendered useful jelly fungi, mushrooms, puffballs, and stink-
as food by growth of fungi on the beans and homs. The bracket fungi that grow on living
many fermented foods are the products of trees and lumber are included in this class.
tungal metabolism. Fungi aie useful in the I
production of organic acids, vitamins, and The rusts cause great economic losses in
antibiotics. These microbes are a major agent cereal crops, coffee, beans, and other food-
in biodeterioation. They attack most organic stuffs. Many species in this group grow on mid
matter such as food, fabric, lenther, wood, destroy lumber. The polypores are the wood
and nearly all consumer goods. rotters for which most preservatives are em-

ployed. Among the basidomycetes are the
Among the more important groups of fungi mushrooms, which are utilized as food.

are:
(6) Deuteromycetes are called the imper-

(I) Oomycetes, the water molds, have fect fungi because they reproduce asexually.
well-developed mycelium and cause mildew in They resemble the ascomycetes and basidio-
grapes and pctatoec. and diseases of fish and mycetes and are of economic importance as
fish eggs. causative agents of plant disease. Microbes

that cause pink rot are found in this group.
(2) Zygomycetes are saprobes (living on Many destroy foods that contain lactic acid;

dead mattcr) or parasites and have sexual c.g., pickles, sauerkraut, summer sausage,
reproduction. Th.se microbes are the causa- cheese, and other dairy products, Several' can
tive agents of bread mold and of rot in fruits destroy ripe fruits and vegetables.
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The algae are the most important producers animals are covered with millions of microbes.
In water, carrying out the photosynthesis that The rumen of a rurainant (cow, deer, sheep,
gives them color. They are also prolific but camel) contains a mass of microbes that
less evident on land. The colors of algae degrades the plant diet to a form that can be
provide a basis for subclassiflcation; green, utilized by the animal. The digestive tract of a
yellow, brown, and red algae are groups of warmbloode4 animal contains great quantities
species. Motile algae possess flagella, which of microbes, and an estimated 70 percent of
are appendages employed for propulsion. feces are microbes (Refs. 13,14).
Algae provide the basic food for aquatic life
arid are used for human and animal food, The growth rate of miciobes in nature
fertilizer, and chemicals, Algae blooms can varies to a considerable extent. The major
also clog waterways and destroy r iuatic life factor Is the food supply, which provides
(Ref. 2). Protozoa are eucaryc :s, which carbon building blocks and energy. The gener-

i include an enormously complex and hetero- atlon t.,ne (division time) for microbes ranges
geneous group of microbes, including the from 15 to 20 min in some bacteria to several
amoeba. Slime molds are a group of eucary- hours in fungi and blue-green algae. Even
otic microbes whose outstanding character- those microbes with a relatively extended

I Istic Is a unique life cycle that involves the generation time can achieve massive amounts
formation of a complex and highly organized of growth, under favorable conditions, in a
structure throigh the cooperative action of a few days.

•I large number of individual cells. Algae, proto-
"zoa, and slime molds are relatively unim- While microbes utilize a wide array of
portant in materiel deterioration considera- energy and carbon sources, their metabolism
tions (Ref. 1). is markedly different from animals in one

important aspect. Whereas animals utilize
14-2.2 MICROBIAL GROWTI1 food for both growth and energy, microbes

often utilize separate sources for carbon and
A great diversity of metabolic types prevail energy. Some microbes resemble green plants

in the microbes present in tha environment, in utilizing light for energy .nd carbon
Generally, microbes can perform all the meta- dioxide for carbon.
bolic reactions found in higher plants and
anrnals plus many unique ones. The residue Bacteria are divided into two groups based
of living microbial, plant, or animal cells do on nutrition: (1) autotrophs, which utilize
not accumulate on earth, due to the ability of inorganics or light as sources of energy and,
the microbe to biodegrade and mineralize all generally, carbon dioxide as a source of
components of living cells. The fact that the carbon and (2) heterotrophs, which utilize
biological aroductivity of the oceans-about preformed organic compounds for both
30 billion metric tons per year-is biode- carbon and energy. Autotrophs can metabo-
graded without any significant accumulation lize hydrogen, reduced sulfur, reduced nitro-
gives some idea of the numbers and biodegra- gen, ferrous iron, and manganese or use light
dative capacities of the microbe. An estimated as a source of energy. The nitrifying and
15 to 20 percent of the protoplasm on earth sulfur bacteria are exceedingly important in
Is animal, 30 to 35 percent Is plant, but 50 the biological life cycle. These microbes
percent is microbial, giving some idea as to absorb reduced sulfur and nitrogen products
the ubiquity and diversity of microbial types from living cells and oxidize them to nitrate
on earth. It also helps explain why anything and sulfate, which are the forms required by
that can be degraded by the microbe, if left plants. Most mineralization and biodegrada-
unprotected, is rapidly utilized as a substrate. tion are accomplished by the heterotrophic
Every gram of fertile soil contains between bacteria.
10' and 109 microbes and these numbers
extend down I to 3 ft into the soil. Plants and All microbes, whether heterotrophs or
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autotrophs, require various cations and anions Only the fringes of the potential biosyn-
including phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, thetic capabilities of fungi are known
calcium, boron, manganese, iron, zinc, because: (1) a tremendous number of varieties
molybdenum, and copper. Since traces of and strains of fungi exist, (2) thorough
these are available in most of the en- biochemical study of a single species usually
viromental niches in which microbes exist, the reveals its ability to synthesize a wide variety
ILmiting growth factor for microbes is usually of organic compounds, and (3) few fungi have
the supply of the thre6 basic components of been subjected to exhaustive biochemical
cells: carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus. study (Ref. 10).

Temperature has an important influence on When a microbial cell divides, every one of
the types of microbes that survive in an its components is identically reproduced, and
ecological niche. Microbes can grow over a a large number of coordinated chemical reac-
wide temperature range and are generally tions are linked together. The living substance
classified as follows: psychrophiles, 00 to is endowed with the potential of self-sy~i-
15*C; mesophiles, 200 to 45*C; and thermo- thesis; the existing pattern of the present
philes, from 500 C to the temperature of substance serving as a pattern for the new. All
boiling water in hot springs. Some mesophiles the properties (,f a cell depend upon the
will grow at l:wer or higher temperatures, molecular pattern of its constituent material
but, generally, the growth of any of the three (Ref. 15).
types is restricted to the temperatures given.

For cell growth a highly complex inter-
Microbes will grow in environments over a locking series of reactions takes place. The

wide range of acidity or alkalinity. Sulfur cell takes in a variety of simple starting
bacteria will grow in sulfuric acid at a pH near materials and combines them into many
0 while urea bactwria will grow at a pH of 12. complex products. A helpful concept is that
Most bacteria prefer a pH between 5.5 and of a series of relatively simple unit processes
7.5. that can easily change from dOe source of

material to another with alternatives at van-
Osmotic pressuie of the solute is also an ous stages 'of the manufacturing process.

important fact-•A in survival of bacteria. Most Depending upon the substrate material avail-
microbes grow best in a solute that has an able and physical- environmental conditions,
osmotic pressure near that of physiological the route followed in the synthesis of cell
saline solution. However, some microbes are material may vary. Hence, it can be concluded
obligate halophiles and grow only in salt that the enzymatic constitution of the cell
concentrations such as are found in the Dead will vary with the conditions of growth.
Sea, in Great Salt Lake, or in salt brines. Bioassay largely depends upon the fact that,
Thesw microbes lack a rigid cell wall and lyse when growth has been long continued under
when exposed to lowered osmotic pressures. standardized conditions, a steady state with
The ability of microbes to survive in distilled constant proportions among the various en-
water or water with a low osmotic measure zymes will be established. It appears that
varies greatly, but this is primarily species critical levels of certain key substances are
related, formed in the cell before it divides.

All microbes require moisture for growth Since few microbes have control over their
and reproduction and do not grow well if the association with digestible materials, some
moisture content of the substrate falls below remain dormant or die, while others often-
12 to 15 percent. However, endospores and times adapt after a lag period and soon grow
other resistant bodies formed by microbes can well. This adaption of microbial growth to
survive desiccation and remain viable after new substrates may be for either of two
extended periods of dryness, reasons:
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a(1) Tcne microbe may be heterogeneous of oxygen used In respir'ation and the loss of
and contain cells already able to utilize the carbon dioxide into the atmosphere are re-
new medium. Such adapted cells would multi- ferred to as soil aeration. The c ,sition,
ply selectively and soon make up the entire the volume per unit of soil, and the rate of
population, movement of air in the soil all aft'ect the life

activities of the microbes present and con-
(2) Mutations may occur continually, giv- sequent rate of transformation of materials.

ing rise to cells with every conceivable type of Oxygen may vary from 0 to 21 percent and
characteristic further selected by environment carbon dioxide from 0.03 to 21 percent.
exposure. Thus, microbe populations vary, depending

on their oxygen requirements for respiration.
Soil is the home or habitat of the great

majority (98 percent) of mold fungi. During 14-3 BIODEGRADATION OF MATERI-
use or storage, materials are often in contact ALS*
with soil and its nature will affect the rate of
rot. Physically, soils are classified into three The ubiquity of microbes and their meta-
phases: a solid, liquid, and gas. bolic versatility suggest that few materials are

resistant to some form of attack or alteration
The character of a soil is mostly deter- by microbes. Examples of such attack include

mined by the solid phase or soil matrix. It is damage to concrete, bricks, electrical mate-
made up of mineral and organic particles rials, glass, optical equipment, photographic
whose size determines the soil texture. Soils products, fats, oils, waxes, minerals, metals,
are classified into textural groups depending paints, petroleum fuels, oils, greases, asphalt,
upon the fractions of each texture they plastics, rubber, resins, sewage processing
contain, but aggregation of soil particles must sludges, wool, linen, cotton, synthetic tex-
bu taken into account. The amount of clay tiles, wood pulp, paper, and cork. For refer-
and organic colloids (particles less than 0.002 ence purposes, the Biodeterioration Informa-
mm and 0.0002 ram, respectively) present tion Center (Ref. 20) has established the
determines the extent and iype of particle subject matter categories for classification
grouping or aggregation, and, hence, soil purposes given in Table 14-2.
structure. The organic matter content is par-
ticularly important because it absorbs water Microbes have the capacity to alter or
internally, breaks down rapidly, and serves as mineralize any organic molecule that is
a food/energy source for microbes. synthesized by living cells. Any dead plant or

anima! material, animal waste, or other or-
The liquid phase of the soil is spoken of as gardc matter is quickly and efficiently assini-

the soil solution or :',)il moisture. It deter- lated into biological cycles by microbes. The
mines the suitability of the soil for microbial accumulation of carbon-containing corn-
growth. The soil solution compristis water, pounds in nature is confined to a few materi-
soluble salts, and dissolved gases. The amount als, e.g., fossil fuels that are products of
of water that a soil retains depends on the extreme physical conditions and are inacces-
amount of particle surface area and the sible to the microbes associated with tic
quantity and the nature of the porosity of the carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen cycles. When
matrix. Optimal microbe development occurs petroleum hydrocarbons are brought to the
within certain soil water limits, which are surface, however, a great variety of microbes
measured as percent of soil or percent of dry present in the biosphere attack them. Al-
weight, though these microbes can be a problem when

fuel is held in storage for any period of time,
The. gas phase or soil air Is constantly microbes capable of degrading hydrocarbons

changing in composition and greatly in-
fluences the microbial population. The intake *Gcne.u rwfeoreau for this paramaph are Rofs. 16.19.
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TABLE 1%2

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS~ FOR BIODETERIORATION STUDIES (Ref. 20)

1. CellIul ose

2. Fats, oils, and waxes

3. Foodstuffs and drugs

4. Fresh fruit and vegetables

5. Fuels and petrochemicals

6. Keratin and chitin

7. Lignin and organic sewage sludges

8. Metals

9. Paints

ý0"10. Paper and pulp

11. Stone and minerals

12. Stored products

13. Textiles; vegetable, animal, and synthetic fibers

14. Wood; trees, timber, and lumber

v, n ab~soulte necessity for the continuation sulfides produced by sulfate reducers and
Yot'life on earth. attack material with organic or ini oranic acids

p -oduced by bacteria and fungi,
The Seneril types of microbial damage to

materiel are.: (4.) Impairment results from clogging of

iro pie yionbcei and blockinugof

electricalpeden ones ahe acceiraionsi-uri

stift.bility othmaeilto attack than on the
presence of microbes that can attack it since

(3) Excretory prodtucts corrode iron~ with their pres~ence can be assumed. Among the
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environmental and nutritional factors in thetic microbes havc a phototactic response
microbial growth and survival are: to light. Few of these photosynthetic bacteria

can grow heterotrophically, and some are
(1) Temperature. The effect of tempera- actually inhibited by organic matter. The

ture on the growth and survival of microbes great majority of bacteria are not photosyn-
varies over a wide range. Although bacterial thesizers and are adversely affected by am-
spores can survive long periods of tempera- blent light. It is believed by some that the
tures greater than 100°C, they will not grow widespread synthesis of pigments in bacteria
or thrive at such extreme temperatures. Fungi is a protective mechanism that filters harmful
have a narrower growth range than bacteria, wavelengths of light from the cells. Many of
ranging from above freezing to 55'C, while these pigments are synthesized only when the
bacteria can grow in freezing arctic water as microbe is grown in the light. All microbes are
well as in hot springs at I 00*C. The major damaged or killed by high intensity light,
determinations to make regarding tempera- particularly ultraviolet, which is commonly
ture are the temperature below which no used as a sterilant.
growth occurs, the temperature above which
no growth occurs, and the range of tempera- Most fungi are unaffected by light although
ture where optimal growth rates are obtained, some molds fix more carbon dioxide in the
The temperature for most rapid and abundant light than in dark. The pigment associated
growth is difficult to determine with precision with the reaction is not chlorophyll. Spore
because it varies with the length of the growth forrm'ation is adversely affected in some
period used in the determination. Fungi grow- species by light althoult-h in other species it is
isig at lower than optimal temperatures grow stimulated. Sporophore formation in the
slower but attain about the same total celiular basidiomycetes is controlled, in many cases,
mass. Many microbes will grow faster at a by the presence of light.
temperature less than optimal if certain
growth factors are present. The temperature (3) Oxygen. Most microbes grow better in
optima for most saprophytic bacteria and the presence of oxygen. Fungi generally re-
fungi lie in the range 180 to 35"C. Most quire oxygen for growth. Some bacteria (fac-
studies on the effects of microbes on deteri- ultatives) can grow in the absence or presence
oration can be carried out in this range of oxygen although they rrow more effici-
because a multiplicity of microbes grow be- ently if oxygen is present. Some obligate
tween these temperatures. anacrobes among the bacteria are killed by

atmospheric oxygen. Fungi do not grow well
Most bacterial and fungal species will sur. below the surface of still water because of the

vive long periods of subzero temperature. If limited water solubility of oxygen.
stored in a dry state, lyophilized or under
glycerol, they will remain viable after years of (4) Water. Biodeterioration by microbes is
storage at temperatures below 00C. When severely limited in the absence of free water.
microbes are thawed, considerable damage If the moisture content of a material is less
occurs to cells, and alternate freezing and than 10 percent and no moisture is available
thawing is lethal to many species The effect- from other sources, little growth on the
iveness of autoclaving or pressure cooking for material , ill occur. When the temperature
killing bacteria is based on the fact that moist varies anri moisture is present in the air,
heat is more lethal than dry heat. sufficient water will accumulate on surfaces

for biodegradation to occur. This is particu-
(2) Light. Light has many effects on larly true in tropical areas where the relative

microbes. The photosynthetic blue-gren humidity is very high during the night. Tex-
algae and purple and green photosynthetic tiles and other degradable materials can en-
bacteria are obligate phototrophs, which will dum, for extended :=eriods of time in deserts.
not grow in absence of light. Most photosyn- Food!,tuffs are often lyophilized (freeze
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dried) or heat dried for prescrvation. Many membranes through which materials in solu-

bacterial and fun ,al spores will survive long tion move at different rates. Impairment of

periods of desiccation and will not grow if this tendency to attain an equilibrium of

moisture is not available, dissolved substances on either side of a living
cell membrane may result in osmotic pressure.

(5) Addity. Microbes can grow over a As the concentration of solub'e materials

relatively wide range of acidity or alkalinity, digested from the substrate increases (i.e.,

Fungi generally thrive at a pH of 5.5 to 6.2 specific gravity), the rate of biodegradationSbut some species can grow at a pH of 2 to 9. diminishes. Some microbes are very sensitive

Fungi tend to produce org•.,ic acids during to the effect of osmotic concentration (i.e.,
growth that lower the pH of the growth inhibited at low soluble salt content), while
medium. Bacteria grow over a wider pH range, others (e.g., yeasts) are osmophilic and can
from near 0 to I I or more. The hiobacilli grow in or on substrates of extremely high
that utilize reduced sulfur compounds as a salt or sugar concentration. In fact, repeated
source of energy produce sulfuric acid and culturing on a medium of high specific gravity

can survive in exceedingly high levels of acid. may cause a permanent change in the water
The urea-decomposing bacilli produce copious content of the cells.
quantities of ammonia and survive under very
alkaline conditions. Rarely are conditions 14-3.1 METALS*
encountered in nature that are so extreme in

either acidity or alkalinity that microbes will Metal corrosion can be defined as detericra-

not grow. tion of metallic substances that results from
chemical or electrochemical environmental

.6) Nutritional factors. The elements influences. Generally, corrosion results when
necessary for the growth of microbes are a metal passes from the elemental to a

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, compound state.
potassium, magnesium, and phosphorus, plus
small amounts of the trace elements: iron, A metal in contact with moisture results in
zinc, copper, cobalt, manganese, molybde- a dissolution of metal at the surface and an

num, and boron. Calcium is essential for equilibrium with. the fluid medium. Two

bacteria and some fungi, and sodium is fundamental principles are involved in metal

necessary for many microbes, including the corrosion: (1) ca given system (metal or
marine forms. products) tends to react in a way that carries

the material to a lower energy level, and (2)
•All types of living cells are believed to the resulting compounds tend to dissolve and

require vitamin B group substances (folic acid, are transported from the surface. As dissolved
p-aminobenzoic acid, ard cyanocobalamin material is removed, the solution of the

whose function appears to be as components surface metal continues and corrosion is the
of catalytic systems) since many are part of result. Because the compounds of gold are at
the structure of coenzymes or precursors of a higher energy level than the pure metal, gold
enzyme systems. This reflects a fundamental is not corroded. Other metals, howewr, tend
similarity in basic cell processes. Presumably, to revert to a more stable state that more
they are involved in the biosynthesis of closely risembles that of the ore from which
nucleic acid derivatives, which seem to govern the metal was refined.
the activities of the living cell. Studies have

shown that cellulose-decomposing fungi re- The corrosion of metal is an electrochemi-

quire the biotin, even though only 0.004 pg Is cal reaction, for- the most part, and ionic and
present per 100 nl of liquid medium. electron transport processes are involved.

(7) Solute concentration. The cells of liv- *CWAeW 1011 ev for taramph no a.fR. 17, 1s, 19,

ing organisms have, differentially permeable 21, and 22.
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Several conditions must exist to have an elec- (2) Surface changes on metal due to
trochemical corrosion cell: microbial growth. The metal surface may be

altered due to covering of the metal by
(1) Two sites of eloctrochemical reaction: microbial growth. Blue-greon algae, which can

one, an electron donor and the other an utilize atmospheric carbon dioxide and Iitro-
electron acceptor gen for cell synthesis and light as a source of

energy, can grow profusely in areas where
(2) An electrical conducting path between moisture accumulates on the surface of mate-

the two corroding sites rial. 'The surface growth affects the electroa
chemical potentiaP of the metal surfacve while

(3) Continuous reaction between the metal the algae form a semipermeable, semicon-
and the electrolyte ducting layer. The layer acts as an electrolyte,

thereby producing a corrosion cell on the
(4) Metal in a higher energy state than In a metal surface.

dissolved form. (Most metals used in construc-
tion of materiel meet this condition.) (3) Localized blistering. Encapsulation by

microbial growth can isolate an area of the
If the four conditions are met, the resultant metal surface. This process can be initiated by

spontaneous process will continue until the accumulation of a layer of inorganic or
blocked by any one or a combination of three organic material on the surface. The sub-

conditions: sequent growth of microbes under this layer
creates a blister, under which a local electro-

(i) Electrical polarization at the anodic or chemical corrosion cell is established. This
cathodic area corrosion cell is unaffected by cathodic pro-

tection methods. When outside conditions are
(2) Concentration of polarized material at favorable, the metal surface under the blister

the anodic or cathodic end may also become active, becoming one elec-
trode in an. electrochemical cell with Lhe

(3) Accumulation of a dense insulating metal surface outside the blister acting as the

product. other elactrode. An example of this type of
corrosion is found in an iron water pipe that

Microbes affect the electrochemical corro- is clogged by bacteria. The bacteria convert
%ion process and cause metal deterioration by soluble ferrous salts to insoluble ferric oxide,
a number of mechanisms, namely: which shields the metal surface from oxygen,

Once this type of corrosion attack begins, it
(1) Excretion of corrosive materials. The becomes vigorous.

metabolic activities of microbcs growing on
metal coatings may convert the inert material (4) Action on the metal surface by an
to corrosive substances. Bacteria can proluce expanding biomass. Rapid growth of microbes

acids, molecular oxygen, molecular hydrogen, underneath or within a polarizing layer can
or corronw enzymes. Algae can grow on result in an expanding biomass, which pro-
metal surfaces, particularly in tropical areas of duces pressure or force, in turn causing
high humidity. When the algae mass dies, it cracks, loosening, or blisters, depending on
providts a substrata for bacterial or fungal the particular structure. Microbes grow under
growth. These bacteria or fungi produce protective coatings such as paint, rust pre-
substances that cause corrosion of steel, cop- ventives, grease, or other material. This form
per, aluminum, and other metals. Reduced of metal corrosion is demonstrated by fungi
sulfur compounds are r xidizsd by auto- that corrode aluminum coatings. Hydro-
trophic bacteria with the concomitant pro- carbon-utilizing bacteria on painted pipes
duction of sulfuric acid, which will degrade cause expansion, which raises the paint coat-
almost any metallic surface. ing and allows corrosion.
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(5) Corrosion by microbial depolarization. Nitrogen bacturia utilize reduced nitrogen

When an electrochemical corrosion cell ceases compounds as a source of energy as described
its activity, it is usually due to the formation by the reaction
of an electrically insulating or polarization
layer on one of the electrodes. The corrosion 2NH4 + 502 -+ 2NO3 + 4H2O0
cell will continue to operate if the insulating
layer is removed. It can be removed by All of these microbes are autotrophs, which
microbial consumption. Microbes consume utilize the reduced inorganic compound (Fe,
the nitrates and sulfur that accumulate on S, or HN4 ) as a source of energy and
corroding iron as well as gaseous products atmospheric carbon dioxide as a source of
such as hydrogen or oxygen that form on the carbon. Generally, materials exposed to the
electrodes under various conditions, thus natural environment are covered with unough
sustaining the corrosive process. dust and other airborne material to provide

the remoining minerals necessary for
Over 80 percent of thu badly pitted areas microbial growth.

of corrosion of buried metal gas pipes has
been found to result from microbial depolari- (2) Fungi and algae. Fungi grow on the
zation by anaerobic bacteria. Low alloy and organic contaminants present on exposed
stainleus steel are corroded by depolarization metellic surfaces. Their metabolic activities
due to sulfate-reducing bacteria. The casings during growth result in the production of
used in oil wells are often destroyed by the organic acids that cause metal corrosion.
action of anaerobic bacteria. Often, the wood products that are used in

tptconjunction with metals provide a growth
. It is not now possible to predetermine the substrate for the fungal growth,

condition of metal relative to microbial depo-
larization. If it were, it would reduce the Fungi can grow on electrical contact points (
hazards of gas leaks and explosions that are causing breakdown of communication equip-
duo to corrosion of gas mains. ment. The hyphal strands contain moisture

that causes degradation of electrical proper-
The microbes primarily responsible for ties of insulators by introducing leakage paths

"biodeterioration of metals are the (1) aerobic that lower insulation resistance. When these
microbes, (2) fungi and algae, and (3) anaero- strands bridge two dissimilar metals, they also
bic bacteria. Some of the general effects of promote galvanic corrosion.
microbes on metals are:

Algae grow on any surface exposed to the
(1) Aerobes. The iron, sulfur, nitrogen, air if sufficient moisture is available. They

and heterotrophic bacteria develop conditions split water molecules, produce oxygen, and
favorable for me.tal corrosion. These condi- fix carbon dioxide to make byproducts that
tions result from either oxidation or reduc- are utilized by bacteria and fungi.
tion of organic or inorganic materials, produc-
ing acids or chemicals that react with metal, (3) Anaerobes. These microbes use cathod-
thus causing it to corrode. ic hydrogen for the reduction of sulfates to

sulfides and the precipitation of iron from
Iron bacteria utilize reduced iron as a solution as ferrous sulfide. These reactions are

source of energy and, during the process of typically summarized by
oxidation, produce Insoluble iron compounds.
Such reactions are typified by the chemical 4Fe + 2H2 0 + Na2 SO4 + 2Hf2 C0 3-+ 3Fe(OH) 2

equation + FeS + 2NaHCOS

4Fe(O3 + O2 + 6H.,O- 4Fe(OH)s + 4CO2  Whenever anaerobic conditions exist, as
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with buried metals, and sulfate or sulfide of the world that have water containingI derivatives are present, corrosion can occur. relatively high levels of manganese.
The following metals are corroded and de-
strayed by such reactions: iron, cast iror,, 14-3.2 PETROLEUM PRODUCTS*
steel, Atainless steel, aluminum, lead, zinc,
brass, bronze, magnesium, and manganese. Hydrocarbons, in generai, are naturally

occurring compounds and mre readily utilized
Bacteria can utilize the energy gained from by bacteria and fungi as sources of carbon and

the oxidation of simple atoms to form a more energy. Various hydrocarbons are constituent
complex chemical compound. This ability has parts of plant, animal, and microbial cells
had a great influence on the geological evolu- with the content ranging as Irigh as 0.1
tion of the earth by promoting the erosion of percent of the cellular dry weight in some
igneous rock and the formation of sediment- species of bacteria. The average in plant and
ary deposits such as calcium carbonate in the animal tissue Is about 0.01 percent. The bulk
sea. Microbs also play an indispensable role of the biological productivity of the ocean is
in the sulfur, carbon, and nitrogen cycles on calculated to be 30 billion metric tons of
the surface of the earth. The activities of organic matter per year. These numbers pro-
microbes hWve resulted in the accumulation of vide an estimate that about 3 million metric
coal, petroleum, and ore deposits. ions of natural hydrocarbon are released into

the ocean annually. This hydrocarbon, as well
The role of microbes in the conversion and as that lost into the ocean from oil seepage

deposition of iron ore deposits is well illu- and disposal, is biodegraded quickly and
strated by the great ore fields in the Mesabi efficiently. This suggests that microbes that
Range. These deposits in the Lake Superior utilize hydrocarbon substrates are abundant

Sregion cover 5,000 to 10,000 mi and are in the environment.
over 500 ft thick. Algae, iron bacteria, and
bacilli are present in dust specimens in the ore In biodegradation, the hydrocarbon
deposits, some of which are estimated to be molecule is usually utilized completely as a
0.5 to 1.5 billion yr old. Algae and bacteria source of carbon and energy. None of the
were responsible for the original weathering original carbon skeleton remains. All of the
of the rocks and solution of the iron. The constituent carbon molecul1es are blocon-
utilization of this iron in solution by hon verled to cellular material or carbon dioxide.
bacteria as a source of energy resulted in the In some cases the hydrocarbon molecule may
eventual reprecipitation of the iron ore as it be partially degraded or altered in a minor
exists today. way. This alteration may consist of the

addition of an oxygen molecule or wisatura-
Many present day problems are associated tion of a carbon-to-carbon bond. This relative-

with solubilizatlon of iron by microbes that ly minor attack on a hydrocarbon molecule Is
are unrelated to corrosion, This occurs in ocid referred to as cooxidation.
mine drainage with a higA sulfur content.
Aerobic organisms that utilize reduced sulfur At the present time all evidence suggests
compounds as an energy source also can use that a molecular oxygenase is Involved In the
reduced iron. The resultant oxidized iron initial oxidative attack on hydrocarbon sub-
causes fouling of streams. A shnilar situation strates. One anaerobic bacterium, Desulfovib-
occurs in pipes and water mains that are not rio desulfurtians, has been identified in
made of cast iron. Many microbes grow In hydrocarbon degradation, but it has not been
both nonmetallic and metallic pipes on the proved that the hydrocarbon Is used as a
small amounte of organic matter present in source of carbon and energy. This microbe
the water. These microbes oxidize manganese causes problems at oil well drilling sites and
and clog such pipes with the resulting precipi-
tates. This is of particular significance in areas OrAnnezI refmncm for tax puapaph ad, Ront. 23 and 24,
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has been found In considerable numbers in degraded by microbes. This resistance to
the area of oil spills. It is possible that these degradation cart cause problems in many
bacteria can utilize hydrocarbons as a source cases, e.g., soaps, because it is essential that
of energy. such manmade products are mineralized

quickly in a disposal system. Some years ago
Hydrocarbons are classified in two broad the widespread use of soft detergents with a

chemical groups, aliphatics and aromatics. branched alkyl chain caused problems with
Among the aliphatic hydrocarbon molecules water supplies. The low degradability resulted
reaiily biodegraded are the normal alkanes, in the passage of the detergent through the
alktaes, branched alkanes and alkenes, and sewage treatment process. Upon reuse, the
cycioparafinms. The gaseous alkanes-methane, water foamed and had a distinct detergent
ethane, propylene, propane, butane, and iso- taste. Substitution of n-alklyl chains on the
butane-are readily degraded by many hydrophic part of the detergent molecule
microbial species. The n-alkanes, from pen- eliminated the problem.
tane to the longest straight chain compounds
yet synthesized, are readily utilized by As previously mnntioned the hydrocarbon
microbes. The ability to grow on these sub- and petrochemical degrading microbes are
strates falls into a series of patterns. The CI 2  primarily aerobic and are present in most
to C1 s n-alkanes most readily serve as sub- environments. Bacteria, fungi, and yeasts, are
strates. The gaseous alkanes-ethane, propane instrumental in degrading hydrocarbons in
and n-butane-are utilized by most microbes nature. The higher bacterial form-My.ca.
that grow on CI 2 to C, a n-alkanes. The Cs to bacteria, nocardial typos, coryneform types,
C, I n-alkanes arc not readily degraded by Actinoinycetes, etc.-have many representa-
microbes unless they are added at wry low tive types that will actively grow on hydro-
levels. This Js probably due to the fact that carbon substrates. Several other genera, esg.,
the hydrocaibons of this structure, being Pseudomonas and Moraxelia, can. utilize these
exccllent lipid solvents, destroy the cellular reduced compounds as a source of carbc and
membranes, energy. Many yeasts are efficient utizers of

petroleum products. This is espedilly so for
Alkenes are readily attacked by many members of the genus Candkta. The capacity

microbes present in the soil. The C4. 'o CIO to utilize hydrocarbons is also widespread in
alkenes are relatively more toxic than the the filarnentous ,fungi and has been demon-
alkanes. Alkenes are not often found in strated in Penicillium, Asperigillus, Clado-
natural materials. sporium, Cunninghanella, and other genera.

Cycloparaffins--cyclopentane, cyclo- The microbial attack on alkanes and
hexane, cycloheptane, etc.-are not degraded alkenes usually occurs by one of two basic
by many mnicrobes present in nature. On the mechanisms: tcrminal attack, the incorpora-
other hand, the aromatic hydrocarbons, tion of oxygen into the end carbon atom; and
which are a constituent part of crude oil and subterminal attack, the incorporation of the
many structures in living cells, are readily oxygen into the carbon atom adjacent to the
degraded by microbes. Some aromatics, how- end carbon. Terminal oxidation has been
ever, are highly resistant to microbial attack demonstrated in long chain (> CIO) hydro-
and are often used as preservatives in wood carbons and proceeds as follows:
and other materials. Examples are creosote,
cresol, and phenol.

CH 3 (CH )-n--CH3  'gense CH3 (CH. )-n

Branched chain hydrocarbons (isooctane) -CH2 OH
are not as readily degraded as straight chain dehydrogenase
substrates. The more branching present in a CH 3 (CH 2)-n--CH2 OH CH3
compound, the less likely that it will be (CH ).-n--CHO
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QIC (CH,)-n-CHO dehydrogenasecH3 (ClH2 ) utilize any source of carbon or energy except
-n-COOH mzthane or methanol. However, if n-butane is

These organic acids are further metabolized added to a growing culture of this genus, the
in the cell via betaoxidation whereby two butane is oxidized to n-butanol, methyl-ethyl
carbon units (acetate) arn removed at each ketone, and n-butyric acid.
step.

Bacteria and fungal spores are always
An example of subterminal oxidation in present in fuel oils and other petroleum

shorter chain hydrocarbons involved utiliza- products. If temperature and humidity are
tion of p.'opane as follows: favorable for microbial growth, the microbes

ffl grow quickly and cause a number of diffi-
" CH2 CII o~xygena= CI -C-CH, culties, namely:

0 0
I 1 (1) Corrosion of metal fuel tanks can be

caused by thin fims ofrnicrobes that grow in

The product is further metabolized to them and produce acidic material that cor-;• • rodes the metal. Both paint corrosion and pit
acetate and a one-carbon unit. These basic

corrosion ca cuadthe chemical reac-I! • ~~~reactions for the oxidation of branched and corsncnocuadtehmilra-

r unsaturated hydrocarbons are modified some- tion develops into an electrochemical corro-
what. sMon process. A potential develops between

the metal under the film of microbes not
SNumerous mechanisms have been described exposed to oxygen and the surrounding metal

for the biodegradation of the vast array of exposed to oxygen. This metal corrosion can
S aromatic petrochemicals manufactured each cause damage to fuel tanks as well as structur-
year. Microbial attacks on aromatic corn- al damage to wings of planes. Sulfate-reducingp d am bacteria are often introduced into the tanksi! •,pounds are of two types. in the first, the

reactions lead to ring cleavage or reactions of of ships by the flushing and washing of tanks.
carbons in the ring, and the second requires If these tanks do not drain sufficiently, the
attack on the side chains of the molecule. nicrobes grow and corrode the tank metal.SThis may lead to shortening or removal of the Often microbes grow on the plastic liner ofThsmyladt.hrenn rrmoa fte fuel tanks. Much cooxidation by these
side chain. No attempt will b- made to cover mres can be e xp dt in g the

the ~u'ius odesof ttac onaromtic microbes can be expected, thus changing the
the various modes of attack on aromatic properties of the fuel. Also, the cooxidation
om"nsby hydrocarbon utilizers in the fuel could be

An important reaction with many hydro- expected to attack the plastic material.
-carbons is cooxidation. Many petrochemical-
utilizing microbes will cause alterations of (2) Clogging of fuel lines can result from
substrates that they cannot use as a source of microbes growing at the water-fuel interface.
carbon or energy. It has been demonstrated The products of microbial growth and the
that Mycobacterium waccae, a mncro!'e that cells themselves can block fuel lines and fuel
will grow on a wide variety of hydro arbons, pumps. Some grades of jet fuel are excellent
will oxidize cyclic alkanes to cydoxetones. sutittrates for microbial growth. Both Myco-
This microbe cannot utilize cycloalkanes or bacteria and Pseudonomas grow in kerosene
cycloketones as sources of carbon or energy. but not as well in gasoline. Kerosene can
The number of cycloketone utilizers In nature absorb great quantities of moisture and hold
Is much greater than the number of cyclo- it for a long time. When water is mixed with
alkane utilizers. Cooxidation may be one kerosene, the surface tension at the interface
pathway that has evolved for the mineraliza- is less than with gasoline. Accordingly, colo-
tion of molecules that are resistant to biodeg- nies of bacteria and fungi can produce a
radation. Pseudomonas methanica cannot biomass at this boundary more readily.
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(3) Microbes can cause mechanical failure are synthesized from and contain some
of fuel gages and of mechanical parts of fuel natural materials, for the most part they are
lines. Filters are plugged quickly by growth of synthesized by the chemical industry. These
microbes in petroleum, synthetic polymers have few constituents that

occur in nature as part of living cells, and only
(4) Lubricating grease in sensitivw instru- a few microbes have enzyme systems capable

ments is attacked by microbes, resulting in of biodegrading plastics. This is a benefit in
excessive wear of the mechanical parts and use but causes many disposal problems. These
corrosion of th. metal. The antioxidants that problems of waste disposal have become so
are added to grease usually provide a better severe, in many cases, that Federal regulation
substrate for growth of microbes than does of the production of many nonbiodegradable
the grease itself. There is a treinendous array plastics is under consideration.
of fungi (Penicdilium, Aspergillus, Chaeto-
mium, Fusarium, Cladosporium, etc.) that The. component of many plastics that is
grow on grease and cause breakdown and more subject to attack by microbes is the
corrosion of the machinery on which the plasticizer added to the molten plastic to give
grease is used. Cutting oils used with lathes it desirable qualities. When these substances
and other shop tools have a short span of use are removed by microbial growth, the plastic
because of fungal growth in the oil. Break- becomses brittle. Insulation of both wire and'i down of the grease occurs, and odor from the electrical components is of little use after
growth products can be a problem, plasticizers are destroyed by microbes.

14-3.3 PLASTICS AND SYNTHETICS* Nylon, Orion*, and Dacron* are reported
to lose tensile strength after attack by

Plastics have many uses in the production microbes. Although the loss in strength may
of coatings, packaging materials, water repel- be insignificant, the staining and odor
lant and nonbiodegradable textiles, insulation, problems created by microbial growth are not
containers, and building materials. Most desirable. Many insulating materials, e.g.,
plastics are polymers or copolymers contain- polyurethane and plastics, can be biodeteri-
ing a wide assortment of benzene, toluene, orated by microbes. Synthetic textiles that
"and other aromatic compounds polymerized are rendered water or wind resistant by
with reactive molecules like propylene, ethyl- coating of the fabric are also subject to
ene glycol, urea, formaldehyde, diisocyanate, microbial attack. Usually, the microbe utilizes
and epichlorohyirin. In many cases the raw the plasticizer and renders the material brittle
plastic has undesirable properties, e.g., brittle- and subject to cracking.' ness, until a plasticizer is incorporated into
the material. Among the more effective plas- Despite the relative resistance of plastic
ticizers are high boiling esters such as octyl materials to microbial attack, the effective-
phthalate. ness of plastics is greatly diminished by

biodegradation in a number of areas. Protec-
Examples of widely used plastics include tive packaging can be penetrated by microbes.

the bakelite resins, which are condensation This entry into sensitive materials is particu-
products of phenol and formaldehyde: the larly rapid if the coating is composed of
nylons, which are polymeric products of the chloroprenc or tetrafluoroethylene. Some
reaction of hexamethylenediamine and adipic plastic coatings, such as Mylart and poly-
acid; and polyurethanes, which are a polymer isophylene, are subject to penetration, partic-
synthesized from 2,4-toluene dilsocyanate darly if pin holes are piesent in the material.
and ethylene glycol. Although some plastics

*Orion and Dacron are tradenmaks of E. 1. du Pont do
.'General references for Wt6i paragraph afe Refs. 17, 18, and Nerours and Co.

25. "Mylar is a trUademark of E. L. du Pont do Neonoura and Co.
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Bacteria can penetrate films much more simple hexose 0-glucose structure joined by
rapidly than fungi. other atomic groups. The molecular weight

can vary from 50,000 to 500,000, corre-
All unprotected plasticized vinyl systems sponding to a polymer of 300 to 3,000

are susceptible to microbiological attack, and glucoe residues. Complete hydrolysis of
none can resist deterioration by bacteria or cellulose yields only D1-glucose but partial
fungi indefinitely. Futgal attack on vinyl hydrolysis will produce cellobiose.
systems can affect the material esthetically by
discoloring and spotting and can destroy Since glucose is probably the most abun-
cellulosic components adjacent to or part of dant sugar in the cnvironment, it is obvious
the overall system. When electrical systems that microbes capable of attacking it are
are insulated with various plastics, including abundant in nature. Indeed, glucose plays a
vinyl, fungal attack can completely destroy central role in the metabolism of sugars and is
the dielectric properties of the material. Bac- a precursor for pentose, hexose, and heptu-
terial attack, being less spectacular, can go lose sugars.
unobserved, although it can affect the physi-.
cal properties of a system and can also create The basic problem in dte destruction of
foul odors. cellulosic materials is not in the utlization of

the component parts but in the breakdown of
Often bacteria and fungi combine to cause cellulose to 1-glucose molecules. When un-

staining of fidms or plastic coatings. These protected ceilulosi( textiles are exposed to
microbes can grow on the smali amounts of conditions favoring bacterial or fungal
organic matter that accumulate on material in growth, varied resistance is encountered. It is
tropical areas of the world. This is most essential for degradation that noncellulosic
prevalent when brief periods of hot and cold nutrient substances be present as impurities.
temperatures occu- in a climate of high Tlfi is usually true in natural fibers, but well
humidity. The water that accumulates in scoured or bleached materials, not treated
material provides a ready source of nutrient with microbial nutrients, are more resistant to
for the growth of microbes. decay. If cellulosic materials contact soil, they

decay rapidly.
14-3A CELLULOSIC MATERIALS*

Cellulose degradation is caused by bacteria
Some authorities estimate that cellulose and fungi. Among the aerobic spore-forming

makes up over 50 percent of the total organic microbes in soil is a group of unusually
carbon in the plant and animal biosphere, slender, flexible microbes called Cytophaga.
Cellulose is the simplest and most abundant These bacteria can compi,;tely destroy cellu-
cell wall polysaccharide in the plant world. lose, such as filter paper, and convert it to a
Cotton is almost pure cellulose, and wood slimy pigmented mass. A feature of the
contains an average of about 50 percent of growth of these bacteria on cellulose is the
this polysaccharide. Native cotton that has way in which the rod-shaped cells align
not been treated mechanically or chemically themselves on the fibers; they are oriented
is composed of long chains of linked sugars parallel to the fibrillar substructure of the
that have little cross-linkage between chains. cellulose filaments. The .only substrate that
Advanced methods have demonstrated that they can use as a carbon and energy source is
these chains are organized into parallel fibrils cellulose. The Cytophaga do not secrete an
and are held together by hydrogen bonding. extracellular hydrolase for the initial attack

on cellulose; they must be in direct physical
Cellulose is composed entirely of the contact with cellulose to decompose it. The

cellulose is probably attacked by an exocel-
*Genal rdennces for thiu pa, mph ac RfL 5, 22, and lular enzyme that is associated with the cell26-28. surface but cannot diffuse away from it as
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does a true extracellular hydrolytic enzyme. 25 percent of the dry weight of wood. This
structural material is composed of poly-

Fungi produce a complex of extracellular merized aromatic alcohols. These three prin-
enzymes that degrade cotton to the basic cipal components of wood are degraded by
glucose units. The combined effect of the many different microbes and, in general, any
enzyme complex is much greater than the single microbe will attack only one of the
additive effect of each. three.

The useful life of cellulose-containing prod- The major types of wood rot are classified
ucts can be extended by a number of means. as white, brown, and soft rot and can be
For example, keeping cellulose-containing described as follows:
products dry can have a considerable effect
on the serviceable life of products. This is (1) White rot is caused by certain tiasidio-
particularly true for textiles and paper. mycete fungi that consume carbohydrates and

lignin more or less simultaneously.
Since most textile fibers containing cotton

are exposed to moisture, it is necessary to (2) Brown rot is caused by Basidiomycete
provide other means of protection. Usually, fungi, which consume only the carbohydrate
this is done by bleaching the tabrics or fraction of the wood.
otherwise treating them so as to eliminate
impurities that support the growth of (3) Soft rot is caused by Ascomycete fungi
microbes. Chemical modification of cellulosic and Fungi Imperfecti, which also decompose
fibers by oxidation or acetylation leads to a the carbohydrate constituents of the wood.
fiber with a longer life. Treatment of fibers
with bactericides or fungicides such as cop- In both brown rot and soft rot, lignin is
per-8-quinolinate are effective, although man) modified and, in some cases. may be de-
antimicrobials that remain in fabrics are so graded. The. chemical changes involved in
water insoluble that it is difficult to get them these two types of rotting are similar but the
distributed throughout the material, Methyl- morphological changes are quite different.
amine resins bind to cellulose by covalent The brown rot fungal hyphae grow in contact
bonding to the anhydrous glucose units of with the cell wall. The secreted enzymes
cellulose. This treatment and graft polymeri- diffuse into the cell and hydrolyze the carbo-
zation by irradiation of material with poly- hydrate components. The products are metab-
acrylonilrate and other monomers may ex- olized by the fungi. After brown rot decay, a
tend the life of cellulose-containing materials. skeleton of the wood remains that consists

mostly of liguin material. In soft rot, many of
The mechanisms of cellulose degradation the fungi penetrate inside the cell wall andlead to wood decay, although many ceilulo- develop there.

lytic microbes have a very limited ability to
utilize the cellulose in a lignified cell wall of Bacteria and fungi are the major organisms
wood. Most must have a precollulolytic sys- that attack wood and wood products. The
tem to open up complex cell wall structures bacteria are relatively unimportant in terms of I
sc that the cellulose is exposed to the destruction of buildings a.•d materials al-
enzymes. though they cause weakening of structural

I materiaL, T'his is particularly true for pilings
The three major components of wood are and other wood products that are buried in

cellulose, lignin, and liemicellulose. The cellu- the ground.
lose in all plantt is a polymer of D-glucose
units, Hemicellulose is not structurally related The fungi that attack wood are sometimes
to cellulose, being made up of D-xylans and divided into three groups: (I) th- surface
oWher sugars. Lignin makes up approximately molds that cause superficial blemishes, (2) the
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, J blue-stain fungi that cause deeply penetrating there by .chance but others ame present in such
stains, and (3) the wood-rotting fungi that are numbers that they obviously thrive on the
the major cause of damage of economic film. Many of these are fungi that have been
importancL The distinctions among these implicated in the deterioration and disfigure-
fungi are not significant since blue-stain fungi ment of painted surfaces. The microbe found
and surface molds can also attack solid wood most often, Pdllularla pullulans. is an agent
and bring about soft rot. for much deterioration.

14-3.5 PAINTS AND COATINGS Some general observations concerning the
growth of fungi on paint can be made:

The biodegradation of paint and paint films
is a major economical problem leading to the (1) Fungal growth is most profuse when
failure of materials. Both bacteria and fungi associated with fissures in the paint films.
are involved in the attack on painted surfaces.
Fungi are of greater importance because they (2) The addition of fungal preservatives to
are more adaptable to conditions of low paint reduces the growth of the fungi. My-
moisture, sharp temperature variations, mini- celial growth is more pronounced on unpro-
eal nutrition, and a low pH. Paint can be tected paint films. Growth on preserved paint
disfigured by p)oducts of microbial growth takes on the appearance of spore cluster.
and, when conditions are suitable, the painted
surface will become coated with algae. (3) The presence of fungal growth on paint

films results in a greater retention of dirt
Water-based paints contain many naturally particles and organic matter, This results in

occurring compounds, e.g., cellulose and pro- more rapid growth of the fungi with accel-
teins, that can serve as a nutrient source for erated deterioration and discoloration.
microbes. Usually, the storage conditions and
the pH for paint are conducive to microbial Biodegradation of oil or alkyd primers by
attack, particularly in containers that have bacteria has been related to the lack of
been opened and in which oxygen is available, adhesion between paint fdms and the surface.
Many forms of biological attack on water- The most undesirable failure of paint is
thinned emulsion paints depend on the peeling, which occuis upon the loss of ad-
stabilizer used in manufacture. hesion between the paint film and the sub-

strate to which it has been applied. Peeling is
Microbial contamination of paint can occur related to several factors, including the nature

from the pigment pastes, tinting colors, wet- of the substrate, the amount of moisture that
ting agents, and other additives used in the accumulates behind and within the film, and
formulation of water-based emulsion paints. the stress caused by several layers of paint.
Usually, these ingredients are produced by Large populations of bacteria are routinely
different manufacturers so that' the bacterial found at the paint-substrate interface when
contaminants can originate in any of a num- peeling occurs, suggesting that biodegradation
ber of sources. In some cases, cellulase-pro- of the resinous binders of the paint film plays
ducing bacteria may be transferred to the an important role in the loss of adhesion. The
paint with the additives. If the compounded importance of insuring that paint primers are
paint uses methyl cellulose or carboxy methyl fully protected against microbial attack is
cellulose as a viscosity stabilizer, the cellulase suggested by studies that show that the
can break the glycosidic bonds of the cellulo- bacterial population at paint-substrate inter-
lytic structure and markedly alter the viscos- face of unprotected paints is up to 10,000
ity of the paint. tin.as that found at the interface where

biocide-treated paint was used.
A number of surveys have been made of

the microbes present on paint films. Many are The resistance of paint films to the growth
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ot microbes depends on several factors, such tion if they are exposed to microbes under
as the antimicrobial agent added to the paint suitable conditions of pH, temperature, and
and the nature of the raw materials used in its moisture.
formulation. The more niaturally occurring
compounds (protein, cellulose, etc.) present Both proteins and lipids serve as excellent
in the paint, the more likely that it will be substrates for microbial growth. The major
biodegraded. The antimicrobials added to constituents of lipids are fatty acid moieties,
paint can be placed in two categories: which are readily utilized as sources of carbon

and energy. The rancidity associated with
(1) The mlcrobiocides or static inorganic many lipid-containing materials is associated

pigments, when added in significant concen- with the partial degradation by microbes of
tration, can fulfill the need for pigment and the fatty acids in lipids to shorter chain,
antimicrobial agent at the same time. Added volatile, fatty acids such as butyric acid.
to the paint during manufacture, these in- Lipids fall into two general overall classifica-
clude barium metaborate, zinc oxide, cuprous tions-phospholipids and the neutral lipids or
oxide, cadmium sulfate, or other materials. glycerides. Both contain long chain fatty acids

esterifled to a glycerol molecule. These fatty
(2) Organic additives, which are the laiger acids are a ready source of carbon and energy

of the two categories, =re usually added at for the growth of fungi and bacteria. Fatty
concentrations not exceeding 2 percent of the acids are generally degraded by beta-oxidation
total weight and do not affect other proper- to acetate, and those microbes utilizing these
ties of the paint. long chain substrates are growing, basically,

on acetate.
The mbst frequently used organic preserva-

fives have been the organometallic corn- Proteins are of numerous types and some
pounds such as phenyl mercury compounds, are more resistant to degradation than others.
which will inhibit bacteria, fungi, and algae. Microbial proteinases range from those that
One of the difficulties with these preservatives attack only a few bonds of complex proteins
is the leaching that occurs rapidly in the hot to those with wide specificity. One pro-
humid climates where protection is needed teolytic enzyme of an Actinomycete can
most. Chlorinated phenols are also used for hydrolyze over 80 percent of the peptide
protecting paint films. Among these are tetra- bonds in some protein molecules. All of the
chlorophenols and pentachlorophenol. Some proteinases in microbes are extraceilular in
captans, e.g., N-(trichloromethylthio) phtha- nature.
limide, have also been incorporated into
paint. Bis(tributyltin) oxide and tributyltin Proteinases cause the breakdown of large
linoleate are effective in preserving paints that protein molecules to smn'] peptides and free
are used in marine environments, amino acids. Although these enzymes have

many degradative capacities, not all proteins
14-3.5 ANIMAL PRODUCTS* are readily attacked. The insoluble fibrous

proteins, such as keratin, are relatively re-
Animal fibers are frequently used in the sistant to digestion. The prevalent proteins in

manufacture of clothing and other material, animal fibers are keratin and collagen. Keratin
Leather has many uses-boots, shoes, straps, makes up the outer impenetrable and tough
etc.-for which no effective substitute has yet layer while collagen makes up the Inside layer
been found. Woolen goods are particularly which has criss-crossed peptide chains that
suited for use in colder climates. Since all form a felflike mat. The keratins are high in
animal products are composed of proteins and cystine residues and are bound together into
lipids, they are subject to rapid biodegrada- the compact hard materials of wool, hair, and

skin. Collagen is high In glycine and proline
*General referucLes foi thin parsvAph are Refs. 17 and 29. residues.
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. Most animal fibers are resistant to biodete- resultn in the contamination of the product

rioration if good housekeeping practices are with millions of microbes per gram. Fruits
followed. In many cases material constructed and vegetables are covered with microbes at
of animal fibers is subject to biodegradation the time of harvest. Fresh milk contains
because of the exposure it hes during active billions cf bacteria in every quart. If condi-
use. This is particularly true of leathei. Major tions, are favorable, any of these foodstuffs
damage to leather products is caused by a will be destroyed by microbes in a matter of
wide variety of fungi. Biocides of various hours or days.
types have been incorporated into leather
products. Among the funircides and biocides Some products have a natural resistance to
that have been employed are copper-8- microbial attack if they are undamaged during
quinolinate. This compound is effective in harvest and handling. Fruit, e.g., apples and
low concentration, is relatively nontoxic, and oranges, can last a long time without decom-
is resistant to leaching. Among the other position, but even longer if maintained at a
effective agents are p-nitrophenol, sodium lower temperature. None are resistant indefi-
pentachlorophenate, zinc dimethyldithio- nitely, however, since microbes produce
carbarnate, and lauryl pentachlorophenate. pectinase that causes soft rot of the tissue.

Once soft rot begins, other microbes invade
The incorporation of biocides in the thread and destroy the product. This also occur,

that contains animal fiber is also of utmost with peanuts, potatoes, peaches, and other
importance in the life of the product. foods.

- 14-3.7 FOODSTUFFS AND DRUGS* Most food products become inedible after
any significant amount of biodegrarlation.

The materials most susceptible to biodeteri.. The products of microbial metabolism on
oration are the foodstuffs. Virtually all food meat, fruit, and vegetables, as well as the
used for human consumption is a natural odors of the organic acids and amines pro-
"product; i.e., it is composed completely of duced, are such t-at decminposed foodstuffs
chemical components that are produced in are generally unfit for human consumption.
nature. Biodecomposition of all living mutter, Many partially decomposed foods are unap-

1 as'er it has attained full growth, is nature's pealing but are otherwise harmless to the
way of replenishing the atmosphere with consumer. Some foods are potentially hazard-
carbon dioxide and the soil with nitrate, ous to health if they are contaminated with
sulfate, and phosphate. All foodstuff contains bacteria that produce toxins.
"lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates. The
amounts of these basic components in living Botulism is a disease caused by a toxin
cells differ in various foods. Meat is consumed produced by an anaerobic bacillus. The
for its lipids and proteins, many vegetables for symptoms of botulism poisoning are diffi-
roughage and carbohydrates, fruit for carbo- culties in swallowing, speech, and respiration.
hydrates, and cheese for proteins. All of these This form of poisoning can lead to death
provide the body with various levels of caused by paralysis of the muscles of respira-
vitamins, nucleic acids, and other essential tion. Botulism is caused primarily by poorly
factors. canned foods that contain little acid and are

preserved in an anaerobic condition.
Meat, fruit, vegetables, milk, and cheese are

exposed to large numbers of microbes during Another such pathogen is salmonc.llosis,
growth or handling. Although fresh meat is which is caused by microbes of the genus
relatively sterile after slaughter, further pro- Salmonella. This is usually associated with
cessing into products such as hamburger fecal contamination resulting from inadequate

hand washing among food handlers. Food
*Gnmeral rellronces for this paragraph ame Refk. 29-31. handlers who have chronic low level infec-.
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tions should not be allowed to work with It is particularly prevalent in tropical coun-
food products until they are cured. Salmonel- tries and wherever men are crowded ýogether
losis is marked by abdominal pains, disthea, in unhygienic conditions,
chills, fever, frequent vomiting, and prostra-
tion. The contaminated foods that cause this Other illnesses are caused by microbes in
illness are usually inadequately cooked egg food. Many diseases not usually considered to
products, poultry, or similar foods. be foodborne can be carried in this manner if

proper sanitary conditions are not main-
Stk,ptococcal food poisoning is caused by tained. Among these are infectious hepatitis

an enterococcal bacteria. The symptoms are and similar viral diseases that are caused by
nausea, sometimes vomiting, colicky pains, contamination of food with fecal material.
and diarrhea. This form of Iood poisoning is
caused by inadequately wdfrigerated foods Other than diseases caused by eating food
that are contaminated with enterococci. Care- that coattains hazardeos microbes, other po-
lessness by food handlers who have infected tential danagers exist in eating contaminated
sores or pimples is most often the cause of food, Grain, peanuts, and other foods can
outbreaks. become contaminated with aflatoxins that are

produced by fungi during growth. Ergot
Clostridium perfringens food poisoning is poisoning has also been caused by production

caus)d by a gtam-positive anaerobic bacillus. of this compound by the fungi on grain.
The symcptoms are nausea, sometimes vomit-
ing, colicky pains, Pnd diarrhea. Poultry and Some food products are more resistant to
meat products cooked and left unrefrigerated infection and biodeterioration than others.
at a warm temperature for several hours are Ripe apples can be stored for long periods of
generally the cause of this illness. time at cool temperatures while bananas

deteriorate rapidly under the best of condi-
Bacillus cereus food peisoning, which is tions, Vegetables and salad greens have little

cacsed by an aerobic •'•,adillus, has symptoms resistance to deterioration unless they are
resembling Clostridium perfringens food px- kept at a low temperature or in an atmo-
soning and is caused by inadequately refrig* sphere devoiý of oxygen.
ated starchy foods.

Many meth.ods "can be used fbr preserving
Brucellcsis (undulant fever) is caused by a foodstuff, and most of these involve a means

micr)be associated with a disease of cattle, for making the physical conditions unfavor-
"poat4, or swine and rnsults frc, milk products able for miciobial growth. Among these are:
ow direct contact with inficted animals. The
disue is characterized by a long Incubation (I) Cannbtg. Thk method waa discov-
period oW 5 to 30 or more days, and at the emd by Niolas Appert, a Frenchman who

onset the patient has generalized aches and wams awarded a prize ita the early part of the
pains of the mrn1Ies and joints, headaches. 19th century by the FRench government for
chills, and light fever. T'ie disease can be discovering a means of preserving food for
cont'oUed by insurir g that products are made Napolean's army. Basically, canning is ac-
from pasteraized milk. complished by heating the foodstuff under

presxure to a temperature that is sufficient to
Bacillary dysentery is a bacterial disease kill most living microbes. The sterflized mate-

characterized by sevew dysentery, often with ria! is then sealed so that f'.Ather deterioration
blood and mucus. This d& ease can be food by microbes is prevented by the inaccessibil-
borne and is one of the commrnmest illnesses ity of the food.
of man. Dysentvrry was a mjox.' cause of
sickness and loss of fighhing effectiveness (2) Rcfigertfion. Foodstuff is kept at a
among troops of all nations in Wohdi War Il. temperatume thut is too low for the rapid
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growth of microbes. This is effective for resistant to microbial growth due to an
relatively short periods of time. Over long unfavoiable osmotic pressure of the product.
periods of time, fungi and bacteria, which Honey is an excellent example of a natural
contirue to grow slowly, will cause consider- food that is resistant to microbial attack fov
able damage to many materials even at low this reason. Jellies, jams, and other sugar-con-
temperatures. taining preserves are not readily blodetcdo-

rated because few microbes can withstand
(3) Freezing. This is more effective than such conditions. Some cheese products resist

refrigeration, since virtually no microbes grow microbial attack because of osmotic condi-
in ice crystals. This is an effective method but tions.
is impractical under field conditions.

Some foods that have little microbial con-
(4) Gassing, Vegetables, fresh fruits, and tamination, e.g., finished cheese, can be

salad greens can be preserved for much longer coated with piaffin or plastic to prevent
times (I to 2 weeks) by keeping them in a contamination X>f the product. Other coatings
controlled atmosphere. Oxygea is added to have been used to prevent access to the
the system only at the rate that it is respired, foodstuff during storage and handling. The
and the carbon dioxide produced by meta- incorporation of antimicrobials into poultry
bolic reactic-as is removed. Generally, the products and other foodstuff has been at-
atmosphere consists of contrled levels of tempted but his generally been discouraged.
carbon monoxide, oxygen, ciabon dioxide,
and nitrogen, 144 MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMEN-

"TATION*
(5) Drying. Extending the shelf life of

food by removal of moisture is an ancient The first recorded observations of miciobes
practice. The American Indians preserved were made by Vun Leeuwenhoek
meat by sun drying. Many goods are freeze- (1632-1723) of Delft, Holland. The primitive
dried today, an effective practice because lenses made by Van Leeuwenhoek enabled
microbes require moisture for growth and him to obseive living entities never before
reproduction. Among the foods protected by seen by man. Despite considerable refinement
moisture removal are dry sausage, cheese, and since this pioneering work, the microscope
cured pork products. Many of these foods remains the major instrument for observing
contain spices and other preservatives but are and studying microbes. A variety of micro-
resistant to biodeteriiration primarily because scopes am, now used, the most ,ommon of
of their low moisture content Fungi can which being the transmission optical micro-
thrive or. material with lower moisture con- scope, which has a light source under the
tent than can bacteria, so fungal attack is specimen. With it. objects less than one-half
often associated with cheese deterioration the wavelength of fight do not block enough
(mold). light to give a discernible image. This limits

the optical microscope to the observation of
(6) Brining. Many foods am. preserved by objects with dimensions greater than 0.2 pm

fermentation that results in an acid or al- since the wavelengths of light visible to the
coholic medium that is unfavorable for human eye are between 0.4 and 0.7 pm. A
microbial growth. In some cases, the salt typical light microscope has an ocular, or
ooncontration is too high foi most microbes eyepiece, lens that magnifies 10 times and has
to thrivc although halophilic bacteria are three or more objective lenses. The low-power

known. Some products of brining are pickles, objectiws magnify IQ times; the high-power
sauerkraut, and olives. The low pH of vinegar 45 times; and the oil-immersion objective
renders 3t an effective preserving agent. magnifies about 100 times, The maximum

(7) Osmotic pressure. Some foodstuffs are *Geneta Wriuces for this panpap4b avw Koh'. 32,.a 33.
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magnification using these three objectives necessary to isolate the microbe associated
would be 100X, 450X, and 1,000X, respec- with the problem under investigation.
tively. Optical microscopes are employed for Microbes can be isolated by use of liquid-solid
routine examination of all microbes. media. Agar is the solidifying agent most

often used in microbiology laboratories. Such

The dark-field microscope is useful for media can be obtained commercially. Syn-
observing structures somewhat smaller than thetic media containing the minerals required
those seen in the light microscope. A special by microbes supplemented with nutrients arecondenser in the microscope prevents direct also available. Microbes associated with the

rays from the light source from passing biodeterioration of a specific material may be
through the objective lens. In this microscope, isolated by adding the material to the
sufficient light is reflected to allow bacterial medium.
flagela and very slender Spirochetes to be
observed. An added advantage of dark-field An important procedure in studies of bio-
illumination is that staining of the cells is not deterioration is the estimation of the number
necessary. of microbes of a specific type growing in or

on a material. The number of microbes is
"The phase-contrast microscope and the generally directly correlated with the amount

fluorescent microscope are other modifica- of available substrate and is of considerable
tions of the basic microscope that are of significance. This enumeration is accom-
importance in the observation and examina- plished by counting colonies that develop on
tion of microbes. The fluorescent microscope solid media prepared from the material being
is particularly useful in diagnostic micro.. studied or on other substrates. Direct counts
biology, of cells in a sample of known volume can alsc,

be employed. A Petroff-Hauser counting
The electron microscope is similar to the chamber or a Breed count are used mast often

"light microscope in many respects. A beam of for counting. The P-,troff-Hauser count is
electrons rather than a beam of fight passes accomplished by placix.g a liquid containing
throug'k the object being examined. The microbes on a grid and counting the number
electron density of the specimen determines of microbes per square. Since the square is of
the nature of the image. Direct magnifications a known area, the total number of microbes
of 80,000 times are possible and additional can be estimated by applying a constant
magnification is obtained by enlargement of multiplier to the count obtained. The Breed

the photographic plate that is obtained. This count is done by placing a measured volume
instrument allows the observation of smaller of cell suspenrsion over a prescribed area on a
microbes, such as viruses, and the internal microscope slide; after drying, the cells are
structure of cells that are 10 nm or less in stained and the microbes in several fields of
size. the microscope are counted.

An indispensable tool for the isolation and Microbiological laboratory procedures,
manipulation of microbes is an autoclave. All measurements, and techniques are much more
media and glassware are presterilized to avoid diverse than is indicated in this paragraph.
the ubiquitous microbes that would interfere
with the particular one being studied. An 14-5 AVOIDING BIODEGRADATION*
autoclave is similar to a pressure cooker. The
mat •uial placed in it is exposed to live steam The desigit of materiel that will be resistant
under 15 psi pressure. The temperature, under to biodeterioration should be undertaken
these conditions, is 121"C, which effectively with all aspects of potential use under consid-
kills living cells. eration. The many reason- why particular

Often in studying biodeterioration, it is *O sral !efoercens for this pAT&FaPh ao 22, 28, and 34-37.
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products are resistant to biodeterioration have material. Moisture also accumulates on soiled

been studied by scientists and much progress uloth. High quality leather goods are free of
has been made. The methods used in manu- lipidz and soluble proteins; thus they are
facturing or designing biodtterioration re- resistant to biodetenioration unless they
sistant materials or componentq are discussd beco)te soiled,
in this paragraph.

A major factor in the growth of microbes is
Rendering a material inaccessible to temperature. Storage of foodstuffs and other

microbes is one method for preventing bin- material at low temperatures can preserve
deterioration. This can be accomplished by them indefinitely. Heat is often used to
(1) hermetically sealing in an enclosure as is destroy microbes.
done with canned fools, (2) coating with a
layer of paint or grease that is impervious to Biockdal protection of material may be
microbial decomposition, (3) coating with a used to prevent biotic attack. Some woods,
biocidal compound, and (4) aseptic packaging e.g., locust, possess inhibitors against bacterial
of sensitive instrumenta and other materiel, or fungal attack and, consequently, are not
after sterilization, in synthetic films that are readily susceptible to biodegradation. Some
impervious to microbial attack. materials can be transformed chemically in a

manner that will render them less subect to
Using and storing muterial under conditions deterioration. For example, textiles that are

where essential factors for the growth of woven from cotton, a relatively biodegradable
microbes are not available will also help material, are made much more resistant to
prevent biodeterioration. In many cases this microbial attack if the cellulose in the cotton
can be considered good housekeeping. A is acetylated.
prime requisite for biodeterioration is mois-
ture. If material is kept dry, little deteriora- Thick a-uphalt coatings can be used to
tion occurs. This is particularly true in gaso- protect metal from iron and sulfur bacteria.
line tanks in which hydrocarbon-utilizing Surrounding buried metals with neutral clay
microbes cause problems thJt can be avoided or loam that is fre: of sulfates can also be of
by periodic draining. Often material can be benefit. Pipes can be protected by clorinating
coated with paraffin, rubber, or grease to the water that passes through them or by
prevent moisture accumulation. Although all adjusting $he pH of the water to the alkaline
of these coatings are subject to microbial side. Insulating and providing protective coat-
attack, they are not affected unless moisture ings for pipes, as well as cathodic protection,
accumulates, Moisture does not accumulate can retard the corrosion caused by microbe-
readily on such hydrophobic materials. Food- accelerated electrochemical reactions.
stuffs can be preserved by drying and, pro-
vided that moisture is unavailable, the food Bactericidos are used in water systems to
will remvin edible. prevent the growth of microbes. Some ex-

amples are chlorine, chloramine, perchlorate,
Stored water supplies are readily destroyed potassium permanganate, copper sulfate, zinc

by algae growth. However, since algae require chloride, and phenols. These prevent the
light as a Gource of energy, the storage of growth of sulfide oxidizers and producers,
water in opaque containers is an effective iron bacteria, manganese oxidizers, and other
control. This applies equally to the control of detrimental miciabes.
algae growth in water containing instruments
or equipment. Fungicides are used to protect materipl.

The addition of these inhibitors to vinyl
Clean textiles arc resistant to biodeterio- plastics not only protects against fungi but

ration I.. '-king microbe needs also aids the material in retaining its strength
the r able only in soiled when exposed to deteriorating temyirature
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and hunieity conditions. Many compounds fungi are different from those used to prevent
have been used to prot,.-ct plastic masvrials. termite invasion. Compounds such as tri-
Among these are benzophenone, phoaphite, butyltin oxide and pentachlorophenol that
and heavy metal combinations (barium, have been usd for termite proofing of wood
cadmium, and zinc) but none is completely have been ineffective in preventing the growth
satisfactory. of wood-rotting microbes. Biocddal inhibitors

that are used include creosote, copper
For a blocide to be effective, it must have naphthenate, and copper-8-quinolinate.

the following qualities:
Protection of fuels can be achieved by good

(1) The compound must be highly ef- housekeeping. Much older equipment was so
fuctive against a wide variety of microbes, designed that the fuel tanks could not be
both bacteria and fungi. Jia.,: is a particularly completely drained. During periods when the
difficult assignment since most agents that equipment is inactive, water accumulates in
inhibit bacteria do not affect fungi and vice the tank. This water contains dust so that,
versa. If an agent is i ffective against both, it is when fuel is added to the tank, rapid growth
generally highly toxic and, as such, is of of hydrocarbon-utilizing microbes can occur.
linited applicability. All fuel tanks should be constructed so that

they " n be cor pletely drained. When stored
(2) The material must be economical. in areas where moisture can accumulate,

either drying agents should be added or the
(3) The biocide should endure high tem- water should be removed from the tank

peratures and weathering. periodilally.

(4) The material should be colorless and The anti-icing addPives in fuel am usually
nontoxic. effective biocides and can keep gasoline and

kerosene relatively free of n)lcrobial growth.
(5) The physical characteristics of the These include MB 55. which has been uhewn

finished product siiould not be affected. to be effective in controlling the growth of a
fungus that causes pmllans In itored fuel,

Wood can be protected from biodegrada- and Blobor*. which Is effective In controlling
tion in several wvays: microbial growth. Chromate id used in wash-

ing tanks to control the growth of sulfate-re-
(1) Preventing moisture and other im- ducing bacteria. Aittifungal agents an added

purities from accumulating on the wood to greases and cutting oils to .ontrol the
growth of fungi. Despite all of these measures,

(2) Coating the wood with paint to pre- biodegradation of petroleum products
vent access by fungi and to keep out moisture remains a problem.

(3) Treating the wood with preservatives. Chemical methods of preventing biodeteri-
oration require that the microbe must either

The most important of these overall tor wood be killed, or directly or indirectly prevented
above ground are preservatives and painting, from exercising its degrading action. Control
or, painting alone. Many wood preservatives measures are directed at the microbe or at the
are effective when wood is in contact with material. The measure can inactivate or kill
soil and exposed to moisture. These art the microbe, neutralize the acids or enzymes
applied either by the dip method or by high it produces, interpose a physical or toxic
pressure impregnation. In some cases the chemical barrier, or modify the chemical
preservative effectively inhibits the growth of
both microbes and termites. In more modern *NO 55 Iin a bfunam of Pthp. hfttrm Co.; kobw is a
methods the inhibitors used for control of tradwewk of StanddW Co. (Svhio).
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structure of the material. Protective or pro- useful for inhibiting bacteria and fungi.
phylactic measures are used to prevent the
microbe from becoming established on the Although one is prone to think first of
substrate, and eradicants or disinfectants are chemical toxic agents for antimicrobial use,
used to eliminate the microbe from the physical agents such as heat. ultraviolet light,
material to which it has gained access. ionizing radiation, and ultrasonic vibration are

effective. The action of heat, either as dry
Over 6,000 pesticides are in use and more heat or as steam (water vapor), is well known

are being added. Fortunately, D.E.H. Frear as aa agent of coagulation of. -microbial
has compiled information on ther composi- protoplasm. The use of ultraviolet light is
tion and has listed manufacturers in The limited to surface contaminants because of
Pesticide Handbook (Ref. 34). The same the inability of the short wavclongths to
biotoxic compound may have three or more penetrate materials. The energy of ionizing
names; the chemical name, the common or radiation is believed to be transmitted to
generic name, and one or more trade names. living organisms and substrates in two ways.
The chemical name is based on the composi- One is the actual transduction of energy from
tion and structure of the molecule (e.g., ferric the photon of radiation to the molecule with
dimethyl-dithioca-bamate). The common or which it comes in direct contact Alternative-
generic name is assigned by a national corn- ly, the energy may be transmitted indirect!y
mittee to a biocide containing the same active through the medium of water. Structurally,
chemical ingredient (e.g., ferbam). A trade or protoplasm is a colloidal suspension with a
trademarked name. is given the same product high water content; hence, the inactivating
(with additives) by each of the companies mechanism of radiation is behieved to be due
"that manufactures it (e.g., Fermate, Ferra- to its formation of hydrogen (oxidizing) and
dow, etc.). hydroxyl (reducing) radicals. Sporulating

microbes and enzymes in situ require high
Chemicals in use to inhibit nmicrobes were radiation levels that may be harmful to the

once thought of as either inorganic (e.g., material being sterilized. The use of sonifiers
copper) or organic (e.g., quinones). When is still limited in scope because of the limited
copper or sulfur ions are synthesized into volume capable of treatment and frequent
"organic" compounds, their effectiveness is failure to obtain 100-percent kill.
greatly increased and such a dichotomous
separation is no longer possible. Sulfur, cop-
per, cadmium, mercury, silver salts, and their 14-6 TESTING
derivatives are commonly used to check the
growth of bacteria and fungi.. Phenol is Some form of testing is indispensable in
representative of the closed "aromatic" determining whether materials will withstand
carbon chain group and ethanol of the Open the attack of microbes. Since it is difficult to
"aliphatic" carbon chain group of biocidal simulate the complex factors inducing bio-
hydrocarbons with an -OH (hydroxyl) radi- degradation with any accuracy, it is necessary
cal added. Formaldehyde is a well-known that all material and equipment be tested
disinfectant repiesentative of fungitoxic under field conditions. However, many mate-
chemicals that contain a C=O (carbonyl) rials that m-e used for protection against
radical. Potent antimildew agents have been biodegradation are tested in the laboratory
found with the quinone, carbamate, phthalim- during development. The methods used in
ide, glyoxalidine, guanidine, and morpholine testing must be specified closely and should
moiety as the active or toxophoric part. be designed to simulate the actual operating
Chlorination greatly increases the antibiotic conditions. Usually, the tests are designed to

activity of diphenyl methanes, phenols, cover the more harsh operating conditions
benzenes, and naphthalenes. Quateniary and and to provide a valid evaluation for compar-
heterocyclic nitrogen compounds have proved ing one method of protection with another.
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Many cases require that tests be designed product. End-use tests determine whether a
that will determine whether the growth of specific material gives protection or is pro-
microbes on a substrate other than the mate- tected against attack by specific microbes.
rial being tested has a deleterious effect on The developed product is applied to and
the test material. For (xqmplc, bacteria living tested on a specific material to evaluate the
on a soiled metal surface may produce a protection it gives against conditions that will

byproduct, such as an acid, that attacks the be encounterd during later use. It is important
metal. Petri dishes with a rich medium are to select microbes for the tests that cot-
prepared, the microbes (whose products respond to those encountered in practical use.
might attack the material) are spread over the End-use tests are important-the sooner one
surface of the dish, and a sample of the obtains valid results, the more desirable the
material in question placed on the surface. test. Typical end-usc tests include the Peti
Incubation should be carried out in a moist dish test and the soil burial method for
chamber. After a suitable test period, the evaluation of textile, plastic, or wood preserv-
material in question can be examined for atives. To obtain reproducible results, the
deterioration, testing procedures are carefully prescribed

and followed.
14-6.1 TEST LEVELS

(3) Reid tests. These are the third level of
When a protective product is developed, at testing. These are necessary regardless of the

least three graded levels of testing are applied: results obtained in end-use ýests and are
screening, end-use, and field tests, in order to carried out under actual conditions of use.
determine the effectiveness of the product in Examples of field tests are exposure of
preventing degradation of the materiel to exterior paints on fences, placing of utility
which it is applied. These testing levels have posts in the ground, and exposure of tenting
different tasks, ranges of application, and materials to the environment. The conditions
goals, are not well controlled under this testing

condition since climatic conditions change
(1) Screening tests. These are employed from year to year. Field tests an expen~ve,

during development of products and primary require much time, but allow valid judgments
assessment of the material. They are indis- of biocide efficacy under real working condi-
pensable in the industrial laboratory. The tions. Results from field tests also allow
screening tests must be simple to administei assessment of the validity of laboratory tests.
and must give results in a short period of
time. This allows testing of many different Ideally, any end-use or field test will yield
materirls. It must be possible to assess results that can be applied to the material
whether a given substance exerts any influ- tested, with the exception that results should
ence on various types of microbes and be forthcoming in as short a period of tiz, as
whether the materiel is *protected against is practical. Consequently, to save time, more
microbial attack. A few microbes from a wide tests of relatively stable material ari carried
range of different types are used in most tests. out under more severe conditions than are
In screening tests, it is not essential that the expected in use.
substance in question have promise of practi-
cal use. When a substance yields results that 14-62 SOIL BURIAL TITS
indicate usefulness, it is subsequently tested
under a wider range of conditions and on a Soil burial testing can be used with any
variety of materials, material used in construction in order to

determine whether microbes that cmn utilize
(2) End-use tests. These are the next 04ep that specific material are present in tho

in the evaluation of biocides. These proce- biosphere. Conditions are. obtained to ap-
dures asszss the practical suitability of the proximate those encountered during normial
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use of the material. From such experiments, encountered luring use of the material under
microbea ire isolated that arc capable of test.
attacking almost any material. Fut ther experi-
ments with these microbes relative to their Textiles are tested in soil burial by placing
mode of attack, their susceptibility or re- I- by 5-in. swatclhes of treated or untreated
sistance to biocide, and their relative activity material in the soil. One end of each swatch
under various environmental conditions can remains above ground level. The soil should
then be performed (Ref. 32). be rich fertile topsoil taken from an area that

is rela ively free of pesticides. At intervals,
Material utilization is one of the parameters test samples are removed from the soil and

used to measure the extent of biodegradation tested for tensile strength, weight loss after
and to ascertain the types of microbes that washing, or other parameters that measure the
are active. In conjunction with this, it is degree of biodeterioration.
eoential to learn whether the material is
emodified to a significant extent. Wood blocks or plies of wood can be tested

in a similar manner. Strength tests and visual
When microbes #me isolated in soil burial examination are used to evaluate samples

tests, the substrate for isolation can be one of removed ftom the soil at intervals.
two types:

Metal rods or sheets are also tested by soil
(1) A rich medium containing a source of burial. The weight loss of the metal is

carbon (carbohydrate), vitamins (B complex), determined after exposure to the corrosive
and some form of fixed nitrogen (amino conditions. The motal is cleansed of rust or

acids). The medium can be used either in the other coriosive products by washing or ultr-
iquid form by adding water, or as a semisolid sonic cleaning prior to weighing.mediwn by adding agar (1.5 to 2.0 percent)
These medium constituents are added in Plastics ;an also be tested by soil burial and
quantities specified in method manuals for subsequent examination to determine changes
microbiology. in physical, chemical, or electrical properties.

(2) A medium composed of mineral salts
to which a single source of carbon and energy 14-6.3 RESPIROMETRY
can be added. The source of carbon and
energy can be, any material under considera- Respirometry is another effective method
tion; wood, cellulose, leather, plastics, or used to determine whether a material is
paint constituents, at concentrations of I to 3 subject to microbial attack (Ref. 38). Com-
percent. Microbes that . row on these mate- parative studies between various microbes
rials can be utilized in experiments designed that attack a given material or a number of
to fird biocides that control biodeterioration. material samples treated with different

biocides can be tested in a short period of
To achieve a standard set of conditions for time using this method. Fssentially the

soil burial tests, the procedures used are respirometer consists of the following:
rigorously controlled. Temperature is set at a
piecribed level, usually 240, 300, or 37*C, (1) A water bath that has an accurate
with a rel, No humidity of 86 percent. The temperature control.
moisture le, el in the soil is maintained at 40
percent or some other selected level. These (2) Manometers that are connected to
conditions are best achicved in a greenhouse flasks. These manometer- are of small bore,
or other room with a controlled environment. contain a standaidized liquid, and are so
The specific temperature and soil moisture are constructed that they are senative to small
se'-cted to approximate those that will be changes in pressure.
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(3) Flasks 04 to 20 milliliter capacity) able for optimal growth of the test microbe.
with a centerwell into which an absorbent (20 At intervals the extent of mycelial or cellular
percent NaOH) can ta placed for the trapping growth is measured. The percent inhibition is
of any carbon dioxide that is generated. determined by comparing the amount of

growth attained with that on plates prepared
To carry omit the tests, 2 to 3 milliliters of in a similar manner except with no biocide.

suspending medium containing the microbe is The dosage of blocide that is necessary for
put into the flasks, which are then placed in total inhibitioa can thus be determined.
the temperature-controlled bath. The flasks
have a small sidearm constructed in such a The "Spore Germination Inhibition" tech-
way that the contents (0.2 to 0.3 milliliter of nique is a sensitive indicator of fungicidal
liquid) can be kept separate from the main efficacy (Ref. 32). Chemically clean I- by
compartment of the vessel. The substrate (test 3-in. glass slides are prepared and the test
material) is placed in the sidearm. After the fungicide is applied in solution at four points
flasks adjust to the bath temperature (equil- on each slide. The drops are allowed to dry.
ibrate), a manometer reading is taken on each Meanwhile, an aqueous spore suspension of
flask. The material (substrate) is added to the the desired fungus is prepared. The suspension
suspending medium from the sidearm (by is standardized to about 25 spores per micro-
tilting the klask) and any changes in gas scope field at IOX magnification. By placing
content (oxygen uptake) are measured by the one drop of the spore suspension over each of
changes in the height of the liquid in the the four areas on the slide where the toxic
manometer. A separate flask without either agent was appld, the spores are exposed to a
substrate or cells is present (thermobar) to known concentration of fungitoxic material.
measure pressure changes due to changing Control slides with drops of water without
atmospheric conditions. toxic agent are also prepared. After incuba-

tion at an optimal temperature for 4 to 24 hr
The respirometer is used to observe mate- in a container that prevents drying of the

rial metabolism and to give a relative activity water drops, the slides are examined. At least
rate. The rate is generally referred to as a Q 80 percent or more of the spores on the
for a growth substrate and, with nonprolifera- control slide should germinate. The number
ting microbial cells, is constant. of spores germinatin3 when exposed to the

fungicide is determined and compared to the
14-6.4 BIOCIDAL EFFICACY control. With these data, the effectiveness of

the fungi *-- is quantitatively determined. By
Tests of biocides to determine their useful- using various concentrations and types of

ness as an antimicrobial that can be incorpo- fungicide, the optimal dosage can be deter-
rated in or on a product are important in mined and the relative effectiveness ot differ-
industry and the military. Usually a sterile ent formulations can be compared.
medium containing agar and nutrients is
added to a Petri dish. The candidate biocide is 144.5 FOOD TESTING
added at a selected concentration to the

melted agar medium prior to or during prepar- Demonstration of foodstuff deterioration,
ation of test plates. Generally, a dilution in most cases, i; not a difficult task (Refs. 29,
series containing the biocide under test is 39). The aroma and consistency of decom-
prepared-levels might be 1,000, 500, 100, posed food is familiar to most people and
50, 10 ppm of the biocide agent. The test such products should not be consumed by
microbe is placed in a streak across the center human beings. Food is tested for microbial
of the prepared plate by diluting spores, contamination if contamination is suspected.
mnycelium, or cells in sterile water and passing The presence of microbes, both bacteria and
a loopful across the plate. The inoculated fungi, on or in food is not an indication that
plates aru incubated at a temperature favor- the food is spoiled or is inedible. Milk
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" " contains large numbers of microbes, All fruljs difficult if a significant length of time elapses
and vegetables are coated with bacteria, fungi, between the sampling -and the testing of" the
and yeasts that are either incompletely re- material. The samples are usually packed in
moved by washing or are recolonized after ice. Freezing can destroy some microbes and
washing. Foods that are a complete medium some thawed products are in a physical state
for microbes-e.g., salad dressing, puddings, that renders them more difficult to test. The
and starch fillings-will support the growth of most important factor is time; the samples
tremendous numbeis of microbes in a short should be tested as quickly as possible.
period of time (4 to 6 hr) at favorable
temperatures. Determining the numbers and (2) Uniform samples of the foodstuff
types of microbes present on foodstuffs Is should be aseptically removed and subsequent
Important in tracing the origins of food contamination should be prevented. Usually a
poisoning outbreaks. 1-g sample of material is employed. A more

reliable test can be made if the sample is
The tests that indicate food spoilage and homogenized in a blender. Enough sterile

identify the type of microbe present are water should be added to the sample in the
varied. For example, if a can containing food sterilized blender cup to get thorough mixing
swells due to internal pressure, it indicates and to obtain 100 milliliters of blend. Further
that the heat treatment used in canning was dlutions of this blend are made for Petri plate

* ~~~~~~insufficient to kill the midcrobes. If the food is cutn n sltin o onigpr
S acid, e.g., canned tomatoes, little or uie danger poses, either no dilutions or dilutions up to
of botulismn food poisoning exists but all such 109 ire sometimes required.
foodstuffs should be destroyed on the chance
that botulism would result upon ingestion. (3) After agar-coated glass plates are in-
Tests can be run to determine whether lethal ( At arated wle ss they are in -
levelsnoculated with the blend, they are incubatedl; lvel of otuinu toxn ae prsen by at 30* to 37'C for 72 hr and the number of
feeding the material to monkeys or by inject-
ing it Into the intraperitoneal cavity of mice. microbe colonies present are determined.

Plates with 50 to 200 colonies give the most
If a possibility exists that foodstuff, e.g.,
smoked fish, contains botulinus toxin, it reliable count. Multiplication of this colony
S should be tested in animals by extracting the number by the dilution factor used gives the
soud e wtested injanimal byexratinth number of microbes (colony forming units) in
food with water and injecting an aliquot intoused
mice or by using it in animal feeding experi-
ments. Botulinus toxin is one of the most in plating can be any of the many available
oent toxins known and is fatal ao exceeding- altnough a rich medium like plate count agar

potent or bacto-tryptone, are preferred.
ly low concentrations.

When it is necessary to examine foodstuff (4) Microbes can bi isolated from the
for microbial contamination or to determine above plates and exanmined for properties that

whether a method of preservation is success- would be significant in diagnosis. If the food
ful, the microbes present should be isolated caused food poisoning, one would look for
and characterized. An estimate of the total Salmonella, Shigella, or hemolytic coagulase.
number of microbes present should be made. positive Staphylococcus aureus. An examina-
This is accomplished in the following manner: tion for food-destroying organisms would

utilize tests for pectinase production, or
(1) The material to be examined should be growth on the product.

so collected that it is not exposed to more
"microbes than ire already present. At the (5) The above sequence (I to 4) can be
time the foodstuff is sampled, it should be utilized for isolating and characterizing
placed in a container and stored so that microbes that are a causative agent in most
further microbial growth cannot occur. 'Ibis is problems of microbial biodeterioration.
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14-6.6 OTHER TEST TECHNIQUES wat'er is present, a sample should be taken at
the water-fuel interface and the numaber of

The extractable material method for deter- microbes present determined. Whether these
mining whether a material contains substrates microbes can grow on hydrocarbon substrates
that support microbial growth is an effective must be determined. For this purpose a flask
test. Test materials such as coatings, leather, of mineral salts medium (without added
plastics, and metals are extracted with water carbonaceous substrate) is prepared and 0.5
or other solvents (Ref. 32). If solvents are to 1.0 percent of an n-alkane, preferably
used, the extract is dried and resuspended in n-tetradecane, and a drop of the sample from
water. This water extract is added to a the fuel tank are added. The inoculated flask
mineral salts medium that contains no other is either placed on a rotary shaker or incubat-
nutrient source. The mixture is inoculated ed in stationmy culture for 4 to 7 days. Sig-
with microbes and incubated at a suitable nificant microbial growth would indicate that
temperature for 3 to 5 days. The microbial hydrocarbon-utilizing roirobes were present
mass attained after incubation gives a relative in the fuel tank. If fuel was stored in the tank
measure of the amount of carbonaceous for any significant period of time, the metallic
material present in the test material that will surfaces should be checked for corrosion. The
support microbial growth. fuel should also be filtered prior to being used

in an internal combustion engine.
Fuels and oils sometimes contain additives

than can be utilized by growing microbes. The The resistance of fuels to microbial attack
antioxidants added to grease are often excel- after treatment with deiceis or antdnmcroblals
lent substrates for microbial growth. The should also be aetermined, Since most fuel
proliferation of microbes on this constituent contains fungal spores and hydrocarbon-
can set off a sequence of attack by various utilizing microbes, the effectivenes of
microbes that effectively destroys the grease. biocides can be tested by adding water to the
The resistance of grease to attack and, hence, treated fuel and incubating for a suitable
its protective properties can be detemined by period. For better and more reproducible
coating 5- X 5-in. tin plates with the lubri- resuits, the treated fuel can be inoculated
cant. Fungal spores are added to some of the with a standardized inoculum of hydrocar-
plates. Controls are coated with lubricant bon-utilizing microbes.
only. The plates are incubated in a desiccator
at 100 percent relative humidity and 280 to Palits and coatings are tested in a number
30*C. The control plates should not show any of ways (Ref. 18). Panels of painted or coated
signs of corrosion. Those to which spores wood, plastic, or metal are placed in the
were added may have various amounts of environment such that they will be exposed
corrosion depending on the ability of the to more severe conditions than will be en-
fungal spores to grow in the grease. Among countered in use. They can also be iewted by
the fungi recommended by the International carefully painting metal rods or wood dowels
Electrochemical Commission in testing for with the material. The samples are cured
resistant materials for use in the tropics are: without undue exposure to microbes in the
Aspergillus niger, Paecilomyces variot, air. After curing, the coated samples are
Stachybotrys atra, Peniclilum brevicom- tested by one of the methods listed:
pactum. Chaetomlum compactum, and
Cladosporlum resinae. * (1) Extract studies. The coated rods are

soaked in sterile water and the extract
The presence of microbes in fuel can best inoculated with microbes. Recommended

be determined by ascertaining whether water microbial types include P.seudomorxu
is present in the fuel tank (Refs. 17t 24). If aeruginosa, Aspergillus niger, Cadosporium

reslnae, and Bacillus subtlifs. The relative
*See TAWbi 14-3 fur sounes of cultuf. amount of growth of the microbe is a measure
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) TABLE 14-3

CULTURE COLLECTIONM

Sources Cultures supplied

Auerican Type Culture Collection Bacteria
12301 Parklawn Drive Fungi
Rockville, Md. 20852 Viruses

The U.S. Army Deterioration fungi
Natick Laboratories
Natick. Mass.

Northern Utilization Research Bacteria, yeasts, and
and Development Division molds useful in fer-

U.S. Department of Agriculture mentations
Peoria, Ill.

Forest Products Research Laboratory Wood-rotting fungi
Princess Risborough
Aylesbury
Buckinghamshi re, England

Forest Disease Laboratory Wood-rotting fungi
RFD 2 Box 263
Laurel, Md.

Centraalbureau voor Schimnel-cultures Bacteria, fungi, and
Oosterstraat 1 viruses
Baarn, The Netherlands

of the biodegradability of the coating or (3) High hunmdity evaluation. The samples
paint, are sprayed with a calibrated fungal spore

suspension at a concentration of about 104
(2) Petrl dish studies. The coated or per milliliter. Various species of fungi can be

painted samples are placed on the surface of used in this test (Penicllla, Aspergilll,
agar in a 150-mm Petri dish. The agar, either Myrothecium). The coated or painted mate-
nutrient or mineral salts agar, is sprayed with rials should be incubated at u high humidity
a mixture of Aspergillus nlgrr, Aspergillus for 21 to 28 days and examined for fungal
Jlaius, Peniclllium funiculosum, and Tricho- growth.
derma. The relative amount of growth and
corrosion of the metal should be followed for (4) Soil burtal exposure. The coated
up to 30 days. samples are buried in soil and maintained at a
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favorable humidity, temperature, and soil (b) Electrical resi-tance test. A loss of
moisture conditiuu. The samples are re- electrical resistance suggests a deterioration of
covered in I to 6 mo and examined by one of the, coating or paint.
the following methods:

(t) Scanning electron microscope. Ex-
amination for breakdown of the coating and

(a) Pencil hardness test. Pencils of penetration of the barrier. Frequently, pitting
varying hardness are used to determine which or degradation of the underlying material is
"will/will not penetrate the surface. also observed.
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TABLE A-3

CONVERSION FACTORS FREQUENTLY USED TO OBTAIN SI UNITS

Fhystcal quantity Miscellaneous unit Mhultiplier SI Unit

Acceleration 1 ft s'? 4.047 X 1003 a s2

1G (free fall) * 9.807 * $'2

Are I acre i 4.047 X 10Q at
l ft, 9.290 X 100-2 ,
1 in.2  6.452 X 10.4 a,

I Pel1 2  P p.590 x 106 42

I yardt .6.361 x 10"I a2

Density I g cm 3  1 x 101 kg u-3

1 pound mass ft3 - 1.602 X 10 kg9 w3

Energy 1 OtW 1.055 x 100 j
1 calorie (termo- * 4.184 .chemical i

I electron vclt W 1.602 x 106,19
Ierg 0 1 x 10"7 j
I foot pound force W 1.356 .3
1 kilowatt hour W 3.6 X 106

Frem 1 yne W 1 XI 0 H

I pound force a 4.448 K
1 pounda1 a 1.383 X 10"1 H

Length 1 angstrom 1 X M
7 astronomical a 1.496 X 1011 M

unit

1 ft a 3,048 X 10-1 M
1 in. a 2.540 X l0-" •

1 micron 0 1 x 10-6 M

1 oi l 2.54X 10-5 l
I mile (statute) w, 1.6009 X 10 3•
1 nautical mile a 1.852 X 103

"vowersion factor holds for Btu of International Standards Onranization and International
Steam Table and is within 10.001 for rean Btu and therrochemical Htu.

A-4
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I ~TABLE A43 (GLvv',.u1i)

CONVERSION FACTORS FREQUENTLY USED IV) ODTAIh. :U UNITS

Physical quantity Miscellaneous unit Multipl-lo SI. 4M.

Nast 1 grain * 6.080 X U7 kg
1 gram 1 11O- Itg
I pound mass '. 4.536X O~rr 4
1 ton (showt) * 9.07210 x op9

PwAw I horsepower 7.457 X10'

Pressure 1 atmosphere 1.0131I10 ~ lid.
I cmof Hg (0,C) * 1.333 X10' ISea

1 dyne Cm 1.0 x i 101W2
I millibar * 1.0 x1i0,
I t.-,' 1.333 X102 1

Speed I ft s2 * 3.048 1 10 ~ 04-
I km hr 1  * 2.73X 1 as *51

1 knot S .144 1 10-1 in
I mile w* 4.470 x aI ' -

Tie I day 8 .640 X104S

Ih IN 3.6W0X103
1 year (calendar) a 3.154 X 10'

Viscosity 1 centistoke a I x 10-4

1 centipolse M I 1 10-3 *1

oum1t 3  0 1.032 X 10 . 0

1 in0 M 1.639 X 10"S
1 liter a I " O X )3 0

1 ounce (U.S. fluid) a 2.957 x 10's .3

I quart (U.S. liquid) a 9.464 X 1 0-40
1 yav43 a 7.I.4X10-1 03
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I

APPENDIX B
,TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION DATA FOR

; .REPRESENTATIVE WORLDWIDE STATIONS

I
iW
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j INDEX

SA control, 13-25

harvester, 13-23
Absolute humidity, 4-7 AR 70-10,4-76
Absorbtivity, 6-5 AR 70-38, 3-101, 3-108, 4-76, 4-80, 9-40,
Absorption, atmospheric, 6-19 10-74, 13-56
Acidity, its effect on micro-organisms, 14-18 Arc discharge, the effect of
Actinic deterioration, 6-65 pressure on, 5-28
Actinogrph, 6-51 Arctic sea smolte, 9-2
Actinomycetes, 1 4-10 Areal terrain map, 2-60
Adirondack spimpler, 8-40 Arthropods, 13-2
Advection fop,, 9-2 Ascomycetes, 14-12

Aerial penetrometers, 2.84 ASTM, 2-130, 11-21
Aerial photography, 2-65 ASTM B 117-61, 11-21
Aerobes, 14-20 ASTM B368-61T, 11-21
Aerosol, 12-5, 12-15 Atmosphere, 5-2
counter, 11-8 constant stress layer, 10-10

Agar, 14-32 free, 10-10, 10-14
Agglomeration, 11 -2 standard, 5-5

Air, composition, 4-1, 5-5 surface layer, 10-10
pollutant, 12-1 Atmospheric, aerosols, 6-19
pollution, 9-14 dispersion, 10-40

Aircraft, effect of wind on, 10-63 motion, 10-4
Airmass, 6-22 oxidant, 12-1

SAitken nuclei, 9-13 planetary boundary layer, 10-13
Albedo, 6-23, 9-12, 9-30, 9-32 pressure, 5-1
Algae, 14-10, 14-11 Attenuation coefficient, 9-12, 9-13
Alluvial fans, 2- ! 8 Atterberq limits, 2-79
Alluvium, 2-115 Autoclave, 14-32
Altimeters, 5-22 Avalanche, 8-50
setting, 5-13 Azimuth,'6-12

AMCP 310-1,3-108
AMCP 706-121, 11-23 B
Anaerobes, 14-20
Anemometers, I-43 Bacillaiy dysentery, 14-30

pressure tube, 10-52 Bacteria, 14,9
rotation, 10-43 Bacterial cell, composition, 14-10
thermal, 10-50 Bactericides, 14-67

Aneroid barometer, 5-21 Balloon tracking systems, 10-56
Angiosperms, 1349 Balloons, weather, 10-55
Angle of repose, 2-5 Barograph, 5-20
Angstrom pyrheliometer, 6-50 Barometer, 5-2
Animal products, effects on micro- Basidomycetes, 14-12

organisms, 14-28 Bearing capacity, 2-102
Antioxidants, 14-40 Bears, 13-2
Antiozonant, 12-31 Bedbugs, 13-27
Ants, 13-19 Bees, 13-29

Argentine, 13-22 Beetles, cairpet, 13-18
carpenter, 13-24 powder post, 13-13
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Bevameter, 2-84 organisms on, 14-25
Bimetallic pyranometer, 6-51 effect of ozone on, 12-37
pyrheliometer, 6-50 Celsius temperature scale, 3-2

Biochidal efficiency, 14-38 Centipedes, 13-29
protection, 14-33 Ceramic coatings, 1 1- 19

Biodegradation, 14-8, 14-15 Chemical conversion, surface
of cellulosic material, 14-25 treatment, 11-19
of food, 14-29 Chemiluminescent ozone analyzer, 12-21,
of petrochemicals, 14-23 12-22, 12-23
of plastics, 14-24 Chiggers, 13-28
prevention of, 14-33 Chloride, concentration, 11-7

Biodeterioration Information Center, 14-15 measurement, 11-8
Biosphere, 14-8 Chlorinity, 11-10
Bird control, 13-44 Chromate surface treatment, 11-19
Birds, 13-42 Circuit breakers, 3-91
Bivane, 10-53 Clay, 2-4
Blackbody, 3-8, 6-9 Climatic, categories, 3-39, 3-73, 3-96
radiation, 6-7 chamber, 8-85

Blowing snow, 8-43 design areas, 4-71
Boltzmann's constant, 6-8 hangar, 8-85
Boreal forest, 13-50 Cloud droplet camera, 9-36
Borers, crustacean, 13-30 Clouds, 6-19, 9-1

molluscan, 13-26 Coal, 2-16
Boring clams, 13-30 Coalescence, 9-38
Botulism, 14-29 Coatings, effect of humidity on,.4-64
Bowman sampler, 8-40 salt protection, 11-19
Brass, 4-74 Cockroacheg, 13-28
Brightness contrast, 9- 1 Cohesive soils, 2-108
Brine, 11-2 Cohron sheargraph, 2-82
Brucellosis, 14-30 Cold regions, 3-43
Bubblers, 11-8 Color distortion photography, 2-69
Bubbles, sea water, 11-2 Colorimetry, 12-21
Buildings, effect of wind on, 10-10 Combing, atmospheric salt, 11..2, 11-3

Combustion, effect of pressure on, 5-22
C Components, effect of temperature on, 3-86

Concrete, effect of salt on, 11-13
Cadmium, 4-74 Condensation, 4-9, 7-2, 9-1t 11-2, 11-18
California bearing ratio, 2-83, 8-42 nuclei, 7-2, 9-1, 1 1-.-
Camouflage, snow, 8-80 problems, 4-68
Camp Century, 8-79, 8-80 Conductivity, electrical, 11-11.
Campbell-Stokes recorder, 6-48 electrical, sea water, 11-4
Canadian hardness gage, 8-42 Cone, iiddex, 2-39
Capacitors, 3-89 penetrometers, 2-83
Carbon dioxide, 4-1 Construction, Lffect of terrain on, 2-95
Carniot cycle, 3-1 materials, snow, 8.79
Cartesian diver, 11-10 Convective, rain, 7-24
Caterpillars, 13-29 uplift, 7-2
Cathodic protection, 11-18 Cooling togs, 9-2
Cellulosic material, effect of micro- Coriolis acceleration, 10-4
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Corn snow, 8-5 fog, 9-3
Corona discharge, 12-4 measurement, 9-35
Corrosion, 4.104, 11-1, 11-3, 11-11, salt, 11-1

11-16, 14-18 size, 9-7, 9-9, 9-10
prevention, 11-17 velocity, 9-6
resistance, I 1-17 Dyes, effect of ozone on, 12-34

Coulomb's Law. soils, 2-35, 2-108 Dynamic pressure, 5-5
Creep, 8-4
Critical temperature, 4-2
Cr0 3 scrubber, 12-24 E
Cyclones, 10-25
Cyclonic, rain, 7-25 Earth, movements, 2-18

uplift, 7-2 rotation, 6-2
Earth-sun geometry, 6-10
Ecosystem, 13-49

D Eddy visocities, wind, 10-8
Effect, ,lir radiation, 6-55

Dalton's Law, 5-4 Einstein, 6-5
Deciduous h.Adwood forest, 13-51 Elastomers, 4-62
Declination angle, 6-2, 6-4, 6-12 Electrical, conductivity, 11-10
"De'compression, 5-31 equipment, effect of sait on, 11-13
Dehumidification, 11-18 Electrochemical, corrosion, 11-11, 14-19
Density, salt water, 11-10 potential, 11-13
Depth hoar, 8-5, 8-11 potentials, 11-12
Deserts, 11-1, 11-16 'Electromagnetic, attenuation, rain, 7-44
Design criteria, salt, 11-14 spectrum, 6-1, 6-3
Design criteria areas, sea salt, 11-15 Electron tubes, effect of temperature on, 3-91
Deterioration, materiel, 1-2 Emissivity, 6-7
Deuteromycetes, 14-12 Ephemeris, 6-16
Dewpoint, 4-10 Encrustment, atmospheric salt, 11-2, 11-3,
hygrometer, 4-55 11-7
maximum, 4-37 Environmental factors, interrelations, 1-2
recorder, 4-56 Environmental Series of Design Handbooks, 1-1
temperature, 4-10, 4-21 Environmental test chambers, 5-37, 12-3

Diatomaceous earth, 2-16 Epploy pyranoyneters, 6-52
Dichromate surface treatment, 11-19 Equatorial trough, 10-23
Dielectric constant, snow, 8-21 Equinoxes, 3-8, 6-30
Dielectric strength, effect of pressure on, 5-28 Eskers, 2-26
Direct shear test, 2-35 Eucaryotes, 14-11
Disaggregator, 8-42 Evaporation, 4-12
Doldroms, 10-23 effects of wind on, 10-64
Dolomite, 2-15 fogs, 9-2
Drag forces, atmospheric, 10-9 Exchange coefficients, atmospheric, 10-8
Drainage patteirns, 2-24 Explosive chambers, 5-37
Drawbar pull, 2-109 Exposure, salt, 11-8
Drifting snow, 8-70 testing, salt, 11-10, 11-20
Drive cylinder method, 2-77 External motion resistance, 2-108
Drizzle, 7-1 Extinction coefficients, 6-27
Droplet, concentration, 9-9 snow, 8-25
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F Frontal tog. 9--3
frost action, 2-74

Fabrics, cffect Qt ozone on, 12-34 Frostpoint. 4-10
Filtr,. elOccutaic parts. 3;-49 hygrometer. 4.55
equiptitent. 3-99 Fuel tank, corrosion, 14-23

F.ahrerdeit tWnperature scale. 3-2 Funpl cell. 14-1 I
Fallout. "salt. I I--'. I I -b Fungi. 14-11

FawS, 2-191 effects on metaLs. 14-20
FC&dUrd MOtw samipler. 8-40 Fungicides. 14-33
FI100, 9-3",

Filter. pmutile, 1 1-8 G
Fitebrats. 13-1)
Firn. 8-5. 8-1 .. Galvanic series, 1 1-12, 11-17
Flame counter, I G-as 'omnt, 4-3
Fleas, 13--"7 Gaussian diffusion model atnmiopbere, 10.41
Hloodbig, 10-o2 Gelatin film. 11-8
k-lvatihig vehicles. 2-112 GeoWgaphic regions. 6-2;-'t'I Iýtiv•x, '-I kx Geolot•,' 2ý1

FM 31-70, 8-71) Geometric severity factor. 2-112
F-ohn. 4-17. 10139 Geose'ophic *ind components, 10-15
Fog. 9-1. I•-3 Glacial geology. 2-25

cham~bers. )..40 Gluae, 8-2,. 8-26, 8-38
characteristics. 4 1 effect of. 8-52
coxpoataivn 1,-3 4-!3 Woldbeater'.; skin, 4-53
depth, 4-15 GCram stain. 14-10
dissipation. 4-37 Cr-&Ad llJ,ks, 4-15effects. 4-37 Graupel, 8-2
ftvquency Q- -17 to 9-22 Gravel. 2-5
intensity, Y-2 Gravimetric technique. 2-74
measurement. Q31 Gravitational constant, 4-4
rodels. 9-7 Ground. fog, 9-3
occurrence. 9-13, preusure, 2-102
prediction. 9-J2 water. Z-20
properties, 1-3 Gymnosperms. 1349
testing, Q-30

types, -2. -4 H
Food. ipoilage. 14-39

testing, 14.38 Hai1, 8. 2, 8-25
7oodstuffs, effect of 8-52

eftftct of nro': r-orguaisms on. 14-29 Pikatorms, 8-37

F.Mtinfs. 2-1'02 Hair hygrometer, 4-53
"Forest .an)oPy 3-4 '4thirvar Miniature Compaction Teest, 2-88
SFoI't.r sunshihnc switch. "-48 Heat, 3-4SFoundations, -2-9 Heat W- and. I10-39)

Free rakdicals. 12-3 Heat transfer, effect of pressumion, 5-30
Freezizg tt.mperature. sea water, 11-3. 11-5 Hen etiesealing, 11-18
Frictional. acceleration. 10-6 High Plains snow 3ampler. 8-40

~-J3. ,,!, 2-105 HWarfrost. 8-2. 8-26, 8-38
-ritscheu net radiometer, ,-54 effect of, 8-52

""" I I I I 1I4
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Hot regions, 3-50 crystal, 8-2

Hlour ange. 6-2. 6-12 fog, 9-1. 9-3, 9-5, 9-6
Humidity, 4-I fog, composition,. 9-7,9-10
absolute, 4-7 fog, occurrence, 9-16, 9-31
combined with high temperature. 4-71 pellet, 8-2
coutro, 4-73 Ice cap, 834
design congsiderationm 4-71 Idea! gis, 4-3
effect on coatmqs, 4-64 Igneous rocks, 2-7
effect on materials, 4-58 Immersion, salt water, 11-1
effect oo metals, 4-61 tank, salt water, 11-23
effect on optical instruments, 4-67 Immobilization, 2-31
effect on paper, 4-65 Impaction, salt particle, 11-3
effect on piastiks, 4-t.2 impactor, 11-8
effect on rubber. 4-63 Impingement, atmoshric salt, 11-3, 11-7
effect on textiles, 4-64 Indicators, effect of temperature on, 3-92
effect on wood, 4-465 infrared, extinction, 6-23
in storage, 4-70 hygrometer, 4-57
in transportation, 4-70 photography, 2-71

weavmment, 4-47 scanners, 2-90
'!elative, 4-2, 4 -6, 4 -16  Inhibitors, 11-18
simulation, 4-76 lnsects, 13-2
specific, 4-6 Insolation, 3-6, 3-8, 6-1
specifications, 4-80 '' Insulators, effect of salt on, 11-13
terminoogy, 4-5 Interferometer, 11-10
icit chamber. 4-76 Internatiunal System of Units, 6-2. A-2
test procedures, 3-79 Inversion, .3-20
test ranges. 4-80 Iron. bacteria, 14-20
testing, 4-76 springs, 2-13

Humidity and pressure synergism, 5-31 Irradiance. 6-2
Humidity-ozone, 12-36 Irradiancy, 6-7
Hurrcane, 10-26 Isobars 5-13
Hydrograph, 4-53 Isogon-iotach analysis, ! 0-58
tlydroloic. cycle, 2-24
geometry, 2-54, 2-57 J

HIydrometer, 11-1. 11-10
analysis, 2-76 Jmnspherc, 10-c6

Pygrometer, 4-47 .jordan %umhine re.tvter. 64P
calibration, 4-58
dewpoinl, 4-55 K
trostpoint, 4-55
hair, 4-53 Kata thermometer. Ii-, I
infrared, 4-57 Kelvin. 3-2
visual. 4-56

Htygm:.'opic sub~tances. 4-52L

Hypsometr, 5-22
tLak, etfk• t. M-28
Iapse rit,, ,0
iAiJdlwmm, 2-48

kIe, 8-1 Lnploy. ti
I
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Laser profilometer, 2-89 depolarization. 14-20
Latent heat. 4-11, 4-14 environment. 14-8
Latitude. 6-2. 6-12 excretion. 14-19
Lice, 13-27 growth, 14-13
Light, attenuation, 9-11 growth, nutrition, 14-18
effect on micro-orsanisms. 14-17 species, 14-8

Limestone, 2-13 Microbiological organisms, 14-1
Linear, terrain map, 2-59 Microchemical techniques, 11-8
Liquid. crystals, 3-75 Micio-organisms, effect of. 14-16

limit, 2-79 effect on animal products, 14-28
water content. 7-9., 9-8 effect on cellulosic material, 14-25

Loss tangent. snow. 8-21 effect on foodstuffs, 14-29
Lo%%-pressure regions, 5-33 effect on metals, 14-18
Lubricants, effect of temperat~are on, 3-85 effect on paint. 14-27
Lubrication, effect of piessure on, 5-27 effect on petroleum products, 14-21

effect on plastics, 14-24

measurements. 14-31
M testing, 14-35

Microscopy, 14-3!
Macrobiological organisms, 13-1 MIL-E-5272. 7-50
Magnetometers. 2-94 MIL-HDBK 132. 11-23
Mammals. 13-2 MIL-STD-210, 7-47, 8-86. 9-40, 13-56
Manometer, 5-22 MI L-STD-810. 3A102, 4-76, 4-78, 4-79, 4-80,
Marine. borers. 13-26 5-38,6-67, 7-50, 9-39, 11-21, 11-22, 11-23

Corrosion Laboratory. 11-22, 11-23 NII.-STD-, 165, 4-3
Marvin sunshine recorder, 6-48 MIL-T- 18404, 11 -21
Material deterioration by solar Mineral soil, 2-27
radiation, 6-66 Mites, 13-28

Materials, efftýct of wind on, 10-62 Mixing, togs, 9-2

Mechanical, assemblies, effect of snow lengths, atmospheric, 10-9

on, 8-50 ratio, 4-4, 4-6, 8-86, 9-39, 12-2
components, effect of temperature Mobility, 2-I, 8-1
on, 3-k.2 effect of snow on, 848
equipment, effect of salt on, I 1-13 effect of wind on, 10-63

Mediterranean climate, 13-51 index, 2-3-

Mercurai baroneters, 5-20 snow, 8-63

Mercury, 4-74 Mohr's failure circles, 2-34

Metals, cowrosiol., I '-I I Molds. 14-12
effect of hum'dity on, 4-61 Mole fraction, 4-7
effect of micro-organisms on, 14-18 Moll-(orczynski solarimeter, 6-52
effect of temperature on, 3-83, 3-84 Moni-Obukhov length, 10-12
electrochemical potential. 1.- 13 Moraine, 2-26

Me teorological radar, 7-40 Mosquitoes. 13-27
Mice, 13-32 Moth control, 13-16
Microbe metabolism. 14-13 Moths. 13-15
Microbes. 14-1 Motois, effect of temperature on, 3-92

Microbial. biodeterioration. 14-I Mt. Rose sampler, 8-40
contarnir.ation, 14-39 Multispectral photography, 2-68
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N measurement, 12-15
precursors, 12-14

Niagara Falls, 2-15 properties, 12-1
Nitric oxide, diurnal change, 12- 16 to 12-19 protection, 12-38
Nitrogen bacteria, 14-20 reactions, 12-I5
Nitrogen, dioxide, diurnal change, 12-16 to sources, 12-2

12-19 synthesis, 12-2, 12-4
phowolysis. 12-3 test procedures, 12-37

Nonmetallic materials, effect of temperature Ozone and pressure synergkim, 5-32
on, 3-83, 3-85 Ozonizers, 124

Nuclear radiation, 6-1 Ozonogpam, 12-5, 12-10, 12-I1, 12-12
Nucleation, 9-3, 9-14
Nuclei, 9-13 P
Number density, 99

0 Paint, effect of micro-orgaisms on, 14-27
effect of salt on, 11-12

Obscuration, 8-49 salt protection, 11-19
On-road performance model, 2-125 Paper, effect of humidity on, 4-65
Oomycetes. 14-12 effect of solar radiation on, 6-59
Optical instruments, effect of humidity Particles, salt, I 1-1
on, 4-67 Pusquill Stability, 1046

Orpanic materiah, effect of temperature Passivators, 11-18
on, 3-84 Permeability, coefficient, 2-86

Orographic, rain, 7-25 snow, 8-44
uplift, 7-3 Pers sunshine recorder, 6-48

Osmotic oressurt, 14-14 Pesticides, 14-35
Overland train, 8-65 Peter snow, 8-14
Oversnow transport, 8-63 Petroff-Hauser counting chamber, 14-32
Oxidant analyzer, 12-2 1, 12-24, 12-25, 12-26 Petroleum products, effect of micro-
Oxidants, diurnal change, 12-16, 12-17, organisms on, 14-21

12-18, 12-19 effect of temperature on, 3-83
Oxygen, 12-1 Phosphate surface treatsmnt, 11-19
effect on micro-organisrrs, 14-17 Photochemical, degradation, 6-55

Ozone, 12-1 process, 12-2
calibration, 12-15 Photometry, 2-90
concentration. 12-1, 12-3, 12-6, 12-7, Photon, 6-5

12-8, 12-9, 12-14 Photovoltaic solarimeters, 6-53
damage, 12-38 Pibals, 10-56
destruction, 12-4, 12-5 Pill bugs, 13-31
distribution, 12-5 Planck's constant, 6-8
diurnal change ý 2-13, 12-16, 12-17, 12-18, Planetary boundary layer, 10-13

12-19 PMastic, index, 2-79
effect on fabric dyes, 12-34 limit, 2-79
effect on polymer rubber, 12-31 Plastics, effect of humidity on, 4-62
effects, 12-26, 12-30 elfect of micro-organisms on, 14-24
exposure, 12-26, 12-28, 12-30 effect of solar radiation on, 6-60
generator, 12-20 effect of temperature on. 3-85
humidity, 12-36 Plating, salt protection, 11-19
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Polarized light Photography, 2-70 tables, 4-49

Polecat Train, 8-67 Pulvimixers, 8-82
Polymers, effect of ozone on, 12-31 Pychometer bottle, I 1-1 0
Porosity, soil, 2-5 Pyranometc.-s, 6-51Potassium iodide test, 12-1, 12-1.5 Pyrheliometers, 6-49Potential temperature, 12-13 Pyroeten, 3-74Powder snow, 8-5 Pyroi• tric cones, 3-74

Power spectral density, 2-55,'2-70

Prairie dogs, 13-41
Precipitable water, 4-19, 6-23 0
Precipitation, 7-1, 11-6, 11-7
data, B-2 Quartzite, 2-16
rates, 7-15
scavenging, 7-21

Preservation of food, 14-30 R
Pressure, 5-1
altitude, 5-17 Radar, 2-91
atmospheric, 10-34 meteorology, 8-52design, 5-33 reflectivity, 7-45, 7-46 '
distribution, 5-13, 5-17 Radforth classification, 2-27effect on are discharge, 5-28 Radiation, balance, &-28""effect on combustion, 5-22 fogs, 9-2
effect on dielectric strength, 5-28 physics, 6-5effect nn licat transfer, 5-30 Radiometers, 6-53effect on lubrication, 5-27 Radiometry, 2-93effect on vaporization, 5-30 Radiosonde, 9-36
effects of, 5-2,. balloons, 10-56extremes, 5-17 Rain, 7-Igradient acceleration, 10-5 chamber, 7-53protection against, 5-33 chemical properties, 7-21sea-level, 5-14 design, 7-47
simulation, 5-38 effects, 7-40testing, 5-37 erosion, 7-41units, 5-2 gage, 7-39, 8-39Pressure and humidity synergism, 5-31 measurement, 7-29Pressure and temperature synergism, 5-30 measurement errors, 7-40Pressurization. 5-33 physical properties, 7-21Primer, salt protective, 11-20 properties, 7.3

Procaryotes, 14-• protection against, 7-49Proctor Compaction Test, 2-87 salt content, 11-2
Profile recorders, 2-93 simulation, 7-49Profilometer, 2-88 testing, 7-51
Proteins. 14-28
P•rotista, 14-9 Raindrop, 7-IProtozoa. 14-13 accelerator. 7-5IPsychrometeii, 4-48 camera, 7-39

Assamn, 4-49 concentration, 7-4errors, 4-51 impact energy, 7-17,ling, 4-49 intensity, 7-I1
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shape, 7-3
size, 7-4 S
size distribution, 7-4 Salinity, 11-4, 11 -5, 11 -11size spectrometer, 7-40 definition, I l-Ivelocity, 7-17 measurement, 11-7Rainfall, data, 7-29 units, 11-2distribution, 7-24 Salt, 11-1frequency, 7-25 airborne, 11-1

Rainwater, 11-3 concentration, 11-6
trace impurities, 7-23 crystals, I 1-IRammsonde. 8-11 cycle, 11-2

Rankine temperature scale, 3-2 datc , 11-7

Rats, 13-32 deposition, 11-6
Rayleigh scattering, 7-45 disition, 11-6
Recognition distance, 2-54 dioplets, 11-2
Recording rain gage, 7-39 effect on concrete, 11-13Reflectance, snow, 8-23 effect on electrical equipment, I 1- 13Reflection, atmospheric, 6-19 effect on insulators, I 1-13Reflectivity, 6-7 effect on mechanical equipment, 11-13Refractive index, 1 1-10 effect on paint, 11-12Regolith, 2-15 exposure, 1-1
Relative humidity, 4-6, 4-16, 4-20, 4-22 fallout, 11-6Relays, effect of temperature on, 3-91 fog, I I-)Reliability screening, 3-100 lakes, I I-IRemote sensing, snow, 8-45 measurement, 11-7terrain, 2-67, 2-89 particles, 9-1, 11 -IReptiles, 1 3-2 properties, 11 -3Resistors, effect of temperature on, 3-86 size, 11-5
Respirometry, 14-37
Reynolds stresses, 10-7 sources, 11-2
Rime, 8-2, 8-26, 8-38, 8-52 spray e, I -2River, crossings, 2-1Il transport, 11-1, 1 -2, 1 -6depth. 2-11]7 wterapr, I I-I, .,1 f
width, 2-116 weight, 11-5Rivers, 2-24 Salmorellosis, 14 •.29

Rocket track, 7-51 Saltation, 84
Rocks, 2-7 SaltAll, 11-2, 1 l-4t, 1- 14, 11-16chemical decomposition, 2-12 Sand, 2-4properties, 2-96 cone method. 2-77Rodents, 13-31 Sandstone, 2-16control, 13-38 Saphrophytes, 14-1distribution, 13-36 Saprobes, 14-12effects, 13-37 Sastruga, 8-4
Rubber, 12-32 S7 Sat,'ation, deficit, 4-10balloon method, 2-77 vapor pressure, 4-3, 4-7
effect of humidity on, 4-63 Saturation -adiabatic pr4 7 ss, 4-20effect of ozone on, 12-31, 12-33 Scorpions, 13-29effect of solar radiation on, 6-61 Sea breezes, 10-37effect of temperature on, 3-84, 3J-95 Sea-level pressiire, 5-14
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Sea water, composition, 11-4, 11-5, 11-9 mechanical properties, 8-6
conductivity, 11-3 me'.amorphism, 8-4
specific gravity, 11-3. 114 optical properties, 8-23
standard, 11-I, 11-3 pellet, 8-2

Sedimentary rocks, 2-15 permeability, 8-9
Sediments. 2-5 porosity, 8-8
Seeding, fog, 9-38 properties, 8-3
Scismicity, 2-88 reflectivity, 8-50
Seismograph, !-88 removal, 8-54
Semiconductor, effect of temperature removal chemically, 8-60
on, 3-91 runways, 8-82

Shale, 2-17 simulation, 8-84
Shallow fog. 9-3 sliding friction, 8-17
Shipworms, 13-26 strength, 8-12, 8-42
Shrinkage limit, 2-80 sublimation, 8-21
Silt, 2-4 testing, 8-84
Silver. 4-74 thermal properties, 8-19

disk pyrheliometer, 6-50 Snowfall, 8-26, 8-39
Silverfish, 13-19 Snowflakes, 8-3
Simulation, equipment, snow, 8-85 size, 8-3
humidity, 4-76 Snowmobile, 8-64
solar radiation, 6-66 Snowplows, 8-57
salt corrosion, I I- 11, 11- 18 Soil, 2-2

Sky cover, 6-39 air, 14-15
Sleet, 8-2 burial testing, 14-36
Slip, 2-38 characteristics, 2-98
Smog, 9-!5 classification, 2-4
Smoke plume, 10-44 cohesion, 2-32, 2-33
Snakes, 1 3-2 color, 2-66
Snow. 8-2, 8-3 compaction, 2-87
concrete, 8-5 compressive properties, 2-80
construction with, B-79 consolidation, 2-84
cover. 8-29 data display, 2-42
creep, 8-14 density, 2-77
density, 8-6, 8-40 grain size distribution, 2-75
depth, 8-29, 8-39 internal friction, 2-32
drifC ig, 8-4, 8-70 measurement standards, 2-130
effects of, 8-47 mechanics, 2-31
effect on mechanical assimblies. 8-S0 microbial properties, 14-15
effect on weapons, 8-52 moisture content, 2-74

elastic properties, 8-1 2 particle class, 2-72
electrical properties, 8-21 penetration, 2-82
fence, 8-71 penetrometer, 2-82
Wage, 8-42 permeability, 2-85
grain size, 8-11 plasticity, 2-33, 2-79
heat of fusion, 8-21 profile, 2-3
load, 8-35, 8-49 press-shrinkage relationship, 2-36
mrasurement, 838 shear strength, 2-32,'2-33
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stability, 2-35stabilith. 2-55 2-02-01Stress corrosion, 11-12, 11-18strength. 2-55, 2-80, 2-101 Stresses in rocks, 2-8
traction, 2-108 Structural geology, 2-17

Structures, effect of wind on, 10-62 ASolar, constant, 6-8 Sublimation, 4-8 •
energy disposition, 6-22Sublmaio, 4-8

enery, loba mens, -21Sun, 3-8, 6-1energy, global means, 3-21 Sunshine duration recorders, 6-47
irradiance, 6-9 Supersaturation, 4-7
noon, 6-15, 6-16 Surface, coatings, effect of' solar
spectrum, 6-1, 6 -9 radiation on, 6-64
spectrum, irradiance, 6-35 composition, 2-55

Solar radiation, 3-9, 6-1 geometry, 2-52, 2-55
absorption, 6-19 water, 2-24
characteristics, 6-8 Switches, effect of temperature on, 3-92
distribution, 6-29 Synergism, humidity and microbial
effect on paper, 6-60 organisms, 4-69
effect on plastics, 6-60 humidity and pollutants, 4-70
Seffect on rubber. 6-61 humidity and temperature, 4-69
effect on surface coatings, 6.64 humidity and salt, 4-69
"effect on textiles, 6-57 humidity and vibration, 4-70
effects, 6-55 Synergisms, temperature, 3-94

measpuements, 6-39
reflection, so19 T

scattering, 6-19
testing for effects, 6-66 Taiga, 13-50Solid precipitants, effect of. 8-45, 8-53 Taxonomy, microbes, !14-1

Solstice, 3-8, -30 Ta 700n8010-1, 11-23
Specific humidity, 4-6 Telephotometer. 9-34
Specifications, snow, 8-84 Temperature, 3-10
temperature, 3-ibo08 absolute zero, 3-1

Spectral irradiance , 6- 9 ambient air, 3-7
sensitivity of filo, 2-65 ammunition, 3-65

Spectrophotometer, 12-24 annual cycle, 3-11
Spiders, a13-29 atmosphere, 3-10
Spore germination inhibition, 14-38 combined effects, 3-93
Squall line, 5-633 combined with high humidity, 4-71
Squirretse 13-41 conversion, 3-3
Staff, wind, 10-57 data, 3-22o, B-2
Standarde,a 4-19. 55 definition, b-1iweather shelter, 4-47 design, 3-95
Station pressure. 5-6 diurnal cycles, 3-8, 3-21, 3-47. 3-97
Steam fog, 9-2 d rt o fc l ,3 4
Stevenson screen, 3-7/5 durati'on of cold, 3-58

Strain, gage, 5-22 effect or% bitdeterioration, 14-29
Stratification, 2-17 effect on components, 3-81h
Streamline-!sotach analysis, 1 0-58 effect on metals, 3-83, 3-84
Streptococcal food poisoning, 14-30 effect on nonmetallic crystals, 3-85
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effect on nonmetallic materials, 3-83 testing, 2-126
effects, 3-4, 3-6, 3-80 units, 2-59
environment, 3-7 Terrestrial radiation, 6-39
extremes, 3-43 Tesk chamber, temperature, 3-103, 3-106
fixed points, 3-2 classification, 3-101
forest, 3-14 facilities, temperature, 3-105
gradient, atmospheric, 10.16 methods, salt exposure, 11-21
in aircraft, 3-63 procedures, 3-102
in boxcar, 3-60 ranges, snow, 8-85
in stor•e tank, 3-61 salt fog, 11-20, 11-21
in warehouse, 3-66 salt spray, 11-21
induced, 3-53 salt water, 11-20
lag, 3-11 salt water immersion, 11-22
mean, 3-25 sites, terrain, 2-126
measiurement, 3-60 track facility, 7-51
occurrence of low, 9-26, 9-27, 9-28, 9-29 Testing, effect of solar radiation on, 6-66
of tank, 3-64 fog, 9-39
scales, 3-2 Textiles, effect of humidity on, 4-64Ssimulation, 3-106 effect of solar radiation on, 6-57
soil, 3-9, 3-1 6. 3-51, 3-69 Theodolite. 10-56
solar, 6-7 Thermal, budget, 3-22
specifications, 3-108 conductivity, snow, 8-19
stresses, 3-95 diffusivity, snow, 8-i 9
terrestrial, 3-7 inversion, 12-14, 12-15

A test facilities, 3-105 lows, 5-14
testing, 3-100 radiation, 6-5
vertical gradient, 3-20 shock, 3-93
water, 3-9, 3-51 Thermistor, 3-70

Temperature and pressure synergism, 5-31 Thermochemical calorie, 6-5
Termites, 13-3 Thermocouple, 3-71
control, 13-10, 13-12 Thermographs, 3-68
ntonsubterrsnean, 13-11 Thermometer, 3-1, 8-43
subterranean, 13-4 accuracy, 3-77

Terrain, 2-1 acoustical, 3-71
effect of wind on, 10-63 bimetallic, 3-68
effect on construction, 2-95 infrared, 3-74
effects, 2-95 liquid-in-glass, 3-67

factors. 2-52 maximum, 3-67 =
effnceton, 2-88 mciimum, 3-67
macroglometry, 2-55 qurrtz, 3-71

maps, 2-42, 2-60 soil, 3-76
measurements, 2-72 resistance. 3-70
microgeometry. 2-55 thermoelectric, 3-70
orpnic, 2-27 vapor pressure, 3-69
performance model, 2-122 Thermopile pyrheliorneters, 6-5G
simulatiop, 2-126 Thixotrophy, 2-34
specifications, 2-130 Thunderstorms, 7-3, 10-29
terms, 2-52 Tick-, 13-28
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Titration, 1 -0 hygrometer. 4.-.56
'IM 5-3491, 8-80 range. -1

Tornadoes, 10-2), 10-33
Torricelli principle. 5-20
"Traflicabilitv. 2-31, 2-83, 2-95 W
"Triasl'formers. elfcct of teniicpcrtri' oi, 3-9(1

"l'raI;,,isiviy. o-24 WaUo'out. Sall. I I-2
"lransmissoA etCr, 9-34 Wasps, 13-29
"*Iriaxal test, 2-35, 2-8O Water, distibution, 8-1
"1riple point. 4- 10 effect oil micro-organisms., 14-17
Tropical, depression, 10-2 0 pii, 2-2

rain forest, 13-51 table, 2-21
storm, I U-26 traps, 11-17
lest (enter, I1-22 vapor, 4-1, 4-3

"Iropopause. 5-I17 vapor, adsorption. 4-59
lroposphere, I 6-I 0 vapor, deficit, 4-I1
'1undra, 13-5 0 va por, distribution, 4-17, 4-21
lurhlulence, at Io.,sheric. 10-0 vapor, diuirnal variation, 4-20
Turbulent difrtlsiOl, 8-4 vapor. enclosures, 4-47
TyIlhoons, 10-21 vapor, sources, 4-19

Weapons, effect Of snow on, 8-52
U Weather, 10-1

station, 2-74
(.1ltraviolet, radiati on, 0-5(1, 12-4 Weathering, 12-37
scin,,ilig. -'-()0 Wentworth, scale, 2-5

tUnified Soil Chls,,ifici;tionl Sy,'teil, 2-27 Wet-bulb, dcpressioii, 4-51I

Unit tempcr,,ion fector,, A-4 temperature, 4-10, 4-11
Unit,,, 1-2, A-2 Wet canld;c ilethod, 11-8, i 1-9

solar radiatimi, fi-.5 Whitcouit, 9-1, 9)-3U, 9-33
witid~lwed, 10-2 Wien Vollstantl, 6-8

Up,,lope fop"g, 9,.'. Wind, 10-1, 1 1-16

Utilitie'. effvet 1f wind on, I t-62 data, 10-S7
direction, 10-1

V listribution, 10-10
effects ol', M-I, 0-26. 10-34, 10-61

Vapor preu,,,ure, 4-3 quat!ionfs, thermal, 10-10
Vuori/ation, 'fect of pressure oin. 5-30 geostrophic, 10-13
Vegectaion, 2-41), '-57, - I (210, 13-47 horizontal distribution, 10-23

design, 13-55 jet stream, 10-,18
distribution, 13-50 levels, gradient, 10-13
ellfcets, 13-54 ine.stireiuent-., 10-43
simulation. 13-56 mountain lee wave, 10-39

Vehicle mobility model, 2-54, 2-1 22 observations, 10-57
Velocity variance, wind, 1 k-8 occurrence probabilities, 10-67
Visihilit', Q-i, 49-I, - .23, 9-24, 9-25, 4)-30 profile, 10-12

e!roct ofl wind oil, 10-03 protection against effect of, 10-64
mceasurcmlel, it 9-34 regulations, 10-74
raingv, 9-30 rose, 10-.58

Visual, c'vt inc meter, 9-34 sea bremes, 10-37
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simulation. 10-73 Windchill, 10-64

specifications. 10-74 Wind-driven water. 0M62
speed. maximum., l -2 Wind-tunnel testing, 8-85
speed, maximum. 10-2 Wood, decay, 14-26
Systems,. 10-25 effect of humidity on, 4-65
sySems. nesoscule. I 0- 1( rot, 14-26
Ssysnte. mountain, 10-31) Woodchucks, 13-41
testing., 10-73 Worldwide precipitation, 7-27I.
ttunnel testing, 10-74
vane,. 10-52 Z
vertical distribution, I 0-I 0
tonal, I1-17 Z;nith angle, 6-2, 6-12

Wind arid temperature. 10-64 Zygomycetes. 14-12
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Filud Identification procedures nomton" i o
Brou~~ rTypical names (Emcludi% particles larger than 3 In. Siidfo

3 4 1

S Wall-graded gravel%, gravel-sand mixtures, Wtde range In grain sizes and'substantial For undisturbed soils add information
0W little or no fVnes. amounWts of all interimadiate particle sizes, on stratification, degree of compact-

ness. cementation, moisture conditions,

GP Poorly graded Vroavlu we~ ..iv;M-sand mixtures Predominantly one size or 4! rpwg, of sizes with andriaec rctitcs
little or no fines sun intermediate sizes missing.

S Silty gravels, gravel-sand-silt mixture. Nomplastic fines or fines with low plasticity
CH ~~~~~~~~~~~(t~orsidentification procedures see 1L t below). Gv yia ie.idct prxmt

pemcentage2 of sand and gravel.* maxi-
S Clayey gravels, gravel-sand-cley mixtures. Plsi ie frilniiain~mum size; angularity, surface condi-

see L baow).tine, and hardness of the coarse
see L blow) grins-, local or geologic nam and

_____________________________ ________________________________ other pertinent descriptive informa-
tion; and symbol in parenthesos.

SM Well-graded sands, gravelly sands, little or Wide range in grain size and substantial amounts
no fines, of all intermediate particle sizes.V

SP Poorly graded sands or gravelly sands, little Predominantly one size or a range of sizes

or no fines, with am intermediate sizes missing. Si sngael, buX0 .d

S" Silty sands, sand-silt mixtures. No"laitir fin*% or fines with low plasticity niagrvlp tie 1/in
(for Identification procedures see HL below), imaxiom. size, rounded and subanga. Arsand grains, coarse to fine; about 15%

nonpbstic fines with low dry strength;
we0l compacted and moist in place; al-

Clayey sands, sand-clay mixtures. Plastic fines (for identification procedures lva ad S)
SCsee CL below). -. .().4

ill-~tI
or C JIM Size

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __Ir e_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _

Dry Strength Dilatancy louqhness
(Reaction (Consistency

"Lfou.silty o ay fine sands or None to slight Quick to slow Nome
clmsilts with slight Plasticity. For undisturbed soils add Information

it - on structure. stratification, coll-
Inranccay d o lam i sistertcy in undisturbed and rea.C. wivaily clays, snyclan, si ty clays, htdiun'to high None to very Medium moleste, otu addin

slow age Conditions.
13

Cl Ic silts and organic silty clays of Slight to Slow Slight
latiit.medium GivO typical name; Indicate degree kin

character Of plasticity; amount and h

III laorganic silts. micacecxis or diatomitceous Slight to Slight to maximum size of coarse grains;, color
fine sandy or silty soils, elastic silts, medium Slow to none MMUiM In wet Condition, odor, If any; local

oW geolgic nae And other Pertinent
descriptive Information; anl Symol

C'4 Inorganic clays of high plasticity, fat High to very None High In paenltheses.
clays, high

I I-I Eamipla:
ON Organic clays of medium to high plasticity. Nedi"m to high None to very Slight to L3j t.sit IrN;I slightly plastic;,

ergeic ilts C lowmedium "ImL pcetage of fine sand;
_________________________I I___ _ Numrous vertical root boe;firm

Pt Peat and other highly organic soils. Readily identified by colar-, odor. swqw.g it, dyi pae.le&. M)

sand frequently by fibrous texture.
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' Infomttion required for Laboratory classification

Ots) describing soils criteria*

lags on tratfictioi, 4eree4 copactD06 Grtemtr than 4For undisturbed moil; add information Ge th1A•Ze5. on stretificatio'i, degree 0, compac- C. V 6(-)

ness, comentation, moisture conditions,
and drainage characteristics. cBw"n

res with 10 r D60

;Scity S Not meting all gradation requirements for GM

below). " Atterterg limits below W line Above 'A' line with
Give typical he; indicate approximete or PI less than 4 PI between 4 and 7Gte t__t____honare borderline casest

piecewitages of snd and gravel, mail- s a.re b erline cases
mum sze; -. .requT giiuse of dual!lures000 size; angularity, surface condi- T 7".! lzb Tri• Atnreglmt bve""1, •os

tion. and hardness -f the €orse - a
rains; local or geologic no and with PI greater than 7other partinent Jetcriptive inform-

inunts tion; and smbtol In parentheses. ~:~ :00Getrta
j mounts - Cu Greater than 6

Exli : ; Not meting all gradation r equir.mts for SW
-Sity and. gravelly; about Z0% hard, N M4

ticity i -vl particles 1/-. Atterber limits below A line Above "A" li with
belam). ma imsrize; .rouanded and subangular t. or PI aess than 4 P2M)otwe#yit and I

sand grain;. coarse to fine; about 15% 7%, are borderline cames"m lastic fines with low dry itrength; 1 Pil requiring use of dual
well copacted and moist In place; aI- e qiringse

4me; (SH). w Atterwg li? ts above "A" line.•ros~V 1wt% wid 5•.••th PI greater tion 7

sie Ku * coefficient of unifomit C - coefficient of curvature

ieh ;s plO' 0, and D6. - grain-size diameters corresponding to 10. 30, and 60
Ii stency ' percent. respectively, passing on the cumulative

-,, grein-size curves_ . .....

For undisturbed soils add information Liparing Soils at Equal Liquid Limit
on structtie,, stratification, con- Toughness and Dry Strength Increase
""istency In undistrbed and re- with Increasing Plastclt y Index ,
molded status, moisture and drain- so
age conditions. CH

itht
give typicril name; Indicate deree and .1-

character of plasticity; amount and
I:to olmaim size of coarse grains;, color a

In wet condition; odr. if any; local , C 20
or gaoloegic ramma nnd other pertinent CH _
descriptive inforomation; and symbelC

sh ~ In parentheses. 1

qt to f pslbrewn.; slightly plastic; 20 4 50 6 70 % 3 10
Iwoalpeoea of tine sand; 0 2 0 4 o 6 0 W 9 0

mmueum vertical root holes- firm LIQUID LIMIT
e ndr*y In place, less; (Mtt. HASTICITY AMART

teel,
- -.. . . .-i - soil
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